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Abstract
This thesis explores the history of the Papuan Official Collection (POC) from 
conception, through its acquisition and travel from Papua to Australia, to its storage 
in Sydney and then in Canberra. It also looks at the ties the Collection has with 
collections in other institutions. In short, the thesis constructs a biography for a 
museum collection with a complex history. The primary aim of this thesis is to 
understand why and how the POC -  an ethnographic collection consisting almost 
entirely of material culture from Papua New Guinea -  came to be part of the 
collections of the National Museum of Australia, Canberra.
In order to achieve this aim, the thesis explores the role of objects and collecting 
during the Australian colonial occupation of the Territory of Papua (now the 
southern portion of Papua New Guinea) between 1907 and c.1940. It situates the 
Collection within its historical context in terms of the development of collecting, 
museum practices, and the establishment of the discipline of anthropology. These 
three areas of study are important if we are to appreciate the ideologies of the 
collectors and, in particular, the paradigms that ruled European thinking with regard 
to Indigenous people which grounded Sir Hubert Murray’s administration of Papua.
The thesis is organised around the interweaving of the biographies of the objects in 
the Collection and events in the life of the Collection as a whole, with those of its 
primary collectors. Thus, Sir Hubert Murray, his policies and collecting are the focus 
of the birth and infancy of the Collection. The government anthropologists WM 
Strong, WE Armstrong and FE Williams and their formal training and informed 
approaches to their work are the focus of its youth, and the individual and sometimes 
idiosyncratic collecting preferences of the resident magistrates are the subjects for 
the directions of its young adulthood. The Australian Museum and Australian 
Institute of Anatomy form the sites of the Collection’s initiation into adulthood. 
Institutions overseas and at the Australian Museum, Sydney, are the homes of sibling 
collections o f the POC.
This thesis represents the first time that all the available archival and other 
information about the POC has been brought together in one cogent story. As the 
Collection has survived mostly intact to the present day, it is not dead, so this is an 
unfinished biography -  there is more of the story to come. The discussion in the final 
chapters proposes that in directing of the rest of the story, the National Museum of 
Australia has a choice: Does the story of the Collection become a meaningful feature 
of the Museum’s own biography, together with that of the story of Australia and 
Papua New Guinea, or does the Collection begin its senescence in the solitude of 
museum storage?
iv
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Terminology
Melanesia
The island groups extending from New Guinea across to Fiji and New Caledonia are 
generally known as Melanesia, and the people inhabiting them as Melanesians 
(Moore 2003:3). There is considerable debate in the literature as to the relevance and 
precision of these terms. Moore, however, claims that what might have started out as 
a term of classificatory convenience for the wave of Europeans invading the Pacific 
from the 1500s onwards has become a reality for the people of these islands. He 
proposes that they have ‘indigenised’ the concept of Melanesia for themselves, 
relieved of any ‘element of inferiority’ (2003:4). As such, the terms Melanesia and 
Melanesian will be used in this thesis when necessary to refer to the broad concepts 
o f Papua New Guinea’s cultural-geographic locality and as a general term to refer to 
the ethnicity of the Indigenous people of Papua New Guinea where appropriate. The 
word Papuan, a term with a similarly chequered past, will be used to speak more 
specifically about the Indigenous people of the former Territory of Papua.
Papua
During the period 1906-1940 the southern portion of the country now called Papua 
New Guinea (the lower right quadrant of the island of New Guinea, and smaller 
islands to the east) was known as the Territory of Papua and was under the 
administration of the Australian government. In order to ensure clarity when 
discussing events the following protocol concerning the name of this area will be 
used: prior to 1906 - British New Guinea, between 1906 and 1975 - Territory of 
Papua, or Papua, post September 15, 1975 -  (the southern half of the nation of) 
Papua New Guinea.
Ethnography, Ethnology, and Anthropology
Anthropology, ethnology and ethnography are all part of the study of humanity along 
with history, archaeology and sociology. At the time of the acquisition of the POC 
and other collections like it, ethnography, ethnology and anthropology were 
relatively new methods of study that had not yet evolved into formalized disciplines 
or subdisciplines; these terms were used interchangeably to indicate that some 
element of humanity, past or present, was under scrutiny. Further definition of these 
terms, in context of the arguments presented in this thesis can be found in Chapter 
Three.
Indigenous
‘Native’ will only be used in its original context in quoted archival material. Its use 
in this manner does not indicate my support of the connotations that may be read 
from that archival material. To use the word native outside the sphere of archival 
reference may be perceived as derogatory. As argued by Anna Maxwell (1999), the 
reproduction of racist imagery from the Victorian era risks perpetuating the attitudes 
and problems that arose from that time. I also agree with her that in order for 
Europeans (or persons of any ethnicity) to understand their own current cultural 
identities, they need to examine what was done in the past even if this is unpleasant. I 
hope that in the reproduction, explanation and examination of the sometimes 
paternalistic and racist images, views and remarks of the period during which the 
POC was acquired, that the original intentions are dispersed by a new understanding 
of both the time and the people involved (European and Indigenous). The terms 
Papuan people, Papuans, Papua New Guinean or Indigenous, will be used in this 
thesis to refer to the Indigenous inhabitants of the former Territory of Papua both 
historically and within modem Papua New Guinea. The Indigenous people of areas 
outside the former Territory but within PNG will be referred to as New Guineans.
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Indigenous versus European spellings
While it may be somewhat anachronistic to use the colonial names and spellings for 
some tribe or location names, it makes description and discussion simpler within the 
context of this thesis and when discussing original documentation. It also helps to 
prevent cases of mistaken identities. For example, while the name of a village or 
place may be the same as one used in the early 20th century, its location may be 
somewhat different, or it may even no longer exist. Even at the time, villages moved 
and changed names for numerous reasons, and given the prolonged period between 
the documentation of the names and the writing of this thesis, it is safer to deal with 
the names the individuals at the time gave them. Where the modem name of a 
geographical location is known, this will be acknowledged in the text, but the 
colonial name will continue to be used for simplicity’s sake. Where the modem name 
for a people, tribe or clan is known, the modem name will be used apart from direct 
quotes, as some of the colonial names are now considered offensive or incorrect 
(e.g., some tribes, for example, the Anga, were known to the administration by the 
name by which their neighbours called them, Kukukuku. Depending on the 
relationship between the entities involved, this may not have been a particularly 
flattering name -  in the case of the Anga, Kukukuku was not). For the same reasons 
that I will use the place names used at the time in my text, please note that place 
names discussed in the text may not be located on the maps provided, or may not 
appear on current maps. This is because some place names were not always recorded 
on official maps at the time, and therefore do not appear on official maps now, and as 
above, places often moved. While I have endeavoured to mark all place names 
mentioned in the text on the relevant map, this is not always possible, I have noted in 
the text, or in the map captions where this is the case.
Field officer
This term will be used as a generic group reference for assistant resident magistrate, 
resident magistrate and patrol officer. These titles denoted different ranks of 
government officers working in mostly outdoor situations, directly with the Papuan 
people. Many colonies established field services with varying titles and
x
responsibilities. Murray called his field officers his ‘outside men’ after Patrol Officer 
Humphries apparently coined the term. Murray was justifiably proud of the work 
they carried out on the behalf of the government (Murray 1922:7 in Humphries 
1922). Field officers were responsible for mounting patrols in the exploration of the 
Territory, and for the maintenance of peaceful law and order among other duties. In 
works such as Kituai’s (1998) My Brother, My Gun, and Sinclair’s (1981) Kiap the 
field officers of both Papua and New Guinea are frequently described as kiaps 
although for Papua this term was not adopted until some time after World War Two 
and the administrative amalgamation of the two Territories. Until then there were 
subtle differences in the way the field officers of the two Territories carried out their 
work, and in the reputations held by each field service. For further details on the role 
o f field officers and their collecting see Chapter Five.
Lieutenant-Governor
While Murray’s official title was Lieutenant-Governor of Papua, for the sake of 
brevity, he will, for the most part, be referred to simply as Governor throughout this 
thesis.
Seligman
C.G. Seligman changed the spelling of his name during World War One from 
Seligmann to Seligman (Urry 1998). I have chosen to use the post-war version of 
Seligman’s name for consistency’s sake. As per academic convention, the spelling of 
his name appears in citations and in the bibliography of this thesis as it was spelt at 
the time of publication of the work.
Divisions
Divisions were created in British New Guinea/Papua in order to split the area into 
manageable portions for better control of the populations within them. The
xi
delineation of the boundaries of the Divisions changed at least three times between 
1884 and 1940 (Joyce 1971, Moore 2003, NLA Map NG6-8.3, Papuan Villager Dec 
1930). Since Division names changed over time, as with village and other place 
names, Division names will be given as per the documents at the time. The major 
Divisions of British New Guinea and the Territory of Papua discussed in this thesis 
are shown in maps in Chapter Two.
Note on captions
While the Thorpe register is predominantly the most reliable evidence to identify the 
objects in the POC, captions attached to images throughout the thesis refer to 
information in both the Thorpe register and the NMA card catalogue. I have 
referenced information as appropriate. Where the sources do not agree, or provide no 
information, I have tried to ensure that this information is included in the caption.
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The P apuan Official Collection
Chapter One
Introduction
Stored at the Mitchell repository of the National Museum of Australia in Canberra, is 
an extraordinary mass of objects that collectively symbolise the Australian past. 
Along with the material on public display in the Museum’s Acton galleries, this is 
known as the National Historical Collection (NHC). The objects in this collection 
include items associated with famous, not-so-famous, and infamous Australians, as 
well as series of scientific equipment, children’s artworks, Playschool props, the 
paraphernalia of government departments and significant sports people, Australian 
Indigenous artworks and objects, farming equipment and scientific specimens. They 
represent much of the spread of Australian life and nationhood.
A biographical map of the Papuan Official Collection
Included in all this are shelves of ethnographic objects from the Pacific. A large 
proportion are Melanesian1 objects; from Fiji, the Solomon Islands and Papua New 
Guinea (Kohen-Raimondo 1999). O f these, the largest single collection is the Papuan 
Official Collection. Apart from a set of Cape York fire sticks and four woomeras 
(throwing sticks) also from far north Queensland, and a skull, and model houses from 
the Mandate Territory, the Collection consists solely of ethnographic objects from 
the southern half of the country now called Papua New Guinea. The Papuan Official 
Collection includes weapons for hunting and war, housing materials and decorations, 
model houses, fire lighting paraphernalia, equipment for transport and food 
preparation, ceremonial regalia, magical charms, personal ornaments and clothing. It 
includes complete, incomplete and damaged objects, as well as examples of newly 
made and previously used objects. Sometimes the objects incorporate European 
materials such as blue glass beads, nails, wire and paint. The collection was acquired 
over twenty three years, from 1907-1930, by more than fifty different people (Thorpe 
1933).
1 See note on terminology at front of thesis.
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The Collection is currently known by several names, including ‘The Sir Hubert 
Murray Collection’, the ‘Official Papuan Collection’ and the ‘Papuan Official 
Collection’. While the name of ‘The Sir Hubert Murray Collection’, attributes the 
Collection to its founder, the first Lieutenant-Governor of the Australian Territory of 
Papua (Governorship: 1908-1940), the Collection’s formal name, the ‘Papuan 
Official Collection’ is the name given to the Collection by WW Thorpe, Ethnologist 
at the Australian Museum, and is a better descriptor of the role Murray planned for it. 
This name is also more representative of the broad range of people in the Papuan 
administration who contributed to it. In this thesis, the Collection will be referred to 
as the Papuan Official Collection, POC or the Collection.
The POC originates from a personal collection started by Hubert Murray after his 
arrival in British New Guinea in September 1904 to take up the position of Chief 
Judicial Officer (West 1968:32-33, Murray to Mary2 Murray 24.10.1904 in West 
1970:32-33). Murray probably began to acquire objects simply out of interest and as 
a matter of course for a man of his education and standing while living in such an 
exotic location (Schaffarczyk 2006). As time went by Murray was given objects as 
gifts and procured others himself by various means as he toured the colony in his 
work as Chief Judicial Officer (MLMS A3139 Vol.2 1905:322-33). In 1906 British 
New Guinea officially became the Australian Territory of Papua (West 1968:61). In 
March 1907 Murray became the Acting Administrator of the new Territory and 
began to plan for the incorporation of anthropological approaches into the Territory’s 
policies (West 1968:72-73). He made some of the objects from his personal 
collection the start of an Official Collection and planned to build an Ethnological 
Museum in Port Moresby in which to house it (NAA A l, 1921/24811 Murray to 
Minister 08.12.1907).
The Collection began to grow in size and underwent changes in content as Murray 
made it a regulation for government officers to collect objects for the POC. 
Collectors included most staff in the administration from the Government Secretary 
(GS) to Resident Magistrates3 (Thorpe 1933). There are indications that members of 
the Papuan Indigenous community, particularly carriers and police, were also
2 Murray’s sister in law.
3 Patrol officers were known as resident magistrates.
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involved in object acquisition, but this is rarely formally acknowledged in the records 
accompanying the Collection. Expatriate Australians and short-term visitors to Papua 
also contributed to the Collection (Thorpe 1933).
The sheer number of collectors involved over such a long period of time makes the 
POC unique among its contemporaries in the first half of the 20th century. Its official 
capacity means that it remains unique among the collections currently held at the 
National Museum of Australia. Other aspects of the Collection that make it 
particularly unusual include the fact that some of the objects represent instances of 
first contact between Europeans and Indigenous groups. Some objects demonstrate a 
long association built up between Indigenous people and the administration, while 
still others represent objects that may no longer be found in the places from which 
they originate (Thorpe 1933). The objects were acquired through purchase, trade, 
confiscation, and through other actions that were considered at the time to be 
reasonable, but which might now be construed as morally objectionable. Some 
objects were presented as gifts to the administration, or to individual officers of the 
administration by Papuans or by Europeans. The objects in the Collection came from 
many localities all over Papua, but most commonly from the Western, Gulf, Central 
and Eastern/South Eastern Divisions4 (see Map 4.1 in Chapter Four). For all of these 
reasons, the POC is an important collection for both Australia and Papua New 
Guinea because it reflects the joint history of both countries.
As the Collection grew, and the plans for his Ethnological Museum failed to be 
realised, Murray sought a new home for the POC. Unable to find a permanent home 
for it, he settled on storing the Collection at the Australian Museum in Sydney as an 
interim solution. The Australian Museum agreed to store the objects in return for the 
right to select and keep duplicated artefacts for their own Melanesian collections 
(AMA AMS 9, M24/1915 Minute 29.05.1915). Eventually, the Australian Museum 
requested that the POC be removed from their premises and it was sent to the 
Australian Institute of Anatomy (AIA) in Canberra in 1933 (NMA DPOC PM ’s Dept 
to Secretary AM 23.03.1934). Here, it became part of the collections of the AIA and 
the entire POC was allegedly exhibited for the first and only time in late 1935 or
4 See note on terminology at front of thesis.
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early 1935 (NMA DPOC McKenzie to Murray 22.02.1935). No records (such as 
photographs or documents describing the displays) have yet come to light that 
definitively explain how the collection was exhibited at that time, or when this 
particular display might have been dismantled. In addition, very few records exist 
that illustrate how objects in the POC continued to be displayed between 1935 and 
the 1980s when it was moved to the NMA (see Chapter Seven).
The collections of the Australian Institute of Anatomy, including the Papuan Official 
Collection, were subsumed by the National Museum of Australia when it was 
established by an Act of Parliament in 1980. The Collection remains at the National 
Museum of Australia, in storage. Such a life - spent, for the most part, quietly in 
storage crates and shelving - has resulted in little public or museum knowledge about 
the POC, and this is the main reason that it has never been exhibited at the NMA. 
Even as an aspect of the Murray administration the collection has been largely 
ignored; there is still much to be revealed about the Collection and the people 
involved in acquiring it. This thesis helps to fill some of the gaps in the Museum’s 
knowledge of the Collection. However, as mentioned in the final chapter of this 
thesis, further work will be necessary to form a complete picture of the Collection 
prior to any consideration of it being exhibited or repatriated. One goal of this thesis 
is to start to remedy the situation by which the Collection has become ‘forgotten’ and 
to clearly map how the Collection came to be at the NMA. The Collection is an 
important emblem of Murray’s administration and can help to frame our 
understanding of the history of Australia’s involvement with the precursors of what 
is now Papua New Guinea (Schaffarczyk 2006).
Previous work on the collection
At some time after the arrival of the first consignment of the POC in 1915, WW 
Thorpe, the Ethnologist of the Australian Museum in Sydney5, began a careful 
handwritten register to record each shipment of POC objects arriving at the 
Australian Museum. He recorded each object in its order of arrival and noted those
5 Thorpe was an attendant at the Australian Museum from 1899 to 1906, then Ethnologist from 1906 
until his death in 1932 (pers.com. J. Specht May 2006).
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that had been destroyed by the hardships of travel or because they were infected with 
insects. He gave each an accession number beginning with ‘P ’ and made notes 
pertinent to the origin, use or collection of the objects if such information was 
available (Thorpe 1933). To date, Thorpe’s register has been the most accurate 
summary of the original contents of the Collection, as well as its order of arrival in 
Australia. Table 1.1 below summarises the consignments of objects sent to Sydney 
between 1915 and 1930, as listed in the Thorpe Register (1933).
Several assumptions concerning chronology have been used to interpret the Thorpe 
Register (1933) and NMA card catalogue (1985) of Melanesian objects pertaining to 
the Collection. First, it must be assumed that the majority of objects acquired for the 
POC were collected between 1907, the year Murray officially ‘started’ the 
Collection, and 1930, the year of the last shipment to Sydney. However, we know 
that Murray was collecting prior to 1907 (Beran 1996:177), and that the regulations 
instructing that objects be collected (and therefore collecting) for the POC ostensibly 
continued past 1930 (see Chapters Four, Five, Six and Seven).
Second, within the time period 1907-1930, the dates of eleven shipments to Sydney 
are used to ‘fix’ the periods during which objects sent in those shipments may have 
been collected. For example, an object arriving in Sydney on 11 May, 1920 must 
have been collected prior to this date and is likely to have been collected after the 
date of departure of the previous shipment (although this is by no means a certainty). 
However, shipment of some objects was delayed, as is obvious for anything collected 
prior to 1915. Another example is a shipment sent to Sydney in February 1923 that 
mostly contained objects acquired by WE Armstrong, who had been the Assistant 
Government Anthropologist.
This shipment was particularly large, and was followed by one in September of that 
year containing only twelve large masks. Other objects collected up to 1923 were 
delayed, as were objects collected between 1923 and 1927, the year of the next 
consignment. Hence the 1927 shipment is more likely than other years to contain 
objects collected at any time in the previous five years or perhaps even earlier. 
Luckily, many of these objects have labels with dates or other information to identify
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Date shipment arrived at 
Museum in Sydney
Name of ship/person by which 
objects brought to Sydney
Number of objects 
received
30 October 1915 Not recorded in register 1856
1916
‘Reed [sic] June 13 per Master 
P.P.F Murray’6
4
1917 Per London Missionary Society’s "John Williams" 259
24 April 1918 SS "John Williams" 162
17 May 1919 SS "John Williams" 52
19IX (sic) Per Mr Stanley Greenland 3
11 May 1920 SS "John Williams" 40
20 February 1923 SS "Morinda" 418
7 May 1923 SS "Mataram" 12
16 September 1927 SS "Morinda" 287
24 February 1930 SS "Morinda" 71
Total objects arrived in Sydney 3164
Table 1.1 Summary of the shipments of POC objects sent to Sydney, including date 
received, name of ship/person that brought it to Sydney, and number of objects per 
consignment. The total number of objects now in the POC is less than 3164 because the 
Australian Museum kept almost 400 duplicates and 28 objects have been recorded as 
destroyed (see Chapter Seven). Information in the table is summarised from the Thorpe 
Register (1933).
6 PPF are the initials of Patrick Murray, Sir Hubert’s son.
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when they were collected. These examples demonstrate that while there are some 
‘traps’, original entries in the Thorpe Register may generally be considered accurate, 
or at least that the chronology of collection can, in most cases, be convincingly 
determined from the Register.
A third assumption concerns the notations in both the Thorpe Register and the NMA 
records, particularly the card catalogue. Original entries - in Thorpe’s handwriting, or 
typed onto NMA catalogue cards - have precedence over unidentified handwriting, 
or handwritten entries in the case of the cards. Any additions by unidentified authors 
are treated with caution. Since there are discrepancies between the objects listed in 
the Thorpe Register and the NMA catalogue, such as an object being listed with a 
Thorpe identifier, but no NMA registration number, the Thorpe identifiers (numbers 
beginning with a ‘P ’), will be used to identify objects throughout this thesis and the 
NMA numbers will be listed where they correspond. Appendix Eight at the end of 
this thesis sumarises the information available in the Thorpe register, adding 
comments from the NMA and AIA documentation, and this thesis, as suitable. Please 
note that a comprehensive version of this appendix will be available from the NMA.
After Thorpe’s efforts, other than the accessioning and display of the Collection at 
the AIA and later accessioning into the NMA collections, no further work was done 
on the POC as a collection until the 1990s. There was no exhibition of any large 
number of objects from the Collection, and no substantial further work by Museum 
staff. Before the 1990s, only random inquiries by researchers interested in small 
numbers of objects disturbed the collection on its shelving. In the seventy-odd years 
since the Collection arrived at the AIA, investigations have been made as part of 
other projects that included the POC in their field of enquiry. This includes 
photographs of some objects taken for Crawford’s Aida: Life and Ceremony o f  the 
Gogodala (1981) and Newton’s Art Styles o f  the Papuan G ulf ( 1961).
As outside researchers or expert visitors to the Collection have accessed specific 
objects they have added comments to the NMA catalogue cards. Sometimes these are 
in comical disagreement with previous comments, and generally they seem to appear 
on an ad-hoc basis rather than as part of a specific study into the type or origin of that 
particular object (NMA Catalogue 1985). An exception to the hiatus in interest about
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the collection was work by Gillian Perchard at the end of the 1970s/early 1980s. In 
response to a query from the Papua New Guinea Government in the 1970s, Perchard 
(1981) conducted a search of various archives in order to establish the true ownership 
of the Collection. Her report concluded that there was a lack of firm evidence to 
determine whether the POC remained the property of Papua or had been formally 
gifted to the Commonwealth by Murray (Perchard 1981). No further action seems to 
have been taken on the matter of legal ownership of the collection by the NMA or 
the Australian Government since Perchard’s report (see Chapter Eight for more 
information).
In 1980, Lissant Bolton conducted an important and valuable pilot survey of Oceanic 
cultural property in Australian museums as part of a larger worldwide UNESCO 
study (Bolton 1980, Specht 2006). In the report, several pages are devoted to the 
Melanesian collections now at the National Museum of Australia, including a brief 
summary of the Papuan Official Collection. The statistics listed for the POC are no 
longer accurate as recent work has established more accurate counts of the artefacts. 
Bolton’s estimates might not have been accurate because it appears there were 
constraints on the scope of the project which meant that she had to rely on records 
held by the museums she was visiting (which are sometimes inaccurate), rather than 
being given the luxury of being able to personally sight each object in each 
collection, in each museum. It has been noted that it is difficult to determine an 
accurate total count for the POC because some multiples of objects - specifically 
bundles of arrows - are recorded under a single registration number; presumably 
issues like this also exist for other collections (Craig 1993:17, NMA DPOC AM 
duplicates retained 30.11.1934). One confusing point here is the fact that the Thorpe 
Register notes how many objects are included under one P number; presumably this 
count is correct for most objects except perhaps the arrows. This does not negate the 
fact that some objects have gone missing over time and that the Australian Museum 
kept some duplicated objects (see Chapter Seven), but it does not explain how there 
might be more than the original 3164 listed in the register, unless Thorpe had only 
physically counted some, rather than all of the bundles of objects. If this was the 
case, he does not state this in the Register, or elsewhere to my knowledge. The 
Thorpe Register continues to be the most accurate record of the Collection.
The Papuan Official Collection Chapter One
Barry Craig was next to tackle the Collection as a whole in 1991. He was hired as a 
consultant to create a complete catalogue of the Pacific Collections at the NMA. He 
also conducted preliminary searches of archives for information on the various 
collections, and noted broadly the extent of information to be found on the Collection 
at various institutions. The consultancy suffered from constraints on time and 
resources and Craig reduced the scope of his work from a complete catalogue to an 
overview of the Pacific collections with a detailed study of only the arrows and 
spears in the POC (Craig 1991a,b). The database he produced appears not to have 
been incorporated into the NMA’s current electronic catalogue system7. He also 
created detailed hand written catalogue sheets for each of the arrows, including 
rubbings of shaft designs. He provided an analysis of the types of arrows present in 
the POC, and made comments about where they might have originated as well as 
references to further information for some of the objects. Craig’s work on the spears 
and arrows in the Collection is very detailed. Thus, the spears and arrows of the POC 
are not treated in this thesis, except where relevant as part of other stories. Craig’s 
consultancy report, some papers published in the Conference O f Museum 
Anthropologists (COMA) Bulletin and some sections of his PhD thesis are the only 
other publicly available research on the POC that discuss the backgrounds of some of 
the collectors, the circumstances of acquisition of some objects, and the range of 
types of objects that make up the Collection (Craig 1991a, 1991b, 1993, 1995, 1996).
During the 1990s a member of the NMA staff, Apolline Kohen-Raimondo, made 
another attempt to collate all information known about the POC and other Pacific 
collections at the NMA (Kohen-Raimondo 1999). She checked for a correlation 
between the physical contents of the Collection and the information recorded in the 
catalogue cards which she also transferred onto more detailed hand written accession 
sheets. She made notes of mistakes on the existing card system and made educated 
guesses as to the origin of some objects based on her knowledge of Melanesian 
material culture (Kohen-Raimondo 1999, NMA card catalogue 1985). One small 
problem in the work conducted by Kohen-Raimondo is that she frequently listed only 
the modem name for the province in which the objects were found, which creates 
confusion when the majority of other information available is correct for the time
7 Until the project producing this thesis was undertaken, there was no accurate, complete electronic 
record of the POC in the NMA system, see Appendix Eight for a summary of this record.
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period during which the Collection was acquired. Kohen-Raimondo (1999) produced 
an unpublished report with a summary list of collectors and the number of objects 
they acquired for the POC. In the course of researching this thesis, this information 
has been updated, superseding the number of objects listed as collected by some 
individuals in Kohen-Raimondo’s report.
Another member of the NMA staff, David Kaus, who was responsible for the 
Aboriginal and Pacific Collections at the AIA and NMA during the 1980s and 1990s, 
wrote a short unpublished paper on Pacific collections of the NMA giving only a 
summary of the basic history of the Papuan Official Collection (Kaus n.d). He has 
since revised and published this paper (Kaus 2007).
With the exception of Thorpe (1933), who had the set intention of recording all the 
objects as they arrived from Papua, each of the people to conduct work on the 
Collection prior to this thesis has carried it out only to a preliminary stage. That is, 
they did not usually go beyond a summary of what types of objects, and how many 
of them, constituted the Collection. For example, Craig’s summaries of information 
from archival sources and the Annual Reports were data he collected in the time he 
had available to him (Craig 1991b, 1993, 1995). Together, the various reports 
provided a substantial checklist for me to work through in my early research. In 
particular, Craig’s suggestions in his papers as to where to find information provided 
an important base from which to build Chapter Six of this thesis. Craig and Kohen- 
Raimondo’s reports recommended that further work be done to fill the gaps in the 
Collection’s history in order to provide a more coherent understanding of the 
Collection and to enable it to be exhibited as part of the NMA’s NHC (Craig 1991b, 
1993, 1995, Kohen-Raimondo 1999). My thesis is an attempt to respond to those 
recommendations by drawing together the various threads of the different sources of 
information about the POC into a cohesive whole and a coherent story.
Aims of the thesis
A number of questions arise from this basic background to the Papuan Official 
Collection. The aim of this thesis is to answer the most prominent of these questions:
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• Why does the Collection exist -  or why did Murray seek to create an 
official collection?
• Who was involved in its acquisition, how did they go about collecting 
the material they contributed and how did their contributions impact 
on the formulation of the Collection?
• What impact might the story of the Collection have on current 
interpretations of Murray’s administration?
• Does the Collection play any defined role in the colonial relationship 
between Papua, Australia and Britain?
• What implications arise from the answers to these questions for the 
National Museum of Australia?
• How can the information presented in this thesis be utilised to tell the 
story of the Collection and to increase awareness of the issues arising 
from this story for the Australian and Papua New Guinean publics?
Methodological background
How can such questions be answered? In reference to understanding collections, 
Krech and Hail (1999:1) assert that ‘the usefulness of each object is heavily 
dependent on what we can know of its various past contexts, its taphonomy’. That is, 
to know the collection as a whole, we need to know something about the history of 
individual objects and the people who made and collected them. We need to know 
where and when things happened in time and space in the development of the 
Collection. Mary Bouquet’s (1988) research into a Melanesian collection that was 
removed from German New Guinea during World War One and housed in a 
Portuguese museum illustrates how important this can be. She demonstrated that the 
tags and labels attached to objects by collectors and museums are useful taphonomic 
indicators for interpreting the past of individual objects, and whole collections. They 
can help to establish where, and with whom, objects have traveled in time and space.
The physical existence of objects in a museum collection tells us that they were, as 
part of the ‘universal feature of human social life’ (Thomas 1991:7), sold, gifted,
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bartered or traded; that they went through a process of exchange to be there 
(Appadurai 1986, Henare 2005:7). These details only provide an outline; a place to 
start so far as the whole story of the object or collection goes. As Bouquet’s diligent 
research into the background of the German New Guinea collection shows, and as 
Henare explains
Artefacts already have a history when and if they enter a museum. They have 
been ‘made’...by people...plucked or picked from the ‘natural’ environment, 
forged, molded, stuffed, carved, woven or preserved. Following this 
initiation, many of these objects then travel, through time and between places, 
by way of processes of exchange. (2005:7)
Pearce (1994:193) makes us aware that while museum displays are ordered and 
explained, museum collections do not arrive ‘boxed and sanitized’. It is through the 
explanation of the relations of objects to each other, and to society’s relations with 
itself and the physical world that the collections come to hold meaning (Pearce 
1994). It is when we track the paths by which objects travel to the museum that 
collections become significant. Given this, to know why people collected, what 
influenced their thinking, and how they obtained the objects forms a large part of the 
story in the creation of a collection.
Museum collections rarely come complete with these details. While the idea that
tViobjects have an ability to ‘speak’ has existed since the 18 century, without 
knowledge of their contexts, we remain deaf to their ‘voices’ (Connah 2000, Krech 
and Hail 1999:1, Pearce 1994:193, 1995:114). Further information detailing the 
events that brought an object or collection to its current location can only be found 
through searching archives and libraries for documentary and pictorial evidence, and 
speaking with people connected to them to fill the gaps in the story. In this way, we 
can provide objects with their ‘voice’ (Cruikshank 1995, Kaeppler 1972, Krech and 
Hail 1999:1, Seip 1999).
An important demonstration of this process is the ‘rediscovery’ of documents 
identifying ethnographic specimens from the second voyage of Captain Cook (called 
the Forster Collection), held at the Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford University. A list
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accompanying the collection was mislaid for nearly one hundred and fifty years prior 
to its rediscovery during a project tracing ethnographic specimens collected during 
Cook’s voyages. The number of objects known to be collected for the Forster 
Collection almost doubled during the investigation of the documents once they were 
found. Not only did this rediscovery help to add meaning to hitherto unknown 
objects in the museum, but establishing the provenance of objects in that collection 
helped to identify similar objects in a number of other collections (Kaeppler 
1972:195-6). Since the POC is no longer accompanied by much of its documentation 
in the museum, archival research forms a large part of the process of this project. 
This thesis provides examples of information found in archives and libraries linking 
a number of objects to collectors, locations or particular events where previously no 
provenance was known. For example, WE Armstrong has now been identified as the 
collector of a number of objects previously not connected to a collector based on 
collection lists that are kept with his papers in the National Library of Australia. It is 
hoped that information like this found through document searches might shed light 
on other ‘unknown’ objects in the Collection or in other collections. It is the history, 
personality and connections of individual objects and the Collection as a whole to 
particular people and places during a particular time (c. 1907-1930) that this thesis 
aims to explore. In essence, my thesis seeks to create a biography for the Papuan 
Official Collection. One point to remember is that the Collection is by no means a 
‘dead’ collection, and therefore this biography must remain unfinished.
Previous research on the themes of collectors and collecting in New Guinea and 
other colonies provides coverage of the range of approaches that might be taken in 
revealing the story of the Papuan Official Collection. Many investigators have 
structured their approach around the biography of the collector to tell the story of 
their collection. This approach seems to have become particularly popular since the 
late 1990s as the disciplines of anthropology and archaeology have entered a stage of 
self-reflection; considering where they have come from and which direction they 
might now take. Such work includes research on individuals such as Methodist 
missionary George Brown in Samoa and German New Guinea (Gardner 2000:35- 
37), Polish-born anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski in Papua (Young 2000, 2004) 
and American anthropologist, AB Lewis who came to New Guinea on behalf of the 
Field Museum of Chicago between 1909-1913 (Knowles and Gosden 2001, Welsch
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1998). This thesis attempts to use the chronology of events affecting the objects and 
the Collection as its structure, inserting the biographical details of the collectors, and 
marking historical events in Papua within this. This thesis will endeavour to use the 
histories of Papua and Australia as a background context, rather than the framework 
for the story of the Collection.
Quinnell’s (2000) work on a ‘sister’ collection of the POC, Sir William MacGregor’s 
Official Collection from British New Guinea, is a straightforward history of 
MacGregor’s collecting activities during his 10 year service as Governor of British 
New Guinea. Quinnell’s work is particularly important to this thesis as it describes 
the collection, collecting activities, and some of the administrative policies of 
Murray’s most influential predecessor. Murray sought to emulate MacGregor in a 
number of ways, but most obviously in his methods of administration and in the 
acquisition of an official collection. MacGregor’s role in preparing New Guinea for 
Australian colonisation will be described in Chapter Two, and Murray’s principles 
and policies stemming from his work will be discussed in Chapters Two, Four and 
Five. Quinnell’s paper concentrates not so much on the objects, but on the method of 
their collection and the circumstances of their collector to flesh out the story of the 
group of objects now held in the Queensland Museum in Brisbane, and those 
repatriated to the Papua New Guinea National Museum and Art Gallery in Port 
Moresby (Quinnell 2000).
Quinnell’s paper is important to this thesis for two more reasons. The first is that he 
demonstrates how the acquisition of MacGregor’s collection became political in that 
the act of exchange in order to acquire objects became a means by which he spread 
government influence in the colony (Quinnell 2000:85). The MacGregor collection 
also became a political object once it was sent to Australia (consignments were sent 
between 1890 and the end of MacGregor’s control of British New Guinea in 1898) 
(Quinnell 2000:81, 87)). In particular, where and how it should be displayed as well 
as by whom became an issue of importance to both MacGregor and Murray. This is a 
characteristic that the POC shares with its elder sister and is discussed in Chapter 
Seven of this thesis.
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The second reason Quinnell’s paper is important is because he questions whether 
there is a difference between ‘professional’ collections and ‘official’ collections. 
This, too, is a consideration in understanding the POC. Quinnell (2000:85-6) 
suggests that similarities between naturalist’s collections and official collections lie 
in the ethnographic material being ‘subsidiary’ to biological material for natural 
history collectors. For MacGregor, collecting was subsidiary to both his government 
duties and the collection of biological material. Likewise, Murray’s collection can be 
seen as subsidiary to his main interest of ‘applying anthropology’ to try and run his 
administration more effectively. Further, Quinnell (2000:85) describes the main 
features of MacGregor’s official collection as its ‘mass, breadth and scope, the 
decade over which it was made, the singularity of its direction...’. These are features 
shared by Murray’s Collection (although the POC was collected over more than a 
decade). The two seem to differ in how they are associated with their collectors. 
MacGregor was personally identified by New Guinean villagers as Goverman8, and 
associated him with the spread of government influence and the conduct of collecting 
as new objects were most assiduously acquired when MacGregor was present. In 
Murray’s Papua, field officers were perhaps more likely to collect when Murray was 
not there. Therefore the villager’s association between Murray, government and 
collecting was probably weaker. Murray was still strongly recognised as the highest 
level of the administration and therefore also as Goverman9, but unlike MacGregor, 
the association with collecting and government influence was more likely to have 
been connected more strongly with each individual collecting, rather than Murray 
only.
Since the MacGregor Collection represents the British administration of New 
Guinea, and Quinnell has conducted comprehensive research on the MacGregor 
Collection, that collection will not be compared in further detail with the POC in this 
thesis. As suggested in Chapter Nine of this thesis, in depth critical comparisons 
between the two collections, in terms of the objects, the collections, and the means of 
acquisition as well as political issues that cover both the MacGregor and Murray
8 Quinnell (2000:82) describes how MacGregor was well recognised by Papuans and Europeans alike 
for his distinguished career, tough personality and role as governor, and representing the government 
or Goverman.
9 Something especially recognised upon his death (A452 Department o f Territories, Central Office; 
1959/5966, Papuan Courier 12 April 1940)
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administrations are obvious choices for future work. This level of comparative detail 
is beyond the scope of this thesis, considering the volume of other information to be 
covered.
The question of how and why particular people collected particular things at 
particular times brings up a further point in the current emphasis of research into 
museum collections. Lee (1999) proposes that, in America, collection of the exotic 
by Europeans has had far-reaching effects on the study of the collection of native 
artefacts. She claims that while the producers of Indigenous art have been well 
researched in north America, inquiries into the ‘preferences, socioeconomic status 
and mind set of its western consumers are few and far between’. She adds to this that 
generally when these studies are undertaken they are devoted to the activities of 
world class collectors, not the rank and file (Lee 1999:26-28). Research into Papuan 
material culture lacks this emphasis on the artists, with the exception of research 
such as Harry Beran’s (1996) study of the master carver Mutuaga. Hopefully this 
thesis will help draw attention to the need for more work like Beran’s.
For the most part it is those known as ‘professionals’ upon whom the research of the 
last decade or so has been focused: the members of the Cambridge Torres Strait 
Expedition (Herle and Rouse 1998), Reo Fortune in the D ’Entrecasteaux group in 
1927-28 (Gray 1999), Bronislaw Malinowksi between 1914 and 1918 (Young 2004), 
Beatrice Blackwood in New Guinea (the Mandated Territory) in 1929 (Hallpike 
1978, Knowles 2000), and myriad other collectors in other parts o f the world 
including Emil Torday and Leo Frobenius (Fabian 1998) and Frederick Starr and 
Herbert Lang (Schildkrout 1998) in the Congo in the first decade or so of the 20 
century. These ‘professionals’ were people who had been trained in the sciences or 
the developing discipline of anthropology to collect in order to record information, 
either as part of a survey expedition, or as a project concentrating on one specific 
group of people or geographical area.
Schildkrout points out that two challenges emerge from the consideration of who was 
collecting, and why. She states that one is
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to explain differences in collecting styles -  whether they were due to 
individual biographies including the collector’s class positions, education, 
financial status and institutional support; or rather to the imperatives of the 
scientific and collecting communities to which the collectors related...[their] 
disciplinary paradigms. (Schildkrout 1998:170)
This has important ramifications in considering why the officers of Murray’s 
administration collected. The overriding reason for patrol officers, of course, was 
that they were instructed to do so as a part of their work. There are however, vast 
differences in the attitudes that different officers took to their work, to the acquisition 
o f material and to the Papuan people. Many of the differences of approach might be 
construed as stemming from their personal biographies (see Chapters Six and Seven). 
Held up against the work of the Government Anthropologists (see Chapter Five) who 
might be expected to demonstrate ‘disciplinary paradigms’ in the performance of 
their collecting duties, we might expect to be able to differentiate collections 
acquired by the two groups. The line dividing the two potential types blurs upon 
consideration of the training undertaken by the various officers, and what they 
actually did. For example, FE Williams, Government Anthropologist from 1928- 
1943, was formally trained in anthropology, yet saw collecting as only a small part of 
his duties, and his collection reflects certain specific elements of his professional and 
private interests (see Chapter Five). On the other hand, AP Lyons, long-time resident 
magistrate of the Western Division took his collecting and his commitment to 
recording anthropological information as a serious component of his work, and as an 
extension of his government career (see Chapter Six).
The second challenge Schildkrout (1998:170) poses is to ask what ‘effect these 
collecting styles and agendas may have had, and might continue to have on the 
production of ...material culture’. She points out that the attitudes held by collectors 
as to what constituted ‘authentic’ versus ‘contact’ or ‘tourist’ art had an impact on 
what was collected. In turn this had an impact on what was produced by the people 
the material was acquired from, and how we perceive this material in museums and 
outside of them now (Schildkrout 1998:170-1). Robin Torrence (1993) explores this 
topic in her treatment of a collection of obsidian tipped artefacts from the Admiralty 
Islands kept at the Australian Museum, Sydney. In a quantitative survey, she
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discovered that over time, changes in the production of the artefacts including 
functional and decorative elements were in response to European demands. 
Generally speaking, decorations became simplified, but covered more extensive 
sections of the artefacts, and aspects such as bindings and blades deteriorated in their 
functionality. Thus, Torrence (1993:468) argues that ‘only a small proportion of the 
objects stored in museums are likely to have been manufactured by local people 
solely for their own use or for exchange within their own cultural context’. Given 
constraints on time and expertise, this is a component of the story of the POC not 
discussed in great detail in this thesis, but it is an important aspect for future work on 
the Collection.
A second group of ‘professionals’ to come under the lens of recent research includes 
professional sailors and traders who became expert in the acquisition and sale of 
material culture as an economic pursuit. As Buschmann (2000) reveals in his paper 
on the commercialisation of ethnography in German New Guinea, many of these 
collectors were operating on behalf of large museums during the period of intense 
competition for objects in the last decades of the 19th century. Sometimes these 
people had an anthropological background such as Henry Ling and George Kingsley 
Roth who, while ‘trained’ in the discipline area, were not accepted as professional 
anthropologists (McDougall and Croft 2005). Others were adventurers who picked 
up ethnography along the way, such as Andreas Reischek who spent time in New 
Zealand and was to some degree adopted by a Maori community before he took 
some important objects from them (Kolig 1986). Thomas Farrell was probably more 
famous for his attachment to ‘Queen Emma’ while he was based in New Guinea, 
than for his collecting and sale of objects to the Australian Museum in Sydney 
(Bamecutt 2006, 2007).
Continuing this theme, a study by Regius (1999) into the biography of the Pacific 
holdings in the National Museum of Ethnography in Stockholm, Sweden, 
demonstrates that the fever to collect Melanesian objects even struck countries that 
did not have Melanesian colonies. Her article provides insight into what was in the 
popular press of the time termed the ‘mobilisation’ of ethnographic ‘troops’ to 
collect in Melanesia in the late 19th and early 20th century as part of the global 
competition between museums for ethnographic objects before it was too late
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(Regius 1999:231). Regius tells us that while for the most part expeditions were 
advertised as scientific, there was a substantial business component (Regius 
1999:233). The ‘troops’ were usually of high social status -  academics or aristocrats 
who funded and led the expeditions - but there was an underclass of sailors and 
adventurers living in the locations in which expeditions collected who provided these 
troops with much of the ethnographica they brought back to the museum. These 
people lived much more closely with the villagers who were making the objects and 
so provided a good supply to the expeditions that arrived for only short periods of 
time (Regius 1999). While only a few objects in the POC are currently recorded as 
coming from expatriates in Papua, it is likely that with further investigation more 
objects might be identified as coming from such sources. To date, I have not come 
across any documentation that provides evidence that field officers were actively 
collecting and selling large numbers of objects for sale to people or institutions 
outside of the administration while they were employed by it. An exception to this is 
300 objects given to the Pitt Rivers Museum by associates of SD Burrows after his 
death, and much smaller donations by FE Williams, Leo Austen and others as 
described in Chapter Six and Seven, but these do not appear to have been acquired 
specifically for sale to those institutions.
Exchange and the meaning of collecting
The photograph below (Figure. 1.1) shows Patrick Murray, the son of Hubert 
Murray, trading cloth for a bundle of arrows on the Strickland River sometime prior 
to June 1916. An Australian Museum memorandum records him as sending a number 
of ethnographic10 and biological specimens to the Australian Museum both for the 
POC and the Museum itself (NMA DPOC AM Memo Patrick to Etheridge 
14.06.1916). There is no mention of the bundle of arrows in the photograph. If they 
became part of the POC, they may be among the large number of arrows in the 
Collection with no tag and no provenance.
10 The Thorpe Register (1933) lists Patrick as the collector of a canoe baler (PI 198, 1985.0339.0390), 
woman’s ram/ (PI 197, NMA1985.0339.0674), a paddle (PI 199, NMA 1985.0339.1252), dancing disc 
(PI200, no NMA registration) and a spear (PI998, no NMA registration).
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Figure 1.1 ‘Trading for cloth and arrows on the Strickland River’ (UQFL185 #22, AP Lyons 
Collection, Fryer Library, University of Queensland. By permission, Fryer Library).
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At a broader level the photo records an act repeated probably millions of times 
during the colonial era. It is different from the rather official paintings created during 
the early exploration of the Pacific. These present romantic interpretations o f the 
‘first’ official exchanges with ‘noble savages’ in apparent recognition of the 
‘momentous’ arrival of Europeans to a number of idyllic settings (Thomas 1997). 
Records like this photo, of an ‘unofficial’ exchange, seem to be less frequent (see 
Chapter Two). Examples of some of the more formal ‘romantic interpretations’ 
include an engraving by J Hall dated 1773 which features a scene in which Captain 
Wallis and officers of the Dolphin were presented with a plant frond having ‘made a 
profound impression on “Queen” Purea of Tahiti and her ladies in 1767’ (Snow and 
Waine 1979:45).
In 1778, Cook landed in the Sandwich Islands (Hawai’i group) and during his stay 
was presented with sacred red kapa (red bark cloth) as depicted in a painting by John 
Webber (Snow and Waine 1979:60). Another painting, by William Hodges, portrays 
a rather Grecian-inspired scene of Tongans greeting Cook and his men landing on 
Middleburgh (Eua) Island during Cook’s second circumnavigation (1772-5). The 
Tongans are draped in white robes, and have come to the shore to greet the boat of 
Englishmen with armfuls of fruit. Snow and Waine (1979:52) comment that 
‘William Hodges’ excess of whimsical artistry was a waste of ethnographic record’. 
The painting demonstrates in an extreme sense how much the European ideal of the 
‘noble savage’ could take hold.
Later paintings and etchings demonstrate that circumstances had changed, portraying 
violent confrontations where both Europeans and the Indigenous inhabitants of 
various islands attacked and were attacked by the other. For examples of these 
confrontations see James Clevely’s drawing of Cook’s death in Hawaii, de Sainson’s 
portrayal of d ’Urville’s expedition leaving Tongatabu, and Duché de Vancy’s 
illustration of the experiences of the crew of Lapérouse’s ship in Samoa, all 
reproduced in Snow and Waine (1979:70, 80, 88). Later acts of exchange, 
particularly in the 20th century, are irregularly recorded. Often a list of objects, or the
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physical presence of the objects themselves in a museum along with an offhand 
comment in written records as to the site of the exchange are all that is left. In the 
telling of this thesis, I hope to be able to fill some of the gaps in the stories of 
particular objects, or particular periods of time during the acquisition of the POC, by 
investigating the circumstances of the exchanges through archival records as well as 
the objects and their labels present in the NMA.
Artefactual biography
People make objects for specific purposes. We construct other objects with them, 
provide food and transport with them, we wear them and become sentimentally 
attached to them. We recycle them or throw them out. We rely on objects to help 
explain past events, whether thousands of archaeological years ago, or yesterday. 
The exchange of objects can be seen as the basis of human social life (Henare 2005, 
Thomas 1991:7). Henare (2005:7) adds to this idea that ‘things are exchanged to 
fulfill immediate needs and desires, to initiate and cultivate relationships ...artifacts 
generate ties by moving across territorial and cultural boundaries’ and during these 
processes objects became associated with particular people, places or events, taking 
on a life of their own.
Biography, in its simplest definition is ‘an account of a person’s life by another’ 
0Collins Australian Dictionary, 1988:84). Artefactual biography, therefore, is an 
account of the life of an object, or collection of objects. Or, as Regius (1999:231) has 
put, it the ‘museological exercise’ of tracing the origins of objects and researching 
the backgrounds of the people who collected them. Artefactual biography is now an 
established field in material culture studies (Bouquet 1988, Gosden and Marshall 
1999, Henare 2005, Herle 1998, Hoskins 1998, Pearce 1995, Seip 1999). Generally, 
studies using a biographical approach are based on individual objects and look into 
the ways these objects represent a life of creation, use, reuse and eventual discard 
(Gosden and Marshall 1999). This is a popular technique in the interpretation of 
prehistoric objects for which there is no documentary accompaniment. A particularly 
imaginative example of this application is Janet Spector’s (1993) book What this 
A WL means. This is a fictional and feminist-grounded story based on the
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archaeological interpretation of the taphonomy of a bone awl found at a Dakota 
Indian site in Minnesota, USA (Spector 1993). Spector’s book, along with the works 
of Hoskins (1998), Bouquet (1988) and Welsch (1998) inspired the biographical 
approach to this thesis. Each of these works demonstrate the integrated nature of 
objects and human histories -  without the story of the collector the object’s cannot be 
told, and vice versa. They also each demonstrate the importance of a certain amount 
of imagination and empathy for all sides involved in the construction of the 
collection, and the biographies of the objects. I have tried to incorporate some of 
each of these elements in my own work.
Artefactual biography can also work more deeply to demonstrate links between 
objects and the history of an area or person associated with it. In her work with the 
Kodi people of Sumba, Indonesia, in the 1980s, Janet Hoskins (1998) noted the way 
in which the people she interviewed had made use of objects as a physical metaphor 
for their experiences. In some circumstances, the object became the embodiment of 
the experience; people could not tell their story without it. The overriding lesson 
from her work is that the story of an object is an entwined history of that object and 
its owner to such an extent that the two histories are inseparable (Hoskins 1998). In a 
similar fashion to the approach used by Nicholas Thomas (1991) in Entangled 
Objects, in this thesis I seek to take this idea one step further, and suggest that the 
entwining of histories of individual objects and people can be brought together to 
represent both the experiences of those individuals and of whole communities at a 
broad level -  in this case the colonial engagement of Papuans and Australians. If the 
POC was separated from the events of its colonial life -  the exploration and 
colonisation of the island of New Guinea, the expansion of the evolutionary (social 
Darwinian) paradigm, the professionalisation of science and anthropology, the 
regulations set by Murray, the interactions between Papuan people and the patrol 
officers, the attempts to record what the Indigenous community was losing as 
‘civilisation’ became entrenched -  the personality and the meaning of the POC 
would be reduced, and it would become just a collection of interesting objects with 
no memory.
Hoskins (1998) also found that objects can have multiple meanings for multiple 
people and can act almost as a ‘memory store’. Prior to Hoskin’s work, Cruikshank
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(1995) had already explored this idea. She demonstrated in her paper how objects of 
Indigenous origin in museums mean different things to different audiences, and how 
the meanings of things can change over time, even for the people who made them. In 
her introduction, Cruikshank described the process that occurred (rather than the one 
that was planned) when the Portland Museum of Art decided to reinstall and 
reinterpret their southeastern Alaska collection. Experienced museum staff invited 
prominent local elders to interpret the objects selected for the new display. What the 
staff expected was an ‘explication about how each object functioned, who made it, 
and what powers it had within Tlingit society’ but instead, the elders told ‘elaborate 
stories’ and sang songs inspired by the objects (Clifford 1989:153 in Cruikshank 
1995:25). As they told the traditional versions of the stories, the elders began to 
incorporate contemporary events into them providing comment on the present and 
the past at the same time. This demonstrated that not only do 
anthropologists/museum professionals view objects differently to the communities 
that produced them, but that the meanings can both change and stay the same for the 
people they represent (Cruikshank 1995). The POC has the capacity to take on new 
meanings in this fashion in its current home, the National Museum of Australia, by 
involving the people of Papua New Guinea in the future of the Collection. This 
involvement is important for both Papuan communities and the NMA, regardless of 
whether the Collection remains in Australia or is repatriated to PNG in the future.
The theme of multiple meanings is extended by Colley (2003), who perceives the 
collecting activities of missionaries in the South Seas during the 19 century as the 
creation of ‘colonies’ of memory. She uses the word colony in a biological sense, 
suggesting that the objects are ‘like a clump of cells or spores that has [been] 
detached from the parent organism and continues to exist in a foreign environment’ 
(Colley 2003:412-3). The simile also alludes to the idea that collectors during this 
time were acting in pursuit of the scientific preservation and study of ‘disappearing 
cultures’ and emphasises the relationship between the development of science, 
anthropology and colonisation, in the imperial sense. Colley’s view on collecting 
sees the objects as important connections to remembering their past contexts, even if 
the meaning of the object changes once it has been removed from that context. 
Wehner (2002) on the other hand explores ‘forgetting’ as a part of the creation of 
memories. Her discussion is based on the memories that three different Australians
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have of three different periods of time which they respectively spent in Rabaul, New 
Guinea. She discovered that, when removed from the context of events, people forget 
things unless they have objects to remind them of what to remember (Wehner 2002). 
She also poses the question ‘what does it mean to remember?’ (Wehner 2002:58).
This question has important implications for the POC because it has spent so much 
of its life in storage. Without being exhibited, or being available to appropriate 
audiences, the Collection cannot function as a reminder of the past for anyone. As 
discussed below, the objects in the Collection represent events that no longer occupy 
the Australian consciousness. It is hoped that the information provided in this thesis 
might help to spark memories of the events and occasions that Australians have 
experienced in PNG, that Papua New Guineans might have experienced with those 
Australians, and that in the exhibition of the objects, further ‘forgotten’ memories 
might contribute to the overall story of the Collection.
The concepts of remembering and forgetting are important and relevant in 
considering the future role of the POC in representing Australia’s past: Australians 
invariably think of Australia as a colony, not a colonist. They associate the word 
‘Papua’ either with West Papua, or more usually with Papua New Guinea; an 
independent neighbour, and a once-was relationship of mates rescuing or fighting 
alongside mates in the hardship of the Second World War (e.g., Fitzsimmons 2005). 
The Collection is a reminder of forgotten aspects of our past and present relationship 
with Papua New Guinea. It arises from the events of Federation and marks our new 
country’s first foray into colonialism as master while emphasising our continued 
links to Britain in unfamiliar ways. The Collection also provides an example of the 
residual dilemma of colonial beginnings. The National Museum of Australia is the 
guardian of Australian social history, but is the Papuan Official Collection 
Melanesian or Australian? This thesis will explain some of the ways in which the 
POC represents both Papua and Australia and their historical entanglement. Both 
Colley’s and Wehner’s views have important repercussions for the role the POC 
might play now in the NMA for people in and from Papua New Guinea, as well as 
for Australians, an issue discussed further in Chapter Nine of this thesis.
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Boundaries of the thesis project
Ideally, research into an ethnographic collection would include some ethnographic 
fieldwork itself, in order to connect the history of the collection with its modem day 
context as a museum representation of the past. An example of such an approach 
might be ‘visual repatriation’ as illustrated by Crawford (1981:250) and more 
recently invoked by Bell (2003, 2006), where photographs contemporary with the era 
of investigation, or of objects now housed outside of Papua New Guinea are brought 
back to their place of origin in order to identify individuals and hear stories 
associated with them. There are two main reasons for avoiding such work in this 
project. When I embarked on this study I had very limited experience in Melanesian 
anthropological/ethnographic contexts and with the material in the POC. Similarly, I 
had no experience of Papua New Guinea itself. In order for schemes such as visual 
repatriation to work, familiarity with the collection, its context and country of origin 
is required well before considering undertaking such a project. A network attaching 
the researcher to the area in which they wish to work is also a positive but missing 
element in this case. In this respect, my thesis might be thought of as the preparation 
for a second project which might explore past and current Indigenous perspectives in 
the biography of the collection, something perhaps best undertaken by an Indigenous 
person.
The Museum at the End o f  the World (Bloch and Kendall 2004), when taken into 
consideration with Bell’s project above, provides an example of what might be 
undertaken with the Papuan Official Collection. Bloch and Kendall retraced the path 
of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition on the Siberian side of the Bering Strait. They 
took with them a CD of images of objects, and publications bearing photographs 
from the expedition in the Jesup collection in the American Museum of Natural 
History with the idea of developing contacts with museums in areas where the Jesup 
Expedition had been. They also wanted to gather information on the collection 
through visual repatriation (Bloch and Kendall 2004:ix-x). The variety of people they 
met up with on the way -  both inside museums and out -  gave them far more 
information than they thought possible and helped to round out the history of the 
expedition and its collection with more recent experiences of the people in the areas 
they passed through. The records available for the various patrols conducted by men
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less well known than the Leahy brothers, Jack Hides and Ivan Champion, as well as 
the time spent in Papua by WE Armstrong11, all lend themselves to similar types of 
experiments to those conducted by Bloch and Kendall (2004) and Bell (2003, 2006).
Given time constraints and my lack of background with the collection, as well as the 
number of objects involved it is impossible to consider identifying a provenance for 
every object lacking an identity. The Collection represents a large proportion of the 
different tribes and cultures with whom the administration had contact. This means 
that any repatriation project would, of necessity, need to be finely focused on one or 
two communities at a time -  as Bell’s work illustrates. Others, such as Michael 
Young and Julia Clark (2001) in their work on the photographs of FE Williams did 
not attempt to repatriate the images possibly because of the range of communities 
with whom Williams was involved. The time elapsed between Williams taking the 
photos and Young and Clark writing their book also meant that many of the people in 
the photographs would have already passed on. Young did, however, encourage 
another anthropologist to make enquiries among the communities of the Trobriand 
Islands about Malinowski’s photographs. O f course, objects whose identities have 
been uncovered during the research for this project are included in the biography as 
appropriate.
While I have attempted to include comments on the Indigenous perspectives in this 
thesis, my own networks and connections allow little access to such viewpoints from 
people who might have a direct relationship with the Collection. There is also very 
little representation of Indigenous perspectives in the documentation that relates to 
the POC, although I have endeavoured to include such material wherever possible. In 
a similar vein, the European appropriation of Indigenous culture, while an important 
topic for discussion in relation to colonial collections, will not be dealt with 
extensively in this thesis on account of space and time limits.
In Chapter Nine, among other options, I suggest that repatriation might be an 
appropriate action to be undertaken in the future by the Government of Papua New 
Guinea, the Australian Government, the National Museum of Australia, and the
11 Especially given the collection of photographs taken by Armstrong held in the National Library of 
Australia (MS6507)
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National Museum and Art Gallery of Papua New Guinea. But this is not the primary 
aim of that chapter, or this thesis. I have chosen not to go down the path of 
recommending repatriation of the Collection in the near future. There are several 
valid reasons for not addressing the question of repatriation in detail in this work.
First, this thesis seeks to create a biography of the Collection, that is, it seeks to tell 
the past story of the collection - that of its objects and collectors and their contexts, 
by bringing together all available information to date. Biographical works do not 
generally deal in the future of an entity, and as such, this is an unfinished biography. 
This thesis offers suggestions for the future of the Collection only within the context 
of its current home in the NMA.
Second, as expressed above, this PhD project is my first in-depth exploration of 
Papua New Guinea’s history and its material culture. Repatriation is a complex 
political and emotional issue crossing personal, institutional, and government 
boundaries; an adventure for which one so junior as this author is not equipped.
Third, while it is not a widely published opinion, the tacit opinions expressed by 
professionals and researchers in the fields of archaeology, anthropology and museum 
curatorship with whom I have spoken in Australia and abroad overwhelmingly 
suggest that the National Museum and Art Gallery of Papua New Guinea is currently 
not in a position to take on the return and care of large collections. Ideally, as one of 
the care takers of a Papuan collection, the National Museum of Australia should be 
involved in the redevelopment of the National Museum and Art Gallery of Papua 
New Guinea. By this I mean that if the POC or any of its objects are repatriated, they 
should be returned as fully curated as possible; with as much coherent information 
about the objects, and the history of the Collection as available. The Collection is not 
yet at this point. If the Australian government and the NMA choose to be involved in 
the future development of the National Museum and Art Gallery of PNG, then given 
the relationship between Papua New Guinea and Australia in the past and present, 
the potential of Australian institutions in providing both training and infrastructure 
support is obvious. Regardless of the previous political involvement of their 
governments in the administration of PNG, there are a great number of other
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institutions internationally that are also caretakers of PNG cultural material. Their 
involvement would also seem to be appropriate.
Ownership is another issue fraught with difficulty. Which country or institution owns 
the Collection is dealt with in Chapter Nine o f this thesis from the perspective of the 
records available. Unfortunately much of the detail pertaining to the decisions made 
during the 1980s and 1990s by the government of the day and the staff of the NMA 
about the Pacific collections, and especially the POC, is unknown at present. All of 
the documentation remains under the 30 year rule guarding government archives. 
The goal of this thesis is to provide a synthesis of new and known information about 
the Collection, and for the reasons stated above in relation to repatriation, this thesis 
will not seek to provide an opinion on the ownership of the Collection. This author 
views the NMA’s role as that of caretaker until such time as both the institutions and 
governments involved with the Collection see fit to discuss its future. I believe that in 
the role of caretaker, the NMA has a responsibility to preserve the Collection, and 
knowledge about its collectors and objects, as carefully as possible for posterity. Not 
only should this information be preserved, but it should be shared widely, and 
appropriately, regardless of where the objects are housed. The political issue of 
“Who owns the Collection?” (including political maneuvering in the 1980s and 
1990s) apart from an examination and synthesis of the information provided in the 
documents accompanying it, is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Arrangement of this thesis
This thesis consists of ten chapters including this introduction. Chapter Two provides 
a summary of the European exploration and awareness of New Guinea that led to 
colonisation. It then describes the colonial and collecting activities of the 19th and 
20th centuries that developed as a consequence, setting the context for the Murray 
administration, and the acquisition of the Papuan Official Collection.
Chapter Three explores the history of museums, collecting and the development of 
the discipline of anthropology in their roles as a means of explaining human life. It 
then considers this history in light of the effect it had on British colonies, in order to
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understand the approaches taken by people like governors MacGregor and Murray, 
and why collecting became such an important activity in the eyes of colonists at the 
time. This continues in Chapter Four. Chapter Three provides a consideration of the 
usage and practice of the terms anthropology and ethnography during Murray’s era, 
then continues with a consideration of how the study of material culture, and 
therefore collecting became less of a focus within anthropology, and what this meant 
for the POC as a part of the history of anthropology. The chapter ends by briefly 
revisiting the resurgence of interest in the discipline of anthropology in cultural 
material, collectors and collecting and what this means for the POC.
Chapter Four consists of a brief biographical overview of Murray as Lieutenant- 
Governor of Papua, an overview of his administration and its policies with regard to 
anthropology and the Collection, and details Murray’s own collecting activities. This 
chapter provides the first of several individual stories about the collectors who 
contributed to the POC.
Chapter Five looks at the role of the Government Anthropologists WE Armstrong, 
WM Strong and FE Williams and their contributions to Murray’s administration, as 
well as their involvement and influence in the acquisition of the POC. This chapter 
begins to explain the influences and connections between eminent anthropologists 
and institutions in Britain, and local collectors in Papua.
Chapter Six concentrates on the role of the field officers (resident magistrates or 
patrol officers), exploring the motivations and activities of the field officers in the 
formation of what can be considered sub collections in the POC. The officers are 
considered in two groups: those who collected only a little, or only sporadically such 
as: FR Cawley, BW Bramell, WN Beaver and EWP Chinnery, Charles Karius, EC 
Skelly, RL Bellamy and WJ Lambden; and those who collected as part of their long 
term career including: Leo Austen, AP Lyons and SD Burrows. They are not the only 
collectors involved with the POC, but provide an introduction to the activities of 
more than fifty people involved in the acquisition of the Collection. These stories 
also help to reveal something of the relationship between the Papuan administration 
and Indigenous Papuans, as well as that between the administration and its officers. It
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also demonstrates the links that grew between officers in the administration and 
people involved in the development of anthropology in Britain.
Chapter Seven returns to the Collection as an entity and follows it from its birthplace 
in Papua, to its temporary home in Sydney, and eventually to Canberra. This chapter 
observes the way in which the Collection became politicised by the actions of people 
who either had control, or wanted control of it. Chapter Seven also notes where in 
Australia collections related to the POC are held.
Chapter Eight takes a broader view and investigates the links between the POC, 
Papua, and other parts of the British Empire. In particular it looks at related 
collections at Oxford and Cambridge in the United Kingdom as well as the 
involvement and influence of AC Haddon, Professor of Ethnology of the University 
of Cambridge, and CG Seligman, Reader at the London School of Economics, who 
had a substantially smaller, but still tangible influence on the officers of the Papuan 
administration, including Murray.
Chapter Nine considers what this biography of the POC might mean for the National 
Museum of Australia in terms of the ways it might be exhibited to the Australian and 
Papua New Guinean publics. It also discusses the need for further work arising from 
this project and the role the Collection might play in providing commentary on the 
shared past of Papua New Guinea and Australia.
Chapter Ten concludes the thesis by reiterating the importance of the potential for the 
POC as a reminder of forgotten aspects of Australia’s past and present relationship 
with Papua New Guinea. Australia was a colonist as well as a colony, and the POC 
has the potential to play an important role in reminding us about our partially 
forgotten past.
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Exploration, collection 
and Australian colonisation
The past contexts of the Papuan Official Collection are important in understanding 
the meaning of the Collection during its life and in its current context at the National 
Museum of Australia (Henare 2005, Krech and Hail 1998). This includes the 
historical context from which colonial collecting arose. This chapter reviews the 
historical background of the island of New Guinea in four parts: early exploration 
and observations, contact and collection by early naturalist explorers, and the 
activities of ‘professional’ collectors who were making collections for scientific 
purposes and museums or for sale to the highest bidder. Finally, there will be a 
summary of the events that led up to the proclamation of the Papua Act and Murray’s 
installment as Lieutenant-Governor.
The aim of this overview is to demonstrate the long period of time during which 
Europeans were ‘aware’ of New Guinea and its people before they finally took steps 
to officially colonise the islands. The reputation earned by the island of New Guinea 
over the 17th to 20th centuries during this process affected and was affected by 
emergent ideas of evolution, the theories and ideology of colonialism, and the 
developing discipline of anthropology in Europe (as discussed in Chapter Three). 
These ideas, in turn, had an enormous effect on Murray’s attitude towards Papua, and 
played a role in the establishment of the POC. The island of New Guinea, as will be 
seen throughout this thesis, was particularly important to the development of 
anthropology and ethnography.
New Guinea is the largest island in the world after Greenland (Moore 2003:15). The 
main island is surrounded by many smaller islands and together these make up the 
modem polities of West Papua (currently consisting of two provinces of Indonesia), 
Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands (Map 2.1). New Guinea’s size helped to 
endow it with diverse environments, and since the sixteenth century its geography, 
fauna and flora, people and their objects and culture have inspired the European
The Papuan Official Collection
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imagination. Its long history of observation but short history of imperialist 
involvement meant that when the part o f New Guinea to be known as Papua became 
an Australian Territory, Australians knew little about their new colony, bar what 
interesting reports circulated with the passing of each ship of explorers, scientists or 
traders. It has been noted that many Australians did not really think of Papua as a 
colony even up to the time when independence was declared (Nelson 1982:11). The 
lack of specific knowledge about New Guinea and its inhabitants saw it become a 
centre of interest for scientific expeditions through the late 19th and into the 20th 
century. With the establishment of European settlements, colonial administrators too, 
were forced to invest time in learning about the populations they were now expected 
to interact with or control.
Map 2.1 Papua New Guinea and its nearest neighbours, West Papua/Indonesia, the Solomon 
Islands, Australia and Indonesia. Adapted from Times Atlas of the World (1994: plate 9).
The successful establishment of the Territory of Papua, as well as the expansion of 
collecting activities, growth of museums, and the rise of ‘great exhibitions’ 
throughout the world saw the Australian public exposed to a wide range of Papuan 
material culture as time went by. There was an enormous increase in newspaper 
coverage and the publication of photographs of the land, people and animals of New 
Guinea that became widely accessible during the 20 century (Quanchi 2004). 
Combined with advertisements and books geared to generate interest in New Guinea 
and the Pacific, such as The New New Guinea by Beatrice Grimshaw (1911), this 
meant that Australians and other Europeans were more broadly exposed to the idea 
of Papua as a place of economic opportunity and exciting holidays, even if they
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never actually went there (Goode 1977:7, Laracy and Laracy 1977, Quanchi 
2004:37). However, the overall perception of New Guinea as a frontier of settlement, 
of the people as representatives of a particular evolutionary stage requiring the 
‘improvements’ of ‘civilisation’, and of the plants and animals as further evidence of 
New Guinea’s evolutionarily ‘static’ status seems to have changed little (Schieffelin 
and Crittenden 1991:18). Even now, when so many Australians have a connection 
with Papua New Guinea through work, family or tourism, it still conjures up 
romanticised connotations of the ‘stone age’ and of being an ‘untouched paradise’.
This appeal stretches world wide, as revealed by Lemonnier’s (2004) examination of 
the portrayal of New Guinea by the media since colonisation. His paper describes the 
sometimes opposing ways in which the media and anthropologists describe the same 
communities. He compares the continued popularity of the idea of the Indigenous 
people of New Guinea as remnants of the ‘Stone Age’ unaware of the outside world, 
to the equally popular idea that these same people have been irrevocably changed by 
contact of all kinds with European ‘civilisation’. He provides quite a comprehensive 
account of the Yoye Amara of the ‘Toulambi’ or Ankave tribal group with whom he 
has worked for around twenty years. He suggests that they discovered Europeans a 
long time ago, and have to some extent managed their contact with them ever since 
(Lemonnier 2004:86-91). Juxtaposed with Lemonnier’s anthropological opinion, 
recent media attention would suggest that the Ankave have only recently been 
introduced to the ‘modem world’. As a consequence of similar representations of a 
variety of other communities in a number of locations, little of Australia’s past 
involvement with Papua New Guinea is known or remembered beyond those 
memories that people choose to construct and retain (Wehner 2002). The Papuan 
Official Collection holds memories of experiences that are yet to be unlocked but 
that are important aspects of Australia and Papua New Guinea’s combined histories. 
In reflecting upon Lemonnier’s discussions, when the first official exhibition of the 
POC is staged, it may well introduce the Collection, as well as Papua to many 
members of the Australian public, for the first time.
Around 50,000 to 40,000 years ago, people first entered the area known by 
archaeologists as Sahul, a remnant of Gondwanaland which had consisted of the
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joined landmasses of Australia and New Guinea (Roberts, Jones and Smith 1990, 
Moore 2003:22, White and O ’Connell 1982). Since then, Australia and New Guinea 
have become separated by sea. Over the intervening thousands of years, people 
spread through the diverse terrain and environments of New Guinea developing 
hundreds of culture and language groups as they moved (Moore 2003:29). In the 
meeting of Europeans and Papuans, it is this diversity - both the difference between 
cultural groups within New Guinea, and the difference between those groups and 
familiar European cultures - that caused the most consternation for the new colonists 
trying to understand exactly what they were now responsible for (Schieffelin and 
Crittenden 1991:18). Part of the aim in acquiring specimens of biological and 
cultural material since European discovery was to help explain this alien landscape 
and its inhabitants.
Sightings and first contacts
For detailed chronological treatments of Indigenous settlement, European 
exploration, and contact events in Melanesia and the Pacific see Eisler and Smith 
(1988), Gash and Whittaker (1975), Moore (2003), Oliver (1977), Oram (1976), 
Sharp (1960), Souter (1963) and Spriggs (1997). The next section of this chapter 
deals with some of the earliest European experiences of New Guinea. The earliest 
impressions were rather generic, and for the most part seem not to have involved 
collecting, but observations and illustrations from the decks of ships moving through 
the area. As Craig states
there are collections and there is documentation. In the period of early 
European discovery in the Pacific, voyagers returned with few, if any, objects 
but quite often with many observations recorded in journals, and as drawings 
and paintings. (1996:41)
These observations, like the paintings and drawings described in the introduction to 
this thesis, as well as written observations on New Guinea specifically, held long
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term consequences for the way Europeans thought about New Guinea and its 
Indigenous inhabitants.
In about 1526 Jorge de Meneses, the new Portuguese Governor of the Moluccas, 
landed on the ‘bird’s head’ of New Guinea having missed his destination in the 
Moluccas (Souter 1963:18). The accidental ‘discovery’ of New Guinea by de 
Meneses was significant because it encouraged further exploration of the area by 
European ships (Sharp 1960:13). As part of their attempts to find a passage between 
the Americas and the Moluccas, Spanish navigators such as Alvaro de Saavedra 
(1528-29) spent time investigating routes along the northern and eastern coasts of 
New Guinea. Saavedra recorded being attacked with arrows by ‘painted or tattooed’ 
men in boats, the first of many such encounters for European explorers (Collingridge 
1906:13, Sharp 1960:19, 23, Torrence 1993).
Luis Vaez de Torres, accompanied by Diego de Prado, was in charge of a ship that 
was part of the expedition led by Pedro Fernandez de Quiros from Peru to the 
western Pacific in 1606. Torres came across Tagula Island in the Lousiade 
archipelago, and heading west, confirmed that New Guinea was an island, and not 
part of the ‘mythical’ southern continent (Gash and Whittaker 1975:10-11, Sharp 
1960:64-66, Souter 1963:18). Having sailed the south coast of mainland New Guinea 
in 1606-7, Torres wrote to King Philip III of Spain that
this land of New Guinea is peopled with natives, not very white, and naked, 
except for their private parts, which are covered with a cloth made of the bark 
of trees, and much painted. They fight with darts, targets, and some stone 
clubs which are made fine with plumage, (in Markham 1904, cited in Gash 
and Whittaker 1975:10)
Prado described the people of Basilaki - an island off the east coast of New Guinea - 
and nearby islands as
light-coloured...naked apart from coconut matting around their middles [and 
that they saw] ...well made fishing-nets, pearl shell, and stone tools with
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wooden handles. The arms of the islanders were wooden clubs, small darts, 
and shields, (in Sharp 1960:65)
While they are fairly generic, these are some of the earliest descriptions not only of 
the people of New Guinea (Eisler and Smith 1988), but of their material culture, 
initiating a long and complex affair between explorers of all kinds and New Guinea’s 
material culture.
Craig notes that the journey made by de Torres is important because of sketches 
drawn by Prado depicting the Indigenous people of the area, including their 
weaponry, which are clear enough to be identified (Craig 1996, images in Eisler and 
Smith 1988:89-90, Snow and Waine 1979:27-28). In 1606 Prado made a series of 
four watercolour sketches, two of which were of people in New Guinea (Figures. 2.1, 
2.2). These ‘constitute the earliest preserved European images of South Pacific 
peoples’ (Eisler and Smith 1988:89). In the first picture ‘The Natives of the Bay of 
San Millan’ (Southeast New Guinea), the tattoos and oval shields depicted are 
‘typical of southeast New Guinea’ (Craig 1996:50, Hamy 1907 in Eisler and Smith 
1988:89). The rectangular shield that appears in the second illustration ‘The Natives 
of the (southwestern) end of New Guinea’ (Eisler and Smith 1988:89), is an Asmat 
shield (C.Ballard pers. comm. 2006, Eisler and Smith 1988), although there has been 
some debate as to whether it might actually be a ‘Malay import’ (Craig 1996:50, 
Hamy 1907 in Eisler and Smith 1988:89-90).
Craig implies that a third picture by Prado (Figure. 2.3) ‘The Natives of the Islands 
off the southern shores of New Guinea’ does not, as indicated by Eisler and Smith 
(1988:89) represent Torres Strait Islanders or their cultural material because the 
objects they are shown holding are not typical of the Torres Strait. According to 
Craig (1996:50), Torres Strait Islanders do not carry their arrows in quivers, and their 
clubs are not ‘box shaped’. Most of the literature discussing these pictures indicates 
the islands are ‘off New Guinea’, rather than ‘off the coast of Australia1’ which 
suggests that it is reasonable to expect the objects to share more features with New
1 Under whatever name it was called at the time.
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Figure 2.1 ‘The Natives of the Bay of San Millan (Southeast New Guinea)’ by Diego Prado 
de Tovar 1606, showing round shields and tattoos of the area (Eisler and Smith 1988:89). 
Image source Snow and Waine (1979:27-28).
Figure 2.2 ‘The Natives of the (southwestern) end of New Guinea’: by Diego Prado de 
Tovar 1606 showing a ‘malay’ (Asmat) shield (Eisler and Smith 1988:90). Image source 
Snow and Waine (1979:27-28).
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Figure 2.3 ‘The Natives of the Islands off the southern shores of New Guinea’ by Diego 
Prado de Tovar 1606 illustrating object types seen including clothing (Eisler and Smith 
1988:108). There is debate as to which people this image depicts. Image source Snow and 
Waine (1979:28).
Figure 2.4 ‘Natives of New Ireland in a Canoe’ from ‘Copy of the Journal of Tasman’s 
voyage to the Great Southland in 1642-1643’ after Abel Tasman. Image source Eisler and 
Smith (1988:89, 108).
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Guinea material. It should be kept in mind that the material cultures of this area of 
New Guinea and the islands of the Torres Strait share some traits and are frequently 
traded (McNiven 1998, Torrence 1993). In this illustration, Prado has made more of 
an attempt to show the patterns painted onto the bark cloth loin covers the men wear, 
but what looks like the handle to the ‘box like club’ carried by the man on the left 
seems unclear; maybe the object is actually a badly depicted, or unfinished painting 
of a headdress or some other object? Perhaps the ambiguity o f the object reflects 
Prado’s potentially confused understanding of what it was.
Presumably Prado’s subjects did not pose for their portraits, as suggested by the 
almost identical backgrounds for each painting, and the similarity of the bows they 
are holding. In finishing the picture from memory he could perhaps recall the shape, 
but not the details of these particular objects.
A copy of Abel Tasman’s 1642-43 ‘Journal of the voyage to the Great Southland’ 
includes a sketch of ‘Natives of New Ireland in a Canoe’ (Figure. 2.4) depicting three 
men in a small canoe with an outrigger and decorative prow and stem (Eisler and 
Smith 1988:89, 108). Each man uses a leaf shaped paddle with decorated blades and a 
plain handled end. Balanced across the boats are flat ‘propeller-like’ objects 
identified as shark snares (Craig 1996:52, Meyer 1995:355). The other elements 
mentioned are all representative of the style of New Ireland material culture 
(Cranstone 1961:101-104).
Craig identifies William Dampier’s activities along the south eastern coast and 
among the eastern islands of New Guinea as the ‘first clear reference to ethnographic 
material being obtained from Papua New Guinea by Europeans’ (Craig 1996:54). 
The items collected by Dampier from New Ireland and New Britain include fishing 
nets, ‘images’, a ‘waisted’ stone axe blade and a slingstone. The stone blade and 
slingstone are now kept in Cambridge. It seems that some other objects collected at 
the same time may have been lost at sea when Dampier’s ship was wrecked (Craig 
1996:53-4).
2 Which look very much like European ‘recurve’ bows; in contrast, many New Guinea bows appear 
to be ‘s e lf  bows (i.e., the bow is a C shape, and the ends do not curl forwards).
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The sketches and observations made by Torres, Prado and Tasman indicate that as 
the numbers of exploratory trips to the western Pacific increased, Europeans were 
beginning to take note of not only the islands and potential resources, but their 
inhabitants and how they lived. This interest grew when other ships, like Dampier’s, 
began to bring back the objects themselves. Europeans were beginning to form 
opinions about who the islanders were and what exactly these people who looked so 
different actually represented. These observations form some of the earliest 
ethnographic information on Melanesia, and some of the first contributions from the 
Pacific towards the growing theories used by Europeans to explain the organisation 
of the world.
Early naturalists
J Beete Jukes was on board HMS Fly as it charted the western side of the Gulf of 
Papua and the mouth o f the Fly River between 1842-5. He wrote that he knew of ‘no 
part o f the world, the exploration of which is so flattering to the 
imagination...whether to the naturalist, the ethnologist, or the geographer’ as the 
interior of New Guinea (in Souter 1963:19).
Even in 1897, Sir William MacGregor, then Lieutenant-Governor of British New 
Guinea, stated that
there is perhaps no region to be found that would be so attractive... as British 
New Guinea, from the east end of the gulf to its eastern limits... There is great 
variety among the inhabitants in character, customs, and mode of life. There 
are high mountains that have never been ascended...new birds, new insects, 
new plants to collect, new rocks and new tongues to study. The sea is full of 
unexamined life, and there are hundreds of natives that know enough English 
to be guides and collectors without their knowing so much or being changed 
so much as to make them uninteresting. (MacGregor 1897:13)
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Such statements were to be repeated almost ad nauseam by explorers, scientists, 
government officials and tourists ever after. From the voyage of the Fly forwards, 
interest in the ‘last unknown’ (Souter 1963) only grew as European curiosity 
extended beyond the coast of New Guinea. Some have described the growth in 
interest as ‘New Guinea Fever’ (Goode 1977:8, Souter 1963:32). In this next section 
I will concentrate on some early scientific investigations of two kinds: the first, 
official survey expeditions responsible for mapping and collecting biological and 
ethnographic data; the second, naturalist explorers attracted to New Guinea because 
of its ‘unknown’ status.
HMS Fly made an expedition up a river estuary where, after an incident where the 
crew wounded some men in a canoe in a ‘skirmish’, they came upon a village. They 
fired a six-pound cannon upon which the villagers left. The crew inspected the 
village, ‘collected skulls and artifacts and shot two pigs’ (Nelson 1974:65). 
According to Nelson, some of the skulls went to the College of Surgeons, and the 
artefacts to the British Museum. They ate the pigs (Nelson 1974:65).
Between 1846 and 1850 Captain Owen Stanley of HMS Rattlesnake was sent with 
orders to survey ‘a portion of the Louisiade Archipelago, and the south-east coast of 
New Guinea’ (MacGillivray 1852:166). The Rattlesnake was accompanied for 
portions of the journey by HMS Bramble. MacGillivray’s account of the voyage 
provides details of ethnographic observations made by the crew, and both biological 
and ethnographic material collected in the Torres Strait and New Guinea. 
Illustrations by ‘talented marine artist’ TH Huxley, are a feature of the book, such as 
the frontispiece, ‘Catamaran and Natives of Brumer Island’ depicting seven 
Papuans on a single outrigger canoe with rolled sails and a carved and painted 
washboard, identifying it as a Trobriands/Massim style craft (Figure.2.5) (Beran 
1996, Cranstone 1961:43,100). The people are shown holding various objects such as 
lime gourds, a lime spatula or a sword club, a small ‘tomahawk’, apparently in 
anticipation of trading them. A picture later in the book, ‘Interview with Natives of 
Redscar Bay’ (Figure. 2.6) illustrates a meeting between members of the crew and a
3 There were apparently twenty six people in the canoe, but the illustration shows seven (MacGillivray 
1852:267).
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number of Papuans holding spears and a pig ‘slung on a pole’ (MacGillivray 
1852:192, ill. opp. pg. 193).
Figure 2.5 ‘Catamaran & Natives of Brumer Island’ by TH Huxley. Image after 
MacGillivray (1852: frontispiece).
The illustration shows Europeans and Papuans trading white cloth for some of the 
ornaments worn by the Papuans, and the pig. The text accompanying Huxley’s 
illustration explains that the members of the crew felt somewhat uncomfortable and 
made a hurried departure when the curiosity of the Papuans became a little more 
personal than they had expected. They took the pig they had come to get, and 
retreated as quickly as possible, losing a gun in the process (MacGillivray 1852:192- 
93).
MacGillivray devotes a whole section of Chapter Five to descriptions of the people 
and the objects seen, or collected, and to trading visits among the Louisiades and 
along the south east Papuan coastline. The objects are described in some detail, and 
several are illustrated. Objects sighted include a lime gourd and spatula at Pig Island, 
Coral Haven4; described as ‘...a  neat calabash with a stopper, and a carved piece of
4 ‘An anchorage in the Louisiade Archipelago formed by Piron, Joannet and Sudest Islands’ (Gash and 
Whittaker 1975:16, USBGN 1943)
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tortoise shell like a paper-cutter’ (MacGillivray 1852:190) (Figure. 2.7). While at 
Coral Haven they ‘procured various sorts of necklaces, - strings of shells, black 
seeds, and dogs teeth’ (MacGillivray 1852:216). On Brumer Island they collected 
‘spears, clubs, a wooden sword, ...a  shield ...[and] three clubs here -  the only ones 
seen ...’ and described in detail the types of shields, spears, clubs, personal 
ornamentation, earthen pots, and woven baskets in the area, some of which are 
pictured in Figures 2.7 and 2.8 (MacGillivray 1852:277-283). Craig notes that the 
material collected by Stanley (and his crew?) was deposited in the British Museum 
(Museum of Mankind) in 1851 (Gathercole and Clarke 1979 in Craig 1996:58).
By the time Captain John Moresby made his second journey in 1873 to New Guinea 
on HMS Basilisk, and located and named Port Moresby harbour, the majority of the 
New Guinea coastline had been mapped and European colonisation had begun (Inglis 
and Oram 1973, Souter 1963:20). Moresby’s crew explored Hanuabada villages and 
observed that the inhabitants were ‘well fed, contented looking’ men and women 
whom they observed making string bags, nets and pots. Contrary to the experiences 
of whites in other areas of New Guinea, Moresby recorded a friendly reception 
(Inglis and Oram 1973:31, Oram 1976:13). Craig (1996:59 citing Neich 1982:14) 
notes that Moresby collected ethnographic material that is now housed at the Te Papa 
National Museum of New Zealand in Wellington.
One of the most significant by-products of European activities - exploring, whaling 
and trading - around New Guinea was the establishment of trade and exchange 
relations with the Islanders for food, water and other products. Most trading until the 
late 19th century was carried out at sea (Torrence 1993, Moore 2003:121). Clay 
suggests these exchanges were originally characterised by ‘mutual curiosity and 
caution’ and served to familiarise people on both sides of the exchanges with each 
other (Clay 2005:178). Most important for the future of ethnographic collecting in 
Papua was the strength of the idea that developed in both European and Melanesian 
minds: that the other party was most interested in, and was a great source of, trade 
and exotic material culture.
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Figure 2.6 ‘Interview with Natives of Redscar Bay’ by TH Huxley. Image after 
MacGillivray (1852:opp.l93). The illustration shows both parties prodding each other during 
a trading session.
Figure 2.7 Lime gourd and spatula Figure 2.8 Objects described by
MacGillivray.
Figure 2.7 and 2.8: Both images after MacGillivray (1852:190, 279). Meyer (1995:134) 
identifies this shield shape as from the Koiari area of the south coast, and the spatula seems 
fairly typical of central Suau designs (see Beran 1996:246-7).
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Although some early encounters between Europeans and Papuans were hostile, by 
the early 20 century European outposts were established on the islands, and traders 
had constructed stations from which to buy artefacts for sale to collectors and 
museums. The presence of Europeans with whom to barter initially escalated the rate 
of local warfare through the sale of firearms. Later, this changed to a rise in the rate 
of production of artefacts, and changes in the types, designs and decoration of 
products made for trade with Europeans by the Papuan people (Torrence 1993:469- 
70, also see introduction of this thesis). Changes in material culture occurred during 
the contact period throughout the Pacific, for example; while analysing the types of 
artefacts collected during Cook’s voyages in the Pacific, Kaeppler noticed that the 
design of objects such as Hawaiian feather cloaks and capes changed over time, even 
between Cook’s voyages. She considers that the change in design reflects a 
corresponding change in the role of the cloaks. Originally they were worn as sacred 
protection, but later they reflected ‘ideas about prestige and power’ (Kaeppler 
1988:143). Moore (2003) suggests that even before trading stations were established 
on New Guinea, products were made directly to supply Europeans such as whalers 
and that as contacts and settlement increased an industry developed around providing 
Europeans with goods (food, material culture, etc).
As for collectors who had a scientific purpose in New Guinea: Andrew Goldie was a 
Scottish naturalist who arrived in 1874 which made him one of the earliest scientific 
collectors in New Guinea. When he realised there was more to be gained from trade 
than collecting, he stayed on as a trader, but continued to collect, and sold bird of 
paradise skins (Oram 1976:17). He supplied objects to the Australian and 
Queensland Museums, and he presumably traded them elsewhere (Craig 1996:68). 
Oram (1976:17) notes that by 1888 Goldie was still the only trader in business in 
Port Moresby which demonstrates the slow rate at which New Guinea attracted 
settlers other than visitors who were interested in science and objects.
Scientific expeditions became increasingly common in the late 19th and early 20th 
century, and included individual adventurers such as Russian scientist Nikolai 
Miklouho-Maclay and Italian naturalists Luigi D ’Albertis and Lamberto Loria. There 
were also larger expeditions of groups of experts including the Royal Geographical
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Society of Australasia expedition to the Aird (Kikori) River in 1885 and the 
Cambridge Torres Strait Expedition led by AC Haddon in 1898 (Herle and Rouse 
1998) (see Chapter Three for discussion of Haddon and the Cambridge Torres Strait 
Expedition).
D ’Albertis first went to Dutch New Guinea in 1872-3 where he spent time in the 
Arfak Mountains with another Italian naturalist, Odoardo Beccari. Two years later 
D ’Albertis returned to New Guinea, this time on the south eastern side where he 
based himself at Yule Island (Souter 1963:25-6). In 1876 he made his way up the Fly 
River in the Neva, a steam launch provided to him by the New South Wales 
government (Souter 1963:31, 33). He is largely famous for his, what were even then, 
inappropriate methods of travel, collection and interaction with the Papuan people. 
Still, Goode (1977) defends D ’Albertis with the opinion that his actions were no 
worse than those of others in New Guinea at the time. D ’Albertis frequently 
‘expressed his displeasure [or even pleasure] by the explosion or ignition of 
landmines, rockets, petroleum, and Bengal fire’ (Souter 1963:27, 38). He also 
removed objects without permission, or regard for the impact their removal might 
have on their owners. For instance, he excitedly recorded that he
took two skeletons from a burial platform in a deserted village (‘Exclaim, if 
you will, against my barbarity -  say that I have sacreligiously violated the 
grave! I shall turn a deaf ear; I am too delighted with my prize to heed 
reproof!’). (D’Albertis in Souter 1963:35)
Later, from another empty village he took ‘a large stone hammer, a cuirass made of 
rattan cane, and the skeleton of a child wrapped in bark’ (Souter 1963:37). The 
behaviour exhibited by D ’Albertis was to have negative consequences for those 
collecting in his wake, as AC Haddon noted
By ‘collecting’ he means frightening people away from their villages, then 
going into the houses and ransacking them; he then comes back and says, ‘I 
have opened up the Fly River’, and the result is that where he collected
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specimens, there [his successors] have invariably been attacked by the 
natives, (in Souter 1963:38-39)
The effects of his visits seem to have had ramifications even as late as the patrols of 
the 1920s. When Leo Austen made his patrol into the Tedi (also called Alice) River 
and Star Mountains region he recorded that the people living in the area seemed 
particularly reticent to meet with members of his patrol. He suggested that they may 
have had bad experiences with ‘Malay bird-hunters’, and while this may be the case, 
it is probably not too far fetched to consider that the legend of D ’Albertis’s 
behaviour on the Fly made it this far upstream and continued to this point in time 
(AR 1921-22, 1922-23, see Chapter Six for discussion of Austen’s patrol, and map). 
His actions also created difficulties for D ’Albertis himself when he returned up the 
Fly 1877 in the Neva with the aim of collecting ‘birds, insects and native artifacts, 
particularly those which brought the highest prices’ (D’Albertis 1887:200 in Craig 
1996:77). D ’Albertis’ collections are now ‘distributed among the Natural History 
Museum in Genoa, the Museum of Ethnology and Anthropology in Florence, and the 
‘Pigorini’ Ethnological Museum in Rome’ (Craig 1996:77).
Lamberto Loria followed D’Albertis in 1889 in order to acquire material for a natural 
history collection. He behaved in much the same way as D’Albertis. He plundered 
twenty three houses after frightening away their occupants, and robbed graves in the 
name of science. Sir William MacGregor, Lieutenant-Governor at the time 
confiscated and returned the stolen material to the place it originated. Loria remained 
in Papua but modified his methods of collection (Craig 1996:78-9, Goode 1977:3).
Nikolai Miklouho-Maclay, a Russian, was an early ethnographer rather than 
naturalist per se. He lived at Astrolabe Bay from September 1871 to December 1872 
and June to December 1876 and is well known for the positive rapport he built up 
with the local inhabitants of the Bay. In marked contrast to the actions of D ’Albertis 
and Loria, he attempted to leam the language of the people he stayed with, and 
maintained a respectful attitude. He also chose not to arm himself much of the time 
(Craig 1996:72-3, Gash and Whittaker 1975:29). Miklouho-Maclay’s collections are
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housed in the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography in St Petersburg and the 
Macleay Museum at the University of Sydney (Craig 1996:72).
Discussion of the activities of ‘professional’ collectors who were making collections 
for museums and other scientific institutions or for sale to the highest bidder is 
divided between this chapter, which briefly lists some of the expeditions conducted 
during the early stages of colonisation in New Guinea, and Chapter Three, which 
discusses the influential Cambridge Torres Strait Expedition.
In 1904, a wealthy American, Major Cooke Daniels funded an Ethnographic 
Expedition which was, according to Young, a ‘salvage’ trip (Seligmann 1910, Young
2004). Why specifically he wanted the collection made is not clear. The expedition 
was led by CG Seligman, originally a pathologist in London, who had, after 
participating in the Cambridge Torres Strait Expedition of 1889, become increasingly 
interested in anthropology (Young 2004:160). Cooke Daniels ‘collected artifacts and 
details of material culture’ but for an unknown reason pulled out of the expedition 
early, leaving Seligman and his former lab assistant, WM Strong to continue their 
work along the southern coast and the Massim areas, where they collected 
ethnographic information including physical measurements (Urry 1989:210). Where 
the articles collected on this trip are now kept is unknown, but Strong remained in 
New Guinea when the expedition ended, and Seligman seems to have maintained 
contact with BNG/Papua through him.
Welsch (1998) provides a comprehensive account of the activities of AB Lewis who 
conducted an ethnographic expedition named the Joseph N Field South Pacific 
Expedition between 1909 and 1912 for the Field Museum of Natural History in 
Chicago. He visited numerous Pacific locations including Hawai’i, Fiji, New Guinea 
and Papua, Vanuatu, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Tonga and Samoa. He collected 
twelve thousand specimens of all kinds of artefacts, recorded detailed information 
about them, made drawings, and took many photographs while on the expedition, 
creating a comprehensive record in ‘snapshot form’ of the state of the peoples he 
visited at the time (Welsch 1998, 1999, 2000).
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Many other expeditions were conducted by representatives of a number of countries
including Britain, America, Germany and Holland. The results, specifically the
objects collected, were for a range of entities from museums to companies like the
New Guinea Company (Neuguinea Kompagnie), and for curio dealers (see Gosden
and Knowles 2001 and O ’Hanlon and Welsch 2000 for a range of articles on these
expeditions). Craig (1996:81-90) provides a detailed summary of collecting activities
in German New Guinea, which will not be covered here. Many of the objects
collected during these expeditions ended up in museums in Europe and, along with
material from Africa and South America, were incorporated as evidence for scientific
and anthropological practitioners of the day to propose, construct and fulfill the
‘emerging Darwinian[/evolutionary] models’ that directed the work of scientific
th thdisciplines and colonial administrations over the 19 and 20 centuries (Reynolds 
2005, Schildkrout 1998:169, Stocking 1987).
While they were neither naturalist explorers nor official survey expeditions, the 
collecting activities of government officials in and around New Guinea in the late 
19th and early 20th centuries should be acknowledged before moving on to the 
background of the formation of the Territory of Papua. Craig’s PhD thesis gives a 
comprehensive list of material collected by government officials prior to, and in the 
early stages of the colonisation of New Guinea5 (Craig 1996:91-96). Some members 
of this group of people are discussed below. For the most part these early ‘official’ 
collections demonstrate the official capacity of the collector, and his perceived 
responsibilities to Empire are indicated by where the collections came to rest upon 
his retirement. It appears that many of these smaller collections are, like the Papuan 
Official Collection, little recognised, having been forgotten by history in favour of 
the stories of more flamboyant characters like D ’Albertis, or the more pressing 
details o f political history. These smaller, and it seems, mostly as yet uninvestigated 
collections are important because they provide information beyond the basic 
economic and administrative histories that presently exist for places like Papua New 
Guinea.
5 He also provides a summary o f  missionary and trade collections which are outside the interests o f  
this thesis (Craig 1996:59-70).
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Under Imperial command, Commodore Erskine was sent to officially proclaim the 
protectorate of New Guinea in 18846. They left Sydney on 22 October in HMS 
Nelson. On Sunday 2 November they saw the ‘green and pretty looking coast of New 
Guinea near Hood Point’ and later that day went ashore (n.a., 1885:1-2). The rest of 
the short narrative describes how Erskine arrived at Port Moresby on 6 November, 
and, in front of assembled Europeans and Papuans, made the proclamation official. 
Part of this included his well known speech about the protection offered to the 
Papuans by the Queen and the firing of a feu de joie. All of these proceedings were 
carefully photographed, and compiled in the report Narrative o f the Expedition o f the 
Australian Squadron to New Guinea October-December 1884 (n.a., 1885:2-6, Souter 
1963:62).
Erskine and his crew made a three week tour o f nearby areas of the new Protectorate, 
repeating the proclamation and taking further photos. During the trip someone was 
responsible for recording descriptions of the Papuans. Included in these descriptions 
were comments on the ornamentation of the people, canoes, drums, weapons and 
musical instruments as well as the languages spoken, some guesses as to the lineages 
of some groups (Samoan and ‘Mahori’), as well as the influence of the Missions 
(n.a.,. 1885:6-7). An unnamed artist illustrated the volume with a painted portraits of 
two unidentified Papuans, the ‘stem of [a] C hiefs canoe, Dinner Island’, a kap kap 
or forehead/breast ornament (Cranstone 1961:96), and a chunum knife (lime spatula) 
known as the ‘Erskine Drummer’ which Erskine apparently collected, but the 
whereabouts of which is presently unstated (Beran 1996:176)
William C Lawrie, a Queensland government official acting in a number of 
capacities including former Secretary to the Royal Commission on Recruiting 
Polynesian Labourers in New Guinea and Adjacent Islands probably collected 
material that is now part of the Brisbane Museum’s 1885 collection of Milne Bay 
and Central Province collections during the repatriation of labourers from 
Queensland back to their islands (Bolton 1980:28 in Craig 1996:60).
6 HH Romilly had previously ‘raised the flag prematurely on 23rd October, 1884’ (Souter 1963:62).
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In the National Museum of Australia is a collection consisting of only one object, a 
large (161cm long) drum from the Gogodala people in the Western Division. 
According to Crawford (1981:238) it was used ‘exclusively for the Aida [a male 
secret society] ceremony’ and comes from one of the villages ‘inland from the Fly 
River’. It was acquired by Viscount Elibank, CG Murray (Craig 1996:91), from 
Resident Magistrate AH Jiear in 1900 while Elibank was himself a resident 
magistrate. It is probably the earliest object collected from the Bamu River area 
(Kohen-Raimondo 1999:9). Elibank took it to England where he presented it to the 
Australian High Commissioner in 1949. The drum was later brought back to 
Australia to join the collections at the Australian Institute of Anatomy (Kohen- 
Raimondo 1999:8).
This overview of collecting activities demonstrates the kinds of methods used to 
describe and, later, to acquire material from New Guinea. For the most part 
collecting prior to the establishment of the colony of British New Guinea, and its 
renaming as the Territory of Papua, was carried out by enthusiastic adventurers in the 
name of science, although their activities might now appear amateurish and no longer 
particularly scientific in nature. One important aspect that separates the goal of the 
Papuan Official Collection from its contemporaries and predecessors is that the latter 
were for the most part removed to museums and other institutions overseas, and this 
removal was planned from the beginning. Initially, Murray intended to keep his 
collection in Papua, which for its time was a novel idea.
One aspect shared by the collectors described above is that their collections were the 
result o f European curiosity. They were mostly made with the goal of understanding 
or explaining what the people of New Guinea represented for Europeans. The 
presence of people like the Papuans in the Pacific was initially probably as much of a 
surprise to the European explorers as their arrival was to the people on the islands of, 
and around New Guinea. Collecting the material culture they produced and creating 
theories to explain what made Papuans what they were, was one of the few methods 
of interpretation available to Europeans early in the exploration of the Pacific. As 
explored in Chapter Three, these theories became important components in the 
establishment and management of colonies in the Pacific.
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Creating colonies
The map of New Guinea is a result of nineteenth century European 
highmindedness, conceit and greed; Australian defence fears; and Indonesian 
ambition. (Nelson 1974:11)
A number of unsuccessful European settlements were initiated before formal 
possession of any part of New Guinea took place. The earliest (unsuccessful) 
attempts were on the western side of New Guinea in the 1790s. An official Dutch 
expedition took possession of the south west coast for the Netherlands in 1828. The 
settlement failed by 1836 with a large loss of life to malaria (Souter 1963:22, Joyce 
1974:8, Moore 2003:135-139). The Dutch Government confirmed the boundaries of 
its possession in 1848 (Souter 1963:23).
From around 1847 various missionary groups tried unsuccessfully to initiate 
missions in the eastern half of the island, but these activities are outside the sphere of 
investigation of this thesis. For a more detailed account of the early missions see 
Oram (1976:14-16) and Gash and Whittaker (1975). Moore (2003:115-117) gives a 
succinct summary of German and other European attempts at establishing trade 
settlements in north eastern New Guinea from the 1840s to the 1870s which are also 
outside the scope of this thesis. The establishment of British, German and Australian 
colonies is discussed below.
Over the period of European movement in the north western Pacific, New Guinea 
had earned a reputation as an island of riches: spices, bird pelts and timber and 
Saavedra had propagated a legend that New Guinea was a source of gold from 1528 
(Nelson 2001). During the 19th century the seas around it were a site for whaling, 
bêche-de-mer, pearls and pearl shell, and all of these resources attracted international 
commercial attention (Joyce 1974:8, Moore 2003:103, Souter 1963:18). The 
reputation of the Indigenes as hostile and potentially violent made prospective 
entrepreneurs cautious, but did not prevent them from moving into the area. It did 
however generate calls for some form of government control beyond Queensland’s 
responsibilities in the Torres Strait.
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The establishment in Australia of a New Guinea Company, and the New Guinea 
Prospecting Association applied pressure to government entities (the Australian 
colonies) in the 1860s and ‘70s for access to New Guinea. Captain Moresby, when 
on his survey of New Guinea in 1873, also recommended that Australia expand into 
New Guinea (Joyce 1974:9). Britain had created a 1 Foreign Jurisdiction Act in 1843 
which extended British law to cover its subjects beyond British territory’ and 
allowed Britain to maintain legal control over areas that were not formal territories. 
This did not constitute a claim to New Guinea, however, and Britain did not take 
formal responsibility for New Guinea for another forty one years (Moore 2003:133).
In 1883, Sir Thomas Mcllwraith, Premier of Queensland, forcefully urged the British 
Government to proclaim a protectorate over the south eastern segment of New 
Guinea by annexing it on Queensland’s behalf. This was in part a reflection of the 
apparent fears in Australian colonies that moves by France and Germany to set up 
possessions of their own in the Pacific -  France in New Caledonia, and German 
commercial interests in the Bismarck archipelago - might impinge negatively on 
British interests, such as the Australian colonies (Nelson 1974, Joyce 1974:10, 
Moore 2003:149). Britain refused to ratify the annexation (MacGregor 1897:2). 
However by 1885, after much political manoeuvring, Britain and Germany had 
agreed to divide the eastern half of New Guinea between them (Moore 2003:151). In 
1888 the British protectorate became a colony named British New Guinea 
administered by Britain, and by the Australian colonies of Queensland, New South 
Wales and Victoria (Moore 2003:149, Quinnell 2000:82).
Oram suggests that the reason Britain maintained control of its Possession initially 
was to protect the Indigenous inhabitants. The Australian colonies already had a bad 
record concerning the treatment of the Aboriginal people, and ‘neither the Imperial 
Government nor local British officials considered that Australian colonial 
governments were fitted to assume responsibility for the administration of New 
Guinea’ (Oram 1976:19). A satirical cartoon captioned ‘Annexation -  carrying the 
blessings of civilization into New Guinea’ which depicts ‘Queensland’ armed with a 
knife and whip labeled ‘slavery’, moving towards a cowering ‘New Guinea’ conveys 
the idea clearly (Sydney Bulletin 9 June 1883, in Gash and Whittaker 1975:60).
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Major-General Scratchley was appointed the first special Commissioner in charge of 
the British protectorate by the Colonial Office (Joyce 1974:14). Scratchley was 
apparently keen to employ ideas of ‘induced indirect rule’ in the protectorate by 
appointing ‘district chiefs who would be vested with governmental authority’ but due 
to political complications and bad luck, he did not get far in the application of this 
style of administration. He died from malaria in December 1885 (Joyce 1974:15). 
Scratchley’s attempt to implement indirect rule was the earliest stated intention to 
govern any part of New Guinea by this method.
Sir William MacGregor
Upon the declaration of the colony of British New Guinea in 1888, Sir William 
MacGregor was appointed as its administrator. He was bom in Scotland, and trained 
in medicine before entering the Colonial Service where he served parts of his career 
in the Seychelles, Mauritius, Fiji, Lagos (Nigeria), Newfoundland and Queensland 
(Quinnell 2000:82). Before he was appointed to British New Guinea, MacGregor had 
been involved with the administration of Sir Arthur Gordon, the first Governor of 
Fiji. MacGregor’s experiences with Gordon influenced the nature of the policies he 
applied in his own administration (West 1968:270). MacGregor’s plan was to follow 
the basic steps of indirect rule, a policy used by Gordon and his predecessor in Fiji 
between 1875 and 1880 and which continued to be popular with administrators in 
other colonies, for example, Lord Lugard’s administration in Nigeria between 1900 
and 1907 (Perham 1956:293, West 1968:270). The general idea of indirect rule was 
to maintain and utilise existing Indigenous structures of authority, in order to 
introduce and sustain British control. A second component entailed retaining ‘all 
good native customs’ as well as at least proclaiming the ‘intention not to make 
sudden changes even with regard to those which were ‘improper” but which all the 
same would not be allowed to continue (Thomas 1994:110).
Thus, under colonial administrations, good intentions were held for the upkeep of the 
rights of the Indigenous populations with regard to allowing access, ownership and 
governance of their own lands. Similar good intentions were stated for at least a
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certain amount of Indigenous control of their involvement in (indentured) work. 
However, the system was paternalistic and viewed Indigenous society generally as 
primitive, static and unable to survive without European direction. The main 
difficulty with indirect rule was that components of ‘direct rule’ were often used to 
establish control. This included an emphasis on recording all activities in writing, 
and acts such as the appointment of ‘chiefs’ by the administration where formerly 
they did not exist, or at least had not been recognised by Europeans and meant that 
the original aims of preserving the Indigenous society were undermined (Thomas 
1994). For example, Thomas (1994) observes that in general the policy in Fiji was 
based on a particular understanding of the way Fijian society worked. This was 
usually the system operated by the community with which the administrator was 
most familiar. This meant that the practices of one segment of Fijian society in one 
area were transposed onto other areas where things functioned differently, disrupting 
systems already in place and causing ‘[w]hat was being ‘preserved’...to be made up 
and represented as administration proceeded’ sometimes to the point that ‘[ojrdinary 
Fijians...had to be told by white men what their customs were’ (Thomas 1994:108).
So the style of administration that MacGregor brought with him was not new, and it 
may not have been particularly appropriate for Papuan communities which, like 
those in Fiji, varied from place to place. Some level of anthropological diagnosis was 
required to understand the communities under control, yet intensive anthropological 
studies of particular Indigenous societies for the sake of more culturally ‘correct’ or 
informed administration were some way down the track (Knauft 1993, Thomas 
1994:107, West 1968:268).
During both MacGregor and Murray’s administrations, these views pervaded every 
action. As West so simply states ‘a governor can only work on what he believes to be 
the best information available and he cannot by some mystic process...step outside 
time and recognise truths which will only become apparent in the future’ (West 
1968:268). This does not release colonial agents from their mistakes and 
misunderstandings, nor from acts which, even when committed, were sometimes 
considered improper. It does allow those of us looking back onto these events some
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understanding of the circumstances of the time from the point of view of those at the 
time.
MacGregor, upon discovering a lack of men ‘that are accustomed to manage the 
affairs even of a village, to say nothing of a district or a province’ except in Kiriwina, 
selected his own (MacGregor 1897:41). He saw this as one of the ‘unusually 
difficult’ tasks of government, as time and patience needed to be put into the task of 
selecting the men, ensuring they had the confidence to promulgate the 
administration’s wishes, and then to
instruct them in everything, to prepare them to receive responsibility, to teach 
them that when they are put in authority it is not done that they may benefit 
themselves and their near relations, or...that they may balance old accounts 
with former enemies or rivals. (MacGregor 1897:42)
To facilitate his work, MacGregor divided British New Guinea into six Divisions -  
Western, Central, Northern, North eastern, Eastern, and South eastern into which he 
placed European resident magistrates who were to maintain law and order and 
familiarise the Indigenous population with his administration (Moore 2003: 181, 
Joyce 1974:19) (Map 2.2). To aid the resident magistrates he set up the armed native 
constabulary in 1890 (Joyce 1974:19). He also set up a system of village constables 
in 1892. These individuals were meant to represent government authority, and 
enforce the Native Regulations put up by the government, reporting back to the 
resident magistrates on non-compliance, thus enacting the principal of indirect rule. 
By 1898 the system appeared to be functioning, but was still experimental -  Murray 
would later build on the basics established by MacGregor (Joyce 1974:19, West 
1968:212). MacGregor also initiated the Executive Council to assist him in the 
political task of running the administration. It was composed entirely of Europeans, 
primarily public servants and commercial interests (Joyce 1974:19).
MacGregor had a formidable reputation for his physical abilities while on patrol. He 
has been described as indefatigable; continuing to work on into the night, reading or 
writing after a hard day’s walking (Bensted 1953:680, Monckton 1920:23, 25, Souter
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1963:60-68, West 1968). One of his further great achievements upon retiring from 
his position was that he had ‘firmly established’ the authority of the Government 
‘over extensive areas, and a considerable extent of the country has been roughly 
examined,...so as to give general information as to its capabilities’, although as 
Murray wrote in his review of Papua in 1912, the exploration and pacification had 
quite a way to go (Murray 1912).
Map 2.2 British New Guinea and the Divisions of MacGregor’s administration c.1898 
(Source: Joyce 1971:131). This map shows Western, Central, Eastern and South Eastern 
Divisions. By around 1900 the space between the Central and Eastern Divisions became the 
Northern/North Eastern Divisions (NLA Map NG6-8.3, ‘Map of British New Guinea 1900’ 
and map G8.160 NG2-10.4 ‘Map of the Territory of Papua’). See also Maps in Chapter Four 
for Divisions during Murray’s administration.
The third feat for which MacGregor is renowned is for being a somewhat obsessive 
collector. He arrived in British New Guinea with the intention of making 
ethnographic and natural history collections (Quinnell 2000:82). His scientific 
background as well as his experiences of the state of material culture in Fiji were the 
inspiration behind his endeavours to make as comprehensive a collection as possible 
(Quinnell 2000:82-3, Thomas 1989). Within a month of arriving in British New 
Guinea MacGregor had made his first official tour, and initiated the British New 
Guinea Official Collection (Quinnell 2000:83). MacGregor collected at most
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opportunities while on ‘visits of inspection’, and expected those accompanying him 
to ‘do their best to pick up something’ (Quinnell 2000:84).
MacGregor’s main aim in acquiring his official collection was to salvage material 
that was rapidly disappearing, for the future benefit of science. The collection was to 
belong to the colony of British New Guinea, and was ‘made with the object of its 
possessing as full a set of arms, utensils, products of different kinds, &c., as would 
illustrate its past and present positions in the future’(MacGregor in Quinnell 
2000:90). He does not seem to have ever tried to establish a museum in pursuit of 
this aim - on ‘the grounds of expense’ - and the collection was shipped to and only 
exhibited in Australia, regardless of the fact that BNG continued to own it7 (Quinnell 
2000:84).
MacGregor had two main methods of collecting -  by himself, or assisted by ‘two 
private collectors’ (Quinnell 2000:84-5). Collecting was conducted as a background 
activity to what were for MacGregor the more important actions of exploration and 
the spread of government influence to new groups of people (Quinnell 2000:85). 
Quinnell points out that MacGregor made use of the activity of collecting -  or of the 
act of exchange - as a part of his methodology for the spread of pax Britannica. He 
collected objects as part of the process of peacefully ‘making friends’ with newly 
contacted groups while on patrol (Quinnell 2000:85). Therefore, for the most part 
MacGregor probably attempted to collect under positive circumstances (i.e., not by 
force) to further encourage the trust of the villagers in his government. In 1890, he 
impounded the illegally acquired haul of artefacts of Dr Lamberto Loria which he 
returned to their owners (Quinnell 2000:86).
An exception to MacGregor’s generally peaceful view on how to collect included 
property seized in punishment from ‘the Tugeri (Marindanim) on the Wassi Kussa 
River in 1896’ which became part of the collection. According to Quinnell, this was 
a ‘conscious political decision’ by MacGregor to enforce the existence of the
7 After a period o f  discussion and agreement during the 1970s that the collection ‘would have two 
hom es’ MacGregor’s collection was repatriated between 1979 and 1992 in nine different ‘selections’. 
A further selection from the objects remaining in Brisbane for return to PNG is still to take place 
(Quinnell 2000:97)
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colony’s borders and validate the Pax Britannica. MacGregor usually destroyed 
weapons seized in punishment (Quinnell 2000:87).
MacGregor is of eminent importance as a predecessor to Murray because he 
established the administrative framework that was to guide Papua for the next forty 
years. He had ‘opened up’ a great portion of the Territory, thereby creating a point to 
the wedge which Murray would use to drive ‘civilisation’ into the unknown areas. 
He had initiated the idea of ruling with ‘sympathy’ rather than force, to which 
Murray fully subscribed, and MacGregor had also initiated in Papua a precedent for 
the creation of an official collection. In other ways MacGregor was significant 
because he drew Papua into the established colonial world through the principle of 
(in)direct rule, the evolutionary view, and the salvage paradigm of collecting that 
were operating simultaneously in a number of other British colonies, including 
Australia. In all, by the time he left British New Guinea he had laid out a challenge 
which Murray strived for over thirty years to meet.
The next section describes what occurred in the administrative ‘gap’ between 
MacGregor and Murray. At the time of Australian Federation in 1901, Britain had 
decided to relieve itself of its recent possession, and in 1906 the Papua Act was 
proclaimed (West 1968). Thus the responsibility and cost of running the newly 
named Territory of Papua fell to Australia.
George Ruthven Le Hunte was MacGregor’s immediate successor, from 1898, and 
faced what was to become the perpetual problem almost up to the time of 
Independence in 1975, of a lack of finance and interest in the development of New 
Guinea on the part of the Australian Government (Joyce 1974:24). The lack of 
support left Le Hunte unable to do much more than continue in MacGregor’s 
footsteps as far as exploration, pacification and policy went. In 1903 he was 
promoted to the governorship of South Australia (Joyce 1974:25-26).
Joyce judges that administrative achievements were ‘minimal in the four years to 
1903’, and ‘almost non-existent’ until the appointment of Murray in 1908. Much of 
this was due again to the Australian Government and its formal acceptance of, and
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manner of controlling, the colony (Joyce 1974:26-27). CS Robinson, the Chief 
Judicial Officer became the acting administrator in 1903 but committed suicide in 
1904. This was the result of criticism he faced for the mishandling of a murder 
investigation in Goaribari which ended in the massacre of numerous Papuans (AR 
1904, West 1968).
Hence, Captain FR Barton became the Administrator from 1904. He had a ‘marked 
sympathy for the Papuans ... [which] was not balanced by due consideration for the 
European interest’ which brought him under severe criticism from Murray, and 
others in the expatriate community (Joyce 1974:29). While Murray saw the 
protection and humane understanding of the Papuan people as a crucial element in 
the success of his administration, he also knew that he required the political support 
and economic input of Europeans. He saw Barton’s handling of New Guinea as 
keeping the colony as a ‘sort of glorified curiosity-shop and an extensive and very 
expensive ethnological museum’ as well as a retardation of growth of any sort 
(Murray to Deakin 26.03.1906 in West 1970:36-45). Further discussion of Murray’s 
relationship with Barton, and Murray’s administration is contained in Chapter Four.
In summary
New Guinea had been known to Europeans for a long time before attempts were 
made to establish colonial control. Commercial interests, along with the development 
of the Australian colonies, and their concerns about the movements of non-British 
European powers in the western Pacific stimulated interest in creating a colony in 
New Guinea. Britain’s own political maneouvres as well as pressure from the 
Australian colonies led to the proclamation of British New Guinea, and twenty two 
years later, its handover from Britain to Australia to become the Territory of Papua.
The early investigations of exploratory and scientific expeditions as well as contacts 
made by the increasingly busy shipping routes running between Australia and New 
Guinea ensured that the mysterious land and its people became a point of fascination 
for Europeans. The masses of new information and interesting objects coming from
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the Pacific to Europe played an important role in the generation of evolutionary 
theory from the 1860s. As discussed in the next chapter, the Great Chain of Being, 
evolutionary theory and other similar world views educated and directed the 
Lieutenant-Governors and Administrators of BNG and Papua in their view of the 
Indigenous people for whom they were now responsible and the policies that they 
designed to control these people.
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Chapter Three
Museums, Collecting 
and Anthropology
Anthropology was once a discipline centered on museums, where the 
collecting of artifacts and comparative analysis of their form, function and 
material properties were key techniques in the understanding of human 
existence. When social anthropology moved into universities, however, 
interest shifted from collecting material manifestations of culture to the 
gathering of utterances and textual descriptions of social life. (Henare 2005:4)
The history of the Collection is a part of the history of colonialism, anthropology and 
museums, which were themselves part of broader social movements between the 18th 
and 20th centuries incorporating changes in ideology regarding evolution and 
‘progress’ (Ames 1995:15). Much of this stemmed from the surprising information 
that had been returning to Europe from the Pacific, as explained in Chapter Two. In 
tandem with the 19th and 20th century exploration and consolidation of territories in 
the Pacific and escalating levels of contact with the peoples of newly established 
colonies, the interpretation of objects and information gathered from the Pacific 
provoked a series of changes in the way Europeans saw their place, and the place of 
others in the world1. As this chapter will show, these changing paradigms made an 
impact on anthropology, museums and colonial administrations. The chapter will 
concentrate on information most relevant to Britain, Australia, Papua and the Pacific 
and how developments in colonial administration and anthropology eventually 
affected the POC.
The shift referred to by Henare (2005) above, of the anthropological gaze moving 
from the material to the social was a symptom of the maturing of the discipline of 
anthropology. It was also in part instigated by, and coincided with, a demand
1 O f course this was true not only for the Pacific, but also for earlier European interests in Africa and 
South America, which were also a part o f  this process. For more on this see Schildkrout and Keim 
(1998), and Reynolds (2005).
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9from British-run“ African and Pacific colonies for information that would better 
define aspects of Indigenous culture. The colonies were beginning to assess their 
understanding and control of Indigenous populations, and found that it was necessary 
to have detail beyond descriptions of village life, and samples of material culture. 
Anthropology was moving towards consolidation as a discipline and it was 
establishing a more analytical framework, including the development of more 
substantial theoretical underpinnings to fieldwork, which had itself only recently 
become part of formal anthropological practice.
In the decades following the 1920s, both colonial administration and the discipline of 
anthropology became more interested in the interpretation of social and political 
systems (Kuper 1996, Stocking 1995). This was why material culture, while still 
collected, became a less important component of anthropological analysis. The de­
emphasis of material culture in anthropology lasted until roughly the 1980s (Stott 
and Reynolds 1986). Museums, which had reflected the collecting mania of the end 
of the 19th century by amassing enormous numbers of objects, and concerning 
themselves with classifying and displaying them, were again reflecting changes in 
anthropology. While there was variable anthropological interest in material culture 
between the 1920s and the 1970s, there was a ‘noticeable trend away from research 
responsibilities in museums’ including less focus on the analysis and use of 
collections for teaching, and more emphasis on exhibitions and other responsibilities 
(Fenton 1974 in Stott and Reynolds 1986:10).
Material culture had therefore become a sidelight in anthropology rather than the 
major interpretive focus it had been early in the discipline’s development. In the 
1980s and 1990s both museums and anthropology entered a reflexive phase, 
assessing the research being undertaken and the effects of work done in the past upon 
the present state of affairs. Changes over the last century in museums, anthropology 
and colonial administrations have all impacted on, and continue to impact on the 
status of the POC.
2 The demand for new kinds o f  information about the Indigenous people o f  the colonies occurred with 
other European colonisers as well, but this chapter is focusing on Britain and Australia.
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The aim of this chapter is to review the history of collecting and museums as well as
anthropology with respect to colonial administration, specifically that in Papua. The
th thchapter will emphasise the developments of the late 19 and early 20 centuries with 
a view to providing a background for the circumstances that prompted the acquisition 
of the Papuan Official Collection. It will use this context to help understand 
Murray’s approach to the Papuan administration. More detail on how Murray saw 
anthropology, and why he choose to adopt it in his administration appears in Chapter 
Four of this thesis.
A secondary focus of this chapter will be to review some of the changes in attitude 
towards the collection and analysis of objects in anthropology and museums in order 
to help explain why, after reaching Australia, the POC seemed to lose the importance 
that Murray attached to it. This theme is continued in Chapter Seven where recent 
and current events in the life of the POC will be discussed.
The history of collecting and museums
In On Collecting Pearce (1995) demonstrates that the collection of material culture 
has been practised by people for almost as long as they have produced it. She 
describes the prehistoric creation of hoards, graves and shrines in the northern areas 
of Europe and the etymology of the word and practise of ‘museums’ in Ancient 
Greece (Pearce 1995:58-9, 92-3, 96-7). However, it was from the 16th century that 
collections were first amassed with the specific intention of ‘transmitting information 
by means of a systematic arrangement of objects’ aimed at demonstrating particular 
points of view on the past. It was at this point that the seeds were sown of modem 
museums and collecting practices (Schulz 1994:175).
The collection of objects and the study of those collections was originally a passion 
reserved only for those who could afford to acquire and display them. Generally, this 
included royalty, the upper classes or religious institutions (Ames 1995:16, Pearce 
1995:109). The motive for such collecting was to demonstrate wealth and power over 
all things; an aspect of collecting that has survived in various permutations to the 
present day (Thomas 1991, 1994, Vergo 1989). Early on, collections were generally
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not accessible by the public and so power was also constructed through the ability to 
restrict access to both the collections and the knowledge to be gained from them. 
This concept was epitomised in the 1570s by a project of Francesco I (1541-87) of 
the Medici family in Florence who set up a Studiolo for the prince. It consisted of a 
room without windows with artefacts arranged within which ‘represented the 
hierarchical order of the world as a microcosm of art and nature in which the prince 
could appear symbolically as ruler’ (Pearce 1995:112). These kinds of collections -  
or at least the physical space in which they were displayed -  were known as 
wunderkammer, studiolo, and ‘cabinets of curiosity’ and were the predecessors of the 
museums and art galleries of today (Pearce 1995:109).
During the Renaissance there was an explosion in the number and complexity of 
collections. Scholars were appointed to specialize in the care and study of the 
objects, and as a result, people like Samuel Quiccheberg (1529-67), a personal 
physician to Albrecht V of Bavaria, and Johann Daniel Major (1636-93), a physician 
of Kiel, wrote some of the first treatises and instructions on the correct collection, 
description and display of the ‘ideal collection’ (Schulz 1994:178-9). Further details 
of these developments can be found in Schulz (1994), but the results of the work of 
these and other scholars such as Linnaeus were the initiation of the taxonomic, and 
later, the evolution of the typological arrangement of museum collections. Aspects of 
taxonomy and typology became an integral part of anthropological and museological 
practice and the means of explaining the arrangement of the natural and human world 
to the public (Ames 1995:16, Pearce 1995:113, Schulz 1994:175). It is the type of 
audience catered for, and the means of educating that audience that are the aspects of 
museums that have changed the most in the intervening period.
Ames (1995:16) states that the two lasting advancements of the Renaissance were the 
‘expansion and intensification of scholarly activity’ and the growth of the middle 
classes in Europe. Both of these expanded the number of people who might gather 
enough wealth to create collections, or to devote their time to the study of them 
(Ames 1995:16). The 18th and 19th centuries saw the opening up of the cabinets of 
curiosities to public view, often under government ownership. In England this 
included the conversion of Sir Hans Sloane’s private collection into the foundation 
collection of the British Museum when it was purchased by Parliament in the mid
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18th century (Smith 1989). Collecting became increasingly common in England 
among the middle classes, and universities and learned societies were established to 
cater for the increased interest in collecting and related scholarship (Ames 1995, 
Henare 2005:15, Urry 1993:109-110). Ames (1995:18) points out that once public 
access to museums and anthropology was granted, that access only increased as the 
ideas of progress and improvement (both self and social improvement) began to take 
hold. During the 19th century, museums became places of scientific and moral 
education. They represented the means by which the various ‘lower’ elements of 
society might be led to a ‘higher state of existence’ (Bennett 1995:17). Welsch 
(1998:564) makes the important point that part of the reason for the popularity of 
museums in this period was simply the entertainment value of their strange and 
exotic contents . This was countered by the aims of the museum curators and 
supporters in their quest to ‘improve’ society. It was during the 19th and 20th 
centuries that the presentation of museums - both the buildings and their collections - 
became important. Curators realised they could convey particular messages to their 
audiences about what they were viewing by changing the means of presentation of 
collected material; this has led to modem museum.
During the period from the 1920s until some time in the 1970s, the close association 
between anthropologists and museums virtually ended as anthropologists began 
working in universities and anthropology became ‘more social science-oriented in 
methodology and more ‘mentalist’ in its interests...rather than studying what 
‘primitive’ people did and made’ (Ames 1995:39). Ames (1995) suggests three 
reasons why museums and museum collections seemed unable to attract the attention 
they previously did: first, because many objects were ‘not worth studying anyway’ 
because they were uninteresting or lacked data which could aid research. Second, 
because museums did not provide, or were not capable of providing, adequate access 
to researchers, and third because of the ‘absence of important theoretical issues in 
material culture studies’ (Ames 1995:40). However, museums did not remain static 
in that time (Ames 1995). They continued to employ some anthropologists (whom 
Ames refers to as ethnologists), and to provide education and entertainment to the 
public. After World War Two, museums went through a long process of
3 Something that still draws museum audiences.
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professionalisation (Harrison 2005). They also continued to develop museum 
practice on a functional level; improving cataloguing and conservation, evolving new 
ways to exhibit and display objects as well as working intra- and inter-disciplinarily 
to contextualise objects through researching provenance and exploring display 
techniques from glass cabinets to dioramas (Ames 1995, Arnold 2006, Harrison
2005). At either end of what has been called by Sturtevant (1969 in Ames 1995:39) 
and Stocking (1995 in Arnold 2006:168) the ‘museum age’, the range of taxonomic 
representation moved from the Pitt Rivers Museum’s ‘serried ranks of tools...each 
individual object seemingly adapted from its predecessor in an incremental process 
of refining how artefacts could be married to functions’ (Arnold 2006:168) to Boas’4 
attempts to display objects in groups, and in fabricated settings (e.g., dioramas) that 
represented ‘a way of life’ and in some way the ‘native point of view’ (Ames 
1995:52).
Providing a clear account of what was happening during the roughly fifty-year-long 
hiatus in anthropological interest in material culture is difficult. As Arnold 
(2006:169) has summarised
Much of the thrust of ethnographic and anthropological thinking simply 
drifted away from museums to academic departments where little or no time 
was spent with objects. It is quite difficult to surmise... quite what role has 
been left to the collections scattered across hundreds of twentieth-century 
anthropological museums. What is clear, however, is the fact that the 
functional and utilitarian understanding of their contents did not go away.
Since the 1970s, museums have moved forward, building slowly from a period of 
reflection and self-assessment, and the advent in the 1980s of the ‘new museology’5 
(Vergo 1989). In particular, historical and cultural museums6 have become ‘more 
theoretically and politically aware’ of the role they play in engaging, and being 
engaged with, their local community, and of their role in the representation of
4 Although Boas is technically an American anthropologist, he had some influence upon the English 
academy towards the mid-20th century.
5 The ‘new m useology’, has been defined as a kind o f  historiography for museums, as well as what the 
‘old m useology’ was not, by Vergo (1989)
6 Rather than museums o f  technology, natural history, and so on, although these museums, too, have 
moved towards multiple representations and community involvement.
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multiple voices (Healy and Witcomb 2006:01.2). They are also more likely to 
participate in the repatriation of cultural material. Taxonomy and the passive 
‘learning by looking’ approaches of Murray’s era have taken second place to cultural 
diversity and broader research, including the ‘interpretation of a whole range of 
social and political issues in which objects become just one part of the story of a 
people, a culture, an event or a symbol’ (McIntyre and Wehner 2001 :i, Simpson 
1996). Along with all of these positive developments, there are some institutions that 
have failed to meet current challenges (Simpson 1996). However, particularly in the 
Pacific (and in museums elsewhere with significant objects from the Pacific), the 
involvement of community, whether Indigenous or ‘settler’ is a strong theme in 
current museum practice with many new museums being set up under a cultural 
centre model. The change in focus of ‘new museums’, has
enabled Indigenous peoples to develop the means to store and display 
materials in a culturally appropriate manner according to their own 
requirements concerning access and interpretation, and through these means, 
to convey their perspectives, world views, and concepts concerning artefacts 
(Simpson 1996: 71, 108-9, also see Brown and Bolton in McIntyre and 
Wehner 2001, Cruikshank 1995, Healy and Witcomb 2001, and Herle 1994).
These recent developments in the role and practice of museums have implications for 
the National Museum of Australia regarding the understanding and display of its 
Pacific collections, as discussed in Chapter Nine of this thesis.
The generation of anthropology and the Darwinist of evolutionary paradigm
The convergence of developments in anthropology, museums and collecting during 
the 19th century together with the publication in 1859 of the Origin o f Species 
resulted in the creation of a ‘chronological structure and a corresponding 
development of hierarchy to account for the diversity of earth life-forms’ (Pearce 
1995:133). Tied to this was the idea of progress, ‘the assumption that a pattern of 
change exists in the history of mankind...that it consists of irreversible changes in 
one direction only, and that this direction is towards improvement’ (Pollard 1968 in
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Wright 2004:3). These views became an overarching paradigm that came to practical 
effect in the collection, display and interpretation of material culture during the 19th 
and 20 centuries, and in the practice of colonialism world wide. Not only were the 
displays of the first World’s Fair in 1851 (Stocking 1987), subsequent Fairs, and 
museums representative of the ‘natural and manmade’ world, but the order of the 
material displayed also carried two messages. The first demonstrated to ‘the 
(European) masses’ their place in their own social order, as well as in the broader 
evolutionary hierarchy7. The second justified colonial thinking and activities, and the 
consequent treatment of Indigenous people under the guise of the promotion of 
‘civilisation’ (Bennett 1995, Coombes 1994, Kuklick 1978).
The stream of objects that had been moving into museums in Europe during the 
period since contact with New Guinea had become evidence for the European 
concepts of the hierarchies of human societies drawn from earlier religious and more 
recent scientific explanations. Europeans had
long considered ‘the civilized [themselves] superior to the savage’ (‘Other 
races’) as evidenced by the notion of the Great Chain of Being which had 
been ‘employed to express the plenitude of God’s creation by arranging 
nature into a vast hierarchy, from inanimate matter...to man at the apex.’ 
(McGregor 1998:5)
thBy the late 18 century the Enlightenment idea of progress had become incorporated 
into such concepts and had
crystallized into an assumption that societies followed a natural 
developmental sequence, from a stage of savagery [hunting and 
gathering]...to one of barbarism (nomadic pastoralism)...to civilization 
(distinguished by agriculture and commerce)... (McGregor 1998:2)
Otherwise known as ‘stage theory’ it represented the idea that all human societies, 
given a universal capacity to do so, were required to pass through each of the set
7 Indigenous people were also meant to learn their ‘place’, socially and evolutionarily when 
introduced to collections o f  their own material culture arranged as Europeans saw fit.
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stages. The ability of a society (or ‘race’, the term used at the time) to adapt to 
pressures from population growth and/or the environment to achieve ‘civilisation’ 
was what saw them placed in the superior positions of the hierarchy. O f course this 
ability was judged by those who believed they occupied the highest positions 
(McGregor 1998:3).
The application of Darwinian principles to the Great Chain of Being found that the 
‘inferiority’ of Indigenous people was not governed simply by their position on the 
Chain, but ‘from the circumstances of being more primitive and having stood still 
while other races had evolved’ (Reynolds 2005:75). Darwinian models of varying 
types operated as the overall paradigm informing most anthropological and 
biological fieldwork in the second half of the 19th and first half of the 20th century 
(Schildkrout 1998:160-70). Scholars such as Haddon, Balfour and others involved in 
the early practice of ‘professional’ anthropology and curatorship saw in the 
‘. . .“primitive peoples” of the European empires a great laboratory for the 
investigation of human cultural evolution’ (Phillips and Steiner 1999:8). It was 
information of this kind that Murray relied on to guide his thinking in ordering his 
administration.
It is important to remember that Murray and his contemporaries grew up, were 
educated, and governed during the creation and application of the evolutionary 
paradigm. This does not validate their actions, or the fact that such demeaning 
explanations of the world were generally accepted by European society at the time. It 
does, however, go some way towards helping us to understand why colonists acted as 
they did, and sheds light on some of the historical forces that influenced the 
acquisition of the Papuan Official Collection and others like it. The practice of 
anthropology in the colonies -  both as government-sponsored venture and as 
scientific or academic pursuit -  was supported and propagated by this view point.
Generally speaking, the implications of evolutionary thinking for beings held to be 
lower in the hierarchy (cultural or biological) could be of two types. Being backed by
o
‘science’ - in this case theories of evolution and diffusion - either explanation
8 From around 1915, the idea o f diffusion and devolution briefly offered an alternative to evolutionary 
theory. Simplified, the idea saw that culture diffused throughout the people o f  the world from Egypt or
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allowed Europeans to perceive that it was not their own actions that created the 
outcomes that followed, but the natural order of things. As Kabbani (1986:4 in 
Thomas 1994:37) concludes, ‘the forging of racial stereotypes and confirmation of 
the notions of savagery were vital to the colonialist world view’. The first way of 
thinking was applied to groups lowest in the hierarchy such as Aboriginal people in 
Australia, and has been explained by McGregor (1998) as the ‘doomed race theory’. 
It was proposed that because the state of their social and material culture lacked any 
‘accoutrements of civilisation’ they appeared to be still in a state of ‘savagery’, and 
were unlikely to be capable of withstanding the forces of civilization (McGregor 
1998:48-9). It was believed therefore that prolonged contact with Europeans and 
European civilization would bring about the demise of not only Aboriginal culture, 
but the entire ‘race’. This view was used to justify a great range of horrific actions 
committed by colonists and the colonial government in Australia that saw the near­
annihilation of Aboriginal people in some parts of the country. This view only 
changed slowly (a process that might be considered to still be taking place) upon the 
realisation that Aboriginal people were not becoming extinct.
On a more positive note, the evolutionary paradigm was also used to justify the 
claims of ‘protection societies’ who argued against some of these actions, 
specifically as applied to education of children, and working and living conditions. 
While their claims were couched in paternalistic attitudes, the actions of ‘protection’ 
or ‘friendly’ societies were to seek protection and respect for Aboriginal people 
(McGregor 1998:8, 13, 60-61, Reynolds 2005:76). The experience of Aboriginal 
people at the hands of the Australian colonies before Federation was also one of the 
reasons Britain used to deny approval for Queensland’s annexation of New Guinea 
(Jinks, Biskup and Nelson 1973). It is possible that this rebuke, along with the 
burgeoning growth of concern for the ‘European duty to assist the natives’ that 
emerged after World War One, was one of the things that inspired Murray’s humane 
take on the administration of Papua (Murray 1920:22).
Mesopotamia (evidence for this being, for example, the presence o f  megalithic monuments, and sun 
cults in Oceania that were perceived to be similar to the pyramids, and cults in Egypt). From this, 
some anthropologists such as Elliot Smith and William Perry saw not evolution standing still, but the 
devolution or the degradation o f  the original cultures as they diffused from one area to the next 
(Stocking 1995:217, Trigger 1995). Thus, places like Papua and Australia, being a great distance from 
Egypt, demonstrated greater devolution than areas such as Europe.
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Another view allowed that societies that were discovered in a stage beyond 
‘savagery’ had progressed in the evolutionary hierarchy and were therefore not 
beyond salvation. This view was applied to the Indigenous inhabitants of places like 
New Guinea. It was believed that Papuans might never be equal with white 
Europeans, but that contact with appropriate classes of Europeans might be a positive 
step in hastening them along the path to civilization (Murray 1920:9-29). One 
negative result of this was seen to be the inevitable loss of ‘primitive’ material 
culture or ‘barbaric’ social practices. Papuan society as an example of ‘primitive 
tribes’ constituted ‘interesting and scientifically important human fossils’ and along 
with similar societies provided evidence of the lives of the predecessors of civilised 
peoples (Reynolds 2005:74, Phillips and Steiner 1999, Trigger 1995). As 
colonisation became entrenched and changed the ways in which Papuan people’s 
lives were lived, it became important that these ‘evidences’ (i.e., their material 
culture and social practices) were not lost. From the late 1880s a scramble in many 
colonies across the world ensued to salvage a number of cultures through collecting 
and recording what remained before it was too late. It is at this point that collecting 
became most competitive among museums, and anthropological information became 
most important to colonial administrations. Anthropology as a discipline that 
provided applied solutions to colonial problems began to come into its own among 
the administrations.
This chapter and the one before it go some way towards describing the generation of 
the events which helped to generate the racist and paternalistic orthodoxy that 
operated in the 19th and 20th century colonial practice regarding the place of non- 
European peoples. This information forms the context of Chapter Four, which deals 
in part with Murray’s opinion of, and use of anthropology as a tool of government. 
As Stocking (1995:339) has mentioned, Murray was ‘a paternalistic lieutenant- 
governor... whose “Murray System” encouraged the protection of traditional village 
life within a policy of controlled economic development’. Murray’s outlook stemmed 
directly from many of the developments described above, and from his generally 
humanitarian and liberal outlook (for his time). The rest of this section will look at 
the events that are usually acknowledged as the beginning of the professionalisation 
of anthropology, and how anthropology was set to become incorporated into 
Murray’s administration of Papua. It will then briefly review developments in
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anthropology post 1940, in order to place the POC in its current context at the NMA 
in terms of trends in anthropological research.
Practical anthropology: the link between anthropology and colonial 
administration.
Until the 1880s, anthropology in Britain (and therefore in British colonies such as 
Australia) was not a coherent discipline in that it was not yet a professional, or 
recognisable subject taught in universities for which a degree could be taken (Urry 
1998). There were, and had been for quite a while, people conducting 
anthropological research. Looking back through anthropological history, the 
divisions between anthropology, ethnology, and ethnography were rather blurred. To 
some degree they still are. While early in the 20th century meetings were held in 
British universities to distinguish between the terms - ethnography becoming 
responsible for the observation and description of non-literate peoples, and ethnology 
(and archaeology) being concerned with reconstructing the history of them (Kuper 
1996) - many people, like Murray and other colonial administrators used the terms 
interchangeably. As explained by Kuper (1996:2)
The subject matter of anthropology was fairly clearly defined in the early 
twentieth century, although it was called by various names -  social 
anthropology, cultural anthropology, or ethnology, ethnography and 
sociology. Its core was the study of ‘primitive’ or ‘savage’ or ‘early’ man, 
and by the last third of the nineteenth century the study of ‘culture’.
In today’s terms, anthropology in its broadest definition is the study of humanity. As 
a result o f the differences in the development of the discipline worldwide, depending 
on the nationality of the person defining the word9, anthropology includes three or 
four distinct fields of research: physical (or biological), cultural and linguistic 
anthropology, and archaeology (Erickson and Murphy 2003, Renfrew and Bahn 
1993). Archaeology is considered a subset of anthropology in the United States of
9 Or at least, the tradition in which they were trained; continental European, American or British.
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America, but a separate branch of the study of humanity in the United Kingdom and 
Australia.
Ethnography is considered to be a subset of cultural anthropology ‘concerned with 
the comparative study of contemporary cultures through first-hand observation’ 
(Renfrew and Bahn 1993:487, c.f., Ember and Ember 1990). As Clifford (1988:9) 
has written ‘as an academic practice it cannot be separated from anthropology. Seen 
more generally, it is simply diverse ways of thinking and writing about culture from 
a standpoint of participant observation’. Ethnography then, might be described as the 
fieldwork component of anthropology, and is arguably a more useful term than 
anthropology to describe the activities of the collection of information and objects 
being carried out by those involved in the acquisition of the POC.
Ethnology was another term commonly used in Murray’s era. It was a progenitor of 
anthropology, in that it was used as a disciplinary label before anthropology for the 
same kind of research (Stocking 1995). Ethnology involved the ‘comparative study 
and classification of peoples based upon conditions of material culture, language, and 
religious and social institutions and ideas, as distinguished from physical characters’ 
(Kuper 1996:2-3).
Suffice to say, anthropology is now the overarching disciplinary label for each of the 
above approaches. Ethnography, ethnology, and anthropology each contribute in 
some way to the collection of information -  through the collection of objects, direct 
observation, or other means -  in order to compare, analyse and understand human 
actions and interactions. For the remainder of this thesis, anthropology or 
ethnography will be the terms used to describe any of these activities, unless the 
source from which I am working uses one of the other terms.
For the most part, people practising anthropology prior to its recognised official 
establishment as a discipline of enquiry10, came from a variety of fields generally 
related to the natural sciences (Kuper 1996, Stocking 1995, Young 1995). They
10 Usually considered to be when formal teaching o f  the subject at universities started (Kuper 1996, 
Stocking 1995).
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commonly studied the human condition from a number of angles; physical, mental 
and cultural. The ‘professionalisation’ of anthropology and a loose banding together 
of the researchers who saw themselves as anthropologists began around the turn of 
the 20th century (Rouse 1997, 1998, Stocking 1995, Young 2004). The event that 
signaled the move towards professionalisation was the 1898 Cambridge Torres Strait 
Expedition led by Alfred Cort Haddon, who became Professor of Ethnology at 
Cambridge University. It was this famous expedition that validated the ‘science’ of 
anthropology through its cross-disciplinary approach and careful application of the 
scientific method (Herle and Rouse 1998:2-3). It was the first discipline-based 
application of field methods in anthropology and the success of the expedition and its 
members in their specific endeavours helped to incorporate the discipline into 
universities in England (Herle and Rouse 1998:15, 17, c.f., Stocking 1995, Urry 
1993, Young 2004:156). As Rouse (1998:75) describes, it ‘was due to Haddon and 
his colleagues that...formal training became possible at both undergraduate and 
postgraduate levels by the 1920s’.
Until this point, anthropology had been the domain of travelers, traders, tourists, 
colonial officials and the occasional ‘armchair anthropologist’. As seen in Chapter 
Two, adventurers of various stripes had been bringing back curios, specimens and 
observations of Pacific peoples to museums and private collections since at least the 
17th century. Natural scientists (and what might be called ‘proto anthropologists’ 
such as James Frazer) with an interest in the study of the evolution of humans and 
their societies slotted this material evidence into theoretical explanations of human 
existence (Urry 1993:102). Various types of questionnaires and guides existed to 
instruct the traveler in the collection of such important information. A guide entitled 
Hints to Travellers published in 1889 stated that it was
the duty of every civilised traveler in countries newly opened up to research 
to collect facts, pure unvarnished facts, for the information of those leading 
minds of the age, who by dint of great experience, can ably generalize from 
the details contributed from diverse sources. (Johnston 1889:398 in Urry 
1972:45)
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A concern arose during the middle of the 19th century as to the accuracy of the 
information being provided to the ‘armchair scholars’ whose great experience was to 
interpret the information. This led to the next phase of the production of treatises and 
instructions of the 19th and 20th centuries (Schulz 1994, Urry 1972). Urry suggests 
that the Notes and queries on anthropology (N&Q), created by committees of 
eminent researchers and issued jointly by the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science (BAAS) and the Royal Anthropological Institute (RAI), 
was the most influential in directing ‘more scientific’ responses from the amateur 
fieldworkers (Urry 1972:45). Various editions of the N&Q were distributed among 
the colonies including British New Guinea, and later Murray ensured its presence in 
government stations throughout Papua (NAAA52 354/96 PAP, Stocking 1995:100- 
101 cf. Urry 1972). The universal view at the time was that England as a nation had a 
duty to collect the information requested in the questionnaires as its possessions 
placed it ‘more continuously in contact with savage races than any other’ and this 
information was fast disappearing (Lane-Fox 1872:360 in Urry 1972:46). Haddon, 
who agreed with the sentiment of this statement in application to the colonies 
‘promoted field study as the means to resolve the problems posed by armchair 
anthropologists’ (Kuklick 1991:162, Young 2004). As will be seen in Chapters Four, 
Five and Six, N&Q was an important element in the conduct of collecting for the 
POC, as was the idea that the administration had a ‘duty’ to salvage what was left 
before it was too late.
Science (as opposed to the ‘scientific’ elements of the humanities) had demonstrated 
itself useful for the good of society, and was being rewarded through university and 
government support and funding. Now, with the expansion of European colonisation 
and opportunities for anthropological research, anthropologists were seeking the 
same attention for their own budding discipline. They sought to achieve this through 
the promotion of the value (including monetary value in terms of research funding) 
of the practical application of anthropology to governments at home and in the 
colonies (Urry 1993).
In this regard, the Cambridge Torres Strait Expedition had stimulated the launch of a 
number of similar expeditions. In New Guinea, many of these were arranged to take 
place in German New Guinea by German museums, trading companies and
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prominent officials but others were of British or American origin and were more 
concerned with a regional focus (i.e., including other Melanesian or Pacific islands). 
Welsch (1998) in his examination of the Joseph N Field Expedition led by AB Lewis 
on behalf o f the Field Museum in Chicago (1909-1913), suggests that by the time it 
started out in 1909, the Field Expedition was ‘nearly the last and certainly one of the 
most extensive expeditions of its kind to Melanesia’. He adds that it represented the 
culmination of the ‘expedition period’ of ethnological research in Melanesia (Welsch 
1998:558). What he means by this is that the number of expeditions of wider regional 
focus that began with the Cambridge Torres Strait Expedition were giving way to 
expeditions carried out by individuals and concentrating on smaller areas or themes 
of focus.
This signaled another change in the conduct of anthropology: by the 1920s, the 
functionalist ethnographic method, with its insistence on long periods of intensive 
fieldwork at the village level, had all but replaced diffusionist, historical, and 
evolutionary regional studies (Welsch 1998:559). Malinowski (1884-1942) is 
considered the first anthropologist formally to have conducted functionalist work, on 
his fieldwork visits to Papua beginning in 1914 (Erickson and Murphy 2003, Young
2004, Welsch 1998). One thing that must be noted is that in the history of 
anthropology, the Pacific, and specifically the islands of New Guinea were integral 
to the formation of the early discipline. By the mid 20th century, while New Guinea 
was not abandoned completely, Africa had become the exciting new site for 
fieldwork and research as the shift from object to social data took place.
Kuper (1996) describes how the period between the 1930s and the 1940s saw a move 
from Malinowski and functionalism to AR Radcliffe-Brown (1881-1955) and 
structural-functionalism in social anthropology. Functionalism was the idea that 
every facet (such as family life, economic activity and magic) of each society or 
culture is integral to it, and that the loss of one facet will cause the whole thing to fall 
apart (see Chapter Five of this thesis and Kuper 1996, Stocking 1995 and Williams
1939). Structural-functionalism tried to explain kinship systems, politics and religion 
(Erickson and Murphy 2003, Kuper 1996, Stocking 1995). Both functionalism and 
structural-functionalism were attempts to apply scientific method to anthropology, 
and formed the basis from which modem social anthropology grew. Much of what
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happened between World Wars One and Two in British anthropology can be linked 
with the consolidation of the careers of Malinowski and Radcliffe-Brown. Each 
found influential employment at institutions like Cambridge University, the London 
School of Economics, the University of Sydney11 and the University of Chicago 
from which they saw cohorts of students moving through to fieldwork mostly in 
Australia, New Guinea, and later, Africa. These students, throughout the 1940s to 
60s were responsible for strengthening social anthropology and changing the focus of 
the discipline yet again from scientific to cultural (Erickson and Murphy 2003, Kuper 
1996, Stocking 1995).
New theoretical frameworks developed to deal with novel problems thrown up by the 
African colonies and their Indigenous populations. Compared with New Guinea, 
Africa as a field work site had ‘comparatively huge, extended, dispersed tribes and 
nations’ with different mechanisms for running themselves (Kuper 1996:81). This 
created new and interesting topics for research as well as problems for the colonial 
administrators to cope with. While Africa became a major focus, the new approaches 
were also applied to places like New Guinea. The broader interests o f social 
anthropology (with less criticism of the effects of colonialism) also meant that 
colonial administrations were happier to invite anthropologists to report on the state 
of the Indigenous populations. The anthropologists at the forefront included Evans- 
Pritchard, Firth, Fortes and Nadel who between them worked in Africa, the Pacific 
and Australia and added cultural, economic and historical emphases to previous 
approaches of anthropology.
Novel theoretical developments stemming from this period into the 1960s, 70s and 
80s include further cross-overs between the American and British approaches in the 
discipline. These included the arrival of cultural materialist, cognitive, interpretive, 
processual and post-processual archaeology, and feminist, marxist, postmodern and 
poststructural emphases in anthropology (Erickson and Murphy 2003, Kuper 1996). 
As noted by Lewis, social anthropology, which forms the umbrella term for the list 
above, or at least for the origins of those schools that now exist, is a relatively recent 
construct, and as such, ‘the history of social anthropology remains largely unwritten
11 Radcliffe-Brown’s role as first Chair o f  anthropology at the University o f  Sydney is discussed in 
Chapter Seven o f  this thesis.
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and its historiography very underdeveloped’ (Lewis 2003:360). The detail of the 
myriad changes and new emphases in anthropology after World War Two had little 
effect on the POC -  it had ceased being actively collected from 1930, and until the 
1990s when anthropology generally began to look back on itself, the POC was really 
not of much interest to very many people at all.
I described the renewed end-of-century interest in the POC itself in Chapter One, 
where I listed earlier attempts at the NMA to shed light on the Collection, individual
objects and people associated with it. That chapter also described the current broad
th tlirange of interest in the collectors and the collecting of the 19 and 20 centuries. 
Works such as Cochrane and Quanchi’s (2007) Hunting the Collectors, Henare’s 
(2005) Museums, Anthropology and Imperial Exchange, Gosden and Knowles’ 
(2001) Collecting Colonialism, O ’Hanlon and Welsch’s (2000) Hunting the 
Gatherers, volume 31 of World Archaeology (1999), Herle and Rouse’s (1998) 
Cambridge and the Torres Strait, Schildkrout and Keim’s (1998) The Scramble for  
Art in Central Africa, Coombes’ (1994) Reinventing Africa and this thesis all 
demonstrate the renewed academic interest in not simply reanalysing physical 
collections, but in placing them in the context of the history and paradigms 
surrounding their creation. The focus of this new interest is to provide a more 
complete picture of how and why the collections were acquired, and a greater 
understanding of what the collections mean now. In particular, understanding the 
collections that make up a museum can help us to understand how that museum has 
formed. Like museums, anthropologists have turned back to Indigenous communities 
not only for information that can be taken away and interpreted, but in order to 
provide those communities with a voice in the interpretation of their own culture, 
material culture and history (Bell 2003, 2006, Cochrane and Quanchi 2007, Corsane 
2005, Healy and Witcomb 2006, McIntyre and Wehner 2001, Simpson 1996). This 
includes events such as the inauguration of the Australian Association for the 
Advancement of Pacific Studies in 2006 at the conference The Pacific in Australia, 
Australia in the Pacific’, where Indigenous groups and individuals provided 
interpretations of various episodes in history, art, culture and collecting from their 
own point of view.
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To a large extent, the reaction described above in modem anthropology is due to the 
great criticism that erupted in the late 20th century not only of the nations that had 
undertaken colonisation, but also of anthropology, as it was seen to have supported 
colonial powers in their attempts to establish and maintain power. It remains to be 
seen where these positive currents will take the discipline and those nations involved.
Anthropology in the colonies
If we backtrack for a moment, we will see how the introduction of the functionalist 
and structural-functionalist approaches fitted with developments in the colonies. 
Officials in the colonies such as Herbert Risley (1851-1911) who became the 
Director of Ethnography in India after 1901, were agitating for a greater application 
of anthropological research to the understanding of Indigenous groups (Urry 
1993:103). Risley’s complaint was that while government reports contained useful 
data on the local people, the work was not coherently organised and its results were 
scattered throughout official documentation which made it less useful than it might 
have been to both science and government.
This was also the case in the late 1890s and early 1900s in British New Guinea12. 
Each year, the Annual Report o f British New Guinea carried ethnological and 
ethnographic descriptions, including detailed drawings of Indigenous material culture 
and descriptions of Indigenous activities which were contributed by members of the 
administrative community. Papers based on this material were sent by enthusiastic 
resident magistrates to the Journal o f the Royal Geographical Society (RGS) and the 
Journal o f the Royal Anthropological Institute (RAI) for the benefit of the broader 
anthropological community. Such practices were carried out in a number of British 
colonies including India, parts of Africa and various Pacific Islands. There seems to 
have been a general feeling in the colonies that collecting anthropological 
information was important because it was ‘useful’ to the government (both colonial 
and imperial) - particularly for those working amongst the indigenes - and necessary 
for science. But there was a lack of educated ability to do so in a meaningful way.
12 Disorganised anthropological records continued to be a problem under Murray, especially prior to 
his appointment o f  a Government Anthropologist
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There was almost a thirty year lag between high level officials in the colonies 
agitating for more coherent collection and reporting of anthropological and 
ethnographic information, and the establishment of classes to train field officers in 
anthropological techniques (see Chapter Six). For example, this did not happen in 
Papua until Murray appointed WM Strong as the first Government Anthropologist in 
1920. To answer the need for information within the public service, Strong sought to 
publish a booklet to add to the series of Anthropological Reports that became known 
as ‘blue books’. The first edition was a compilation of the efforts of resident 
magistrates and patrol officers who had made anthropological reports in response to 
a wider programme initiated by Strong (ML FM4/4348, Item 9). Strong’s project is 
discussed in greater detail in Chapter Six.
As a consequence of his frustrations in India, Risley had suggested that ‘all 
ethnographic evidence should be gathered at first hand, and...no one should write 
about the custom of a people with whom he has no personal acquaintance’ (Risley 
1890:238 in Urry 1993:104). This was a criticism that might be applied both to the 
unsuccessful attempts of colonial governments truly to understand their Indigenous 
charges, and the process by which anthropological research had been operating under 
armchair researchers. It was possibly the earliest official call for what would become 
the role of government anthropologist. Sir William Flower, President of the 
Anthropological Section of the BAAS in 1894, indirectly supported Risley’s 
(1894:764 in Urry 1993:102) suggestion, recommending that ‘a knowledge of 
anthropology was essential for the proper administration of the Empire at home and 
abroad’.
In a demonstration of how long it took for colonial administrations to start applying 
some of the policies called for above, in 1930 Murray was still providing homilies 
about why anthropological knowledge was necessary in colonial settings. In 
Anthropology and the Government o f Subject Races (1930) he provided anecdotal 
evidence in support of his use of indirect rule and anthropology in Papua. He 
described an incident where a ‘friend’, a ‘humane man, and one who had exceptional 
consideration for natives’ told the story of being besieged by a ‘horde of cannibals’. 
He had upset the tribe when he had ‘unwittingly’ cut down a sacred tree along with a 
number of others he was cutting down (Murray 1930:5). For Murray, using the sort
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of information he saw would be collected through anthropology to ‘translate’ such 
Indigenous thinking meant that both Europeans and Papuans were less likely to 
offend one another and create ongoing social problems which he, as Governor would 
have to solve. O f course, underlying the concern for anthropology to be of service to 
government and protect aspects of Indigenous life was a ‘concern with the loss of 
valuable scientific information through the spread of the Empire’ (Urry 1993:103, 
Young 2004:157-8). Hence MacGregor’s haste to collect as much as possible ‘before 
it was too late’ (Quinnell 2000), the rise in anthropological expeditions at the 
beginning of the 20th century (Welsch 1998:558), calls for better collection of 
cultural material and social data, and eventually the establishment of training courses 
in anthropology for colonial officers in India, the Pacific and Africa.
As defined by Clifford (1986:113) and explained by Rosman and Rubel (1998) the
reaction of colonial officials to start collecting can be classed as ‘salvage’ or
‘redemptive’ ethnography. While Clifford is referring to remnants of the above views
thin ‘current’ ethnography, his comments are equally applicable to the early 20 
century version. As participants in the ‘doomed race’ paradigm, the anthropologists 
and officials at the time were aware that they were contributing to the demise of the 
societies they were trying to civilise, and that even by collecting they were helping to 
destroy the cultures they were seeking to preserve (Rosman and Rubel 1998:35-36). 
Implicit in Clifford’s explanation of ‘redemptive’ ethnography is the idea that by 
keeping records of what had been, science could revisit the past. FE Williams 
demonstrated Clifford’s point (fifty or so years before Clifford made it) when he 
offered the ultimate reason for holding back the analyses of this information by 
warning
Anthropology as a science is still young, and some of the materials which call 
for its application are fading away faster than it grows. There is therefore 
some need for haste, and the danger is that we may eat our pudding before it 
is really cooked to an applicable turn. In fact, I think this has already 
happened. (Williams [1939] 1976:396).
Clifford (1986:112-13) cynically comments on the alternative reason for redemptive 
anthropology; ‘since the ‘true’ culture has always vanished, the salvaged version
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cannot be easily refuted’. Kuklick adds further to this that evolutionism and 
diffiisionism, the major theoretical viewpoints of the previous century were ideal 
theories for colonialism to adopt in the 1900s as they allowed for ‘improvements’ to 
be made within native communities regardless of the outcome. As a result of the 
campaigns established by people like Flower and Risley, the growing feeling in the 
first decade of the 20th century was that in order to preserve what was left, the 
expertise of a trained anthropologist might be required. This led to the commission 
by various colonial governments of ‘professional’ anthropologists to do special 
studies (Kuklick 1978:100).
The first such commission was that of NW Thomas in Nigeria in 1908 (CUMAA
2005, Stocking 1995:377), followed quickly by the appointment of CG Seligman in 
the Sudan in 1909 (Stocking 1995:377). The concerns expressed by some 
anthropologists over the effects of colonialism on the state of Indigenous 
communities were not taken well by some administrators. Although they had less 
anthropological ‘expertise’, the officials already in the field continued to be the only 
source o f anthropological information for many administrations (Kuklick 1978:101, 
Stocking 1995:377). The rise of functionalism from the 1920s opposed the 
evolutionary view by expounding that all aspects of any culture were necessary, and 
that to remove one part would destroy the whole; an attitude that was in opposition to 
the evolutionary viewpoint which saw the loss of certain aspects of culture as part of 
the march of progress. Hence the cold reception in many colonies of visiting 
anthropologists who claimed affiliation with the functionalist school.
Murray’s practical anthropology
When Hubert Murray arrived in British New Guinea in 1904, as both a member of 
the administration, and a well educated product of the system that had produced the 
colony he was now in, he was well aware of some of the pre-functionalist 
developments described above. He had attended Oxford University and undertaken a 
‘classical education’ in the 1880s. His brother, George Gilbert Aimé Murray ( 1886- 
1957) (called George by his family, but Gilbert by others) was still there, eventually 
taking up the position of Regius Professor of Greek. George was also involved with
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the League of Nations and occasionally dabbled in anthropology, discussing its 
advantages and disadvantages with his brother (West 1970:3). He probably played 
the role of advisor on these matters as well as more personal issues for Murray (see 
NLA MS565 and West 1970). Murray was an avid reader of anthropological and 
other publications and no doubt read, knew of or eventually met people like 
Professor Flower, JG Frazer, AC Haddon, and the Governors of other British 
colonies. In particular he knew the views and practices of his influential predecessor, 
MacGregor, in regard to the how and why of colonial administration and the 
assistance that might be offered by anthropology. In fact, MacGregor’s style of 
administration became part of the basis for Murray’s administrative approach.
Murray and the ‘dual mandate’
Murray was celebrated for his application of what would soon come to be called the 
‘Murray policy’ which was simply his interpretation and application of the policy of 
‘indirect rule’ (Lett 1949, West 1968) - labeled by others as ‘modified direct rule’ 
(Elkin 1940) - that had been used previously by Governors in other British colonies. 
Murray himself referred to his method as the ‘Dual Mandate’,13 expressing his desire 
to serve both the Indigenous and European populations of his colony as humanely 
and economically as possible (Stocking 1995:367-368).
thEarly in the 20 century the focus of anthropology had shifted from the accumulation 
of facts through travelers’ questionnaires to the employment of government 
anthropologists as sources of translation ‘in the recognition of the value of 
understanding native life in terms of itself (Urry 1993:6). This meant that Murray, 
already willing to use anthropology for the benefit of his own reputation and that of 
the administration, felt justified in applying it for his government’s benefit.
Murray has been criticised for using the misnomer of ‘indirect rule’ for his practices 
which, according to some, were more representative of direct rule (Kuklick 1978, 
Kuper 1996). Even West, who for the most part provides a positive view of the
13 The ‘Dual Mandate’ was not first proposed by Murray. Lugard, who was governor o f  Nigeria until 
1906 first wrote about this approach to government (West 1968).
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actions Murray took, admits that Murray at times seems to have disregarded ‘his own 
perception of native society when it came to action by, whatever he said about it in 
theory, practising direct rule by European officers and appointed, untraditional native 
officials’ (West 1968:270). He also contravened the premise of Indirect rule and 
‘contemporary anthropologists’ devotion’ to it, ‘by paying little heed to a functioning 
society’s institutions of authority and custom’ (West 1968:270). These criticisms 
were partially a factor of changing circumstances in the decade preceding and the 
one following Murray’s death14 as the tide was turning against indirect rule and later 
still against colonialism generally (Mair 1947). However, for the majority of 
Murray’s career, indirect rule, including his version of it, was considered a liberal, 
humanitarian and appropriate means of controlling and civilising Indigenous 
populations while also protecting their cultures.
Murray’s administration and relationship with anthropologists and anthropology 
(described further in Chapter Four) is a good demonstration of the way in which 
(British) anthropology evolved within and alongside colonialism between 1880 and 
1940. Murray’s outlook is also a fine example of the way both the evolutionist and 
humanitarian views that were popular and growing at the time he took up the 
Lieutenant-Govemorship were utilised and perpetuated by those who were charged 
with the responsibility o f ‘protecting and progressing’ the subjects being governed by 
those views.
When Murray became Lieutenant-Governor of Papua in 1908 he had already 
confessed that he ‘knew little or nothing of the government of native races’ (West 
1968:32). Lett (1949), and to some degree, West (1968), indicate that due to his 
personal lack of experience in administration, Murray had little to guide him 
politically when he became Lieutenant-Governor, and that he virtually invented his 
own version of administration. This is not entirely so. As outlined above, and 
discussed in Chapter One, there were numerous sources of information from other 
colonies and researchers within museums and universities that he might turn to. 
Murray was a highly intelligent man, and for the most part based his own
14 These were changes in perception as to how colonial administrations should regard the Indigenous 
populations under their control, and what the role o f anthropology actually was between 1930 and 
1940. Murray died at the beginning o f 1940.
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administration on the continuance of MacGregor’s successful policies15 (Elkin
1940). Murray was also a highly competitive man, and whether or not his position as 
Lieutenant-Governor was to last, he wanted to be remembered among the Great Men 
of the colonial era (West 1968). To do this, he knew he had to keep pace with, or 
outstrip, the formidable achievements of MacGregor. His attempt at this provides the 
content for Chapter Four.
In Summary
Considered together, collecting, museums and anthropology have a long and 
entwined history of engagement in the analysis, interpretation and attempted 
calculated control of human existence. During the era of exploration, bringing 
examples of exotic lands and peoples back to Europe constituted proof both of the 
journey undertaken and that what and who was to be found at the end of it were as 
strange to the European imagination as they were far away. The storage and display 
of objects in museums made those institutions logical places for the initiation of 
scientific explanations for the existence of these people and things. As Europe 
progressed through the Enlightenment into the age of the industrial revolution and 
science itself evolved, evolution ruptured the biblical explanation of the human 
condition. As colonialism spread and entrenched itself, and Europeans experienced 
the Indigenous inhabitants of the colonies at first hand, the doomed race paradigm 
was created as a means of justifying the behaviours of both Indigenes and Europeans 
in the colonies. The POC is a clear representation of Murray’s attempts to keep 
abreast of colonial administrative ‘fashion’ in that it is the direct result of his 
adoption of ‘indirect rule’, his wish to understand the Papuans, and his attempts to 
preserve some element of a ‘disappearing’ culture for the future. The Collection itself 
fits neatly into a period of anthropological change: Murray announced its existence 
just as the museum collecting mania of the late 1800s was fading. Collecting for the 
POC peaked just as functionalism came to the fore in the 1920s. By the time social 
anthropology had called attention away from material culture, the government 
anthropologists were disseminating N&Q style questionnaires, and collecting for the
15 O f course, MacGregor him self was working from templates already put in place by people like 
Gordon in Fiji.
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POC had slowed. As will be demonstrated in the next few chapters, the relationships 
that developed between members of Murray’s administration and important figures 
in British anthropology firmly tie Papua and the POC to the international rise of 
anthropology. The Collection is an embodiment of anthropological and 
administrative approaches of the time in which it was acquired.
The events discussed above have contributed to the current themes of self-analysis 
and reflection in museology and anthropology. The results so far are positive, in that 
museums and anthropologists are now more likely to interact with, and involve 
Indigenous people in their research, planning and exhibition of their cultures. As 
evidenced by the recent proliferation of papers (including this thesis) on the subject, 
anthropologists, museologists and archaeologists, as the previous collectors and 
keepers o f material culture are revisiting collections in order to understand their 
academic predecessors, and bring valuable information back to Indigenous 
communities and the broader public.
The Papuan Official Collection
Chapter Four 
Sir John Hubert Plunkett Murray
Figure 4.1 Hubert Murray on the verandah o f Government House in 1907, posed as the 
quintessential colonist, with pith helmet, maps, newspaper and unidentified Indigenous 
companion (W est 1968: frontispiece).
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The primary character in the story of the Papuan Official Collection is Sir John 
Hubert Plunkett Murray (1861-1940), the first and longest serving Lieutenant- 
Governor o f the Australian Territory of Papua (1909-1940) (Figure 4.1). It was 
Murray’s own private collection that founded the POC, and he who controlled its 
path until it reached the Australian Institute of Anatomy in Canberra in the 1930s.
Murray was a complex and sometimes contradictory character, but very much a man 
of his day. His background and approach to administration are integral to 
understanding the formation of his official collection, and have been covered to some 
degree in previous chapters. This chapter consolidates what we know of Murray’s 
background in order to discover what it was that influenced him in his decisions 
regarding the application of anthropology in his government and how and why he 
established the POC.
In his book The Death o f William Gooch, Dening (1995:13) talks about the 
difficulties of writing history while being aware of all the people who wrote about it 
before you (both their descriptions, and their theoretical viewpoints)1. In this case, 
Hubert Murray is a well known political figure in history. He is the subject of two 
biographies (Lett 1949, West 1968) and numerous academic papers dissecting his 
administration and policies (Campbell 1998, 2002, Gray 1999, Healy 1967, Lattas 
1996, Mair 1947, 1970, 1977, Thompson 1986, 1999 and West 1961). Murray 
published two books and numerous papers on his administrative strategy and the 
place of anthropology within it, but he did not leave an abundance of personal 
information (Murray 1920, 1925, 1926, 1928, 1935, West 1970:viii). In reviewing 
the opinions of others, it is necessary to temper the urge to defend Murray’s actions 
against his harshest critics and, likewise, to simply follow his most friendly 
adulators. It is also fascinating to notice that in all the literature about Murray, his 
background, his personality and his policies, there is little or no regard given to the 
fact that he caused the acquisition of a major collection of objects. It was a collection 
whose attainment spans nearly thirty years and incorporates material from all over 
Papua, obtained by many people, and is now housed in a national institution. Often 
even the fact that he had a personal interest in collecting and anthropology escapes
1 While Dening was speaking of major theoretical developments, his point applies equally well in this 
situation.
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attention. Yet there are a considerable number o f official documents that demonstrate 
that virtually every member of the outdoor Papuan service was expected to collect 
objects and hand them over to the government for inclusion in the POC (NAA A52 
354/95 PAP pt 2). A further aim of this chapter will be to understand why the Papuan 
Official Collection has been left out of the histories of Papua and of Murray’s life as 
well as to consider the impact the story of the Collection might have on current 
interpretations of Murray and his administration.
Murray’s personal background
Hubert Murray was bom in December 1861 in Sydney into a wealthy pastoralist 
family from the Canberra region. His father, Terence, a New South Wales politician, 
in keeping with his position in work and society, instilled in his children the ideals of 
upper middle class Victorian values. Murray, his brother George and his other 
siblings received a good education, and were taught the virtues of respect, physical 
toughness and the ability to keep a ‘stiff upper lip’ (West 1968:15-18). Unfortunately 
Terence made a number of bad business decisions and the family’s fortunes became 
much reduced over time (West 1968:18). While the Murray family became poorer 
than it was used to being, this does not seem to have impacted greatly upon their 
lifestyle. Although later, as a married man, Murray was continually concerned about 
earning a large enough income to support his family and fund his children’s 
education. Murray himself was educated in a series of elite institutions in Sydney, 
Melbourne, Germany and England, including Oxford University where he 
maintained an outstanding academic and sporting record (West 1968:20-25).
Murray returned to Australia from Oxford and started an unsuccessful private 
practice as a barrister. He married Sybil Jenkins, a doctor’s daughter in 1889. In 
order to provide an income for the family that was not based on his wife’s money, he 
took up work as a Parliamentary Draughtsman and Crown Prosecutor in New South 
Wales (West 1968:27).
Murray’s upbringing instilled in him a continuing interest in learning -  when he 
moved to Papua his brother George provided him with literature ranging from the
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Greek classics of his own research to recent anthropological publications which they 
then discussed by letter (NLA MS565, West 1968, 1970). This aspect of his 
character probably made Murray more open to learning about anthropology as part of 
his new work because he had no specific prior experience with it during his formal 
education. More importantly, the period of time during which Murray received his 
tertiary education also made an impact on his actions as Lieutenant-Governor. 
Whether or not it was taught in his legal studies, or as part of a classical education, 
Murray would have been inculcated with the ‘orthodoxy’ of the educated at the time, 
including the colonial attitudes towards Indigenous peoples that have been described 
in previous chapters of this thesis.
What Murray brought with him to Papua was, for his time, a humanitarian mindset 
and rather liberal view of humankind in terms of the treatment of Indigenous people. 
He believed in the unity of mankind (the theory that suggested that all humans were 
one ‘species’ and were evolving along the same lines at different paces), and 
understood that while Papuans represented the ‘Stone Age’ they were capable of 
progress and of being educated (Murray 1925:226-230, 1929:4, West 1968). He 
believed that progress -  including the loss of certain aspects of social and material 
culture -  was necessary for the survival of the Papuan people and that a major step 
along the way to civilisation was the gradual extension of government control. 
Murray believed in what he called the ‘scientific’ method of pacification and the 
‘indirect rule’ method of administration. For him, the application of these intertwined 
ideas involved: ‘firstly some knowledge of the people whom you propose to pacify, 
and secondly some idea of what you are going to do with them when they are 
pacified’ (Murray 1933, in Bodley 1988:43). This line of thinking appears to have 
come directly from MacGregor (1897:1) who claimed that ‘[ujnless we know the 
people we cannot sympathize with them, and unless we in some measure feel with 
and for them, we can only rule by force -  a method that cannot be applied in a 
country like British New Guinea’... Murray described the process of pacification as 
‘the policy of the oil stain’, adopted from the French colonies of Tonkin and 
Madagascar. The basis of the policy was that the government set up numerous 
stations from which small patrols were to radiate outwards to make non-violent
2 Tonkin was one of the French ruled protectorates that became Vietnam.
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contact with the Indigenous people, introducing them to government control slowly 
(Murray 1933, in Bodley 1988:46-7).
While he did not hold with forcing Papuans along the path to civilisation, Murray 
saw that some of their practices (head hunting, sorcery/black magic, and inter-tribal 
warfare) would need to be extinguished in order to maintain law and order. Murray 
clarified his stance when he wrote
We may sympathise as much as we please with the head-hunter and the 
cannibal, we may formulate any theories we like about the magic properties 
of human flesh and the significance of a severed head; but head hunting and 
cannibalism must cease, and must cease at once ...no admiration for the 
picturesque or bizarre ...can excuse a neglect of the essential duty of 
establishing and maintaining order. (Murray 1933, in Bodley 1988:49)
Murray was first and foremost a government officer, and second a humanitarian with 
an interest in anthropology. He believed that regardless of the capacity of Papuans to 
be educated and to learn the aspects of civilisation, they would not be capable of 
governing themselves without European guidance, and should not be encouraged to 
think that they were (AR 1933-34:15). As a result, he advocated education along 
technical lines, that is, the majority of Papuans were to be taught a trade, clerical 
skills or to be medical assistants3 (Murray 1920:31, Murray in AR 1937-38:20-21, 
PIM  1935:9). This style of thinking was not uncommon among officials and others 
dealing with the colonies during the late 1800s and early 1900s4, and Murray 
frequently admitted that, though the templates did not fit Papua exactly, African 
colonies were the inspiration for some of his policies (Eggleston 1940, Murray
3 Murray agreed to what he called an ‘interesting and very successful experiment’ (AR 1933-34:14) set 
up by WM Strong (the Chief Medical Officer of Papua) with Sir Charles Marr, (Australian Minister 
for Health and Territories), Dr JHL Cumpston, (Australian Director-General of Health) and Prof. 
Harvey Sutton, (Director of School of Tropical Health and Medicine at Sydney University) for 
Papuans to undertake six month training courses in basic medicine in Sydney. 1933 was the first year 
of this experiment and 12 Papuans were trained (AR 1933-34:14-15 and PIM October 1935:9). As 
early as 1916, Murray wrote to his brother about the plans he and Rev Walker (ex-LMS) had 
concocted for technical education of the Papuans, but they did not have the funds to put it in place 
(NLA MS 565/379 10.05.1916 Murray to George).
4 The attitudes attributed here to Murray were also the attitudes of a broad section of the European 
community in Papua as well as other European colonies active around the same time. Such attitudes 
have prevailed in some cases even to recent times.
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1920:7, 31). The regulations he sought to apply in order to protect the Papuan people 
from the depravations that some employers might force upon them earned him the 
reputation of being both an enlightened humanitarian (Lett 1945, 1949, West 1968) 
and an overly protective Administrator, especially with regard to land and labour 
policy (West 1968:134-137).
According to West (1968:27-8), while Murray had found ‘happiness and stability’ in 
domestic life, by the mid 1890s he found it a ‘monotonous and uninteresting 
existence’ This made it relatively easy for him to leave his family and take up duty in 
South Africa in the Boer War in 1900 (West 1968:29). He left South Africa with a 
medal for fighting and a commission as a Major in the Imperial Army. Upon 
returning to Australia after the War his service as District Court Judge in Broken Hill 
only returned him to the boredom of an ‘ordinary life’ (West 1968:31).
So, by 1904 Murray had earned himself a reputation as a physically fit, educated 
gentleman and a leader of men. According to one of his biographers, Francis West 
(1968:32), he was tired of the ‘living death’ of domestic life, and yearned for 
something more exciting to keep his active and intelligent mind occupied. His 
adventurous spirit placed him well to cope with the rigours of colonial life, and his 
enquiring mind made him a great candidate for the practice of anthropology.
Murray arrives in New Guinea
In June 1904, the Chief Judicial Officer, and Acting Administrator of BNG, and 
scapegoat for the Goaribari massacre5, Judge CS Robinson, committed suicide 
(Joyce 1974:28, Lett 1945:77-82). His actions provided Murray with the means to 
escape his ‘living death’; he applied for, and got the job as Robinson’s replacement
5 This was an incident which followed the ‘killing of Chalmers, Tomkins [an LMS missionary and 
companion] and ten Papuans at Goaribari Island in the Gulf of Papua in 1901’ (Nelson 1974:66). Le 
Hunte was Governor at the time and staged a punitive expedition in which a number of Papuans were 
killed and men’s houses destroyed. In 1904, Robinson was acting Administrator. He attempted to 
reclaim Tomkin’s skull and arrest those responsible for the original deaths. Difficulties ensued during 
the expedition, and more Papuans were killed. Robinson was heavily criticised for this incident which 
was perceived by some as an overreaction. The culmination of events including Robinson’s being 
called to give evidence to the Royal Commission into the incidents led to his suicide (Joyce 1974, Lett 
1945, Nelson 1974).
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(ARBNG 1904-5, West 1968:33). West says that besides wanting a more rewarding 
life and career, the major motivation for Murray to seek and then accept the 
appointment of Chief Judicial Officer was that he wanted to secure an income for his 
growing family. He also wanted a job with the potential for promotion to the upper 
levels of the colonial services in Australia (West 1968:33).
In September 1904, Murray and his wife arrived in BNG, then a colony of 38 white 
men, 18 white women and uncounted Papuans (West 1968:35). Sybil coped with the 
conditions for barely a week before returning to Sydney. Despite professing her 
intentions otherwise, she never lived full time with Murray in Papua (NLA MS 
565/313 Murray to Mary 24.10.1904). His second wife, Mildred, who Murray 
married in 1930 fared little better (West 1968:258). He was philosophical about this 
state of affairs, suggesting in a letter to Mary, his brother’s wife, that it might be 
‘unacceptable’ to a woman to live in surrounds where there was ‘only tinned meat to 
eat, a scanty water supply and native servants who are generally stupid from betel 
nut’ (NLA MS565/313 Murray to Mary 24.10.1904). These comments were a 
demonstration of Murray’s stoic attitude towards his own hardship (West 1968:34- 
36), and an iteration of the expectations of the day with regard to gender and race.
Towards the end of the same letter, echoing the comments of JB Jukes in 1842 (in 
Souter 1963:19) and MacGregor in 1897 (pg.,13) Murray mentioned that BNG was 
for the most part ‘absolutely unexplored’ and that he aimed to learn Motu in order to 
interest himself in a ‘variety of investigations’ (NLA MS565/313 Murray to Mary
24.10.1904). Though he did not elaborate on what the investigations would be, this 
comment does signify Murray’s early interest in science, and his sense of intrigue 
about New Guinea from the start. The first of his investigations probably began a 
little sooner than he had anticipated, and would continue to develop over the rest of 
his life.
On September 26 1904, Murray tried his first case and learned his first, and 
potentially most lasting, lesson about Papua. Two men were on trial for the murder 
of a third. The motive for one man was clear; the dead man’s wife wanted her 
husband killed, and the murderer wanted to marry the wife. Murray asked why the 
second man had been involved. He stated that it was because his friend had asked for
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help to do the deed. A little incredulously, Murray asked the court interpreter 
whether he too, would help to kill a man for the same reasons (ML MS A3138:15- 
16). The interpreter said that he would. Murray wrote about the experience
I was up against a form of crime with which my experience in Australia had 
left me quite unfamiliar. I set myself to learn the true inwardness of the 
Papuan criminal, and I may add that I am still learning, (in West 1968:38)
This was to be the case for many aspects of his new career, particularly once he 
became Lieutenant-Governor. When Murray first arrived in BNG, Papuans were an 
alien concept to him. His only previous experience with Indigenous people had been 
with Aboriginal labourers on his family station, and his observations of African 
people during military service in South Africa. ‘He knew little or nothing of the 
government of native races’ although as he later said, through the experiences he did 
have, he acquired ‘sympathy with the underdog’ (West 1968:32). Murray came to 
regard obtaining knowledge about Papuans and their society as one of the most 
important aspects of his job, and would continue to adapt the results of his learning 
for the benefit of himself and the Territory.
His next lesson took the form of the arrival of an expedition sponsored by a wealthy 
American Major Cooke Daniels, who according to Murray, was ‘in some way 
connected with a cancer commission’ (NLA MS565/313 Murray to Mary
24.10.1904). According to Urry (1989:210) it was an ethnographic salvage 
expedition from which Cooke Daniels pulled out early. Murray, while not taken with 
the American, was interested in the two doctors accompanying the expedition who 
had collected a ‘vast variety of information’ (NLA MS565/313 Murray to Mary
24.10.1904). They were CG Seligman and WM Strong6. Seligman had been to BNG 
previously as a member of the Cambridge Torres Strait Expedition with AC Haddon 
(Herle and Rouse 1998:1). On 29 October 1904, Murray accompanied Seligman on a 
field trip to Hanuabada where he assisted him in his inquiries into ‘sympathetic 
magic’ (ML MS A3139:17-19). It is from the time he participated in this field trip
6 Strong remained in Papua after the expedition, becoming a resident magistrate, then the Chief 
Medical Officer, and later the first Government Anthropologist of the Territory. For more details see 
Chapter Five.
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that Murray began to add anthropological observations to his diary. His notes include 
descriptions, comments and judgments on the activities he saw on his way through 
villages, including measurements of the physical attributes of the villagers, and their 
housing (ML MS A3139-A3140 diaries 1904-1917). Upon his arrival, Murray had 
considered staying in Papua only long enough to raise the money required to put his 
children through school. This makes it possible that these observations were 
originally made so that he could publish papers or a book on his adventures once he 
left Papua. It may also have been simple curiosity, or the hope that he might well 
find permanent employment there . Whatever the original inspiration, the diaries 
became a record of his professional activities for his Annual Reports and a source of 
anecdotal evidence to which he frequently referred in publications later in his career.
Murray and the application of anthropology
Until this point, collecting by colonial officials had mainly been focused on the 
acquisition of exotic curios as personal ‘souvenirs’, or for sale to, and display in 
museums, and as contributions to the common good and the progress of science 
when sent ‘back home’ to a museum or anthropologist. Quinnell (2000) proposes that 
collecting formed an important element of MacGregor’s pax Britannica, see also 
Chapter Two of this thesis). Thomas (1989) and Coombes (1994) suggest that 
colonial administrations were using the display of such material to illustrate the level 
of control they held over the Indigenous populations, and the level of organisation 
within the administration of various colonies. Clifford (1986:113) offers a 
salvage/redemption argument to explain why colonial collections were being made: 
that by collecting what remained, science in the future might have better prospects in 
explaining the past. Murray wanted to do all of this and more.
Murray’s opinion of his immediate predecessor, Captain Francis R Barton, was that 
he was trying to ‘keep New Guinea as a sort of curiosity shop’ and that by doing so
7 As a member of the Executive and Legislative Councils Murray became involved in the Royal 
Commission into the state of BNG and used the role to his advantage. He reported truthfully on events 
to the Prime Minister but with a bias that eventually saw him offered the position of Acting 
Administrator, and later Lieutenant-Governor over others who had been in Papua longer. For full 
details of this story, and the political consequences for Murray’s career see West (1968, especially 
pp.53-60, and Murray to Deakin 26.03.1906 in West 1970:36).
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was preventing economic growth, the civilisation of the Papuan people, and good 
administrative practices (Murray to George 14.03.1905 in West 1970:33-35). 
However, Murray was also observing and taking note of what Barton was doing on a 
day to day basis. There are a number of occasions where, while on tours of 
inspection, Murray noted in his diary that they stopped for Barton to take 
photographs or that Barton (and he) bought certain objects. Among other comments, 
he describes at one point how Barton loses his camera when a boat overturns in a 
rough part of the river (ML MS A3139, 28.02.1905:293) and later, on Tuesday 4 July 
1905, he notes that ‘Barton bought a lot of pots’ (ML MS A3139:343).
Wright (2003:146) reveals that Barton was a ‘keen and prolific photographer’ and 
that he considered himself an amateur anthropologist. At some level Barton ‘saw 
himself as proceeding with a systematic anthropological survey of tattooing, and he 
was concerned to produce anthropologically sound observations’ (Wright 2003:149). 
Interestingly, in his diary entry of 4 July 1905, Murray lists a question: ‘Q: How do 
the scars [on women] stand out? Nothing inserted into them’, illustrating that he too 
was intrigued by the body decorations that Barton was studying (ML MS A3139 
1905:343). Barton, like Murray, had benefited from Seligman’s visit to New Guinea 
in 1904 and maintained correspondence with him, publishing a chapter in The 
Melanesians o f British New Guinea (Barton in Seligmann 1910, Wright 2003). 
Barton, like Murray, also ‘avidly read the work of contemporary anthropologists’ and 
acted on the advice he found in those works, though he did not politicise his actions 
to the extent that Murray planned (Wright 2003:149). Therefore, while Barton’s 
contribution in Papua as an administrator has not been recognised as particularly 
remarkable, and he did nothing to impress Murray while in that role, his actions 
nevertheless coached Murray in the behaviour expected of an administrator.
With these preliminaries in the back of his mind, in 1907, while Acting 
Administrator, Murray decided to take the first steps in his partially formed plan to 
use the outcomes of what he called anthropological research as a tool for 
administration. As clarified in Chapter Three of this thesis, Murray used the terms 
anthropology and ethnography interchangeably to mean the observation, recording 
and interpretation of information about the activities of the Papuan people. Most of 
Murray’s own diary entries could be seen today as (perhaps amateurish)
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ethnography. Murray wrote a letter to the Australian Minister for Home and 
Territories to inform him that he had made ‘a first attempt to establish, on a small 
scale, a museum for the collection of ethnological and other objects of interest in 
Papua’ (NAA A 1/15 1921/24811 Murray to Minister 18.12.1907). He stated, in the 
anthropological rhetoric of the time, that he had taken this step because it had
become obvious that, unless a systematic attempt is made in this direction, 
the opportunity may be lost of collecting native weapons, tools, manufactures 
&c, which were common enough a few years ago, but are now comparatively 
rare and will become rarer as time goes on. (NAA A 1/15 1921/24811 Murray 
to Minister 18.12.1907)
He backed up his expression of anthropological concern with a demonstration of the 
importance of the national interest, mentioning that
certain objects also of special interest have from time to time been discovered 
which have passed into the hands of private collectors outside the 
Territory...these figures [the ‘certain objects’] are of particular interest, as 
none of the present inhabitants of Papua... are capable of making the faintest 
approach to anything of the kind...(NAA A 1/15 1921/24811 Murray to 
Minister 18.12.1907)
The Minister responded that the proposal was ‘judicious and timely’ (NAA A 1/15 
1921/24811 Hunt to Murray 20.01.1908). This was because the frenzied and 
competitive collecting activity being conducted by the museums of Europe since the 
1880s was being mirrored in Australia. Murray and the Minister had received pleas 
from various institutions for examples of material before it was no longer obtainable 
(see Chapter Seven for further discussion of this topic). One reading of Murray’s 
plan to establish the museum could be that being aware of this state of affairs he 
believed that by keeping the objects in Papua, he could maintain a distinguished 
collection, and therefore build a notable institution that would attract further interest 
(presumably economic as well as academic/anthropological) to Papua.
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There was also the matter of Murray’s competitive nature. According to Stuart
(1970:204), Staniforth Smith, who became Administrator when Murray became the
. 8Lieutenant-Governor , had already arranged for the construction of a museum which 
was built at a cost of £375 in 1914, and which contained botanical and geological 
specimens. Stuart (Stuart 1970:204) records that ‘Mr Smith was piqued because the 
Lieutenant-Governor never bothered to visit the museum, but Murray had little 
confidence in any of Smith’s enterprises’9. While Stuart states the date of the 
museum being built as 1914, given the material displayed in the Museum, it is 
ambiguous whether this is actually the ‘economic museum and laboratory built at 
Port Moresby’, referred to in the 1908 Annual Report (AR 1908:113) or the 
ethnological museum in the 1914 Annual Report {AR 1913-14:137). Perhaps the 
1914 building replaced or extended the 1908 version, or perhaps there were two 
museums -  but if this was the case no one ever clarified which they were referring to 
when talking about ‘the museum’ in Port Moresby. Regardless, the 1914 building 
appears to have replaced the more ambitious ethnological museum that Murray 
planned to build once he ran out of storage room in the Police Barracks, which was 
where he had stored the POC since 1907 (NAA Al/15 1911/12991 Murray to 
Minister 24.07.1911).
When AC Haddon convinced Murray that it would be pointlessly expensive to 
collect, display and maintain the POC in Port Moresby it seems that this building was 
what became the museum-cum-storage-depot where the POC material was kept 
before being shipped to Australia (NAA A452/1 Murray to Minister of State for
8 While Murray is frequently referred to as both Lieutenant-Governor and Administrator of Papua, his 
position was officially Lieutenant-Governor. Smith’s position of Administrator was his official 
position, and also a definition of his role.
9 The relationship between Smith and Murray was not particularly friendly since Murray had been 
appointed Lieutenant-Governor, and Smith, who wanted the Governorship, received only the 
‘consolation prize’ of Administrator in 1908. Smith’s political machinations were to cause Murray 
great difficulty throughout his career - but the same might be said vice-versa (West 1968, Schieffelin 
and Crittenden 1991). As an example, in 1910 when Murray went on leave for six months, Smith took 
wholeheartedly to the job of Acting Lieutenant-Governor in the hope of undermining Murray. He 
undertook ‘what he hoped would be one of the most dramatic and ambitious patrols of exploration to 
be undertaken in Papua’ (Schieffelin and Crittenden 1991:36). He planned to travel up the Kikori 
River as far as possible, then find the Strickland River and descend via that and the Fly River to the 
coast in only six weeks. He had not arranged for adequate supplies, treated the carriers badly, and had 
eleven carriers die from hunger, exposure, and drowning. Becoming lost, Smith traveled in a circle 
and mistook the Kikori for the Strickland (Schieffelin and Crittenden 1991:36-39). Murray was utterly 
unimpressed with the episode, and as Stuart suggests, did not think much of Smith’s intentions or 
behaviour from that time onwards. Given also Smith’s attempts to politically undermine Murray, 
presumably any small issue over which he might thwart Smith would bring Murray satisfaction.
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External Affairs 23.02.1915). The museum and its role is discussed fully in Chapter 
Seven of this thesis. Whatever the name of the building, whoever built it, or whatever 
it actually held, the ethnological museum proposed by Murray in 1907 never 
eventuated in the form originally envisaged by him. For financial and other reasons, 
it seems that the museum Murray had planned was never built, and the building in 
which the POC was stored was never formalised as the ethnological museum.
Why did Murray collect?
Murray never categorically stated his personal reasons for establishing the 
Collection. Apart from the official reasons he gave to the Minister of State for 
External Affairs in 1907, there are a number of other reasons that can be surmised 
from the actions Murray took during his career as Lieutenant-Governor. The first was 
that by the time Murray took up his Governorship, collecting was an established 
hobby of the educated upper and middle classes. Murray’s original inspiration to 
collect may be explained by little more than the fact that he was in an exotic location 
and was expected to bring back evidence of his experiences among the ‘savages’.
In his quest to understand the Papuan people through anthropology, and having 
started his anthropological education with Seligman, Murray was also simply 
following the field protocol of the day. At this point, material culture was the basis of 
anthropological investigation and to acquire objects for a collection which could be 
typologically arranged and studied was a start to the process of understanding the 
‘primitive’ people he was living amongst.
The various reasons Murray provided to the Minister for the creation of the 
Collection and museum can be summarised as ‘salvage’. This fitted with the 
persuasive views of Alfred Cort Haddon, who, from around 1910, was a person of 
enormous influence on Murray’s interpretation of anthropology, and actions 
regarding the Collection. Haddon’s view was that it was both an ‘imperial and a 
scientific responsibility to record primitive cultures before their inevitable 
disappearance under the corrupting onslaught of Western civilisation’ (Young 
2004:158). So, as an administrator following in the footsteps of people like
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MacGregor and Gordon who had acquired official collections under this purview, 
Murray was expected to do the same. For Murray, this process would have been both 
a private and a political, or public, goal. Collecting would have been a personal 
hobby, but also an illustration to society and government that he had successfully 
taken up the challenge to secure his territory, reform ‘savages’, and preserve 
‘disappearing’ cultural artefacts. The growing early 20th century view of 
governments as the caretakers of Indigenous populations would have seen the 
absence of a collection by Murray, official or otherwise, as remiss (Murray 1920:35, 
Schaffarczyk 2006). In this respect, the acquisition of a collection, particularly one 
that represented all the regions and peoples of Papua could be used as a promotional 
vehicle for the administration. It would demonstrate the extent of government control 
and the Government’s acuity in keeping a record of what came before it for the 
benefit o f both the Papuan people and science (Thomas 1994:105-107, 111-112). It 
was also a tangible demonstration of Murray’s much advertised commitment to 
anthropology; not only were anthropological principles to be a theoretical component 
of policy, but they were to be physically practised.
A personal reason underlying Murray’s desire for an official collection may also 
have been his ambition to be remembered. West notes that Murray was aware of the 
historical potential of his position as Governor and wanted to be remembered as a 
‘Great Man’ of colonial administration like Governors Gordon (in Fiji) and 
MacGregor (in BNG) (Murray 1925:10, West 1968). However, if he intended the 
Collection to be a tangible reminder of this, Murray has, so far, been unsuccessful. 
As mentioned earlier, the Collection has never received much attention as a part of 
Murray’s legacy. Until now, it has represented an important but neglected and 
perhaps, unsuccessful symbol of Murray’s attempt to incorporate anthropology into 
administrative practice (Schaffarczyk 2006).
What and how did Murray collect?
Murray’s contribution to the POC includes dozens of arrows, clubs and spears from 
various parts of Papua, and eight small thorny fish traps all collected on the same day 
from the Turama River people. There are also masks, waistbands from Goaribari,
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stuffed heads and skulls brought back from Lake Murray, drums from the Western 
Division, sago strainers from the Purari, shields from the Era River and shuttles used 
for weaving nets from Rossel Island (Figures 4.2-4.8, for locations, see Map 4.1). 
The table in Appendix One lists all of the POC objects attributed to Murray to date.
The earliest acquisitions listed for objects in the POC have a date of either 12 July or 
7 December 190710, and are attributed to Murray11. They include a gesi or shield 
(P39, NMA1985.0339.0576), a ka-riu or spear (PI 145, no NMA number), two gaba 
or drums (P396 & P397, NMA1985.0339.0687 & NMA1985.0339.0479) and a kuku 
or tobacco smoking pipe (P419, NMA1985.0339.1167) all collected from Gebogebo 
village (Thorpe 1933).
According to his diary, Murray began to purchase objects as early as 26 February 
1905 when he ‘bought 3 ramis (grass skirts)’ either at or near Daru in the Western 
Division (ML MS A3139:290). Given the vagaries of the survival of object labels, 
field notes, and museum documentation, as well as Murray’s lack of formal 
anthropological training, and therefore his potential propensity not to label material 
accurately, or perhaps at all as he collected it, this does not mean that earlier material 
does not exist within the Collection12. Therefore, the ramis listed in Murray’s diary 
might be P1449 (NMA1985.0339.0675) and P1450 (NMA1985.0339.0679) which 
are among the earlier objects in the Collection that bear no provenance details. 
Murray did not often state in his diaries why he purchased objects, merely that he 
did. It appears that most of the material attributed to Murray was collected because it 
appealed to him and was available to him at the time -  as far as he was concerned it 
was all valuable anthropological information from which he could learn about the 
Papuan people. For example, on 29 November 1906 he records ‘bought walking stick
10 The dates are listed as 7/XII/l907 and 12/07/1907 in the Thorpe Register (1933). While the objects 
may have been collected on these two separate dates, given the exact opposition of the day and month 
between the two, and that the objects are listed as collected from the same locality, it appears one date 
may be wrong, Murray does not note collecting the objects under either date in his diary, but he did 
not always list objects he collected.
11 The year of collection for these objects suggests that they were acquired by Murray. This is because 
he is known to have been collecting by this date, but he had not yet set the requirement that all objects 
collected by representatives of the administration should provide the administration with first choice 
of objects collected (see Chapter Six).
12 As mentioned in Chapter One, Murray gave items to the museum in Hobart in 1904.
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Figure 4.2 Four o f  the eight ‘Thorny Fish Traps’ collected by M urray from the Turama 
River on 3 February 1912. Shown in photo above are Thorpe Registration P579, P580, P581 
and P582, which are NMA registrations 1985.0339.1109, 1985.0339.1104, 1985.0339.1108, 
and 1985.0339.1107. Average length o f objects: 6cms. Two o f  the eight were kept by the 
Australian M useum (Thorpe Registration P583, AM  registration E23303, and Thorpe 
Registration P578, no known AM registration). They are listed as "W ARIADA"? by the 
Thorpe register (1933). Photo: Dragi Markovic. Used with the permission o f the National 
M useum o f  Australia, www.nma.gov.au.
Toombwi” , and at Sudest ‘bought a cocoa nut water bottle called ‘Mbwa’, same as 
water’ (ML MS A3139 1906:490-91). On Friday 30 June 1905 he noted the court 
cases tried and their outcomes, as well as that upon stopping at one of the villages 
near Kitava on his tour of inspection ‘we got a man to finish carving a lime stick.. .he 
went straight ahead. No pattern, no measurements’ he also noted having bought ‘2 
sticks, a lime pot, cobweb net, etc’ (ML MS A3139:322-323). In the POC there are 
fourteen walking sticks from the Trobriands, no water bottles listed from Sudest, and 
numerous (seventy five plus) lime sticks from a number of places with little 
provenance apart from ‘Kiriwina’, or ‘Trobriand Islands’ (Thorpe 1933).
These examples from his diary demonstrate the likelihood that much of the early 
material Murray collected may not be located in the POC. This is both because some 
of the objects that he describes are definitely no longer present in the Collection (for 
example, some feather objects were destroyed at the Australian Museum), and
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Map 4.1 Map of Papua showing Divisions (circa 1930). Bold names (and names in key) are places Murray collected objects (adapted from map attached to 
The Papuan Villager Dec 1930).
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Figure 4.3a Figure 4.3b
Figure 4.3a&b A Kerewa/Goaribari waistband (broken) collected by Murray before 1915 
(Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration P635, NM A registration 1985.0339.0209. Length: 65cm 
(width in detail 7cm). Photo shows detail o f  anthropomorphic and curvilinear lime-filled 
incisions on ‘tail end’ o f belt. Made from a single piece o f heat-treated bark to form a coil. 
Only the initiated men could wear such adornments which feature engraved geometrical 
designs (or ancestral faces). As a young man advanced within hierarchies o f age and 
knowledge, his embellished and larger belt would reflect his newly achieved status (M eyer 
1995:118, Newton 1961:58-61, NMA card catalogue 1985). The patterns on this waistband 
are ‘typical’ Goaribari/Kerewa style patterns that are repeated on Gope and other objects (see 
Newton 1961:58-61). Photos: S.Schaffarczyk.
Figure 4.4a
Figure 4.4a Goaribari bark waistband collected by Murray sometime before 1915 from the 
Western Division. Thorpe registration P634, NMA registration 1985.0339.0207. Diameter: 
16cm (width in detail 9cm). While they are not as sharply defined as the incised bands, these 
painted patterns are recognisable as Kerewa-style patterns, and are similar to agiba (skull 
rack) designs with eyes represented by concentric circles, and the ‘v ’ shaped mouth/nose and 
small ‘hook-lim bed’ body underneath (see Newton 1961:58-61).
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Figure 4.4b Figure 4.4c
Figure 4.4b&c Detail o f patterns on the same belt. Photos: S.Schaffarczyk.
Figure 4.5 Sago strainer collected by Murray from the Purari Delta prior to 1915 (NMA 
1985). Thorpe registration P322, NMA registration 1985.0339.1160. Length: 54.5cm. Photo: 
S.Schaffarczyk.
Figure 4.6a Figure 4.6b
Figure 4.6a&b Front and back o f a shield from the Era River, Delta Division (Thorpe 1933). 
Thorpe registration P2029. NMA registration 1985.0339.1249. Length: 166cm. The shield is 
called W AITAM I and was collected by Murray from the ‘ANIGIBI Tribe, ERA River, Delta 
D iv.’ on 27 November 1925 (Thorpe 1933). Photos: S.Schaffarczyk.
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because of the lack of information in the descriptions and on the labels attached to 
objects in the Collection to identify who acquired them. Importantly, Harry Beran 
(1996:93) has noted that Murray donated a collection of Papuan objects to the 
Museum of Tasmania in Hobart, for more information on this see below. Murray 
occasionally requested objects to be made, which went against the grain of the 
‘traditional’ model for collecting at the time: of getting things that were ‘authentic’, 
that is, made and potentially used for the purpose for which they were made, before 
being collected, rather than being made to be collected13. There is an entry in 
Murray’s diary that reads ‘Gilmore has a sword he is to get finished for me; I bought 
it on the road to Kibola’ (ML MS A3139:319). This is possibly P I951 (NMA 
1985.0339.0861) a ‘sword shaped club’ from Fergusson Island in the 
D’Entrecasteaux Islands (Figure 4.9a, b). Methodist Missionary Matthew Gilmour 
was stationed at Ubuia, North West of Normanby Island in around 1914 (Young 
2004:332), and he may be the ‘Gilmore’ that Murray refers to, although the club was 
only shipped to Sydney in 1927 and no other records state why it is in the Collection 
or whether it was commissioned.
Figure 4.7 ‘A W eaving Shuttle or N eed le .. .used in net m aking’, collected by Murray from 
Rossel (Yela) Island in April 1908 (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration P573. NMA 
registration 1985.0339.1045. Length: 33.5cm. Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
13 Of course, other anthropologists acknowledge having collected objects made for them, a 
particularly famous example being the cardboard copy of the Bomai mask made for Haddon by 
Wanoa and Enocha on Mer Island in 1898 (Herle 1998:91). There was however, a great urgency 
among collectors in the colonies at the time to seek out the least ‘tainted’ or most authentic objects, 
before they truly did disappear.
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Figure 4.8a Figure 4.8b
Figure 4.8a&b Listed as Dance Mask called “AW OTA” ’ in the Thorpe register (1933). It 
was collected by Murray from ‘Goaribari, D.D [Delta Division] (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe 
registration P2073, NMA registration 1985.0339.0443. Length: 106cm. The NMA catalogue 
card (1985) records that it is an avoko mask. Photos: S Schaffarczyk
Figure 4.9a Figure 4.9b
Figure 4.9a&b A ‘Sword-club’, called “KERAPA”, the wood it is made from is called 
“GAHI”. Recorded as collected by Murray prior to 1927 from ‘Fergusson Isd. E.Div 
[Fergusson Island, in the D ’Entrecasteaux Islands, Eastern Division]’ (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe 
registration P I951. NMA registration 1985.0339.0861. Length: 78cm. It is possibly the 
sword ‘G ilm our’ was ‘getting' for Murray. Photos: S.Schaffarczyk. Figure 4.9 b.Note the 
incised design and the use o f  thick metal wire in completing the sword.
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Figure 4.10 A soul boat from the M assim area (Beran 1980:15). Described in the Thorpe 
register only as a ‘carving with seven removable figures’ from the Trobriand Islands, ‘pres 
by PN Charpenter Esq’ prior to 1923 (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration P I793, NMA 
registration 1985.0339.0511.1-8. Base length: approx. 101cm. Each o f the carved figures can 
be removed from the base. They are plugged into square holes. Overall the carving bears 
similarity to mortar and pestles from the same area, but does not appear to have been used 
for this purpose. Beran (1980:15) records that the ‘function o f models o f this type is 
uncertain’, but that it has been suggested they might provide ‘transportation to the 
supernatural world o f the dead' (Spiegel in Beran 1980). The carved figures are similar to 
some o f the larger, individual ancestor figures from the Trobriand Islands. Photograph: 
S.Schaffarczyk
Figure 4.11 Carved stone from ‘BOIANAI, East. D iv is io n ]’, collected by Murray prior to 
1927. Thorpe registration P2065. No NMA registration number. Length: 51cm Members o f 
the administration associated carved stones like this, and stone mortars and pestles with 
prehistoric activities (See Chapters Five and Eight for further information about objects from 
Boianai). Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
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Apart from requesting objects to be made, Murray received a number of gifts, 
including bird skin dance ornaments from traveler and author Beatrice Grimshaw14 
in or some time before 1927 (P I862, P I863 no NMA registration number) -  
unfortunately these were destroyed (Thorpe 1933). Laracy and Laracy (1977:160) 
record that Grimshaw accompanied Murray on an ‘expedition 300 miles up the Fly 
River to Lake Murray’ in 1926, which was probably when she collected the skins. 
She was also apparently, the first white woman to travel to Lake Murray (Laracy and 
Laracy 1977). The skins collected by Grimshaw are listed together with a similar 
object, P I864 (no NMA registration number), recorded as collected by Murray on 27 
November 1925 (Thorpe 1933). Murray’s object has a comment by Thorpe ‘listed as 
a feather headdress’ next to it, indicating that while the three bird skin objects are 
listed together, this is probably because they are similar objects collected before 16 
September 1927, their date of shipment to Sydney (Thorpe 1933), then grouped 
together, than because they were collected together on the expedition upon which 
Grimshaw accompanied Murray.
Murray received gifts that he lists as being ‘presented’ to him implying that the giver 
was probably a Papuan villager. For example, his diary entry for Sunday 26 April 
1908 while he was on the way to Ukiaravi (see below) reads
Waiting at Kaimari. Presented with a charm against arrows -  a small figure of 
an alligator of black wood. It is no good if the sorcerer on the other side is 
stronger than the man who gave you the charm. These charms also make you 
invisible; you point it to a man and walk up to him and catch him by the 
arm...he does not see you till he is caught. (MLMS A3139:510)
I have not managed to positively identify this particular charm. The Thorpe Register 
also records a series of objects donated by people not employed by the 
administration. Presumably as awareness in the general community grew about the 
Collection they gave excess or interesting objects to Murray such as: Figure 4.12, a 
club (P62, NMA 1985.0339.0911), presented for the POC by Mr Pickering who was a 
bank manager in Port Moresby (NMA 1985, Souter 1963), and an adze with a metal
14 Grimshaw was commissioned in 1908 by Alfred Deakin, the Australian Prime Minister, to write 
articles to ‘publicize Papua’s need for settlers and capital’ (Laracy and Laracy 1977:159).
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blade called “SARA” (Thorpe 1933) from Mailu Is, Eastern Division, provided by 
Rev Saville prior to 1927 (P I857, no NMA registration). The only information 
recorded about Figure 4.10 is that it is an object from the Trobriand Islands, 
presented by someone of the name Charpenter15 (P1793, NMA1985.0339.0511.1-8) 
sometime around 1923. It appears to be a ‘soul boat’ from the Massim area (Beran 
1980:15, see notes in caption of Figure 4.10).
Murray lists a number of objects that he ‘sees’- but does not make it clear whether he 
collects them or not. For example, ‘saw a disc club of brass (compare to brass 
tomahawk at Oteai)’ (ML MS A3139, 10.02.1909:567-8), and in the ‘...house we 
found a bow, arrows, cloaks, apparatus for making fire, etc. Got some sugar cane, 
taro, bananas; left tobacco, flour, knives and turkey red’16 (ML MS A3139, 
06.01.1910:648). That he saw a brass disc club at all is interesting - metal 
implements were not a common feature of early Melanesian material culture and 
were usually items of trade from elsewhere. It is disappointing that it was either not 
collected or is no longer a part of the POC so that we might examine it for more 
information. Brass items recorded elsewhere indicate that this one was could have 
been a brass cogwheel or some other part of a boat or other engine (Swadling 1983: 
plate 49).
The action of ‘seeing’ (vs seeing and collecting) becomes especially ambiguous 
when what was ‘seen’ is followed immediately by a comment on ‘presents’ left. For 
example: an entry in Murray’s diary reads ‘saw a fish trap up a creek. Left trade in 
the house’ (ML MS A3139, 07.02.1909:564). A more ambiguous example is 
illustrated by an entry on 2 April, 1914 on his way up the Fly River. Murray listed 
the details of twenty four objects he ‘saw’, adding that he left presents at each of the 
houses he inspected (ML MS A3140, 02.04.1914:830-31). He does not state that he 
removed the objects, he just gives an account of what is there. At this time, the 
leaving of presents was a common means of ‘paying’ for items removed from 
vacated houses and villages without the consent of the owners, as mentioned in 
Chapter One. As above, this kind of in absentia exchange was also carried out for 
food. It was also used as a means of ‘making friends’; the idea being that the
15 This spelling is my interpretation of writing that is difficult to read.
16 ‘Turkey red’ was red dyed calico cloth, a popular trade item in New Guinea.
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villagers, having been frightened away from their homes by the entrance o f a patrol 
to the village, would return and ‘admire’ the presents, connecting their presence with 
the idea that the ‘Government’ meant them no harm.
While Murray listed a concern with precious objects leaving Papua as one of the 
reasons for establishing the POC and ethnological museum (NAA A 1/15 1921/24811 
Murray to Minister 18.12.1907) he had already been sending objects out of the 
Territory himself. Murray wrote several times to his brother George in 1906 referring 
to gifts he had either sent, or was planning to send. Perhaps the difference in who 
could send, or what could be sent out of the Territory lies in Murray’s perception that 
some objects, being common at the time, were available for personal consumption by 
officials, whereas objects that were potentially ‘prehistoric’ (such as the carved stone 
illustrated in Figure 4.11), representative of a custom seen to be ‘dying out’, or 
objects that were very rarely found were for the prestige of the Government. It is 
quite possible that his attitude to collecting curios for friends and family may also 
have changed once he became Governor. In September 1906 he wrote to George that 
‘I expect we shall go east the day after tomorrow, if so, I will get some curios from 
the Trobriands and send them to you’ (NLA MS 565/319a Murray to George 
09.09.1906). In the next letter he sends George he notes that he has told a Papuan 
named ‘Dona’ to obtain ‘curios’ on his behalf
Samarai 13.09.1906. We left Port Moresby without waiting for the mail and 
arrived here this morning. I have told a Motuan named DONA to get curios in 
the Gulf when they go west to exchange pots for sago -  this is a voyage the 
Motuans take every year at the end of the SE Trades returning with the NW 
monsoon. The Trobriand Islanders are ceasing to be serious savages....the 
Gulf people on the other hand are almost entirely uncivilized. (NLA MS 
565/319a Murray to George 9.9.1906 additional note to letter)
This letter demonstrates that Murray was already gaining an awareness of the 
activities of the different groups in Papua. His comments on the status of Trobriand 
Islanders as ‘more civilised’ than people in the Gulf Division are typical of his 
attempts to demonstrate his (anthropological) understanding of Papua by describing 
the apparent similarities and differences between groups of people.
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In December, he wrote again to George
I am sending you a few clubs and a bowl. The bowl comes from the 
Trobriands -  it is not much good qua curio but I think the clubs are -  at any 
rate they come from unexplored or practically unexplored country.. .When 
DONA comes back from the West I will send you the other and more varied 
lot. (NLA MS 565/320 Murray to George 11.12.1906)
Murray’s reference to the ‘good curio’ shows his awareness of the propensity for 
anthropologists and museums to value ‘authentic’ objects over those made for 
European consumption, or in areas of European influence. He may also be alluding 
to the fact that the clubs, as a representation of the ‘imagined savage’ might serve as 
a more interesting talking point in Oxford than a nicely carved wooden bowl 
(Thomas 1997).
Figure 4.12 Quartz stone headed club, Thorpe registration P62, NMA registration 
1985.0339.091 1. Length: 135.5cm. Stone head approx. 7cmx5cm. Pickering, a bank 
m anager in Papua (Souter 1963:108) gave this stone club to Murray sometime prior to 1915; 
there is no location recorded for it in the Thorpe Register. Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
While Murray was generally against giving objects to institutions outside of Papua 
(see Chapter Seven) once the POC was under way, it seems he gave some of the 
material acquired before 1907 to the Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery. Why, 
remains a mystery. Beran (1996:143, 224) has identified a lime spatula in the 
Tasmanian collection as being carved by Mutuaga. Since Murray happened to collect 
one of Mutuaga’s objects it seems possible that some of the many lime spatulas of
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unknown origin (apart from being from what Beran labels the Massim culture 
district) in the POC might also be the work of Mutuaga, or other master carvers 
whose work has been described by Beran (1996:7).
Collection by ‘swift injustice’
Murray prided himself on the lack (or at least reported lack) of mistreatment of, and 
violence against, Papuans under his administration. It is one of the principal 
achievements for which he is known, and one which helped to build his reputation as 
a humanitarian Administrator. In order to publicise Papua’s benevolence, he 
frequently compared the Territory to German New Guinea which, even after it had 
become the Mandated Territory, continued to hold a reputation for violence against, 
and inhumane treatment of the Indigenous people (Murray 1925, NLA MS 565/378, 
Murray to George 29.04.1916). Murray also found this to be an area in which he 
could compare his work with MacGregor’s, to his own advantage. For example, he 
makes a comparison of the language used in the Annual Reports of BNG and Papua 
by MacGregor and himself to demonstrate the difference in outlook of the two 
administrations
for instance, it was necessary in 1890 to go to Kabadi in order to ‘curb the 
natives of that tribe’.. . .‘the district was completely subjected to authority’. In 
1891 ‘the powerful tribes of Mekeo would not submit to Government 
authority without a preliminary struggle’. In 1893 ‘the subjection of Aroma 
may be regarded as complete. They fully and entirely admit the superiority of 
the Government’. ...and in 1897-8 ‘the arrogant tribes’ of the Upper Brown 
River ‘are reduced to peace’. (Murray 1925:21)
He was not so hypocritical as to suggest that things had changed completely. Murray 
stated that the
incidents would probably be exactly the same [today]...but they would be 
described in a different way, and this difference is not solely due to the 
prevalence of a less formal style of writing; it indicates, in my opinion, an
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entirely different conception of the task before the Government. (Murray 
1925:21)
The implication is, of course, that while Murray was able to take advantage of the 
start MacGregor made in the Territory, he was also able to take exploration, 
pacification and administration that much further using humanitarian principles and a 
non-violent approach. Murray generally professed against violence to the point that 
the resident magistrates and patrol officers joked that you could only fire at Papuans 
once you were already dead (Schieffelin and Crittenden 1991, West 1968:9). In a 
rare instance of direct criticism of the MacGregor administration, Murray pointed out 
that the use of punitive expeditions to punish a whole village or tribe was unfair in 
cases where a crime had been committed by individuals. He saw that delivering 
‘payback’ on the entire group, while a demonstration of punishment familiar to 
Papuans, did not deliver the right message from the Government; he called it ‘swift 
injustice’. Under similar circumstances, for the most part, when Murray confiscated
i n
weapons as punishment he usually had them destroyed , though in some cases this 
was forced by the beliefs of the people involved, such as when Abebe (presumably a 
sorcerer) was tried
Tried Abebe... A collection of spears, hunting and otherwise, brought in from 
Bereina, also a collection of sorcerers’ things -  stones, bits of rag, of hair, 
withered herbs, etc., and an altar bell stolen from Maive Church. All these 
things were burnt so far as they could be; natives wouldn’t touch them. Some 
wouldn’t shake hands with or receive tobacco from any one who had touched 
them till he had washed his hands. (ML MS A3139, 06.03.1905: 294-5)
Some confiscated weapons were kept for the POC, although Murray does not 
mention why, such as a spear marked ‘LE Ashton V IAUHU of I-IARO, Charge:- 
MURD. Exhibit. Wowonga ND’ (P1985, NMA1985.339.1259) (Figure 4.13a,b). I 
have not been successful in tracking down the notes for this court case.
17 As mentioned in Chapter Three, destroying objects confiscated in punishment was something 
MacGregor also did.
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In April of 1908, however, Murray carried out his own missions o f ‘swift injustice’.
18He heard a report of an attack on two white men, Buchanan and Charpentier , on the 
Pie River near Port Romilly by a ‘strong party from the village of Ukiaravi19, (AR 
1908:31). Two days later, on 20th April Murray left Port Moresby in the Merrie 
England (the Government steamer) in order to establish what had actually happened. 
He found that Buchanan and Charpentier had gone to investigate reports that Kaimari 
villagers at Morohai were being killed by the Ukiaravi people, who ‘whenever they 
wanted to hold a
Figure 4.13a&b ‘Palmwood Spear (plain point)’ from ‘Wowonga, Nth. Div [Northern 
D ivision]’ (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration P1985, NMA registration 1985.339.1259. 
Length: 210.5cm. The spear discussed in the text, and detail o f label on the spear identifying 
it as the one confiscated for court evidence by Murray. Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
Figure 4.13b This part o f the label reads ‘IAU HU of I-IARO Charge:- M U RD ’. M urray’s 
diary records more information, as shown in the discussion above. Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
18 Possibly ‘Charpenter’, the collector of the soul boat referred to earlier; perhaps one of the spellings 
is inaccurate.
19 Ukiravi and Ukiaravi seem to both be acceptable spellings of the name of the village, since Murray 
uses Ukiaravi, I have also used this spelling.
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feast, were in the habit of visiting Morohai and picking up a couple of the inhabitants 
for the purpose’ (AR 1908:32). The two white men verified the story of the Kaimari 
people, and had set off to report the circumstances to the Resident Magistrate when 
they were attacked on the Pie. Escaping with a few wounded, the two reported this 
attack to Higginson, the RM, who returned to Ukiaravi with them to make arrests. 
This party was also attacked. Murray and his own arresting party arrived at Ukiaravi 
shortly afterwards and found the village deserted. After making contact with 
villagers hiding in the bush, Ovai, a chief of the village was recognised and 
negotiations were conducted through him. He denied that he was part of the attack, 
but Murray told him that the
ringleaders must be delivered up, especially two men called Koivi and 
Karara...[they] would be imprisoned, perhaps for a long time...but not 
killed... and if the men were not given up, we would come in the morning and 
bum their Ravi. (AR 1908:32)
A messenger was soon sent with pigs as a peace offering, but these were refused by 
Murray. Ovai eventually brought forward eight prisoners, claiming that he could not 
find Karara, the ringleader. He was warned by Murray that if he did not provide the 
two ringleaders by the next morning the ravi (men’s house) would be burnt. The next 
morning the men had not appeared and the government party set off for Ukiaravi to 
bum down the ravi. In his summary, Murray declared proudly: ‘Not an arrow was 
discharged, not a shot was fired’ (AR 1908:33).
Murray’s pride in the outcome of this adventure shows the size of the gap in outlook 
between MacGregor’s administration and his own. Murray justified the punishment 
in this case because no one had been shot or killed. He also believed that
The destruction of a Ravi entails no hardship on the women and children, 
who live in houses of their own, and are not allowed into the Ravi except on 
certain occasions...the destruction of the Ravi will be a severe blow to the 
prestige of the Ukiaravi, and will probably have the effect of bringing that 
village into line with the other Koriki villages of Kariu and Koropenaira, 
which, though they have not yet abandoned cannibalism and still commit
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occasional minor depredations upon their neighbours and upon one another, 
have, I think, taken a fair start upon the road to civilization, though it must be 
admitted they have not traveled very far along it. (AR 1908:33)
In contrast to the ‘swift injustice’ of BNG where the whole village might be 
punished, Murray’s intent was to destroy only the ravi, which he saw as owned by 
Koivi and Karara and therefore inflicting punishment only on those individuals. In 
his (mis)understanding of the customs of the village he valued the non-involvement 
and apparent non-punishment (in his view) of the women and children over the 
removal and destruction of Kanipu, bullroarers and dancing shields. Later in his 
career Murray showed a keen desire to understand the way in which the actions of 
the administration might be perceived by the Papuan people under such 
circumstances. Considering this, his disregard for the role these items played in the 
lives of the women and children seems remiss. It is possible that as a result o f having 
reflected upon the 1908 expedition, or similar occurrences, he began to focus on such 
issues as the relationship between the roles of objects, people and ceremonies and the 
impact of the actions of the government in controlling or disturbing these activities.
As for the objects that became part of the POC: Murray described what was taken 
from the ravi in little detail
Nothing was found in the ravi except some bull roarers, a few dancing 
shields, and five wicker-work figures of animals, apparently called Raviwuru 
or Kanipu. The figures and bullroarers were probably left because they may 
not be seen by women; the shields were apparently abandoned as worthless. 
The bull roarers, shields and two of the kanipu were taken for the Port 
Moresby museums ; the remainder were destroyed with the building. (AR 
1908:33)
‘Some’ bullroarers may amount to a total of twenty one, possibly including NMA 
registration numbers 1985.0339.0077, 0078, 0079, 0080, 0081, 0082, 0083, 0084, 
0086, 0088, 0089, 0090, 0091 (P521, P505, P518, P524, P509, P504, P510, P515,
20 The plural here is most likely a typographical error as I have not come across any other reference to 
plural museums by Murray, however also see Chapter Seven.
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P514, P516, P522, P506 and P519 (Thorpe 1933))21, which are the most likely 
candidates because, according to the Thorpe Register (1933), they were all collected 
from Ukiaravi before the 1915 consignment was sent to Sydney. Six of these are now
part of the Australian Museum Pacific Collections (E23304, E23305, E23306,
22E23307 ). Murray was probably correct in assuming they were not taken along with 
other objects that were presumably removed because women and uninitiated boys 
were not meant to see them. FE Williams described in his Purari Delta work (1924) 
and his 1923 report on the correct procedures for the collection of curios that 
bullroarers in the Purari were often of two types. The first were those publicly stored 
in the village, and the second those used in secret ceremonies which were stored in 
bags to hide them from view (Williams 1923). It may be that these particular objects 
were the ‘public’ version, and the secret ones had been removed, but under the 
circumstances it seems more likely that the Ukiaravi people were not able to remove 
anything from the ravi because there was no time. The other objects removed by 
Murray’s party were ‘dancing shields’ (possibly gope boardsIkwoi) that I have not 
yet managed to identify, and a kanipu or kaiaimunu (often described as a 
‘wickerwork monster figure’ used in initiation ceremonies and sometimes spelt 
kaiemunu (Thorpe 1933, Williams 1936 in Schwimmer 1976:78, also see Murray
1912, plate facing p.219). Murray (1908:33) believed the kanipu played ‘some part in 
connexion with cannibal feasts’ and in the preparation of expeditions against 
enemies25. Barry Craig has discussed the identification o f the kanipu, based on its 
listing in the Thorpe Register; he suggests that it is one of the earliest examples 
removed from the region (Craig 1993:20, Thorpe 1933). It is also the only example 
in the Collection (Figure 4.14). Both of these circumstances make it an important 
item in the Collection. The second kanipu was apparently damaged on the way to, or 
in Port Moresby; eventually it was destroyed as it did not make it to Australia, since 
it does not appear in the Thorpe register (Thorpe 1933). Whether or not these objects 
ought to be displayed in a museum, or whether they should have left the ravi in the
21 These numbers agree with Craig’s assessment of how many bullroarers may actually have been 
collected during this expedition (1995:22) although there are six missing between the lists of objects 
in the Thorpe register and the NMA card catalogue.
22 Two are simply listed as being kept by the AM but do not list the registration numbers allocated to 
them
23 For further description and explanation of the role of Kanipu see Newton (1961), Specht and Fields
(1984: 180-1), Young and Clark (2001: 79, 83) and Williams (1923, 1924).
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first place is debated elsewhere, including the 1923 publication by FE Williams 
Collection o f Curios (see Chapter Five).
Frank Hurley
Related to Murray’s disapproval of the use of force in the collection of ‘curios’ is an 
incident involving Frank Hurley the adventurer, filmmaker and photographer, and 
Alan McCulloch, a representative of the Australian Museum, Sydney. In 1922-23 
Hurley went to Papua to film dramatic scenes for his film Pearls and Savages which 
he had partially recorded there in 1920-21 (Specht and Fields 1984:5). This time he 
was accompanied by AR McCulloch of the Australian Museum, Sydney who was to 
collect ethnographic information and objects for Hurley and the Museum -  this 
expedition was also to be partially ‘scientific’ in aim. To this end, Hurley engaged 
the services of FE Williams for part of the journey (Specht and Fields 1984:6). 
During the expedition they made a visit to Lake Murray where they collected objects 
and took photographs. Some of these photographs showed members of the party 
carrying guns, and these had been shown to a missionary who reported to the resident 
magistrate at Daru that they had been using force to obtain objects (which was 
illegal). With some investigation, other information also surfaced as to inappropriate 
dealings to obtain specimens (Philp and Specht n.d: 11-14). As a result, their 
collections were impounded by Staniforth Smith (who was Acting Administrator 
while Murray was on leave) (Specht and Field 1984:6).
Hurley aggressively refuted the accusations of force, and created a long-running 
ruckus in the Australian newspapers over the incident. Much of this was vented at 
Murray, although Smith was originally the one who confiscated the objects he had 
collected. His ire was raised particularly when a few years after the incident, he was 
barred by Murray from returning to Papua to film The Jungle Woman (NAA A518 
H 141/3/1, Sydney Sun 12/12/1925, 27/1/1926). In 1923, the party had the correct 
permits to collect, and denied the use of the guns in collecting their specimens. 
Acrimonious exchanges ensued between Murray and Hurley over the objects that had 
been impounded -  Hurley did not see why he could not keep all of them. Murray had 
some objects returned to where they
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Figure 4.14 "KAIEMUNU" (Thorpe 1933) cane initiation figure (legs are missing) collected 
by  M urray from  ‘UKIRAVI, PURARI DELTA’ (Thorpe 1933) on the punitive expedition to 
Ukiaravi in the Purari Delta o f 1908. Thorpe registration P I849, NMA registration 
1985.0339.1215. Length: 284cm. The figure is recorded in the Thorpe register as ‘Cane 
Figure, “KAIEM UNU”, UKIRAVI, PURARI DELTA’. The name o f the cane figure has a 
num ber o f spellings: Kanipu, Kaiemunu, or Kaiaimunu, as does the name o f the village: it is 
spelt Ukiravi or Ukiaravi in different documents. Photo: Dragi Markovic. Used with the 
permission o f the National Museum o f Australia, www.nma.gov.au
had  been  co llec ted , and sent o thers to the A ustra lian  M u seu m 24. Ironically , som e o f  
the o b jec ts  re tu rned  to the v illages w ere re tu rned  to the w ro n g  p laces. S pech t and 
F ie ld  (1 9 8 4 :7 ) th ink  that som e o f  the o ther ob jects  m ade their w ay  in to  the PO C . I f  
they  d id , they  are not easily  iden tifiab le . FE W illiam s had acco m p an ied  the H urley  
g ro u p  to L ake M urray  and had apparen tly  left them  ea rlie r than  in tended  because  he 
d id  no t app rove  o f  the w ay  they w ere ob ta in ing  pho tos and  ob jects  (see C h ap ter F ive 
fo r an ex p lan a tio n  o f  his reaction  to the events).
~4 For further information about Hurley’s activities in Papua see Specht and Fields ( 1984).
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In Summary
Sir Hubert Murray may have started to collect the Papuan Official Collection in order 
to create a souvenir of his experiences in Papua once he returned to Australia. But it 
was his coincidental positioning as Chief Judicial Officer while FE Barton was 
Administrator, and his arrival while Seligman was in Papua that served to stir his 
curiosity about the Papuan people and anthropology as a means of understanding 
them. Once he was appointed Lieutenant-Governor, his awareness of the political 
situation, and of the history of the position he was now in, challenged him to create 
an impressive administration that would be remembered.
His inexperience with both Indigenous people and colonial administration beyond 
the courtroom saw Murray work hard to demonstrate his capabilities and 
understanding of his duties in the numerous publications he wrote. His belief in the 
‘unity o f mankind’, the ‘scientific method of administration’ and ‘indirect rule’ saw 
Murray acknowledged for his enlightened and humanitarian approach for most of his 
administration, and reproached towards the end of his career, as well as after his 
death, as paternalistic and racist. It is difficult to ascertain whether or not Murray’s 
establishment of the POC was a competitive ploy to cement both his own and 
Papua’s reputation in history or simply his own interest wrought large because his 
position as Lieutenant-Governor allowed him the time and opportunity to direct its 
acquisition. The Collection is a symbol of the level of Murray’s achievement in the 
merging of anthropology and administration. It combines the work of amateurs with 
experts and opportunistic acquisitions with planned exchanges. It has objects that 
represent all the parts of the Territory that Murray ‘brought under control’. The POC 
also represents Murray’s grand plan to run an administration informed by 
ethnographic and anthropological information.
The story of Murray’s collecting highlights both those objects and policies for which 
he has subsequently been most criticised and those for which he has been lauded. It 
also stresses the fact that underneath the exterior of learned statesman portrayed in 
his own writing, anthropology was for Murray intriguing, useful and mysterious, 
demonstrated by his love/hate relationship with aspects of functionalism (see Chapter 
Five). The circumstances under which Murray acquired the kanipu reiterate the
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harsher edge of his policy of dual mandate, whereas the time he spent to watch the 
carving of the lime stick in Kitava underlines his devotion to anthropology as more 
than simple administrative rhetoric. Murray’s practice of anthropology reflects his 
complex and contradictory character: he had no formal training in anthropology, yet 
he worked hard to engage with anthropologists, and to read the contemporary 
literature in order to understand how anthropology might allow his administration to 
benefit both Papuans and Europeans. While it could be said that this was simply a 
shrewd mind at work looking for the best tool of control, the consistency with which 
Murray wrote about anthropology, and the more humanitarian aspects of his 
administration paint a picture of some sincerity. His greatest achievement in this 
respect was the appointment of government anthropologists, who are the subject of 
the next chapter.
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The Government Anthropologists 
of Papua
The role of government anthropologist in the colonial services emerged and evolved 
with the entrenchment of colonies throughout Africa, the Pacific and Asia. During 
the 19th century haphazard attempts to subjugate, assimilate and otherwise control or 
dominate the original inhabitants of various colonies had achieved mixed results. 
Subsequently, the 20th century saw the development of more ‘planned’ 
administrations. Those in administrative circles hatched the idea that a better 
understanding of the Indigenous people for whom they were responsible might lead 
to a more productive relationship with them. Movement towards this kind of thinking 
originated in African colonies and was taken up by other administrators through 
publications such as the journals Africa and Man and the memoirs and instructional 
tomes of the administrators who had worn the successes and failures of the initial 
attempts at colonisation.
At the same time, anthropology had gained a greater foothold in British universities, 
and fieldwork was becoming an important component of any formal anthropological 
training. The popularity of the evolutionary view was being overcome by the rise of 
functionalism which saw a sudden change in the temperature of the welcome 
accorded to anthropological fieldworkers in some colonies. Murray was not alone in 
his dislike of committed functionalists or in the ‘meddling’ of uninvited researchers. 
As mentioned in Chapter Three, African administrations like Nigeria and the Sudan, 
having been established much earlier as hubs of colonial activity, provided Murray 
with a good introduction to the difficulties of allowing anthropological fieldwork to 
be conducted without government-specified aims (Kuklick 1978:94-6). Kuklick’s 
(1978:100) examination of government anthropology in African colonies notes that 
to understand the change in feeling of administrations towards the input of 
anthropologists, it is important to consider the prevalent theories operating at the 
time.
The Papuan Official Collection
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As outlined in Chapter Three, evolutionism and diffusionism, the major theoretical
th thviewpoints of the 19 and 20 centuries, allowed for ‘improvements’ to be made to 
Indigenous communities with little regard as to the potential dissolution of traditional 
cultural practices. The underlying assumption was that cultures progressed from 
primitive to civilised and that certain aspects of society or culture must be lost in the 
progression. Functionalism on the other hand, insisted that all aspects of any culture 
were necessary, and that to remove one part would destroy the whole1 (Malinowski 
1922 in Stocking 1995:267-68, Williams 1939:148). Professional anthropologists 
were commissioned by various colonial governments to do special studies as the tide 
of opinion began to turn from evolutionism to functionalism and were generally 
critical of government policy (Kuklick 1978:100, Stocking 1995). As Kuklick 
summarises, in the various colonies evolutionary anthropology had
predominated overall because it generally suited administrative requirements. 
The hierarchy of administrative needs, in order of priority, was: to establish 
and preserve peace, restructure African [/Indigenous] societies for 
administrative convenience, and resolve the insecurities inherent in the role of 
the lowest-ranking colonial administrative officer, whose ‘interhierarchical’ 
position between the colonial bureaucratic structure above him and the 
African [/Indigenous] tribal structure subordinate to him made his authority 
precarious. (Kuklick 1978:101)
Papua echoed many of the experiences of the British in Africa, and these points had 
been made by Murray (1925) in such publications as Papua o f To-Day.
1 This is somewhat a caricature or oversimplification of functionalism, but it is perhaps sufficient for 
the purposes of this chapter. For more details see Chapter Six of After Tylor for Stocking’s summary 
of the emergence of the functional school explaining how Malinowski founded ‘modem fieldwork’ by 
living with the people he studied and learning their languages in order to obtain ‘accurate’ information 
(1995:233). Stocking also provides commentary on the role of Rivers and Seligman in Malinowski’s 
development of functionalism and Radcliffe-Brown’s role in the development of social anthropology 
which was emerging at around the same time.
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Applying Anthropology in Papua
Murray’s original move towards making anthropology part of his administration 
began with his 1907 request to establish the POC and ethnological museum (NAA 
A1 1921/24811 Murray to Minister 18.12.1907). Apart from the acquisition of a 
large number of objects by members of the administration including himself, nothing 
significant happened in terms of formalising the role of anthropology in his 
government for the next several years. Murray was diligent in keeping up with the 
publications of administrators situated elsewhere: their published memoirs and 
articles relating their approach towards the control of their Indigenous people made 
him aware of mechanisms in place in other administrations. They were also helpful 
in the confirmation of his own observations that the government needed to 
understand Papuan customs, and the roles they played in society (West 1968:215). It 
seems that news of the short-term appointments of Thomas in Nigeria, and Seligman 
in Sudan (Stocking 1995:377) as well as communications with AC Haddon, and his 
own participation in the 1914 British Association meeting in Sydney, convinced 
Murray that the appointment of an anthropologist devoted to the acquisition of 
information on behalf of the administration was a crucial step forward.
AC Haddon wrote to Atlee Hunt (1864-1935), the permanent secretary of the 
Department of External Affairs , in December of 1914 a memorandum awkwardly 
entitled ‘An Ethnologist for Papua, An Ethnologist for ‘German New Guinea’, A 
Museum of Papuan Ethnology and a Curator for the Same’ in which he suggested a 
plan for the integration of ethnology3 into Australia’s administrative policies for 
Papua and New Guinea (NAA A451 1959/4708). Haddon outlined his concern that 
despite recent advances in ethnological work in Papua, much of it was still 
incomplete. He noted, as did Murray, that ‘the successful administration of alien 
peoples depends upon a sympathetic knowledge of their manners, customs and
2 Despite a somewhat awkward working relationship between Murray and Hunt, relations between 
Murray and Haddon, and between Hunt and Haddon were quite good.
3 Ethnology, ethnography and anthropology were interchangeable terms at this point in the 
development of the discipline of anthropology. Anthropology as a term covered a much broader scope 
of research than it does now: from evolution in the natural sciences, to phrenology and the psychology 
of Indigenous people compared with Europeans. This memo, along with his speech to the BAAS in 
1914, began Haddon’s campaign for a chair of anthropology at an Australian university, 
anthropological training for government officers, and his part in supporting the establishment of a 
national museum in Australia (NAA A452, 1959/4708 December 1914).
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beliefs’ and that the most efficient method by which the government would gain the 
knowledge necessary for a successful administration would be by the appointment of 
a government ethnologist. He further recommended that the new research should be 
as exhaustive as possible and published for administrative and scientific use. He 
added that to date the officers of the government had little time or inclination (or 
training) to collect information of the kind required, but might contribute to the 
ethnologists’ efforts (NAA A451 1959/4708).
Haddon’s communication appears to have formalised the need for a government 
anthropologist in Hunt’s mind. In January 1915, a Department of External Affairs 
memorandum provides a ‘rough estimate’ of salary and costs for each ethnologist 
and six ‘native assistants’, incidentals, camping equipment and funds for the 
purchase of curios, the curator’s salary and funds for a curator situated in Sydney to 
visit Port Moresby annually: all at a total cost of £1520. Within the estimate it is 
suggested that the ethnologist be paid the same amount as the government 
entomologist (£400) and that this be considered a lump sum to cover quarters and 
food (NAA452 1959/4708 memo to Hunt 15.1.1915). While it considered the 
appointment necessary, the Australian Government did not want to spend more than 
it had to on Papua. This is supported by Murray’s later annoyance when he 
discovered that, although the Minister had approved the appointment of the 
anthropologist, his pay was to come from Territory, not Commonwealth funds4.
In his memo Haddon states he had also discussed the importance of ethnology with 
Murray. These discussions (probably originating around 1910 when Murray was on 
leave in England, but culminating at around the time of the 1914 conference in 
Sydney) (West 1968) seem to have prompted Murray also to write to the Minister. In 
October 1916, Murray states that he is following up on a letter written in February 
the year before, and outlines again his thoughts that
4 Young reveals that upon the outbreak of WWI, Malinowski (who was running short of funding for 
his research) had made an offer to the Papuan administration to carry out anthropological work for pay 
as they would have to pay to keep him interned (as a ‘German citizen’, although he was Polish) for the 
duration of the war anyway. Atlee Hunt and Murray agreed to the proposal as they ‘believed they 
would get value for money by paying for the services of an unofficial -  if somewhat maverick -  
government anthropologist’. It is this ‘salary’ of £250 that Murray was alarmed to discover had been 
charged to the Territory’s expenses, and not paid by the Australian Government as he had expected 
(Young 2004:325-6). According to Young this makes Malinowski the first (if unofficial) Government 
Anthropologist of Papua.
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it might be of assistance to the Government in its native policy if we could 
have the services of a trained anthropologist, or ethnologist, who would 
devote his time to the study of the habits and manner of thought of 
natives...with a view in particular to the study of how best to reconcile the 
native public opinion (so far as it exists) with the general advance and 
development of the Territory, and with the policy of the Government in 
particular. (NAA A452 1959/4708 Murray to Minister 4.10.1916)
Murray explained his concerns that if Papuans misunderstood the intentions of the 
government it might cause difficulties for the administration. For example, he did not 
want to experience what some 18th century African colonies had: it had been 
discovered that the ‘Hottentots’ had lied to European colonists about certain issues, 
because they believed that Europeans were ‘crafty...[with] other ends to serve, 
perhaps against the peace and security of the Hottentots’ (NAA A452 1959/4708 
Murray to Minister 4.10.1916). While this situation might be perceived as true 
looking back from today, at the time, Murray wanted the Papuans to understand that 
Government actions on their behalf (such as taxes, and regulations governing 
hygiene for example) were for their own benefit. He wanted to avoid any potential 
misinterpretations between the Papuans and Europeans at all costs (for the benefit of 
the Government).
It seems that the intentions of the Department of External Affairs and Murray were 
working in parallel, rather than in tandem, as Murray’s request for the creation o f the 
ethnologist’s position occurs after the estimate of costs memo. This may be because 
earlier requests by Murray are no longer part of the record, or could be an indication 
of the strained relations between Murray and Atlee Hunt. Each man was in contact 
with Haddon as well as the Minister, and each desired to prove his superiority to the 
other by being responsible for the implementation of such a prescient policy (eg. 
Murray to George 2.12.1919 in West 1970:103-105).
Murray listed the qualities he expected in a government anthropologist: the officer 
would not need to win the ‘confidence and respect of the Papuan people’ to any 
extent greater than the resident magistrates, but
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he may in time be able to advise us in particular instances how to proceed 
with least risk of offending native prejudices, and how best to assist the 
native to take part in the general movement of civilisation and progress. 
(NAA A452 1959/4708 Murray to Minister 04.10.1916)
Further attributes required by Murray included that: the government anthropologist 
should be ‘bom a British subject’ in order that he would understand ‘Australian 
democratic ideas’ and the ‘attitude of British Governments towards inferior races’ 
(NAA A452 1959/4708 Murray to Minister 04.10.1916). This last comment is 
perhaps a result of Murray’s relationship with people like the anthropologist 
Malinowski, whom he disliked on a personal level, and (wrongly) accused of spying 
for Germany during the war (West 1968:216-17, Young 2004:312,325,367, Young 
and Clark 2001:9).
Murray had always known what he wanted from an anthropologist, but it was not 
until he employed one that he realised that he might not receive the type of advice he 
expected. From the start it was very clear that Murray’s major requirement of the 
government anthropologist was that he should provide information and 
understanding of the Papuans in order to enable the policies of the government. In 
Murray’s eyes the role of a government anthropologist was never that of pure 
research, and certainly not the formulation of policy (Campbell 2002:10).
Murray’s search for an anthropologist was disrupted by the First World War and a 
dearth of suitable candidates - he remarked several times on how many good men the 
government was losing to the war (,4/? 1914-15:7-9). The war also saw a downturn in 
trade, particularly the prices of rubber and copra on which Papua depended for 
income (Murray to George 18.12.1915 in West 1970:90-91, AR 1914-15). Both of 
these issues arising from the outside influence of the war impacted on Murray’s 
ability to attract and secure a suitable candidate, so Murray enlisted the help of his 
brother George and RR Marrett (1866-1943) an anthropologist at Oxford, and 
Haddon in Cambridge (Murray to George 17.7.1919, West 1970: 103-105).
Griffiths (1977) and Gray (1999) have suggested that Murray’s 1920 appointment of 
Walter Mersh Strong, the CMO of Papua, to the position of government
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anthropologist was a move made in desperation -  he did not want to appoint EWP 
Chinnery, the candidate Haddon promoted, had lost a second candidate (Marett’s 
pupil Diamond Jenness) to Canada - and could not find anyone else, having searched 
since 1915 (despite the presence of Malinowski). Chinnery had already been 
employed by Murray’s administration as a patrol officer and in 1919 he was studying 
under Haddon at Cambridge5. Still, Murray was wary of him
he would not do at all -  he is quite unreliable as to observation, collection of 
evidence &c -  he will say any mortal thing in order to excite interest and 
attract attention. Not that he is a liar- but he must attract notice. (NLA MS 
565/393 Murray to George 02.12.1919)
Murray had specific types of ‘notice’ he wanted to attract to Papua, and was 
unwilling for his anthropologist to do it on his behalf. Murray followed up his 1919 
criticism in 1922 with a flattering reference when Chinnery applied to become the 
Government Anthropologist of the Mandated Territory (NAA A452 1959/6066 
22.03.1922).
I agree with Campbell’s suggestion that Murray did not appoint Strong in 
desperation, but through strategy (Campbell 1998:4, Campbell 2002:11). Strong had 
been in the administration for years as a resident magistrate and was well known to 
Murray. He had originally come to Papua as a medical doctor on the Cooke Daniels 
expedition with Seligman and would therefore have had Seligman’s6 backing (NLA 
MS 565/313 Murray to Mary 24.10.04). He had published in anthropological 
journals. He also already had a significant position in the administration -  that of 
Chief Medical Officer -  and appointing him to a simultaneous role would probably 
have been cheaper (especially in a time of economic downturn) than appointing 
someone new and potentially unreliable (Campbell 1998:5).
Therefore Strong had three characteristics that promoted him over Chinnery: he had 
long term experience in Papua and Murray’s administration. He had anthropological
5 Despite his apparent mistrust of Chinnery, Murray had furnished him with a letter of introduction to 
George when he went to Cambridge (NLA MS 565/385).
6 Seligman was a long-term friend of Murray by this time.
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experience and backing from someone Murray trusted. By appointing Strong over 
someone new, or someone like Chinnery about whom he had reservations, Murray 
was gaining a known quantity of the qualities that he desired. Strong’s appointment 
by Murray was not desperate, but measured; Murray knew what he wanted, and he 
was prepared to wait until he got it.
There is a final consideration in the way Murray went about acquiring his 
government anthropologist: Atlee Hunt supported Chinnery, and Murray was 
perhaps deliberately avoiding backing his preference. Murray had also by this time 
taken much of Haddon’s advice; he had changed his plans for the museum, and 
pushed for the appointment of a government anthropologist with Haddon’s guidance 
and assistance. Murray’s limited tolerance for gratuitous advice (Gray 1999, Griffiths 
1977, West 1968, Young and Clark 2001) was wearing thin, so, being an ‘Oxford 
man’ he might have wanted to avoid employing a ‘Cambridge man’ and thus 
ratifying Haddon’s attempts at controlling affairs within his administration.
Walter Mersh Strong
Walter Mersh Strong (see Figure 5.1) was a man of many talents who filled several 
roles in the administration during his long career from 1904 (AR 1913-14:124) to 
1928 (West 1970:214-216 Murray to George 18.06.1938). Strong had been 
Seligman’s laboratory assistant in medical pathology before accompanying him on 
the 1904 Cooke Daniels Ethnographic Expedition to carry out physical 
anthropological research and collect curios on the South coast and Massim areas 
(Urry 1998:211). It seems that Strong remained in BNG from July 1904 to take up a 
position as assistant resident magistrate, at Kairuku, in the Central Division.
This was followed by a stint as resident magistrate for the North-Eastern Division 
between 1908 and 1912 (Strong 1908:328, Strong 1916:407). On the first of January
1912, he was appointed Government Medical Officer to the Northern Division. By
1913, he was Acting CMO (Chief Medical Officer), and awarded the permanent 
position in 1921, (AR 1913:124, AR 1914:110, AR 1920-21:17), holding it 
concurrently with the position of government anthropologist from 1920.
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In a paper presented to the Royal Anthropological Institute (RAI) of Great Britain 
and Ireland in 1919, Strong admitted that he ‘had not been primarily engaged in 
anthropological work for many years’ (Strong 1919:292). However during his 
employment with the Territory in both medical and administrative duties he had 
indulged his interests in the anthropological. In 1906 he published the results of his 
1904 work jointly with Seligman (Seligman and Strong 1906). Later he wrote 
various articles for The Geographical Journal, The Journal o f the Royal 
Anthropological Institute and The Lancet. These demonstrated his developing 
interest in linguistics and ‘anthropogeography’, as well as his commitment to 
medicine. His other publications included important information for officers of the 
Territory in the medical handbook and his contributions to the Annual Reports 
(Strong 1926).
As a resident magistrate from 1904, while anthropological work may not have been 
his primary engagement, Strong continued to make anthropogeographical 
observations, in the same vein as the work he had done with Seligman. He observed 
and commented on the tribal groups associated with various regions, and the 
characteristics -  material culture, linguistics, physical characteristics and social 
activities - that differentiated them from their neighbours (Strong 1911, Strong 
1919). Strong was specifically concerned with the similarities and differences 
between Melanesians and Papuans (Strong 1908:273-274, 1916:410). During his 
appointment as government anthropologist most of his contributions to the Annual 
Reports pertain to the collation of vocabularies collected by himself and other 
officers. His work in linguistics demonstrated that Strong had a rapport with the 
Papuans on paper, if nowhere else, and that he had a sound comprehension of the 
misunderstandings likely to occur in the gap in meaning between Papuan and English 
translation (Nelson 1972:70, Strong 1911) -  this particular trait alone recommended 
him highly in Murray’s list of prerequisites.
What impact then did Strong make on the Papuan Official Collection? Only one 
lonely object, a carved wooden female figure from the Trobriand Islands, has been 
attributed to Strong. The object is P481 or NMA 1985.0339.0541 (see Figure 5.2). As 
it was received in the inaugural shipment to the Australian Museum in October 1915 
it must have been acquired before that date (Thorpe 1933). It is likely that while
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Acting CMO, Strong visited Bellamy, the Medical Officer in the South Eastern 
Division/Trobriands and the hospital there on his rounds of inspection. Why he 
collected, or was given, this specific piece remains a mystery. Given the patchiness 
of the records available for the provenance of other objects in the Collection, it is 
unlikely to be the only object collected by Strong, but nothing else so far has come to 
light for the POC. Seligman (1915:22) noted in an article in Man that in 1909, Strong 
had supplied him with the specimen of a ‘wooden trumpet’ that he was describing in 
that paper; this demonstrates that the two maintained contact after Strong had made 
the decision to remain in Papua, and indicates that objects collected by Strong may 
appear in institutions that house collections acquired by Seligman.
Figure 5.1 1933 Papuan Legislative Council. (AP Lyons Papers UQFL185 Folder 3, Box 2). 
Used with permission Fryer Library, University o f Queensland. WM Strong is second from 
the right o f the back row, Hubert Murray centre front, and AP Lyons (Chapter Six) third 
from left at back. (L to R (back row): EC Harris (Treasurer), HW Champion (G.Sec), AP 
Lyons (Director, Works and Mines), HL Murray (Official Sec. and M urray’s nephew), Rev. 
R Turner (LMS), WM Strong, JT O ’Malley (Commissioner o f Native Affairs). L to R (Front 
row): AH Bunting (Samarai), JG Nelsson (W oodlark Is), Sir Hubert Murray (Lt Gov), A 
Jewell (planter), GW Guttridge (Port Moresby). Jewell and Guttridge are noted on the 
original photo as unofficial members o f council.)
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S trong  has been d escribed  by N elson  (1 972 :70 ) as ‘benign  and absen t m in d e d ’ and 
critic ised  by Y oung  and C lark  as a ‘m ed io cre  an th ro p o lo g ist at best, [w hose] 
p re ferred  m ethod  o f  in vestiga tion  w as to sit in his o ffice and in terroga te  new  recru its 
from  the arm ed co n stab u la ry  abou t their hom e v illa g e s ’ (Y oung  and C lark  2001: 8). 
N evertheless, S trong  did w hat M urray  w ou ld  have called  ‘a lot o f  very  valuab le 
w o rk ' in a rrang ing  and m anag ing  a series o f  H addonesque ‘N otes and Q u e rie s -lik e ’ 
investiga tions called  ‘C o llec tiv e  In v es tig a tio n s’ (U rry  1972, M L F M 4/4351) on 
p articu la r aspects o f  cu lture. T hese  w ere  p ro jec ts  undertaken  by  field  o fficers in areas 
o f  in terest defined  by M urray  and w ill be d iscussed  fu rther in C h ap ter Six.
Figure 5.2 This object is listed in the Thorpe register (1933) only as ‘Carved human figure, 
Trobriand Islands, pres by WM Strong’. Thorpe registration P481, NMA registration 
1985.0339.0541. Height: 80.5cm. The object is a carved wooden female figure from the 
Trobriand Islands. Photo: Dragi Markovic. Used with the permission o f the National 
Museum o f Australia, www.nma.gov.au
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As stated above, Strong was exactly what Murray required at that point in time. 
Young and Clark (2001) and Griffiths (1977) have suggested that Strong was a 
‘domesticated’ anthropologist who lacked proper anthropological training and mostly 
confined himself to medical matters. Thus he only investigated anthropological 
matters as requested by Murray and would not seek to recommend alternate 
objectives for the administration. This was enough for Murray -  Strong had some 
anthropological inclination, and socio-evolutionary interests similar to Murray’s. He 
was also a suitable ‘gate’ to Murray’s anthropological holding pen. Campbell 
(1998:5) suggests that Murray employed ‘real’ anthropologists as assistants only in 
the first instance because it followed formal protocol. It was unthinkable in colonial 
administration to appoint someone with little administrative experience to a high 
rank as a first appointment. They also had to work with and through Strong, which 
meant that if things did not work to Murray’s liking, he was not left with an empty 
post.
Wallace Edwin Armstrong
Murray strengthened the apparently weak appointment of Strong with an Assistant 
who was a ‘real’ (formally trained) anthropologist and, unlike Jenness and Chinnery, 
was already in Papua (Campbell 1998). An indication of Strong’s actual position is 
reflected in Armstrong’s letters to him, where he is sometimes still addressed as 
‘Hon. C.M.O’ (Chief Medical Officer) rather than Government Anthropologist when 
acting in that capacity although he replied as ‘Government Anthropologist’ in his 
signature block on ‘Office of the Chief Medical Officer’ letterhead that had been 
altered to include the title of Government Anthropologist (NLA MS 6507 box 
4/folder 38 Armstrong to Strong 03.04.1922, Strong to Armstrong 04.04.1922). 
While this is an efficient use of resources in an impoverished administration, 
addressing and receiving replies from Strong in this ambiguous way seems to 
demonstrate that the role of government anthropologist was secondary for Strong. 
Armstrong was to carry out the anthropology, and Strong was to be his manager, 
rather than working alongside him.
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Haddon’s pupil Armstrong arrived in Papua in 1919 to carry out work in Suau on an 
Anthony Wilkin scholarship and several other grants (Urry 1985:413). While 
Armstrong may not have had any administrative nor any field experience, the simple 
fact that he had come to do fieldwork in Papua after having lost a leg in the war7 
(Urry 1985:413) made him in Murray’s eyes a robust ‘outdoors’ man, after his own 
heart. Strong later testified that Armstrong had worked with energy, enthusiasm and 
loyalty (NLA MS Box 4 Series 1 Folder 38 Strong 26.04.1922). He was described by 
Government Secretary HW Champion (Figure 5.1) in his Testimonial of 
Employment as a ‘quiet, gentlemanly man, a returned soldier and a competent 
anthropologist, [who] proved in many ways highly satisfactory’ (NAA A1 
23/29353).
In February 1921 Murray engaged Armstrong to carry out further investigations in 
the Suau area (Armstrong 1922, Strong in AR 1921-22) and then in May 1921 he 
appointed Armstrong as Assistant Anthropologist to Strong (NLA MS 565/405 
Murray to George 23.04.1922). Murray therefore did not make the appointment 
blind. Armstrong’s first work as Assistant Government Anthropologist was to collect 
ethnographic information on Rossel (Yela) Island, a project concocted by Haddon 
and Malinowski (Urry 1985). According to Urry, the island was of anthropological 
interest for its anomalous language: the inhabitants speak a non-Austronesian 
language markedly different from the Austronesian languages of the rest of the 
Massim. Armstrong, in line with his academic background as a student of WH 
Rivers, intended studying the kinship system of the island, but he discovered a 
unique monetary system which became the focus of his fieldwork and future writing 
as well as a large component of his collecting (Urry 1985:414, Armstrong 1923/24, 
1924a, 1924b).
Armstrong’s contribution to the POC
Griffiths maintains that Armstrong’s reports on Suau were ‘the first real attempt in 
Papua to make practical administrative recommendations on the basis of trained
7 Which Griffiths describes as only a ‘partial lameness’! (1977:11)
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anthropological observation’ and that in these recommendations he criticised the 
integration of the missions with administration, because of the attitudes they held 
towards some Indigenous practices such as mortuary feasts, which Armstrong 
viewed as important elements of the society (Griffiths 1977). Griffiths (1977:11) 
states that Armstrong’s recommendations were ignored because Murray wanted 
information to select and use as he saw fit, not advice on what to do with it. She adds 
to this that Armstrong’s second report was constructed as a census rather than
o
anthropological report, because of Murray’s ‘negative’ response to the previous one 
(Griffiths 1977:13). This implies that Armstrong left government service because of 
the difficulties and frustrations he faced working under Murray. While Murray had 
ultimate power over the type of work to be conducted by the anthropologists, it was 
rarely that he actually interacted directly with any of them. His usual mode was to 
give instruction through the Government Secretary.
When he finally did depart, Armstrong asked for six weeks leave, at the end of which 
he requested to be allowed to resign (NLA MS 6507 box 4/folder 38 26.04.1922). 
While it may be the case that he wanted to leave the employment of the Territory of 
Papua because of Murray’s lack of attention, Armstrong was also a reasonably young 
man trying to build a career. Although he had been offered the position of 
Government Anthropologist before he left, his options for employment and 
advancement were simply broader in Cambridge than in Papua. In June (part way 
through his leave), his mentor WHR Rivers died. Armstrong applied to replace him 
as lecturer in social anthropology and got the job (Urry 1985).
When Armstrong left, Strong confirmed in his letter of recommendation that 
Armstrong’s work, from both the point of view of the government and scientific 
anthropology had been ‘most valuable’ and that he had been working mostly from a 
government point of view: ‘...i.e., that of understanding the psychology of the native 
and the way in which various white influences affect him and his mind’ (NLAMS 
6507 box 4/folder 38 26.04.1922). These included: general government policy in the 
form of labour and land taxes, the influence of missionaries, traders and other
8 This has to be viewed in relation to the administration’s introduction of native taxation, however, 
and Murray’s concern with depopulation. Census-taking was being done all over Papua at the time, 
and was an important issue for Murray throughout his Governorship as evidenced by his paper 
‘Depopulation in Papua’ (1932).
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Europeans. He ended with the enthusiastic prediction that the ‘scientific world’ 
should see the publication of Armstrong’s government work (NLAMS 6507 box 
4/folder 38 26.04.1922).
Whether such a letter supports Griffith’s thesis that Armstrong had crossed the line in 
rejecting some important aspects of Murray’s administration, for example the role of 
missions in the education of the Papuan people (Lutton 1969), or denies it by 
implying that Armstrong’s suggestions were the results of exactly what Murray had 
requested him to do, is difficult to know. It is possible that because the letter of 
recommendation is not from Murray himself, Griffiths is right -  Murray was usually 
quite happy to provide letters of recommendation to friends and acquaintances in 
Papua going or returning to England (e.g., NLA MS 565 holds a number of copies of 
letters introducing a variety of people moving between Australia, Papua and Britain). 
As it was, Armstrong was leaving, and FE Williams, who was already appointed, 
was already in Papua.
While Armstrong claimed an historical approach in his work (reconstructing society 
from what remained after contact, the results of which, once interpreted by him, 
usually ended up being critical o f the contact process), it tied in with the evolutionist 
thinking that Murray favoured (Urry 1985:421-22). Armstrong was also influenced 
by Rivers’ and Seligman’s interests in the relationship between culture, geographical 
regions and historical development, which connected him on a theoretical level with 
Strong (Urry 1985:422, Strong and Seligman 1906). Armstrong developed a 
distinctive approach to anthropology during the years he taught at Cambridge that 
was parallel to, but different than those of Malinowski and Radcliffe-Brown who 
were the budding functionalist forerunners of the time. It is difficult to assess what 
influence Armstrong’s approach had on the officers of Murray’s administration and 
their collecting as he was not in Papua long enough to have an effect.
Armstrong is remembered mostly for his writings on the monetary and kinship 
systems of Rossel (Yela) Island, and less so for his somewhat inaccessible reports on 
the Suau (Young pers.com.2006). In terms of his appointment to the role of Assistant 
Government Anthropologist, he has generally been bypassed in the literature as 
simply an ‘interim’ figure of little importance due to the brevity (a bare year as
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Assistant GA) of his appointment. His collecting, too, has been largely ignored by 
the biographer of his academic life, Urry (1985), who concentrates on his theoretical 
work, teaching and links with the anthropological establishment in Cambridge.
The lists of objects collected by Armstrong between 1921 and 1922 indicate that he 
spent a considerable portion of his time collecting. In fastidious accounting 
conducted by Armstrong himself at the end of his tenure, his tally shows that he had 
amassed 405 objects comprising 195 that he applied for permission to keep, and 210 
which became part of the Official Collection (NLA MS 6507 folder 38/box 4). There 
is a list accompanying this tally in which each object is labeled with a number that 
corresponds to the ‘list numbers’ present in the Thorpe register (1933). The table in 
Appendix Two provides a summary of objects attributed to Armstrong. It should be 
noted that there are some numbers missing from Armstrong’s list (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/box 4). They have not been erased, but appear to have been left out without 
explanation, and cannot be correlated with objects in the POC. This is why the totals 
given above, and those in the appendix do not tally. It appears that of the 195 objects 
Armstrong arranged to keep, twenty nine from the Massim and Mambare areas were 
donated to the Cambridge University Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. 
Since Armstrong moved on to the London School of Economics, it is possible that 
some of the remaining 166 may be there, however, I have found no evidence of this 
to date.
Armstrong was particularly careful to ensure that every object he had collected on 
the government’s behalf had been accounted for and that he had permits (NLA MS 
6507 folder 38/box 4) to remove those that were deemed his personal collection. For 
example, after his belongings were packed, he discovered a pair of armshells that 
should have been in the POC. He wrote a letter acknowledging that he had them, and 
asking if he might keep them (NLA MS 6507 19.4.1922 letter to Strong and LL Bell, 
Commissioner for Native Affairs). This extraordinary caution was probably because 
of the fracas created by the administration’s reaction to the Hurley expedition at 
around this time (see Chapter Four).
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Armstrong as a collector
Quite a lot of what Armstrong collected was paraphernalia associated with shell 
money and the kula exchange system, such as shell money, armshells, baskets to 
store the shells, canoe ornaments and paddles. The rest of his acquisitions include: a 
rain stone, canoe medicine, shell knives, coconut scrapers, betel mortars and lime 
spatulae, ‘tomahawk’ stones, sago stirrers, drums, clubs, slings, armlets and leglets, 
fish nets, nose bones, plumes, pig tusks and loin cloths. Additional objects collected 
by Armstrong that did not become part of the POC include ‘saucepans’, fishing 
spears, and shields. The areas represented by these objects include Yela (Rossel Is), 
Morrima, Mambar(e)9, Daui, Aroma, Gumasi, Bunama, Tagula (Sudest), and Sabari 
(Map 5.1). Not all of these locations are marked on the map, as I was not able to 
identify them from the maps and gazetteers available to me.
Armstrong’s lists include a number corresponding with a number marked on the 
object, an English name, an Indigenous name, a Motu name and the district they are 
from. He included notes on the manufacture and use of each object, or group of 
objects. His field notes include carefully reproduced maps listing all the Indigenous 
names for various locations, and barely legible information on the society of the 
people he worked amongst. Figures 5.3-5.9 are examples of the objects Armstrong 
collected. Some of the objects that appear on Armstrong’s collection list did not 
become part of the POC. Some of these are at the Australian Museum and others 
were destroyed upon arrival in Sydney. It does not appear that anything was broken 
beyond repair during shipment, but this is a possible explanation for why some of the 
objects listed by Armstrong are missing. It is also likely that in the process of moving 
from Port Moresby to Sydney to Canberra, the objects and their lists were separated, 
and that some objects have been misidentified by name, use or place of origin, and so 
are not obvious as Armstrong’s acquisitions. My discovery of Armstrong’s list 
among the Armstrong papers at the NLA was therefore an important link in 
confirming up to one hundred and fifty objects as Armstrong’s.
9 1 believe that by Mambar(e) Armstrong was referring to the area called the Mambare Division, 
which was located along, and to the northwest of the Mambare River (located on Map 5.1).
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Figure 5.3 Selection o f shell money collected and identified by WE Armstrong. Left to right from 
top to bottom: daberr, Thorpe registration P I620, NMA registration 1985.0339.0300: tebuda, 
Thorpe registration P1605, NMA registration 1985.0339.0247; pwotnondap, Thorpe registration 
P I609, NMA registration 1985.0339.0249, dabetr, Thorpe registration P 1619, NMA registration 
1985.0339.0246; dap gamo, Thorpe registration P I600, NMA registration 1985.0339.0302; dap 
uabe Thorpe registration P I604, NMA registration 1985.0339.0244; dap dwondwo, Thorpe 
registration P I599, NMA registration 1985.0339.0303; ko kwarunundo kagno, Thorpe registration 
P1611, NMA registration 1985.0339.0255. Length o f pwotnondap: 11cm. Photo: Dragi 
Markovic. Used with the permission o f the National M useum o f Australia. 
w ww .nm a.gov.au.
Figure 5.4 The Thorpe register (1933) lists this fishing float as ‘Carved Float, “TUBU”, 
from D A U r, collected by ‘Armstrong, 14; 12.8.21’. Thorpe registration P1658, NMA 
registration NMA 1985.0339.1058. Length: 68cm. Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
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Map 5.1 Map showing areas mentioned in the text from which Armstrong collected. (Relevant place names in bold or numbered in Key).
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Figure 5.5a Figure 5.5b End view
Figure 5.5a&b ‘Stone Adze Blade' called tawa. Collected by Armstrong from Tagula, SE 
Division before 1923 (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration P I731, NMA registration 
1985.0339.1098. Length: 22.8 cm. Note glued to object reads ‘No. 181, Tomahawk, 
“TAW A”, from Tagula’ (Thorpe 1933). Photo: S.Schaffarczyk
Figure 5.6 ‘Rainstone’ charm from Yela 
(Rossell) Island collected by WE Armstrong 
(NLA MS 6507 folder 38/box 4). Thorpe 
registration P I742, NMA registration 1985. 
.0339.0039. Diameter: c. 8cm.
Photo: S. Schaffarczyk
Figure 5.7 Woven baskets from Yela 
(Rossell) Island, Tagula (Sudest) and Daui 
Islands, collected by WE Armstrong (NLA 
MS 6507 folder 38/box 4). Thorpe registration 
P I504, PI 512, PI 515, NMA registrations 
1985.0339.0476, 1985.0339.0469 andl985. 
0339.0467. Diameter 14cm, 25cm, 20cm 
respectively. Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
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Figure 5.8 'D ugong  Lime stick, N ative nam e enana, M otu nam e H eni\ collected from 
M orim a by W E A rm strong (NLA MS 6507 folder 38/box 4). Thorpe registration P I 637, 
NM A  registration 1985.0339.1018. Length: 20cm . M ade from  D ugong bone, glass beads, a 
banana seed and a piece o f  shell. N ote the red and w hite glass beads - m any POC objects do 
not incorporate European m aterials. Photo: S .Schaffarczyk.
When Armstrong left Papua in 1922, he took up River’s position in social 
anthropology at Cambridge on a temporary bas is10 until the post was renewed the 
following year and he was asked to take over Haddon’s lectures on the ‘Religion o f  
Backward Peoples’. Armstrong remained at Cambridge teaching and supervising 
students in anthropology until 1931 (Urry 1985:414). Probably as a result o f  his 
experiences with the Kula exchange system, Armstrong had become interested in 
economics and between 1926 and 1939 he was a supervisor and lecturer in 
economics at Cambridge. In 1939 he took up a post as lecturer in Economics at the 
University College, Southampton, and eventually became Professor o f  Economic 
Theory there. He retired in 1961 and died in March, 1980 (Urry 1985:414).
10 The position that had been held by Rivers was not actually  an official one and he had ‘g iven  his 
lectures g ra tu itously ' (Urry 1985:414).
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Figure 5.9 Lim e spatula m ade from  turtle shell (broken) and shell discs, collected from  
Tagula (Sudest) Island by W E A rm strong (N LA  MS 6507 fo lder 38/box 4). Thorpe 
registration  P I 624, NM A  registration 1985.0339.1024. Length: 25.5cm . A rm strong’s list 
records this object as “Tortoise-shell lim cstick. N ative nam e Ghena, M otu nam e Hem  (NLA 
MS 6507 folder 38/box 4). W hile A rm strong’s list and the Thorpe reg ister (1933) record this 
as a lim e spatula, it is sim ilar to tw o objects featured in M eyer (1995). This lim e spatula is in 
the form  of, or perhaps because it has the shells attached perform ed the function  of, a 
gobaela (w ealth  presentation scepter) for mbwagi (shell m oney discs m ade from  red 
Spondylus shell). The form  o f  the gobaela represents ‘the single-m asted  m ythical canoe 
w hich brought the people from  their ancestral lands to their present hom e (1995:141). N ote 
the blue glass bead. Photo: S .Schaffarczyk.
Francis  E dgar W illiam s
In view o f  Mr A rm strong’s intended resignation, Mr. F. E. Williams, 
Diploma Anthropology (Distinction), Oxford, B. A., (Hons. Classics), 
Adelaide was appointed Assistant Government Anthropologist. He arrived in 
this country on the 9th March 1922, and at once began work. (Strong, AR  
1921-22:24)
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In the Annual Report for 1921-22, Strong outlined the ‘general plan of operations’ 
that was to delineate the duties Williams was to carry out. He would visit one 
ethnographic district after the next, writing monographs on each. The expectation 
was that the scientific work in each district would take up to a year, plus some time 
for the writing of the monographs (AR 1921-22:24). Gradually each district would be 
described and explained for the government. It was Williams’ duty to carry out the 
anthropology that Strong did not have the time to conduct, and to provide Murray 
with the information he needed to orchestrate his administration.
There were several aspects of his character that made Williams particularly well 
suited to his new role and his new boss (Murray): his background, training and 
dedication to anthropology, and his ability to press his own agenda while maintaining 
concern for other people and the appearance of remaining committed to Murray’s 
ideals.
Williams (Figure 5.10) was well educated in Adelaide, where he demonstrated his 
sporting prowess and was awarded a Rhodes Scholarship, but the outbreak of the 
First World War prevented him taking it up straight away. He joined the AIF 
(Australian Imperial Forces), and while serving in France gained the rank of 
lieutenant, was wounded twice, and became a member of the ‘secret Dunsterforce’ 
of elite, ‘absolutely fit and determined’ men sent into the Middle East to train 
remnant armies in resistance to the Turks" (Young and Clark 2001:6). These 
experiences were in league with Murray’s own, which meant Williams would have 
appealed to Murray as a member of his administration (Young and Clark 2001:10, 
West 1968). Early on, the physical fortitude demonstrated by Williams impressed 
Murray:
We have an assistant anthropologist called Williams -  a Balliol man and a 
friend of Marrett’s. H e...I think will do very well. He is quite indifferent to 
discomforts, and just put in six months in the Purari Delta -  a hideous 
wilderness of mud, inhabited by ex-cannibals of villainous appearance and
11 For more on the role played by Williams in the World War One, and the activities of the 
‘Dunsterforce’ led by General LC Dunsterville in Turkey see Young and Clark (2001:4-6).
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poor physique, but anthropologically interesting. (West 1970:113-115 Murray 
to George 7.11.1922)
Figure 5.10 FE W illiam s and a M undia couplc (n.d., Photograph by CJ A dam son, by 
perm ission M Bird 2005).
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Anthropological background
Williams took up his Rhodes Scholarship at Balliol College, Oxford after the war, 
and studied anthropology and psychology under RR Marrett, graduating with a 
Diploma in Anthropology with Distinction in 1921 (Griffiths 1977, Young and Clark 
2001:6). His training and Marrett’s support, along with the fact he shared Murray’s 
alma mater, would have helped smooth the way to his appointment.
Murray was concerned that the employment of someone with Williams’ 
qualifications might lead to the distraction of the government from its practical 
course, telling his brother that
Our danger is that we may be lost in the mazes of anthropological science and
forget that our chief aim is its application to practical administration.
However Williams realizes this. It is a sound scheme, but I suppose it will be
dropped when I go. (West 1970:113-115 Murray to George 07.11.1922)
Murray’s uncertainty about the future of his plan for anthropology was unwarranted; 
the ‘practical’ application of anthropology in colonial administration would from 
now on only grow in popularity worldwide. While Williams may not have 
appreciated the restriction of only ever ‘applying’ anthropology (Griffiths 1977), he 
did understand that this was what he had been employed to do, and for the most part 
seemed committed to do so. His journal papers provide a timeline on changes in his 
thinking and approach to anthropology in government. More often than in his other 
forms of writing, his academic publications justify what was in the end, the 
pragmatic approach he and Murray settled on for anthropology in the Papuan 
administration (Young and Clark 2001:26). These publications are paralleled by his 
commitment to science as evidenced in the ‘old fashioned’ monograph-style of his 
writing -  an attempt to provide an all-round coverage of the society to hand in an 
entirely objective w ay12 (Williams 1936:preface, Schwimmer 1976:11, Young and 
Clark 2001:49). His academic style is contrasted with the more casual (i.e.,
12 While written in an ‘old fashioned’ style, these important monographs are still considered accurate 
and very useful (Schwimmer 1976).
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colloquially expressed) accounts of his work in the Annual Reports and personal 
letters and other writing.
Williams arrived in Papua trained in Marrett’s perspectives (Young and Clark 
2001:6-7). Malinowski and Radcliffe Brown had not yet made their full impact, but 
when Williams arrived in Papua in 1922, he was fairly convinced that every element 
of society was vital to its survival and was thus by inclination a ‘functionalist’ 
(Griffiths 1977:154-55, Williams 1939). In his second anthropological report to the 
Territory he wrote, (rather sensationally, as he later admitted), ‘you have only to 
remove one wheel to stop the w atch...’ (Williams 1923b/l976:380, 1939:149), 
implying that to remove any cultural practice would see the end of Papuan societies. 
Over time, his practical experiences disproved this idea and he later confessed that he 
wished to disown that he had subscribed to it (Williams 1939:149).
While he may have viewed himself as a functionalist of sorts, Williams (1939) did 
not consider himself allied to any one specific school of thought and was influenced 
by numerous other theories in his work. He was an adherent of the social evolutionist 
notion that ‘cultural change is not only inevitable, but desirable’ (Williams 1951:2) 
and that as a member of the ‘incomparably richer’ civilisation he had a duty to help 
provide the Papuans with a means of elevating themselves. He believed that having 
‘swept him [the Papuan] off his feet’ it was only fair to right him again (Williams 
1951:3). These views were in harmony with Murray’s.
A change in theoretical orientation from functional to pragmatic came about as 
Williams spent more time in the field, dealing with the consequences of colonialism 
with the villagers. One of his duties was to investigate ‘problems’ that Murray 
discovered as they surfaced in Patrol Reports; such as the ‘Vailala Madness’. The 
investigations conducted by Williams highlighted the difficulties of contact between 
cultures and of civilizing the ‘uncivilised’. He saw that to change Indigenous society 
it was not enough to simply remove ‘bad’ components. The removal of any 
component had to be considered with care, and replaced with something as ‘with the 
best of intentions we may succeed in taking half the amusement, half the enjoyment, 
and perhaps more than half the pride out of the native’s life’ (Williams 1933).
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Murray too, in a change of his own theoretical outlook with regard to functionalism, 
came to see the benefits of this approach.
In the preface to Papuans o f the Trans-Fly we receive a hint of the relief Williams 
must felt at spending a year away from Papua: ‘After twelve years’ ever-deepening 
hibernation in a remote part of the world one is woken up with a vengeance under the 
stimulus of [Malinowski’s] teaching’ (Williams 1936:xi). Young and Clark (2001) 
pick up on this point, and mention that while being stationed in Papua on a 
permanent basis, while Williams may have been isolated from the intellectual 
stimulation of contact with his disciplinary peers and hemmed in to the role devised 
for him by the administration, he benefited in numerous ways. He spent much more 
of his time living in the field than other anthropologists could. He was able to revisit 
both people and topics of interest - something his peers were rarely able to do. He 
was also relatively isolated from allegiance to any particular school of thought, and 
able to test theoretical concerns in a practical manner on almost a day to day basis 
(Young and Clark 2001:37-8, 43).
Like Murray, Williams developed an affinity for the idea of education as the key to 
the problems that beset Papua in its progress towards European ideals of civilisation. 
His 16th Anthropological Report to the Territory, The Blending o f Cultures: an essay 
on the aims o f native education, provided a blueprint for bringing Papuans into 
civilisation without destroying their past completely (Williams 1951). Williams 
provided a lengthy but logical, if paternalistic argument to justify the need to change 
Indigenous culture through education
It is in part altruistic: it will be an act of grace to open the gates of 
understanding and to remove incompetence and unhappiness. It is in part a 
matter of justice: it is ‘up to us’ to help the native in difficulties which we 
have thrust upon him. And it is in part a matter of expediency: it will at least 
be sensible to equip the native for a life of mutual understanding and co­
operation with ourselves. (1951:3)
He believed the best way to bring this about was through the blending of the best of 
the old (Indigenous culture), with the new (European culture). This had to be done
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with caution, lest the ‘amusement and pride’ be taken out of Indigenous life 
(Williams 1933). This involved removing such horrifying aspects as ‘black magic’ or 
sorcery (as opposed to ‘garden magic’ which was considered less sinister) and head 
hunting, and replacing them with sports, including inter-village soccer matches with 
uniforms, trophies, and feasting afterwards (Young and Clark 2001:28-29, 
Williams: 1923b). He also had a plan to educate the Papuans in English while 
encouraging them to revive old stories, and the old arts and crafts which Williams 
saw as beneficial to cultural sustainability.
Williams had been formulating this idea in his mind for quite a while and he came up 
with The Papuan Villager as the vehicle through which to provide Papuans with 
access to the education and motivation he believed they required. The newspaper was 
produced specifically for the Papuan people from 1929. In volume 1, number 1 
(1929) he addressed the villagers of Papua
This paper is for the people of Papua. It is not for the white men (they have a 
paper of their own). It is for the brown men, and it will tell you about things 
that belong to you. It is called The Papuan Villager because it tells about the 
Papuans and the things they do in their villages. (Williams in The Papuan 
Villager 1929:1)
He continued to describe what the paper would include
Every month we shall try to fill the paper with things about Papua. We want 
you to think of these things and be proud of them. The Government does not 
want you to throw away all your old fashions. Some of them you must throw 
away. The people must not fight with spears or arrows any more; they must 
not pretend to kill one another with bad magic; they must not bury the dead 
inside the village. Those are bad fashions. But you have learnt many good 
ones from your fathers. These good fashions you should hold fast (Williams 
in The Papuan Villager 1929:1)
And last but not least, he advised
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You must pay for [this paper every month], just as the white man must pay 
for his paper...We want you to keep the newspapers. Do not throw them 
away. They are printed on strong paper that will last a long time (it is not 
much good for cigarettes). (Williams in The Papuan Villager 1929:1)
The Papuan Villager featured dozens of ‘folk tales’, pictures of people doing their 
‘old’ crafts, and pictures of various objects, many of which can be identified as 
objects in the POC. It also featured carefully selected, quaint letters of thanks and 
praise for the government from Papuans who wrote to contribute their piece. The 
newspaper sought to introduce Papuans to the wider world, usually, as Young and 
Clark (2001:21-22) point out, in a vaguely encouraging yet highly patronizing 
manner - it was common to find a rope bridge juxtaposed with the Sydney Harbour 
bridge, or a canoe with a steam boat. How much this may have enlightened and 
encouraged the Papuan people is difficult to judge. While the paper had an 
overwhelmingly patronizing tone, like many other aspects of Murray’s 
administration The Papuan Villager was a mechanism of its time; yet it was also a 
rather forward thinking and somewhat enlightened approach in its treatment o f the 
Papuan people.
A private agenda
The performance of Williams as government anthropologist, and his obvious strength 
of character led Murray to comment soon after appointing him that he was ‘a very 
good man, though I do not agree with him in all his points’ (NLA MS 565/413 
Murray to George 17.11.1923). Murray realised that he did not need to see eye to eye 
with his anthropologist to incorporate anthropology into his administration. In a later 
comment to his son, Murray wrote ‘Williams is an exceptionally good man and gets 
very little recognition. Partly his own fault, I suppose, for he hides his light’ (Murray 
to Patrick 12.07.1932 in West 1970:147-149).
Thus, Murray recognised the qualities Williams demonstrated, and in contrast to the 
views of some researchers (Griffiths 1977, Healy 1967) appears to have trusted his 
judgment and abilities. The foremost example being that Williams was given free
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reign to publish his work without editing. While each published report carried the 
disclaimer that the views expressed were not necessarily those of the government, 
they were also views that Murray adopted in his own publications.
Having been given his head in this way is likely to have encouraged Williams to 
publish the kinds of criticisms that he did. His 1923 report The Collection o f Curios 
and the Preservation o f Native Culture, while probably written in response to the 
Hurley and McCulloch incident (see Chapter Four), also broadly criticised the 
behaviour of Murray himself in his actions in the Purari Delta in 1908. First, 
Williams (1923: introductory) diplomatically mentions in the introduction that 
‘...this report does not... consider every possible point of view or motive; there may 
be excellent practical reasons which are here not taken into account’ but he follows 
later with a more forthright criticism:
A number of trophies of a certain kind have been won from the Purari Delta 
by Government or private collectors, the loss of which must have seriously 
disturbed the religious life of their owners. Notable among these is the 
kaiemunu -  an example of an object which (at least from one point of view) 
should never occupy a place in a museum. (Williams 1923:9)
This kaiaimunu, as mentioned in Chapter Four, is in fact now a part of the POC, and 
in a museum. The paper also boldly made recommendations as to the collection, use 
and extension of the Official Collection, as well as an argument for ‘the right of the 
native to have his own culture’ (Williams 1923: Introduction). While Murray had a 
reputation for not taking up the recommendations of anthropologists (Griffiths 1977), 
and while he seems to have chosen to ignore or not notice the criticisms aimed at his 
own actions, his own papers echo the statements pertaining to the reason for 
collecting, and the right of the Papuan to his own culture. This is not an example of 
Murray rejecting direct advice from Williams. It is in situations of this kind that 
Williams’ personality and viewpoint come into play. Murray did not have to agree 
with him completely to make use of his information, and Williams’ mostly indirect 
form of confronting those areas where they did not agree would have made his views 
more palatable to Murray. As demonstrated above, in more than one respect their
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outlooks were similar anyway (West 1968:218-219, 221, 230, Young and Clark 
2001:13).
The establishment of The Papuan Villager (1929) and publication of The Blending o f 
Cultures (1951) were major achievements for Williams. The newspaper signaled 
Murray’s acceptance of the core of Williams’ formulation of anthropology in 
government. The Blending o f Cultures was the beginning of Williams’ assault on the 
discipline of anthropology. Following the 1935 paper, Williams wrote a presidential 
address to the ANZAAS conference in 1939 called Creed o f a Government 
Anthropologist where he pulled together his experiences of the last seventeen years 
in an appraisal of what he believed to be the real question of anthropology: 
‘essentially one of how human beings contrive to live successfully together’ 
(Williams 1939:147) and a logical argument against some aspects of Functionalism.
Intending to be provocative, he proposed instead of a clock, the idea of culture as a 
rubbish heap; certain aspects - as the conduct of the Murray administration had 
demonstrated -  could be removed with cause or by accident without major damage to 
the rest of the culture. To demonstrate this he used the example of his beloved Elema 
Hevehe cycle. Close examination of this ‘convinced [him] that it is a composite one 
...parts of it could be dropped; and in fact in different performances parts of it are 
dropped’ (Williams 1939:150). In writing this paper, Williams was bravely 
challenging the prevailing orthodoxy in anthropology, with the results of the 
experiences of the Papuan administration which he had helped to orchestrate (Young 
and Clark 2001:51-2). In as much as the paper challenged the anthropological 
academy, it has gained Williams recognition for his part in the legend of the ‘Murray 
Policy’ (West 1961:4-5, Griffiths 1977, Schwimmer 1976).
The contributions made by FE Williams to the POC
FE Williams is renowned for the photographs of Papua and Papuans that he took 
during his service in Papua between 1922 and 1943. The glass plates, photos and 
photographic paraphernalia as well as his field notes and personal papers are now 
shared among the National Archives of Australia, Canberra, Mitchell Library,
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Sydney, Archives of Papua New Guinea, Port Moresby and the Museum of South 
Australia, Adelaide. His ethnographic monographs Papuans o f the Trans-Fly, The 
Vailala Madness, Drama o f the Orokolo and others grace the shelves of libraries and 
anthropological institutions worldwide, and are still considered accurate work 
(Schwimmer 1976:11).
Williams has been the subject of biographical studies by Deirdre Griffiths (MA 
1977), JE Cashen (Hons thesis 1973) and Erik Schwimmer (1976), as well as the 
focus of a 1997 exhibition Eye to Eye by the National Archives of Australia and 
accompanying book An Anthropologist in Papua: The Photography o f F.E. Williams 
by Michael Young and Julia Clark (2001). More recent work has related the 
photographs Williams took to the place of their image’s origins (Bell 2006).
However, some of most tangible records produced by Williams remain untouched. 
The objects he collected remain sidelights in his various biographies, just as he stated 
that his collecting activities were ‘at best...perfunctory’ (Williams 1939). But objects 
were not sidelights, nor merely perfunctory in Williams’ life. When he was not on 
fieldwork, the office he kept in the museum-cum-storage-depot in Port Moresby kept 
him surrounded by objects: ‘in an adjoining room hung twenty seven heads from the 
Fly River’ as well as other articles acquired by himself and other officers of the 
administration (Griffiths 1977:20, Young and Clark 2001: 30, NAA G69-16/36). 
Objects appear in every written work he produced. They are described and sketched 
and appear in the majority of his photographs. Some of them, such as eharo masks 
from the Purari Delta were the cause for his obsession with ceremony and display in 
Papuan cultures (Figure 5.11.). Objects were at times a major focus in his thinking. 
This is obvious in papers such as The Collection o f Curios and the Preservation o f 
Native Culture (Williams 1923) and pleas to ‘keep the old ways alive’ through 
requests for articles that told the old stories in The Papuan Villager, his exhortations 
for the continuation of old crafts, and the revival of the Hevehe ceremonial cycles.
The way in which Williams collected related directly to the predominantly ethical 
principles evident in his written work. There is no evidence that he ever collected 
information or objects by force or removed objects while their owners were absent -  
although there are many examples where he vented his frustrations when he did not
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get the kind of responses he wished for (Griffiths 1977, ML FM4/4351 and 4348, 
Young and Clark 2001:39). On the other hand, because collecting was a ‘perfunctory 
duty’ to him, there is little information as to how he did actually acquire objects. He 
is more likely to refer to collecting practices in his contributions to Papuan 
governmental reports; for example, his article ‘The Grasslanders’ in the 1938-39 
Annual Report (Williams 1939b).
When the link between object and ethnographic/location information is intact, those 
objects collected by Williams are some of the best provenanced material in the POC. 
WE Armstrong’s material is possibly the only comparable sub-collection. Over time, 
labels on the objects have been damaged, lost or removed by packers and zealous
1 'Kmuseum employees , and they have lost their link with the notes that make them 
meaningful. O f the objects that are attributed to Williams, most are from his initial 
fieldwork in the Purari between April and December 192214. A summary of the 
number and types of objects collected by Williams, as well as the areas from which 
they were collected is given in the table in Appendix Three.
Thanks to his propensity for sketching and photography, as well as his reports and 
field notes, there is the potential to provenance more objects that Williams may have 
collected but that have lost their overt link with him over the years.
This is particularly the case with the Purari Delta material. A majority of the objects 
(including some that were destroyed upon their arrival at the Australian Museum in 
Sydney) were sketched and described in some details in Anthropology Report 
Number 5. The Natives o f the Purari Delta (Williams 1924). Others appear 
frequently in The Papuan Villager.
13 Unfortunately at some time a number of POC objects were damaged by someone scraping back old 
labels and either painting over the top, or adding a new label to a new part o f the object -  potentially 
damaging it further.
14 See Young and Clark (2001) for a review o f each of the fieldwork expeditions undertaken by 
Williams, and Schwimmer (1976) for commentary on the production of his papers.
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Figure 5.11 Eharo/Kovave m asks all recorded as com ing from  the G u lf  D ivision (Thorpe 
1933). Left: Thorpe registration P I 850, N M A  registration 1985.0339.0439; M iddle: Thorpe 
registration P I 852, N M A  registration  1985.0339.0461; Right: Thorpe P I 851, N M A  
registration 1985.0339.0459. H eight: 43 cm, 89cm  and 111cm. W illiam s does not appear to 
have collected any o f  these, but had a great interest in the w ay they w ere m ade and used to 
perform  cerem onies in various com m unities. See C hapter Six for m ore inform ation about 
m asks and the POC. Photo: S .Schaffarczyk.
The objects acquired by Williams describe his own biography as much as his work 
and life describes the biography o f  the objects. They provide a physical record o f  the 
places he performed his anthropology. They provide a sense o f  his aesthetics, the 
ethical principles that played a large role in his life, and the kind o f  relationship he 
had with the people he studied. In turn his ethnographies o f  the people associated 
with the objects record the life they had. In conjunction with some o f  his 
photographs, letters and field notes we begin to fill gaps in our understanding o f  who 
Williams was (Schaffarczyk 2007).
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Perhaps the majority of acquisitions made by Williams represent ‘everyday objects’ 
(rather than ceremonial). As he proposed in the Collection o f Curios, the interests of 
science were not restricted to the beautiful
the cheap, inferior, apparently worthless object, has the same significance 
(prima facie) as the highly-finished work of art. From the ethnographical 
standpoint, the plaited or string armlet is as important as the polished arm- 
shell; and a fish-bone needle as telling a piece of evidence as a full-sized 
outrigger canoe. (Williams 1923:4)
He made an argument for the collection of the least vulnerable objects first, and for 
the duplication of similar objects across regions, showing his links to Oxford and the 
patterns of the Pitt Rivers Museum15. Ironically, many of the ‘mundane’ objects he 
collected were the most likely to disappear first. These include Coconut containers 
(Figure.5.12), shark tooth drills, bone and stingray spine needles (Figure.5.13) and 
plant fibre fishing equipment that were all likely to be quickly replaced by their 
‘more efficient’ European counterparts.
The objects collected by Williams are nearly always of personal use; for example he 
does not seem to have collected canoes or larger objects used regularly by many 
people. They also seem to be from people he knew personally rather than the result 
of random exchange. They include: cassowary quill and pig tail earrings (Figure 
5.14), earrings and breast ornaments worn in mourning, nose piercers, scented arm 
band ornaments (Figure 5.15), and hunting charms (Figure 5.16).
15 Pitt Rivers’ typological organisation of the museum seems to have had an influence on the way 
Williams collected. N&Q (1912) also advocated the collection of household objects in all stages of 
production, so, despite his isolated post in Papua Williams was also demonstrating his familiarity with 
and coverage of ‘current’ literature at the time.
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Figure 5.12 ‘Coconut vessel, “K O IR I” used 
for d rin k in g ’ (Thorpe 1933) collected by 
W illiam s on 28th A ugust 1922, from  the 
Purari River. Thorpe registration P2051 
NM A  registra tion  1985.0339.0028.
Height: 12cm, D iam eter: 10cm.
Photo: S Schaffarczyk
Figure 5.13 N eedles ‘o f  sting ray spine called 
ika' (Thorpe 1933). C ollected  by W illiam s 
on 13 A ugust 1922 from  Purari. Thorpe 
registration P 1918, and P 1919 NM A 
registration  1985.0339.1031, 1985.0339.1032 
Length: c.8cm  each. M ade from  the bones o f 
a fish called a-is, the needles w ere used to 
m ake eni m ats (T hoipc 1933). Photo: S 
Schaffarczyk.
Figure 5.14 ‘Pig-tail ear o rnam en t’ collected 
By W illiam s from  Purari River, 13 A ugust 
1922. T horpe registration P I 907, N M A  
registration  1985.0339.0008. Length: 14.5cm 
Earrings called ‘A U R I-O P E ’ (Thorpe 1933). 
Photo: S Schaffarczyk.
Figure 5.15 ‘Scented ornam ents w orn in 
A rm band’ (Thorpe 1933). Collected by 
W illiam s from  Purari R iver, 20 A ugust 1922. 
Thorpe registration P I 889, NM A  registration 
1985.0339.0238. Length: 12cm. It is called 
ani-ani and m ade from  scented leaves and 
palm  leaves (Thorpe 1933). Photo: S 
Schaffarczyk
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Figure 5.16 A ‘dw arf coconut hunting ch arm ’ called Ke-upura (Thorpe 1933). C ollected  by 
W illiam s from  the Purari R iver on 5 M ay 1922. It is m ade from  an incised d w arf coconut, 
and the incisions are filled w ith lime. Thorpe registration P I 900, N M A  registration 
1985.0339.0014. Length: approx. 12cm. A ccording to its date, this is likely to be one o f  the 
first objects collected by W illiam s. Photo: S Schaffarczyk.
Young and Clark (2001:3) are somewhat whimsical in their imaginings o f  the ‘story’ 
behind photos of, and taken by, Williams, but in viewing Williams in the gaps 
between his photos, his writing and his objects we find his character. He appears to 
have been trusted to a great degree by Papuans and his colleagues in the 
administration, as evidenced by the relaxed pose often adopted by the people in his 
photographs (see Figure 5.10). While they may not have been important in a 
ceremonial sense, and they may have been common to particular villages, one can 
imagine that much o f  what Williams acquired may have been gifts freely given to 
him (see Young and Clark 2001:62).
Williams' writing and photographs document his movements, and his objects 
complete the picture. On 13 April 1922 Williams took a photo o f  nine women 
holding fish traps at Nomu on the beach near the mouth o f  the Purari (Map 5.2, 
Figure 5.17). The purpose o f  the photo is to record types o f  fish traps, which are all 
too large and probably too useful to take away from the village. On 28 August, he 
collected three piruai or fishing line floats16 (NM A 1985.0339.1062, 
NM A 1985.0339.1063 and 1985.0339.1061, Thorpe
16 1 have stated elsew here  that these were probably  the first items collected by W illiams (Schaffarczyk 
2007). I have since discovered this is not the case. The first item collected by him was P 1914, N M A  
1985.0339.0240 ‘Plaited armlet, “ U A ” (unfinished). lari, Delta Division. 2 6 /4 /1 92 2 '(T horpe  1933).
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Map 5.2 The Purari area in which Williams collected. Ukiaravi (see Chapter Four) and 
Ukiravi appear to be alternate spellings of the same place name. Place names in bold are 
mentioned in the text. Map adapted from Young and Clark (2001:64).
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registrations P 1915 P1916, and P 1917 Figure 5.18). They are small, light, and there 
are many o f  them in the village (Schaffarczyk 2007).
There is also a large basket called Akeke (P2037, N M A  1985.0339.0331, see Figure 
5.19). The basket is made o f  woven sago leaf. Two colours o f  leaf are used: light 
brown and dark brown. The geometrical patterns on the basket are also called 
‘akeke . A note in the Thorpe Register, apparently originating from Williams reads: 
‘used for various purposes; large ones for collecting sago leaf before beating. Dark 
colours obtained by soaking leaves in mud for several days’. The Thorpe register 
(1933) notes also that it was collected by FE Williams on 13.8.1922 from the Purari 
River Delta Division. Figure 5.20 below shows a copy o f  a photo Williams took o f  
‘O ve’s wife (Evaia) making akeke, U kiravi’; perhaps this is the basket that Evaia 
made? (Young and Clark 2000:76, Schaffarczyk 2007)
Figure 5.17 The photograph taken by W illiam s o f  w om en with their fishing traps and nets 
on the beach at N om u. From  the C ollection  o f  the N ational A rchives o f  A ustralia  (NAA 
A6003, 4.3).
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Figure 5.18 A “ P IR U A I” or ‘Pith Fish Line F loa t’ collected from  Purari, Delta D iv is io n ], 
by W illiam s in A ugust 1922 (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration  P I 917, N M A  registration 
1985.0339.1061. Length: 20cm. As W illiam s put it, not everything to be co llected  had to be 
beautiful or unusual; objects used every day w ere ju st as im portant. Photo: S Schaffarczyk.
Figure 5.19 An “A K E K E ” ‘Bag o f  Plaited Sago L e a f  collected by W illiam s from  Purari, 
Delta D iv is io n ], on 13 A ugust 1922’ (Thorpe 1933), perhaps it is one m ade by O v e’s w ife? 
Thorpe registration P2037, NM A registration  1985.0339.0331. Length: 40cm . Photo: Dragi 
M arkovic. Used with the perm ission o f  the N ational M useum  o f  A ustralia. 
w w w .nm a.gov .au .
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Figure 5.20 The photo W illiam s took o f  O v e ’s w ife [Evaia] m aking akeke. From  the 
C ollection o f  the N ational A rchives o f  A ustralia  (N A A  A 6003, 27.1).
On the same day Williams collected a nose piercer ( P I 946, NM A 1985.0339.0015, 
see Figure 5.21) or haipami made o f  cassowary bone. Again, a photograph in Young 
and Clark (2001:77) o f  Evara, a dapu or doctor, o f  Kaira Mari Ravi, may prove a 
corresponding image for the object collected, demonstrating what is done with a 
pierced nose. Viewing the objects with their photographic counterparts gives a 
feeling that as much as the objects provide specimens for science, they also play the 
role o f  mementoes o f  fieldwork for Williams.
A bullroarer (P1955, NM A 1985.0339.0087, see Figure 5.22) collected from lari 
before September 1927 (Thorpe register shipment date) is described in the Thorpe 
Register (1933): ‘bullroarer (or rather the lari counterpart) “ U PU R A -IM U N U ” . lari 
bullroarers are not perforated. Button on nose presumably a survival o f  the hole. 
Objects o f  great sacredness kept in a bag in the “LAVARA ”’. The collection o f  this 
object, and its accompanying description is important in respect o f  the views that 
Williams expressed regarding the ethical collection o f  objects. In his 1923 Curios 
paper, he argued strongly against the collection o f  ceremonial material such as upura 
from the sacred spaces o f  the ravi (or m en ’s house). He suggested that, in order to
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prevent damage to the ceremonial importance o f  these objects, the collector aim 
instead to collect the identical bullroarers stored in less sacred spaces (1923:12-15). 
Presumably this bullroarer is not itself an upura imunu but one o f  its identical-but- 
profane kin from elsewhere in the village (Williams 1923).
Figure 5.21 “ B A IPA M I” or ‘Bone N ose P icrccr’, collected by W illiam s from  the Purari, 
Delta D iv is io n ] , 13 A ugust 1922 (Thorpe 1933). T horpe registration  P I 946, NM A 
registration 1985.0339.0015. Length: 17.6 cm. This one is m ade from  cassow ary or flying fox 
bone (NM A 1985). Photo: S Schaffarczyk.
Young and Clark (2001:78) document two photos taken on 20 May 1922 o f  three lari 
men, and o f  a Larava in Onopo Ravi, lari (Figure.5.23). This photo is a reversed 
reproduction o f  one in the Curios paper, where the caption mentions the photo as 
‘showing Larava and Kwoi...[and] a bag full o f  upura in the background (Williams 
1923:2). In the same paper is another photo o f  three upura shown against a backdrop 
o f  the skirts o f  some ceremonial masks. Given the importance that Williams has 
argued for these items, particularly the descriptions o f  the lengths to which the 
uninitiated would go to avoid hearing or seeing them, it is unusual that he considered 
photographic images would not impinge on their sacredness, even if  he thought the 
villagers might never see the photo. He advises against the removal o f  such objects 
even ‘wrapped in rags’ (Williams 1923:14).
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Figure 5.22 "U PU R A -IM U N U ", a 'bu llroarer (or rather IARI coun terpart)’ (T horpe 1933), 
attributed to W illiam s in the N M A  catalogue (1985). Thorpe registration P I 955, NM A 
registration 1985.0339.0087, Length: 59cm. Photo: Dragi M arkovic. Used w ith the 
perm ission o f  the N ational M useum  o f  A ustralia, w w w .nm a.gov .au .
Perhaps the religious ramifications were lessened if the object itself was not 
removed, and the ‘uninitiated view ers’ o f  any subsequent photos were not 
Indigenous. Perhaps these objects were similar to, but not the sacred objects he was 
speaking about.
Other material collected by Williams is held at the South Australian M useum and 
Museum Victoria in Australia, there are also seven items at the Auckland Museum 
Tamaki Paenga Hint (pers.comm., H.Barton October 2006), as well as other objects 
at Oxford and Cambridge (CUM AA catalogue online 2005, PRM catalogue online 
2005).
Im pact o f  the w ork  o f  W illiam s on the collection  o f  the POC
Williams died in a plane crash near Kokoda, Papua in 1943 (Young and Clark 
2000:54). His greatest influence on the POC probably does not originate in his 
personal acquisition o f  objects. His 1923 publication Collection o f Curios provided 
guidance on what to collect, and surpassed any o f  the ‘shopping lists’ provided in 
earlier Circular Instructions (NAA A52 354/96 PAP 2). It was his personality,
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training and experience that drew the patrol officers and resident magistrates to 
Williams for discussions and advice (ML FM4/4351 and 4348).
Figure 5.23 W illiam s' photo o f  O nopo Ravi, lari (From  the C ollection o f  the N ational 
A rchives o f  A ustralia, NAA 6003, 53). N ote the bag o f  bullroarers hanging on the wall to the 
right.
As much as Williams may have sought mentorship from Seligman, Haddon and 
others in the establishment, Williams was a mentor within Papua on the scale o f  
Haddon himself. As will be discussed in the next chapter in reference to patrol 
officers and resident magistrates, Williams was brought objects unusual and 
mundane, descriptions o f  daily activities or peculiar events by missionaries, patrol 
officers, resident magistrates and members o f  the expatriate community to appreciate 
or explain. Patrol officers and resident magistrates sought his opinions on articles for 
publication, and more than likely he provided letters o f  introduction for some o f  
them (ML FM4/4351). They also sought his help in what they considered 
"anthropological situations’.
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In Summary
From the beginning Murray knew that his own knowledge of anthropology was not 
broad enough to successfully incorporate the discipline into his administration. His 
appointment of Strong as the first Government Anthropologist was the first step in 
providing a professional edge to the earlier move he had made in establishing the 
POC. The appointment of Armstrong was closer to what he wanted, but it was not 
until the appointment of a formally trained, permanent Government Anthropologist 
like Williams that Murray saw the fulfillment of his long running campaign.
Despite arguments suggesting that Murray controlled his government anthropologists 
with a short leash, the evidence suggests otherwise. Each man appointed to the 
position was able to undertake research that appealed to him, rather than simply the 
work Murray specified. Especially in the case of Williams, there were few 
restrictions to the way he conducted his fieldwork, or in the material he was able to 
publish. The appointments of Armstrong and Williams, with their connections to the 
academy in Britain, helped to centre Papua and the POC in the history of the 
development of anthropology.
The discussion of this chapter has set the background for the next: as much as 
Williams the Government Anthropologist was an outpost of British anthropology, he 
was also an integral strand of its network; some of the most important strands he was 
bound to include the field officers.
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Chapter Six 
The field officers of Papua
The collecting behaviours of individual field officers in Murray’s administration 
created a suite of unique sub-collections within the POC. These objects were in 
principle acquired as part of the duties of the field officers, although not all officers 
collected. The sub-collections reflect the interests, training and anthropological 
knowledge of those individuals who did collect, and help to detail aspects of the life 
of the POC through the activities of those people.
This chapter provides a brief introduction to the world of the field officer under 
Murray’s administration. It then situates the collecting activities of particular field 
officers within the circumstances of specific patrols or other events and investigates 
the conditions under which certain objects were procured. There are fifty or more 
known contributors to the POC, so unfortunately not all of them can be covered in 
this chapter (but see Appendix Four for a table summarising officers who were 
known to be collectors and the numbers and types of objects they collected). Hence, 
we look first at some of the smaller contributions by officers whose collecting 
activities and anthropological interests might have remained unknown had they not 
collected for the POC. Then we will explore some of the larger sub-collections that 
were built up over the duration of the careers of officers Leo Austen, Arthur P Lyons 
and Sidney D Burrows1. The examples of both small and large contributions have 
been selected to demonstrate the diversity of objects collected, means of collection 
and types of people collecting them.
The world of Murray’s ‘outside men’
Resident magistrates, assistant resident magistrates and patrol officers were the 
backbone of Murray’s Papua. They were the face of the administration and for many
1 In his consultancy report, Craig (1991) has pointed out the potential for further research on the 
collecting o f these three men, and EC Skelly (see later in the chapter) among others. This chapter 
builds on some of his suggestions.
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Papuans ‘experience with patrols was the only basis they had for understanding 
anything about the ways, let alone the institutions, o f  their colonial m asters’ 
(Schieffelin and Crittenden 1991:13). Kituai (1977:239) has called patrol officers the 
‘beasts o f  burden ' o f  the Papuan administration because they carried out all o f  the 
face-to-face physical work o f  the Government on a daily basis, but this statement 
could be applied to all o f  the field officers. Murray recognised the difficulty o f  the 
work, and while renowned for withholding direct praise from the officers themselves, 
he often publicly highlighted the hard and useful work they carried out (and that he 
continued to expect from them) on behalf  o f  the administration (Murray 1922 in 
Humphries 1923, 1931, 1934, West 1968).
Figure 6.1 AP Lyons on patrol. W estern Dist. e.1915 (U Q FL185 Folder 3 Box 2, AP Lyons 
C ollection, Fryer Library, U niversity  o f  Q ueensland). Far right: Lyons, Row at Back: Papuan 
police. G roup at front: Papuan carriers. This photo show s the com position o f  a fairly typical 
patrol: there w ere usually only one or tw o European officers accom panied by a num ber o f  
Papuan police, and num erous carriers to m ove supplies.
Each government station“ was headed by a resident magistrate (RM), sometimes 
with an assistant resident magistrate (ARM), but more usually with one or more
2 G overnm ent stations w ere placed in each Division to house  the field officers and to create a point o f  
contact be tw een the governm ent and the Papuan villagers living around them. The num ber o f  stations 
per Division was allocated according to the size o f  the Indigenous population.
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patrol officers (PO) depending on the geographical size and Indigenous population of 
the Division (Div). At times, some stations were allocated officers of all three ranks. 
In accordance with Murray’s instructions, most patrols consisted of one or two white 
officers and a number of police and carriers (Figure 6.1). Murray believed that 
smaller patrols were less confronting for Indigenous communities not yet familiar 
with government (or any European) contact. Small patrols were also easier to handle 
under difficult circumstances such as inclement weather, getting lost or coming 
under attack from ‘unfriendly’ tribes. Murray made it clear that he expected his 
officers to patrol frequently because it was ‘...obvious that they cannot have a 
personal knowledge of what is going on in their Division or district unless they keep 
in constant touch with the people living in it’ (NAA A52 354/96 PAP Circular 
Instructions:2). He even advocated ‘...neglecting other duties of minor importance’ 
for the sake of regular patrol work if necessary (NAA A52 354/96 PAP Circular 
Instructions:!).
Duties while on patrol included exploration of unknown areas, and contact with the 
people in those areas to bring them under government influence in line with 
Murray’s adoption of the policy of the ‘oil stain’ (see Chapter Four). In areas already 
under government influence, officers were expected among other things, to maintain 
law and order, conduct censuses, inspect villages, collect taxes, settle disputes and 
hold petty court sessions . They could also be sent on patrol specifically to
3 Schieffelin and Crittenden (1991:13) state that the way in which patrols were to be conducted was 
set out in the Circular Instructions, a handbook of procedures that every patrol officer carried in the 
1930s, adding that the 1931 version was ‘an update of an earlier publication’ called ‘Information for 
the Guidance o f Newly Joined Patrol Officers (1920) which spelled out the policies and procedures 
Murray had advocated for field officers since about 1908’ (Schieffelin and Crittenden 1991:13). As 
far as I am aware Information for the Guidance o f Newly Joined Patrol Officers was issued to new 
recruits, but it was not the predecessor of the 1931 version of the Circular Instructions although it 
probably contained much of the same information. A previous version o f the Cl was published in 
1920. Also, while the C/s were published as books, those books seem to have been periodic collations 
of more frequently circulated ‘memos’ called Circular Instructions which informed field officers of 
new, changed, or cancelled regulations and procedures, lists o f ‘black listed’ plantation workers and 
so on (NAA G227 item 1, 1914-1939, West 1968:214). Officers were expected to keep the C/s at the 
station, and up to date, inserting or crossing out instructions as directed; hence some C/s in the 
archives have a lot of extra notations scrawled on them. Circulars could come from Murray, or other 
Administrative Officials such as the Government Secretary or Commissioner for Native Affairs.
While Murray did add new material to the C/s it is difficult to judge when some of the regulations 
were actually instituted. It is likely that many of them are updated versions of MacGregor’s 
instructions. The circular instructions system in Papua seems to have originated from the Circular 
Dispatches o f the Imperial Colonial Services operating while Papua was British New Guinea. Most 
instructions in this system originated from London and referred to numerous colonies (NAA G227 
Item 1, 1914-1939).
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investigate particular crimes and arrest and/or punish suspects or criminals and/or to 
collect anthropological information and curios (Kituai 1977, 1998, NAA A52 354/96 
PAP Circular Instructions, Schieffelin and Crittenden 1991, Sinclair 1961, 1981, 
various Patrol Reports 1906-1940, various Annual Reports 1907-1940). Many 
officers have mentioned in their Patrol and Annual Reports that without the hard 
work, local knowledge and friendship of the Papuan police and carriers, the field 
officers would not have been able to fulfil their duties.
The men who formed the ranks of Murray’s ‘outside men’ came from all walks of 
life4 and from 1908 onwards they entered the field service through Murray’s 
personal selection5 (Schieffelin and Crittenden 1991:13, West 1968). Murray was 
looking for men he perceived to have physical fortitude, mental toughness and moral 
rectitude. He preferred ‘young men who were already working in the Territory6 [and 
he]...always seemed ready to take practical knowledge in someone he knew rather 
than a stranger with high formal qualifications’ (Nelson 1982:34). As a result many 
of the sons of field officers who were bom in Papua became field officers themselves 
from the 1920s onwards.
For the most part, field officers were dedicated men who worked hard under
frequently difficult environmental and social conditions. As with any workforce -
thparticularly those in contact with Indigenous people in the early 20 century - there 
were some who had little regard for regulations and/or the application of basic 
humanitarian principles in their treatment of the Indigenous people under their care. 
Murray sought to weed these men out (Kituai 1977, 1998, Schieffelin and Crittenden 
1991, Sinclair 1981, West 1968). For excellent coverage of the circumstances and 
details of events governing the lives of field officers in Papua, including the kinds of
4 Kituai (1998) gives a good summary on the background of field officers who joined the service 
mostly from the 1930s onwards, and Sinclair (1981) reviews some o f the reasons why so many young 
men were keen to sign up for work in the Papuan service.
5 West (1968) explains how when Murray was inaugurated as Lieut. Gov., he was dissatisfied with 
both the quantity and quality of officers and set about removing the ‘dead wood’. These were people 
Murray saw as ineffective, or who were known for excessive violence towards, or mistreatment of 
Papuans; he set about creating an administration loyal to himself.
6 The great majority o f field officers had been previously employed in the administration, for example, 
as clerks in the Treasury, Government Secretary’s Department or the court system. Even when the 
administration was suffering the stresses of officers leaving for WWI, and he was forced to employ 
people directly into the field services, Murray tried to employ them on a temporary basis initially 
(various Annual Reports, eg. 1917-18, NAA G 167/6/1).
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relationships they had with Papuans, see Kituai (1977, 1998), Nelson (1982), 
Schieffelin and Crittenden (1991), Schieffelin and Kurita (1988) and Sinclair (1961, 
1981, 1988).
Anthropology and the field officer
Being constantly exposed to the Indigenous population, field officers were 
(particularly until the advent of the government anthropologists and even afterwards) 
the most useful source of information for the administration regarding Indigenous 
customs in the areas they visited, including languages and material culture. In reality 
this depended on the type of background and the level of interest in Papuans and 
anthropology of the individuals who collected the information.
As in most British colonies, it was not unusual for officers in Papua to make notes on 
the activities and behaviours of the indigenes and to collect curios as a hobby 
(Schumaker 1996). The level of government interest in the collection of 
anthropological information prior to Murray is indicated by the publication of a 
number o f ethnographic articles and drawings printed in the BNG Annual Reports 
under MacGregor, Le Hunte and Barton. These include some detailed sketches of 
weaponry from the Chirima Valley by CAW Monckton (ARBNG 1900-1901) and 
photographs presumably taken by FR Barton, as they are of ‘bio-anthropological’ 
subjects and similar in style to those discussed by Wright (ARBNG 1906, Wright 
2003). The officers working under MacGregor presumably also did ‘their best to pick 
up something’ (Quinnell 2000:84) for him, but there do not appear to have been 
official orders or specific instructions to collect prior to Murray’s.
The letter Murray wrote to the Minister in 1907 about the establishment of the POC 
and Port Moresby Museum, saw the Executive Council of Papua announce via the 
Circular Instructions (Cls) of 1911 that
all curios or specimens hereafter collected by Government officers shall be 
regarded as the property of the Government, and shall be handed over to the 
Government unless special permission be given to retain them. In no case will
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Government officers be allowed to trade in curios or specimens. (NAA A52 
354/96 PAP Circular Instructions 1931:19-20)
As listed in Appendix Five of this thesis, this Instruction was accompanied by a 
series of justifications as to why collecting was to be carried out, including that 
‘...the time is passing away in which curios can readily be purchased’ and a specific 
warning that ‘...it must be clearly understood that...official duties must not in any 
way be neglected.’ Instructions on what kinds of information to collect were also 
listed: ‘...native name, district where collected and date collected of each article...its 
use and, if possible, materials of which it is made’ (NAA A52 354/96 PAP Circular 
Instructions'. 20).
Accompanying this was a “shopping list” of items to be obtained, including:
shields, clubs, stone adzes, ceremonial canoes, images, arrows, lime spoons, 
ebony spears, baubaus [tobacco smoking pipes], penis covers [also known as 
phallocrypts], cuirasses, stone utensils, carvings or paintings on bone, 
bamboo, pottery, gourds, paddles, pottery, head dresses, drums, arm bands, 
nose bones and ornaments, baskets and bows. (NAA A52 354/96 PAP 
Circular Instructions'. 20, see Appendix Five)
Apart from explaining that the material culture of Papua was in dire need of being 
salvaged, and the fact that it was to be placed in the Museum, no other justification 
was given to officers as to why the Collection was being made.
In 1926, the University of Sydney appointed AR Radcliffe-Brown to the first Chair 
of Anthropology at a university in Australia (Campbell 1998, 2002, Young 2004). 
Murray played a role in the establishment of the chair, as discussed later in this 
chapter. Radcliffe-Brown established courses of introductory anthropology for 
officers moving into the colonial administrations including Papua. Until then there 
was no formal training system for field officers; it was all on-the-job (Campbell 
1998:7, Kituai 1977:240). Prior to 1920, anthropological training beyond the supply 
of the C/s, copies of Freire-Marreco and Myres’ (1912) Notes and Queries, and
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Frazer’s (1916) Questions on the Customs, Beliefs and Languages o f Savages7 was 
up to the officer. For example, Leo Austen’s posting to the Western Division may 
have helped to encourage his anthropological interests. He was stationed under AP 
Lyons who was not only an experienced RM, but also a keen ethnographer, and had 
himself been stationed under WN Beaver who himself had strong anthropological 
interests.
In 1920 WM Strong initiated an activity known as the ‘Collective Anthropological 
Investigations’. This saw the distribution of a series of forms listing topics and 
questions o f a Notes and Queries-like nature for examination (ML FM4/4348 item 9, 
10, 11). See Appendix Six for an example of these lists. Field officers were required 
to send the information collected back to the government anthropologist as 
completed reports including details of the object/activity under investigation, maps 
showing distribution within the Division, vocabulary lists, summaries of legends and 
ceremonies, and other information as required (ML FM4/4348 item 9). Some of the 
reports were completed with great care and artistic skill. In 1921, Strong convinced 
Murray of the high calibre of the work being returned and a selection of reports were 
compiled and published with WE Armstrong’s second report in Anthropological 
Report No.2 (ML FM4/4348, Armstrong 1922). The articles included work by ARM 
RA Woodward of Delta Division, ARM CR Muscutt of North Eastern Division, 
ARM OJ Atkinson of North Eastern Division, ARM E Whitehouse of South Eastern 
Division, ARM AC Rentoul of Gulf Division and RM EM Bastard of Gulf Division 
(Armstrong 1922: contents). None of these men seem to have been ‘avid’ collectors: 
Atkinson collected an adze grinding stone and four stone adzes from Baniara in the 
North Eastern Division in 1927 (P2066-2070 Thorpe 1933, NMA1985.0339.1305, 
Figure 6.2a&b), Bastard might have collected six Kaiva kuku masks from the Delta 
Division (he did collect three; see Lambden section below), and Woodward collected 
three, or possibly four Ko-e (carved tablets) from the Delta Division. I have not 
managed to link up these objects with records in the NMA card catalogue. It is 
possible that they lack labels and have therefore not been identified as POC objects,
7 1 have not sighted a copy of either publication as distributed to the field stations (later volumes of 
N&Q had some substantial changes (Urry 1972), and the C/s do not state the edition or year of 
publication for the Frazer book, however I have seen the 1916 version of Frazer’s Questions, and the 
1912 version of N&Q).
8 Possibly Gope; a carved ‘ancestor board’.
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and/or have been moved to the ‘Pacific unsourced ' collection. A more in-depth study 
o f  the original Collective Investigation reports may link some o f  the POC objects 
with unknown provenances to either known or new collectors.
Figure 6.2a Figure 6.2b
Figure 6.2a&b A dze or axe grinding-stone co llected  by O.J. A tkinson, 14.1.27 from  
‘PU M A N I, M O N A RI River, B A N IA R A , N.E. D IV IS IO N ’ (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe 
registration  P2066, NM A registration  1985.0339.1305. Length: 63cm , H eight: 12em. Photo 
b show s the depth o f  the grinding surface. Photo: S .Schaffarczyk.
The field officers o f  Papua contributed overall the greatest numbers o f  objects to the 
POC. This is both a positive and negative aspect o f  the Collection. The combined 
lack o f  training (in ethnographic collection, and anthropology generally) and heavy 
workload they suffered has meant that there are many holes regarding information 
recorded about the objects in the POC. The biggest problem is that in their records 
officers frequently omitted to mention that material was collected at all. Even if they 
appropriately labelled an object with their name, place or date o f  collection it is hard 
to link some objects to their collectors because the labels have become fragile and 
information about the acquisition o f  the object was not recorded elsewhere. Like 
Murray, some officers mention in their reports that an object was ‘seen ', or they 
describe something in great detail, but neglect to mention whether or not it was 
collected. At other times officers state that objects were collected, but neglect to say 
how many, how they were collected, from whom, where or why. A final difficulty 
rests with bureaucracy and the rates o f  document survival. The patrol reports are no 
longer kept in one location9. There are also m any patrol and other reports missing,
9 Patrol and o ther adminis tration  reports can be found at the National Archives o f  Australia, Canberra ,  
National A rchives o f  PNG, Port M oresby, Mitchell Library N SW , and Fryer Library at the University 
o f  Q ueensland  am o ng  other institutions, but even within these institutions they are not all kept in one 
place.
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with pre-World War Two reports being most scarce (Nagle 2002:93-4). Luckily, 
Murray’s habit of publishing as much anthropological material within the Annual 
Reports10 as possible saw that much of this information was preserved. Following 
are the stories of some of the smaller sub-collections in the POC.
Cawley, mortars and pestles
Frank Reginald Cawley became a patrol officer in 1916. In the 1920s a series of 
general reports on the anthropology and geography of certain regions of Papua were 
printed in the Annual Reports. These were probably one of the outcomes of Strong’s 
Collective Investigations. Cawley’s report was on the ‘...Mawai, Boli, Owasupu, and 
Yewa tribes’ of the Upper Waria District. Included in the report was the following 
description:
A very fine stone, pestle and mortar, from the Boli District, were recently 
forwarded by the writer to the Museum, Port Moresby. The mortar had been 
located on the top of a high mountain, known as the Ho-Hong-Gakada, and 
was stated to always contain water, in which the tapa loincloths of the young 
men about to be married were washed, as it was believed by doing so that 
those to whom they were given would possess great strength, be free from 
sickness and live for many years. (Cawley AR 1922-23:26)
These objects were listed in the Thorpe Register as P2061 and P2062, a mortar and 
pestle, the mortar having the ‘native name’ of ‘Ho-Hong-Gakada’ and being 
collected from Boli, Upper Waria, ND. There was no collector name (Thorpe 1933). 
This example is a fairly simplistic demonstration that when the collector recorded 
somewhere the basic details of what and where an object was found, as well as what 
it was used for, it is relatively easy to slot in the information that is missing from the
10 Much to the chagrin of the Department for External Affairs, later Home and Territories. Their 
responses to the length of the annual reports during the war, 1914-1920, become increasingly irritated. 
Murray insisted on publishing long patrol reports in their entirety, and was continually asked to cut 
them back to save money, time and paper; at the time, the administration and Australian Government 
were recycling paper -  using the backs of radiograms to draft letters, for example. M urray’s actions 
demonstrate the discrepancy in opinion between how important he and the Australian Government 
saw the contribution o f ‘anthropological information’ to the administration of Territories.
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Register. It is also a demonstration of one of the problems of the records of the POC: 
the mortar and pestle do not appear to have NMA registration numbers. This 
probably means they have not yet been physically located and accessioned since their 
transfer from the AIA, and may, as with Woodward’s ko-e, provide a solution in 
identifying part of the ‘unsourced’ Pacific material in the NMA store.
There are seventeen other mortars and pestles (not always paired) in the Collection. 
Ten of these are made from stone. Stone mortars were a source of interest among the 
administration because the Papuans seemed not to know who made them or what 
they were originally for (The Papuan Villager Jan 1930:3). As a consequence stone 
mortars and pestles are discussed in several Annual Reports and EWP Chinnery 
published a summary explanation of all known examples in Papua in 1919. A little 
later, FE Williams printed a request for information in the Papuan Villager about 
both stone mortars and carved stones {The Papuan Villager Jan, April 1930). The 
main explanations provided by Papuans about the mortars was that they were mirrors 
or sources of water (Chinnery 1919), heroes’ ‘pannikins’ (Figures 6.3 and 6.4) {The 
Papuan Villager Jan 1930:3,5), or as above, that they held some kind of special 
power.
Most members of the administration were aware that the mortars and pestles were a 
‘link with the past’ and had been used prehistorically {AR 1911:80). Thus, when Mr 
D. James found a granite pestle (Figure 6.5) under 14 feet of wash in his claim at 
Ironstone Creek in the Lakekamu goldfields, Lyons took a photograph and included 
it in his contribution to the Annual Report in case it was of interest to archaeologists 
{AR 1911:80). Work by Swadling and Hide (2005:293) on the distribution and use of 
stone mortars and pestles suggests that they were part of a suite of tools used around 
8000-3000 years ago in processing vegetable products such as nuts and taro.
Further, they say that this suite of tools formed part of the trade networks between 
island and mainland, and coastal and highland New Guinea, but with changes in the 
environment they ceased to be used for food processing or trade (Swadling and Hide 
2005:305-6). The ‘prehistoric age’ of the mortars and pestles helps to explain the 
confusion over their purpose in the colonial era.
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Figure 6.3 W akeke’s (the hero o f  Boianai) ‘pann ik in ’ in situ at ‘W akeke’s h o u se ’ at 
Boianai. FE W illiam s (1930) writes: ‘The people alw ays look after the “pann ik in” . It is said 
they used to drink w ater out o f  it, so that they should becom e strong m en like W akeke 
h im self .’(The Papuan Villager Jan 1930:3). It is uncertain w hether this m ortar is part o f  the 
POC. Source o f  illustration: Papuan Villager Jan. 1930:5). Rule is presum ably 30cm  (1 foot) 
long.
Figure 6.4 Stone m ortar o f  unrecorded location and collector. Thorpe registration P775, 
N M A  registration 1985.0339.1306. Length: approx. 34cm , height: 13cm. It is not know n 
who acquired this m ortar but it seem s very sim ilar in form  to W akeke’s “pann ik in” , and 
m ight have been added to the POC w hen ‘W akeke’s house’ at Boianai was excavated as 
dem onstrated  by photos in the FE W illiam s collection at the N ational A rchives o f  A ustralia 
(NAA A 6003 n u m b erl.4 , 3.2, 4.2, 8.1, 9.4a). Photo: S. Schaffarczyk.
Cawley collected twenty other objects from the Northern Division including 
Binandere mourning accoutrements made from bark cloth and jo b ’s tear seeds, 
wooden clubs from Chirima valley, rat tail earrings and a bark cloth garment from 
the Kambisi in the Otavia Ranges, carved wooden posts called iaveto (which are 
representations o f  a spirit called orongori and a spirit called wowonia) and a carved
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wooden effigy o f  a female (called okena) from Tabara village on the Gira River. 
Several objects collected by him such as feather head ornaments from Kambisi were 
destroyed because they were infested with insects (Thorpe 1933).
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Figure 6.5 Granite Pestle. ‘Found during 1911 beneath 14 feet of wash in a claim situatd 
[sic] in a "second terrace" from Ironstone Ck...by D.James’ on the Lakekamu Goldfields 
(Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration P2064, NMA registration 1985.0339.1304. Length: 
41.5cm. The NMA catalogue (1985) notes that it is of ‘tubular form’. Lyons included a 
photo of it in his contribution to the 1911 Annual Report on the goldfield because it might 
have been ‘of interest to archaeologists’ (AR 1911:80, appendix D(l)). Photo: 
S.Schaffarczyk.
B ram ell and the dubu
Bertram William Bramell (Figure 6.6) is o f  particular interest as a collector because
he had a role that made him directly responsible for the Collection. It was a role that
also presented him with numerous opportunities to collect, though he does not appear
to have taken advantage o f  them. Bramell was a Government A g en t11 for BNG in the
Mekeo District from 1897. In 1904, Barton appointed as him the RM for the Central
Division (AR 1909:39), and Murray appointed him as the Commissioner for Native
Affairs in 1910 (AR 1909:39, West 1968:114). Bramell was now responsible for
12receiving ‘any native curios’ purchased for the Port Moresby M useum '  and seems 
to have taken his museum-related responsibilities seriously (NAA A52 354/96 PAP 
pt 2:14). For example, when he met the anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski on a 
boat trip from Samarai to Port Moresby he took the chance to discuss the ‘collection 
and housing o f  artefacts’ with him. This was apparently a continuation o f  previous
11 A position roughly equivalent to that o f  resident magistrate  before  they were know n by that title.
Presum ably  this responsibility  was transferred to the governm ent anthropologist once he was 
em ployed, a lthough LL Bell, the next com m issioner ,  continues to be involved with the 
correspondence  associated  with shipping the P O C  to Sydney after 1923 (N M A  D PO C , ).
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discussions they had had ‘at the local m useum ’ (Young 2004:359, 361). In 1915, 
once M urray had negotiated for the POC to be transferred to the Australian Museum 
(see Chapter Seven) he made Bramell responsible for the final arrangements.
Figure 6.6 BW Bram ell, C om m issioner o f  N ative A ffairs 1910-1922 (Photo: by CJ 
A dam son, used by perm ission M Bird 2005).
Bramell retired from his position in 1922, and Murray, upon hearing that he had died 
in 1938, proclaimed him ‘one o f  the few men who really did understand the nature o f  
the Papuan' (AR 1938-39:5, Sinclair 1988). Given his long service, direct 
involvement with the Collection, contact with people like Malinowski, and interest in 
Papuan anthropology, it is surprising that Bramell appears to have collected only four 
items that are in fact part o f  only one object.
These are four model duhu posts (P2046, NM A registrations 1985.0339.1289, 
1985.0339.1290, 1985.0339.1291 and 1985.0339.1292) collected from the Koitapu 
tribe, Hohodae, Port Moresby (Figure 6.7a&b). Duhu are platforms built by the 
Mailu and Motu people for the performance o f  ceremonies honouring the dead 
(M eyer 1995:134, also see picture same page).
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According to a description in the NMA accession records
11 # 
platform dubu were typical of the Koita people. The dubu provided a
meeting place for men to discuss serious matters. Only during the ceremony
called the 'tabu feast' women were allowed on the platform when they would
participate in the dancing. (Mrs FD McCarthy, NMA card catalogue 1985)
Originally Bramell sent an entire model dubu including a floor and floor supports, 
though what has happened to these other components is unknown, although there is a 
reference in some Australian Museum correspondence that sections of a model 
clubhouse were affected by insects and destroyed (see Chapter Seven). In the 
consignment list noting that the model had been packed was a ‘rough sketch’ 
demonstrating how to put it together (Figure 6.8). It must be assumed that Bramell 
(or someone else) would have had to request the model to be made, but he leaves no 
indication as to why, when sketches or photographs of an actual life-size dubu would 
probably have been easier to obtain.
If Indigenous architecture was something Bramell was interested in then it is possible 
that other model buildings in the POC (which are not attributed to a collector) might 
also have been collected by him. The Commissioner’s contributions to the Annual 
Reports are confined to reporting health and employment issues and unfortunately do 
not indicate any of Bramell’s specific interests in terms of collecting or material 
culture. Annotations in the Thorpe register describe the other model buildings as: an 
‘interlacing type’, received from Government House, New Guinea in 1914 (P745, 
NMA 1985.0339.1216), there are also (not identified as from New Guinea) a ‘Milne 
Bay type’ (P746, NMA 1985.0339.1283), ‘Louisiade Turtle back type’ (P747, NMA 
1985.0339.1218), and another ‘interlacing type’ (P748, NMA1985.0339.1217) 
(Thorpe 1933). There is no other information about these models, including no 
indication as to where they were actually collected.
13 Koita (McCarthy in Thorpe 1933) and Koitapu (Bramell in Thorpe 1933) are the same people. 
Koiari people are inland of Port Moresby. Motu and Koita people are at Port Moresby (Dutton 1969, 
Nelson 1974:64).
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Figure 6.7a Recorded by the Thorpe Register as ‘Model of Dubu’ only four posts seem to 
still exist. Thorpe registration P2046, NMA registrations 1985.0339.1289, 1985.0339.1290, 
1985.0339.1291, 1985.0339.1292. Average length: 63cm. The four Dubu posts are the only 
objects recorded as collected by Bramell. Photo: Dragi Markovic. With permission of the 
National Museum of Australia, www.nma.gov.au.
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Figure 6.7b D etail from  Figure. 6.7a show ing the carved reptile at the base o f  one o f  the 
posts. Length: approx. 15cm. Photo: S .Schaffarczyk.
Bram ell’s work took him on tours o f  inspection all over Papua. We could reasonably 
expect that this opened up a variety o f  opportunities for him to collect, or to be 
presented with objects. It is possible that he did acquire objects this way, but that the 
length and nature o f  his tours as Com m issioner saw him compelled to leave them at 
government stations, so maybe they have been attributed to other officials. The only 
other mention o f  Bramell in the Thorpe Register is in a note pertaining to P I 344 
(NM A 1985.0339.1133), a small bundle o f  split wood marked ‘candles’ collected by 
Murray, which reads ‘I am told that this wood is known to the Koitapuans and 
Koiare as “ Idi” the flowers being called Keroro. Motuans call the wood Keroro and 
like the scent’ (Thorpe 1933). It may be that Bramell was more comfortable 
explaining, rather than collecting Papuan objects, or that he is responsible for other 
Mailu or Motu objects in the Collection or at least their anthropological explanations. 
Considering that Bramell had met with Malinowski, it is perhaps possible that they 
maintained contact, and that Bramell sent objects to Malinowski. A thorough 
examination o f  all his reports and personal documentation at the National Library o f  
Australia might reveal more comprehensive information on his anthropological 
pursuits.
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Figure 6.8 ‘Rough sketch, to be followed when erecting model DUBU’ attachment to a ‘List 
of ethnological specimens forwarded to Australian Museum, Sydney, per S.S “Morinda”, 
September 1927’. The list notes that the dubu is also called kainaka (AMA AMS 10, 
754/27). These instructions on how to put the dubu together demonstrate that the object 
collected by Bramell was once a complete structure, with cross beams, and a platform.
Beaver (and Chinnery)
In 1905 Wilfred Norman Beaver started work as a Clerk in the Government 
Secretary’s Department. He initially started ‘outside work’ in 1907 in the Kumusi 
Division14 (AR 1908:22). After a brief period in the Western Division where he 
collected a drum at Toanda (P383, NMA1985.0339.052.0, in Thorpe 1933), he
14 Changes were made several times to the boundaries and names of various Divisions: the Northern 
Division was at one time divided into two: Mambare was the upper half, and Kumusi Division the 
lower. See Map 4.0 (NLA EWP Chinnery Map Collection, 4, Territory o f New Guinea and Papua 
1923).
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returned to the Kumusi station. It was not really until around 1914 that he began to 
collect in earnest.
He was a Fellow of both the Royal Geographical Society (FRGS) and Royal 
Anthropological Institute (FRAI) and was stationed at Buna with EWP Chinnery 
who was sent there in 1915. Chinnery had also started in the service as a Clerk in the 
Government Secretary’s Department, in 1909. He became an ARM in February 1914 
(AR 1914-15: 106). They shared a mutual interest in anthropology and in tracing the 
movements of people across the island of New Guinea. Beaver appears to have 
separated his work from his interests: descriptions of objects and their collection do 
not often appear in his patrol reports or his contributions to the Annual Reports. For 
example, the Thorpe Register (1933) lists the Geweta Shiango items discussed below 
as collected on April 15, 1915. We know this is the date o f collection, or near to it 
because it is recorded on the label attached to the object. While Beaver was in the 
Yodda Valley/Kokoda area at the time, he does not refer to any collecting in the 
patrol report covering the date of collection. He seems to discuss objects and their 
uses in his published anthropological papers instead. Chinnery on the other hand, 
seems not to refer to collecting, or to have collected at all until he became the 
government anthropologist in the Mandated Territory. He did however make 
anthropological notes and illustrations of objects prior to this (e.g., Chinnery 1919 
referred to above, and see Sinclair 1988:23).
Individually and together, Chinnery and Beaver produced a number of articles for the 
Annual Reports and papers for journals (AR 1913-14, 1914-15, Beaver 1916, 
Chinnery 1919, Chinnery and Beaver 1915:69). This included an article they wrote 
together which investigated the migrations of tribes into, and their movements 
within, the Mambare Division (AR 1914-1915:158-161). The emphasis on 
population/tribal migration seems to have been inspired by AC Haddon, who acted as 
a kind of mentor to each of them, and was of course also interested in the migrations 
of Indigenous groups. 5
15 An example of the relationship between Haddon and Beaver was that at the request o f Beaver’s 
mother, Haddon wrote the preface to Beaver’s posthumously published Unexplored New Guinea 
(1920, 1917-18:6, CUL Haddon papers) demonstrating his appreciation for Beaver’s work and the 
information he sent to Cambridge. Haddon also supported Chinnery in his application for the position 
of Government Anthropologist in New Guinea
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In ‘Notes on the Initiation of the Koko, Papua’ there is a discussion of the ‘Dance of 
the Spirit’ (Thaw, Thaw Shiango or Geweta Shiango) initiation ceremony performed 
by the Koko people (of the Orokaiva tribes) of Kumusi Division who inhabited the 
area around the Yodda Valley, Mamba (sic) River and Kokoda (Map 6.1, Chinnery 
and Beaver 1915:69). In the paper Chinnery and Beaver complain about the reticence 
of their informers to discuss initiation events in front of the uninitiated -  presumably 
this was why Chinnery allowed himself to be ‘...to a certain degree initiated...into 
the Kokos’ (Chinnery and Beaver 1915:70). They describe the initial stages of the 
ceremony, including the use of bullroarers called wuwu ‘brought into play’ at the end 
of the initial proceedings (Chinnery and Beaver 1915:70-71). During April 1915 
Beaver collected two of these, listed as um-bu-wu, from Buna (P525, 526, 
NMA 1985.0339.1276, 1985.0339.1277) (Thorpe 1933) (Figure 6.9). The paper 
describes how if a bullroarer broke and struck someone, that person would be 
attacked by a boar, or hit by a spear during the next hunt, and also how at the end of 
the ceremony all bullroarer blades are detached from their handles, and the handle 
destroyed (Beaver and Chinnery 1915:71, 77). The process of breaking down the 
objects or discarding potentially dangerous broken ones may have provided Beaver 
with his chance to collect (for examples of similar situations regarding dangerous 
objects, see Barker 2001 and Regius 1999). With regard to the discrepancy in the 
place of collection, Buna is the station at which Beaver was posted, and this may 
have been confused with the object’s place of origin; maybe someone brought it to 
him there. As for the inconsistency in the Koko name for the object; this may 
demonstrate a difference in the village of origin, or may be a mistake, the word 
having been misheard or incorrectly recorded16. The bullroarers fit the description in 
the 1915 paper: they have small blades made from what appears to be goroba palm 
from which ‘the best spears are made’, and are attached via strings to long handles 
(Chinnery and Beaver 1915:71).
The paper refers to two other items collected by Beaver that are similar to those used 
in the ceremony, namely two long bamboo flutes from Sangara near Mt Lamington 
(Figure 6.10a,b). They are also found on the Upper Waria River, Humboldt Bay and 
‘certain districts of German New Guinea’ (Chinnery and Beaver 1915:71).
16 Field officers quite often correct statements made in prior reports by themselves or others e.g.,
Lyons (1926:329).
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Map 6.1 Map showing locations from which Chinnery and Beaver acquired objects. 
(Adapted from NLA EWP Chinnery map Collection, map 4, Territory o f New Guinea and 
Papua 1923, map 37 Papua. Mambare & Kumusi and map attached to The Papuan Villager 
December 1930).
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Young and Clarke’s (2001) book on the photography of FE Williams has a
17photograph of Orokaiva flutes in use on page 101 . Chinnery and Beaver state that 
the flutes are ‘of two kinds, one long (inaku), about five feet, and one short (isaku). 
They are blown in pairs...consisting of one long and one short...’ (Chinnery and 
Beaver 1915:71). Williams (1930:88-89, 185) describes that the flutes are played 
horizontally, the player covering one ear with his hand
Thus two men facing one another play with great intentness and evident 
enjoyment... The very limited number of notes is doubled by the fact that the 
instruments are differently pitched, and being played together antiphonally 
they are together capable of producing little cadences or phrases that are 
pretty enough, although trifling and endlessly repeated.
There are eight of these flutes collected from the Northern Division in the POC, 
including two from Mt Lamington, two from Sangara (Beaver’s), and four collected 
by Charles Henry Karius in 1926 (Thorpe 1933).
Beaver also collected a series of partially completed stone club heads, and a pad 
representative of the type used to make them. The pad (P225, NMA 1985.0339.0233) 
appears to have been lost at some time as it has not been found at the NMA. As it 
was made from leaves, it was possibly considered a bug-haven and destroyed. The 
club heads are still a part of the Collection (Figure 6.11) (Thorpe 1933).
The pad and club heads are probably those that appear in ‘Photographic examples of 
the Technology of the Orokaiva tribes of Northern Papua’ (NAA A1 1917/14341) a 
report by Beaver which also illustrates the making and use of armshell grindstones, 
fish traps, fishing nets, drills, bark cloth making and painting, house construction, pot 
making and fire making. Some of this series of photographs are reproduced in 
various Annual Reports of the Territory.
17 The part of the flutes in the initiation ceremonies is also described in Williams who lists the name of 
the flute as sepiri, inagu or gauro and refers to Chinnery and Beaver’s paper (1930:185, and plate 
XXIV)
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Figure 6.9 A close up of the bullroarer “UM-BU-WU” listed as collected from “BUNA, K. 
[Kumusi] DIVISION” (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration P525, NMA registration 
1985.0339.1276. Bullroarer length: 30cm, handle length: approx. 253cm. The bullroarer is 
attributed in this chapter to Beaver. The Thorpe register (1933) lists the stick as “KATERI”. 
Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
Figure 6.10a Figure 6.10b
Figure 6.10a,b One of the inaku flutes listed as collected by ‘W. Beaver, R.M. 15/4/1915’ 
from ‘SANGARA K. [Kumusi] Division’ (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration P538, NMA 
registration 1985.0339.0962. Length: 164.5 cm. Note that the flute is split quite badly (white 
tape at far end in a is to hold end of flute together), and that the two bands near each end are 
wire.
b is a close up of the mouth end of the flute, also showing wire band. Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
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Figure 6.11 A n exam ple o f  one o f  the ‘intended club h ead s’ collected by ‘W. Beaver, R.M 
April 1915’ (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration P216, N M A  registration 1985.0339.0627. 
Length: 12.5cm, diam eter: 9.6cm . C ollecting incom plete objects was part o f  the ‘scientific 
approach’. Photo: S .Schaffarczyk.
Some o f  this series o f  photographs are reproduced in various Annual Reports. Beaver 
collected other objects during his time in the Western Division, including some from 
the Gogodara, but few o f  these are in the POC. Crawford provides an explanation as 
to why: AB Lewis purchased material from Beaver during the Joseph N Field 
Expedition o f  1909-1913; he did not visit the Gogodara h im se lf  These objects 
(acquired from the Gogodara by Beaver) are now at the Field Museum o f  Natural 
History, Chicago (Crawford 1981:38).
Karius
After serving in France in World War One, Charles Henry Karius found work on a 
plantation at Buna where he met RM Charles T. Wuth (frequently also spelt Wurth in 
official records). Wuth convinced him to join the Papuan service, and he became an 
ARM in 1920 (Sinclair 1988). Karius has become well known as a field officer 
primarily because o f  his participation in the famed series o f  1925-1935 expeditionary 
pushes to explore the last remnants o f  unknown territory in Papua. Late in his career, 
Murray became determined to fill the last ‘blanks in the m ap ’ and according to 
Sinclair (1988) competition raged amongst the field officers to be a part o f  these 
historic patrols. They were all well aware that the chance to be the first into the last 
o f  the ‘last unknown' was plummeting with each patrol. The officers involved 
included some o f  the best known field officers in Papua then and now: Jack Hides,
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Ivan Champion, CH Karius, and CTJ (Bill) Adamson. Very little was collected by 
any of these officers for the POC during these patrols -  in fact Karius, as above, 
seems to have been the only one. He collected four bamboo flutes (or ‘drone pipes’) 
from the Waria in the Northern Div, on 10th May 1926. The pipes are in two pairs. 
Two are called nerowarapa (P1936 and P1937, NMA1985.0339.0237 and .0547) 
and two are called saragarapa (P2016 (transferred to the AM) and P2017, 
NMA 1985.0339.0959). Champion gave some objects that he collected to Haddon 
(see Chapter Eight). The overall absence of objects contributed by these men can be 
explained by the difficulty of the country explored, and the fact that the overriding 
aim of the patrols was exploration. The interest in collecting as a meaningful 
anthropological activity was also winding down approaching the 1930s (see Chapter 
Three and Seven).
Wuth
In March 1909 Charles Theodore Wuth began in the Papuan Service as a Clerk in the
18Treasury and Customs Department, Samarai, and by 1914 was RM in Mambare 
Division (AR 1917-18:13). The only objects collected by Wuth were apparently four 
pieces of bark cloth from the Northern and North Eastern Divisions. One piece was 
kept by the Australian Museum and the other three appear below. They are: (Figure 
6.12) a female bark cloth ‘dress’ called an ando from Kuru, Northern Div, (Figure 
6.13.) another ando from Sarapai village ND, a meta (female bark cloth dress) from 
Sako tribe, Upper Birigi Kawai village river, NE Division (kept by the AM), and 
(Figure 6.14) a third ando from Bofu village, Bofu district, ND. There are as yet no 
records found suggesting why or how Wuth collected the tapa, but it is interesting 
that he was able to collect items that were specifically associated with women. Even 
though they were collected sometime prior to 1927, when contact between patrol 
officers and women would have been more common, generally speaking, women’s 
belongings are much less common than men’s in the POC which makes these 
particular items unusual.
18 Changes were made several times to the boundaries and names of various Divisions: the Northern 
Division was at one time divided into two: Mambare was the upper half, and Kumusi Division the 
lower.
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Figure 6.12‘“ANDO”(Female Dress, bark 
cloth)’ from ‘BOFU Village, BOFU Dist., 
N.D. [Northern Division]’ (Thorpe 1933). 
Thorpe registration P I883, NMA registration 
1985.0339.1088. Length: Not recorded. 
Listed as collected by ‘C.T.Wurth’(sic) 
Photo: S Schaffarczyk.
Figure 6.13 “ ‘ANDO”(Female bark ‘dress’)’ 
from ‘SARAPAI Village, N.D.. [Northern 
Division]’ (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration 
PI 870. NMA registration. 1985.0339.1081. 
Length: This segment 63cmx42cm constitutes 
% the length of the tapa (Thorpe 1933) (see 
footnote 19). Listed as collected by ‘C.T. 
Wurth’ (sic) (Thorpe 1933).
Photo: S Schaffarczyk
Figure 6.14 ‘"'ANDO” (Female dress, bark cloth) from a ‘village on the 1. bank Kumusi River 
at junct. of road KOKODA, MANAGALASI, WUWONGA’ in ‘Kuru, North, [sic] Division' 
(Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration P1882, NMA registration 1985.0339.1086. Length: this 
segment 34cmx36cm, constitutes 'A of the length of the tapa19. Collected by CT Wurth (sic) 
(Thorpe 1933). Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
Bellam y
Raynor Laming Bellamy trained as a medical doctor at Cambridge in England, and 
came to BNG via the goldfields o f  New Zealand. By 1904 he had had no luck in
19 The tapa was too fragile to be opened  out completely.
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BNG’s goldfields either, and took up the position of ARM, Northern Division 
(Young 2004:383-4, AR 1904). His medical training qualified him for a move to the 
South Eastern Division (SED) and he was appointed to the simultaneous jobs of 
Government Medical Officer and ARM. He was to be stationed in the SED for 
longer than any other officer in any other Division (West 1968:171). His specific 
orders while on Kiriwina were to stem the ‘torrent of venereal disease which was 
devastating these islands’, an achievement for which he gained great praise from 
Murray and is well remembered (AR 1907-8:24, 44).
According to the Thorpe Register, Bellamy collected only wooden bowls. In total he 
collected twenty one bowls from the Eastern and South Eastern Divisions at some 
time before the 1915 consignment left for Australia, and Bellamy himself left for 
active service in France during World War One (Thorpe 1933, Young 2004:390). 
Five of the bowls were from Mailu Island, and the rest from Kiriwina (Figure 6.15, 
Map 6.2). Those from Kiriwina were made by the Boitalu people from a teak wood 
known as meku (Thorpe 1933). There is no suggestion from Bellamy himself as to 
why he seems to have concentrated on bowls; however, there are over one hundred 
other Trobriands objects in the POC which lack collection information. These 
include two carved wooden dogs (Figure 6.16) and sixteen carved wooden pigs 
(Figure 6.17) identified as made on Kiriwina (Thorpe 1933) by Boitalu people (NMA 
catalogue cards 1985), suggesting that Bellamy might have collected them.
Bellamy points out the popularity of Trobriands objects, noting that in 1908, there 
were ten traders established in the SED, trading
principally in the purchase of native food, yams... lime sticks, wooden bowls, 
native baskets, ebony walking sticks, and various trade curios manufactured 
by the natives, but which latter have no economic value. (AR 1908:80)
It may be the popularity of these objects that prevented him from collecting them as 
he might have believed them to be ‘inauthentic’. According to Young, Bellamy was a 
vital source of information on the Trobrianders for Seligman. It may have been this 
contact that inspired Bellamy to research and write about the totemic affiliations of
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Map 6.2 Map showing locations from which Bellamy collected. (Adapted from The Papuan 
Villager December 1930, printed by HEC Robinson).
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Figure 6.15 A sam ple o f  bow ls collected  by B ellam y from  the M assim  area. From  left to 
right: Thorpe R egistrations P379, P345, P343 and P377. NM A  registrations 1985.0339.0359, 
1985.0339.0048, 1985.0339.0956 and 1985.0339.0361. Length o f  P379: 53.5cm , length o f  
P345: 43cm , d iam eter o f  P343: 45cm , diam eter o f  P377: 19.9cm. A note in the T horpe 
register (1933) reads ‘Bowls and D ishes from  The "Trobriands" are w orked by the 
B O ITA LU  natives o f  w estern K iriw ina, the red w ood is know n locally as M EK U  and is a 
variety o f  Teak. O btained by R.L. B ellam y, A .R .M .' Photo: Dragi M arkovic. U sed w ith the 
perm ission o f  the National M useum  o f  A ustralia, w w w .nm a.gov.au
Figure 6.16 A ‘Carved Dog Figure, from  
K iriw ina, T robriands w orked by Boitalu 
(Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration P445, 
N M A  registration 1985.0339.0844. Length: 
62cm . It is m ade from a w ood ‘know n locally 
as M EKU, a var.[variety] o f  teak ' (Thorpe 
1933). These m ay have been collected by 
Bellam y. Photo: S .Schaffarczyk.
Figure 6.17 ‘C arved pig figures, from  
K iriw ina, T rob riands’ (Thorpe 1933). 
T horpe registrations P450 and P448, NM A  
registrations 1985.0339.0114 and 1985. 
0339.0120. Length o f  each: c.38cm . These 
are also noted as being m ade from  the sam e 
variety  o f  w ood as the dog in F igure 6.16 
and may also have been acquired by 
Bellam y. Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
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the Islanders as well as a summary article in the Annual Report (1907-8:63-66) 
‘Notes and customs on the Trobriand Islanders’.
According to Stocking (1995:254), Bellamy helped Malinowski to make a collection 
of museum specimens before he left for the war. As in the case of Bramell, this 
might be where other objects collected by Bellamy ended up, even though anything 
collected while he was a government officer should have become part of the POC. 
Bellamy was also ‘co-opted’ by Malinowski as an informant before the war, and 
although they differed in their attitudes towards the Islanders’ practices they seem to 
have shared an ‘uneasy’ friendship (Young 2004:405, 389).
Skelly and the Anga
There is not much biographical information available about Edgar Clarence Skelly. 
He joined the service in 1912 as Deputy Registrar of the Central Court, and he 
resigned from the Papuan service in May of 1918 (AR 1918-19:10). In 1916 he was 
an ARM in the Gulf Division, and with PO Miles (about whom there is also little 
known20) led a patrol to the ‘Kukukuku/Maiheari [Anga] country in the Nabo and 
Albert Mountains between 15 November and 30 December 1916’ (^1 9 1 6 -1 7 ) (see 
Map 6.3). According to the Thorpe Register, Skelly collected only two adzes from 
the Nabo Range (Thorpe 1933). Close attention to their section of the Annual Report 
for 1916-17 demonstrates that Skelly and Miles collected much more than this. This 
report is one of few that is full of comments about trading for, being given, and 
otherwise collecting, objects. Not only does Skelly record incidents in which he is 
involved, but he records that the police and carriers were involved in their own 
transactions with the villagers, for example:
On Saturday 25 November
20 Miles does not seem to appear in the personnel listings in NAA G 167/6/1,or in any of the ‘Lists of 
Permanent Officers’ in the Annual Reports, although he is mentioned in the summary that appears 
before Skelly’s report as it is published in the Annual Report for 1916-17. Perhaps he was only a PO 
for one year, and thus missed being listed -  although most other new staff seem to have made it onto 
one of the periodic lists in the annual reports.
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Obtained four stone tomahawks, two Tapa cloths (cloaks), and a few rolls of
91platted [sic] “gana” , for which I gave them an assortment of trade, all were 
delighted with what they had received, so much so, that all Kukus in 
possession of any garments offered them for purchase, and a busy scene of 
bartering took place between police and carriers. They would have parted 
with all they possessed for a string of beads, but later they became wary and 
requested knives and tomahawks. (AR 1916-17:69)
And on Sunday 26
Before I commenced gathering vocabulary this morning the Kukus were very 
friendly, brought in sugar-cane, disposed to me of stone clubs, a quantity of 
arrows, besides numerous small articles presented to the police and carriers. 
(AR 1916-17:69)
On 6 December Skelly, while ‘preparing vocabulary and taking photographs...[was 
visited by] Chief Arivi [who] presented me with a fine disc club, of a rather irregular 
shape, with short handle. Gave him a tomahawk in payment’ (AR 1916-17:73).
Contrary to the records of the Thorpe Register, Skelly notes that Miles collected 
material too. Skelly describes how he went to explore the area around the camp set 
for the night of 26 November, and upon his return ‘...found Mr. Miles amusing the 
Kukus, and doing a little trade with a few female folk with string bags and necklaces’ 
(AR 1916-17:69). As noted above with Wuth’s collection of female bark cloth 
‘dresses’, this is actually an important observation because most trading referred to in 
patrol reports appears to take place between men.
Skelly also records what he saw happening with the European items that were being 
exchanged for the Kukukuku ones: they came upon a woman wearing ‘...a  long 
string of beads around her neck, which she says was given her by Chief Kavilaku, 
and the Kuku guide had the same story to tell about a 12-in. knife found in his bag’ 
(AR 1916-17:71). A man wearing a bottle Skelly had given him had ‘turned [it] into a
21 Gana is a kind of cane vine used frequently for belts or ‘loin bands’, arm and leg bands, but also as 
a friction strap applied to tinder by means of friction for fire lighting (Thorpe 1933)
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Map 6.3 Map showing locations mentioned in the text from which Skelly collected (Adapted 
from The Papuan Villager December 1930). For the finer details of Anga language groups 
and their geographical dispersal, see Map 2 in Hallpike (1978:vi) and Wurm and Hattori 
(1981).
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lime pot. All others were seen to be in possession of their goods, suspended by a cord 
from the wrist or waist’ (AR 1916-17:72). These observations demonstrate that the 
action of trading Indigenous objects for European objects did not stop at just one 
exchange. Skelly’s report is full of observations about what people wore, how they 
were processing their foods, and their reactions to the approaching patrol (AR 1916- 
17).
On 9 December, Skelly describes an incident involving the theft of a number of the 
objects that had been traded from the Kuku (Anga) people in the previous few days 
which he had ordered to be cached in trees and scrub near the Hawoiu base camp 
they were now at. While most of the objects were returned by the Aroawi Kukus who 
played the role of mediators between the Patrol and the alleged suspects of the 
Hawoiu Kuku people, some objects had been swapped for others of lesser quality or 
quantity. Skelly expressed his surprise at the ease with which the Aroawi group 
found the missing objects, stopping at openly suggesting or physically reacting to the 
implied idea that maybe it was they, not the Hawoiu group responsible for the theft.
This incident, and Skelly’s lack of exact accounting for all the objects returned or 
replaced makes it unclear exactly how many of the items from this story actually 
became part of the POC. For him, the objects were of lesser concern than dealing 
with the act of theft. Regardless, it appears that around twenty five objects were 
collected by Skelly and Miles, including four bows (P1224A-1227), four arrows 
(P I228-1231), three stone headed clubs (P I290-92), nine stone adzes (P I325-1333, 
Figure 6.18), a flat wooden club (P I404), and possibly five more stone bladed adzes 
(P 1684-1688).22
22 Craig also has identified some of these objects as collected by Skelly and Miles from this Annual 
Report (Craig 1995:21)
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Figure 6.18 Example o f  the Anga adzes collected by Skclly and Miles from the ‘MAI 
HEAR1 TR IB E (K U K U K U K U ) N A B O  RANGES, GULF D IV .’ (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe 
registration P I 332, N M A  registration 1985.0339.0745. Length: 60cm. A stone adze haftcd to 
a handle m ade from one piecc o f  wood, the adze is called “ IW A ” (Thorpe 1933). Photos: 
S.Schaffarczyk.
A P  Lyons
Arthur Power (also officially recorded as Powell) Lyons came to Papua to take up a 
position as a Clerk in the Government Secretary’s Department in 1906. After a short 
appointment to the Northern Division he was moved to the Western Division (WD) 
in 1914. He spent the majority o f  his career in the WD which is where he carried out 
most o f  his collecting and anthropological observations. Lyons collected over one 
hundred objects for the POC (Thorpe 1933). These include objects from the 
following groups: the Gundum people between the Morehead and Wassi Kussa
Rivers, the Kabiri people between the Fly and Aramia Rivers, the Gogodara23 people 
on the lower Fly, people living along the Fly/Upper Fly towards D'Albertis Junction, 
‘natives that inhabit the country to the north o f  the Pahoturi River’ (Thorpe 1933) 
and between the Pahoturi and Mai Kussa Rivers, the Dibiri people around the mouth 
o f  the Bamu River, the Haw aiu people on the Vailala River, and the Tugeri people o f  
Cerai Bay. For the most part this section on Lyons will concentrate on samples o f  the 
material he obtained from the Upper Fly, Gogodara and Dibiri people (see Map 6.4 
and 6.5).
G o godara  is also spell G ogodala  (C raw ford  1^81). 1 use L y o n s ’ spelling for consistency.
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GERMAN NEW GUINEA \ 
(MANDATED (
- TERRITORY FROM 1920)
i '
Division
V
KEY,
1,1 Isagu 
,2. Piji
i 3. Pahotun R 
' 4. Wassi Kussa R 
x 5. Mai Kussa R 
\6. Morehead R 
/7. Lake Murray 
\8. Everill Junction 
Dibiri Island
Map 6.4 Map showing areas from which Lyons collected. Dibiri people are located on the 
mainland just opposite Dibiri Island, on Dibiri Island and at Torobina on Damera Island in 
the mouth of the Bamu River (Adapted from map in The Papuan Villager December 1930 
and ‘Sketch Map of Country between Daru and Dutch Boundary, Papua’ AP Lyons 
04.02.1916). I have been unable to identify Cerai Bay.
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In 1920 Lyons was accompanied by Leo Austen on a patrol to the Upper Fly River to 
investigate the deaths of Dreschler and Bell, members of a bird hunting expedition in 
Dutch New Guinea. The bird hunters had crossed into Papua near the Upper Fly 
River where they were murdered. The ensuing patrol was partially a cooperative 
effort between the Papuan and Dutch administrations and took place between 
October and December 1920 (AR 1920-21).
The report Lyons wrote on the patrol mentions the Collection of a number of objects. 
At some point above Everill Junction on the Fly, the patrol stopped to inspect a 
village he named Kaia-kaia Camp. They collected a stuffed head (now at the 
Australian Museum) that appeared to be very old, and pieces of broken drums (AR 
1919-1920:114). They also discovered a ruined hut they believed was built by the 
bird hunters, as it contained European items such as a biscuit tin, cartridge caps, and 
a soda bottle. Then they found a skull of a recently deceased person and two old 
skulls. Lyons took measurements with his ‘Flowers’ craniometer’, and decided the
A ram ia  R iver D is t r ic t .  
8et'*» een T h e Tljf A n d  Ba.m u Rivers 
Shew ing The "Rout« Ta Ken
A P L Y O N S  R M
Dam era IslandTJiIVKRA R A M I A
Aramia 
S . Is
K A t f l R I  T R I 3 E
Dibiri Island
Gebaro Is P um tu Is
Map 6.5 Lyons’ map of the Aramia River district, showing in closer detail the places 
mentioned in this section (After Lyons’ map in AR 1913-14, original has no scale).
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skulls were not Caucasian. They excavated a patch o f  ground as part o f  their 
investigations and found ‘six fine axe heads’, but Lyons does not state that these 
were collected, or whether they were stone or metal (AR 1919-1920). Lyons also 
found small shelters he determined were shrines within which were small effigies 
inside palm spathe baskets. It appears that the objects he described are rattles in the 
form o f  carved coconut representations o f  skulls (Figure 6.19) (Newton 1961). 
L yons’ informant, a ‘young Muja River boy24, told him they were called ambo and 
that ‘only old men were permitted to wear them suspended from their own hair, 
hanging down their backs, during feasts for the dead’ {AR 1920-21:115). None o f  
these objects in the Thorpe Register are attributed to Lyons, but the evidence in his 
patrol report seems to point to him as the collector. In the Thorpe Register, the ambos 
have only Lake Murray as their point o f  origin. While Lyons did not go to Lake 
Murray itself, he was in the same region along the Fly, and others, such as Leo 
Austen are also listed in the Thorpe Register as having collected ambo, and similar 
objects (Figures 6.19 and 6.20) from along the Fly.
Figure 6.19 ‘Carved + mounted Coeonut[s] {representing a human Skull}’ (Thorpe 1933). 
Thorpe registrations PI 785 and PI 788, N M A  registrations 1985.0339.0395 and 
1985.0339.0070. Length: 65cm and 62cm. These rattles are identified by the N M A  card 
catalogue (1985) as being collected by M urray from Lake Murray, however they may have 
been collected by Lyons from the nearby the Fly River area. Called ambo, the entire rattle 
resembles a ‘trophy head' with the carved and painted coconut representing the skull. Photo: 
Dragi Markovic. Used with the permission o f  the National M useum  o f  Australia. 
w w w .nm a.gov .au .
~4 Lyons notes that Muja, M u-iu  and M u are variations o f  the sam e nam e for the river passing through 
the area inhabited by this tribe, com m on ly  referred to as the M u-iu at the time.
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In the N M A  card catalogue (1985), Murray is listed as the collector o f  the amho (but 
there is no explanation why). Murray did go to Lake Murray during 1914 and 1917, 
and most famously in 1922 (see note on Hurley expedition in Chapter Four), but I 
have not found mention o f  him seeing or collecting them in any o f  his records“' . Leo 
Austen also collected some ambos during his patrol to the Star Mountains in 1922, 
one o f  which (PI 790) was sent to Haddon at Cambridge (Thorpe 1933). As Austen 
also made his way up the Fly, past Lake Murray, it seems likely that Lyons may 
actually be the collector o f  these ambo, rather than Murray.
Figure 6.20 Listed in the Thorpe register (1933) as a ceremonial club, charm or dancing 
ornament, this object appears similar to the ambo collectcd by Lyons. Thorpe registration 
P2028, N M A  registration 1985.0339.0545. Length: 86cm. It was collectcd by Austen from a 
village on the ‘E.bank Fly R., near Bamboo CK, 390m u p ’ (Thoipc 1933). Photo: S. 
Schaffarczyk.
In 1926 Lyons wrote an anthropological memoir (or short monograph) o f  his 
activities among the Gogodara called ‘Notes on the Gogodara Tribe o f  Western 
Papua'. Here he summarised and explained much o f  the information from his patrol 
reports and contributions to the Annual Reports.
25 M u rray ’s 1914 diary does not mention  m uch  about objects collected, the list o f  at least twenty four 
objects does not include Ambo, and his diary entries do not extend to 1922.
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He is one o f  few officers to describe the means by which he collected the objects 
(e.g., Figures 6.21 and 6.22), and one o f  few people to witness any part o f  the early 
ceremonies o f  the Gogodara people (Crawford 1981). Lyons collected a number o f  
objects to do with the Gi ceremony, which is associated with the initiation o f  boys to 
the totem groups or clans o f  the Gogodara people. Lyons described26 the ceremony 
as
o f  a pornographical nature. Like many races o f  a low order o f  culture, the 
Gogodara people are unmoral, doing whatever they have to with much 
seriousness, in obedience to time-honoured custom, though the reason is 
often obscure. The exact reason for holding a Gi is at present obscure. (Lyons 
1926:354)
Figure 6.21 Bamboo tobacco smoking pipe 
collccted by Lyons sometime before September 
1917 (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration P I 343, 
N M A  registration 1985.0339.1067. Length: 
45cm. Collected from ‘DADI VILLA G E, 
G O G O D A R A  peop le’ (Thorpe 1933) on the 
Fly River (NM A 1985). The pipe has two 
parts (1 missing -  photo o f  complete pipe in 
River' (Thorpe 1933). Crawford 1981:376). 
Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
Figure 6.22 ‘Stone-headed Club, “ Star- 
headed '” ! Thorpe 1933), collected by Lyons 
on 13/10/1914 from ‘TA B IR A M , WASS1 
KU SSA  R IV E R ’(Thorpc 1933).Thorpc 
registration P85 N M A  registration 
1985.0339.0801. Length: 120cm. The club 
has seven points and is ‘[s]aid to have come 
originally from W A LW A L, N .M orehead 
This type o f  club is described in Haddon 
(1900:250) as a ‘f langed’ type.
Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
Understanding the ceremony was interesting on several levels for Lyons and the 
Papuan administration. It could explain an important aspect o f  Gogodara culture, the 
understanding o f  which might help to maintain peaceful government control o f  the 
region, and his notes would ensure that this information was preserved, should the 
ceremony fall by the wayside as ‘civilisation’ progressed. This is indeed what did
26 For further detail on the Gi ce rem ony  see C raw ford  (1 9 8 1 :245-257).
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happen -  see Crawford’s Aida: Life and Ceremony o f the Gogodala (1981) for his 
account o f the demise and later reinvigoration of some aspects of the Gogodara 
culture. The gi was considered ‘unmoral’ because it does not seem to have 
encouraged sorcery or head hunting, and so may have been one of the ceremonies the 
government could permit. There was also the element of curiosity - what was the 
‘pomographical’ ceremony all about? - to encourage Lyons to continue investigating 
the Gogodara.
Lyons discusses how the villagers at Piji (Pisi) took great care to ensure that ‘persons 
not entitled to do so shall not see anything connected with Gi’ (1926:354, Map 6.5). 
For example, when he first arrived at the village to conduct an inspection, he walked 
towards a ‘small house’ and was
intercepted by two old men...[Through an interpreter. They] informed me 
that I could not go to the small house...there were articles in the small house 
which could only be seen by a married man who had children...I stated that I 
was a married man having children, which of course was not the truth...the 
two old men and the interpreter led me into the house. There I saw a number 
o f carved canoes, crocodiles, snakes, etc., besides numerous feathered and 
painted ornaments. (Lyons 1926:354-5)
and
In July, 1916, I again visited the village of Piji, and was presented, for the 
Government, with some of the articles I saw in the small houses, besides 
others. When getting them down from the secret loft in the genama, and 
carrying them to my canoe, only old men assisted, the young men 
disappearing from the building when ordered to do so by the old...The same 
thing happened at Isagu...where I secured some more articles. A description 
o f these articles will be found hereunder. (Lyons 1926:355)
Some of these objects are shown in Figures 6.23 and 6.24. These statements by 
Lyons are apt examples of the attitudes shared by most members of the Papuan 
administration at the time. As illustrated in Kolig’s (1986) article on Andreas 
Reischek in New Zealand, many people in the early twentieth century saw absolutely 
nothing wrong with maintaining friendly relations with, or even being initiated into,
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tribes and then removing important material from them. This explains why, while he 
was aware of the village rules on who could access certain objects, in order to 
acquire them (or at least view them) for the administration and the needs of science, 
Lyons had felt justifiably compelled to inform the Gogodara men that he was 
married, and had children.
One particular object from Piji is significant because of its early collection date: there 
were two gi gawa (canoes) collected from Piji village, one of which is the ‘oldest and 
largest known’ and was kept by the Australian Museum. The other remained in the 
POC. Presumably, the one still in the POC (Figure.6.26) and collected by Lyons 
from Isagu (Isago) in the same year is almost as old, but perhaps not as large as the 
one kept by the Australian Museum (Meyer 1995:107, Thorpe 1933). A third similar 
object, a gi gawa Iopa, a ceremonial canoe prow, was collected by Beaver in 1912. 
This one remained part of the POC (Figure 6.25). Generally, Lyons seems to have 
attempted to collect objects that helped him to describe particular aspects of 
anthropology he was interested in. For example, he carefully recorded the various 
inter- and intra- clan affiliations of the Gogodara people. To this end, he collected at 
least twenty two of the many paddles in the POC (four are pictured in Figure 6.27) 
(they were also a specified item in the 1911 ‘shopping list’) and described how they 
represented particular clan groups.
Lyons collected a second group of ceremonial objects from the Dibiri people at the 
mouth of the Bamu River. These objects are believed to be totemic, according to the 
Thorpe Register. While Crawford has noted that there is no complete account of the 
Gi ceremony, and notes that it has been likened to the Moguru (also spelt maguru, 
and muguru) ceremony of the Kiwai and Bamu people, it appears that there is also 
not a lot of information available about the Moguru ceremony. LA Flint, RM in the 
Western Div between 1915 and 1920 (NAA G 167/1), provides in an article to Man 
(1919) one of few eye witness accounts of the Moguru ceremony . On a visit to 
Damera Island in the mouth of the Bamu River (Map 6.5), Flint noticed that 
preparations for a ceremony were underway. A new dubu (long house) had been
27 Rev. E. Baxter Riley (1925) is another early source on the Moguru ceremony.
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built, and ‘a muguru [sic] was to take place. After considerable persuasion the 
natives allowed [him] and a couple o f  the police to view the ce re m o n y . . . ’ (Flint
Figure 6.23 Bird effigy, called "G IRA PA RA " in the Thorpe Register (1933) and gi lopala 
by Craw ford  (1981:328). Collected by Lyons from Isagu in 1923 (N M A  1985). Thorpe 
registration P I 543, N M A  registration 1985.0339.0122. Length: 39cm. It is carved from pith 
or corkw ood, and said to be ‘used in an unmoral dance called G F  (Thorpe 1933). Photo: 
S.Schaffarczyk.
Figure 6.24 ‘Helmet shaped ' woven mask recorded as “M A B U ” in the Thorpe Register 
(1933). Collected by Lyons from the  ‘G O G O D A R A  Tribe, between Fly + Aram ia Rs. W.D. 
[Western Division] (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration PI 399, N M A  registration 
1985.0339.0460. Height: 29cm. This type o f  mask is identified as manaka in M eyer 
(1995:106) and Crawford (1981:320), it is used in the Gi ccremony. Nose and ears are 
corkwood. An intriguing feature o f  this mask is that finger print impressions can be seen in 
the white pigment along the edges o f  the nostrils when inspected closely. Photo: 
S.Schaffarczyk.
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Figure 6.25a Gi gawa lopa Figure 6.25b Detail o f  prow showing insignia
Ceremonial canoe prow (Crawford 1981).
Figure 6.25c Detail o f  zoomorphic head, Figure 6.25d Detail o f  anthropomorphic head 
representing a gawa tao or clan totem, showing characteristic Gogodara features:
devouring a clan father. The large tusks are conical head gear, large nose, and large eyes 
characteristic o f  such carvings decoratcd with wax and red abrus seeds
(Crawford 1981:192). (Crawford 1981).
Figure 6.25a,b,c,d Gogodara cercmonial canoe prow, and details. Collected by WN Beaver 
from the village o f  Piji, north o f  Aramia river (Gogodara tribe). Thorpe registration P475, 
N M A  registration 1985.0339.1147. Length: 503cm. Crawford notes that the prow was 
removed by Beaver from a gi gawa (ceremonial canoe) that was much longer and that it 
‘represents one o f  the finest examples o f  Gogodala anthropomorphic and zoomorphic 
sculpture ' (Crawford 1981:194). The Thorpe register (1933) lists it as collectcd by Murray, 
and Crawford, as collected by Beaver on M urray’s behalf. For a clear photo o f  this prow, sec 
Crawford 1981:216). All photos: S.Schaffarczyk.
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Figure 6.26a Figure 6.26b
Figure 6.26a,b Gogodara canoe collected by Lyons 29 July 1916, from Isagu (Isago) village, 
a Gogodala village situated between the Fly and Aram ia Rivers (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe 
registration P I 202, N M A  registration 1985.0339.1235. Length: 495cm. Thorpe (1933) 
description reads: ‘ceremonial canoe used in connection with an immoral dance call " G I" \  
Crawford (1981:340) describes the canoe as ‘representing a monitor lizard, pasiya, a totem 
o f  the W abadala  clan, devouring Ba:kcle, a clan father'. Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
Figure 6.27 Canoe Paddles or “ K E-A R I”, collected by AP Lyons (Thoipe 1933). Thorpe 
registrations: P 1216 (broken), P I 223, P I 222, P 121 7, NM A registrations: 1985.0339.0920, 
1985.0339.0913, 1985.0339.0915, 1985.0339.0914. Length o f  paddle on left is 253cm. 
'They bear the markings o f  the seven clans into which the G O G O D A R A  Tribe is divided. 
Obtained by A.P. Lyons, R.M.W.D. from a m em ber o f  the G O G O D A R A  Tribe during July + 
August 1916' (Thorpe 1933). Some o f  the paddles collected by Lyons arc recorded as being 
used in the gi ceremony. The paddles featured here fit C raw ford 's  description o f  ‘everyday 
paddles ' kevali because they do not have intricate decorative carving added to either the top 
o f  the blade, or the end o f  the handle (1981:196). Photo: Dragi Markovic Used with the 
permission o f  the National M useum  o f  Australia, w w w .nm a.gov .au .
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1919:38). He describes the stages o f  the ceremony which ‘was repeated about every 
two hours until daybreak ', and included heterosexual and ‘pretended’ homosexual 
‘copulation’ (Flint 1919:39). The purpose o f  the ceremony, according to Flint 
(1919:39) is three-fold: to celebrate the new duhu, for children to ‘learn how they 
come into existence’ and for marriages to be arranged. He notes that it is not until the 
end o f  the ceremony that the muguru objects are brought into the dubu. These are 
totemic carvings and include Agisa, Morigiro and Sirura (two male and one female 
figure), sibara (a crocodile), omi (a shark), and budu (a black pigeon). With the 
exception o f  Morigiro and Sirura, each o f  these objects as well as upa (an eel), and 
giro (a pig) are represented in the POC but they are listed as being collected by 
Lyons, and not Flint (Figures 6.28, 6.29, 6.30a&b).
Figure 6.28 “ S IB A R A ”, a carved wooden Figure 6.29 “G IR O ”, a carvcd wooden pig 
crocodile (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration P I 365 
P I 366, N M A  registration 1985.0339.0450. N M A  registration 1985.0339.0503. Length: 
Length: 107cm. Recorded in the Thorpe 83cm.
register (1933) as an ‘a lligator’.
Figure 6.28 & 6.29 Both Sibara and Giro are used in the Moguru ceremony, and both were 
collected by Lyons sometime before 1918 from the Dibiri people, ‘TO R O B IN A  Village, 
BAM U R., Western Division' (Thorpe 1933). Photos: S.Schaffarczyk.
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Figure 6.30a Figure 6.30b (detail o f  head).
Figure 6.30a,b ‘Eel carving, in w ood ' called “ U P A ” , collected by Lyons from ‘T O R O B IN A  
Village, B A M U  R[IVER], W estern  Division' (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration P I 361, 
N M A  registration 1985.0339.0818, Length: 84cm. The Thorpe register (1933) records it as 
‘Used by the Dibiri tribe, BAM U river in connection with a ceremony called M A G U R U ’. 
Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
SI) B u rrow s and the strand ing  o f  the E/evala
Burrows was bom  in 1882 and lived in Melbourne until he successfully applied 
through an advertisement in the Government Gazette in September o f  1909 for a 
position as a Clerk in the Government Secretary’s Department {AR\9\3-14:1 19, 
NAAG71 item 4, 1909). In 1912 he was made the ARM o f  the Western Division (AR 
1918-19:9). He took leave without pay to participate in World W ar One and 
presumably through wounds sustained at war, resigned from the Papuan service in 
1920. He appears to have died some time before 1933 (see Chapter Eight) (NAA 
G167/1 1914-1939).
All o f  the material acquired by Burrows originates from the areas bordering the Fly 
River into which he first patrolled in 1914 (Craig (1995:28-30) briefly outlines 
Murray and Burrows’ experiences on the Fly and Lake Murray between 1914 and 
1917). The sub-collection made by Burrows is interesting for the following reasons: 
first, he collected so many objects -  he collected at least ninety one objects for the 
POC, plus more than three hundred which went to the Pitt Rivers Museum (see 
Chapter Eight). Second he appears to have attempted to collect a representative 
sample o f  objects from the people he patrolled among. He collected in duplicate, and 
sometimes more.
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Young records that Burrows was stationed in the South Eastern Division when 
Malinowski was first in the Trobriands in 1915 and that the two discussed the 
potential for ‘expeditions and eventual collaboration’ together (Malinowski in Young 
2004:361). This helps to build a case suggesting that Burrows was another field 
officer interested in a future career involving anthropology which in turn helps to 
establish why he collected so much material.
One particular patrolling incident in which Burrows was involved was the stranding 
of the Government boat Elevala on a tributary of the Fly in 1914. In 1913, Murray 
had taken a tour of inspection, of which Burrows was part, up the Fly, visited Lake 
Murray, and then turned into the Strickland River (AR\9\2>-\A). Murray wanted this 
followed up by an expedition to determine whether the population along the Fly 
warranted a government station, and to ‘make further investigations’. In 1914, RM 
Ryan and ARM Burrows travelled up the Fly, passed the Everill Junction at the 
confluence of the Fly and Strickland Rivers and D ’Albertis Junction at the 
confluence of the Fly and Alice Rivers, and turned up into an eastern tributary of the 
Fly (the Elevala River), just below Lario Bank (see Map 6.6). The officers then 
carried out a foot patrol. On returning to the boat, they discovered that the river’s 
water level had fallen, and that they were stuck...for five months. Burrows used his 
time as constructively as he could, making a traverse along the Elevala River to the 
Strickland River and making contact (often not reciprocated in a friendly fashion) 
with the people living near the stranded boat, and those who came to investigate the 
boat from further up river. Burrows also collected a large range of their material 
culture.
RM Ryan, according to the Thorpe Register, and absence of any documentation to 
the contrary, seems only to have collected a cane cuirass. It is possible that some of 
the objects attributed to Burrows may have been acquired by Ryan, and that Ryan 
might have collected objects during his work with Burrows between the Kikori and 
the Fly, but it is impossible at this time to establish which objects in the POC were 
collected by him.
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See also Leo Austen’s (Austen AR 1922-23:37) map of his patrol into the Star Mountains for 
more detail of the north western parts of the Territory.
Map 6.6 Adaptation Burrow’s sketch of the ‘stream between the Fly and the Strickland’ (the 
Elevala R), showing where the Elevala became stranded. (Adapted from Burrows ‘Sketch of 
Stream Between the Upper Reaches of the Fly and Strickland Rivers also Patrols Made From 
the Elevala’s Position’ December 1914 {AR 1914-15: app.8, NLA EWP Chinnery Map 
Collection 38).
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During his time as a field officer, Burrows obtained fighting clubs, ovoid clubs 
‘peculiar’ to the Fly area, stone adzes, ten cuirasses that had until now been 
considered especially rare, bags and baskets covered in cassowary feathers (and 
because of this attribute were probably infested with insects, and destroyed on arrival 
in Australia), lime gourds, drums, bamboo pipes, gauntlets, phallocrypts, job ’s tear 
seed necklets and forehead ornaments, belts and waist ornaments, bone daggers, 
bone nose ornaments, tusk and shell ornaments, ramis (grass skirts) worn by men and 
women, lime gourds, and bows and arrows (Thorpe 1933; also see Figures 6.31 and 
6.32).
At the end of his own tour in 1913-14 Murray had expressed a particular interest in 
the cane cuirasses of which he had collected a specimen as he believed them to be 
extremely rare. In the Annual Report, Murray wrote that
[s]o far as I am aware only one of these cuirasses has previously been found 
in Papua; that was in 1876, by D ’Albertis, whose party found one in a 
deserted house on the Alice River. They have, I am informed, been found in 
the North of German New Guinea, near the Dutch boundary, and in the South 
of Dutch New Guinea, not near the coast. (AR 1913-14:19)
He must have been particularly pleased upon hearing that Burrows’ expedition had 
collected ten (see examples of cane cuirasses in Figure 6.33). Murray’s comments 
led to a veritable ‘cuirass frenzy’ when Leo Austen extended the work of Burrows’ 
arduous Eleva/a expedition in 1922. Austen kept lists of the objects collected on 
these patrols up the Alice River and to the Star Mountains. In the first list (the Jan- 
March expedition) Austen notes that the first items, two irims or cane cuirasses, were 
collected specifically ‘for the Lieutenant-Governor’.
The second list, noting what was collected in the October/November expedition, 
attributes the objects to both RM Logan and Austen, including seventeen more irims 
which were
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Figure 6.31 Cassowary Bone Dagger, collected by Burrows from ‘V ISITO RS TO THE 
“E L A V A L A ” [sic] W H EN  STR A N D ED , BETW. ALICE A N D  FLY RIVERS, W EST 
DIV.' (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration P719, N M A  registration 1985.0339.1026. Length: 
30.5cm. According to the Thorpe register (1933) Burrows collected three such daggers at 
this time (the other two daggers are Thorpe registration P720 which was kept by the 
Australian M useum  (E.23329), and Thorpe registration P721, N M A  registration 
1985.0339.1030). Photos: S.Schaffarczyk.
Figure 6.32 ‘G aun tle ts ’ [bow m en 's  wrist protectors] made from plaited cane (Thorpe 1933). 
Thorpe registrations P532, 531. 534, 527, NM A registrations 1985.0339.0651, 0652, 0653, 
0654. Tallest height: 25cm. The Thorpe register records that these gauntlets were collected 
by Burrows before 1915. P527 collected from ‘Bush Tribes met on Land Patrol, Betw. Fly + 
Strickland Rs' (Thorpe 1933), and P531 and 532 from the “ EL A V A L A  [sic] R[IVER]., 
BETW. FLY A ND ST R IC K LA N D  R IV E R S '28(Thorpe 1933) suggesting that perhaps they 
were collected while Burrows was exploring the area around where he was stranded on the 
Elcvala River. Burrows and Ryan conducted a foot patrol from the boat: this could be the 
‘land patrol ',  and even though the other gauntlet (P534), being collected from the ‘SW A M P 
NA TIV ES, FLY R.. ON B O RD ER OF DUTCH T E R R T .’ (Thorpe 1933) might have been 
collected at some other time, it is a representative o f  the objects available for trade in this
29area.
' With the exception  o f  Thorpe registration P534, N M A  registration 1985.0339.0653, w hich  was 
collected from  the “ S W A M P  N A T IV E S , FLY R.. ON B O R D E R  OF D U T C H ' Territory (Thorpe  
1933), and simply  happens to be in this photo.
“ Craig  (pers .com m  2007) has indicated that these objects are not local to the Fly, Elevala Strickland 
area, but from  other groups further west and south o f  this area. Perhaps this dem onstra tes  how  far 
know ledge  o f  the stranded Elevala spread; the s tranding o f  a governm ent boat was p robably  an 
unusual enough  event that people visiting the area for other reasons might want to com e and see the 
boat.
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Figure 6.33 Cane cuirasses, “ IRIM ” (Thorpe 1933) o f  the type collected by Burrows and 
Austen. Thorpe Registrations P I 673, P I 803 and P I 804, N M A  registrations 1985.0339.0662, 
1985.0339.0661 and 1985.0339.0011. The tallest in height is 44cm. P1673 is from ‘STAR 
M O U N TA IN S, W EST SIDE OF TEDI (Alice) RIVER, W .D .’ (Thorpe 1933), P1803 and 
P I 804 are listed as from the ‘IO N G O M  and AW IN T ribes . . .T E D I (ALICE) RIVER ' 
(Thorpe 1933). They are all listed by Thorpe as being collected by Leo Austen. One o f  the 
interesting features o f  some cuirasses is their ability to take the shape o f  their previous 
owner, as demonstrated by the bulges in the cuirasses to the left and right. The cane used 
could be colours other than dark brown, and cuirasses often have woven padding in the arm 
holes. Some have shoulder straps. Photo: Dragi Markovic. Used with the permission o f  the 
National M useum o f  Australia, w w w .nm a.gov .au .
made o f  ca n e . . .obtained from the IONGOM  [Yonggom] and AWIN tribes o f  
the TEDI [Alice] River. It will be noticed that the main shape o f  the cuirass 
differs very little from one to another, but the upper part which fits across 
the .. .chest and near the arm pits, seems to be able to be varied according to 
the likes . . .o f  the maker, but even in this there are about only four distinct 
patterns, and all o f  these patterns are found on both the IONGOM and AWIN 
IRIMs. A man was seen wearing one o f  these cuirasses when out hunting 
(ML A 1637:list 2).
It seems that Austen may not have known anything about the ten cuirasses collected 
by Ryan and Burrows in 1914 as he did not know about Burrows’ report and maps,
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although he apparently realised that the cuirasses were not as rare as Murray had 
earlier described . He noted that while he was away in the mountains
Mr. Logan purchased a number of IRIMs from the IONGOM and A WIN 
visitors to the camp...my opinion is that the cuirass nowadays is not the 
valuable article it probably was in days gone by. For when it became known 
that we were giving away axes for IRIMs, we were inundated with them and 
we purchased at least 20 before our trade gave out, and we had to turn them 
away. (RGS Austen n.d.: 14-15)
The further adventures of Leo Austen are discussed below.
Returning to Burrows: Murray seemed to consider that overall, the Elevala 
expedition was an abject failure. Apparently none of Burrows’ achievements, apart 
from the traverse he had made of the Fly, were of any merit (but even this was 
forgotten); not even the ten ‘rare’ cuirasses. Murray’s negative verdict on the 
expedition was probably exacerbated due to the fact that the Elevala was only one 
problem in a series of difficulties he was having with the government boats. The 
Elevala was out of commission for five months, and the Merrie England - the 
Government steamer and only other large boat used for inspections - had been 
wrecked in 1911 (West 1968:140, 193).
Leo Austen
Leo Austen was bom in Brisbane in 1894, served at Gallipoli, and was wounded in 
France during WWI. He was commissioned in the field and demobbed in 1915 when 
he immediately joined the Papuan field service as a (temporary) patrol officer 
(Sinclair 1988:26, AR 1919-1920). ‘From the beginning of his career Austen was 
passionately interested in the science of anthropology. He was fortunate to be posted 
to the vast, only partly explored WD under an outstanding RM, AP Lyons’ (Sinclair 
1988:26). He undertook a diploma in anthropology at the recommendation of
30 He complains at the end of the report on the October/November patrol that had he known of maps 
Burrows made during the Elevala stranding in 1914, his work might have been a little easier, 
suggesting that he had not read reports Burrows had written before he left.
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Haddon (Haddon Papers), and completed it successfully in 1927. Austen was posted 
first to Daru, WD in 1919, and later to the Eastern and South Eastern Divisions. He 
seems to be one of few field officers who collected during his first patrol, and from 
each of the Divisions that he was posted to.
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Map 6.7 Illustrating areas Austen collected from and locations mentioned in this section 
(adapted from The Papuan Villager December 1930).
One of the first patrols Austen went on was an expedition to the Lower Fly where he
Ti
made a peace treaty with the Tapapi and Aregi people of Sagera Creek (Map 
6.7) . It is from this patrol that Austen started to collect. He has been linked to the 
following objects through the geographical origin and chronological listing in the 
Thorpe Register, as well as his report (AR 1919-1920, Thorpe 1933). The objects, 
which were all collected from the Tapapi, include charms made from pig scrotums, 
said to be given to pigs to make them grow fat, a bamboo bottle containing resin for 
‘lighting purposes’ which is also fed to pigs for an unknown purpose, a mitriform 
headdress (Figure 6.34 said by Lyons to have been an ‘object of trade between the
31 Sagera also seems to be spelt Sogera and Segera (see Map 6.7, also see footnote 32).
32 The location of Sagera Creek is elusive, however two maps, a 1913 version of the Territory of 
Papua (NLA G8160 1913) and an undated version of the Territory of Papua and New Guinea (NLA 
G8160) show ‘Sagara’ and ‘Segera/Segaraturi River, respectively, as being near Dibiri. Dibiri Is. is at 
the mouth of  the Bamu/Aramia Rivers, and the Dibiri River is south of the Aramia River. Crawford 
also (1981:18) shows a Segero River near Dibiri Island. Crawford (1981:34, 35) that the Aragi people 
(spelt in this thesis as Aregi) are in the area between the Fly and Aramia Rivers, ‘in the east, towards 
the Bamu River’.
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Tapapi and the Iwi’ (Thorpe 1933), a nacre pendant, cowry shell belt, necklets o f  
jo b ’s tear seeds (Coix lachryma), leglets, bamboo smoking pipes, and a carved drum 
(Figure 6.35). Austen describes that he ‘made friends’ with the villagers through the 
ceremonial destruction o f  a bow, firing o f  a gun, and passing over o f  an empty shell 
casing from himself to the villagers; presumably the additional action o f  trading for 
these items may also have helped the ‘friendly’ process.
Figure 6.34 “G A W A R I”, a mitriform headdress collected by Leo Austen from ‘TAPAPI 
TRIBE, NR H D W A T E R S OF SA G ER A  CREEK , A TRIB OF TH E FLY R., 
W [es te rn ] .D iv is io n ]’ (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration PI 473, N M A registration 
1985.0339.0126, Height: 23cm. Object is lying on its back. Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
Between January and March 1922 Austen led a patrol to the Tedi (Alice) River, 
followed by a second patrol from Wukpit camp (on the Tedi River) to the Star 
Mountains between 16 October and 14 Novem ber o f  that year (AR 1921-22, 1922- 
23). See Map 6.8 for the area in which the patrols took place. These two patrols were 
o f  great importance to Murray. They were the final extensions o f  government 
influence up the Fly to the borders o f  the Dutch and Mandated Territories. They were 
also o f  importance to Austen; they were a chance to prove him self to Murray. Austen 
returned from these arduous patrols without tragedy or violence and he brought back 
with him as much ethnographic information as he could to describe the 
administration's newest populations.
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Figure 6.35 Drum (broken in three) collected from the Tapapi people by Leo Austen from 
the ‘TAPAPI TRIBE, NR H D W A T E R S OF SA G ER A  C REEK , A TRIB OF THE FLY R., 
W fes te rn ] ,D iv is ion ] '  (Thorpe 1933, N M A  1985). Thorpe registration P1486, N M A 
registration 1985.0339.0483. Length: 78.5cm. Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
Variations o f  A usten’s reports in the Annual Report for 1922-23 are also at the Royal 
Geographical Society in London and the Mitchell Library, NSW. At the Mitchell 
Library, two lists o f  the objects collected at either end o f  the year identify what 
Austen acquired. The cane cuirasses, or irims have already been discussed above. All 
the objects collected are listed by case (ML A 1637). Case Two in list one contained a 
variety o f  small objects ranging from food dishes (yambat) to dance rattles 
(hutkerek), forehead bands (awongat), waistbands (atkat), a netted bag to carry dog’s 
teeth (mendang), ear and nose ornaments (kenowet and koromdang), armbands (yet), 
penis gourds (also called ‘phallocrypts’, oromyop) and m en ’s and w om en’s ramis 
(muka and wunum) (Figures 6.36 to 6.43). While a number for each article is listed, 
none o f  the articles are still numbered; presumably he used a rather fragile tagging 
system or none at all. This is a reversal; usually POC objects are numbered, but have 
no corresponding list to explain the numbering. Case three contained a skull taken 
from a deserted house in the lower Star Mountains (ML A 1637, AR 1922:2).
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Map 6.8 Austen’s map of the patrol into the Star Mountains (Austen AR 1922-23:37).
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Figure 6.36 "B E N G E T ”, a bamboo tobacco Figure 6.37 “ B U T K E R E K ” or rattle. W orn 
pipe (Thorpe 1933). Thorpe registration in waist band when dancing (Thorpe 1933).
P I 939, N M A  registration 1985.0339.1 192. Thorpe registration P I 934, N M A  registration 
Length: 40cm. Collected by Leo Austen from 1985.0339.1094. Length, handle: 22cm, rattle 
the Tedi (Alice) River (Thorpe 1933). head dia.:22cm. The Thorpe register (1933)
Photo: S.Schaffarczyk. indicates that an atkat, P I 935, (N M A
registration 1985.0339.0213, not pictured) is 
the kind o f  waistband used with the rattle. 
Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
Figure 6.38 Dance rattle similar to the umbo Figure 6.39 “ M E N D A N G ”, a net bag ‘for
collected by Lyons. Thorpe registration 
P2027, N M A  registration 1985.0339.0215. 
Length:33cm. Recorded in the Thorpe 
register (1933) as a ‘charm or dance ornt? 
[village, E. bank Fly R., near Bam boo CK., 
390m up' Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
carrying d o g ’s tee th ’ (Thorpe 1933).
Thorpe registration P I 893, N M A  registration 
1985.0339.0384. Length: 36.5cm. Collected by 
Austen from the Tcdi (Alicc) River W D 
(Thorpe 1933). D og’s teeth were a valuable 
commodity. Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
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Figure 6.40 “1TORP” a head band with j o b ’s 
tear seeds woven into it. Thorpe registration 
P 1912, N M A  registration 1985.0339.0224 
Length: 18cm. The disintegrating label reads 
‘(23)’ ‘IT O R P ’ which identifies it on A us ten ’s 
list. Thorpe (1933) records it as collectcd from 
the Tedi (Alice) River. Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
Figure 6.41 ‘Gourd penis cover’ or 
Phallocrypt collected by Leo Austen from 
the Tedi (Alice) River (N M A  1985).Thorpe 
registration P I 926, N M A  registration 1985. 
0339.0174. Length: 22.5cm. It is ‘used in 
certain dances’ (Thorpe 1933).
Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
Figure 6.42 “W U N U M ”or grass skirt ”  Thorpe Figure 6.43 “Y A M B A T ” a food dish made 
registration P I 884, N M A  registration 1985. from palm spathe. Thorpe registration 
0339.0177. Length: 47cm. Collectcd by Austen P2045, N M A  registration 1985.0339.0546. 
from the Tedi (Alice) River (Thorpe 1933) Collected by Austen from the Tedi (Alice) 
Photo: S.Schaffarczyk. River (Thorpe 1933).Length:36.5cm.
Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
Figures 6.36, 6.37, 6.38, 6.39, 6.40, 6.41, 6.42, 6.43 were all collected by Leo Austen in
1922, from the Upper Fly and Tedi (Alice) River.
33 While Thorpe (1933) has recorded the skirt as ‘g ra s s ’ it is probably  m ade  from reeds (pers. com m ., 
Craig  2007).
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In the second list, the heading indicates that both Austen and Logan collected 
material. Case A held the irims as discussed above. Case B held one men (a netted 
bag (Thorpe 1933) or bilum)
From ORT village, TEDI River. This was collected for H.E. the Lieut. 
Governor...the one required by him was unobtainable. When making the 
MEN strips of pandanus leaf are used over which the various lines of netting 
are made. When the MEN is finished, these strips are taken out and thrown 
away. (ML A 163 7)
There is no documented explanation of what it was Murray ‘required’, but the 
request demonstrates that he was at least still momentarily interested in collecting 
objects. There was also a wang or tobacco smoking pipe listed as collected from Ort 
village.
The explanation for parcel C is as follows
Collected by Mr. L Austen near the Suspension bridge in the Star Mts. 
8/11/22. The IONGOM people called this article LAWURU, and stated it was 
used by the people of the mountains to ward off arrows as they saw them 
coming -  to all intents they meant to say that it was a shield. This statement 
of course must be accepted with reserve, for the present. (ML A 1637:2)
According to Barry Craig, the design on the shield ‘represents the southernmost 
occurrence of this type of artefact in central New Guinea34 and appears to be a 
Worom attempt to copy a Mountain Ok shield (Figure 6.44) (Craig 1995:30). The 
shield bears some resemblance to house boards from central New Guinea (Craig 
1988:31-44).
34 Central New Guinea the island, not Central Division of Papua.
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Austen also took part in some o f  the earliest archaeological investigations in Papua35. 
His involvement in work carried out in the South Eastern Division is dealt with in 
Chapter Eight.
Figure 6.44 ‘Coarsely carved board, “ IA W U R U ” ' from near the suspension bridge in the 
Star Mountains (Thorpe 1933).Thorpe registration PI 821, N M A registration 
1985.0339.0855. Length: I 16cm. The houscboard or shield collected by Leo Austen in his 
1922 expedition to the Star Mountains. Photo: Dragi Markovic. Used with the permission o f  
the National M useum  o f  Australia, w w w .nm a.gov.au
\VJ I a mb den
According to an article in The Papuan Villager in May 1931, seventy Kaiva Kuku 
masks, all o f  them Eharu (also spelt eharo) type masks were brought to Port
55 A ccord ing  to a story Sinclair reveals, A u s te n ’s transfer to the South  Eastern Divis ion  may well have 
been because he w ent over M u r ray 's  head trying to ensure further exploratory work in the Western 
Division and the upper Sepik. Sinclair writes: 'A t the end o f  1924. Leo A usten  knew  more about the 
geography and the peoples of. .[the] N orth-W est corner than any other man. I le was passionately 
eager to com plete  the work but made a fatal b lunder which was to knock  him out o f  the running for 
g o o d ’ (Sinclair 1988:44). A usten  was on leave in Sydney when he ran into the M inister  for Home and 
Territories to w hom  he revealed his plan to continue the north-west work  I le unwisely  followed this 
up with a letter to the Minister detailing plans for an expedition, and requesting that he lead it. 
Unfortunately, the proper course o f  action was to propose this to Murray first. O f  course, the plan was 
revealed to Murray, w ho found it ’too e labora te . . .’ am ong  other things and he im mediately  rejected 
the proposal. General W isdom  o f  the M andated  Territory also responded in the negative stating that 
Chinnery  w ou ld  investigate his side o f  the border, and that there seem ed to be plenty o f  other Papuan 
territory for the Papuan governm ent to investigate. In l c)26 a scientific  expedit ion  to the north-west 
was proposed by the RGS, RAI, B A A S, and Oxford  University. M urray  responded competit ively, 
sending CH Karius and Ivan C ham pion  before the English group arrived (Sinclair  1988:44-46).
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Moresby36 (Figure 6.45). They are described as being made at Uaripi and Mei, and 
were presumably collected from there. Lambden, the patrol officer stationed at 
Kerema, Delta Division from February 1921 collected them and brought them to Port 
Moresby among some fanfare (AR 1921-22:15, The Papuan Villager May 1931:33). 
Once in Port Moresby the parade of prisoners carrying the masks to the Museum 
from the boat must have been a spectacular sight. Williams describes in the article 
that the masks were hung in the Museum from the roof in the room behind his office. 
He suggests that the masks will remain in Port Moresby for ‘some time’, but that 
they are destined for ‘a big Museum in Australia or elsewhere’ (The Papuan Villager 
May 1931:33). This makes it clear that the ‘un-museum-like’ museum exhibited 
material. It seems that none of the seventy masks made it to Australia to become a 
part of the Papuan Official Collection, as they were collected a year after the last 
consignment of POC objects was sent to Sydney. Some of them may have become 
part of the later Department of Territories exhibitions and so may be in the National 
Museum’s collections anyway (see Chapter Seven). There is evidence to suggest that 
some of the masks in the group of seventy went to the Pitt Rivers Museum (see 
Chapter Eight and Schwimmer 1976:18-19), and probably other museums in 
Australia and internationally.
There are another fourteen masks listed in the Thorpe Register. EM Bastard, Murray 
and AP Lyons are responsible for six of them, and the remaining eight are not 
attributed to a collector. Of these, three were collected from the Delta Division, and 
five from the Gulf. Bastard was stationed in the Delta Division, and had collected 
masks from Orokolo, so he might be responsible for the collection of those listed as 
from the Delta Division. However, the Divisional boundaries have changed over 
time, and the material culture or what is referred to as ‘art styles’ of the Papuan Gulf 
region straddle these Divisions, particularly along the Purari River (Newton 1961). 
None of the masks have labels attached (apart from NMA registration numbers),
36 FE Williams (1940) explains in Drama o f the Orokolo the Hevehe cycle of which eharo masks are a 
part. He also described the differences in morphology and use between the Sevese, Harisu, Kovave 
and Eharo masks. See Newton (1961) for a basic summary of Williams’ explanation, or Williams 
(1940) for a more detailed explanation o f  the ceremonies attached to the making and use of the masks. 
In summary: the masks are all made of cane and bark cloth and decorated with pigments, feathers, etc. 
Eharo are generally conical with totemic creatures such as birds or fish at the top of the cone. Kovave 
are usually like eharo without the figure at the top, and represent bush sprits. Sevese/Semese are very 
tall, large and elliptical in shape. Hevehe represent sea spirits.
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Figure 6.45 Photograph o f  masks collected from Delta Division by WJ Lam bden in The 
Papuan Villager Friday 15th M ay 1931 page 36. Lambden collected seventy masks and 
brought them  to Port M oresby where they were displayed in the M useum  by being hung 
from the roof. None o f  the seventy appear to have been brought to Australia although five 
similar m asks also probably collectcd by Lambden, arc in the POC and two are in the 
Australian M useum, Sydney. Two more were sent by FE Williams to Beatrice Blackwood at 
the Pitt Rivers M u seu m 37 (see Chapter Eight).
and, for those without specific places o f  origin, Thorpe or his Port Moresby 
counterpart may have arbitrarily attributed a Division. Since the masks arrived in the 
1923 shipment o f  objects, we know they were collected before that date. In the 1922- 
23 Annual Report, Lambden wrote a description o f  the Opau District after patrolling 
from the Dahiti River south east to Opau and Kerema. On that patrol he encountered 
the village o f  Iva-Vivi where he ‘found the people infected with the strange 
hallucination known as the “Vailala Madness,” which has been so common in the 
G ulf  Division o f  late years’ (AR 1920-21:11). This probably placed Lambden in a 
perfect position to collect things like the masks, as the villagers beset by the
38‘m adness’ might have been quite keen to ‘throw aw ay’ items o f  ceremonial value .
37 The masks sent to Blackwood may also have been collected by FE Williams; he sporadically 
(spread over twelve years between 1923 and 1935) spent quite a lot of time on fieldwork in the Gulf 
Division, and Orokolo (Young and Clark 2001:36).
3* See Williams (1923b) for an explanation of the cause and effects of the ‘Vailala Madness’ on the 
villagers. Some ceremonial items also require disposal by various means after the ceremonies, and 
giving the masks away may have been seen as a substitute for destroying or otherwise disposing of 
them (Barker 2001)
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Lambden was also good friends with FE W illiams39 whose interest in the Hevehe 
cycle in the G u lf  area was widely known. All o f  these observations suggest that 
Lambden probably collected the 1923 masks (Figures 6.46 and 6.47).
Figure 6.46 F igure 6.47
Figure 6.46 and 6.47 Two o f  the masks probably collcctcd by Lambden in or just  before
1923. Figure 6.46 is Thorpe registration PI 851, N M A  registration 1985.0339.0457, Height: 
111cm Figure 6.47 is Thorpe registration P1852, and N M A  registration 1985.0339.0461. 
Height: 89cm. The masks were probably given to Lambden, or thrown out to be destroyed as 
part o f  ‘Vailala m adness’. Typically eharo masks have a figure o f  some kind on top -  a bird, 
person, boat, etc. (see Chapter Seven, Figure 7.3) the mask to the left was damaged, or the 
figurine was rem oved at some time. Photo: Dragi Markovic. Used with the permission o f  the 
National M useum  o f  Australia, w w w .nm a.gov .au .
In Summary
In providing an introduction to the collecting o f  the field officers in Papua, this 
chapter exemplifies the concept o f  entangled objects/intertwined biographies that 
Thomas (1991), Hoskins (1998) and others have written about. Neither the story of 
an object nor the story o f  a field officer can be fully told without that o f  the other.
34 Mr David Marsh who married L am b d en ’s daughter  (godchild  o f  W illiams) w'orked under L am bden  
in Abau. M r Marsh informed me that Lam bden  and W illiams had been long-lasting friends, and that 
Lam bden had collected  the masks for Williams. L am bden  was 'no t a big co l lec to r’ in his ow n right.
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and so this chapter provides some personal details that flesh out the ‘official’ 
biography of the administration in Papua.
The POC is a reflection of each group (Indigenous, European, administrative, 
civilian) present in the Territory during Murray’s administration and to some extent 
the relationships that these groups shared. The diverse range of objects in the 
Collection represents most Indigenous communities in Papua with whom contact had 
been made -  and definitely represents every Division in the Territory. In turn, the 
objects that were collected from Papuan people show not only what was available to 
be collected, but what Papuan people would allow their visitors to collect -  even 
under duress.
The circumstances under which objects were collected by field officers are important 
because they help to detail the broader picture of the administration. They also 
illustrate the personalities and interests of the individual field officers. Some of the 
men, like Lyons, were driven to collect and explain what they witnessed in the name 
of anthropological posterity. Beaver and Chinnery saw the explanation of how 
Indigenous people came into Papua and moved around it before the arrival of 
Europeans as important in understanding the people with whom they were 
confronted on a daily basis, and again for the sake of anthropological science. 
Austen, in moving into the far reaches of the Territory revealed his competitive 
nature and an adventurous streak, as well as his keen interest in cultures new to him.
Skelly provides a particularly interesting case because he collected often, but unlike 
most of the other officers, he sometimes recorded the frequency of trading activities 
of carriers and police on patrol. This is an important aspect of his writing, as often 
the carriers and police are ‘invisible’ in patrol reports unless they were involved in a 
specific incident. His reports are less like anthropological science and more like a 
commentary of social activities while on patrol. This is a positive difference between 
Skelly’s report and those of the others because it provides a different perspective of 
events on patrol.
Officers like Bramell and Bellamy provide an enigma of sorts; they were interested 
in Papuan culture and society, as demonstrated by the fact they did collect things, but
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they did not feel compelled to work as hard as Austen and Lyons to demonstrate their 
commitment to anthropology. The fact that they already held more senior official 
positions in the service is probably the reason why they did not do more. However, it 
is interesting that they seem not to have taken advantage of these positions to allow 
them to build, or arrange for others to contribute towards, larger comprehensive or 
representative sub-collections.
Without the contributions of the field officers, it is unlikely that such a range of 
objects would exist in one collection. Without the bureaucratic process of producing 
Annual Reports, it is likely that the circumstances under which material was 
collected would remain largely unknown. Finally, the length of time over which the 
Collection was amassed, as well as the number of different people collecting, has 
been crucial in the constitution of the diversity of the Collection.
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Chapter Seven 
A change of place
The point of the Papuan Official Collection’s departure from Papua in 1915 is a good 
place to recount the biographical journey so far. We now know that the Collection 
was the result of Murray’s personal and professional interest in Papua and its people, 
and part o f his broader plan to use anthropology as an administrative tool of control. 
It was also a result of his personal interest in anthropology. His original plan for the 
Collection was for it to be kept and exhibited in Papua where, along with the advice 
of the Government Anthropologist, it would be of benefit to himself and the 
administration. When he decided to make his personal collection an official one, and 
began to introduce material collected by the field officers and government 
anthropologists of the Territory, what the Collection represented began to change. 
We can call this a change in ‘personality’ of sorts. In becoming an Official 
Collection with many collectors, the POC now represented the numerous perceptions 
of Papua seen through the eyes of Murray, his field officers and his government 
anthropologists. The sub-collections of each contributor reflected the lives they led in 
Papua, and to some extent the lives of the Indigenous people with whom they 
interacted. Along with their attendant documentation these sub-collections provide 
insight as to where individuals were stationed, what kind of events occurred before, 
during and after each collecting episode, and how they viewed the Papuan people. 
On occasion, these collections allow us a glimpse of what Papuan people thought of 
the collectors because of what was, or sometimes, was not available to them.
This chapter investigates how and why the POC made its journey from Port Moresby 
to the NMA in Canberra through three different institutions, and recounts the 
political processes that sent it along that path. The chapter is divided into four 
segments, exploring the events of the time the Collection spent in the Port Moresby 
‘museum’, the Australian Museum, Sydney, the Australian Institute of Anatomy, 
Canberra, and then the National Museum of Australia, Canberra. Questions relating 
to the future of the Collection are addressed in Chapter Nine.
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The first ‘museum’?
In an interesting aside hidden in the unpublished memoirs of Hubert Murray, we 
learn of the existence of the first potential ‘museum’ or ethnological store in Papua. 
In the ‘Story of Nishi’, Murray wrote about his experiences with a Japanese servant 
of his predecessor (Captain Barton), called Nishi, who was frightened that he would 
be killed by some Papuans. In order to help the paranoid Nishi, Murray found him 
new lodgings in a ‘sort of little cubby-house which had been used as a curio room’ 
attached to Government House (Murray n.d ML MS A3140). There is no suggestion 
as to which of the earlier Administrators residing in Government House may have 
built the room, as it need not have been built at the same time as the bungalow. It is 
not unreasonable to suppose that it was an addition by MacGregor, who was well 
known for his collecting activities, and who would have required somewhere to 
store, if not show, some of the 6000 objects in his collection before he removed them 
to Queensland. There is not much evidence that the Administrators between 
MacGregor and Murray had either the time or inclination to collect, but, according to 
the work of Chris Wright (2003) and comments in Murray’s early diaries, Barton had 
an interest in anthropological photography and frequently traded for curios when on 
tours of inspection (MP MS A3138-40 diaries 1904-1917, and see Chapter Four of 
this thesis). Therefore he may also have utilised the space as a ‘curio room’, even if 
he did not build it. Murray does not mention that he ever used the room for its 
alleged original purpose and presumably it was knocked down when Government 
House was rebuilt in 1910 (West 1968:101).
Murray had written in 1907 to the Minister of State for External Affairs about his 
wish to establish a museum and official collection. As mentioned in Chapter Four, 
the 1908-09 Annual Report shows that a museum was built in 1908, but this was 
apparently not the one nominated by Murray. The following year, his plan to 
construct a small building in which to keep his official collection had not come to 
fruition, and he continued to store his objects in the Police Barracks (NAA Al/15 
1921/24811, Murray to Minister 18.12.1908). By 1911, when the Executive Council 
of Papua finally passed the Order (see Chapter Six) that government officers were 
now to collect only for the Government, the Police Barracks was so full that objects
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were being damaged. Murray reminded the Minister of his desire to build a ‘small’ 
museum; he mentioned that this building should be big enough to house the 
MacGregor Collection then stored at the Queensland Museum, which he hoped to 
merge with his own (NAA A 1/15 1911/12991 Murray to Minister 24.07.1911). 
Given that the MacGregor Collection consisted of more than 6000 objects to which 
Murray hoped to add more, the small museum would in all likelihood be not so 
small. Developments arising from Murray’s claim to the MacGregor Collection will 
be discussed further below.
As he originally described it to the Minister, the museum Murray wanted to build 
would have been hardly big enough to contain the exhibits he already had, but he 
intended to extend it as funding allowed (Young and Clark 2001:30, NAA A 1/15, 
1911/12991 Murray to Minister 24.07.1911). In 1913, plans for Murray’s museum 
‘were drawn up, but the building never eventuated’ (Mitton 1976:39). Then, in 1914 
a museum was built to house ‘botanical and geological samples’ and was situated 
behind the court buildings on Douglas Street in the town of Port Moresby (Stuart 
1970:204). This museum, suggested by Staniforth Smith and ‘ignored’ by Murray as 
described in Chapter Four1, seems to be ‘the’ museum referred to from 1914 
onwards. For example, part of the Government Geologist’s report in the Annual 
Report of 1919-1920 (p.90) describes the Geologist’s visit to the museum, the 
addition of a new museum case and the subsequent rearrangement of specimens in 
drawers. Apparently rodents had been nesting in the drawers and damaging the 
geological specimens. The report makes no reference to ethnographic specimens, so 
it is hard to know which museum he was talking about. I must take a moment to
point out that all the information I have so far uncovered on museum buildings
therected in Port Moresby in the early 20 century is rather ambiguous - there may 
well have been three of them: a 1908 building, the 1914 building, and a possible 
‘storage building’ erected when Murray presumably snubbed Smith’s museum.
1 The contents of the museum seem to indicate it was an ‘economic museum’, and there are references 
to such a museum every now and then in documents scattered throughout various archives, although 
as stated in Chapter Four, such a museum was already supposed to have been built in 1908. Smith was 
probably reacting to the 19th-20th century trend for museums that demonstrated material progress, for 
the education of their audiences in the industrial ‘arts’ o f  that progress, including ethnographic 
material. For other examples see the Sydney Technological, Industrial and Sanitary Museum which 
opened in the 1880s and was an ancestor of the current Powerhouse Museum in Sydney (Davidson 
and Webber 2005:16).
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As for ‘the’ museum of 1914: there seem to be no records to suggest exactly what it 
looked like, or exactly what it held. The 1913-14 Annual Report unhelpfully 
mentioned that ‘...a  museum attached to the Native Affairs Department has been 
erected, and is under the direction of the Honorable the Commissioner for Native 
Affairs and Control [Bramell (see Chapter Six)] for the display of Papuan native 
curios and relics’ (AR 1913-14:137). We also know that FE Williams shared his 
office with some 26 stuffed heads , as the office was part of the museum building 
(Griffiths 1977). Murray occasionally referred to taking visitors, such as Beatrice 
Grimshaw, to the ‘museum’ (ML MS A3138-40 diaries 1904-1917). My conclusion 
is that Murray’s small building for storage purposes was not built, and that possibly 
the 1908 and 1914 museums are the same building (or if not, then one building 
replaced the function of the other) . Although this building was frequently referred to 
as the ‘Port Moresby Museum’ it never became a fully functioning museum of the 
type Murray wanted. While it might have displayed economic, geological and 
ethnographic material, any POC objects were only temporarily in it before they were 
shipped to Sydney.
While a lack of money was one reason why Murray could not build the museum he 
wanted, there was a further reason why the museum that did exist did not get any 
further than the building on Douglas Street. In another letter to the Minister of State 
for External Affairs in February 1915 Murray explained why
it was suggested to me by Dr Haddon on the occasion of his recent visit that it 
would be difficult, if not impossible, for us to set up anything in the nature of 
a Museum and that the better plan, for the present, would be to utilize our 
establishment at Port Moresby as a sort of depot for the Museum at Sydney, 
Melbourne or Brisbane. (NAA A452/1 Murray to Minister of State for 
External Affairs 23.02.1915)
2 Only ten of which made their way into the POC, and several of which were given to other 
institutions (see Thorpe 1933).
3 It is also possible that there was a 1908 building and that the 1914 building is the small building for 
storage purposes!
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This letter was a prelude to the impact that Professor Haddon would have on Murray 
and his administration, and the depth of the connection between British anthropology 
and Papua. It is likely that Murray first met with Haddon before the Australasian 
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) congress at Sydney in 1914 
which was presumably the meeting referred to by Murray in the letter above. Murray 
had been on leave to England in 1910 (West 1970:53, 55, NAA G167/6/1 item 1) and 
Haddon had been back to the Torres Strait and Papua with his daughter in 1914 (Urry 
1998:229). Both trips were potential meeting points. Murray’s growing interest in 
anthropology suggests it was highly likely that he made the rounds of the various 
anthropological institutions in and near London, and Oxford where he would have 
visited his brother. Given Murray’s reputation for rejecting advice that he did not 
request, it is possible that Haddon needed the combined effect of up to three visits to 
convince him that the museum was not worth the effort, and that his own plans for 
anthropology in the southern hemisphere might be of use to Papua.
However, both men also had other agendas. As already outlined in Chapter Five, at 
around the same time Haddon held his discussions with Murray just prior to the 
AAAS congress, he wrote to the Australian Government via Atlee Hunt, in support 
of Murray’s collection. He suggested to Hunt that a museum in Port Moresby would 
be inappropriate. He cited the lack of space, and need for costly climate control and 
glass cabinets required to maintain the Collection as the main reasons against it. In 
addition, he suggested that the lack of materials required to remedy the situation 
along with the pay for a qualified curator would be very expensive. Haddon then 
stated that the extant collections of Melanesian material in Australian museums were 
terribly disappointing to him - while on the whole the Sydney specimens (at the 
Australian Museum) were ‘well arranged and labeled’, many were ‘without specific 
localities’, and the collection in the Queensland Museum had ‘no arrangement and 
practically no labeling’ (NAA A452/1 1959/4708 Haddon December 1914). In 
summary, he said: ‘[W]e are faced with the unexpected and deplorable fact that the 
two most important collections of Papuan ethnology in Australia are of little value to 
students’ (NAA A452/1 1959/4708 Haddon December 1914).
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As a final blow to the idea of a Port Moresby Museum, he asked, . .for what class of 
people is an ethnological museum necessary in Port Moresby?’ (NAA A452/1 
1959/4708 Haddon December 1914). Haddon suggested that, apart from the fact that 
the museum building was too small, without proper arrangement and labeling of the 
objects, Government officers would not be able to make use of such a museum. 
Casual visitors and students would probably visit the museums in Australia instead, 
through simple convenience, and while Indigenous people might be interested in it, 
the Collection would be better placed in one of the museums in Australia (NAA 
A452/1 1959/4708 Haddon December 1914).
Haddon’s suggestion that Indigenous people might be interested in, or benefit from 
access to their own material culture was unusual at a time when this was rarely 
acknowledged. However, the general gist of the memo demonstrates his focus on 
helping to establish Melanesian anthropology as an important administrative pursuit 
in Papua and New Guinea4, but only of importance as an academic pursuit in 
Australia (NAA A452, 1959/4708). In particular, it highlights his determination that 
the study of Melanesian anthropology be based in Sydney. The phrasing of his 
memorandum also demonstrates that he is not above academic snobbery. His 
suggestion, too, that an Australian museum would be a better home for the Collection 
became part of a long lasting chain reaction that saw the POC settle in the National 
Museum of Australia some seventy years later.
In 1915, Murray had about 1856 objects that required storage (Thorpe 1933). For 
this, he began a survey of appropriate institutions in Australia, starting with the 
Queensland Museum. As the holding institution of the MacGregor collection, the 
Queensland Museum ought to have been ideal, except that Haddon’s criticism of the 
state of the collection -  both before it had arrived and after it had been installed -  
was a negative point. Murray was concerned also that the Queensland Museum 
believed that part or all of the MacGregor collection was now its own property (NAA 
A1 1921/24811 Murray to Minister 09.10.1918). In 1913 he had noted that the 
Queensland Museum might attempt to exchange some of the MacGregor objects. 
Stopping this from happening was his justification as to why the MacGregor 
Collection should be joined with his own. Murray had attempted in 1911 and 1913 to
4 See Chapter Five for reference to Haddon’s plans for a government anthropologist and substantial 
anthropological program in New Guinea as well as Papua.
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obtain approval to combine the two collections, but nothing further had happened 
(NAA A 1/15 1911/12991 Murray to Minister 24.07.1911, NAA A1 1921/24811 
Dept External Affairs 11.08.1911 Murray to Minister of State for External Affairs 
02.08.1913). Murray was concerned that the MacGregor collection might be further 
dismantled, and by implication was worried that something similar might happen to 
the Papuan Official Collection if it went to Brisbane (NAA A1 1921/24811 Murray 
to Minister 09.10.1918).
The Director of the Queensland Museum, Heber Longman5, argued that the items 
had been legitimately allocated to other museums by prior agreement, and that since 
that event, the ‘collection ha[d] been regarded as absolutely inviolable’ (A1 
1921/24811 Longman to Murray 03.12.1918). Regardless, the Queensland Museum 
was wiped from the list of possible homes for the POC in Murray’s mind. This did 
not prevent him from making later attempts to combine the two collections in order 
to protect their integrity. The Prime Minister’s Department seems to have considered 
the proposal in 1938, to the point that letters were written arranging for the transfer 
of the MacGregor collection to join the Papuan Official Collection at the AIA. No 
action was taken, and the letters were cancelled and filed, and never sent (NAA 
A452 1959/4708, Secretary PM’s Dept to Murray 07.06.1938, Secretary PM’s Dept 
to Director General, Dept of Health 05.07.1938).
In preparation for the POC’s move to Australia, and, at the same time as he was 
cautiously investigating the reliability of the Queensland Museum, Murray began to 
woo Robert Etheridge, the Curator and Director of the Australian Museum from 
1887 to 1919, with the following offer
Mrs Murray informs me that you expressed a desire to have a cuirass of rattan 
from the Upper Fly, such as that described by D ’Albertis...We were fortunate 
enough to find a tribe wearing these cuirasses in a visit to the Upper Fly in 
April last. Some of them were purchased by us...I shall be glad to send you
5 Albert Heber Longman (1880 -  1954) was a newspaper publisher, natural scientist (his interests 
were geology, botany and archaeology) and from 1917 to 1945, the director of the Queensland 
Museum (Gill 1986).
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one if the opportunity offers... (AMA AMS9 M74/1914 Murray to Etheridge, 
Curator Aust Museum, 19.10.1914)
These cuirasses were apparently relatively rare in museum collections at the time, 
and Murray himself claimed that only one had been found previously, by D ’Albertis 
in 1876 (AR 1913-14:17, also see Chapter Six of this thesis). So Etheridge replied on 
behalf of the trustees of the museum that he would ‘... only be too glad to receive an 
example of the Upper Fly cuirass, an object I have long been on the outlook for’ 
(AMA AMS9 M74/1914 Etheridge to Murray 06.11.1914). On 18lh March 1915, 
Murray forwarded a specimen from the ‘confluence of the Fly and Alice Rivers’ 
advising Etheridge that if he required more information, he should ‘get the Papuan 
Annual Report for 1913-14’ and read the account of the trip during which the cuirass 
had been acquired (AMA AMS9 M12/1915 Murray to curator 08.03.1915).
At the same time, Murray, with the help of Bramell, had initiated negotiations for 
storage space at the Australian Museum in a separate batch of letters (NAA A l, 
1921/24811 Hunt to Murray 23.07.1915).
By May of 1915, Etheridge had been well buttered up and wrote in a memo which 
was unaddressed, but presumably to his staff
Should his Excellency and Honour Judge Murray call during my absence, 
inform him that I can find dry, clean and airy storage room for a fairly large 
ethnological collection if he thinks fit to deposit his gatherings here for safe 
keeping...In return for this care-taking the trustees usually desire to select 
specimens for the museum collections, when such happen to be well 
represented by the duplicates, not otherwise. Furthermore, the articles could 
be numbered consecutively and registered individually in a book for this and 
no other purpose. To carry this out properly, the fullest information ought to 
be furnished whenever possible, locality, native name, tribe, use etc. (AMA 
AMS9 M24/1915 Etheridge Australian Museum Minute 29.05.1915)
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Thus began the next stage in the life of the POC. Between October 1915 and 
February 1930, twelve shipments of packing cases, crates and bags containing 3164 
objects arrived at the Australian Museum in College St, Sydney (Thorpe 1933).
In the storage area of the Australian Museum, WW Thorpe, the Ethnologist for the 
Australian Museum from 1906 to 1932 (when he died), meticulously checked each 
crate and object and listed them methodically in careful script in a large leather 
bound ledger. This is now known as the Thorpe Register. Each object was given a 
‘P’ (Papuan collection) number and, if  the information was available, he briefly 
described the object, including provenance details, such as village or other location, 
notes as to what the object was made from, and what it was used for, and referrals to 
other sources of information. The objects are listed in order of arrival, including the 
name of the ship, and its date of arrival, so the Register is roughly chronological6. As 
noted in the introduction to this thesis, this is helpful in estimating the latest possible 
date an item may have been collected. Thorpe also listed an Australian Museum 
registration number for each of the 125 duplicates representing about 70 different 
types of object that he kept on the Museum’s behalf (NMA DPOC Thorpe memo to 
Director 03.05.1932). Barry Craig (1993:17) suggests that 400 items were kept by 
the Australian Museum, and a count of the number of objects per ‘P ’ number in the 
Thorpe Register agrees with this. The discrepancy between Thorpe’s memo and the 
final count is probably due to a renewed agreement between FE Williams and 
McCarthy that the Australian Museum could continue to select duplicates as POC 
objects arrived in Sydney, closer to the date the POC was removed to Canberra.
Given the enthusiasm shown by various institutions for examples of Papuan material 
during this period, and therefore, intense competition for specimens, Thorpe was 
surprisingly fair in his selection of objects (NAA A1 1916/23348). A random sample 
of objects originally in the POC, but now at the Australian Museum was selected for 
comparison against those remaining in the POC. The AM objects do seem to be 
repeated in the POC, sometimes in multiple, and those kept by the AM do not always
6 As explained in the introduction to this thesis, the order of arrival of objects to Australia is recorded 
in the Thorpe Register, but this only designates the last possible date an object might have been 
collected. For example, objects have been recorded as collected since 1907, but the first shipment did 
not leave Port Moresby until 1915, therefore objects in this batch might have been collected at any 
time between those two dates.
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appear to be the ‘best’ (whether this might be oldest, newest, rarest, most complete or 
least damaged) specimens in any one pair or group. For example, dance rattles, cane 
cuirasses, and clay pots are all roughly equivalent pieces in terms of their condition. 
They are all more or less in good condition (not very damaged, incomplete or 
missing) they are from the same regions, collected mostly by the same people, during 
the same years. One contradiction to this rule includes the larger and older of the gi 
gawa canoes collected by Lyons, as discussed in Chapter Six.
On display in the Australian Museum?
WW Thorpe sent a minute to Anderson, the Director of the Australian Museum from 
1921-1940, in October 1923 about the possibility of taking up an earlier suggestion 
that some of the POC objects might be displayed at the Australian Museum. His 
description was as follows
It is our intention, to make a draft on the Official Collection, when 
assembling material for the Ravi exhibit. All the human skulls from the Gulf 
and Delta will be requisitioned, together with Gopi Boards and objects from 
the last official consignment. (AMA AMS9 P54 C81/23)
Anderson duly wrote to Murray about the plan for the ‘ravi exhibit’ where objects 
such as those listed below would be displayed in the Museum:
human skulls from the Gulf and Delta and objects from the last consignment, 
including a large kaiva-kuku mask and a cane figure, which you have already 
authorized us (through Mr McCulloch) to exhibit in our galleries. (NMA 
DPOC AM minute C.81/23 WWT/Anderson 08.10.1923)
Anderson continued his request, asking if the Papuan administration might arrange 
for a thatched roof covering 480 square feet (16x14 feet or 4.87mx4.26m) to be made 
from the ‘proper palm leaf and sent in bales to the Museum to be attached to a 
framework they had already constructed. Although Anderson had promised that an
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acknowledgement of the Papuan administration would be displayed in return for 
providing the leaves, Bell, the Commissioner for native affairs did not provide the 
thatching7. Instead, ‘a staggering 1000 palm leaves were shipped to the Museum 
from Lord Howe Island, where McCulloch was engaged in zoological fieldwork in 
1924’ (pers.com., J.Specht 2006). Perhaps the urgency behind obtaining the palm 
leaves, and a potential reason for the Papuan administration to refuse to supply them, 
was because the exhibition was to be opened in conjunction with Frank Hurley’s new 
film (AMA AMS 9 M20/24 McCulloch 02.03.24, J.Specht, pers.com.2006).
At the time of his request for the thatched roof, Anderson took the chance to hint at 
future exhibitions entailing the setting aside of an entire room for the purposes of 
displaying a ‘representational series’ featuring the cultural areas of Papua (NMA 
DPOC AM minute C.81/23 WWT/Anderson 08.10.1923). I have not found records 
associated with the POC to suggest whether these later displays took place; if they 
did, it appears that POC material was not used.
Who may collect?
While Murray did not want the contents of either the POC or the MacGregor 
collections depleted, he was not unhappy to gain additional items from elsewhere, for 
example, Stanley Arthur Greenland, Inspector for the Native Affairs Department 
from 1917, acquired object P I945 for the Collection. This was a ‘skull with features 
restored’; brought from the Sepik River, Mandated Territory by Mr Cutlacks, a 
journalist (Thorpe 1933, P1945, NMA1985.0339.0702).
This appears to be one of only three or four objects from the Mandated Territory in 
the POC. The Australian Government on the other hand, probably out of concern for 
the expenses that might be incurred from additional purchases and transport, rather 
than the integrity of the collection, vetoed Murray’s desires for objects from outside 
the Territory. For example, in 1921 the Director of the Queensland Museum offered 
Murray a mask from the Mandated Territory for the sum of 5 pounds (NAA
7 Possibly by Murray’s orders.
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A 1,1921/24811 Longman to Sec. Home and Territories 08.06.1921). This amounted 
to the sum Murray had provided his field officers with per annum in 1907 (there is 
no indication that he increased the amount as time went on, though presumably he 
did). Longman wrote to the Secretary to the Minister for Home and Territories that ‘I 
believe he [Murray] regarded it to be of special interest’ (NAA A l, 1921/24811). He 
does not suggest why, and I have not found evidence elsewhere what Murray did 
think of the mask. The Minister replied to Longman that as the new administration 
for the Mandated Territory got going, it might establish its own collection and 
museum in Rabaul. Whether the mask was offered to General E A Wisdom, the first 
Administrator of the Mandated Territory, is not recorded (NAA A 1,1921/24811).
Murray generally had no qualms about institutions conducting collecting expeditions 
in Papua as long as they followed the appropriate protocols of gaining a permit, and 
allowing the Government to inspect, and select objects for the POC from what had 
been collected. He did not, on the other hand, condone his own officers carrying out 
collecting for those institutions.
In July 1911, J Duffield in the Office of the Commissioner of Crown Lands and 
Immigration in Adelaide wrote on behalf of Dr Stirling, the Director of the South 
Australian Museum, to request that Evan Stanley, the Government Geologist of 
Papua be ‘...given a permit to collect birdskins and eggs for scientific purposes 
only’. The reason given for the collecting to be undertaken was that the Museum was 
‘deficient in specimens from the locality named, which are desired for the education 
of visitors to that institution’ (NAA A 1/15, 1913/14025 J Duffield, Secretary 
Commissioner for Lands to Secretary Department of External Affairs).
Murray referred the matter to the Executive Council, and the Papuan administration 
replied to the South Australian Museum that Stanley would not be given permission 
to collect (NAA A 1/15, 1913/14025 Museum to Murray 24.11.1911). The Museum 
responded with a demand to know why not. Murray replied from on board the Merrie 
England (the Government steamer) at Cairns, that if Stanley was to collect for the 
Museum he would end up spending too much time on ‘undertakings which would not 
by any means necessarily fit with his duties as government geologist’. Murray
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pointed out that while Papua had many birds, they were not easy to find, and had to 
be specifically searched for, for the purposes of collecting. In doing this ‘neither the 
collecting nor the geology would be properly attended to’ (NAA Al/15, 1913/14025 
Murray to Minister of State 16.12.1911).
On the other hand, if the request fitted better with the work of the potential collector, 
Murray was happy to negotiate terms for requests that might benefit the requesting 
institution and his administration. Sometime in or before 1916, Atlee Hunt had 
introduced Patrol Officer (and later Government Anthropologist of the Mandated 
Territory) EWP Chinnery to Sir Baldwin Spencer, Director of what is now the 
National Museum of Victoria (Museum Victoria) or then, the Melbourne Museum 
between 1899 and 1928 (Rasmussen 2001:123). During May 1916, Chinnery went to 
Melbourne where he met up with Spencer again. Chinnery wrote to Hunt about the 
meeting, stating that he had described to Spencer certain ‘homicidal emblems’ and 
associated practices of the Northern Division, and that Spencer was now interested in 
securing specimens (NAA A1 1916/23348 Hunt to Chinnery 21.05.1916). Hunt 
presumably contacted Spencer, and passed on his request for permission for 
Chinnery to collect for the Melbourne Museum to Murray. Murray replied that ‘I 
regret I can not oblige Sir Baldwin Spencer in this matter. I think that any collection 
which Mr Chinnery may make should be for the use of the Papuan Govt’ (NAA A1 
1916/23348 17.06.1916). Murray, who was in Melbourne at the time, made the effort 
of going to meet with Spencer. He discovered that Spencer did not want Chinnery to 
collect exclusively for the Museum, and so recommended that the choice be left to 
the Executive Council of Papua (NAA A1 1916/23348 Murray to Hunt 16.06.1916).
It appears that Spencer’s request was initiated by news of the agreement between the 
Australian Museum and the Papuan administration. Presumably, he had heard about 
Murray’s difficulties with the Queensland Museum as well, and come to the 
conclusion that the deal the Australian Museum had made was too good for the 
Melbourne Museum to ignore. He extended an offer to the Papuan Government of 
services similar to those then underway in the Australian Museum in Sydney. He 
exploited Murray’s change of heart on Chinnery collecting for the Museum to his 
advantage and proposed that
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permission should be given to collectors who choose to do so, and to whom I 
am prepared to give instructions as to what and how to collect, to send to the 
Melbourne Museum any specimens they collect. In Melbourne, as in Sydney 
they will be held at the disposal o f the Papuan Government, the Museum 
authorities to be entitled to duplicates. All objects will be carefully preserved 
and catalogued and moreover, I am prepared to make a special public exhibit 
of Papuan objects thus received on behalf of the Papuan Government and to 
have them adequately shown and described. (NAA A1 1916/23348 Spencer 
to Hunt 20.07.1916)
Spencer was too late. Papuan Official Collection objects were already being sent to 
Sydney as agreed. His offer of storage and a catalogue were not providing anything 
more than the terms offered by the Australian Museum, and so did not sway Murray 
or the Executive Council in the end. The Executive Council rather coldly replied that
All officers of this service, including Mr Chinnery, have standing instructions 
to collect curios for the Museum belonging to the Territory. Most of them, 
including Mr Chinnery, have not so far collected any. The chief reason 
appears to be that the pressure of their official duties is so great as to prevent 
them from giving the necessary time for the collection of curios. If then, 
officers have no time to collect for our own Museum it appears unlikely that 
they could find time to collect for a Museum outside the Territory. (NAA A1 
1916/23348 Champion to Murray 22.08.1916)
The refusal for Chinnery to collect for Spencer may be why there are no objects 
collected by Chinnery in the POC. Presumably, if Melbourne could not have some of 
what he collected, then neither could Papua. With the exception of some objects that 
he provided to AB Lewis around the same time as Beaver did (see Chapter Six), 
which are now in the Field Museum in Chicago (Crawford 1981), Chinnery only 
collected and shared the fruits of his collecting once he became the Government 
Anthropologist in the Mandated Territory in 1921.
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Murray finished the now drawn-out negotiations by offering that collectors
who choose to do so, and to whom the Director is prepared to give 
instructions... send specimens to the Melbourne Museum. The provisions of 
the Ordinance8 have, I think, never been put in force against a bona fide 
collector who is working for a recognized Museum. This does not, o f course, 
apply to Government Officers, who are not allowed to collect except for the 
Papuan Government. (NAA A1 1916/23348 Murray to Minister for External 
Affairs 28.08.1916)
Murray also refused other collectors permission to collect, even after collecting for 
the Papuan Official Collection had essentially ceased in 1930.
In order to ensure the best possible chance of a positive response, some organisations 
attracted as much eminent support as possible in their application to the Papuan 
administration. In 1938 Malcolm MacDonald wrote from Downing St, London on 
behalf of the British Museum (Natural History) to the Prime Minister of Australia 
stating that Mr G Baskett of the Kwato mission, Samarai, had offered to collect birds 
for the Museum from the Dorevaidi, Keveri and Tari Furoro Districts, adding that the 
Trustees of the Museum were very keen to receive these specimens (NAA A518/1 
F806/1/5 MacDonald to PM 03.05.1938). Murray’s response on this occasion was 
unequivocal. He refused permission on the basis that the Tari Furoro district was 
within the Uncontrolled Area. He warned also that even requests to collect in other 
districts would be subject to tighter controls -  whether this was in relation to entry 
into those districts or control of outsiders’ collecting activities is ambiguous. The 
refusal of permission on this occasion, however, was not (NAA A518/1 F806/1/5 
Murray to Minister in Charge of Territories, PM’s Department 14.06.1938).
8 The Antiquities Ordinance, which stated that curios and antiquities may not be collected, nor 
removed from the Territory without the correct permits and permission of  Customs.
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Moving on
In September 1927, the Secretary of the Australian Museum wrote to the Minister for 
Home and Territories on behalf of the Trustees about the ‘Federal Collections at 
present held in the Australian Museum for safe keeping’. He wanted to know when 
the Collection might be transferred to Canberra so that the Australian Museum could 
access its space again (AMA AMS 10 754/27 Secretary of AM to Minister for Home 
and Territories 29.09.1927).
This letter indicated that the various formalities, discussions and rumours on the 
potential establishment of a new National Museum to be located in Canberra, were 
working their way through the system of museums in Australia (AMA AMS 10 
754/27 Secretary of AM to Minister for Home and Territories 29.09.1927, Robin 
2003). By 1927 the idea that the Papuan Official Collection would become a part of 
the intended Museum had not been formalized, even though it had been referred to as 
a ‘Federal Collection’. The museum itself was not yet a fact in terms of site or 
contents (Robin 2003). In 1930, shipments of POC objects were still being received 
from Papua, and the POC as a Collection in the storage facility of the Australian 
Museum seemed to be going nowhere. The Australian Museum began to agitate 
more vigorously for the POC to be moved. A memorandum from WW Thorpe to the 
Director of the Australian Museum indicates that not only was that Museum running 
out of space, but, also that, after a seventeen year wait, the Trustees had run out of 
patience. He explained to the Director
In 1915, when the Trustees undertook to store and care for the collection, it 
was believed that after a lapse of a few years, it would be offer’d [sic] to the 
Trustees as a gift. As the museum at Canberra is an established fact, this is 
quite unlikely. Moreover, much ethnological material is already housed at 
Canberra9. Under these circumstances, I respectfully submit, that an effort 
should be made to transfer the collection. The space it occupies could be used 
for storing our own material. (NMA DPOC Thorpe to Director AM, memo
03.05.1932)
9 The material referred to includes collections such as the Home and Black ethnological collections 
(see the end of this section).
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That Murray did not automatically launch into arrangements for the Papuan Official 
Collection to be sent to Canberra to await the commencement of the new Federal 
Museum indicates that he was aware that until agreement had been reached as to 
what the Museum’s collections would include, they would not be exhibited. It was 
also clear to him that the POC could no longer remain at the Australian Museum in 
Sydney, and so he again set about the task of finding a new home for his Collection.
Murray played a supporting role in Haddon’s campaign for the establishment of a 
Chair of Anthropology at the University of Sydney, a position taken up by AR 
Radcliffe-Brown in 1926 (West 1968:216). Murray had identified two main benefits 
for his administration in the establishment of an anthropology department relatively 
close to Port Moresby, the first of these being the potential for a formal training 
program for his field officers, the second a greater use than simple storage or display 
for his Collection.
Whether Murray was using the Collection as leverage for the establishment of the 
Chair, or trying to ensure some kind of loyalty from the University once a Chair was 
established, is not clear from the correspondence. What was certain, was that he was 
trying to find a permanent home for the Collection where it would not simply sit in 
storage, and that he was still trying to wrest the MacGregor Collection from the 
Queensland Museum. In 1924, he had attempted to make a gift of both collections to 
the University of Sydney (NAA A 1/15 1924/26997 Murray to Minister of State for 
Home and Territories 14.02.1924). He suggested to the Minister for Home and 
Territories that the large quantity of curios owned by the Papuan Government ‘might 
be of assistance in connection with lectures or with original research’ for the soon to 
be appointed Professor of Anthropology. Murray offered the collections ‘without any 
stipulations, except that we should like to see them properly arranged and made 
available for public inspection’ (NAA A 1/15 1924/26997 Murray to Minister of State
14.02.1924). The proper arrangement and public exhibition of the POC was coming 
to the fore as Murray’s major aim for the Collection whilst it remained in Australia.
The Minister appears to have taken Murray’s offer as a gift not only to whichever 
university established a department of anthropology first, but also as an offer to the
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Commonwealth Government. This stems from a follow-up letter Murray sent stating 
that if the appointment of a Professor of Anthropology was not made, he would be 
agreeable to presenting the POC to a Federal Museum, when it was established 
(NAA A 1/15 1924/26997 Murray to Minister of State for Home and Territories
27.06.1924).
The Minister responded by suggesting that if a Professor of Anthropology were not 
appointed at one of the universities, then the Government would be pleased to 
present the Collection to a Federal Museum, if one was ever established. In the event 
that a Chair was proposed, he recommended that a condition of the gift should be 
that the curios be given to the Federal Museum once it was established (NAA A 1/15 
1924/26997 Secretary for Minister of State JG McLaren 30.08.1924).
Robin (2003) mentions that from the late 1920s and into the 1930s Radcliffe-Brown, 
who became the Chair of Anthropology at the University of Sydney in 1926, had 
funding from the Rockefeller Foundation. Through the establishment of field 
programs in New Guinea and Northern Australia, Radcliffe-Brown’s Department had 
acquired large amounts of ethnological material that he was already having difficulty 
storing. He was apparently using these collections as leverage for better support from 
the Commonwealth for his Department (Robin 2003). He therefore probably did not 
feel the need to adopt another homeless collection acquired by people from outside 
the University. Of course, there was also the caveat in accepting the gift of the 
Papuan collections that he would have to give them up once a Federal Museum was 
established, an event that was beginning to seem more than likely. These were 
apparently good enough reasons for Radcliffe-Brown to reject Murray’s offer. The 
series of exchanges between Murray and the Minister, and Radcliffe-Brown’s 
eventual rejection of the POC had ramifications in terms of the ownership of the 
Collection that would not emerge until the 1970s and 1980s. These are discussed in 
Chapter Nine.
Why at this time did Murray not approach the Melbourne Museum about their 1916 
offer to store and exhibit the Papuan Official Collection? The onset of the Depression 
may have dampened the Museum’s keenness to acquire specimens that would have
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been expensive to maintain, particularly without a curator for the anthropological 
collections (Rasmussen 2001:187). While Spencer’s successors Kershaw (1928 to 
1931) and DJ Mahony (1931 to 1944) were keen on ethnography, Rasmussen 
(2001:187, 207), editor of a book on the history of Museum Victoria, mentions that 
the focus of ethnographic research was shifting from museums to universities, 
especially in Australia towards Sydney University, and Melbourne lost funding and 
attention as a result. This phenomenon has been treated in Chapter Three of this 
thesis. If Murray wanted the Collection to attract the kind of scientific and 
anthropological attention that he believed it warranted, then Melbourne was not the 
best place for it.
The Australian Institute of Anatomy
As a safeguard against rejection by the other institutions he would approach, Murray 
had also made contact with Sir Colin MacKenzie, the Curator of the Australian 
Institute of Anatomy (AIA) in Canberra, about housing his Collection there. 
MacKenzie was an orthopaedic surgeon from Melbourne who had a keen interest in 
Australian marsupials, parallel to his orthopaedic work in humans. In order to guard 
against the day marsupials became extinct, he collected as many specimens as 
possible so they would be preserved for future scientific work (Robin 2003:253). 
MacKenzie went to London during WWI and upon his return to Melbourne in 1917 
set up part of his home as a museum. He referred to this as the ‘Australian Institute 
of Anatomical Research’ from 1919 onwards. In 1923 after several international 
offers had been made to buy his collection, he offered it instead as a gift to the 
Commonwealth Government, moving it to Canberra in 1928 when the AIA building 
was constructed. The old AIA building is now the Film and Sound Archive (Robin 
2003:253). In this respect, the AIA began as a zoological and anatomical museum, 
not one that involved ethnological collections. However, as illustrated by Thorpe and 
the Minister of State’s comments above, it was now also becoming regarded as the 
potential core collection of the new National Museum (Robin 2003:254).
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Whether it was to become the core collection or not, in 1927, GH Mackay, the Chair 
of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works on the ‘National Museum 
of Australian Zoology, Canberra’ used it as an example to encourage philanthropic 
donations. He acknowledged the patriotism of donations to the Commonwealth such 
as MacKenzie’s as well as the ethnological collections of Dr George Home and Mr 
Murray Black. Mackay voiced the hope that other collectors would demonstrate 
similar interest in donating their own ‘valuable collections of specimens’ to the 
Nation (Mackay 1927 in Robin 2003:255). Perhaps something like this ethic (along 
with the hope that the university would train his field officers in anthropology) 
stimulated Murray’s actions in suggesting the Collection be gifted to Sydney 
University. Or, as the impetus built towards the AIA becoming part of the Federal 
Museum, it may have inspired him to place the Papuan Official Collection in the 
AIA. It is highly likely that MacKenzie’s attitude towards the preservation of 
Australian marsupials for future science resonated with Murray’s own ambitions as 
regards his opinions on the preservation o f ethnographic material. Regardless of the 
ambitions of the Australian Government to build collections of its own, he may have 
felt more comfortable in giving the Collection to MacKenzie and the AIA for 
safekeeping.
McShane (1998:80) states that ‘MacKenzie’s concerns about racial degeneracy and 
faunal extinction and his interest in comparative anatomy were the organizing 
principles for his collection’. MacKenzie’s primary focus in the AIA was the 
organisation and exhibition of evolutionary sequences of zoological specimens, 
human remains and their ethnographic counterparts (Kaus n.d., Craig 1993:16, Robin 
2003). Robin (2003:261) adds that MacKenzie was also ‘not shy of taking up the 
cause of ‘ethnological work’ himself - albeit with an anatomical bias’. As such, he 
encouraged George Murray Black to continue to collect stone tools and Aboriginal 
[anatomical] specimens to build the AIA collections. MacKenzie was keen for his 
Institute to attract a wide audience and to educate that audience (Robin 2003:261). 
After MacKenzie died in 1938, the emphasis on comparative anatomy in the Institute 
declined, and anthropology played a large role in the focus of the new Director. 
McShane (1998:80) notes however, that MacKenzie’s zoological influence still 
‘remained strong, and led to attacks on it [the AIA] in the 1960s for its conflation of
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human and natural history and its identification of a racial hierarchy which privileged 
European Australians’. This criticism will be discussed further below.
Considering that he placed value on the contribution of ethnological material to his 
presentation of evolution, it seems reasonable that MacKenzie was eager to add the 
Papuan Official Collection to his Institute, not least because the POC contained 
multiple specimens of Papuan human remains. Prior to the finalisation of the move 
of the POC from Sydney to Canberra, Murray was pleased to donate what might be 
regarded as a final ‘sweetener’ in the form of an additional nine human skulls from 
the Kikori Delta to the AIA collections where they went on immediate display (NAA 
A518/1, V840/1/5 MacKenzie to Secretary of PM’s Dept. 22.02.1932).
Once the change of home had been agreed to, a tedious debate ensued between 
Murray, the Commonwealth Government, the Australian Museum and MacKenzie 
about who was to pay for the transfer of the Collection from Sydney to Canberra 
(NMA DPOC Director to Secretary PM ’s Dept 21.09.1933). Finally, in December 
1933, Messrs Walter Stone and Sons, Removalists of Bondi Junction were hired to 
move the Collection to the Railway Station and freight it to Canberra by goods train 
(NMA DPOC Director Australian Museum to Secretary Starling PM’s Dept
01.12.1933). Frustratingly the file ends before an agreement was reached. I have not 
yet found any documents to show who finally paid for the transport in the available 
records.
MacKenzie confirmed to Murray in February 1935 that the Collection had been 
unpacked and checked, that it was ‘in a very good state of preservation, and is 
practically complete. Those specimens that are missing are well represented by 
others of a similar nature’ and that most importantly ‘...the whole is displayed, and 
available to scientists, who wish to obtain an intimate knowledge of the culture of the 
Papuan natives’ (NMA DPOC MacKenzie to Murray 22.02.1935). Despite trawling 
the NMA and NAA, and contacting the Australian Film and Sound Archive about 
their own archives, I have not yet managed to see, or obtain copies of photographs of 
the ‘ethnological’ gallery in the AIA from this time. Judging by the photographs 
available of the zoological collections, where there are many specimens per case
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presumably, the ethonological/ethnographic display cases of the AIA took on a ‘Pitt 
Rivers Museum-esque’ nature in appearance when the Papuan Official Collection 
arrived. That is, in fitting with the rest of the collections, and MacKenzie’s 
theoretical bent, the POC was probably integrated into the exhibition space and 
displayed in ‘a systematic classification and arrangement of the material objects 
which would reveal the course of the evolution of human culture’ (Cousins 1993:4). 
This means that it would have been typologically displayed with as many objects 
filling the cabinets as possible to ensure that visitors and researchers to the Institute 
might be exposed to as many examples of each type as possible (Cousins 1993:4). 
Examples of what the ethnographic display looked like during the period from the 
1960s into the 1980s include Figures 7.1 and 7.2 below. This style of display came 
under criticism from the 1975 Pigott Report which suggested that the material 
exhibited in the AIA, and the means by which it was displayed and described were 
out of date, and no longer relevant for Australian society (Pigott Report 1975:42-43).
A floor plan of the AIA ethnographic gallery drawn up in 198410 (see Figure 7.3) the 
year before the AIA collections were subsumed into those of the National Museum, 
indicates that by then not all of the Papuan Official Collection was still on display. 
Apart from this some of the cases had drawers beneath them, which means that while 
the items in the drawers could be accessed, they were not technically on open public 
display. The list detailing what was in each case shows that as well as the ‘Australian 
Aborigines’ display in cases 1 to 21, cases 22 to 35 held more Aboriginal objects, as 
well as a variety of ‘...wooden Melanesian figures’, . . . ‘wooden objects from the 
Trobriand Islands’, . . . ‘various ornaments’ and . . . ‘various musical instruments’, 
human remains, wood and stone weapons, wooden masks from New Ireland, wooden 
drums, tapa cloth, and some grass skirts and items of personal ornamentation. While 
some of the objects are noted as being from Papua New Guinea, others are denoted 
only as ‘Melanesian’ which means that some portions of the display may have been 
from other collections, and not necessarily from Papua (NMAA File 1981/93 D. 
Rome 08.11.1984 and plan of ethnographic gallery, AIA).
10 While photographs of the zoological collections exist, there do not appear to be any photos of  the 
ethnographic material on public display until the late 1970s or early 1980s (pers.com. D Kaus 2006). I 
have not seen these photos.
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F ig u re  7.1 Black and white photograph o f  ‘Papuan Skulls’ case. (Position o f  the display case 
in the AIA building is unidentified. No date, no photographer name, no dimensions 
provided). MacKenzic Collection photographs: M aeKenzie/AIA Papers, Box 2, 
N M O  A /M A C K /2 .6.2.
F ig u re  7.2 Black and white photograph o f  the ‘m a sk ’ display case, showing some o f  the 
eharo and other masks in the POC. Note that not all o f  the ‘grass skir ts’ are original parts o f  
the ceremonial outfits. (Position o f  the display case in the AIA building is unidentified. No 
date, no photographer name, no dimensions provided, how ever see Figure 6.46 and 6.47 in 
Chapter Six for clearer images o f  the mask on the far left, and second from the right above). 
M acK enzie  Collection photographs: M aeKenzie/AIA Papers, Box 2, NM O A /M A CK /2.6 .2 .
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Figure 7.3 Floor plan of AIA ethnographic gallery illustrating layout of display cases. 
Melanesian objects appeared in cases 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 35. (Source: 
Rome, D. MS 08.11.1984, map part of note for NMAA file 1981/93 Plan of the 
Ethnographic Gallery of the AIA).
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Additional offerings
Generally speaking, Murray and the Australian Government did not accept 
specimens for the Papuan Official Collection that were not from Papua. However, as 
Murray began to relinquish his control of the Collection during the transfer process 
to Canberra the following events took place. After the Papuan Official Collection had 
been shipped to Canberra, the Australian Museum discovered that a few objects had 
been found in the basement that had been forgotten during packing. Specifically, 
these were ‘a wooden crocodile figure, [and] those sections of the model club house 
assumed to have been affected by insects and destroyed’11. Further inspection of the 
Australian Museum’s collection after the addition of two new collections of stone 
adzes revealed that some of the Papuan Official Collection specimens removed as 
duplicates (‘five adze blades, four stone club heads, two baskets, and one stuffed 
head’) were similar to those in their own collections (NMAA DPOC Anderson to 
MacKenzie 211/34 07.12.34). As they were deemed no longer necessary, Anderson 
asked if the AIA wanted them (NMAA DPOC Anderson to MacKenzie 211/34 
07.12.34).
Anderson also offered ‘a set of stone adzes from Yule Island, Papua, and the Aitape 
district, Mandated Territory, selected from series recently acquired by us, and 
unrepresented in the Papuan Official Collection’ (NMA DPOC Anderson to 
MacKenzie 211/34 07.12.34) which MacKenzie accepted on behalf of the AIA and 
the Papuan Official Collection (NMA DPOC MacKenzie to Anderson 27.03.1935). 
These objects (or at least those from the Mandate Territory) are not listed in the 
Thorpe Register.
During the period of accounting for all the objects of the Papuan Official Collection 
after the move, certain actions of the Australian Museum appear a little ‘devious’. 
Anderson offered MacKenzie a Solomons Island canoe for the AIA, as it was a 
duplicate for the Australian Museum. After MacKenzie accepted the canoe, 
Anderson wrote again to inform MacKenzie that
11 This may well have been parts of the model dubu collected by Bramell and discussed in Chapter 
Six. The model is still not complete.
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One full size canoe (P I201 from Aramia R Western Division) still remains in 
the storage basement of the Australian Museum. Structural alterations after 
the collection had been placed there made it impossible for the canoe to be 
withdrawn from its position at the time when the rest of the collection was 
packed. A similar canoe, of slightly smaller dimensions, has already been 
sent to Canberra, and, since it is a type unrepresented in our collection, we 
should like to know whether the Papuan authorities are willing that it be 
transferred to this Museum. (NMA DPOC AM to MacKenzie 30.11.1934)
The Australian Museum was able to keep the Papuan Official Collection’s 
‘forgotten’ canoe. This canoe was Lyon’s gi gawa discussed above, and in Chapter 
Six.
The implication in much of this correspondence is that the extraneous material was to 
be added to the Papuan Official Collection. In part, it was seen almost as a place to 
dump superfluous objects. MacKenzie accepted the extra material after receiving 
advice from Murray (NMA DPOC Leonard Murray, Official Secretary to Murray, to 
Anderson 15.12.1934). However, this was generally against the policy of the 
Government, and it does not appear from the records in the Thorpe Register that 
these items were added to the Papuan Official Collection on a formal basis (Thorpe 
1933). However, the appearance of some objects without Papuan registration 
numbers ( ‘P’ numbers were received as they were entered into the Thorpe Register) 
in the National Museum of Australia’s card catalogue of the Papuan Official 
Collection and other Pacific material seems to indicate that while they entered the 
collections of the NMA, they had no ‘home collection’ to belong to, probably 
because they lacked context.
The end of collecting in Papua?
At this juncture it is appropriate to consider when the Papuan Government formally 
stopped collecting the Papuan Official Collection. No further shipments of POC 
objects were received by either the Australian Museum, or the Institute of Anatomy
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after 1930. However, no formal regulation appeared in the Circular Instructions nor 
was one issued by Murray or the Executive Council to end collecting. It seems that 
the officers of the Papuan administration continued to collect objects for the 
Government, probably up until the outbreak of World War II in the Pacific, or 
Murray’s death. Presumably, material collected was stored in the ‘museum’ in Port 
Moresby under the watchful eye of FE Williams. What happened to such material?
In 1938 a selection of objects from Papua were sent to Sydney for the Papuan
tViGovernment stall at the 150 Anniversary Exhibition of European settlement of 
Australia from 9 to 23 of April 1938 (NMAA 97/0393 Kohen-Raimondo 1999). At 
the end of the Exhibition there was a small dispute over whether the Australian 
Museum or the Institute of Anatomy was to keep the remainder of the objects not 
sent back to Papua. As a result some of the objects are now at the Australian 
Museum and others at the National Museum of Australia. Those at the NMA are 
currently scattered among several collections identified as the 1938, 1959 and 1962 
Department of Territories collections from exhibitions held in Sydney during those 
years (NMAA 97/0393 Raimondo 1999). While collecting after 1940 is beyond the 
scope of this thesis, it can be posited that material collected until this date met one of 
three ends. It could have been absorbed back into the personal collections of the 
various field officers such as Jack Hides for whom there is no record of collecting in 
the Thorpe Register, but for whom there is a ‘small collection of stones...collected 
from the Strickland River in 1937’ at the NMA (Craig 1993:22). It may have formed 
the basis of post-war Australian Government collections. Further investigations into 
the Department of Territories collections in both the National Museum of Australia 
and the Australian Museum as well as the Port Moresby National Museum and Art 
Gallery are required to establish the fate of objects collected by Government Officers 
after 1930.
Arrival
In 1974 the Australian Government announced the appointment of a new Committee 
of Inquiry on Museum and National Collections, headed by Peter Pigott, the report of
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which has since been known as the Pigott Report (Robin 2003:273-4). The aim of the 
new committee was to
advise on the scope, objectives and functions of an Australia Institute to 
develop, co-ordinate and foster collections, research and displays of 
historical, cultural and scientific material of national significance, giving 
particular attention to its relationship with Government and other institutions. 
(Pigott Report 1975, 1.2i:l)
In its considerations of the existing collections and museums of Australia, the Pigott 
Committee’s Report questioned the relevance of the AIA to Australia in the 1970s. It 
held ‘strong reservations about the operations’ of the museum because it did not 
conduct research, some of the material and descriptions in the displays were 
scientifically questionable, and both the display space and storage facilities were 
inadequate (Pigott 1975:42-43). The Report recommended that the ethnographic 
material should be transferred to better accommodation under custody of a more 
suitable body than the Department of Health. It also suggested that the ethnographic 
material should be given better space and care (Pigott 1975:42-43). The Report 
however, appears to have been speaking with reference only to the Australian 
Aboriginal material in the collections. It did acknowledge the presence of Pacific 
material in its definition of the National Ethnographic Collection which it stated was 
comprised of ‘over 20 000 items of Melanesian and Aboriginal origin’ however, it 
offered no comment as to how this material should be treated, or whether it should 
remain in the collections of the new National Museum (Pigott 1975:42-43, 50).
The major outcome of the Report was that over the next twenty five years, the 
National Museum of Australia was planned and built in Canberra. A part o f this 
planning was a long discussion about which of the collections nominated for 
inclusion in the NMA were to actually form the initial collection. Much of the detail 
of these discussions is currently unavailable under the 30 year rule governing access 
to government archives. Future research into the reasoning by members of the 
Australian government, including the Prime Minister’s Department, and the NMA, 
will reveal which options were considered for the POC and other Pacific collections, 
as well as how the final decision was actually reached. As a final result, in 1985 the
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Papuan Official Collection, along with the rest of the AIA holdings officially became 
part of the National Historical Collection of the National Museum of Australia,
because it was deemed part of the National Ethnographic Collection, as described
12above. Partially this was because the Museum of Australia Act of 1980 stated, in 
reflection o f MacKenzie’s wishes, that the AIA collections were all to be housed and 
kept at the Museum of Australia. The place of the Pacific collections in the NEC, 
while not considered particularly important by the Pigott committee, was backed up 
by the AIA Act (1924-1933) which stated (in relation to the collections of the AIA) 
that the ‘specimens and animals are hereby transferred and given to the 
Commonwealth absolutely and may be dealt with by the Commonwealth from time 
to time in such manner as it in its absolute discretion may determine’ (AIA Act 1924- 
1933, s9A). This section of the Act gave the Museum the power to keep, or dispose 
of components of the AIA collections as it saw fit. In the case of the POC, it choose 
to keep the Collection.
Finally, as part of the process of incorporation, a new card catalogue was set up to 
accession or register the majority of the Pacific material now in the Museum’s 
collections (NMA card catalogue 1985). Each object was given a NMA registration 
number, beginning with the year in which the object was accessioned or registered 
(1985), followed by a collection identifier (0339) and individual number. These 
catalogue cards usually incorporate all the old registration numbers from the AIA 
and Thorpe Register where they exist, a basic description of each object, and a black 
and white thumbnail photograph of the object, or sometimes a ‘representative object’ 
repeated over a number of cards for the same object type. The cards were meant to 
summarise all of the information known about the POC. The Thorpe Register, 
however, seems to be the most detailed account of the objects in the POC, with the 
obvious exception that it has no record of the NMA accession numbers, and that it 
records only some AIA registration numbers.
Since it has been in the NMA, the POC has never been exhibited in its own right. As 
explained in Chapter One of this thesis, there has been minimal interest in the 
Collection in terms of research and display on the part of government and the
12 The National Museum of Australia was first known as the Museum of Australia.
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Museum. As a part of the NHC, it has been curated and looked after along with all 
the other collections at the NMA, but it has not been the focus of very much other 
work beyond this. In terms of exhibitions, exceptions include: a small group of 
objects that were used in the 1990s for an exhibition at the Australian Museum 
entitled Portrait o f Papua. A rather large selection of Melanesian Material was 
loaned again to the Australian Museum in 1987 (NMAA file 87/210) for the Pieces 
o f Paradise exhibition that took place in 1988 (pers. com. J.Specht 2007). Apart from 
an eharo mask displayed as part of the Captivating and Curious exhibition in 
December of 2005 (NMA 2005), none of the objects in the Papuan Official 
Collection have been on public display as part of a NMA exhibition since being 
transferred to the National Museum. The potential for exhibition of the Collection is 
therefore considerable, and this is discussed further in Chapter Nine.
In Summary
The movements of the Papuan Official Collection through the Australian Museum, 
the Australian Institute of Anatomy, and into the National Museum of Australia 
signal a dramatic transformation in the tenor of the Collection’s personality. It 
changed from being an insular collection in scope and aim in terms that it was a 
collection of Papuan material in Papua, to becoming politicised in that Murray began 
to use it as leverage outside of Papua. It also became a bargaining tool for institutions 
outside of Papua which were competing for funds, objects and attention.
Murray was not able to achieve his aim of amassing a collection to be maintained in 
Port Moresby from which research could teach his administration about how best to 
‘do what we want by methods which will be the least distasteful to the natives 
concerned’ (Murray to Minister 04.10.1916 NAA A452 1959/4708). From 1915, the 
role of providing information and understanding of the Indigenous population to 
enable the policies of the Government would be delegated to the Government 
Anthropologist. Meanwhile, the Papuan Official Collection would become embroiled 
in a number of political maneuvers in Australia.
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The first of these was to achieve breathing space for Murray. While the Australian 
Museum seems to have expected a coup in obtaining a major collection at little cost 
and effort, Murray appears never to have considered leaving his Collection there. 
Instead his focus concentrated on bringing together the material that he saw belonged 
to the Papuan Government and arranging for it to be properly exhibited, in a fitting 
environment. In principle, this was an admirable goal, but without a permanent 
display space for the two large collections (the POC and MacGregor’s collection), he 
was not able to achieve this goal. Murray’s attempt to find a home for the POC 
stirred up the competitive jealousies o f the various museum institutions in Australia 
and Britain, as they competed to build, or ‘gap fill’ their own collections at a time 
when funding and objects were becoming hard to obtain.
The launch of the debate as to where the ‘Federal Museum’ might be built, and what 
it might contain complicated things further. Murray, no longer able to use the 
Collection as leverage in his part of the campaign for the Chair of Anthropology (and 
subsequent training for his field officers) to be established at the University of 
Sydney, and no longer able to use that campaign to reunite the MacGregor and 
Papuan Official Collections, was side-lined into moving the Collection to Canberra. 
While this was not entirely against his plans and would in the exhibitions of the AIA 
come to achieve his preference for the collection to be publicly - even nationally - 
displayed, it was the beginning of the end of Murray’s sole control of the Collection, 
and Murray’s hopes for it to be displayed in Port Moresby.
The events described in this chapter were partially the outcome of the involvement of 
AC Haddon, whose role in the incorporation of the Papuan Official Collection into 
the international development of the discipline of Anthropology will be discussed 
further in the next chapter. The events described in the thesis thus far are dense in 
meaning for the future of the Collection at the National Museum of Australia. What 
the Collection has represented so far has repercussions for its future, as will be 
discussed in Chapter Nine.
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The British Connection
The Papuan Official Collection
The Australians in Papua were not the only people to contribute to the formation of 
the Papuan Official Collection, and the Australian museums were not the only 
institutions to benefit from its acquisition. The Papuan Official Collection is 
connected to events in the broader world through related collections in the Pitt Rivers 
Museum, Oxford, the Cambridge University Museum of Archaeology and 
Anthropology, and the British Museum, London. There are also objects collected by 
members of the Papuan administration in the Field Museum, Chicago (Lyons, 
Beaver, Chinnery and Austen) (Crawford 1981, Newton 1961), Auckland Museum 
Tamaki Paenga Hira, Auckland (FE Williams) (pers.comm. H.Barton October
2006), the Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery, Hobart (Murray)(Beran 1996), 
Museum Victoria, Melbourne (FE Williams and EWP Chinnery), and the South 
Australian Museum, Adelaide (FE Williams and AC English) (pers.comm. B.Craig
2007). In this chapter I concentrate on the links between the British institutions and 
the POC. The existence of Papuan material collected between 1900 and 1940 in these 
institutions demonstrates Australia’s strong connection with England as a past colony 
and as a federated member of the Commonwealth. Anthropology’s relationship with 
colonialism is also made especially clear, not only through the role anthropologists 
had created for themselves (as discussed in Chapters Three and Five), but also 
through the networks and transfer of objects and information between 
anthropologists and officials.
Since the Cambridge Torres Strait Expedition in 1898, Papua had become a popular 
field site for the students of the members of the Expedition1. In fact, it almost seems 
that without the advent of the ‘discovery’ of New Guinea, a substantial portion of the 
early history of British anthropology would be substantially different. As explained 
in previous chapters, until the 1920s, even though anthropological research had been,
1 Gunnar Landtman, Diamond Jenness, John Layard, Wallace Edwin Armstrong, Bronislaw 
Malinowski, Camilla Wedgewood, Gregory Bateson and Beatrice Blackwood among others, were all 
urged by Haddon, Rivers or Seligman to carry out fieldwork in or around Papua (Urry 1998:228-230). 
This list becomes longer if we add the students of Malinowski and AR Radcliffe-Brown.
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and was being, carried out in Australia and Papua by Australians (and people of other 
nationalities), to a large degree these activities were dependent for direction upon 
developments in English universities. This was simply a reflection of the state of 
anthropology as a ‘new discipline’ at this time. Anthropology had only recently been 
acknowledged in British universities, and was not yet formalised in Australian 
academia (Urry 1998:230). Crucially, the Papuan government anthropologists, 
Strong, Armstrong and Williams were all trained at, or involved with research at 
Oxford and Cambridge. This chapter seeks to explore the links between English 
institutions and the Murray administration via the exchange of objects, information 
and advice. The central character in this network is Haddon, though others such as 
Seligman, as described in Chapter Four, had a notable if smaller role.
Alfred Cort Haddon (1855-1940) has been described as the ‘catalyst for and the 
dominant social actor in’ the institutional and methodological developments of 
anthropology at Cambridge between 1880 and 1930 (Rouse 1997:1). The Cambridge 
Torres Strait Expedition of 1898-99 is recognised as the first demonstration of the 
value of fieldwork to anthropology. Hence it is said to ‘mark the beginning of 
modem, fieldwork-based anthropology in Britain’ (Young 2004:156). In a 
straightforward sense, it also marked the beginning of modem fieldwork-based 
anthropology in Papua, inextricably linking New Guinea with the development of 
anthropology. Young (2004:156) suggests that Haddon, as the leader and organiser 
of the expedition, is the ‘figure who bridged the old anthropology and the new’ 
referring to both his later tendency to armchair anthropology and evolutionary-based 
approach as well as his initial role in helping to make fieldwork an important 
component of anthropological methodology (Urry 1998:232).
Haddon, in his position as a leading anthropologist of the early 20th century was 
important in the introduction of anthropology as a formal discipline as well as a 
practical one in Papua and Australia. Haddon’s role in prompting the founding of a 
Chair of Anthropology at the University of Sydney, and the resulting establishment 
of formal training for the field officers of Papua and the Mandated Territory has been 
discussed in Chapter Five and Seven and by a number of other researchers and will 
not be covered in further detail here (Campbell 1998, Rouse 1997, Urry 1993). The 
main issue here is that Papua and the early anthropological and ethnographic
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explorations carried out there were integral to the foundation and early development 
of anthropology in Britain and Australia. The POC is therefore an important 
continuing link between Australia and Britain after federation.
In this chapter I will expand on the above themes in two parts. I will consider how 
and why Haddon involved himself in the administration of Papua. I will also discuss 
the results of the relationships Haddon fostered with FE Williams, Leo Austen and 
AP Lyons and the way both he and they benefited from these interactions.
Then I describe the connections created by Murray, FE Williams and SD Burrows 
with the Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford. During his governorship, Murray was adamant 
that officers should collect only for the Government, as discussed in Chapter Six. 
Given this, the overall aim of this chapter will be to answer the question: Why is 
there a profusion of objects collected by the members of the Papuan administration to 
be found in English institutions at a time when such material might have been 
expected to appear in the POC?
When Murray met Seligman in 1904 it was the first time he had been exposed to
2 •fieldwork, if not anthropological methodology and thinking . Murray was coming to 
terms with his new role in what was to him an ‘alien’ location in terms of his 
experience with Papua, and understanding of Indigenous people. His meeting with 
Seligman was therefore serendipitous. Seligman’s background knowledge of, and 
experiences with, the people of the Torres Strait and the island of New Guinea 
obtained during the Cambridge Expedition, as well as his participation in the Cooke 
Daniels expedition, probably inspired Murray’s interest in anthropology. There are 
no surviving letters in the Murray archives (NLA MS565, ML MS A3139-A3142) to 
suggest that he maintained a correspondence with Seligman, and while I have not 
seen the Seligman archives at the LSE (London School of Economics) which may 
hold letters from Murray, it seems likely that they would have kept in touch (LSE 
archives online). Murray, like many leading men of his time, seems to have worked 
hard to maintain his connections with people he liked, or who could help him 
personally or professionally (see West 1970).
2 1 mean here the way in which anthropologists might view the world, rather than how they construct 
theory.
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If the meeting with Seligman was Murray’s first exposure to anthropology (other 
than reading about it), and provided the inspiration to collect not only curios but to 
keep notes on his observations of Papuan lives, why is it that Haddon benefited most 
from Murray’s use of anthropology in administration? While he does not suggest that 
Seligman ceased to be interested in Melanesia, Urry provides the most logical reason 
as to why Seligman did not remain a direct source of advice for Murray. Seligman’s 
attention was diverted to Africa, starting with his commission to conduct 
ethnological surveys in Sudan in 1909 which helped to ‘lay the foundations for the 
succeeding African phase of British anthropology’ (Urry 1998:232, Stocking 1995). 
Therefore, of the remaining members of the British anthropological establishment 
from whom Murray might have sought help, Haddon was the most forward in 
promoting the importance of further anthropological investigations in 
Melanesia/New Guinea. As early as 1906 - around the time Murray was making his 
move towards establishing the POC - Haddon was campaigning on anthropology’s 
behalf through the publication of a ‘Plea for the investigation of biological and 
anthropological distributions in Melanesia’ (Haddon 1906). They both had 
something to gain from anthropology being carried out in Papua and had similar 
attitudes as to the benefits anthropology could bring colonial administrations (Urry 
1998: 202, 227).
Murray and Haddon do not appear to have met until about 1910 when Murray took 
his first extended leave to England to see his family (West 1970:53, 55, NAA 
G 167/6/1 item 1). It is highly likely that Murray also visited Seligman at this time, if 
he was in England. It may be through him that Murray met Haddon for the first time. 
If they did not connect in 1910, then they definitely met in 1914 when Murray and 
Haddon attended the British Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS) 
Congress in Sydney.
Either way, Murray had probably read Haddon’s 1906 ‘plea’ as well as his other 
work and agreed with the general principle that more anthropological work was 
required in Melanesia. The meeting saw the beginning of a long personal and 
professional relationship between them. For the most part they seem to have kept in 
contact through a cordial and friendly correspondence. Unfortunately, many of 
Haddon’s outward letters, that is, the ones that provide access to his thoughts and
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advice, seem difficult to find (Rouse 1997:10). Haddon himself did not keep copies, 
and while the originals are found in the personal and government papers of other 
people, like Murray, they appear frequently but irregularly (Rouse 1997:10).
Nevertheless, Haddon is always a presence in the archives. For example, many of the 
letters received by Murray and the Papuan and Australian governments are short 
notes of thanks from Haddon acknowledging the receipt of the most recent Annual 
Report or Anthropological Report and heavily encouraging the importance of further 
such work. Other letters include Haddon’s memo to Atlee Hunt in December 1914 
concerning his ideas for an ethnologist for Papua and the Mandated Territory as well 
as on the (non)establishment of the Museum in Port Moresby (NAA A452 
1959/4708 Haddon 1914). There are also a number of letters concerning 
anthropological topics between FE Williams and Haddon, Murray and Haddon, and a 
series of Papuan field officers and Haddon. The replies from these correspondents 
have survived and help to show when and where he was involved in certain activities 
of the administration’s officers. ‘Haddon correspondence’ thus forms a constant 
background to events in Murray’s Papua. Haddon provides advice and requests 
information and objects, providing a conduit for what would have been Papuan 
Official Collection artefacts to find a home in Cambridge instead of Australia.
In 1911 and 1916 Murray had made it clear to the South Australian Museum, and 
Melbourne Museum (now Museum Victoria) respectively, that collecting was not to 
be conducted by Government officials for outside organisations (NAA Al/15, 
1913/14025 16.12.1911 Murray to Minister of State, NAA A 1 1916/23348 Murray to 
Minister for External Affairs 28.8.1916). Apart from the basic regulation stating that 
all collecting by Papuan officers was to go to the government for ‘first pick’ and 
could not be sold by individuals, Murray had also introduced an ordinance 
preventing the export of Papuan antiquities. Haddon was apparently an exception to 
this rule: in a letter dated 1928, Murray wrote
You mention 3 or 4 places where you would like investigations to be made.
One of these districts -  between the Fly and the Dutch boundary has just been
worked over by Williams, who is down in Sydney making up his notes;
another, the GoariBari [sic] district will be done by Austen who has been
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going through a course of anthropology at Sydney under Radcliffe Brown. 
But I am afraid that Lake Murray is hopeless for the present. The people from 
round about Everill Junction, including the lake Murray natives, came down 
the Fly and raided Weriadai killing a lot of people, and there is a police camp 
at the Junction operating against them. Arrests will be made and peaceful 
communications will be at an end for a time. (ACHP 2000-2999 B 19, E:2042 
Murray to Haddon 26.3.1928)
The frustrating thing about having access to only one side of the conversation is that 
we cannot be sure exactly what kind of investigations Haddon was requesting or 
specifically where he wanted them conducted. Uncovering this kind of information 
could help to identify more clearly which anthropological activities carried out by the 
administration were Murray’s idea, the ideas of the government anthropologists, or 
suggestions from Haddon. Murray appears quite content to accede to Haddon’s 
requests for information. This is most likely because Haddon, as a long time friend 
and eminent and respected anthropologist, could add gravitas to the Papuan 
administration and to the information as he published it. Murray was always on the 
look out for the chance to expose Papua in a positive light to a broader audience 
politically and anthropologically (West 1968).
On the other side of the relationship, what Haddon saw in the administration was a 
potential army of fieldworkers. Haddon is known for utilising connections to his 
maximum benefit, for example Robert Bruce, ‘a Glaswegian trader and boat-builder’ 
and his brother John Bruce, who became the school teacher on Mer (also called 
Murray Island) from 1892, acted as important informants for Haddon during both his 
1888 and 1898 visits to the Torres Strait. John, eventually to his chagrin it seems, 
was to receive endless questions and requests from Haddon for the next twenty years 
(Herle 1998:14, 79, Beckett 1998:30). Through his ‘fieldwork army’ Haddon had 
almost unlimited access to the near-daily observations on the various people, objects 
and social systems that interested him. In being able to instruct his ‘soldiers’ directly 
as to the type of information he required, and eventually in getting them to the 
University of Sydney for training in anthropology, he was able to skirt around some 
of the greater difficulties of the armchair anthropologist. Generally speaking, 
armchair anthropology had suffered until this point from a lack of wholly reliable or
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objective evidence because it had relied on the untrained observations of ‘tourists’. 
Not only did Haddon see it as ‘both an imperial and a scientific responsibility’ to 
record ‘primitive cultures’ but he actively advanced this work through his 
connections in Papua. As set out in Chapter Six, in return, the field officers were 
advised in their endeavours by an eminent anthropologist, and frequently saw their 
names appear in print as Haddon encouraged and supported them to publish their 
investigations.
Smoking pipes and tobacco
A letter from Murray in 1930 refers to a request Haddon made in order to collect 
information for his work on ‘Smoking and tobacco pipes in New Guinea’ (Haddon 
1946). The paper, which was published posthumously , was very successful in 
amassing objects and information for Haddon and the Cambridge University 
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (CUMAA). Murray replied to Haddon’s 
request
Your letter came yesterday. I am glad that you got all you wanted in the way 
of tobacco and pipes, I am telling the RMs and others what you say of them, 
they will be very much bucked. (ACHP 2000-2999 B 19, E:2042 Murray to 
Haddon 5.7.1930)
While over all Haddon received a large number of objects for his project, the 
response from particular individuals varied. For example, RM RL Dick sent Haddon 
some tobacco seeds, and an explanation of how baubaus (tobacco smoking pipes) 
were smoked in the Northern Division (ACHP 2.029 envelope 2029 Dick to Haddon
4.9.1929). About five months later, Dick wrote again to Haddon
as regards the bamboo pipes -  I do not think there is any worth sending in 
from this district. They seldom trouble to decorate them, so far as I have
3 Haddon died in 1940, the same year as Murray.
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noticed...if I can find any that look worth while will send them along.
(ACHP 2.029 envelope 2029 Dick to Haddon 16.1.1930)
Murray seemed inspired to investigate for himself the baubaus being collected, as he 
responded to Adamson’s patrol report for Lake Kutubu by asking Williams to 
explain how the pipes Adamson had described as ‘different from any other Papuan 
ones according to the authority of Dr AC Haddon’ were different to the ordinary 
baubau (ML FM4/4351 item 56:11.08.1939). Williams’ response reveals that 
Champion’s pipes were collected from the Pivia Plateau (ML FM4/4351 item 
56:25.08.1939), on the margins of the Central Highlands.
CUMAA holds around 40 objects classified as ‘smoking paraphernalia’ from 
members of the Papuan administration (Figures 8.1-8.7). These include two tobacco 
collected and donated to Haddon by FE Williams in 1937 and 1938, six tobacco 
pipes collected in 1929 and donated4 by Leo Austen in around 1931, two tobacco 
pipes and a holder collected and donated by MJ Healy (although one of these is listed 
as donated by FE Williams) around 1937, an armband and holder, and pipe and bowl 
(tobacco smoking baubau) collected in 1928 by GFW Zimmer and donated by him 
around 1931, two tubes and holders listed as being associated with narcotics and/or 
intoxicants collected and donated by I Champion around 1937, and a holder collected 
and donated by RG Speedie in around 1931, seventeen tobacco pipes collected by 
CTJ Adamson, and listed as donated by ‘Papuan Government, per AC Haddon in 
1939’ (CUMAA online catalogue). The accession dates for most of the objects give 
an idea of when they were collected; however, sometimes the date is ambiguous.
Figures 8.1-8.7 Examples of the tobacco pipes Haddon received from field officers in 
Papua. Names in the captions are the collector, place names are the locality from which the 
object is recorded in the catalogue as being collected (CUMAA Catalogue online). Scale in 
all photos 20cm. All photos this section: S.Schaffarczyk.
4 Presumably the date of donation is the date of accession into the Museum’s collections.
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C.U M.AA
Figure 8.1 T obacco pipe collected by Figure 8.2 Tobacco pipe collected by CTJ
I C ham pion from  the N ew  G uinea H ighlands. A dam son, from  the Tari V alley. Y ellow  label 
C U M A A  registration 1937.1537. has a num ber ‘2 ’ on it. C U M A A  registration
1939.185.
Figure 8.3 Tobacco pipe collected by CTJ 
A dam son. Label reads ‘Low er W A G E [sic] 
Valley 18/7/38 '. C U M A A  registration 
1939.193
Figure 8.4 Tobacco pipe collected by CTJ 
A dam son, from  m iddle W age [sic] river. 
Y ellow  label reads ‘Cam p 8 ’ and ‘ 14’. 
C U M A A  registration  1939.198.
Figure 8.5a T obacco pipe collected by Leo 
A usten from  the T uram a River. C U M A A  
registration  1938.807. (See 8.5b for label 
transcription).
Figure 8.5b Label in ink reads: ‘specim en 
C ’ EW A1M IA V illage, Turam a River. 
From  Leo A usten KIK O RI P A P U A ’. 
C U M A A  registration 1938.807.
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Figure 8.6a T obacco pipe collected  by Leo 
A usten from  the W ariadai tribe (see 8.6b for 
label transcription).
C U M A A  registration  1931.805.
Figure 8.6b Label reads: ‘Specim en A, 
collected from  W A R IA D A I tribe (Saragi 
village) K IK O R I, PA PU A . C U M A A  
registration  1931.805.
Figure 8.7 Label (on back) reads: ‘Specim en B.
Specim en collected  from  Sehom o tribe (Ibanio 
v illag e)’. From  Leo Austen K IKORI PA PU A .
C U M A A  registration  1931.806.
There is a point o f  particular interest in the list above. Haddon received tobacco 
smoking equipment from Champion and Adamson yet the POC has no material from 
these two well known field officers. Why Murray would allow objects collected by 
such members o f  the administration on the last significant explorations o f  unknown 
country in the Territory (Schieffelin and Crittenden et al 1991:260) to be given to 
Haddon is a mystery. Perhaps as he was moving towards the end o f  his long career, 
and he had found a home for the POC at the AIA, he had realised that his Official 
Collection might never return to Papua, and so had simply lost interest in it. Perhaps, 
with the demise o f  anthropological interest in objects themselves he no longer 
thought it was important to maintain the Collection. Perhaps he decided that things in
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Papua had changed so much that the collection of objects might no longer provide a 
means of interpreting the Papuan people.
Murray and Haddon
Murray’s letters to Haddon are similar to the letters FE Williams received from 
Patrol Officers and expatriate members of the Territory. This strengthens the 
comparison made in Chapter Five on the mentor role both Haddon and Williams 
played in their respective networks. Murray included observations on ethnographic 
points he thought Haddon might be interested in, remarks on the work of the field 
officers, and copies of newspaper or journal articles he had written and sent to 
Haddon for comment. Murray also wrote to Haddon about the publications o f other 
anthropologists, particularly if he believed the information varied from his own 
knowledge, or could potentially damage his carefully advertised application of 
‘practical anthropology’. Presumably he got the feedback he required from Haddon.
In 1928 Murray wrote to Haddon to send him a clipping from the Sydney Morning 
Herald on the ‘Karius-Champion expedition’ (presumably the second attempt at the 
Fly to Sepik crossing of the island of New Guinea in 1927-28), and to make 
comments on The Kiwai Papuans, a book published by Haddon’s student, Gunnar 
Landtman, in 1928. While he was willing to concede that it was a ‘very fine work’, 
he made several criticisms of its accuracy, particularly of Landtman’s description of 
a ‘system of regular courts’ held in the Kiwai area. Murray had been investigating 
the merits of the idea of allowing ‘native’ courts to be run by Papuans from their 
villages. He was generally against the idea of any kind of ‘self rule’ by Papuans until 
he thought they might be ready to take such steps (West 1968). As a consequence, to 
avoid criticism over potentially quashing any such system that might already exist5, 
Murray stated he had ‘never heard of anything even remotely resembling a Court... ’ 
and backed this up by mentioning that Riley, the RM at Daru, and RM Lyons, 
Riley’s predecessor had also not heard of these courts. He suggested to Haddon that 
the Kiwai people may have simply been imitating the European courts conducted
5 Which might be perceived as contrary to his aim of indirect rule.
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from time to time, and asked Haddon for his own opinions (ACHP 2000-2999 Box 
19 Envelope 2042 Murray to Haddon 26.3.1928).
Murray was happy to provide Haddon with his research requirements because there 
was always the potential for reciprocal gestures. Being a Lieutenant-Governor with a 
well recognised friend in academia had its advantages, as when Patrick (Murray’s 
son) won a Royal Smithsonian Research Fellowship at Cambridge (West 1970:127). 
Murray wondered in his next letter to Haddon whether or not Haddon had helped 
Patrick to get the fellowship, as apparently the two had become quite good friends, 
and Murray was certain that Haddon would have helped in any way he could (ACHP 
2000-2999 B 19, E:2042 Murray to Haddon 22.1.1931, West 1970:127 Murray to 
Patrick 21.1.1931).
Haddon and FE Williams
One of the earliest letters between Williams and Haddon is dated 2 December 1921 
when Williams wrote to inform Haddon that he was about to take up the position of 
Assistant Anthropologist in the Papuan Service. His letter is particularly self-effacing 
in its language, and he apologised for ‘presuming’ to ask Haddon’s advice about 
‘how to proceed, and in particular as to what sort of kit is necessary for New 
Guinea’. He finished the letter with an offer that, ‘If there are any matters of special 
interest to you that I might look out for while I am out there, I would be very pleased 
to hear of them now’ (ACHP letters box 4, letters H-Y, Williams to Haddon 
2.12.1921). While Haddon’s response may not have been immediate with 
suggestions of work to conduct, Williams had succeeded in establishing what was to 
become a life long correspondence with Haddon, a link which would spread through 
him to the POs and RMs. Haddon and Williams continued to keep in touch, and their 
relationship seems to have continued beyond a simply professional one, 
demonstrated by a gift Constance Williams (FE’s wife) gave to Haddon on 
November 18 1938 (Figure 8.8).
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F ig u re  8.8 “G rasshopper w om an” was a gift from  FE and C onstance W illiam s to Haddon. 
C U M A A  registration  Z 15015. Photo: S .Schaffarczyk.
In their letter to Haddon informing him o f  the gift (information subsequently 
transcribed into the CU M AA catalogue), Constance added the comment that the man 
at Orokolo who carved the wooden figure ‘was very crippled in his hands' and that 
the carving had ‘no significance, other than it was made by him for pleasure 
according to his own idea'. She is coloured yellow with turmeric, ‘the colour used to 
dye the clothing o f  initiates when they come out o f  seclusion' (Letter C.Williams to 
AC Haddon I 8.1 1.1938 kept with the object, and CU M AA catalogue online 2005).
T h e  Pitt R iv ers  M u s e u m
Haddon and Cambridge, while a major source o f  influence on the POC were not the 
only ones to benefit from links with M urray’s administration in the earlier ha lf  o f  the 
20th century. Oxford was M urray’s alma mater, a connection he maintained through 
both his brother, Gilbert, Professor o f  Greek, and his son Patrick, who undertook 
studies in science at Sydney and Oxford universities before his fellowship at 
Cambridge (West 1970: x, 109, 126). FE Williams was a ‘Balliol m an ’6 w;ho 
maintained his own connections with his teacher Robert R Marrett (1866-1943), as
Balliol College, O xford  University.
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well as with his fellow Diploma students such as Beatrice Blackwood (Cousins 
1993:20-21, Young and Clark 2001:6). SD Burrows was also connected with Oxford, 
albeit posthumously through a family connection with Mrs Gordon Canning, a 
person and connection that remain something of an enigma.
The connections between Oxford and Papua were not so much based on responses to 
the authority of one person as with Haddon at Cambridge, but involved the 
maintenance of personal and professional relationships between a number of people, 
for a number of reasons. Again, there was a flow of information and advice in return 
for information and objects, but on a less frequent basis.
Murray and the Pitt Rivers Museum
As mentioned in Chapter Four, Murray sent a number of objects collected by Dona (a 
Motuan man) from the Gulf Division along with ‘a few clubs and a bowl’ to George 
during 1906 (NLA MS 565/319a Murray to George 09.09.1906, 565/320 Murray to 
George 11.12.1906). There is no mention of future gifts in his existing letters after 
1906, but it seems likely that he sent others, particularly as George also had 
developed an interest in anthropology (NLA MS 565/333 Murray to George 
19.02.1909). George played a role in the transfer of POC objects to institutions in 
Britain. In July of 1907, he donated four clubs originating from the Lopiko Valley, 
Huia River, Varia River and ‘north east British New Guinea’ (PRM registrations 
1907.32.3, 1907.32.4, 1907.32.5, 1907.32.6) as well as two adzes (PRM registrations 
1907.32.1 and 1907.32.2) from the ‘Gaggara tribe, Mt Albert Edward, and the Loiko 
[sic] Valley’ to the Pitt Rivers Museum (PRM catalogue). According to notes in the 
catalogue this was a donation from Murray ‘...(per Hon. Gilbert M urray)...’ (PRM 
catalogue online). As George was a well known figure in his own area (Greek), and 
stationed in Oxford for the life of his career, he made a perfect conduit to transfer 
objects to the institutions he visited, however there do not appear to be any records of 
further donations.
In 1919 and 1920 the Pitt Rivers Museum recorded a donation of around 60 objects 
by Murray (PRM catalogue online). Again, this export of objects goes against the
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regulations he professed within the Territory with regard to the collection of objects 
for institutions outside Papua. With the exception of 3 fishing kites from Marshall 
Bennett Island (potentially one of these is the one he lists in his diary entry of 23 
June 1905 on a tour of inspection on Kiriwina (ML MS A3139:313), these were all 
fire making equipment. There is no record that the Museum requested the items, or 
why Murray chose to send them. In light of the contents of the Papuan Official 
Collection, and the potential it possessed to provide a representative sample of 
material culture across Papua, it is interesting that Murray chose to send away such a 
large group of this particular object type. It was also roughly at the mid point of the 
acquisition period of the Collection. According to the Thorpe Register, only four sets 
of fire making equipment were acquired over the time span of active collection to 
1930: one set by SD Burrows from the Fly and Strickland Rivers in 19147, two sets 
by Leo Austen from the Alice/Tedi River in 1922, and a set of ceremonial fire sticks 
from Cape York, Queensland acquired sometime before 1927 (Thorpe 1933). The 
sixty-odd pieces of fire making equipment at the Pitt Rivers Museum include bands 
of cane, barkcloth tinder, and friction bands, and represent all the Divisions of Papua 
except the Delta, South Eastern and Eastern Divisions (Figures 8.9-8.11). Some of 
the examples are duplicated both in regional type and components (e.g., friction 
bands, tinder, etc) in the sets (PRM catalogue).
Looking back at the expectations Murray held for the Papuan Official Collection, 
particularly in view of his protectiveness over breaking up either the MacGregor 
collection or the POC once it arrived in Australia, it seems odd that he would give 
away objects for which he had no duplicates. In terms of the Collection’s 
ethnographic credentials, it would seem more logical to keep an example of each 
regional type, only giving away the duplicates. Perhaps this is a demonstration of 
Murray’s need for his Administration to be seen as competitive among colonial
o
administrators .
7 This appears to have actually been one set that was recorded as two separate items when the objects 
were accessioned into the AIA.
8 The idea that colonial administrations collected and displayed material in specific typological 
sequences to demonstrate the amount of supposed control they held over the Indigenous population 
has been proposed by Thomas (1989) and Coombes (1994) and has been mentioned in this thesis in 
Chapter Three and Four
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Figure 8.9a Label reads: ‘Fire-making set. B. 
Bark o f  the t> tree, forming mat on which the 
tinder is placed. The split stick it placcd over 
tinder + held down with the foot. 
M O R E H E A D  R„ PAPUA. Pres. By H.E. 
the Hon. J.H.P. Murray, 1920.
C U M A A  registration 1919.46.15.1-2.Length: 
not recorded. Is part o f  a fire-making set. 
Figure 8.9b is the friction strap (see also 
Figures 8.10 and 8.11). Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
Figure 8.9b Label reads: ‘(A) Cane 
obtained from the scrub (e ik a ), rolled up & 
kept in the house to dry. Lengths o f  about a 
yard, split down the ccntre are used for. 
sawing fire. All mountain villages along the 
HENTY R A N G E to the B A R T H O L O M E W  
RA.,+ thence to the slopes o f  M TS BARON. 
O BR EE & BR O W N , BRIT. NEW  
G U IN E A ’. C U M A A  registration: 1919.46. 
15.1-2. Length: c.26cm dia. Photo: 
S .Schaffarczyk
Other Governors were making donations to museums, and by having collected a 
representative sample (or close to it) o f  fire making equipment from almost every 
Division o f  the Territory, Murray may have been hoping to imply that his 
administration had successfully ‘pacified' a greater proportion o f  the Territory than 
they actually had (Thomas 1989, West 1968).
Another interesting feature o f  the majority o f  these fire making sets is that, in 
comparison to the objects in the Papuan Official Collection, they are relatively clean 
and show little or no sign o f  having been used for their intended purposes. It is 
possible that the group o f  objects was commissioned, which might explain why they 
do not appear to have been used much. Ballard (2000) has pointed out it was an 
anthropological fashion around the 1920s to link physical characteristics and material 
culture to evolutionary stage. At this time, for anthropologists like Haddon, the split 
stick method o f  making fire was the mark o f  a ‘less advanced' evolutionary stage and 
it is not difficult to imagine that museums, including the Pitt Rivers Museum, would 
require specimens (Ballard 2000:147-149).
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Figure 8.10 Label reads: ‘F ire-m aking  apptu". Figure 8.11 Label reads: ‘Bark cloth tinder 
akapu. K U K U K U K U  tribes, LA K E K A M U  used w ith fire-m aking apparatus..? saw  
gold fields district, OLIPA I H EIG H TS,. BRIT m ethod). G W O IR A , B A N IA R A  dist., BRIT 
N EW  G U IN EA . Pres, by Hon. J. M u rray .’ N.E. D IV ISIO N  o f  PA PU A . Pres. By H.E. 
PRM  registration: 1919.46.1-3. Length: 25cm  the Hon. J.H .P. M urray 1920.’ PRM  
There are three parts to the kit: stick, friction registration 1920.17.2.1. Length: 72cm. 
strap and tinder (in this ease a seed pod). There arc three parts to the kit: stick ,friction
Photo: S .Schaffarczyk. tinder strap and (in this ease bark cloth).
Photo: S .Schaffarczyk.
Perhaps Balfour, who in 1920 was still the curator o f  the Museum had requested the 
collection from Murray. The two had probably met in 1914 during what Michael 
Young describes as the ‘travelling circus’ o f  the 84th meeting o f  the British 
Association (BAAS) which took place in Australia in a series o f  meetings including 
Perth, Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane between 28 July and 31 August 
1914 (Young 2004:289).
As for how the objects accumulated: approximately ha lf  o f  the objects are listed as 
having been donated in 1919, and ha lf  in 1920. This indicates that two shipments 
were made or that the objects arrived in two or more containers and took two years to 
accession. If the first case is true, it is likely that the second shipment represents the 
beginnings o f  material collected by the field officers who had participated in WM 
Strong’s Collective Investigations which began in 1920 and in which fire making 
was one o f  the first topics covered (ML FM4.4348 item9).
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FE Williams and the Pitt Rivers Museum
FE Williams also gave objects to the Pitt Rivers Museum. The story behind some of 
the articles demonstrates that while Williams might be considered to have been 
isolated from the academy while stationed in Papua, he nevertheless maintained 
networks with its members, beyond Haddon. Williams collected, or at least donated, 
12 objects for the Pitt Rivers Collection. These included a pig-fending device, a 
child’s rattle of string and bamboo, fire making accessories, a kangaroo tooth and 
bone burin, two fish jaw combs for fraying rushes, a miniature bolas, head carrying 
device and stuffed ‘trophy head’ (PRM Catalogue online) (Figures 8.12, 8.13, 8.14). 
Most of the objects came from the Western Division, trans-Fly/Morehead River 
areas, the exceptions being the rattle which was from Orokolo Bay in the Gulf 
Division, and the bolas which was from Rigo, Central Division. They were also all 
apparently collected after 1930. In contrast, most of the material collected by 
Williams for the Papuan Official Collection came from the Purari area of the Gulf 
Division well before 1927 which was the date of the last shipment containing 
material collected by Williams (Thorpe 1933).
A stuffed head (Piforo) from ‘Idigwako, Garamundi Lagoon, Papua New Guinea’ is 
recorded as having a collection date of November 1930 by FE Williams and donated 
to the Pitt Rivers Museum in 1936 by a Dr Cairns was probably not collected by 
Williams (PRM Catalogue online). Head hunting paraphernalia was outside the 
bounds of suitable collecting pieces as he had made clear in his 1923 publication 
(Williams 1923). There are no other examples of stuffed heads collected by him, so 
what was given to Cairns was probably selected by Williams from the collection that 
hung on his office wall and had probably been collected by another officer (Griffiths 
1977).
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F ig u re  8.12 K angaroo bone and tooth burin collected by FE W illiam s and sent to the Pitt 
Rivers M useum . Label reads: ‘W allaby ’s incisor, hafted in bone, for engraving. 
M O R EH EA D  R. district. W .PA PU A . d.d.F .E .W illiam s 1937’. PRM registration  1937.40.4. 
Length: c.5cm . Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
Figure 8.13 Fish jaw  com bs collected  by FE W illiam s and sent to the Pitt Rivers M useum . 
Label reads: ‘Savak, fraying com b, jaw  o f  fish (sav ak ) used for fraying the ends o f  sw am p- 
rushes for m aking the sair belt w orn by men. M O R EH EA D  R. district, TR A N S-FLY  R., W. 
PAPUA, d.d. F.E. W illiam s, 1937. PRM registration  1937.40.5, 1937.40.6.1-2. 
Length:c.9cm  each. Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
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Figure 8.14 The m iniature bolas collected by FE W illiam s. Label reads: ‘M iniature ‘tolas' 
w eighted with coix seeds; used by boys for catching dragonflies on the wing. N ative nam e= 
siriko. G U N A I a bush village in the hills behind RIG O , C E N T R A L  D IV ISIO N , PA PU A . 
Pres, by F.E. W illiam s, 1936. PRM  registration  1936.21.1. Lcngth:8.2cm . Photo: 
S .Schaffarczyk.
The objects attributed to Williams in the Pitt Rivers Collection were all donated in 
1936 and 1937, nearly six or seven years after shipments o f  objects to Australia had 
ceased. This suggests that while the standing order to collect was still in effect, 
Williams may have felt that, with the Papuan Official Collection no longer being 
actively constructed, there was no reason not to provide objects to other institutions. 
As the Government Anthropologist he was probably involved in the decisions made 
by the Commissioner for Native Affairs, and the Customs officials who were at 
various times responsible for deciding what might be collected on permit, and 
subsequently exported from Papua.
In a similar way to that in which it was unusual for Murray to give away such a large 
collection o f  fire making equipment, the other objects given by Williams are unusual 
gifts from him. They are ‘typical Williams objects’ in that they include items that 
were less commonly collected, but they do not duplicate any o f  the material he 
collected for the Papuan Official Collection. They also appear to be objects he 
collected while doing the fieldwork for his Papuans o f the Trans-Fly monograph 
(1936). In fact, the objects are described in that publication, and some appear 
photographed and sketched. They include a staff to fend o ff  bush pigs, a fish trap,
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fire making equipment, a kangaroo tooth burin, and the fish mandible comb to fray 
rushes. Although the objects constitute only a small collection, they would appear to 
be a valuable component of his fieldwork. In 1933-4, the year after his last sojourn to 
the Trans-Fly area, Williams went to England where he attended classes given by 
Malinowski at the London School of Economics (Schwimmer 1976: 419). He 
probably paid visits to friends (such as Blackwood) in Oxford and may well have 
made the donation of material to the museum at that point.
Two particularly quirky items given by Williams to the Pitt Rivers Museum have 
different stories attached. The miniature bolas, described as ‘used by boys for 
catching large dragon flies on the wing’, is attributed to (i.e., collected by) Williams 
but was given to the Museum by Beatrice Blackwood. It was put on display in the 
Objects Talk exhibition at the Pitt Rivers Museum which was exhibited from 5 
October 2002 to 17 August 2003 (PRM catalogue online). Part of the aim of this 
exhibition was to record the responses of museum visitors to the objects. One of the 
responses reads: ‘[t]he very idea of catching dragonflies seems so extraordinary. The 
pear-shaped objects are seeds too, which is also surreal’ (PRM catalogue online). 
The imaginations of the visitors to the exhibition were captured by the fanciful role 
of the object, and it is not difficult to understand why Williams, a parsimonious 
collector, might have acquired such an object.
Written exchanges over a child’s rattle illustrate the powerful position Williams had 
earned himself in the administrative hierarchy of Papua during his long career. The 
rattle was a gift from Williams to Beatrice Blackwood.
At some time in or before 1936 or 1937, Blackwood had contacted Williams to gain 
permission to conduct fieldwork in Papua. She had applied to conduct the work in 
what was then the Uncontrolled Area of the Tari Furoro. This was the same area in 
which a year later the British Museum would attempt to encourage Murray to allow 
Mr Baskett to collect birds and to which Murray adamantly replied no (NAA A518/1 
F806/1/5 03.05.1938 MacDonald to PM, NAA A518/1 F806/1/5 Murray to Minister 
in Charge of Territories, PM’s Department 14.06.1938). Likewise, there would be no 
chance for a lady anthropologist, as Williams responded
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About the Tari Furoro there is, I am sorry to say, Buckley’s chance for you. 
Other expeditions...consisting of parties of men have been sternly turned 
down and a lone lady anthropologist would not be considered...it is possible 
that they will eventually make a police camp there; but until that time there is 
no possibility of any anthropologist going to those regions. (Blackwood Coll. 
PRMNo. 105/37 04.08.1937)
There was, however, an underlying reason for Williams to dampen Blackwood’s 
spirits
As a matter of fact HE9 [Murray] said that I shall be the first, and before long 
I hope to get there. But I shall have to wait the Government’s convenience.
Williams softened the selfish edge of this admission by adding a handwritten 
postscript
I have asked HE if it would be possible for you to go into the Kukukuku 
[Anga] country behind Kerema... I have told the Government Secretary you 
are ‘a reliant person who scorns difficulties’. Will let you know as soon as I 
can. (Blackwood Coll. PRM No. 105/37 04.08.1937)
Williams had been visiting the Gulf Division regularly in his fieldwork with the 
Elema, and patrols into the nearby area of the Anga (Kukukuku) while still not 
totally safe, were by now no longer fraught with the danger of earlier patrols when 
they had earned as fearsome a reputation among the field officers as the people for 
whom they were enemies (West 1968). Blackwood was actually in the Mandated 
Territory from August 1936 to April 1937 ‘to study a functioning Neolithic 
technology, and to obtain for the Pitt Rivers Museum specimens of stone tools and 
other artefacts from an area of the New Guinea mainland whose material culture was 
still largely uninfluenced by Europeans’ (Hallpike 1978:8). She had wanted to go to 
Mt Hagen, but this had been closed by the government. Blackwood went to Manki, 
but had to leave after nine months as she had suffered constant hardship and health 
problems, and there was ‘an assault on a local Chinese storekeeper by the 
Kukukuku’. The administration told her that she was no longer safe (Hallpike
9 His Excellency
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1978:9). Considering the time she had already spent in Kukukuku territory, 
Williams’ offer to work behind Kerema would have been even more disappointing. 
Blackwood did not return to the Kukukuku as she considered that her collecting 
responsibilities to the Pitt River Museum were complete (Hallpike 1978). She ended 
up extending her leave from the Museum and going to Madang (Blackwood papers 
PRM: 47 Blackwood to Williams, 23.09.1937), and then to study the Arawe and the 
Bosmun of the Ramu River (Hallpike 1978:10).
The letters cited above demonstrate that Williams was a little defensive of his own 
position (and honest enough to admit it) and of the honour of being the ‘first’ 
allowed into such an area. As the Government Anthropologist, particularly, some 
would say that being so long under Murray’s rule, he had the right to be first 
(Griffiths 1977). So, while he was keeping to the rules that governed his job, he was 
also benefiting himself by doing so, but was also bound in part by friendship to help 
Blackwood to access a very appealing field in which to conduct anthropology.
If we are cynical, we might interpret the next letter and its attendant package as a 
placatory gift in partial apology both for his defensiveness above over the right to be 
‘first’ and the fact he could not help her. Constance, Williams’ wife, who filled in for 
Williams while he awaited a new secretary, typed the following
He has sent per packet post a small curio to you of a child’s toy -  a rattle that 
we collected at Orokolo. To work the rattle roll the string round the many 
little bamboo sticks, thread the end through the hole in the bamboo and 
holding the hand protectively around the whole thing pull the string smartly 
and the rattle works. (Blackwood Collection PRM No.: 46S letter 
17.09.1937)
This donation, as indicated by the catalogue entry, was given to Blackwood, rather 
than specifically as a museum donation (PRM catalogue online). Then again, 
Blackwood was devoted to the museum, and it is not surprising that the rattle ended 
up there10. Apart from the fact that the letter indicates that Constance was involved
10 The souvenir guide to the Pitt Rivers Museum tells the story of Blackwood’s long involvement with 
the museum, and ends with ‘Miss Blackwood formally retired in 1959 and came to work the next day
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in fieldwork with Williams (in fact the Williams papers at the Mitchell Library 
include some o f  her field notes), the objects illustrate the kind o f  gifting that took 
place in order to maintain networks among anthropologists at the time. But if we take 
the cynical view they can be seen as an appeasement while Blackwood awaited the 
administration 's  permission to go to Papua, while knowing that "being a w om an’ she 
would be second, if at all, to enter an area considered so dangerous, and so 
intriguing!
S D  B u r r o w s  a n d  the  Pit t R iv e r s  M u s e u m
In 1932-33 Mrs Burrows donated over 300 objects amassed by Assistant Resident 
Magistrate Sidney Douglas Burrows during his career as a Papuan field officer (e.g., 
Figures 8.15-19). He had collected over 100 objects for the Papuan Official 
Collection, many o f  which included multiple duplicates. Hence, according to the 
1911 regulations governing collecting, he was allowed to keep those duplicates that 
the Government did not want (NAA G227/1 1914-1939).
F ig u re  8.15 Fish hooks collected by Burrows. 
Label reads: ‘F ish-hooks with snoods and 
T rim m ers 7M A SSIM  dist., E N EW  G U IN EA . 
Coll. by S.D. Burrow s, Pres, by M ,s B urrow s’. 
PRM registration: 1933.18.51.1 -9. Hooks are 
c.5cm  long. Photo: S .Schaffarczyk
F ig u re  8.16 O perculum  collected by 
Burrows. Label reads: ‘O perculum  o f 
Turbo, found on m ountains inland m any 
m iles from  the FLY R., BRIT. NEW  
G U IN EA . Coll. by S.D Burrow s, 1914 d.d 
M rs G ordon C anning, 1932’. PRM 
registration  1932.53.44. Length: 6cm. 
Photo: S.Schaffarczyk.
as i f  no th ing  had changed; she was w orking on the card cata logue up to the day before her death in 
1975’ (C ousins 1993:21)
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Figure 8.17 A w ooden figure. Label reads: "Urumuru bum  worn by uninitiated youths, 
hanging  down the back, w hen dancing. M outh o f  FLY R., N EW  G U IN EA . Coll. by 
S.D .B urrow as. d.d. M 's Burrow s, 1933.' PRM  registration  1933.18.11. Length: not recorded. 
This is a cerem onial figure.
Figure 8.18 Label reads: ‘N ecklet o f  (?) Figure 8.19 Label reads: ‘B ehcading-knife
m ollusc tests. BRIT. N EW  G U IN EA . Coll. by LO W ER FLY RIVER. N EW  G U IN EA .
S.D. Burrow s, d.d. M rs G ordon C anning. Coll by S.D .B urrow s, d.d M ,sG ordon
PRM registration 1932.53.40. Length: 34cm  C an n in g ’. PRM registration 1933.18.29.
Photo: S .Schaffarczyk. Length: 43cm . Photo: S .Schaffarczyk.
According to references made by Newton (1961:49), two trophy skulls from 
Torobina on the Bamu River collected by Burrows ended up at the Chicago Museum 
o f  Natural History, although how m any objects there in total are from Burrows is yet 
to be established.
It was not until after his death that a female m em ber o f  his family (known only as 
Mrs Burrows, and presumably his wife or mother) gave the collection to the Pitt 
Rivers Museum. Whether this was at his request or not is unknown. As noted in the 
captions for Figures 8.16, 8.18 and 8.19, some o f  the objects were donated not by a 
m ember o f  the Burrows family, but by a Mrs Gordon Canning. As yet. I have not
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been able to identify this woman. There are two unusual points about Burrows and 
his collection ending up in Oxford. It is, as far as I am aware, one of two large 
collections collected by field officers to have left Papua that were not part of the 
POC. The second, a collection of around 200 objects, was acquired by AC English 
and is now held by the South Australian Museum in Adelaide (pers. comm. B.Craig
2007). Burrows also had less to do with academia than many of the other officers. 
While he had apparently made friends with Malinowski on a boat trip from Samarai 
to Port Moresby (the same trip in which Malinowski talked with Bramell) he does 
not appear to have published his observations on the people among whom he worked 
(Young 2004:361).
The British Museum
The British Museum holds a ‘human head stuffed, painted, lower mandible hanging 
around the neck ...’ and a ‘feather head-dress...given by Miss B Grimshaw, Devara, 
Port Moresby, via Sydney...from the Lake Murray District, Fly River, Papua’ 
(British Museum Object Register: 4-7). Although the register does not list a 
collection or donation date for the items, these were probably collected when 
Grimshaw accompanied Murray to the Lake Murray District in November 1925 
(Thorpe 1933, see also Chapter Four of this thesis). There are also objects in the POC 
listed as collected by Grimshaw; two ‘dance ornaments (bird skin on board)’ (P I862 
and P I863) noted along with a third (P I864) collected by Murray. These appear to 
have been destroyed upon arrival in Australia as they are in the Thorpe Register, but 
are not listed in the NMA catalogue cards. Being potentially feathered ornaments it is 
likely they may have been destroyed by Australian Customs or the Australian 
Museum if they were infested with some kind of insect, so those in the British 
Museum could indicate what the POC objects looked like. However, these are only 
two of a number of objects in the British Museum originating from Papua during 
Murray’s administration.
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Austen and the British Museum
The British Museum holds five ‘sepulchral pots formerly containing human bones 
...given by Leo Austen Losuia, Trobriand Islands via Samarai, Papua donated 10-3- 
1936’ (British Museum Object Register: 150). They are a part of the Moyne 
Collection at the British Museum. Documentation accompanying the objects 
describes them in detail and lists them as being from the Omarakana and Liluta 
caves, NE Kiriwina, and Kaulaka Cave, Vakuta Island. These pots along with some 
others that were excavated from Boianai, are some of the only objects that might be 
described as the results of ‘archaeological excavations’ in Papua in the 1920s. In 
September 1929, ARM Rentoul wrote to the Government Secretary that
There are a number of grottos and lime stone caves to be found in the coral 
ridge ...which forms the backbone of the Island of Kiriwina (Trobriand 
Group)...a new cave was entered last year by some intrepid people of 
Omarakana villages, and therein was found a collection of earthenware pots 
of strange design, containing human relics, and with decorative marks not 
recognised by any of the present generation, nor by any visitors who 
happened to be present from the D ’Entrecasteaux Group. So far as the present 
generation is aware for ages their cooking pots have been procured from the 
Amphlett Group, who are also purveyors to the Marshall Bennetts...but the 
pots in question are not Amphlett pots...I append a rough sketch (by Mrs 
Rentoul) of one of these pots, showing the superior workmanship, and art 
with which it is decorated, much of the work being in bas-relief, which is not 
used by any local carvers or craftsmen...(ML FM4/4356 Item 146
06.08.1929)
Leonard Murray, Murray’s nephew and secretary, followed up the discovery 
(crawling into the cave to retrieve more pots) in September and sent a sample pot to 
Williams (ML FM4/4356 item 146, 24.08.1929).
Williams added his own comments to the Government Secretary that
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I think these pots are important curios and therefore definitely of value to us. 
We should keep a representative collection of them and our specimens should 
be the best. If ever the projected museum should take place, we should be 
able to exhibit them here. In the meantime the present museum is 
overcrowded and I thought the pots might remain at Losuia. I could however 
find a safe place for a number if they were sent in. I do not know how many 
of these pots have been found. If the No. is large we certainly do not want to 
keep them all. Quite apart from the method of sending them I think it is very 
fitting that some should go to the British Museum (ML FM4/4356 item 146 
GA 18.05.1936)
Presumably because shipping of the POC to Australia had ceased, the Museum had 
become overcrowded, hence the presence of the pots in the British Museum, and not 
the POC. As far as I am aware, the remaining pots not sent to the BM are still 
somewhere in Papua New Guinea. Williams comments also show that further 
thought was being put into developing a new museum as late as 1936.
As for what the pots represented, the British Museum ethnology document (British 
Museum ethnology document 1011), which contains descriptions and sketches of the 
pots, does not say. In 1935, Austen wrote a patrol report for Kwaibwaga, Northern 
Kiriwina describing ‘Ancient stone walls in Kiriwina, Trobriand Islands’ in his 
‘summary of facts’ about his investigations. He claimed that pots and bones found in 
association with the walls had been identified by the Fijian missionary Akaripa as 
similar to pots found in Fiji used for burial purposes. Austen interpreted the evidence 
to mean that ‘early immigrants to these islands apparently buried some of their dead, 
or rather put the bones of some of their dead’ into these pots (ML FM4/4356 item 
145 report 18-20.10.1935).
In Summary
This chapter demonstrates that the mechanisms Murray set in operation for the 
acquisition of the Papuan Official Collection had broader reaching consequences 
than he may have intended. Murray’s relationship with Haddon saw not only the
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provision of anthropological interpretations back to the Papuan Government, but 
Haddon’s utilisation of the field service as a ‘private collecting army’. Ironically for 
the reputation Haddon gained as the initiator of new field methods, this put him back 
in the position of being able to conduct ‘armchair anthropology’ again. The 
difference in this case was that Haddon was able to specifically direct the collection 
of the material and information that he required. He also cultivated the growth of 
professional anthropology in Papua and Australia through his campaign (with 
Murray and others) for the establishment of the Chair of anthropology at the 
University of Sydney which resulted in anthropologically trained field staff in Papua 
(as discussed in Chapter Six).
What exactly Murray sought to gain from his donations of material to the Pitt Rivers 
Museum is unclear; presumably he was maintaining contact with his alma mater and 
ensuring that the anthropological efforts of the Territory of Papua were recognised 
abroad. FE Williams on the other hand, was ensuring that he remained in touch with 
the disciplinary networks from his isolated position in Papua.
As demonstrated above, Haddon was the main character linking anthropology in 
Papua and Australia with anthropology in Britain through fostering personal 
relationships (to the benefit of his anthropological investigations), and professional 
ones in order to carry out the ‘imperial and scientific’ responsibility of colonists to 
record Indigenous culture before it was too late -  demonstrating that his 
pronouncements were not simply rhetoric.
To refer back to the question raised in Chapter One: Does the Collection play any 
defined role in the colonial relationship between Papua, Australia and Britain? This 
chapter demonstrates that the POC played two specific roles in the colonial 
relationships between Papua and Australia, and Papua, Australia and Britain. For 
Murray, the Collection became a leverage point when he used it to attract the 
attention of the Australian Government, as well as the University of Sydney at the 
time he was trying to arrange anthropological training for his field officers. Having 
the POC become a part of the AIA collections, while perhaps not ideal for Murray at 
the time, was a situation of ironical serendipity which meant that the Collection 
became important enough to become part of the National Ethnographic Collection,
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and the founding collections of the NMA. This was even after it had barely been 
mentioned in the Pigott Report, and had previously not been viewed as essential 
enough either by Treasury or by an eminent anthropologist to warrant the additional 
funding for a museum when it was still in Port Moresby.
While the establishment of the Papua Act in 1908 saw Britain’s responsibility for 
New Guinea fade away, the anthropological interest, and connected networks 
remained. This left a convenient base from which people like Seligman, Haddon and 
Malinowski were able to continue the work they had started, and to create several 
cohorts of anthropologists in training -  both from the Papuan administration, as 
demonstrated in this chapter, and from the new graduates at Oxford and Cambridge 
as shown in Chapter Three of this thesis. While on the broader political scale, the 
Collection played little role in the continuing connections between Papua, Australia 
and Britain, there was an underlying ‘anthropological current’ in which the POC 
played a central role in effectively helping both Murray, and his anthropological 
advisors in England in their endeavours.
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Chapter Nine
The National Museum of 
Australia and the POC
Chapter Nine brings us back to the final two questions posed in the introductory 
chapter:
What implications arise from the biography presented in this thesis for the National 
Museum of Australia? And, how can the information presented in this thesis be 
utilised to tell the story of the collection and increase awareness of the issues arising 
from this story for the Australian and Papua New Guinean publics?
In order to answer these questions, the most recent events in the life of the Collection 
need be taken into account. The first section of this chapter will cover the 
background to, and conduct of, recent investigations into who owns the Collection. 
This is a question that has been long in surfacing, and one that does not really have a 
clear answer. Then the chapter will suggest why the Collection has not been a major 
focus for research or exhibition at the NMA. In light of this, the chapter then moves 
on to consider what the Museum might do with the Collection beyond continuing to 
simply store it. Here I will make suggestions as to how the Collection might be 
exhibited, as well as to identify some possible directions for further research.
Was the Collection a gift or a loan?
It is obvious that from as early as 1907 that Murray’s goal in building the Museum 
was to acquire and display an official collection in Port Moresby for the benefit of 
the Territory of Papua; specifically for the administration, but also for European 
settlers, and eventually, Indigenous Papuans (NAA A 1/15 1921/24811 Murray to 
Minister 18.12.1907).
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As described in Chapter Seven, at some time during 1913-1915 Murray came to the 
conclusion that to build both the Museum and the Collection in Port Moresby was 
not possible. He could not afford for the POC to stay in Port Moresby, and Haddon 
had suggested that it would be more accessible to more suitable audiences in 
Australia (NAA A452/1 Murray to Minister of State for External Affairs 
23.02.1915). Several times as he was looking for a new home for the POC from 1915 
onwards, Murray made it clear that he considered both the MacGregor Collection 
and the POC to be the property of the Papuan Government (e.g. NAA G 135/110 
1921 Murray to Secretary Home and Territories 09.02.1921, A 1/15 1924/26997). 
The Queensland Museum agreed with this, and there is also no doubt that while the 
Australian Museum agreed to store the Collection, the POC had not been donated to 
that Museum. This was of course, apart from the duplicates that they were entitled to 
keep in return for the use of the storage space.
The confusion generated in the 1970s over the issue of who owned the Collection 
actually originated during the 1920s when Murray was, for the second time, 
searching for a place to house the POC. It was as a result of the 1924 exchange of 
letters between Murray and the Minister for Home and Territories (detailed in 
Chapter Seven) that the Collection became part of the core group of collections that 
were to become the basis of the Federal museum. This idea for the Collection to 
become part of the Federal museum actually originated with Murray when he tried to 
offer both the POC and the MacGregor Collection to the University of Sydney 
pending the appointment of the Chair of Anthropology. The idea of a Federal 
Museum had recently been brought up, and Murray wrote that if a Professor was not 
appointed then ‘we should be pleased to present the Collection to a Federal Museum 
if it is intended to establish one at Canberra or elsewhere’ (NAA A 1/15 1924/26997 
Murray to Minister of State for Home and Territories 27.06.1924). The Minister 
made a counter proposal that whether or not the university took up the offer, the 
Collection should be presented to the Federal Museum. This appears to be the point 
at which the Papuan Official Collection of the Territory of Papua became Australia’s 
Papuan Official Collection (NAA A 1/15 1924/26997 Minister of State for Home and 
Territories to Murray 30.08.1924). Regardless, whether the Collection was used by 
the University of Sydney or not, it seemed that Murray was prepared for the 
Collection to become part of Federal holdings.
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When the Australian Museum made its request in 1927 for the POC to be removed to 
Canberra, Murray was forced to face the fact that he would not see the Collection 
returned to Papua (AMA AMS 10 754/27 Secretary of AM to Minister for Home and 
Territories 29.09.1927). He did not have a museum built in Port Moresby suitable to 
exhibit the Collection, and was not likely to build one in the near future. In addition 
to the pressures listed above, Malinowskian fieldwork practices and the new 
emphasis on social anthropology driven by Radcliffe-Brown saw the importance of 
collecting material culture fade into the background. The presence in the 
administration of FE Williams, who also advocated the documentation of social 
practices rather than the collection of material culture, may have helped to convince 
Murray to let the Collection go. Social anthropology would now provide the cultural 
translations and explanations he required. While Murray had not to this point ever 
stated that the ownership of the Collection had been passed to another entity, he had 
made his offer to the University o f Sydney, and seems to have agreed to the 
Minister’s caveat that, should the University take up the offer or not, the Collection 
would ultimately be given to the Federal Museum.
There is another important concept to take into account. While the Papuan 
administration was to some degree an independent government body designed to 
manage and control the Territory of Papua, it was not the government body of an 
independent country, but a colony. Technically, the entity governing Papua was the 
Australian Government. This means that, by default, even though Murray saw the 
Collection as one acquired by, and for the use of the Territory of Papua, it could be 
considered to have been, from the beginning, the Papuan Official Collection of the 
Australian Government. Therefore, while there is no definitive evidence 
demonstrating that the Collection was ever formally given to the Australian 
Government (or to the AIA in lieu of the proposed Federal Museum) by its Territory 
(Perchard 1981), this was probably not an issue at the time, and explains why 
evidence of a formal ‘gifting’ of the Collection (from Papua to Australia) in the form 
of some official ceremony or document does not exist. What appears to have been 
more important to the Minister for Home and Territories was that the Collection, 
having been acquired by a section of the Federal Government, remained a ‘Federal’ 
collection and was not lost to a university or State museum. This does not detract 
from the fact that Murray and the members of his administration (as well as people
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dealing with the Collection since then) perceived the Collection to be the property of 
the Territory itself no matter where it was housed. It also does not detract from the 
fact that the entire contents of the Collection was acquired from the Indigenous 
people of Papua by European residents of Papua, which might be read as a statement 
of Papua’s (now PNG’s) moral and perhaps legal ownership.
Repatriation
It was not until the 1970s and PNG’s independence from Australia that the idea of 
repatriating the Collection was raised and the ownership of the Collection was 
actually questioned -  resulting in Perchard’s (1981) investigation. Perchard (1981:1- 
2) states that ‘The Papuan administration, The National Museum of PNG, The 
National Archives of PNG, the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, the 
Department of External Territories and successor bodies, and the Commonwealth 
Archives of Australia as well as the Australian Museum and Australian Institute of 
Anatomy’, had all been involved in the issue of interpreting ownership in the decade 
prior to 1980. Reports of these enquiries appear not to have been produced, or at least 
were archived ambiguously and so their whereabouts are unknown, so Perchard’s 
aim was to compile all of the known evidence. The ambiguous status of the 
Collection says something about Government priorities at the time. Its status even 
now demonstrates that collections such as the POC were, and continue as a low 
priority issue for the Australian government as the manager of the NMA. At the time 
of Independence, care was taken to ensure that copies of the papers documenting the 
government’s activities in Papua were created for posterity and appropriately 
archived both in PNG and Australia (Nagle 2002), but the fate of the POC, equally as 
much a product of the outgoing government, had not been considered. Perhaps this 
was an oversight, or perhaps it was an indication that the issue of ownership did not 
require resolution in the eyes of the Government.
The Director-General of UNESCO at the General Conference in Paris, September 
1978 brought up the broader issue of repatriation for all colonies in an international 
setting where it required a response. He spoke of the importance of the ‘restitution of 
valuable and historical items to countries where such items were removed under
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periods of colonization and administration’ (NMA DPOC unofficial report JG 
Williams 04.12.1978). The Government of PNG chose to use the ‘forum of 
UNESCO to make an appeal for the repatriation of major artefacts held by 
institutions outside PNG’ and following up, requested information on those objects 
from the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs (NMA DPOC Davidson to 
Director AIA 10.11.1978). In the case of the POC, the response to this has been very 
slow; mostly hampered by the fact that much of the history of the Collection was 
unknown, because the documentation associated with the Collection was not all 
stored in one place; also all of the museum cataloguing was paper-based, making it 
cumbersome to deal with.
The most recent exploration of the concept of repatriation in relation to the POC has 
been in Barry Craig’s PhD thesis, consultancy report for the NMA, and related 
journal articles (Craig 1993, 1995, 1996). Craig argues in agreement with UNESCO 
that the Collection, as cultural heritage of PNG, should at some point be repatriated 
(Craig 1993:25). He also acknowledges that the Collection is of significance to 
Australia and that in light of the fact that many of the POC objects are duplicated, 
arrangements could be made for the National Museum of Australia to retain a portion 
of these. On the other hand, objects such as the canoes collected by Lyons and 
Beaver (see Chapter Six), the kaiaimunu confiscated by Murray, and the 
houseboard/shield collected by Austen are some of the oldest and possibly single 
remaining representatives of those types of objects. It is up to Papua New Guineans 
to decide if this material is of heritage value, and when and how they might seek to 
have it returned to PNG. Craig’s consultancy report on the status of the Melanesian 
collections held by the National Museum of Australia concluded that
Repatriation of cultural material must not be thought of as simply sending a 
collection of artefacts back to their original owners. Repatriation is part of a 
process that began when the objects were first collected and which never 
ends. To wipe one’s hands of the material is both a resiling of responsibility 
and a loss of opportunity. The repatriation process should be the catalyst for 
stimulating and maintaining an on-going relationship, and is essentially a 
commitment to cultural exchange. (Craig 1991:74)
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This definition of the act of repatriation, particularly the concepts of creating and 
maintaining an ongoing relationship, should form a guide for the future of the POC 
in the National Museum of Australia whether or not the decision is made to return 
the Collection. If, in the future, the option to repatriate even part of the Collection is 
chosen by the National Museums and Governments of PNG and Australia, it will 
provide an ideal opportunity to incorporate cultural exchange, and mutual training in 
Melanesian and European concepts in the interpretation and treatment of museum 
objects. This will ensure that the POC objects are stored in appropriate conditions 
and treated properly with respect to both their cultural and curatorial needs from both 
a European and PNG perspective.
While repatriation is a popular topic for discussion we need to consider two points: 
1) is it necessary? and 2) the practicalities; is it currently worth the effort, cost and 
time to train people and organise for the objects to be suitably packed, transported, 
unpacked and stored or exhibited for a Collection that may or may not add especial 
value to the PNG National Museum? As part of this, does the Museum have the 
capacity in terms of infrastructure, staff and conditions to take the Collection back? 
In this light there are a number of substantial reasons in favour of not repatriating the 
Collection at this point. Instead, this chapter advocates a shared custodianship of the 
Collection in order to allow enough time for the inevitable, drawn out political 
process of repatriation, should it eventuate. While this opinion might be considered 
patronizing, or ‘fence-sitting’, I am not advocating that the Collection should not be 
returned, or that PNG is not capable of curating its own heritage, but as outlined in 
Chapter One of this thesis, the tacit opinions expressed by professionals and 
researchers in the fields of archaeology, anthropology and museum curatorship 
suggest that the National Museum and Art Gallery of Papua New Guinea is currently 
not in a position to take on the return and care of large collections. To once again 
crate the Collection for return to its homeland would see the Collection, at the very 
least, repeat almost forty years of its life in storage. Therefore, shared custodianship, 
along with other alternatives to repatriation are suggested later in this chapter to 
ensure that the Collection receives the attention and exposure it deserves.
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It was the age of heroes, the time of ancestral ethnographers who were larger 
than life. More than a century later, one cannot write these words without 
irony. The anthropologist as hero borrows from the image of the white male 
explorer penetrating the frozen wastelands [or vast grassland, high mountains 
or deep jungle]. Scholarly writing over recent decades encourages us to think 
of these works as part of a larger imperial project; we have learned to view 
the business of recording, classifying, collecting and exhibiting in museums -  
whatever the ethnographers’ expressed respect for Native cultures -  as an 
affirmation of racial, cultural and political dominations. We should also have 
learned by now, however, that the bashing of one’s disciplinary ancestors [or 
other colonial figures] is both a cheap shot and a partial truth. (Bloch and 
Kendall 2004:x)
The sentiments expressed here by Bloch and Kendall can be applied to numerous
colonial situations and ‘ancestors’: missionaries, administrators, field officers or
settlers. In the case of the POC, Murray and his outside men were heroes of their
time. While the performance of collecting the POC might be interpreted as yet
another expression of colonial domination, these were activities seen in their time to
be perfectly acceptable means of collecting objects and information for ‘scientific
use’. They also believed that such ethnographic activity was the best of relatively
few means available to them to understand and work with the Indigenous people of
th ththe colony. Regardless, museums of the 19 and early 20 centuries were, through 
their presentation of Indigenous material culture, sites of reinforcement for the 
theories of the ‘Great Chain of Being’ and Social Darwinism that guided 
ethnographic projects and museum collecting (Rigg 1994). Rigg proposes that, in 
Australia, the use of evolutionary schemes for the exhibition of Indigenous material 
culture symbolised ‘colonial and imperial power’ and the ‘arrested state of 
[Indigenous]...development’ thus supporting the popular ‘doomed race’ theory in the 
wider community (Rigg 1994:190-192). The wider community included Australians 
in Papua where sharing these beliefs was also part of the European community’s 
social fabric.
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Museums in the late 20th and early 21st century have dramatically changed their 
emphasis from openly supporting the expression of cultural dominance to seeking 
ways and means of integrating the voices and views of Indigenous communities into 
their exhibitions, methods of storage and research. However, the presence in 
museums of collections stemming from colonial times has led some researchers to 
view these as ‘the last colonial captives’ with ‘field collecting purely as their 
abduction’ (O’Hanlon 2000:1). Over the past few decades such collections were 
removed from view in many museums as they became symbolic of the guilty 
responsibility felt by ex-colonial powers, including the anthropological community. 
From one angle then, the products of colonialism such as the POC are surrounded by 
the negative perceptions enumerated by Bloch and Kendall (2004, see also Simpson 
1996, Stanley 1989). It is important to deal with these issues: to acknowledge them, 
understand them, and to move on from them in a productive way.
The negative aspects of colonialism are generally well known, and some of them 
have been discussed in this thesis. If we take a step back, however, we might observe 
with some irony that in hindsight some of the actions for which some colonists are 
criticised have had perhaps unwittingly positive outcomes. For example, one of 
Murray’s primary aims in establishing the Collection was to salvage the material 
culture of a ‘doomed race’. Seen as a statement of cultural superiority this aim is 
paternalistic and condescending. However, in the continued existence of the POC, 
Murray’s aim has been achieved, and might even be seen in a positive light. Given 
the natural course of life and society even without the intrusion of colonialism the 
production of some objects and their associated practices would have been 
abandoned or changed over time (Barker 2001). Colonialism and its interest in 
ethnographic collecting had the effect of exacerbating the rate of abandonment or 
change; this makes the Papuan Official Collection that much more significant 
because it was collected before it was ‘too late’.
To change the angle of our view of the past does not provide an excuse for past 
events, and is not an attempt to ignore what has happened. The events of colonialism 
have had far reaching consequences that impact on societies today. What has 
occurred cannot be undone, but as Bloch and Kendall have stated, there is a point 
where ‘ancestor bashing’ is no longer acceptable because it is not productive. It also
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denies Indigenous agency in the processes of colonialism, and that some of the 
results of colonial activities can be seen as positive. It is at this point that collections 
like the POC can provide significant new stories that take the negative and positive 
aspects of colonial collecting into account in an attempt to redress the imbalance 
incurred when they were acquired. How might this be done?
Exhibitions and further research or what do we do with it now?
To date, the POC, and much of the Pacific material at the NMA has not been 
researched or exhibited because of the sentiments expressed above (the ‘guilt of the 
colonist’), and because of a lack of knowledge, lack of funding, lack of time, and 
lack of expertise to meet the challenge of researching and understanding at least 5700 
items (Kaus 2007). As expressed in Chapter Eight, issues of ownership, and of the 
appropriateness of Pacific objects being in the NMA at all have been other reasons 
why these collections have not received much attention. The strongest reason for the 
neglect of the Pacific collections is principally because the NMA only opened its 
doors in 2000, and its primary responsibility, as spelt out by the Review: National 
Museum o f Australia Exhibitions and Programs (NMA Review Secretariat 2003) is 
to represent what is traditionally seen as Australian social history: to tell the 
Australian story, present primary themes and narratives of Australia since the arrival 
of the British, present the history of the Indigenous peoples of the continent, convey 
the history of the continent in deep time, to convey a sense of the mosaic of everyday 
life and its more ordinary stories, to cover darker episodes with gravity, to build an 
outstanding national collection, assume a cross-continent museum collaboration and 
leadership role, and to provide national access to public and school programs (NMA 
Review Secretariat 2003:13-14).
Conservatively viewed, at face value, Pacific items do not neatly fit into these 
categories. This thesis argues the contrary: that on a number of levels, the POC is an 
important aspect of Australia’s past; it demonstrates significant Australian stories, an 
important element of history since the arrival of the British, and both darker and 
more celebratory episodes. How these perspectives might be conveyed is related 
below.
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Through museums, historical
transactions remain active in the present, bringing us in touch with those who 
lived long ago and generating new associations. Rather than putting an end to 
the social lives of things, museums have become nexi for their ongoing 
relations with people. (Henare 2005:9)
Museums are no longer treasure houses storing objects collected to preserve the 
majesty of royalty. Their displays are not created to reflect the needs of colonial 
administrators seeking to demonstrate orderliness in their disorderly colonies. 
Neither are they store houses for the simple dispassionate preservation of ‘vanishing’ 
material culture for the needs of a future science. Similarly, where curators of 
ethnographic collections once provided ‘an authoritative voice in describing and 
interpreting the world’s cultures’ they are now rethinking this authority (Herle 
1994:2). Many museums and curators are now seeking to develop links with the 
people whose communities are represented in their collections; they are willing to 
take advice on the appropriate exhibition, and proper storage of the objects in their 
care. They also seek to provide more than one view, and represent multiple voices in 
the display of those objects (Herle 1994, O ’Hanlon 1993, Simpson 1996). There is 
also a growing movement for Indigenous communities to establish and maintain their 
own museums, Keeping Places and cultural centres, and to create open discussion 
through conferences and symposia such as ‘Negotiating Histories’ held in 1999 
(McIntyre and Wehner 2001) and ‘The Re-Birth of the Museum’ in 2004 (Healy and 
Witcomb 2006). The National Museum of Australia, like other Australian and Pacific 
museums, has incorporated some of the policies coming out of recent work into its 
practices. So far, however, the POC has not benefited greatly from these policies1.
At present, the Papuan Official Collection is a ‘hand-me-down’ collection. Neither 
Murray’s nor anyone else’s plans for it have come to fruition. Although there are 
now moves in the NMA towards planning for exhibitions of Pacific material 
generally. For the most part, it has simply existed in a kind of stasis in the storage
1 With the exception of its policy on human remains that form part of the POC. These, like Australian 
Aboriginal and other human remains, are now kept under culturally appropriate conditions and will 
probably never again be placed on public display (M.Pickering pers. comm. 2005).
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facilities of three different museums since the last objects were shipped to Sydney 
(the Australian Museum, the AIA, and the NMA). As Gosden and Marshall 
(1999:172) have put it, at the ‘heart of the notion of biography are questions about 
the links between people and things; about the ways meanings and values are 
accumulated and transformed’. This thesis has attempted to provide answers to some 
of the questions that can be asked about the POC. This chapter is about how we 
might provide the Collection with links to the present and future beyond simply 
acknowledging its links to the past. It provides the National Museum of Australia 
with the means to take the next step in the biography. The next step is to reconnect 
the objects and the stories of the POC with the communities - the people - from 
which they originate. This can be achieved through the medium of exhibition.
Newton writes that ideally
an exhibit that is well done can evoke a culture for someone grounded in that 
culture; each object is intended to start a train of associations, conscious or 
not, as it does in real life. Suppose that, as time goes on and culture changes, 
and those associations fade, as they probably will, we can only resort to the 
museum techniques of explanation: labels, photographs, and so on, which 
inform us of what we have forgotten or never knew. (Newton 1994:277)
In the case of the POC, if we continue Newton’s idea, there are at least two specific 
‘cultures’ for whom the Collection might be meaningful; Papua New Guinean and 
Australian. The POC invites the National Museum of Australia to meet the challenge 
o f initiating that ‘train of associations’ for both these ‘cultures’ in different ways.
The next section of this chapter will sketch the possibilities I see for presenting the 
story of the POC to a wider public in Australia and Papua New Guinea. Seen as an 
element of biography, this is simply the next stage in the extraordinary life of the 
Collection. There are four components to consider: 1) what format an exhibition 
might take, 2) which topics should be focused on, 3) how the various communities 
might be involved, and 4) which directions further research might take.
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Although MacKenzie once boasted that the ‘entire collection’ was on display in the 
AIA (NMA DPOC MacKenzie to Murray 22.02.1935) the POC is much too big to 
display all at once in the galleries of the NMA. There are physically too many 
objects, and its story is too complex to be displayed with any clarity all at once. 
There are also at present, quite a few objects for which there is no story except that 
they are part of the POC. Therefore I propose a series of smaller exhibitions over an 
extended period of time with each unit weaving in different threads of the biography 
over that time. An important aspect in the staging of the ongoing series is the 
incorporation of a virtual exhibition that can be built up as each of the physical 
components is dismantled. The final result would therefore be a complete story in a 
virtual environment accessible to a broad international audience, but still connected 
to the physical environment of the Collection and the Museum. Both the long term 
plan for the presentation of the physical collection and the presence of the virtual 
exhibition mean that the POC might no longer be ‘abandoned’ to the storage facility. 
The rotation of different elements of the Collection to be displayed at different times 
would help to lessen the impact of display on the more fragile items. It also means 
that it will not be subjected to the indignity of becoming a short-term, large-scale 
‘celebrity collection’ before retiring back to the shelving to be ignored once again.
Telling the story of the Collection over smaller displays allows for flexibility, 
creativity and experimentation in the presentation of certain sections of the story. It 
also provides a greater amount of time in which to build relationships with, and 
involve the various communities represented in those stories. Allowing gaps between 
exhibitions provides the space to incorporate the stories revealed by new and 
ongoing research projects. It also allows space to obtain funding and staff for these 
projects. As recommended by UNESCO in 1978 (Simpson 1996:35) the appropriate 
training of Indigenous people in important aspects of museum work and management 
is an important step in allowing the expression of Indigenous views in museums. 
Following on from this there is the potential for the National Museum and Art 
Gallery of PNG and the National Museum of Australia to share the presentation of 
the exhibitions, or perhaps for the exhibitions to travel between the two institutions, 
regardless of which one provides the POC with its final home. Perhaps this travel 
might become part of the journey home.
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For many people in Australia and Papua New Guinea an exhibition of the Collection 
would probably alert them to its existence for the first time. An appropriate year in 
which to show the initial exhibition as well as draw attention to the Collection’s age 
and rarity could be 2011, the 100th anniversary of Murray’s official proclamation that 
all field officers could now collect only for the Government Collection . The initial 
exhibition should introduce the Collection by setting it in the context of both the 
proposed series of exhibitions and the historical time period over which it was 
collected. Such an introduction might cover the circumstances of the initial 
colonisation of Papua by Australia as well as the later ‘civilising mission of Australia 
in Papua and the [broader] socio-cultural and political significance of the collecting 
of artefacts as curios’ as suggested by Barry Craig (1995:25). This introduction to the 
Collection could perhaps become a permanent feature of the NMA exhibition 
because it links well with some of the social issues that the NMA permanent 
exhibitions seek to explore. Such a theme could identify other collections in the 
NMA, or perhaps even other institutions that might have been acquired under similar 
circumstances in order to demonstrate that this was not an unusual process in world 
history, nor was it something Papua was subjected to only by Australia. As outlined 
in Chapter One of this thesis, many of the features of Australia’s colonisation of 
Papua match the experiences of Australia’s colonisation by Britain.
Further components of the exhibition series might include the following:
• The collections of FE Williams, and the work of the (government) 
anthropologist.
This could explore the link between colonialism and anthropology as well as the role 
anthropology is now taking up as a conduit for communication between museums 
and Indigenous communities. A feature to link past and present roles could exist in 
the photographs of FE Williams which are held at the National Archives of Australia. 
Using a similar approach to that in Chapter Five, objects in the Collection could be 
linked to particular photographs and used as the core of a visual repatriation project 
in a similar fashion to that of Bell’s (2003, 2006) work which was described in the
2 While perhaps a more appropriate date, 2007, the 100th anniversary of M urray’s letter to the Minister 
establishing the Collection, has already passed..
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Chapter One. In this way, the memories of relatives of the people in the photographs, 
or the people who themselves produced the objects3, could be incorporated into the 
story of the Collection.
Maintaining the anthropological theme, the visual repatriation of the photos, and of 
photos of the objects in the Williams collection could also lead to a related exhibition 
that explains the cultures of the people who created the objects. For example an 
exhibition in the style of Crawford’s book Aida: Life and Ceremony o f the Gogodala 
(1981) which can bring to light the anthropological information available about the 
past, present and future of specific tribes represented by the acquisitions of the POC.
• The relationship between the outside men and the Papuan police and carriers.
In Australia, the Kokoda Track inspires thoughts of the legendary heroism and 
mateship of the ‘fuzzy wuzzy angels’ and members of the Australian armed forces 
during World War Two (eg. Fitzsimmons 2005). This popular take on Australia’s 
involvement in Papua New Guinea could be used as the introduction to the earlier 
‘feats of endurance and courage’ by the carriers, police and field officers while on 
patrols of exploration and ‘pacification’, demonstrating that a connection that many 
Australians think only existed under the pressure of a World War has a much longer 
history. While they are considered by some simply an extension of ‘evil 
colonialism’, this does not discount the fact that the patrols, and all of the people 
involved in them deserve to be recognised for the great amount they achieved under 
harsh conditions. The work of the field officers discussed in this thesis demonstrates 
a variety of circumstances under which patrols were conducted, and illustrates the 
diversity of styles of patrolling and collection among the officers. As pointed out in 
Chapter Six, the relationship between the officers and the Papuan men who worked 
with them was crucial to the Australian colonial project. Without the carriers, 
interpreters and police, the area under government control during Murray’s 
administration would have been far less extensive. Without the collection of objects
3 Given the time period between the production and collection of the objects and now, it is likely that 
descendents of these people (European or Papuan) will be easier to find; the people who might have 
made or traded POC objects are either very frail, or have already passed on.
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during patrols, the POC would be a much smaller and less diverse collection in 
physical content and biographical detail.
The stories of only a few of the fifty or more individuals have been covered within 
this thesis, which leaves open a number of opportunities for further research into the 
collectors of the POC. This might be conducted following the methods used by 
Kituai in My Gun, My Brother (1998). This would involve collecting oral histories 
and personal information from the few remaining police, carriers and field officers 
who were involved in the collection of the POC - or as it is highly likely already too 
late to collect information directly from these men, their families and the 
communities they lived in. It is these memories specifically that will provide the 
missing information on the exact permutations of object exchange and collection; or 
if not, then at least some kind of background on how the objects may have been 
produced, what they were used for, what kind of people may have used them and 
why, the significance of any decoration and any ceremony they may have been used 
in, and perhaps how old the objects could be. There is also further scope for 
collecting stories about the patrols and their officers, including potential stories about 
the collecting they might have done. While it is specifically the Papuan side of the 
story that is missing from the biography of the POC so far, it is important to 
recognise that among much of the information published about the European 
officers, collecting is rarely mentioned alongside the adventure of patrolling. To 
paraphrase Murray, and invoke MacGregor’s warning: the opportunity to record 
memories of the experiences of these men, and especially now of their communities, 
is passing away and it is of great importance to the Collection, the Museum and the 
two countries involved, to record them ‘before it is too late’. This stage of the 
exhibition series could highlight the merging and cross linking of representations 
embodied by the Collection and oral histories collected audio-visually could be 
incorporated into the virtual exhibition, as appropriate. The collections of the three 
groups (officers, police and carriers) are a means of demonstrating the value of the 
Collection to both PNG and Australia as a substantial physical remnant of their joint 
and continuing histories.
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• Alternate views of the concept of ‘resistance’ and Indigenous agency
For a long time Indigenous groups were seen as a passive partner in the colonial 
relationship; objects, land and culture were taken from them without the possibility 
to fight back. More recently, the concepts of resistance and Indigenous agency - 
whether overt or covert - has been a topic under discussion, and the opportunities and 
abilities of Indigenous peoples to control or subvert certain situations to their benefit 
has been revealed (O’Hanlon 2000, Douglas 1998).
Barker (2001:360) has suggested that where, in the past, sacred objects were 
destroyed ‘immediately after the ceremonies for which they were manufactured’ in 
some areas of Papua, colonial officers, missionaries, anthropologists and tourists 
have changed certain aspects of the production of ceremonial (and other) goods, their 
exchange, and the performance of ceremonies themselves. This has not necessarily 
been an uncontrolled event, or a negative one for the Indigenous communities. The 
presence of outsiders has provided the community (in Barker’s case the Maisin of 
modem Oro Province in PNG) with a ‘convenient means of eliminating troublesome
-  indeed, deadly -  objects’ (Barker 2001:360, also see Regius 1999:243). On the 
negative side, in some cases, it has also heightened sensitivities to the presence of 
dangerous objects, and has seen regular ‘purges’ of what might be considered 
‘heirloom objects’ (Barker 2001:373-4). A display featuring some of the suitable 
ceremonial objects in the POC, such as the masks collected by Beaver and Lambden, 
or the Gi objects collected by Lyons, or flutes and bullroarers collected by Beaver 
and Karius from around Mt Lamington, could look at the responses of various people 
at the time, and now. This includes responses such as the concern over the ‘theft’ of 
objects acquired by Skelly’s patrol of 1916-17, increased manufacture of some 
products as ‘tourist art’, the reasons behind events such as the ‘Vailala Madness’, or 
a reduction in destroying objects in favour of ‘throwing them out’ via gift or trade 
with Europeans. On the other side of the equation are the responses of European 
communities including the rise in popularity of ‘primitive art’, and any associated 
rise in the purchase of ‘authentic’ versus ‘tourist’ art, the work of various religious 
missions, and the encouragement of the revival of ‘old arts and crafts’ (the 
production of Indigenous products by Indigenous people) both during Murray’s 
administration and more recently through various kinds of aid work. In an exhibition
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dealing with these topics, it might be suitable to describe and explain missionary 
activities and their hand in the creation of museum collections.
In considering the display of items of particular heritage value such as ceremonial 
and sacred items like the bullroarers and flutes mentioned above, and the kaiaimunu 
and other items removed from Ukiaravi by Murray in 1908 (see Chapter Four), 
consultations with the relevant communities are crucial. Many of these objects may 
still be considered powerful or potentially dangerous to people who view or handle 
them and attempts should be made to take appropriate steps to discover whether or 
not they might be exhibited and under what conditions (see Herle 1994). Further, 
museum staff should be educated in the correct way to store and handle the objects 
before exhibition.
Further research into the means of manufacture, and the fluctuations of art styles 
associated with particular object classes within the POC might shed more light on 
whether or not many of the objects present in the Collection were made for trade 
with Europeans and changed as a consequence. Determining the percentage of 
objects that fall into the categories of ‘contact objects’ or those of ‘later exchange’ 
would be mere assumption as conclusive research into specific object types, classes 
and means of manufacture has not been undertaken for the POC. Torrence’s (1993) 
study of the changes in production and styles of obsidian bladed spears and daggers 
in the Admiralty Islands provides a good model for such a project. Torrence’s work 
shows that by taking a simple approach and selecting particular classes of objects for 
which a biography, or historical ‘taphonomy’4 exists (ie. a group of clubs for which 
information about when they were purchased, how, where etc., is known), then 
choosing specific elements of those (ie., size and shape of the club head, length of 
handle, style of decoration, quality of hafting) to study, it is possible to recognise 
what was changing about the manufacture of those items. From such an examination, 
more detailed information may be forthcoming about the impact of broad scale 
aspects of exchange between field officers/Europeans and villagers. For example,
4 Torrence is dealing with the objects from a specifically archaeological viewpoint in order to 
determine ethnographic patterns that might be able to be adapted as analogies to explain 
archaeological situations; however, taphonomy is a useful notion, which like biography, can be used 
as a model or metaphor for discussing the patterns of change over time and space of museum 
collections.
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whether or not there was a specific market providing objects to the officers, and how 
long into the colonisation of interior areas of Papua these changes were taking place.
• Integration of Melanesian ways of seeing
In her comparison of Aboriginal and Melanesian approaches to museum curatorship 
of their own material, Bolton (2003) reveals that one of the specific differences 
between Melanesian interest in Melanesian objects, and Aboriginal interest in 
Aboriginal objects stems from their perceived connection to those objects and what 
access to museum collections might mean for them. For example, she says that for 
Aboriginal people, obtaining
some form of control over how museums use collections of Aboriginal 
material has been of considerable importance in asserting the vigour of their 
population and in reversing the assumption of colonial authority. (Bolton 
2003:45)
The focus is on a reconnection with their past, and the right to a ‘voice’. For 
Melanesians, ‘curatorship is developing around the idea of an ongoing, uninterrupted 
connection’ with their culture and cultural material (Bolton 2003: 49, 53). Museums 
are a ‘vehicle through which they seek to preserve and promote local knowledge’ 
(Bolton 2003: 49, 53). Dirk Smidt5 offers an analysis of the difference between 
Pacific and Western approaches to museums
The Pacific Island museum stresses, admires and represents its own culture, 
restricts sacred objects from view, considers objects as living beings, displays 
them in their cultural context and for their spiritual strength, and values living 
traditions. The Western museum, on the other hand, relativises its own 
culture and values others, desacralises objects, displays with “aesthetic” aims, 
and values the old above the contemporary. (Smidt in Newton 1994:278)
5 The former Director of Papua New Guinea’s National Museum
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It is probable that the exhibition of a collection with objects as old as those in the 
POC might also provide a greater sense of connection with the past but as noted by 
Smidt, the methods of display would play a large role in this.
Some of the objects in the POC have been removed from the context in which they 
were produced for one hundred years (or more). The POC has been disconnected 
from the ‘uninterrupted’ connection felt by Indigenous people in PNG as referred to 
by Bolton. The Collection has also been disconnected from the Australian 
communities involved in the collection of the objects. As mentioned above, an 
exhibition of the POC would be the first time many people would be aware of it. In 
exhibiting the Collection a reconnection might be made through the incorporation of 
Melanesian ways of seeing and knowing. This could include live ‘performances’ 
incorporating POC objects or contemporary objects representing them, which would 
remain available later through the virtual exhibition.
Another means of educating museum staff, and Australian audiences about 
Melanesian perceptions of their own culture could involve members of the 
Canberran/Australian Papua New Guinea community or people invited from PNG to 
work with Museum staff, or to be directly involved with the exhibition of material. 
Another option might include NMA staff being invited to work in particular 
communities. Bolton (2003:49) notes that much of the Melanesian concern with 
culture or ‘custom’ (kastam) is based around ‘knowledge and practice, of dances, 
songs, stories, Indigenous medicine and magic, and so on’. These have been 
incorporated successfully into other museums’ practices. For example, at the opening 
of a new museum building in Port Vila in 1995, museum fieldworkers were given the 
opportunity to create some of the displays themselves. They were not guided in the 
process apart from being given a specific space to use. In some cases the material 
displayed was ‘new’, and in others ‘old’ and at the opening, the fieldworkers 
themselves stood beside the display cases to explain the objects; there were no labels 
(Bolton 2003:51). While such concepts may seem more difficult to enact in 
Australia, there are significant islander communities here, including people from 
PNG. They may have new perspectives to add to the story of the POC.
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• Extending the Collection
Speaking on his perception of the role of the PNG National Museum and Art Gallery, 
Michael Somare proposed that
the Museum has a vital role to play in preserving ...[our] culture. The
museum must not be a place where our past is stored and displayed, but must
act as an inspiration to our people in the effort to keep our culture alive.
(Somare 1974:iv in Newton 1994:273)
Craig has suggested that as part of the repatriation process, negotiations might 
include the exchange of POC objects with the PNG National Museum and Art 
Gallery for contemporary objects representing the same regions. I would add to this 
that even if repatriation does not occur, there is scope to add objects that represent 
the continued connections between PNG and Australia to the NMA’s collections. 
The way in which O ’Hanlon went about setting up the Paradise exhibition at the 
Museum of Mankind (the ethnography department of the British Museum) provides 
an example of a project to obtain ‘modem’ ethnographic objects and display them in 
a way that transparently acknowledges Indigenous input6. In 1986 and 1990 
O ’Hanlon revisited the Wahgi community with whom he did anthropological 
fieldwork in 1979-80 as part of a project to fill a gap in the British Museum’s 
collections. They lacked material culture from the Papua New Guinea Highlands 
(O’Hanlon 1993:7). The idea was to collect contemporary material from the Wahgi 
area to fill the gap, and to develop an exhibition utilizing the objects collected. 
O ’Hanlon’s explanation of the collection and exhibition process details the 
participation of the Wahgi people, and the effect their participation had on the way 
he saw the collection as it was built up. Many of O’Hanlon’s plans changed to suit 
the needs of the Wahgi. On the whole, the exercise is valuable because it 
demonstrates how a collection can be made and exhibited while being firmly 
connected to the community it is collected in.
6 A similar but earlier book by Price and Price (1994:3) gives a much more extended view of a longer 
term project in which they were involved in helping to build the collections of a new museum for 
French Guiana. While the Price and Price book is very different in style and in its ‘post modem’ 
approach and is fascinating in its illustration of the ‘ins and outs’ o f establishing ‘m odem’ 
ethnographic collections, and the politics involved in establishing new museums, O ’Hanlon’s book is 
a much clearer explanation of the process on which to base a model.
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Incorporating contemporary objects into one of the exhibition series could consider 
not only how the objects might be different, but look at the way in which European 
perceptions of the objects have changed. In order to emphasise this idea, a display of 
contemporary and POC objects could be displayed in a ‘Pitt Rivers-esque’ fashion 
crammed into glass cases, heavily labeled and arranged typologically. 
Accompanying this could be an explanation of the ideologies that were prevalent at 
the time such displays were popular. Opposing this display, or nearby, similar or 
duplicate objects could be hung in an ‘art space’ or gallery, lacking explanation apart 
from basic information such as date, materials and artist. The idea is to abruptly 
contrast the perceptions the audience might have of the same objects. The virtual 
representation of the physical display might include a 3-D ‘walk through’ of the 
display, similar to the Pitt Rivers Museum’s ‘virtual museum’ that can be accessed 
on the internet (Pitt Rivers Museum online). Virtual walks can be taken through the 
museum with a number of posts from which a 360 degree view of nearby cases can 
be taken and zoomed in or out of for better detail (including the ability to read 
labels). A further extension of this segment of the exhibition series might consider 
the role of collecting and museum displays in the revival of material culture 
production in PNG and other Pacific countries.
In Summary
There are many other ways in which the POC might be exhibited, and some of these 
may result from the suggestions for further research made here. There are two 
important aspects in exhibiting the Collection that must be recognised. The first is 
that the Collection’s biography is not complete. The POC is still ‘living’ and still has 
the ability to be connected back to its -  also still living, albeit in some ways different
- ancestral cultures. The Collection is still dogged by the impression that things must 
be done ‘before it is too late’, and in some circumstances because of the period of 
time that has elapsed since it was amassed, it already is too late. The imperative 
therefore is to make connections with those people still able to be contacted. The 
second is that given the time and the place in which the objects were acquired, the 
Collection represents fundamental events in the histories and development of 
Australia and Papua New Guinea that many of us, in both countries, simply do not
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know about. For this reason the Collection is of great importance to Australia even as 
it is important to PNG. The POC provides an opportunity for both countries to renew 
and revisit their memories.
The Papuan Official Collection Chapter Nine
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Conclusion
...museums aren’t really concerned with objects; the objects really just 
represent people and relationships between people past and present. (Chris 
Anderson, Director of the South Australian Museum 1993, in Simpson 1996: 
247)
When I began this thesis project I was confronted by shelves of objects that were 
deemed important because they formed a relatively old and extensive collection. 
There was not much more known about it at the Museum than what was contained in 
a consultancy report from the early 1990s (Craig 1991b). While the Collection had 
been amassed by Australians, it was deemed ‘Melanesian’ and was therefore 
somewhat unusual amongst the collections of the National Museum of Australia. 
Because it has been unknown, and because it was classified only as Melanesian, it 
was largely ignored.
Each object sat as an individual and largely unknown entity on its shelf. The Thorpe 
Register constituted only a bewildering summary of numbers, place names, people’s 
names and notes that did little to give the objects meaning as individual things, or as 
a collection, or to connect them to the histories of PNG or Australia.
As I spent time in various archives, and handled the objects while researching the 
background of the POC, small pieces of information about particular objects and 
people began to reveal themselves. I discovered that the stories of individual objects, 
groups of objects and the people who collected them intertwined and overlapped 
forming a fascinating and cohesive biography for the whole Collection -  only some 
of which has been presented in this thesis. The POC embodies Thomas’s (1991) idea 
of the entangled object. It reifies Hoskin’s (1998) proposal that sometimes, without 
the presence of an object, a person’s story cannot be fully told. I would add to this 
that the story of an object can seldom be told without that of the people involved
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with it. It also shows, like the work of Bouquet (1988) and Kaeppler (1972), that 
stories applicable to the broader world (or at least other museums within that world) 
can emerge from small pieces of paper attached to objects and associated with 
collections within museums. Not only were the stories of the objects related to each 
other, and to their particular collectors, but these were inextricably part of the 
colonial history shared by Papua New Guinea and Australia. This extends even to 
the point that POC material formed part of the links that remained between Australia, 
Papua and Britain when Papua was no longer Britain’s responsibility, as well as after 
Australia’s Federation. The Papuan Official Collection fills many of the small, 
personal gaps that are left unexplored by conventional historical, economic and 
political examinations of Papua New Guinea’s history, and the history of Australia’s 
relationship with PNG.
It is an oversimplification to suggest that the POC exists simply because Murray 
wanted it. On a broad scale the Collection represents a culmination in the 
development of several disciplines which crossed paths around the turn of the 20th 
century. Early observations -  scientific and anthropological -  of the people and 
objects of the Pacific forced Europeans to rethink their perception of the world and 
their place in it. Anthropologists in museums interpreted and arranged the objects 
and observations coming back to Europe from the exploration of the Pacific. An 
ideology that emerged from this process regarding the evolutionary position, and 
potential extinction of the peoples of the Pacific, provided the justification for 
colonisation. As European powers established colonies they discovered that they 
required a means of translating (interpreting or assigning meaning to) the new and 
unusual people and practices they found there. They needed to understand the 
Indigenes well enough to maintain control over them. Anthropology became a 
significant tool for colonial governments to do this. In part, then, Murray was 
participating in a world wide trend.
Murray specifically sought to incorporate anthropology (or least to be informed by 
anthropological investigations) into the basic practices of his administration, and the 
collection of ethnographic objects formed part of his plan. For Murray, the POC was 
a safeguard against the ‘doomed race theory’. When it became clear that Papuans
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were no longer ‘doomed’, the Collection became in part insurance against the effects 
of colonisation on the culture of the Papuans. Murray knew that the actions of his 
administration, while in his eyes ‘improving’ the Papuans, were irreversibly 
changing their culture and society. The Collection was to ensure that anthropologists 
and administrators of the future would still have access to ‘authentic’ materials that 
would help to explain the origins of both indigenes and Europeans.
The Papuan Official Collection has been largely ignored by researchers and writers 
to date. Even Francis West (1968) and Lewis Lett (1949), biographers of Murray 
who support most aspects of his administration and emphasise the humanitarian 
perspective of his anthropological plan, do not discuss the Collection and what it 
represents. Murray’s interest in and fondness for the Papuan people should not be 
forgotten in arguments about why he initiated the Collection and how he conducted 
his administration. The artefacts he collected, particularly those collected and 
described before he became Lieutenant Governor, show that Murray was a well 
educated man who was interested in the world around him, and that his 
anthropological interests extended beyond the needs of his administration. The 
Collection therefore challenges the current perspective of Murray as a shrewd 
administrator who used anthropology and his reputation for being humanitarian only 
as tools of control or means of political propriety. The story of the Collection helps 
us to understand a little better his actions over the course of his Lieutenant- 
Govemorship.
Murray’s early diaries show him as particularly earnest in trying to come to grips 
with the variety of people, objects and customs he meeting. A little later, his 
appointment of the Government Anthropologist, and the papers he wrote at the time 
show that regardless of his lack of formal training he came to grips with 
anthropology as something he could use to understand, control and preserve Papuan 
culture. By the time the Collection was sent to Australia and ensconced in the AIA, 
there was an edge to Murray’s papers and letters. The reactions by the University of 
Sydney, and the Queensland Museum must have been disappointing, although the 
Federal government finally showed some interest in the Collection. It is at this time 
that we see that the Papuan people and the Collection were still very important to
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him, but that perhaps the lack of interest in material culture, and the change of focus 
from the Pacific to Africa within anthropology had brought him to the realisation that 
things were changing and that Papua was no longer central to the colonial world.
The simple fact that well over fifty individuals were involved in the collection of the 
POC means that a diverse range of objects were collected. This thesis demonstrates 
that how the objects were acquired, and why, differs between the various groups of 
collectors. Chapter Five shows that the appointments of Strong, Armstrong and 
Williams were to some degree Murray’s crowning achievement in a fourteen year 
campaign to employ the Government Anthropologist he adamantly believed he 
required. Given the backgrounds of the three men, Armstrong stands out as a 
comprehensive collector, and Strong because he brought the anthropological work of 
the field officers to the fore in the publication of the Collective Investigations in 
Anthropological Report No.2 (Armstrong 1922). Williams, as the first specifically 
selected, formally trained and long term government anthropologist in Papua was 
unusual in comparison to his predecessors because he was dedicated to a formal 
approach in his work and writing, and because he campaigned for ethical collection 
in an era that at times had little concern for ethics. Fie was also able to operate in a 
reasonably unrestricted manner which allowed him to bring Papua to the attention of 
the British academic/anthropological community.
Despite the fact that most field officers were not formally trained in anthropology, 
some of the patrol and annual reports demonstrate an amazing depth of 
understanding of Papuan society. It is important to acknowledge the existence of this 
level of perception at a time when the opinion of the general public towards most 
Indigenous groups would have made it easier to ignore them beyond the boundaries 
of the officer’s responsibilities at work.
As illustrated in Chapter Six, some of the collectors like Lyons, took up their 
anthropological interests slowly, but were dedicated to collecting and description 
over the long term. Austen was one of the first officers to take on a longer-term 
exploratory patrol with the collection of ethnographic objects as one of its aims. He 
was followed by some of Papua’s best known officers - Hides, Karius and
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Champion. However as time went on, the exploration became the emphasis of the 
journey and more important than the collecting and soon their books read as ‘real- 
life’ adventure stories (Champion 1932, Hides 1935). Burrows provided an example 
of how thorough collecting could be conducted over a relatively short period of time. 
The actions of his family after he died illustrated how the pull of Empire was still 
strong even as late as 1930. Skelly was different again because his reports were a 
little less anthropological, if more descriptive, and provided a rather human aspect to 
patrolling. His records of the actions of carriers and police, as well as of the 
Europeans on his patrols, sheds a different light on patrolling.
Originally, the simple act of exchange was a means for the early administrations of 
Papua to make contact with and to introduce the alien concept of European colonial 
government to the people of Papua. This simple act has come to represent a network 
that began under colonial rule in Papua and that has ramifications even to the present 
day.
Murray’s acceptance of the guidance and advice of people like Seligman and Haddon 
at first, and later, the way in which they became so deeply involved with the work of 
the field officers, saw Papua play an integral role in the development of the careers 
of some of the most influential British anthropologists of the early 20th century. 
Papua also became an influential destination for fieldwork -  and still is. The 
networks established between the field officers and professional anthropologists saw 
objects that according to the early circular instructions, would have become POC 
objects, arrive in British (and other overseas) institutions instead. This once again 
firmly links the activities in Papua with those in Britain beyond the simple ties of 
Empire.
While the biography of the POC presented in this thesis tells the story so far, it is as 
yet incomplete, and will inevitably remain so if the Collection is to take on a 
revitalised role in the NMA. The process of exhibiting the Collection and of actively 
telling its story will provide it with new links back to the communities from which 
the objects originate and to fill the gaps in the story that currently exist. There is now 
a choice for the National Museum of Australia. The first option is to continue to
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store, but not exhibit the POC in deference to the notion that as a Melanesian 
collection it is not technically Australian, and as such, does not provide a suitable 
story for the Museum to tell. This leads naturally to the idea that the Collection 
should be repatriated, but, as mentioned in Chapter Nine, this may not be the best 
solution, at least not for the immediate future. The second option is to exhibit the 
Collection for the benefit of Australians and Papuans, as an illustration of the 
historical colonial relationship between Australia and Papua, and our continuing 
links with independent PNG. If the second option is to be taken up, there is no reason 
why the Collection cannot be repatriated in total or in part. However, the NMA 
would be doing an injustice to itself and to PNG if the Collection were not used to 
educate Australians, and to forge relationships with communities in PNG while it 
remains in Australia.
Chapter Nine has emphasised the need for further research and the need for the 
involvement of Papua New Guineans in any further stages of the life of the 
Collection to understand the Papuan side of the story. That chapter also raised the 
issue that while further information on the European field officers exists, much of 
what is available is about those officers who did not collect. Further research is 
necessary to ascertain who collected the ‘unknown’ material listed in the Thorpe 
Register. It is unfortunately very likely that none of the people involved in either side 
of the transaction for the acquisition of the Collection are still alive, and it is 
important that the memories held by the families and communities of these men are 
recorded. Their lives, entangled with the objects are the story of the Collection.
Chapter Nine provides a number of potential models that the National Museum of 
Australia might use to present the story so far, and to conduct further research to 
extend this story. The concepts of remembering and forgetting outlined in the 
introduction to this thesis are important in considering the future role of the POC. 
The Collection does not only represent the past shared by Australia and Papua New 
Guinea, but should also be used to investigate, explain and question the present state 
of affairs in Australia’s relationship with PNG. Part of this includes a demonstration 
through exhibition by the National Museum that museum collections like the POC 
are not only an accumulation of static lives and old-fashioned anthropological ideas.
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This thesis has provided examples of the diversity of objects, range of people, and 
means of collecting used in the acquisition of the Papuan Official Collection to 
demonstrate the significance of the Collection as a part of the major collections of 
the National Museum of Australia. The POC is not simply a representation of what 
was available in Papua between 1907 and 1930, but also provides us with a rather 
different view of Australians as colonists. It also brings to light the way people 
thought about Papua -  politically, in terms of the interactions between Murray and 
the Government when it came to funding a museum for Port Moresby, and later in 
keeping the POC for the Federal museum. In this light, the Papuan Official 
Collection perhaps tells as much about Australia’s past as it does about that of Papua 
New Guinea.
The POC forms a tangible representation of the morals, ethics, and aspirations of 
Australians in Papua in the first half of the twentieth century. While the situation of 
the Papuan Official Collection in the National Museum of Australia might not meet 
the aspirations Murray once held for it, the history of the Collection demonstrates 
that what began as an exploration of unknown objects, is becoming in essence a story 
about the entangled histories of the people of Australia and Papua New Guinea.
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Table summarising objects collected by Murray.
This table lists objects noted in the Thorpe register (1933) as collected by Murray. It also 
includes objects attributed to Murray in the NMA card catalogue (1985) as well as objects 
identified as likely to be collected by Murray in Chapter Four of this thesis. Objects are listed 
by type, number, location and date range. Comments are for clarification or alternate sources 
of information about objects.
Object types
Number
of
objects
Location Date range Comments
Clubs (including 
all wood and 
stone headed)
14
Morehead, unknown, 
Kumusi, Maneo, 
Gebogebo, Fergusson 
Is., Lake Murray Upper 
Musa, Papagi
Pre 1915, 
pre 1917, 
pre 1919, 
19/3/1924, 
pre 1927,
Includes ‘sword 
club’ mentioned 
in Chapter Four 
of thesis
Adzes (with or 
without shoe) 
and axes
5
Goaribari, Aird R 
Delta, Samberigi 
Valley, Lake Murray
1908, Pre 
1915, 
27/11/1925
Lime spatula 1 Trobriand Is (Rossell) 1908
Bags, baskets, 
sago strainers 14
Purari Delta, Rossell Is, 
unknown, Waria R Pre 1915, Pre 1927
Drum 4
U nknown,T oanda/Mor 
ehead R, Gebogebo 
Village, Lake Murray
Pre 1913, 
Pre 1927
Human figure 
(carved) 1 No location n.d
Carved canoe 
prow 1 Piji, Aramia River 1912
Actually collected 
by WN Beaver 
(AR 1912 and 
Crawford 1981).
Thorny fish traps 8 Turama 3/12/1912
Shell pubic 
covers 3 Goaribari 3/12/1908
Waistbands/Belts 5 Goaribari Pre 1915 See Chapter Four of thesis
Bone implements 1 Morehead River 1913
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Stuffed heads 5
Lake Murray, Lake 
Murray/Strickland 
River
2/10/1922,
3 attributed to 
Murray in the 
Thorpe register, 
although others 
may have been 
collected by 
Baker, Lyons and 
others
Cane cuirasses 1 Fly River
Arrows 48 Kikori R, Lake Murray
1910, Pre 
1915, 
27/11/1925
Spears 8
Goaribari, Samberigi, 
Wowonga, Gebogebo 
Village
n.d.
Samberigi
Bows 11 Goaribari 1910?
Wooden candles 1 bundle I-U Village 1916
Fishing float and 
snares 1 Hanuabada Pre 1919
Dance ornaments 1 Lake Murray 27/11/1925
Collected with 
Beatrice 
Grimshaw - were 
destroyed before, 
or on arrival in 
Sydney
Skulls -  
undecorated and 
seed decorated
3 Lake Murray 2/10/1922
Dance masks 
(awotci) 1 Goaribari Pre 1927
Feather head 
plumes 3 Lake Murray Pre 1927
These were 
destroyed before, 
or on arrival in 
Sydney. See 
Chapter Four
Paddles 1 Lake Murray Oct 1922
Carved stones 2 Boianai Pre 1927 See Chapter Four of thesis
Weaving
implements 4 Rossell Island April 1908
Smoking 
paraphernalia 
(e.g., tobacco 
smoking pipe)
1 Gebogebo Village 1907?(pre 1915)
See Chapter Four 
of thesis
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Shield 2 Era River, Gebogebo Village
Pre 1915 
and pre 
1927
See Chapter Four 
of thesis
Bullroarers 21 Ukiaravi
Attributed in 
Chapter Four to 
Murray - 
collected from 
punitive 
expedition to 
Ukiaravi1
Clothing (loin 
cloths, women’s 
cloaks/shawls, 
ramis, etc)
4 Waria River, unknown Pre 1919, Pre 1927,
Total number of 
objects collected 
by Murray 175
1 It may be the case that not all o f these bullroarers were collected from the Ukiaravi expedition. There 
are some as yet unidentified Kwoi from this incident that should also be counted as collected by 
Murray.
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Appendix Two
Table summarising objects collected by WE Armstrong 1919-1922.
This table notes objects listed in the Thorpe register (1933) as collected by Armstrong. It 
includes the objects identified in Chapter Five of this thesis from the object lists in 
Armstrong’s papers (NLA MS 6507, Box 4/Series 1, Folder 38) as well as objects attributed 
to Armstrong in the NMA card catalogue (1985). Objects are listed by type, number, location 
and date range. As noted in Chapter Five, there are some numbers missing from Armstrong’s 
list (NLA MS 6507 folder 38/box 4). They have not been erased, but appear to have been left 
out without explanation, and cannot be correlated with objects in the POC. This is why the 
totals given in Chapter Five (210 objects), and those in the appendix (179) do not tally.
Object types
Number
of
objects Location Date range
Woven baskets 23 Yela/Rossel Island, Tagula, Daui Pre Feb 1923
Conus armlets 4 Yela/Rossel Is, Sabari Is. 66
Loin band/string 3 Yela/Rossel Is., Morima, Aroma 66
Shell nose ornaments 6 Yela/Rossel Is., Morima 6 6
Shell money 15 Yela/Rossel Is. 66
Lime stick (bone and 
wood) 8
Yela/Rossel Is, Tagula, Morima, 
Gumasi 66
Carved canoe 
ornaments 6 Tagula, Bunama, Yela, Daui
66
Shell currency 
ornaments 5 Tagula
66
Sling 2 Tagula, Morima 66
Wooden clubs 8 Morima, Daui 66
Seed and/or shell 
necklets 2 Morima, Mambare
66
Plaited armlets 38 Morima, Aroma 66
Betel mortar 1 Tagula 66
Coconut armlets 4 Morima 66
Fish net 1 Morima 66
Lime gourd 1 Gumassi 66
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Carved float 2 Daui 44
Drums 7
Mambare, Gunama, Daui, 
Morima, Bunama 44
Tobacco pipe 2 Mambare 44
Boar tusk 2 Mambare 44
Sago Stirrer 5 Morima, Sabari, Panaiati 44
Stone adze blade 12 Morima, Yela 44
Rainstone/magic
charm 1 Yela
44
Pearl shell 
scraper/knife/spoon 20
Yela, Tagula, Sabari, Morima, 44
Stone headed club 1 Mambare 44
Total objects 
collected by 
Armstrong
179
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Appendix Three
Table summarising objects collected by FE Williams.
This table incorporates all objects known to be collected by FE Williams according to the 
Thorpe register (1933). Objects referred to in Chapter Five are included in this list.
Main Object types Number of objects Main locations Date range
Axe/adze blade 1 Purari, Delta Division Pre 1927
Armlet 2 lari & Purari, Delta Division 20/8/1922,26/4/1922
Scented armlet 
decoration 2 Purari, Delta Division Aug 1922
Ear ornaments 8 Purari, Delta Division 13/8/1922
Mourning ornaments 4 Purari, Delta Division 13/8/1922,20/8/1922
Hunting charms 2 Purari, Delta Division 12/5/1922,13/8/1922
Fishing^ equipment 3 Purari, Delta Division 28/8/1922
Small tools (ie net 
repairing needles, 
shark tooth drills)
3 Purari, Delta Division 13/8/1922
Dog teeth 6 Purari, Delta Division 28/8/1922
Head dresses 1 Purari, Delta Division 13/8/1922
Woven/knotted bags 3 Purari, Delta Division Pre to 1927, 13/8/1922
Carving of a bird 
head 1 Purari, Delta Division
28/6/1922,
20/8/1922
Wodden platter 1 Purari, Delta Division
Bark cloth and 
equipment 1 Purari, Delta Division 10/9/1922
Nose piercers Purari, Delta Division 13/8/1923
Arrow 1 Purari, Delta Division Pre to 1927
House kwoi 1 Purari, Delta Division 20/8/1922
Drinking vessel 1 Purari, Delta Division 28/8/1922
Decorations (rush 
cross) 1 Kaimari, Delta Division 28/6/1922
Bullroarer 1 lari, Delta Division Pre to 1927
Total objects 
collected by FE 
Williams
45
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Appendix Four
Table summarising objects collected by Field Officers.
This table lists objects noted in the Thorpe register (1933) as collected by Murray’s field 
officers. It also includes objects attributed to them in the NMA card catalogue (1985) as well 
as objects identified as likely to be collected by them in Chapter Six of this thesis. Given 
further research the numbers and types of objects attributed to some officers will change as 
better data leading to firmer provenance for the objects is unearthed. Objects are listed by 
type, number, location and date range. Comments are for clarification or alternate sources of 
information about objects. Names bolded are officers discussed in this thesis.
Officer Main Object types
Number
of
objects
Main
locations
Date
range Comments
Armit Carving 1 Eruatutu Pre 1927
OJ Atkinson Adze blades, grindstone 5 Baniara
14 Jan 
1927
Leo Austen
(incl. objects 
collected 
with Lyons 
in 1920)
Personal 
ornamentation 
(leglets, 
armlets, 
headbands, 
waistbands), 
mourning 
paraphernalia, 
adzes, axes, 
netted bags, 
grass skirts, 
stone tools, 
skulls, food 
dishes, cane 
cuirasses, 
bamboo pipes, 
cassowary 
plumes, spears, 
charms, 
headdresses
152
Fly River, 
Star Mtns, 
Alice (Tedi) 
River, Turama 
River, 
Wariadai, 
Upper Omati 
R„ Purari, 
Sagera Creek,
Pre 1930
117 listed in 
Thorpe 
additional 35 
from NMA 
catalogue and 
other sources 
as discussed 
in Chapter Six 
(see also 
Appendix 
Seven of this 
thesis)2.
GH Baker Stuffed heads 2 Fly R Pre 1915
EM Bastard Masks 3
Orokolo, 
Urama River Pre 1923
Possibly 3 
more 
collected.
2 It may be that the number attributed to Austen is actually much greater as most o f the objects 
collected from the Tapapi people are likely to have been collected by him in 1919 (AR 1919); 
however, the NMA card catalogue attributes some of these to AP Lyons, and Thorpe usually does not 
attribute them to any collector.
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WN Beaver
Club, stone 
tools, drum, 
bark cloth, 
fishing equip., 
bamboo flutes, 
bullroarers
17
Kumusi, 
Upper 
Morehead R, 
Buna, Sangara
1915
RL Bellamy Wooden bowls 21
Mailu,
Trobriand
Islands
Pre 1915
8 listed in 
Thorpe 
register 
(1933) 
additional 13 
as identified 
in Chapter Six
AL Blythe Arrows, bow sticks 20
Mafulu/near
German
(Mandated
Territory)
border
Pre 1915
J Bowen Stone Adze blades 3 1915
BW Bramell Dubu model 1 Hohodae Pre 1927
Is one object 
listed as four 
in the NMA 
card catalogue
SD Burrows
Cane cuirasses, 
Arrows, bow 
sticks, clubs, 
bamboo pipes, 
adzes, personal 
ornaments 
(necklets, 
armlets, etc), 
bone knives, 
bark cloth, grass 
skirts, belts
149
Morehead 
junction on 
Fly & Alice 
Rivers, 
Elevala River 
- site of 
Elevala 
stranding and 
surrounds, 
Strickland 
River, swamp 
areas near 
Dutch border,
1914
FR Cawley
Clubs, bamboo 
bows, wooden 
carvings, 
feather 
ornaments, 
stone mortars 
and pestles, 
bark cloth 
mourning 
clothing
20
Chirima 
Valley, 
Tabura Gira, 
Otavia River, 
Upper Waria 
River, 
Binandele 
Tribe
Pre 1927
SYH Chance Sago axe/adze 1
Purari delta
1927
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PN
Charpenter
Ebony mortars, 
carving 3
Trobriand
Islands 1923
G Chisholm
Arrows, bow 
sticks, gum for 
setting arrows, 
pigments, clubs, 
bamboo pipes, 
adzes, personal 
ornaments 
(necklets, 
armlets, etc), 
feather plumes, 
bone knives, 
bark cloth, grass 
skirts, belts
145
Olipai River, 
Tivori River, 
Arabi River, 
Lakekamu, 
Mt Lawson, 
Williams 
River, 
Fly/Strickland 
River
1913-1914
WP Clark Club 1 Kabadi Pre 1917
AM Crane Club 1 Unknown Pre 1915
AC English Adze 1 Unknown Pre 1915
Fitzgerald Club, adze 2 Mafulu Pre 1917
LA Flint
(incl. 
Saunders- 
Flint patrol)
Conical fish 
trap, head 
covering
2
Upper 
Turama R, 
unknown 
locations
Pre 1927
H Garth Club 1 Vailala‘oilfield’ Pre 1915
JP Flennelly Arrows 4 Upper Vailala R 27.1.1913
P Irwin Club 2 Unknown Pre 1915
C Henry
Clubs, adzes, 
fish nets, boar 
tusk ornaments
7 Mt Obree Pre 1915
Bowen Jones Adze blades 8
Doromu 
Island/ Kemp 
Welsch River
Pre 1915
CH Karius Bamboo flutes, 4 Waria River 10.5.1926
G Lawson Club 1 unknown Before1915
WJ
Lambden Masks 4
Gulf Division, 
Wame River
Before
1923
See 
discussion in 
Chapter Six of 
this thesis. 
Lambden 
might have 
collected 
more.
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WJ Little Arrows, bows, spears 43 Purari Delta
Before
1915
AP Lyons
Men’s and 
women’s 
personal 
ornaments and 
clothing (bark 
belts, bark 
cloth, grass 
skirts, necklets, 
armlets, etc), 
tobacco pipes, 
carvings of 
people and 
animals, canoes, 
canoe paddles, 
canoe 
ornamentation, 
pandeon pipes, 
arrows, bows, 
hats, headdress 
parts, 
headdresses, 
clubs, drums, 
ceremonial 
canoes, animal 
traps, stuffed 
heads
106
Wassi Kussa 
River, 
Morehead 
River, 
Gogodara 
villages (Pigi, 
Isagu) Bamu 
River, Fly 
River and 
tributaries, 
Aramia River, 
Sagera Creek, 
Boabuka 
River, Rama, 
Upper 
Morehead, 
Cerai Bay, 
Mailu, Toada, 
Pahoturi 
River, Domori 
Island,
Before
1923
A MacAlpine Club, bamboo pipe 3
Between 
Alice and 
Strickland R
23 April, 
23 Dec 
1914
JT O’Malley Clubs 2 Mt Obree Before1917
HJ Ryan Cane cuirass 1 Fly R Before1915
Skelly (and 
Miles)
Bows and 
arrows, clubs, 
adzes, spears
21 Nabo Ranges Before1919
5 more clubs 
may be 
attributed to 
Skelly and 
Miles see 
Chapter Six
T Wallace Club 1 Unknown Prior 1915
RA
Woodward Carved boards
3,
maybe 4 Kerewa
Before
1923
CT Wuth Bark cloth clothing items 4
Northern Div: 
Sarapai, Kuru, 
Bofu
Before
1927
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EW Zimmer Adzes, arrows, 15 Purari River Before1915
Total field 
officers: 40
Subtotal 
collected by 
known 
Officers:
780
Unknown Most object types
Approx.
1985
Most
Divisions
Before 
1915 to 
1930
Subtotal 
collected by 
Murray, 
Armstrong and 
Williams:
399
Total number 
of objects in 
collection:
3164
Note: The total of 1985 ‘unknown’ objects includes duplicates kept by the Australian 
Museum (approx. 403) and broken or destroyed objects (approx 27). It does not include 
objects counted in the previous appendices (One, Two and Three). Removing the AM 
duplicates and broken or destroyed objects the total of unknown objects becomes 1555.
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Excerpt from Papuan Government. 1931. Circular Instructions, Port Moresby: 
George Edward Baker, Government Printer (NAA A52 354/96 PAP: 19-20).
CURIOS.
35. (1) Order in Council 20th July, 1911 :-
“Ordered that all curios or specimens hereafter collected by
Government Officers shall be regarded as the property of the
Government, and shall be handed over to the Government unless
special permission be given to retain them. In no case will
Government officers be allowed to trade in curios or specimens.”
Collections for Museum.
(2) Magistrates and Patrol Officers are expected, when opportunity 
offers, to purchase native curios for the Port Moresby Museum and to 
forward them to the Government Anthropologist -  any trade which they 
expend in this way will be refunded.
(3) They should realize that the time is passing away in which curios 
can be readily purchased and that they should make full use of present 
opportunities.
(4) At the same time it must be clearly understood that their official 
duties must not in any way be neglected; and they must remember that they 
are Magistrates or Patrol Officers first, and only incidentally collectors
(5) They should be careful to give the native name, district where 
collected and date collected of each article, also its use and, if possible, 
materials of which it is made.
(6) The following articles are required: -
Shields (one good specimen of every kind of shield used in each 
Division)
Clubs (excepting common disc)
Adze stones and Tomahawk stones 
Ceremonial canoes (W.D.)
Images
Appendix Five
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Arrows (carved, barbed and painted, etc.)
Lime spoons (good) from Trobriands 
Ebony Spears (carved)
Baubaus
Penis covers (Fly River)
Cuirasses
Stone Utensils (such as pestle and mortars, etc.)
Carvings or Paintings on bone, bamboo, pottery and gourds 
Paddles (one good specimen of each kind in use in each Division) 
Pottery
Head-dresses (Fly and Strickland Rivers, etc.)
Drums 
Arm Bands
Nose bones and Ornaments
Baskets
Bows.
(7) The Administrator, under date of the 26th March, 1923, directs 
that
The following memorandum by the Government Anthropologist be sent to all 
outstation officers, and that in collecting curios they guide themselves 
accordingly:-
“ . . .officers...when collecting curios for the Government, should 
carefully refrain from obtaining them by any form of compulsion or 
intimidation. It is quite easy for a Government officer, especially if 
accompanied by armed police, to ask for curios in such a way that the 
native does not realize that he has full power to say “yes” or “no”. In 
some cases I am convinced that irreparable harm may be done to the 
social organization and order of the village by the removal of special 
objects, apart from possible resentment on the part of the natives.”
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Appendix Six
Excerpt from Mitchell Library FE Williams papers 1921-1943, ML FM4/4348 Item
9, Collective Investigations.
ABBREVIATED LIST FOR COLLECTIVE INVESTIGATION
1. Pots and other domestic vessels
2. Methods of cooking
3. Types of hunting and animals hunted or caught, or trapped, nets.
4. Dubu houses, use of, construction of and ceremonies.
5. Types weapons
6. Types fishing nets
7. Types of dog, pig and fowl.
8. On marriage does:
(a) Wife go to husband’s village or vice versa
(b) Does husband make gardens on land of his own village or of wife’s 
village
(c) If husband dies, does wife remain in her own village or go back to her 
parents
(d) How is marriage effected
(1) Is the wife simply bought and paid for.
(2) Is there merely an equal exchange of presents between the families 
of husband and wif[sic]
(3) Is there no exchange of valuable presents
(4) Does infants betrothal resist [sic, assume exist] and are there any 
payments connected with same.
(5) On death of husband what happens to wife and children.
9. Marriage within the clan (Motu iduhu)
(a) Did this ever take place before white influence occurred, if so, was 
it usual, unusual, or considered improper
(b) Was there any other special prohibitions re marriage such as
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intermarriage with special (but yet friendly) villages or sections of 
villages.
(c) What relations (in the European sense of the word) were not 
permitted to marry; or, if  such occurred were thought improper.
10. Devolution of property
(a) Marriageable property
1. Ornaments
2. Weapons, canoes, nets, etc.
(b) House
(c) Land
(d) Wife
(e) Chieftainship
11. Ownership of land.
(a) Bush empty land
(b) Hunting land
(c) Right to make gardens
(d) “ “ fish
(e) Ownership of special fishing places
(f) “ “ wild and planted trees.
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      Appendix Seven 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Spreadsheet of the Papuan Official Collection provided on CD 
 
This spreadsheet forms a basic combined summary of the information available in the 
Thorpe Register (1933), the NMA card catalogue (1985) and other NMA 
documentation, as well as the information described in the main thesis. It supports 
Appendices One to Four, as well as the discussion of objects in the thesis. The 
spreadsheet is provided in electronic format because it is too unwieldy to be provided on 
paper. In order to maintain clarity in the display of the information, some of the more 
descriptive or repetitive data provided on accession sheets and catalogue cards is not 
shown here. Thorpe’s notes are transcribed as accurately as possible and only additional 
information from the NMA documents is added1. The intention behind providing this 
spreadsheet is not to provide a comprehensive summation of all information available 
for every object; instead it provides a summarised direct link between the physical 
Collection at the NMA and the discussion in the thesis. The complete electronic record 
including this information will be available through the NMA at some time in the near 
future.  
 
The information in the spreadsheet provides the main details for each object: 
 
• Number of specimens, as counted by Thorpe 
• Thorpe registration number 
• NMA registration number 
• AIA registration number 
• Thorpe description or name given for each object 
• Additional notes provided by Thorpe 
• Indigenous name for object as listed by Thorpe 
• Locality and cultural group as listed by Thorpe 
                                                 
1 This is because the NMA card catalogue often simply repeats the Thorpe notes. 
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• Collectors and other people associated with object as listed by Thorpe 
• References to papers (as described in thesis, NMA documentation or Thorpe) or 
list numbers2 as provided by Thorpe.  
• Comments and additional information (from the sources mentioned above, or 
from my observations of particular objects3). 
 
Gaps in the spreadsheet, including missing NMA, or AIA numbers and object 
provenance reflect where no information is currently available. The arrows, bows and 
spears have the least information available, and have the least information displayed on 
this spreadsheet because (as mentioned in Chapter One of this thesis) these objects have 
been studied elsewhere (Craig 1991a,b). In particular this means that NMA numbers are 
not listed for the bows, arrows and spears. 
 
 
Key to the spreadsheet 
 
Blue highlighting: objects kept by the Australian Museum, Sydney 
Blue highlighting on only one cell: where the Australian Museum kept a portion, or one 
of a number of objects 
Yellow highlighting: objects destroyed. 
Red highlighting: breaks in the Thorpe Register noting when consignments (shipments 
of objects) commenced and ended. The information usually provided is the year of 
transfer, the name of the ship, and any individual accompanying the consignment (see 
Table One, in Chapter One of main thesis for a summary of consignments and numbers 
of objects per consignment) 
                                                 
2 Some of the list numbers, as discussed in Chapters Five and Six of the thesis link directly with 
information uncovered during the research for this thesis, others do not. The WE Armstrong papers (NLA 
MS 6507) and the Leo Austen manuscripts at the Mitchell Library (MLMS A1637) are examples of where 
objects can be successfully linked to collection information through these numbers. 
 
3 Please note that apart from the spears, bows and arrows in the Collection, constraints on time and 
Museum resources meant that it was not possible to personally inspect every object in the Collection. 
Most objects collected by those individuals discussed in the thesis were inspected, and therefore will have 
more information listed in the spreadsheet.  
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Italicised information: comments that read in pencil or in ink show where information 
has been added in handwriting other than Thorpe’s in the register, or added to 
typewritten information on the NMA documentation. 
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1 P1 Fighting Club "KASIVA" Mambare River District M.24, P.51/1915
1 P2 1985.0339.0453 M-WC 517 Fighting Club "KASIVA" Mambare River District P.57 & 58/1915
1 P3 1985.0339.0790 M-WC 513 Fighting Club "KASIVA" Mambare River District
1 P4 Fighting Club "KASIVA" Mambare River District
1 P5 M-WC 511 Fighting Club "KASIVA" Mambare River District
1 P6 M-WC 506 Fighting Club "KASIVA" Mambare River District
1 P7 1985.0339.1161 M-WC 469 Fighting Club "KASIVA" Natives from Mts., Met below Lario Bank, Fly River. SD Burrows 1914
1 P8 1985.0339.0906 M-WC 464 Fighting Club "KASIVA" Natives from Mts., Met below Lario Bank, Fly River. SD Burrows 1914
1 P9 1985.0339.0863 M-WC 325 Sword, or Fighting Stick Olipai River
Patrol of Chisholm, 
Jan 1915
1 P10 1985.0339.0859 M-WC 209 Wooden Club "GOPATO" Gebogebo village,
1 P11 1985.0339.0452 M-WC 515 Wooden Club "GABIRAPIRA" Betw. Fly & Bamu Rivers.
1 P12 1985.0339.0857 M-WC 290 Wooden Club Goabuka, Fly River. Res Mag A.P Lyons, Sept 1913
1 P13 1985.0339.0870 M-WC 479 Wooden Club no data (pencil)
1 P14 1985.0339.0454 M-WC 520 Wooden Club no data (pencil)
1 P15 1985.0339.0869 M-WC 295 Wooden Club no data (pencil)
1 P16 1985.0339.0892 M-WC 264 Wooden Club "NAUBE" Sisiame Tribe, Bamu River District
1 P17 1985.0339.0814 M-WC 154 Wooden Club Kukukuku Tribe, Tivori River
Patrol of Chisholm, 
Aug 1914 MWC 
154
1 P18 1985.0339.0825 M-WC 151 Wooden Club
Vill. of Numagai-vale, 41/2 to 
5 days N.N.E of Mafula ('a' 
crossed out in pencil, 
replaced with a 'u').
Close to Germ. 
Border, 1st visit July 
1915, P[?]l of [ink 
splotch] L Blythe.
1 P19
Carved Staff, 
or "Walking 
Stick"
Trobriand Islands
1 P20
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. (red ink)
Carved Staff, 
or "Walking 
Stick"
Trobriand Islands
1 P21 1985.0339.1116 M-RP 100
Carved Staff, 
or "Walking 
Stick"
Trobriand Islands
1 P22 1985.0339.0951 M-RP 102
Carved Staff, 
or "Walking 
Stick"
Trobriand Islands
First consignment received 30 October 1915
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1 P23 1985.0339.0647 M-RP 103
Carved Staff, 
or "Walking 
Stick"
Trobriand Islands
1 P24 1985.0339.0950 M-RP 93
Carved Staff, 
or "Walking 
Stick"
Trobriand Islands
1 P25
Carved Staff, 
or "Walking 
Stick"
Trobriand Islands
1 P26 1985.0339.0698 M-RP 126
Carved Staff, 
or "Walking 
Stick"
Trobriand Islands
1 P27 1985.0339.0645 M-RP 86
Carved Staff, 
or "Walking 
Stick"
Trobriand Islands
1 P28 1985.0339.0543 M-RP 85
Carved Staff, 
or "Walking 
Stick"
Trobriand Islands
1 P29 1985.0339.0648 M-RP 89
Carved Staff, 
or "Walking 
Stick"
Trobriand Islands
1 P30 1985.0339.0646 M-RP 101
Carved Staff, 
or "Walking 
Stick"
Trobriand Islands
1 P31 1985.0339.1115 M-RP 99
Carved Staff, 
or "Walking 
Stick"
Trobriand Islands
1 P32
Carved Staff, 
or "Walking 
Stick"
Trobriand Islands
1 P33 1985.0339.0588 M-WSH 17 Shield Rigo District
1 P34 Shield
Taken in a fight between The 
Edima & Gebi people, Mt. 
Obree, and afterwards used 
in a fight against The Govt at 
Aliwogo (ALIWOGO) Village 
+C.
1 P35
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. (in red 
ink)
Shield no data (pencil)
1 P36 1985.0339.1137 M-WSH 18 Shield no data (pencil)
1 P37
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. (in red 
ink)
Shield no data (pencil)
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1 P38 1985.0339.0575 M-WSH 5 Shield "OBI" Rigo District
1 P39 1985.0339.0576 M-WSH 10 Shield "GESI" Gebogebo Village 7/XII/1907 
Given date, and that Murray collected other 
objects with this date (and recorded in this 
form) most likely collected by Murray
1 P40 1985.0339.1119 M-WSH 24 Shield "VETI" Mailu, E. Cent. Div.
1 P41 1985.0339.1120 M-WSH 25 Shield
Auraba Village, vicinity Mt. 
Brown, Semito CK Tribe, 
Ormond (Upugau) River 
Basin -
locality from label 
attached 
1 P42 1985.0339.0830 M-WC 111
Stone-headed 
Club, "7 rayed 
star"
no locality (pencil) T Wallace. (black pen) 
1 P43
Stone-headed 
Club, 
"pineapple"
no locality (pencil)
1 P44
Transfd to 
Aus Mus 
collection
Stone-headed 
Club, 
"pineapple"
no locality (pencil)
1 P45
Transfd to 
Aus Mus 
collection
Stone-headed 
Club, 
"pineapple" 
Head only
no locality (pencil)
1 P46 1985.0339.0828 M-WC 99
Stone-headed 
Club, 
"pineapple"
no locality (pencil)
1 P47 1985.0339.0629 M-WC 607
Stone-headed 
Club, 
"pineapple" 
Head only
no locality (pencil)
1 P48 1985.0339.0064 M-WC 545
Stone-headed 
Club, 
"pineapple" 
Head only
no locality (pencil)
1 P49 1985.0339.0800 M-WC 123
Stone-headed 
Club "star-
headed"
[MANGATA TRIBE, betw, 
Alice & Strickland Rs.
Pres. Arch 
MacAlpine 
23:12:1914. 
1 P50 1985.0339.0840 M-WC 92
Stone-headed 
Club, 
"pineapple"
no loc (pencil) A.M. Crane.
1 P51 1985.0339.0733 M-WC 532
Stone-headed 
Club, "disc", 
Head only 
no loc (pencil)
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1 P52 1985.0339.0051 M-WC 544
Stone-headed 
Club, "star 
headed" Head 
only
no loc (pencil)
1 P53
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. (red ink)
Stone-headed 
Club, 
"pineapple"
"KADA" Kukukuku Tribe, ARABI R, LAKEKAMU
A.P. Chisolm [sic], 
July 1913. 
1 P54 1985.0339.0728 M-WC 524
Stone-headed 
Club, "disc", 
Head only
no loc (pencil)
1 P55 1985.0339.0879 M-WC 117
Stone-headed 
Club 
"knobbed"
no loc (pencil) P.Irwin   
1 P56 1985.0339.0837 M-WC 126
Stone-headed 
Club, "star-
headed"
no loc (pencil) P.Irwin  
1 P57 1985.0339.0634 M-WC 2-140 
Stone-headed 
Club, "large 
disc" Head 
only
no loc (pencil)
1 P58 1985.0339.0783 M-WC 146
Stone-headed 
Club "ball 
headed"
no loc (pencil)
1 P59 1985.0339.0821 M-WC 43
Stone-headed 
Club "ball 
headed" 
(ovoid)
no loc (pencil)
1 P60
Stone-headed 
Club "oval 
headed"
Vill. of NGASINGE, W. side 
of Morehead River. 
Supposed to have been 
brought from interior
No Clubs of this 
description made 
on Morehead R, 
A.P. Lyons, R.M. 
1 P61 1985.0339.0717 M-WC 13 Stone-headed Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P62 1985.0339.0911  M-WC 62 Stone-headed Club "quartz" no loc (pencil) Pickering
Pickering was a Bank Manager (Souter 
1963:108)
1 P63 1985.0339.0799 M-WC 55 Stone-headed Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P64 1985.0339.0786  M-WC 114
Stone-headed 
Club "star-
headed"
no loc (pencil) G. Lawson
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1 P65 1985.0339.0834 M-WC 110
Stone-headed 
Club "star-
headed"
"GO-RE" Vill. Gebogebo, 7/11/1907 locality from label attached 
Given date, and that Murray collected other 
objects with this date (and recorded in this 
form) most likely collected by Murray
1 P66 1985.0339.0721 M-WC 26 Stone-headed Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P67 1985.0339.0784 M-WC 40 Stone-headed Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P68 1985.0339.0875 M-WC 19 Stone-headed Club "disc" Marobi, Kevori R., 18/11/07
1 P69 1985.0339.0718 M-WC 11 Stone-headed Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P70 1985.0339.0723 M-WC 12 Stone-headed Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P71 1985.0339.0882 M-WC 149 Stone-headed Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P72 1985.0339.0722 M-WC 6 Stone-headed Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P73 1985.0339.0715 M-WC 7 Stone-headed Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P74 1985.0339.0719 M-WC 23 Stone-headed Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P75 1985.0339.0831 M-WC 18 Stone-headed Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P76
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. (in red 
ink)
Stone-headed 
Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P77 M-WC 3 Stone-headed Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P78 1985.0339.0778 M-WC 76
Stone-headed 
Club, 
"pineapple"
no loc (pencil)
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1 P79 1985.0339.0050 M-WC 540
Stone-headed 
Club "star 
headed"
no loc (pencil)
1 P80 1985.0339.0860 M-WC 33 Stone-headed Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P81 1985.0339.0062 M-WC 541
Stone-headed 
Club "ball 
headed"
no loc (pencil)
1 P82 1985.0339.0878 M-WC 74 Stone-headed Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P83 1985.0339.0725 M-WC 37 Stone-headed Club "disc" no loc (pencil)
1 P84
Stone-headed 
Club, "round 
headed"
no loc (pencil)
1 P85 1985.0339.0801 M-WC 119
Stone-headed 
Club "star-
headed"
TABIRAM,WASSI KUSSA 
RIVER, - Said to have come 
originally from WALWAL, N. 
Morehead River,  -
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons R.M. 
13:10:1914
Tag on wooden haft reads: "See RM WD 
letter 43/14 of 1st December 1914"
1 P86 1985.0339.0889 M-WC 58
Stone-headed 
Club, "ball-
headed"
[below Morehead Junct. Fly 
+ Alice Rs. J.H.P. Murray. 
1 P87 M-WC 269
Stone-headed 
Club, "oval" 
Head only
no loc (in pencil) J.H.P. Murray. 
1 P88 1985.0339.0633 M-WC 277
Stone-headed 
Club, "pick-
shaped" Head 
only 
"KERARA"
Nat. name KERARA, Tribe 
HAWAIU, Vill. HUKALARA, 
Vailala River. In pencil:  Gulf 
Div. 
1 P89 1985.0339.0797 M-WC 45
Stone-headed 
Club,  "round 
headed"
Upper Fly River.
1 P90 1985.0339.0052 M-WC 551
Stone-headed 
Club, 
"pineapple 
headed" Head 
only
no loc (pencil) J.H.P. Murray 
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1 P91 1985.0339.0905 M-WC 82
Stone-headed 
Club, "star-
headed"
no loc (pencil) J.H.P. Murray
1 P92 1985.0339.0810 M-WC 105
Stone-headed 
Club, 
"pineapple 
headed"
no loc (pencil) J.H.P. Murray
1 P93 1985.0339.0056 M-WC 539
Stone-headed 
Club, "round-
headed" Head 
only
AKAUDA Tribe AKAURI 
Village, VAILALA River G. 
Division -
Nat name for 
weapon, 
"KUPOWA"
1 P94 1985.0339.0812 M-WC 41
Stone-headed 
Club, "oval 
disc"
"HAHORO"
AKAUDA Tribe AKAURI 
Village, VAILALA River G. 
Division -
1 P95 1985.0339.0631 M-WC 274
Stone-headed 
Club, "pick-
shaped" Head 
only
"PERARA"
Tribe BOAKI + HAKIOVI, Vill. 
BOAKI, VAILALA R. {Gulf 
Div. in pencil}
1 P96
Transfd to 
Aus Mus. 
Coll.
Stone-headed 
Club, "pick-
shaped" Head 
only
Nat. name PERARA, Tribe 
BOAKI + HAKIOVI, Vill. 
BOAKI, VAILALA R. {Gulf 
Div. in pencil}
1 P97 1985.0339.0067 M-WC 352
Stone-headed 
Club, "pick-
shaped" Head 
only
no loc (pencil) J.H.P. Murray
1 P98 1985.0339.0631, 2, 3 M-WC 208
Stone-headed 
Club, "Axe 
shaped"
[River Natives at mouth of 
ELEVALA R, Fly R.
Patrol of S.D. 
Burrows, 1914
1 P99 1985.0339.0807 M-WC 116
Stone-headed 
Club, "Axe 
shaped"
[River Natives at mouth of 
ELEVALA R, Fly R.
Patrol of S.D. 
Burrows, 1914
1 P100 1985.0339.0785 M-WC 113 Stone-headed Club, "ovoid"
[Cuirass-wearers, Bel. 
Morehead Junct., Fly + Alice 
Rs.
Patrol of S.D. 
Burrows, 1914
1 P101 1985.0339.0884 M-WC 68
Stone-headed 
Club, '"ball-
hdd"
[Cuirass-wearers, Bel. 
Morehead Junct., Fly + Alice 
Rs.
1 P102 1985.0339.0819 M-WC 118
Stone-headed 
Club, "rayed 
disc"
[Mtn. men met bel. LARIOU 
[sic] Bank, Fly River.
Patrol of S.D. 
Burrows, 1914
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1 P103 1985.0339.0813 M-WC 122
Stone-headed 
Club, "rayed 
disc"
VAILALA Oilfield
H. Garth, "Recd. in 
Exch. for ordinary 
disc club" Jan. 
1915.
1 P104
Transd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. ? M-WC 
46
Stone-headed 
Club,"Spheric
al"
MURIA Tribe, Ormond River, 
Foothills of MT Brown
C. Henry A.R.M. 
Mch. 1914 
1 P105 1985.0339.0839 M-WC 83
Stone-headed 
Club, 
"pineapple"
Split wedge setting on Yellow 
hardwood shaft, wedging re-
inforced with cane binding. Slightly 
damaged specimen, 
NAMUDE Tribe Mt OBREE, 
Uppr MUSA R.
C. Henry A.R.M 
mch 1914.
1 P106 1985.0339.1162 M-WC 66 Stone-headed Club, "ovoid"
Dark plutonic stone split wedge 
setting, ornamented with feathers 
and Job's tear seeds, stone head 
held in place above and below by 
cane matting.
MANOA Tribe Mt OBREE, 
Uppr MUSA R.
C. Henry A.R.M 
Mch 1914
1 P107 1985.0339.0774 M-WC 31 Stone-headed Club, "disc" ?missing in pencil "KADA"
KUKUKU [sic] Tribe, Arabi 
R., Lakekamu G.F.
Patrol of Chisholm 
July 1913
Damaged woven section above disc, then 
wadded fibre between hole of disc and 
handle (hence is firmly on handle, unlike the 
others which are very wobbly).
1 P108 1985.0339.0772 M-WC 279 Stone-headed Club, "disc" ?missing in pencil "KADA"
KUKUKU [sic] Tribe, Arabi 
R., Lakekamu G.F.
Patrol of Chisholm 
June 1913
Has a lot of damage where someone has 
scraped off previous labels and relabelled 
object, quite a few objects have this damage
1 P109 1985.0339.0885 M-WC 71
Stone-headed 
Club, "round-
headed"
Inland from Kemp-Welch R.
1 P110 1985.0339.0055 M-WC 539
Stone-headed 
Club, "round-
headed"
Inland from Kemp-Welch R.
1 P111 1985.0339.0815 M-WC 59 - M-WC 60
Stone-headed 
Club, "round-
headed"
Inland from Kemp-Welch R.
1 P112 1985.0339.0816 M-WC 44
Stone-headed 
Club, "round-
headed"
Inland from Kemp-Welch R.
1 P113 1985.0339.0795 M-WC 42
Stone-headed 
Club, "round-
headed"
Inland from Kemp-Welch R.
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1 P114 1985.0339.0887 M-WC 59
Stone-headed 
Club, "round-
headed"
Inland from Kemp-Welch R.
1 P115 Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P116 Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P117 1985.0339.0501 M-DCE 14 Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P118
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. (in red 
ink)
Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P119 Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P120
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E23316) (in 
red ink )
Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P121 1985.0339.0498 M-DCE 27 Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P122 1985.0339.0665 M-DCE 15 Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P123 Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P124 1985.0339.0500 M-DCE 12 Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
pencil note: along 
side P126-P137: 1 
pottery vessel not 
numbered
1 P125
Pottery Vessel 
(in 
pencil:) broken 
and repaired
BOERA, Central Division
1 P126 1985.0339.0667 M-DCE 10 Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P127 1985.0339.0666 M-DCE 25 Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P128
Transfd. to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll (E23317)
Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
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1 P129
Pottery 
Vessel. (in 
pencil: ) 
smashed
BOERA, Central Division
1 P130 1985.0339.0499 M-DCE 24
Pottery 
Vessel. (in 
pencil:) 
broken
BOERA, Central Division  (pencil note on NMA catalogue card): sent to CCAE 11/10/79
1 P131
Hopelessly 
broken when 
rec'd + 
ultimately 
discarded.
Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P132
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P133 1985.0339.0367 M-DCE 29 Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P134 1985.0339.0368 M-DCE 30 Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P135 1985.0339.0668 M-DCE 11 Pottery Vessel BOERA, Central Division
1 P136 1985.0339.0496 M-DCE 17 Pottery Vessel PORIPORINA, Port Moresby
1 P137 Pottery Vessel PORIPORINA, Port Moresby
1 P138 1985.0339.0494 M-DCE 13 Pottery Vessel PORIPORINA, Port Moresby
1 P139 1985.0339.0497 M-DCE 20 Pottery Vessel PORIPORINA, Port Moresby
1 P140 Pottery Vessel PORIPORINA, Port Moresby
1 P141 Pottery Vessel PORIPORINA, Port Moresby
1 P142
Hopelessly 
broken when 
rec'd + 
ultimately 
discarded.
Pottery Vessel PORIPORINA, Port Moresby
1 P143 Pottery Vessel PORIPORINA, Port Moresby
1 P144 1985.0339.0495 M-DCE 23 Pottery Vessel PORIPORINA, Port Moresby
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1 P145
Pottery Vessel 
(in pencil:) 
cracked
PORIPORINA, Port Moresby
1 P146 1985.0339.0624 Stone Adze Blade no loc, (?Fly river) (in pencil )
moved T.517 
These so called 
adze blades of 
large dimensions 
were not used as 
tools. They 
probably formed an 
object of currency, 
or made for 
ceremonial 
purposes. Most of 
those known were 
derived from Kiwai 
Island. being 
washed out of 
native's graves by 
erosion of the river 
bank - A.C. English.
1 P147 1985.0339.0096 M-TA 229 Stone Adze Blade no loc, (?Fly river) (in pencil )
moved T.518 
These so called 
adze blades of 
large dimensions 
were not used as 
tools. They 
probably formed an 
object of currency, 
or made for 
ceremonial 
purposes. Most of 
those known were 
derived from Kiwai 
Island. being 
washed out of 
native's graves by 
erosion of the river 
bank - A.C. English.
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1 P148 Stone Adze Blade no loc, (?Fly river) (in pencil )
moved T.519 
These so called 
adze blades of 
large dimensions 
were not used as 
tools. They 
probably formed an 
object of currency, 
or made for 
ceremonial 
purposes. Most of 
those known were 
derived from Kiwai 
Island. being 
washed out of 
native's graves by 
erosion of the river 
bank - A.C. English.
1 P149 Stone Adze Blade (in pencil): no loc.
1 P150 Stone Adze Blade (in pencil): no loc.
1 P151 Stone Adze Blade (in pencil): no loc.
1 P152 Stone Adze Blade no loc, (?Fly river) (in pencil ) moved T.520
1 P153 Stone Adze Blade (in pencil): no loc.
1 P154 Stone Adze Blade (in pencil): no loc.
1 P155
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Stone Adze 
Blade (in pencil): no loc.
1 P156 1985.0339.0061 M-TA 172 Adze-Blade in "Shoe" (in pencil): no loc.
1 P157 1985.0339.0049 M-TA 221 Adze-Blade in "Shoe" (in pencil): no loc.
1 P158 1985.0339.0055 M-TA 175 Adze-Blade in "Shoe" Goaribari
His Ex. Col. Murray 
3:2:1908
1 P159 1985.0339.0060 M-TA 168 Adze-Blade in "Shoe" (in pencil): no loc.
1 P160 1985.0339.0059 M-TA 173 Adze-Blade in "Shoe" (in pencil): no loc.
1 P161 Stone Adze Blade (in pencil): no loc.
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1 P162 Stone Adze Blade (in pencil): no loc.
1 P163 Stone Adze Blade (in pencil): no loc.
1 P164 1985.0339.0058 M-TA 222 Adze-Blade in "Shoe" (in pencil): no loc.
1 P165
Transfd to 
Aus. 
Mus.Coll. 
(E23323)
Adze-Blade in 
"Shoe" (in pencil): no loc.
1 P166 Stone Adze-Blade Goaribari
his ex col murray 
3:2:1908
1 P167 Stone Adze-Blade (in pencil): no loc.
1 P168 Stone Adze-Blade (in pencil): no loc.
1 P169 Stone Adze-Blade (in pencil): no loc.
1 P170 Stone Adze-Blade (in pencil): no loc.
1 P171 Stone Adze-Blade (in pencil): no loc.
1 P172 Stone Adze-Blade (in pencil): no loc.
1 P173 1985.0339.0756 M-TA 68 
Stone Adze, 
complete. (in 
red ink:) no 
blade
(in pencil): no loc.
1 P174 1985.0339.0741 M-TA 55 Stone Adze, complete (in pencil): no loc.
1 P175 1985.0339.1209 M-TA 121 
Stone Adze, 
complete. 
(inred ink:) no 
blade
(in pencil): no loc.
1 P176 1985.0339.0748 M-TA 30 Stone Adze, complete (in pencil): no loc.
1 P177 1985.0339.0747 M-TA 57 Stone Adze, complete (in pencil): no loc.
1 P178 1985.0339.1203 M-TA 120 
Stone Adze, 
complete. (in 
red ink:) Blade 
missing
(in pencil) : no loc. 
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1 P179 1985.0339.0744 M-TA 122
Stone Adze, 
complete. (in 
red ink:) Blade 
missing
(in pencil): no loc. 
1 P180 1985.0339.0754 M-TA 47 Stone Adze, complete no loc. (in pencil )
1 P181 Stone Adze Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P182
Transfd to 
Aus. 
Mus.Coll. 
Stone Adze 
Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P183 Stone Adze Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P184 Stone Adze Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P185
Transfd to 
Aus. 
Mus.Coll. 
Stone Adze 
Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P186 Stone Adze Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P187 Stone Adze Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P188
Transfd to 
Aus. 
Mus.Coll. 
Stone Adze 
Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P189 Stone Adze Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P190 Stone Adze Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P191 Stone Adze Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P192 Stone Adze Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P193
Transfd to 
Aus. 
Mus.Coll. 
Stone Adze 
Blade no loc. Fly R? (in pencil )
moved T.521 see 
remarks for P146-
148.
1 P194 Stone Adze Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P195 Stone Adze Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P196
Transfd to 
Aus. 
Mus.Coll. 
Stone Adze 
Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P197 Stone Adze Blade no loc. (in pencil )
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1 P198 Stone Adze Blade no loc. (in pencil )
1 P199 Stone Adze Blade no loc. (in pencil )
from govt house, no 
data
1 P200 Stone Adze Blade no loc. (in pencil )
from govt house, no 
data
1 P201 1985.0339.0750 M-TA 49 Stone Adze, complete no loc. (in pencil )
from govt house, no 
data
1 P202 Ringed Stone, ? Implement no loc. (in pencil )
from govt house, no 
data
1 P203 1985.0339.0751 M-TA 125 
Stone Adze, 
complete (in 
red ink:)  no 
blade.
no loc. (in pencil ) from govt house, no data
1 P204 1985.0339.0740 M-TA 60 Stone Adze, complete Aird River Delta JHP Murray
1 P205 1985.0339.1200 M-TA 223 Stone Adze, complete
from Visitors to (ship) 
"ELAVALA", betw. Fly + 
Strickland Rs.
SD Burrows
1 P206 1985.0339.0748 M-TA 126
Stone Adze, 
complete (in 
red ink:) (no 
blade)
From visitors to (SHIP) 
"ELAVALA", betw. Fly + 
Strickland Rs.
1 P207 1985.0339.1201 M-TA 117
Stone Adze, 
complete (in 
red ink:) 
(blade 
missing)
Cuirass wearers, bel. 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., 
ALICE + FLY RIVERS
S.D. Burrows, 1914
1 P208 1985.0339.1198 M-TA 118
Stone Adze, 
complete (in 
red ink:) 
(blade 
missing)
From visitors to (SHIP) 
"ELAVALA" betw. FLY + 
STRICKLD Rs
S.D. Burrows, 1914
1 P209 Stone Implement MATA, Upper Morehead R
1 P210 Stone Implement MATA, Upper Morehead R
1 P211 1985.0339.1199 M-TA 132
Stone Adze, 
complete (in 
red ink:) (no 
blade)
60-95M up The Purari River, 
West Div
E.W. Zimmer, Pat. 
Officer, Recd Jan. 
1915
1 P212 1985.0339.0948 M-TA 32 Stone Adze, complete
60-95M up The Purari River, 
West Div
E.W. Zimmer, Pat. 
Officer, Recd Jan. 
1915
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1 P213 Stone Adze-Blade
NAMUDE Tribe,UPPR 
MUSA R., MY OBREE
C.Henry, A.R.M. 
Mch. 1914 (Moved 
T.522)
1 P214
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Stone Adze-
Blade
NAMUDE Tribe,UPPR 
MUSA R., MY OBREE
C.Henry, A.R.M. 
Mch. 1914 (Moved 
T.523)
1 P215 1985.0339.0739 M-TA 48 Stone Adze, complete. 
KUKUKU [sic] Tribe, ARABI  
R., LAKEKAMU G.F.
P.O. Chisholm July 
1913
Elbow shaped handle, wedge shaped stone 
head. 'Shoe' is rattan bound around join 
between stone and handle. Stone is badly 
chipped. Handle has crack just under head 
(in 'elbow crease'). Binding has pattern to it.
1 P216 1985.0339.0627 M-WC 273 Intended Club Head Kumusi Division
W. Beaver, R.M 
April 1915
 (NMA catalogue note in pencil): Patrol to 
Ambisi District 4 April to 15th April 1915
1 P217 1985.0339.0054 M-WC 554 Intended Club Head? Kumusi Division
W. Beaver, R.M 
April 1915
1 P218 1985.0339.0732 M-WC 530
Flakes, or 
Intended Club 
Heads?
Kumusi Division W. Beaver, R.M April 1915
1 P219 1985.0339.0734 M-WC 556
Flakes, or 
Intended Club 
Heads?
Kumusi Division W. Beaver, R.M April 1915
1 P220 M-WC 531?
Flakes, or 
Intended Club 
Heads?
Kumusi Division W. Beaver, R.M April 1915
1 P221
Flakes, or 
Intended Club 
Heads?
Kumusi Division W. Beaver, R.M April 1915
1 P222 Stone Tool? Kumusi Division W. Beaver, R.M April 1915
1 P223 Stone Tool? Kumusi Division W. Beaver, R.M April 1915
1 P224 Stone Tool? Kumusi Division W. Beaver, R.M April 1915
1 P225 1985.0339.0233 M-T 100
Pad, used in 
Stone Club 
manuf. Pad 
made of 
bundle of palm 
leaf attached 
together with 
strings 
Kumusi Division W Beaver RM April 1915 Object was not located at museum
1 P226 Stone Adze-Blade
[DOROM or DOROMU?, 
inland from KEMP-WELCH 
R.
Purch'd from 
Bowen Jones, April 
1915
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1 P227 Stone Adze-Blade
[DOROM or DOROMU?, 
inland from KEMP-WELCH 
R.
Purch'd from 
Bowen Jones, April 
1915
1 P228 Stone Adze-Blade
[DOROM or DOROMU?, 
inland from KEMP-WELCH 
R.
Purch'd from 
Bowen Jones, April 
1915
1 P229 Stone Adze-Blade
Inland from KEMP-WELCH 
R.
1 P230 Stone Adze-Blade
Inland from KEMP-WELCH 
R.
1 P231 Stone Adze-Blade
Inland from KEMP-WELCH 
R.
1 P232 Stone Adze-Blade
Inland from KEMP-WELCH 
R.
1 P233 Stone Adze-Blade
Inland from KEMP-WELCH 
R.
1 P234 1985.0339.1042 M-DL 137 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P235 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P236 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P237 1985.0339.0978 M-DL 152 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P238 M-DL Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P239 1985.0339.0994 M-DL 150 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P240 1985.0339.0988 M-DL 117 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P241 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P242 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P243 1985.0339.0984 M-DL 95 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P244 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P245 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P246 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P247 1985.0339.0993 M-DL 125 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P248 1985.0339.0998 M-D8 138 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P249 1985.0339.0969 M-DL 91 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P250 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P251 1985.0339.0966 M-DL 126 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P252 1985.0339.1038 M-DL 96 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P253 1985.0339.1013 M-DL 146 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P254 1985.0339.0968 M-DL 97 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P255 1985.0339.0973 M-DL 105 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P256 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P257 1985.0339.0535 M-DL 199 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P258 1985.0339.0977 M-DL 135 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P259 1985.0339.1036 M-DL 132 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P260 1985.0339.0980 M-DL 153 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P261 1985.0339.0964 M-DL 127 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P262 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P263 1985.0339.1016 M-DL 129 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
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1 P264 1985.0339.0976 M-DL 118 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P265 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P266 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P267 1985.0339.0981 M-DL 155 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P268 1985.0339.0971 M-DL 128 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P269 1985.0339.1020 M-DL 144 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P270 1985.0339.1029 M-DL 141 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P271 1985.0339.0985 M-DL 103 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P272 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P273 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P274 1985.0339.1001 M-DL 47 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P275 1985.0339.0967 M-DL 93 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P276 1985.0339.0974 M-DL 107 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P277 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P278 1985.0339.1039 M-DL 108 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P279 1985.0339.0991 M-DL 131 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P280 1985.0339.0972 M-DL 133 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P281 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P282 1985.0339.0986 M-DL 143 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P283 1985.0339.1028 M-DL 151 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P284 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P285 1985.0339.0018 M-DL 104 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P286 1985.0339.1015 M-DL 124 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P287 1985.0339.0989 M-DL 139 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P288 1985.0339.0970 M-DL 134 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P289 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P290 1985.0339.0983 M-DL 145 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P291 1985.0339.0965 M-DL 92 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P292 1985.0339.1124 M-DP 178 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P293 1985.0339.1034 M-DL 136 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P294 1985.0339.0996 M-DL 168 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P295 1985.0339.1035 M-DL 148 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P296 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P297 1985.0339.0987 M-DL 106 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P298 1985.0339.0992 M-DL 142 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P299 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P300 1985.0339.1017 M-DL 147 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P301 1985.0339.1025 M-DL 140 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P302 1985.0339.0982 M-DL 94 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P303 1985.0339.1006 M-DL 90 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P304 1985.0339.1008 M-DL 122 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P305 Lime Spatula Rossell Isld., His Ex. Col. Murray 3:4:1908
1 P306 1985.0339.0997 M-DL 130 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P307 1985.0339.0990 M-DL 154 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
1 P308 1985.0339.1014 M-DL 149 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds.,
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1 P309 1985.0339.0333 M-DC F 90 Bag RAMA, Western Division A.P. Lyons, R.M.
1 P310 1985.0339.1155 M-DC F 93 Bag RAMA, Western Division A.P. Lyons, R.M.
1 P311 1985.0339.0339 M-DC F 418 Bag TOMAGAKA, UPPR MOREHEAD R., A.P. Lyons, R.M.
1 P312 1985.0339.0330 M-DC F 420 Bag PAREM, UPPR MOREHEAD R. A.P. Lyons, R.M.
1 P313 1985.0339.0340 M-DC F 419 Bag TUGERI Tribe, CERAI BAY, W.D. A.P. Lyons, R.M.
1 P314 1985.0339.0763 M-DC F 152 Bag no loc (in pencil)
1 P315 1985.0339.1153 M-DC F 13 Bag PURARI His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P316
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Bag PURARI His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P317 1985.0339.0471 M-DC F 203 Bag (or Basket) "PE-E" Rossell Isld., His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P318 1985.0339.1158 M-DC F 14 Bag no loc (in pencil) His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P319
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Bag no loc (in pencil) His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P320 Bag no loc (in pencil) His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P321 1985.0339.1159 M-DC F 12 Bag no loc (in pencil) His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P322 1985.0339.1160 M-DC F 15 Bag (Sago strainer) no loc (in pencil) His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P323
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Bag no loc (in pencil) His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P324 1985.0339.0764 M-CD F 423 Bag no loc (in pencil) His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P325 1985.0339.0578 M-DC F 127 Basket no loc (in pencil)
1 P326 1985.0339.0332 M-DC F162 Bag Purari Delta His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P327 1985.0339.0326 M-DCF 160 Bag Purari Delta His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P328 1985.0339.0329
M-DCF 155 
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll?
Bag Purari Delta His Ex. Col. Murray Perhaps not transferred as indicated by ? And NMA number
1 P329 Bag Purari Delta His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P330 1985.0339.1157 M-DC F 104 Bag West Div.
1 P331 1985.0339.1154 M-DC F 94 Bag no loc (in pencil)
1 P332 1985.0339.0320 M-DC F 197 Basket Trobriand Islds.,
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1 P333 Basket Trobriand Islds.,
1 P334 Destroyed ( in red ink) Bag
Mtn visitors met below Lario 
Bank, Fly River; Bag covered 
with cassow. feathers on one 
side, for carrying food. Worn 
hanging on back. 
DESTROYED.
S.D. Burrows, P.O, 
1914
1 P335 1985.0339.0458 M-DC F 278 Bag
Visitors to "ELAVALA" when 
stranded betw. FLY + 
STRICKLAND Rs.
S.D. Burrows, P.O, 
1914
1 P336 1985.0339.1156 M-DCF95 Bag no loc (in pencil)
1 P337 1985.0339.0474 M-DC F 105 Bag no loc (in pencil)
1 P338 1985.0339.1152 M-DC F 91 Bag no loc (in pencil)
1 P339 1985.0339.0577 M-DC F 136 Basket no loc (in pencil)
1 P340 1985.0339.0374 M-DCW 85 Wood Platter
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P341 1985.0339.0953 M-DCW 32 Wood Platter
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
CCAE: Canberra College of Advanced 
Education (in pencil): Sent to CCAE 25/3/80. 
1 P342 1985.0339.1112 M-DCW 232 Wood Platter
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P343 1985.0339.0956 M-DCW 228 Wood Platter
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
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1 P344 1985.0339.0353 M-DCW 38 Wood Platter
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P345 1985.0339.0048 M-DCW 233? Wood Platter
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P346 1985.0339.0955 M-DCW 170 Wood Platter
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P347 1985.0339.0464 M-DCW 25 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
?Mailu, E. Cent. Div. R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P348 1985.0339.0371 M-DCW 62 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P349 1985.0339.0465 M-DCW 31 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
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1 P350 1985.0339.0373 M-DCW 60 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P351 1985.0339.0369 M-DCW 40 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P352 1985.0339.0365 M-DCW 83 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P353 1985.0339.0377 M-DCW 182 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
no loc (in pencil) R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P354 1985.0339.0463 M-DCW 57 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P355 1985.0339.0370 M-DCW 36 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
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1 P356 1985.0339.0379 M-DCW 29 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P357 1985.0339.0024 M-DCW 16 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
?Mailu, E. Cent. Div. R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P358 1985.0339.0037 M-DCW 17 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
?Mailu, E. Cent. Div. R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P359 1985.0339.0360 M-DCW 14 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
?Mailu, E. Cent. Div. R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P360 1985.0339.0358 M-DCW 15 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
?Mailu, E. Cent. Div. R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P361 1985.0339.0954 M-DCW 52 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
?Mailu, E. Cent. Div. R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
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1 P362 1985.0339.1140 M-DCW 8 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
no loc (in pencil) R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P363 1985.0339.0364 M-DCW 13 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
no loc (in pencil) R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P364 1985.0339.0362 M-DCW 11 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
no loc (in pencil) R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P365 1985.0339.0363 M-DCW 12 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
no loc (in pencil) R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P366 1985.0339.1213 M-DCW 183 Bowl, very large
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
no loc (in pencil) R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P367 1985.0339.1111 M-DCW 32 Bowl, very large
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
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1 P368 1985.0339.1113 M-DCW 236 Bowl, very large
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P369 1985.0339.0372 M-DCW 61 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P370 1985.0339.0375 M-DCW 86 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P371 1985.0339.0045 M-DCW 88 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P372 1985.0339.0466 M-DCW 37 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P373 1985.0339.0378 M-DCW 39 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
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1 P374 1985.0339.0044 M-DCW 99 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P375 1985.0339.0047 M-DCW 253 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P376 1985.0339.0043 M-DCW 187 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P377 1985.0339.0361 M-DCW 100 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P378 1985.0339.0046 M-DCW 235 Bowl
Bowls and Dishes from The 
"Trobriands" are worked by the 
BOITALU natives of western 
Kiriwina, the red wood is known 
locally as MEKU and is a variety of 
Teak. Obtained by R.L. Bellamy, 
A.R.M.
Trobriand Islds., R.L. Bellamy, A.R.M.
1 P379 1985.0339.0359 M-DCW 51 Bowl ?Mailu, E. Cent.Div NMA catalogue lists as collected by RL Bellamy
1 P380 1985.0339.0025 M-DCW 53 Bowl ?Mailu, E. Cent.Div NMA catalogue lists as collected by RL Bellamy
1 P381 1985.0339.0462 M-DCW 24 Bowl ?Mailu, E. Cent.Div
1 P382 1985.0339.0521 M-MG 106 Drum
PEREM, W.BANK OF 
UPPER MOREHEAD 
RIVER,
A.P. Lyons R.M. 
Sept. 1913
1 P383 1985.0339.0520 M-MG 53 Drum TOANDA, Western Division W. Beaver, R.M. Hourglass shape. Has been damaged: large chunk missing from one end.
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1 P384 1985.0339.0700 M-MG 59 Drum [KABIRI Tribe, ISAGU, Western Division
A.P. Lyons, R.M. 
24:1:1914 prim art film 3
1 P385
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23299)
Drum Bugi, Western Division transferred to Aust Museum coll E23299
1 P386 1985.0339.0691 M-MG 57 Drum no loc (in pencil) 32-iv-d
1 P387 1985.0339.0685 M-MG 38 Drum no loc (in pencil)
1 P388 Drum
obtained from the Mamooso 
Boro of Bugi, W.D. originally 
came from TOANDA, 
Morehead R
His Ex. Col. Murray 
15:2:1913
1 P389 1985.0339.0482 M-MG 37 Drum no loc (in pencil)
1 P390 1985.0339.0485 M-MG 26 Drum Gulf Division prim/art film 3
1 P391 1985.0339.0726 M-MG 29 Drum no loc (in pencil)
1 P392 1985.0339.0487 M-MG 34 Drum "MADAVA" Vill. Of VEA, Cloudy Bay
Possibly purchased by Mr Belford in Cloudy 
Bay (Murray letter to minister 18.12.07, 
[NAA072003 Request item No: 41320.] 
Series No.: A1 (A1/15) Control Symbol: 
1921/24811. 
1 P393 Drum no loc (in pencil) Specimen split (in pencil)
1 P394 1985.0339.0486 M-MG 31 Drum
(in pencil): alongside P394-P402 
one drum unnumbered, and two 
sets of ditto marks.
no loc (in pencil)
1 P395 1985.0339.0481 M-MG 21 Drum no loc (in pencil)
1 P396 1985.0339.0687 M-MG 20 Drum "GABA" GEBOGEBO .7:12:1907.
Given date, and that Murray collected other 
objects with this date (and recorded in this 
form) most likely collected by Murray. See 
also thesis, Chapter Four
1 P397 1985.0339.0479 M-MG 7 Drum "GABA" GEBOGEBO .7:12:1907.
Given date, and that Murray collected other 
objects with this date (and recorded in this 
form) most likely collected by Murray. See 
also thesis, Chapter Four
1 P398 1985.0339.0517 M-MG 3 Drum no loc (in pencil)
1 P399 1985.0339.0688 M-MG 105 Drum no loc (in pencil)
1 P400 Drum no loc (in pencil)
1 P401 Drum no loc (in pencil)
1 P402 1985.0339.0516 M-MG 47 Drum no loc (in pencil)
1 P403 1985.0339.0693 M-MG 56 Drum no loc (in pencil) prim art film 3
1 P404 1985.0339.0686 M-MG 22 Drum no loc (in pencil)
1 P405 Drum no loc (in pencil)
1 P406 1985.0339.0490 M-MG 62 Drum (supposed to be same as P.407) prim art film 3
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1 P407 Drum
[Cuirass-wearers, bel. 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., FLY + 
STRICKLAND RIVERS
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 (in pencil: 
damaged)
1 P408 1985.0339.0695 M-MG 46 Drum
[Cuirass-wearers, bel. 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., FLY + 
STRICKLAND RIVERS
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914
1 P409 1985.0339.0692 M-MG 49 Drum
{Visitors to "ELAVALA" while 
stranded in Elavala (sic) 
River between Fly and 
Strickland Rivers 1914.
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914
1 P410 1985.0339.0519 M-MG 45 Drum no loc (in pencil) (In pencil:) broken
1 P411 1985.0339.0489 M-MG 55 Drum
TABERATAT, between 
PAHOTURI + MAI KUSSA 
RIVERS, West. Div. obtained 
by A.P. Lyons, R.M., 
8:10:1914
prim art film 3
1 P412 1985.0339.0690 pencil: M-MG 54 Drum DIMIRI, Western Division
A.P. Lyons, R.M. 
6:10:1914
1 P413 1985.0339.1134 M-DH 56 Head Rest no loc (in pencil)
1 P414 1985.0339.1135 M-DH 55 Head Rest no loc (in pencil) Imunu object, rather than headrest?
1 P415 1985.0339.1136 M-DH 155 Head Rest no loc (in pencil)
(Pencil note in NMA catalogue card) : Gulf 
Province(Attrib S Thomsett Aust mus 
24/9/85)
1 P416
possibly 
1985.0339.1093 
(Apolline)
possibly M-
DH 120 
(Appoline)
Head Rest no loc (in pencil) Imunu object, rather than headrest? 
1 P417 1985.0339.1187 M-DT 36 Bamboo Pipe "BAUBAU" no loc (in pencil)
1 P418 1985.0339.1185 M-DT 12 Bamboo Pipe "AMANA" ARIBA Tribe Vill of VEA, Cloudy Bay
1 P419 1985.0339.1167 M-DT 57 Bamboo Pipe "KUKU" GEBOGEBO .12:07:1907
Given date, and that Murray collected other 
objects with this date (and recorded in this 
form) most likely collected by Murray. See 
Chapter Four in thesis.
1 P420 1985.0339.1179 M-DT 13 Bamboo Pipe no loc (in pencil)
"Looks like the 
painting of NAVO 
Sir W. Macgregor's 
old Cook.
Apparently incised designs are Edward VII 
and the Kaiser (pencil note on NMA 
catalogue card)
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1 P421 1985.0339.1186 M-DT 86 Bamboo Pipe Kabiri Tribe, West Div A.P. Lyons, R.M. 22:1:1914.
{the practice is to 
fold the cigarette in 
leaf, then light it, 
then put the hot end 
of the cigarette in 
the mouth and blow 
smoke down the 
pipe.
see "Man" J AI XLVI 1916
1 P422 1985.0339.1168 M-DT 14 Bamboo Pipe no loc (in pencil)
1 P423 1985.0339.1176 M-DT 59 Bamboo Pipe no loc (in pencil)
1 P424 1985.0339.1164 M-DT 53 Bamboo Pipe no loc (in pencil)
1 P425 1985.0339.1169 M-DT 54 Bamboo Pipe
pencil note alongside P425-P434 3 
bamboo pipes unnumbered (note 
written sideways up page)
no loc (in pencil)
1 P426 1985.0339.1194 M-DT 87 Bamboo Pipe VALO, Maka's Village
1 P427 1985.0339.1181 M-DT 52 Bamboo Pipe no loc (in pencil)
1 P428 Bamboo Pipe no loc (in pencil)
1 P429 1985.0339.1179 M-DT 58 Bamboo Pipe no loc (in pencil)
1 P430 1985.0339.1166 M-DT 56 Bamboo Pipe no loc (in pencil)
1 P431 1985.0339.1174 M-DT 28 Bamboo Pipe no loc (in pencil)
1 P432 1985.0339.1173 M-DT 29 Bamboo Pipe "IKOKO"
HAWAIU Tribe, Vill of 
HUKULARA, VAILALA 
R.,GULF
1 P433 1985.0339.1180 M-DT 60 Bamboo Pipe no loc (in pencil)
1 P434 Bamboo Pipe 40M up Alice River W.D.
Pres. by Arch. 
MacAlpine, 
23:4:1914
1 P435 Bamboo Pipe 40M up Alice River W.D.
Pres. by Arch. 
MacAlpine, 
23:4:1914
1 P436 Bamboo Pipe Betw. Fly and Strickland Rs. S.D. Burrows, P.O. 1914
1 P437 Bamboo Pipe [Upper Fly R., adjoining Dutch Territory
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
1 P438 1985.0339.1190 M-DT 34 Bamboo Pipe no loc (in pencil)
1 P439 1985.0339.1175 M-DT 31 Bamboo Pipe "GAU-ORO" Buna, K. Division Rec'd Jan 1915
1 P440 1985.0339.1189 M-DT 51 Bamboo Pipe "GIRI" Williams River people in The vicinity of Mt Lawson
P.O. Chisholm 
16:12:1914
Pokerworked decorations, in 'square' zig 
zags (see photo). Small zig zags, and 
triangles around 'mouth' at either end. Small 
hole drilled in one end. Has crack near hole.
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1 P441 1985.0339.1205 M-DT 84 Bamboo Pipe "GIRI" Williams River people in The vicinity of Mt Lawson
P.O. Chisholm 
16:12:1914
Pokerworked decorations - concentric 
squares/rectangles. Zig zag pattern to either 
end. Has tiny hole drilled in one end.
1 P442 1985.0339.1188 M-DT 50 Bamboo Pipe "GIRI" Williams River people in The vicinity of Mt Lawson
P.O. Chisholm 
16:12:1914
Pokerworked decorations, tiny triangles in 
stripes around pipe, and 'chevron' (arrows 
going one direction on one line, and new 
direction on next line) designs.
1 P443 M-DT 80 Bamboo Pipe no loc (in pencil) Pres. by S.D. Burrows.
1 P444 1985.0339.0538 M-AF 159 Carved Dog Figure
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P445 1985.0339.0844 M-AF 160 Carved Dog Figure
from Kiriwina, Trobriands 
worked by Boitalu people the 
wood used is known locally 
as MEKU, a var. of teak.
Since other objects attributed to Bellamy are 
made by Boitalu, and have same 
descriptions, perhaps collected by Bellamy?
1 P446 1985.0339.0531 M-AF 149 Carved Pig Figure
from Kiriwina, Trobriands 
worked by Boitalu people the 
wood used is known locally 
as MEKU, a var. of teak.
1 P447 1985.0339.1237 M-AF 150 Carved Pig Figure
from Kiriwina, Trobriands 
worked by Boitalu people the 
wood used is known locally 
as MEKU, a var. of teak.
1 P448 1985.0339.0120 M-AF 4 Carved Pig Figure
from Kiriwina, Trobriands 
worked by Boitalu people the 
wood used is known locally 
as MEKU, a var. of teak.
Since other objects attributed to Bellamy are 
made by Boitalu, and have same 
descriptions, perhaps collected by Bellamy?
1 P449 1985.0339.0539 M-AF 156 Carved Pig Figure
from Kiriwina, Trobriands 
worked by Boitalu people the 
wood used is known locally 
as MEKU, a var. of teak.
1 P450 1985.0339.0114 M-AF 2 Carved Pig Figure
from Kiriwina, Trobriands 
worked by Boitalu people the 
wood used is known locally 
as MEKU, a var. of teak.
Since other objects attributed to Bellamy are 
made by Boitalu, and have same 
descriptions, perhaps collected by Bellamy?
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1 P451 1985.0339.0107 M-AF 3 Carved Pig Figure
from Kiriwina, Trobriands 
worked by Boitalu people the 
wood used is known locally 
as MEKU, a var. of teak.
1 P452 1985.0339.0103 M-AF 8 Carved Pig Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P453
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23318)
Carved Pig 
Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P454
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll.  
(E.23319)
Carved Pig 
Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P455 1985.0339.0533 M-AF 147 Carved Pig Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P456 1985.0339.0111 M-AF 6 Carved Pig Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P457 1985.0339.0110 M-AF 53 Carved Pig Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P458
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Carved Pig 
Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P459 1985.0339.0105 M-AF 10 Carved Pig Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
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1 P460 1985.0339.0529 M-AF 148 Carved Pig Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P461 Carved Pig Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P462 1985.0339.0112 M-AF 7 Carved Pig Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P463 1985.0339.0109
M-AF 11(?) 
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
Carved Pig 
Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P464 1985.0339.0532 M-AF 155 Carved Pig Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P465 1985.0339.0104 M-AF 9 Carved Pig Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P466 1985.0339.0108 M-AF 5 Carved Pig Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
note in 
red 
pen
P467 
No.25 
missin
g
Carved Pig 
Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P468 1985.0339.0106 M-AF 1 Carved Pig Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
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1 P469 1985.0339.0505 M-AF 154 Twin carved pigs See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P470
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
Carved Pig 
Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P471 Carved Pig Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P472
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll.  E23320
Carved Pig 
Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P473 1985.0339.0115 M-AF13 Carved Pig Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P474 1985.0339.0116 M-AF 12 Carved Pig Figure See Data against P.444
from Kiriwina, Trobriands, 
worked by BOITALU people, 
the wood used is known 
locally as MEKU, a var. of 
Teak.
1 P475 1985.0339.1147 M-C 4 Carved Canoe Prow no loc (in pencil) J.H.P. Murray
 (in pencil):  ?figs. Pap. Ann. 
Report year endg June 1912 
(plate). negative No 1743. 
See Crawford (1981)
Actually collected by Beaver (see Crawford 
1981)
1 P476 1985.0339.0542 M-AF 158
Carved 
Wallaby 
Figure
{said to have been 
made from a 
drawing}
Trobriand Isds.,
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1 P477 1985.0339.1143 M-AF 170 Carved Human Figure
A "Timi" is the principal post of a 
house and represents the principal 
chief of the village, and is the 
centre stump of the mana [men's?] 
end of the house, i.e.. the principal 
or married men's end. All the 
houses in the village had centre 
posts with the painted figure 
commenced after the ground had 
been cleared of scrub or grass. 
The village carver prepares the 
post for the house or GENEMA 
after which it is put in the ground 
and the IDADARI or main bearer is 
placed on top together with another 
post and a feast is made. Then the 
village is named. The man who 
puts the post in the ground and 
conducts the ceremonies is called 
WASINA A.P. Lyons RM 
29/1/1914. (in pencil):see JAI XLVI 
1916.
"TIMI"
ADIBA VILLAGE [KABIRI 
TRIBE, BETW. FLY AND 
ARAMIA RIVERS, ABT. DUE 
NORTH FROM DOMORI 
ISLD, FLY RIVER.
A.P. Lyons R.M. 
29/1/1914
(in pencil): see J;AI XLVI 
1916, see Crawford AL 1981, 
Aida fig. 229/p.335. Post-it 
attached to next card reads: 
MAF 170 H;130cms collected 
AP Lyons 1914 Adiba village 
Insignia Kanaba wood fibre 
wax, seeds shells fragments 
(house post {timi) fig. 229 in 
Catalogue of objects (pt2) 
p.335 Crawfrod AL 1981 
AIDA robert brown &assoc. 
Bathurst
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1 P478
Transfd to 
Aus.Mus. 
Coll.
Carved 
Human Figure
A "Timi" is the principal post of a 
house and represents the principal 
chief of the village, and is the 
centre stump of the mana [men's?] 
end of the house, i.e.. the principal 
or married men's end. All the 
houses in the village had centre 
posts with the painted figure 
commenced after the ground had 
been cleared of scrub or grass. 
The village carver prepares the 
post for the house or GENEMA 
after which it is put in the ground 
and the IDADARI or main bearer is 
placed on top together with another 
post and a feast is made. Then the 
village is named. The man who 
puts the post in the ground and 
conducts the ceremonies is called 
WASINA AP Lyons RM 29/1/1914
"IDADARI"
ADIBA VILLAGE [KABIRI 
TRIBE, BETW. FLY AND 
ARAMIA RIVERS, ABT. DUE 
NORTH FROM DOMORI 
ISLD, FLY RIVER.
AP Lyons RM 
29/1/1914
1 P479 1985.0339.0347 M-CO 23
Carved 
Human Figure  
USED ON 
CANOE 
PROWS TO 
INSPIRE 
FEAR
"RUMAGI"
OBTAINED BY A.P.LYONS, 
AT VILL. OF KENOA, 
KABIRI TRIBE, 1/1/1914. 
OBTAINED BY 
A.P.LYONS, 
1 P480 1985.0339.0123 M-AF 57 Carved Human Figure "RUMAGI"
OBTAINED BY A.P.LYONS, 
AT VILL. OF KENOA, 
KABIRI TRIBE, 1/1/1914. 
USED ON CANOE PROWS 
TO INSPIRE FEAR
OBTAINED BY 
A.P.LYONS
see Papuan Villager 1930,  
PRIM/ART Film 4
1 P481 1985.0339.0541 M-AF 171 Carved Human Figure Trobriand Islds.,
Pres.W.M. Strong 
M.D.
1 P482 1985.0339.1149 M-AF167 Carved Human Figure no loc (in pencil)
(in ink on NMA catalogue card): attrib. Gulf 
province, PNG (L Bolton Aust Mus, 3 June 
1986).
1 P483 1985.0339.0440 M-AF 63 Carved Human Figure no loc (in pencil)
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1 P484 Carved Human Figure no loc (in pencil)
1 P485
Carved 
Human 
Figure, 
Dancing 
Ornament
Bamu River District, W.D.
1 P486 Carved Human Figure no loc (in pencil)
1 P487 1985.0339.1148 M-AF 70 Carved Human Figure no loc (in pencil) J.H.P. Murray prim art film 1
1 P488 1985.0339.0664 M-AF 215 Carved Human Figure no loc (in pencil)
1 P489 1985.0339.0904 M-AF 214 Carved Human Figure no loc (in pencil)
1 P490 1985.0339.0121 M-AF 17 Carved Human Figure Trobriand Islds.,
1 P491
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll (E23327)
Carved 
Human Figure Trobriand Islds.,
1 P492 Carved Human Figure Trobriand Islds.,
1 P493 Carved Human Figure Trobriand Islds.,
1 P494 Carved Human Figure Trobriand Islds.,
1 P495 Carved Human Figure Trobriand Islds.,
1 P496 1985.0339.0438 M-AF 165 Carved Human Figure Trobriand Islds.,
1 P497 Carved Human Figure Trobriand Islds.,
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1 P498 1985.0339.0392 M-AF 151 Carved Human Figure Trobriand Islds.,
1 P499 M-AF 162 Carved Human Figure Trobriand Islds.,
1 P500 1985.0339.0393
M-AF152. 
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E233257)?
Carved 
Human Figure Trobriand Islds.,
1 P501 1985.0339.0534 M-AF 164 Carved Human Figure Trobriand Islds.,
1 P502 1985.0339.0394
M-AF 163. 
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E23326)?
Carved 
Human Figure Trobriand Islds.,
1 P503 1985.0339.0530 M-AF 161 Carved Human Figure Trobriand Islds.,
1 P504 1985.0339.0082 M-RT 1 "Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See FE Williams 
publications. See Murray's 
diary 1908, probably got in 
burning of ravis at Ukiaravi 
29 April. See also 1908 
Annual Report
1 P505 1985.0339.0078 M-RT 7 "Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See Murray's diary 1908, 
probably got in burning of 
ravis at Ukiaravi 29 April. See 
also 1908 Annual Report
1 P506 1985.0339.0090 M-RT 8 "Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See FE Williams 
publications. See Murray's 
diary 1908, probably got in 
burning of ravis at Ukiaravi 
29 April. See also 1908 
Annual Report
1 P507
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
"Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See FE Williams 
publications. See Murray's 
diary 1908, probably got in 
burning of ravis at Ukiaravi 
29 April. See also 1908 
Annual Report
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1 P508 1985.0339.0073 M-RT 11 "Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See Murray's diary 1908, 
probably got in burning of 
ravis at Ukiaravi 29 April. See 
also 1908 Annual Report
1 P509 1985.0339.0081 M-RT 5 "Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
 See FE Williams 
publications. See Murray's 
diary 1908, probably got in 
burning of ravis at Ukiaravi 
29 April. See also 1908 
Annual Report
1 P510 1985.0339.0083 M-RT 9 "Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See Murray's diary 1908, 
probably got in burning of 
ravis at Ukiaravi 29 April. See 
also 1908 Annual Report
1 P511
Transfd to 
Aus.  Mus. 
Coll. 
(E23304)
"Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See Murray's diary 1908, 
probably got in burning of 
ravis at Ukiaravi 29 April. See 
also 1908 Annual Report
1 P512
Transfd to 
Aus.  Mus. 
Coll. 
(E23305)
"Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See Murray's diary 1908, 
probably got in burning of 
ravis at Ukiaravi 29 April. See 
also 1908 Annual Report
1 P513 1985.0339.0216 M-RT 3 "Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See Murray's diary 1908, 
probably got in burning of 
ravis at Ukiaravi 29 April. See 
also 1908 Annual Report
1 P514 1985.0339.0086 M-RT 10 "Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See FE Williams 
publications. See Murray's 
diary 1908, probably got in 
burning of ravis at Ukiaravi 
29 April. See also 1908 
Annual Report
1 P515 1985.0339.0084 M-RT 22 "Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See Murray's diary 1908, 
probably got in burning of 
ravis at Ukiaravi 29 April. See 
also 1908 Annual Report
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1 P516 1985.0339.0088 M-RT 6 "Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See Murray's diary 1908, 
probably got in burning of 
ravis at Ukiaravi 29 April. See 
also 1908 Annual Report
1 P517
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E23305)
"Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
1 P518 1985.0339.0079 M-RT 4 "Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See Murray's diary 1908, 
probably got in burning of 
ravis at Ukiaravi 29 April. See 
also 1908 Annual Report
1 P519 1985.0339.0091 M-RT 13 "Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See Murray's diary 1908, 
probably got in burning of 
ravis at Ukiaravi 29 April. See 
also 1908 Annual Report
1 P520
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E23306)
"Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See Murray's diary 1908, 
probably got in burning of 
ravis at Ukiaravi 29 April. See 
also 1908 Annual Report
1 P521 1985.0339.0077 M-RT 2 "Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See Murray's diary 1908, 
probably got in burning of 
ravis at Ukiaravi 29 April. See 
also 1908 Annual Report
1 P522 1985.0339.0089 M-RT 12 "Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See Murray's diary 1908, 
probably got in burning of 
ravis at Ukiaravi 29 April. See 
also 1908 Annual Report
1 P523
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23307)
"Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
1 P524 1985.0339.0080 M-RT 20 "Bullroarer" UKIARAVI, PURARI DELTA
See Murray's diary 1908, 
probably got in burning of 
ravis at Ukiaravi 29 April. See 
also 1908 Annual Report
 Bullroarer appears to have pattern of 
anthropomorphic face on it.
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1 P525 1985.0339.1276 M-RT 24 "Bullroarer", mounted used at dances; rec'd Jan. 1915 
"UM-BU-WU"= The 
Bullroarer "KATERI= 
The stick.
BUNA, K. DIVISION See Chinnery and Beaver 1915 Probably collected by Beaver 
1 P526 1985.0339.1277 M-RT 25 "Bullroarer", mounted
"UM-BU-WU"= The 
Bullroarer "KATERI= 
The stick.
BUNA, K. DIVISION used at dances; rec'd Jan. 1915 
See Chinnery and Beaver 
1915 Probably collected by Beaver 
1 P527 1985.0339.0654 M-WP28 Gauntlet
{Bush Tribes met on Land 
Patrol, Betw. Fly + Strickland 
Rs}
S.D. Burrows P.O 
1914
1 P528 Gauntlet
{Bush Tribes met on Land 
Patrol, Betw. Fly + Strickland 
Rs}
S.D. Burrows P.O 
1914
1 P529
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Gauntlet
{Bush Tribes met on Land 
Patrol, Betw. Fly + Strickland 
Rs}
S.D. Burrows P.O 
1914
1 P530 Gauntlet
{Bush Tribes met on Land 
Patrol, Betw. Fly + Strickland 
Rs}
S.D. Burrows P.O 
1914
1 P531 1985.0339.0652 M-WP 30 Gauntlet ELAVALA R., BETW. FLY + STRICKLAND RIVERS.
S.D. Burrows P.O 
1914
1 P532 1985.0339.0651 M-WP 27 Gauntlet ELAVALA R., BETW. FLY + STRICKLAND RIVERS.
S.D. Burrows P.O 
1914
1 P533 Gauntlet
SWAMP NATIVES, FLY R., 
ON BORDER OF DUTCH 
TERRT.
S.D. Burrows P.O 
1914
1 P534 1985.0339.0653 M-WP 26 Gauntlet
SWAMP NATIVES, FLY R., 
ON BORDER OF DUTCH 
TERRT.
SD Burrows P.6 
1914
1 P535 1985.339.565 M-WP 29 Gauntlet no loc (in pencil)
1 P536 1985.339.657 M-WP 22 Gauntlet no loc (in pencil)
1 P537 1985.0339.0960 M-MD 38 Bamboo Flute Extensive information on p.46 of Official List P.51/1915. SANGARA K.Division. 
W. Beaver, R.M. 
15/4/1915
See Chinnery and Beaver 
1915.
1 P538 1985.0339.0962 M-MD 40 Bamboo Flute Extensive information on p.46 of Official List P.51/1915. SANGARA K.Division
W. Beaver, R.M. 
15/4/1915
See Chinnery and Beaver 
1915.
1 P539 1985.0339.1057 M-TK 30 Bamboo Knife West. Div.
1 P540 1985.0339.1060 M-TK 31 Bamboo Knife West. Div.
1 P541 Bamboo Knife West. Div.
1 P542 1985.0339.1051 M-TK 29 Bamboo Knife West. Div.
1 P543 1985.0339.0636 M-CO 26 Canoe Carving Trobriand Islds.,
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1 P544 1985.0339.0639 M-CO 30 Canoe Carving Trobriand Islds.,
1 P545 1985.0339.0640 M-CO 19 Canoe Carving Trobriand Islds.,
1 P546 1985.0339.0391
M-AF175 
(pencil: M-CO 
27)
Canoe 
Carving Trobriand Islds.,
M-AF175 (pencil: M-CO 27) If this object is 
M-CO 27 NMA number is 1985.0339.0642.
1 P547 1985.0339.0548 M-CO 28 Canoe Carving Trobriand Islds.,
1 P548 Canoe Carving Trobriand Islds.,
1 P549 1985.0339.0643 M-CO 29 Canoe Carving Trobriand Islds.,
1 P550 Model Canoe Carving Trobriand Islds.,
1 P551 1985.0339.0386 M-CM 35 Model Canoe Carving Trobriand Islds.,
1 P552 Model Canoe Carving Trobriand Islds.,
1 P553 1985.0339.0387 M-CM 36 Model Canoe Carving Trobriand Islds.,
1 P554 1985.0339.0388 M-CM 37 Model Canoe Carving Trobriand Islds.,
1 P555
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Rabia (Sago) 
Stirrer no loc (in pencil)
1 P556
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23302)
Rabia (Sago) 
Stirrer no loc (in pencil)
1 P557 1985.0339.0927 M-DL 258 Rabia (Sago) Stirrer no loc (in pencil)
1 P558 1985.0339.0931 M-DL 257 Rabia (Sago) Stirrer no loc (in pencil)
1 P559 1985.0339.0930 M-DL 259 Rabia (Sago) Stirrer no loc (in pencil)
1 P560 1985.0339.0929 M-DL 255 Rabia (Sago) Stirrer no loc (in pencil)
1 P561 1985.0339.0898 M-DL 243 Rabia (Sago) Stirrer no loc (in pencil)
1 P562 1985.0339.0903 M-DL 246 Rabia (Sago) Stirrer Gulf Div.
1 P563 1985.0339.0781 M-DL 237 Rabia (Sago) Stirrer Gulf Div.
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1 P564 1985.339.0902 M-DL 245 Rabia (Sago) Stirrer Gulf Div.
see p.33 of a list in 
photocopy of official 
correspondence 
papuan collection 
files (in pencil).
(NMA catalogue card in pencil): possibly 
Papuan colln P 564 (see register) in ink:  I 
agree, on basis of number and similar paper 
label as A-DL 240 Dkaus 18/6/1987
1 P565 1985.0339.0780 M-DL 240 Rabia (Sago) Stirrer Gulf Div.
1 P566 Rabia (Sago) Stirrer Gulf Div.
1 P567 1985.0339.1056 M-DL 1 Rabia (Sago) Spoon no loc (in pencil)
1 P568 Rabia (Sago) Spoon no loc (in pencil)
NMA records show P568 is M-DL 1, but 
Thorpe shows P567
1 P569 1985.0339.0899 M-DL 244 Rabia (Sago) Stirrer no loc (in pencil)
1 P570 1985.0339.1241 M-FN 27 Motuan Fish Net "REKE"
1 P571 1985.0339.1234 M-FN 22 Fish Net KUMUKUMU Village, (Borome tribe) D. DIVISN
1 P572 1985.0339.1103 M-FT 4 Thorny Fish Trap "WARIADA"? TURAMA
J.H.P. Murray 
3:2:1912
1 P573 1985.0339.1045 M-DS 45
Weaving 
Shuttle or 
Needle (net 
making)
Rossell Isld., J.H.P. Murray April 1908 
1 P574 1985.0339.1139 M-FN 9 Fish Net (for river use)
NAMUDE TRIBE, UPPR 
MUSA R., MT. OBREE
C. Henry A.R.M 
Mch 1914
1 P575 1985.0339.1232 M-HT 6 Pig Net "GUMBO"?
[SANGARA DISTRICT 
N.DIVISION, Material being 
Pandanus, Native name 
MONGA+co.
1 P576 1985.0339.1118 M-FN 35 Fish Net no loc (in pencil)
1 P577 1985.0339.1231 M-HT 8 Pig Net no loc (in pencil)
1 P578
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll
Thorny Fish 
Trap "WARIADA"? TURAMA
J.H.P. Murray 
3:2:1912
1 P579 1985.0339.1109 M-FT 20 Thorny Fish Trap "WARIADA"? TURAMA
J.H.P. Murray 
3:2:1912
1 P580 1985.0339.1104 M-FT 11 Thorny Fish Trap "WARIADA"? TURAMA
J.H.P. Murray 
3:2:1912
1 P581 1985.0339.1108 M-FT 17 Thorny Fish Trap "WARIADA"? TURAMA
J.H.P. Murray 
3:2:1912
1 P582 1985.0339.1107 M-FT 15 Thorny Fish Trap "WARIADA"? TURAMA
J.H.P. Murray 
3:2:1912
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1 P583
Transferred to 
Aust Mus. 
Coll. 
(E23303)
Thorny Fish 
Trap "WARIADA"? TURAMA
J.H.P. Murray 
3:2:1912
1 P584 1985.0339.1105 M-FT 13 Thorny Fish Trap "WARIADA"? TURAMA
J.H.P. Murray 
3:2:1912
1 P585 Imitation of Europn. Gun Trobriand Islds.,
1 P586 1985.0339.0381 M-DG 24
Imitation of 
Europn. Axe, 
or Tomahawk
Trobriand Islds.,
1 P587
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll 
Carving no loc (in pencil)
1 P588 1985.0339.0641 M-CO 15 Carving (Canoe piece) no loc (in pencil)
1 P589 Sword-Club no loc (in pencil)
1 P590 Serrated Club no loc (in pencil)
1 P591 Sword Club no loc (in pencil)
1 P592 Carving (Betel Mortar) Trobriand Islds.,
1 P593 Carving (Betel Mortar) Trobriand Islds.,
1 P594 Carving (Betel Mortar) Trobriand Islds.,
1 P595 Carving ? (in pencil)
1 P596
Carving 
(coconut 
charm)
Gulf Division
1 P597
Carving 
(Navicular 
Betel Mortar)
Trobriand Islds.,
1 P598 1985.0339.0449 M-WSH 3 Dancing Shield Trobriand Islds.,
1 P599 1985.0339.0447 M-WSH 57 Dancing Shield Trobriand Islds.,
(in pen): dance wand, not shield J Specht 
8/7/86
1 P600 (in pencil): blank entry
1 P601 1985.0339.0435 M-WSH 1 see also M-RB 6
Dancing 
Shield no loc (in pencil)
1 P602
Taken for 
Aust. Mus 
Coll. 
(E.23321)
Nut Penis 
Case, or 
Cover
[BETW. FLY + STRICKLAND 
RIVERS
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914
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1 P603
Taken for 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23322)
Nut Penis 
Case, or 
Cover
[Cuirass-wearers BEL. 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., FLY + 
ALICE Rs.
Suspended round 
waist with string. 
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914
1 P604 1985.0339.0318 M-OC 11 Shell Pubic Cover "KEPA" Goaribari 
J.H.P. Murray 
3:2:1908
1 P605 Shell Pubic Cover "KEPA" Goaribari
J.H.P. Murray 
3:2:1908
1 P606
Taken for 
aust mus coll 
(E23328)
Shell Pubic 
Cover "KEPA" Goaribari
J.H.P. Murray 
3:2:1908
1 P607 1985.0339.0169 M-ON 358
Ornament of 
Job's Tear 
Seeds
Worn hanging down the middle of 
the back.
BELOW LARIO BANK, FLY 
R.
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P608
Taken for 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23334)
Forehead ornt. 
of Job's tear 
Seeds
Used generally by natives 
about Alice R., between the 
Fly and Strickland Rs (also 
applies to P608-610? Not 
clear)
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P609 1985.0339.0221 M-OH 82
Forehead ornt. 
of Job's tear 
Seeds
Used generally by natives 
about Alice R., between the 
Fly and Strickland Rs (also 
applies to P608-610? Not 
clear)
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P610 1985.0339.0222 M-OH 85
Forehead ornt. 
of Job's tear 
Seeds
Used generally by natives 
about Alice R., between the 
Fly and Strickland Rs (also 
applies to P608-610? Not 
clear)
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P611 1985.0339.0220 M-OH 107
Forehead ornt. 
of Job's tear 
Seeds
Used generally by the 
natives about Alice R., 
between the Fly + Strickland
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P612 1985.0339.0171 M-OH 200
Forehead ornt. 
of Job's tear 
Seeds
Used generally by the 
natives about Alice R., 
between the Fly + Strickland
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P613 1985.0339.0135 M-ON 32
Necklet of 
Job's tear 
Seeds
BETW. FLY + STRICKLAND 
Rs.
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P614 1985.0339.0151 M-ON 142
Necklet of 
Job's tear 
Seeds
BETW. FLY + STRICKLAND 
Rs.
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
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1 P615 1985.0339.0143 M-ON 140
Necklet of 
Job's tear 
Seeds
BETW. FLY + STRICKLAND 
Rs.
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P616 1985.0339.0146  M-ON 134
Necklet of 
Job's tear 
Seeds
BETW. FLY + STRICKLAND 
Rs.
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P617 1985.0339.0152 M-ON 133
Necklet of 
Job's tear 
Seeds
BETW. FLY + STRICKLAND 
Rs.
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P618
Necklet of 
Job's tear 
Seeds
"POLIM" WILLIAMS R., NR MT LAWSON P.O. Chisholm
1 P619 1985.0339.0513 M-O 20 Fighting Ornament "MUSIKAKA" MAGIBIRI District
1 P620 1985.0339.0512 M-O 2 Fighting Ornament "MUSIKAKA" MAGIBIRI District
1 P621 1985.0339.0298 M-O 1 
Fighting 
Ornament, 
worn in the 
mouth 
"MUSIKAKA" no loc (in pencil) 
1 P622 1985.0339.0167 M-O 19
Fighting 
Ornament, 
worn in the 
mouth 
"PONOWARU" WILLIAMS RIVER P.O. Chisholm
8 boar's tusks held together with a wad of 
woven fibre. 16 cowrie shells in pattern over 
the top of the 'device' and a loop of 
macrame like weaving at one end
1 P623 1985.0339.1114 M-DR 21 Human Hair "GHIF"
From male of abt. 25 years, 
residing in the KULUM 
Valley, abt. 8M sth west of Mt 
Lawson (or Mt KODEM nat 
name)
women and men 
alike plait the hair, 
the men shaving a 
little back fr. Forehd
Dark black brown coloured hair sample. Is 
plaited and has a white residue through it. 
Bamboo 'bead' holding hair together is small 
and thin, has decorations on it
1 P624 1985.0339.1065 M-DS 50
Weaving 
Shuttle or 
Needle (Net 
Making)
Rossell Isld., J.H.P.M. April 1908
1 P625
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23333)
Weaving 
Shuttle or 
Needle (Net 
Making)
Rossell Isld., J.H.P.M. April 1908
1 P626 1985.0339.1064 M-DS 49
Weaving 
Shuttle or 
Needle (Net 
Making)
Rossell Isld., J.H.P.M. April 1908
1 P627 1985.0339.0314 M-OC 6 Nut Penis-case, or Cover
BETW. FLY + STRICKLAND 
RIVERS
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
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1 P628 1985.0339.0173 M-OC 15 Nut Penis-case, or Cover
BETW. FLY + STRICKLAND 
RIVERS
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P629 1985.0339.0316 M-OC 8 Nut Penis-case, or Cover
[CUIRASS-WEARERS, BEL. 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., FLY + 
ALICE Rs.
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P630 Nut Penis-case, or Cover
[CUIRASS-WEARERS, BEL. 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., FLY + 
ALICE Rs.
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P631 Nut Penis-case, or Cover
[CUIRASS-WEARERS, BEL. 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., FLY + 
ALICE Rs.
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P632 1985.0339.0100 M-DF 8 see also M-DF 12
Fire producing 
Set (Cane + 
Stick)
[BUSH NATIVES, BETW. 
FLY+STRICKLAND Rs.
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P633 1985.0339.0157 M-ON 294 Body Girdle worn over shoulder + across breast
{KURIMAKURIMA TRIBE, 
TERRITORY ADJOINING 
KABIRI TRIBE}
A.P. Lyons R.M.
1 P634 1985.0339.0207 M-OW 101 Belt Goaribari His Ex. Col. Murray See Newton (1961) Also known as waistband
1 P635 1985.0339.0209 M-OW 105 Belt Goaribari His Ex. Col. Murray See Meyer (1995) Newton (1961) Also known as waistband
1 P636 Belt Goaribari His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P637 Belt Goaribari His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P638 1985.0339.0208 M-OW 102 Belt Goaribari His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P639
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Belt, or Waist 
Ornament 
BETW. FLY +  STRICKLAND 
Rs.
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P640 1985.0339.0196 M-OW 70 Belt, or Waist Ornament 
BETW. FLY +  STRICKLAND 
Rs.
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914 
1 P641 1985.0339.0199 M-OW 43 String Belt with two bones
Supposed to be worn only by full 
grown men
OLIPAI,+ OTHER LOCAL 
RIVERS
P.O. Chisholm 
16:12:1914
1 P642 1985.0339.0203
comment in 
margin M-OW 
26
Fibre Pubic 
Covering, 
worn by men
"IONGIDJ" WILLIAMS R., VICIN. MT LAWSON.
P.O.  Chisholm Dec 
1914
1 P643 1985.0339.0200 M-OW 35 Coloured Grass Belt "RUNGA"
WILLIAMS R., VICIN. MT 
LAWSON.
P.O.  Chisholm Dec 
1914
 Note on NMA catalogue card: Williams 
River (in pencil): = Lakekemu River Apolline  
10/97
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1 P644 1985.0339.0198 M- OW 72 Coloured Grass Belt "RUNGA"
WILLIAMS R., VICIN. MT 
LAWSON.
P.O.  Chisholm Dec 
1914
Has been damaged, and because of this is 
easy to see how it was made. Note on NMA 
catalogue card: Williams River (in pencil):= 
Lakekemu River Apolline  10/97
1 P645 1985.0339.0228 M-OC 21 Belt "worn at back of waist to sit on" BETW. FLY + STRICKLAND Rs. S.D. Burrows
1 P646 1985.0339.0190 M-ON 143 Grass-bugle Necklet no loc (in pencil)  
1 P647 1985.0339.0191 M-ON 146 Grass-bugle Necklet no loc (in pencil)  
1 P648 1985.0339.0234 M-ON 147 Grass-bugle Necklet no loc (in pencil)  
1 P649 1985.0339.0166 M-ON 148 Grass-bugle Necklet no loc (in pencil)  
1 P650 1985.0339.0669 M-ON 30
Grass-bugle 
and seed  
necklet
no loc (in pencil)  
1 P651
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Conical Head-
Gear
{Worn day and night, hair fastened 
inside by some glutinous matter} Kabiri Tribe, W. Division
A.P. Lyons R.M. (In 
pencil) : Kabiri see 
J.A.I XLVI, 1916
1 P652 Conical Head-Gear
{Worn day and night, hair fastened 
inside by some glutinous matter} Kabiri Tribe, W. Division A.P. Lyons, R.M.
1 P653 1985.0339.0214 M-OH 178
Dancing 
Ornament, 
worn on the 
head 
"DIWADI" Kabiri Tribe, W. Division A.P. Lyons, R.M.
1 P654
Feather Head 
Dress, worn 
with the 
"DIWADI"
Kabiri Tribe, W. Division A.P. Lyons, R.M.
1 P655
Feather Head 
Dress, worn 
with the 
"DIWADI"
Kabiri Tribe, W. Division A.P. Lyons, R.M.
1 P656
Feather Head 
Dress, worn 
with the 
"DIWADI"
Kabiri Tribe, W. Division A.P. Lyons, R.M.
1 P657
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Feather Head 
Dress, worn 
with the 
"DIWADI"
Kabiri Tribe, W. Division A.P. Lyons, R.M.
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1 P658
Feather Head 
Dress worn 
with the 
"DIWADI" (see 
ante)
KABIRI TRIBE, WEST. DIV. A.P. Lyons, R.M.
1 P659
Feather Head 
Dress worn 
with the 
"DIWADI" (see 
ante)
KABIRI TRIBE, WEST. DIV. A.P. Lyons, R.M.
1 P660
Dancing 
Ornament, 
worn on the 
head
BUSHIMA, BUSHIMA CK, 
FLY R. A.P. Lyons, R.M.
1 P661 1985.0339.0229 M-OH 170 "TABUGO"?
{MAGALIGUM, KUOBIDA 
TRIBE, (MOREHEAD RIVER 
TRIBES)
1 P662 1985.0339.0184 M-OH 168 Head Dress
{MAGALIGUM, BETW. WASI 
KUSA R. + MOREHEAD 
RIVER -
1 P663
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Head Dress West Div
1 P664
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Hornbill Head 
Dress MAGIBIRI DISTRICT
1 P665 Hornbill Head Dress MAGIBIRI DISTRICT
1 P666
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress - 
Destroyed
no loc. (in pencil)
1 P667 1985.0339.0514 M-OH 201
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress
no loc (in pencil)
1 P668
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress - 
Destroyed
no loc. (in pencil)
1 P669
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress - 
Destroyed
no loc. (in pencil)
1 P670
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress - 
no loc (in pencil)
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1 P671
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress - 
Destroyed
no loc. (in pencil)
1 P672
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress - 
Destroyed
no loc. (in pencil)
1 P673
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress 
no loc (in pencil)
1 P674
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress - 
Destroyed
no loc. (in pencil)
1 P675
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress - 
Destroyed
no loc. (in pencil)
1 P676 1985.0339.0164 M-OH 76
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress 
no loc (in pencil)
1 P677
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress 
no loc (in pencil)
1 P678
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress 
no loc (in pencil)
1 P679
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress 
no loc (in pencil)
1 P680
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress - 
Destroyed
no loc. (in pencil)
1 P681
Cassow. 
Feather Head 
Dress 
no loc (in pencil)
1 P682
Cassow. 
Feather Plume 
- Destroyed
no loc (in pencil)
1 P683
Cassow. 
Feather Plume 
- Destroyed
no loc (in pencil)
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1 P684
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Cassow. 
Feather Plume no loc (in pencil)
1 P685
Cassow. 
Feather Plume 
- Destroyed
no loc (in pencil)
1 P686 Cassow. Feather Plume no loc (in pencil)
1 P687
Cassow. 
Feather Plume 
- Destroyed
no loc (in pencil)
1 P688 Cassow. Feather Plume no loc (in pencil)
1 P689
Cassow. 
Feather Plume 
- Destroyed
no loc (in pencil)
1 P690
Cassow. 
Feather Plume 
- Destroyed
no loc (in pencil)
1 P691 Feather Head Dress
{Worn about Alice R., + betw. 
Fly and Strickland Rs. 
1 P692 Feather Head Dress
{Worn about Alice R., + betw. 
Fly and Strickland Rs. 
1 P693 1985.0339.0223 M-OH 136 Boar Tusk (Head Dress?)
"Fighting Head Dress of boar's 
tusks set with native cord binding + 
ornamented with shell discs + 
Job's tear seeds WAIA, Pandanus 
seeds, "UE". 
NAMUDE TRIBE, UPPR 
MUSA R., MT OBREE, MCH 
1914
C.Henry A.R.M. 
MCH 1914.
1 P694 1985.0339.1096 M-OH 131 Head Dress Frame 
to support feather gear, worn on 
the back of the head or neck "UNAGO" (in pencil) : ?Loc unago P.O. Chisholm
1 P695 1985.0339.1097 M-OH 132 Head Dress Frame 
to support feather gear, worn on 
the back of the head or neck "UNAGO" (in pencil) : ?Loc unago P.O. Chisholm
1 P696
Paradise 
Feather Plume 
- Destroyed
"NOOMBAGA"
{PEOPLE OF ARABI, 
TIVORI + OLIPAI RIVERS, 
COLLECTED BY PATROL 
OFF. CHISHOLM}
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1 P697
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Fur, or 
Feather Plume ?KUKUKUKU TRIBE Chisholm
1 P698 Fur, or Feather Plume ?KUKUKUKU TRIBE Chisholm
1 P699 Fur, or Feather Plume ?KUKUKUKU TRIBES Chisholm
1 P700
Fur, or 
Feather Plume 
-Destroyed
?KUKUKUKU TRIBES Chisholm
1 P701 Fur, or Feather Plume ?KUKUKUKU TRIBES Chisholm
1 P702 1985.0339.1142 M-OH 174 Fur, or Feather Plume ?KUKUKUKU TRIBES Chisholm
P 702 (crossed out with NO!), mitre head 
dress. (in pencil): Kukukuku tribe, crossed 
out with 'NO!' written, comment: more likely 
to be from lower fly or Gogodala area - 
western province of PNG (Apolline 12/98). 
Seems that an object has been mislabelled 
in Thorpe, or relabelled when arrived at 
NMA, as Thorpe lists Feather Plume, but 
object is now Mitriform cane and fibre 
headdress. 
1 P703
Cassowary 
Tuft Plume - 
Destroyed
no data
1 P704 1985.0339.1041 M-B 28 Bone-Dagger no loc (in pencil)
1 P705
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Bone-Dagger no loc (in pencil)
1 P706 1985.0339.1007 M-B 13 Bone-Dagger no loc (in pencil)
1 P707 1985.0339.1021 M-B 30 Bone-Dagger no loc (in pencil)
1 P708 1985.0339.1047 M-B 29 Bone-Dagger no loc (in pencil)
1 P709 1985.0339.1009 M-B 78 Bone Implement no loc (in pencil)
1 P710 1985.0339.1023 M-B 76 Bone Implement no loc (in pencil)
1 P711
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23332)
Bone 
Implement no loc (in pencil)
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1 P712
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Bone 
Implement no loc (in pencil)
1 P713
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E23330)
Bone 
Implement no loc (in pencil)
1 P714 1985.0339.1012 M-B 77 Bone Implement no loc (in pencil)
1 P715 Bone Implement no loc (in pencil)
1 P716 1985.0339.1048 M-B 74 Bone Implement no loc (in pencil)
1 P717 1985.0339.1049 M-B 75 Bone Implement no loc (in pencil)
1 P718 1985.0339.1002 M-B 33 Bone Dagger (Cassowary) Morehead R, W. Div. His Ex. Col. Murray
1 P719 1985.0339.1026 M-B 24, 108 Cassowary Bone Dagger 
VISITORS TO THE 
"ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED BETW. ALICE + 
FLY RIVERS, WEST. DIV. 
S.D. Burrows 
P.O.1914
See Burrows report in AR 
1914
This object is listed as P719, AIA number M-
B 24 and M-B 108 which correspond to NMA 
1985.0339.1026 and 1985.0339.1010. 
1 P720
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23329)
Cassowary 
Bone Dagger 
VISITORS TO THE 
"ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED BETW. ALICE + 
FLY RIVERS, WEST. DIV. 
S.D. Burrows 
P.O.1914
See Burrows report in AR 
1914
1 P721 1985.0339.1030 M-B 31 Cassowary Bone Dagger 
VISITORS TO THE 
"ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED BETW. ALICE + 
FLY RIVERS, WEST. DIV. 
S.D. Burrows 
P.O.1914
See Burrows report in AR 
1914
1 P722
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Pig Bone 
Implement no loc (in pencil)
1 P723 1985.0339.0026.1.2 M-OE 18 Bone Ear Ring (Cuscus) no loc (in pencil)
1 P724 1985.0339.0026.1.2 M-OE 18 Bone Ear Ring (Cuscus) no loc (in pencil)
1 P725 1985.0339.0027.1.2 M-OE 19 Bone Ear Ring (Cuscus) no loc (in pencil)
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1 P726 1985.0339.0027.1.2 M-OE 19 Bone Ear Ring (Cuscus) no loc (in pencil)
1 P727
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Bone Ear Ring 
(Cuscus) no loc (in pencil)
1 P728 1985.0339.0145 M-ON 151
Boar Tusk 
Neck 
Ornament 
Swamp Natives, Fly River, 
near Dutch Border
1 P729
Boar Tusk 
Neck 
Ornament 
Swamp Natives, Fly River, 
near Dutch Border
1 P730 Bone Nose Ornament
"VISITORS" +co same as 
above. (VISITORS TO THE 
"ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED BETW. ALICE + 
FLY RIVERS, WEST. DIV.)
S.D. Burrows 
P.O.1914
See Burrows report in AR 
1914
1 P731 1985.0339.0134 M-ON 152 Tusk + Shell Ornament Fly R, below Lario Bank
S.D. Burrows 
P.O.1914
1 P732 1985.0339.0148 M-ON 156 Tusk + Shell Ornament Fly R, below Lario Bank
S.D. Burrows 
P.O.1914
1 P733 1985.0339.0136 M-ON 153 Teeth Necklet
VISITORS TO "ELAVALA" 
as above: (VISITORS TO 
THE "ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED BETW. ALICE + 
FLY RIVERS, WEST. DIV.)
S.D. Burrows 
P.O.1914
See Burrows report in AR 
1914
1 P734 Teeth Necklet
VISITORS TO "ELAVALA" 
as above: (VISITORS TO 
THE "ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED BETW. ALICE + 
FLY RIVERS, WEST. DIV.)
S.D. Burrows 
P.O.1914
See Burrows report in AR 
1914
1 P735 1985.0339.1037 M-B 67 Bone Knife
{AS USED BY THE 
NATIVES OF TIVORI, 
OLIPAI, + ARABI RIVERS
Patrol Officer 
Chisholm Is something inside the bone cavity.
1 P736 1985.0339.1003 M-B 66 Bone Knife
{AS USED BY THE 
NATIVES OF TIVORI, 
OLIPAI, + ARABI RIVERS
Patrol Officer 
Chisholm
Has something stuffed inside the main 
'cavity' of the bone. 
1 P737 1985.0339.1059 M-B 65 Bone Knife
{AS USED BY THE 
NATIVES OF TIVORI, 
OLIPAI, + ARABI RIVERS
Patrol Officer 
Chisholm Has small perforation in one end.
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1 P738 1985.0339.1046 M-B 102
Bone Knitting 
Needle (used 
in net bag 
making)
{AS USED BY THE 
NATIVES OF TIVORI, 
OLIPAI, + ARABI RIVERS
Patrol Officer 
Chisholm
Seems to be bird bone. Dark tan colour, has 
hole in 'handle end' is pointed at the other 
end, has white 'fur' fluff on it (could be 
packing, or animal fur). Marked: 26 in white
1 P739 1985.0339.1049 M-B 103
Bone Knitting 
Needle (used 
in net bag 
making)
{AS USED BY THE 
NATIVES OF TIVORI, 
OLIPAI, + ARABI RIVERS
Patrol Officer 
Chisholm
1 P740
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.(E.23331
)
Bone Knitting 
Needle (used 
in net bag 
making)
OLIPAI, TIVORI, + ARABI 
RIVERS
1 P741 1985.0339.0684 M-OC 29 Rami, or Dress worn generally by the females MOREHEAD RIVER A.P. Lyons, R.M.
1 P742 1985.0339.0678 M-OC 40 Rami, or Dress
worn by men, and used to sit down 
on
BETW. FLY + STRICKLAND 
RIVERS S.D. Burrows P.O.
1 P743 1985.0339.0170 M-OC 18 Rami, or Dress worn by bushmen (as foregoing)
BETW. FLY + STRICKLAND 
RIVERS S.D. Burrows P.O.
1 P744 1985.0339.0677 M-OC 44 Rami, or Dress (similar to P.741)
1 P745 1985.0339.1216 M-DHM 5 Model of Native house (in pencil): Interlacing no loc (in pencil) prim/art film 3
 Note on catalogue card: Received from 
government house.N.G. 1914
1 P746 1985.0339.1283 M-DHM 4 Model of Native house (in pencil): Milne Bay type no loc (in pencil)
1 P747 1985.0339.1218 M-DHM 7 Model of Native house (in pencil):  Louisiade Turtle Back no loc (in pencil)
1 P748 1985.0339.1217 M-DHM 6 Model of Native house (in pencil): Interlacing no loc (in pencil)
1 P749 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
1 P750 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
1 P751 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
1 P752 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
1 P753 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
1 P754 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
1 P755 1985.0339.0710 M-A 28 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil) NMA catalogue card note: Carved frontal bone, (in pencil):  Papuan Gulf (Apolline) 
1 P756 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
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1 P757 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
1 P758 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
1 P759 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
1 P760 1985.0339.0706 M-A 20 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
NMA catalogue card: Decorated with seeds, 
protruding eye-pieces, carved board to 
represent nose. Attributed to Bamu river 
(note by Apolline?)
1 P761 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
1 P762 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
1 P763 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
1 P764 Human Skull West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
1 P765 1985.0339.0217 M-A 33 Human Skull (portion of ) West. Div?  no loc (in pencil)
NMA catalogue card: Portion of child's skull, 
loop of bound cane attached.  (in pencil): 
Between Fly and Strickland Rivers, Papua 
(pre Oct 1915)
1 P766
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Stuffed 
Human Head
LAKE MURRAY, 
STRICKLAND R.
pencil note: cf. 'Man', 1923, 
Articles 18, 19 + 20
1 P767 Stuffed Human Head
LAKE MURRAY, 
STRICKLAND R.
1 P768 Stuffed Human Head STRICKLAND RIVER G.H.Baker
1 P769
transferred to 
Dr A.C. 
Haddon (see 
Mus inward 
letters) 
P.54/1923
Stuffed 
Human Head STRICKLAND RIVER G.H.Baker
1 P770 1985.0339.0708 M-A 24 Skull of Papuan ?loc (in pencil)
"Presented by the 
treasurer" (of 
anatomical interest 
with divided frontal  
(initials: WWT)
Note on NMA catalogue card: Carved frontal 
bone
1 P771 1985.0339.0069 M-TC 12 Drill Motu name "IKOIA" Collingwood Bay
1 P772 1985.0339.1229 M-TC 3 Drill Motu name "IKOIA" Collingwood Bay
1 P773 1985.0339.0038 M-TC 7 Drill "PAPAIN" Buna Village, K.D.
1 P774 1985.0339.0189 M-TC 6 Drill "PAPAIN" Buna Village, K.D.
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1 P775 1985.0339.1306 no loc (in pencil)
Similar to 'Wakeke's 
pannikin' see Papuan 
Villager Jan 1930. Also see 
FE Williams collection at the 
National Archives of Australia 
(NAA A6003 number1.4, 3.2, 
4.2, 8.1, 9.4a
Similar to 'Wakeke's pannikin' see Papuan 
Villager Jan 1930
1 P776 Stone Mortar no loc (in pencil)
1 P777
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Stone Pestle no loc (in pencil)
1 P778 1985.0339.0118 M-DM 37 Stone Pestle no loc (in pencil)
(pencil note on NMA 
catalogue card:) illustrated in 
SPEISER festschrift, plate 
XX, No. 11
1 P779 1985.0339.0235 M-OW 55 Job's Tear Seed Belt no loc (in pencil)
1 P780
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23324)
Human 
Mandible 
Armlet
Strickland R.,?
1 P781 1985.0339.0713 M-OA 442
Human 
Mandible 
Armlet
Strickland River.,?
1 P782 1985.0339.0350 M-DCG 38 Lime Gourd
CUIRASS-WEARERS, 
BELOW MOREHEAD 
JUNCTION, FLY RIVER
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
1 P783 1985.0339.0349 M-DCG 37 Lime Gourd
CUIRASS-WEARERS, 
BELOW MOREHEAD 
JUNCTION, FLY RIVER
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
1 P784 Lime Gourd
CUIRASS-WEARERS, 
BELOW MOREHEAD 
JUNCTION, FLY RIVER
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
1 P785 1985.0339.0351 M-DCG 13 Lime Gourd Trobriand Islds., From A.R.M. Losuia, 1914
1 P786 1985.0339.0389 M-CB 3 Canoe Baler Trobriand Islds., Marked WAIE in black. Wood badly cracked. 
1 P787 1985.0339.1072 M-DMA 95 Bark Cloth Dress (Male)
Male dress Received Jan 1915. 
Made from bark of tree called KAI 
INGO, is beaten out on a flat 
board. 
"VE-BOR" Buna K Div (additional note in ink - north).
1 P788 1985.0339.1076 M-DMA 141 Bark Cloth Dress
Female dress received Jan 1915. 
Made from bark of tree called KAI 
INGO, is beaten out on a flat 
board. 
"ABO" Buna K Div (additional note in ink - north). Perhaps should be 'Ando'? See object
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1 P789 1985.0339.1083 M-DMA 148 Bark Cloth Dress
Female dress received Jan 1915. 
Made from bark of tree called KAI 
INGO, is beaten out on a flat board
"ABO" Buna K Div (additional note in ink - north). Perhaps should be 'Ando'? 
1 P790 1985.0339.1084 M-DMA 234 Bark Cloth Dress
Female dress received Jan 1915. 
Made from bark of tree called KAI 
INGO, is beaten out on a flat board
"ABO" Buna, K Div female dress received Jan 1915 Perhaps should be 'Ando'? 
1 P791 1985.0339.1087 M-DMA 222 Bark Cloth Hood worn by men, women and children "WAI-O"
ARABI, TIVERI, + OLIPAI 
RIVERS Chisholm Jan. 1914
See Neich and Pendergast 
1997 Traditional Textiles of 
the Pacific.
Tan-red coloured plain barkcloth with fibre 
string 'pull tie' at top. Beater pattern 
impressed on some parts. 
1 P792 1985.0339.1144 M-DMA 236 Bark Cloth ?Buna N.Div.
The material 
includes the native 
bark of the BO, 
White Mulberry + 
Hibiscus. Paints are 
made from 1 Red, a 
decoction of leaves; 
2 Black, by mixing 
lamp black and 
water, 3 Brown by 
mixing red and 
black, all cloth is 
made with a 
wooden beater, 
most designs have 
names and almost 
all are of a 
conventional 
nature, 
representing 
geometrical 
patterns, natural 
objects (e.g. flowers 
+co). Recd. from 
W. Beaver R.M. 
12/4/1915.
1 P793 1985.0339.1082 M-DMA 105 Bark Cloth ?Buna North Div.
1 P794 1985.0339.1085 M-DMA 150 Bark Cloth ?Buna North Div.
1 P795 1985.0339.1078 M-DMA 94 Bark Cloth ?Buna North Div.
1 P796 1985.0339.1077 M-DMA 99 Bark Cloth ?Buna North Div.
1 P797 1985.0339.1073 M-DMA 98 Bark Cloth ?Buna North Div.
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1 P798 1985.0339.1075 M-DMA 108 Bark Cloth
{The material includes the native 
bark of the BO, White Mulberry + 
Hibiscus. Paints are made from 1. 
Red, a decoction of leaves; 2 
Black, by mixing lamp-black and 
water 3. Brown, by mixing red and 
black. All cloth is made with a 
wooden beater, most designs have 
names + almost all are of a 
conventional nature, representing 
geometrical patterns, natural 
objects (e.g. flowers, insects +c) 
Recd. from W.Beaver, RM 
12/4/1915.
?Buna North Div.
1 P799 1985.0339.1074 M-DMA 125 Bark Cloth ?Buna North Div.
1 P800 1985.0339.1079 M-DMA 107 Bark Cloth ?Buna North Div.
1 P801 1985.0339.1070 M-DMA 147 Bark Cloth ?Buna North Div.
1 P802 Bark Cloth ?Buna North Div.
1 P803
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Bark Cloth ?Buna North Div.
1 P804 1985.0339.1227
M-DR 11. 
Small portion 
in Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23310)
Sample of 
Timber used 
for House-
building, Boat 
Decking
"BOOR" Rossell Island
1 P805 1985.0339.1126
M-DR 25. 
Small portion 
in Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E23311)
Sample of 
Timber used 
for Interiors
"PE" Rossell Island
1 P806 1985.0339.1127
M-DR 26 
Small portion 
in Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E23312)
Sample of 
Timber used 
for interiors 
and exteriors
"BWER" Rossell Island
1 P807 1985.0339.1128
M-DR 27 
Small portion 
in Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E23313)
Sample of 
Timber used 
for blocks, 
boats, + co.
"CHIGA" Rossell Island
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1 P808 1985.0339.1129
M-DR 28 
Small portion 
in Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E23314)
Sample of 
Timber used 
for building 
exteriors
"MONNA" Rossell Island
1 P809 1985.0339.1130
M-DR 29 
Small portion 
in Aus. Mus 
Coll. 
(E23315)
Sample of 
Timber used 
for building 
inteiors
"PENTA" Rossell Island
1 P810 1985.0339.0124 M-WP 18 Cane Cuirass Fly River (see P812) H.J. Ryan R.M. (Note on NMA catalogue card): Cuirass obtained by HJ Ryan, handed to AP Lyons
1 P811 1985.0339.0663 Cane Cuirass Fly River (see P812) His Ex. Col. Murray
(Note on NMA catalogue card in ink):  small 
remains of label tied to rim - might be same 
as this type of Papuan Coll label - compare 
with others DKaus 15.6.1987
1 P812 1985.0339.0659 M-WP1 Cane Cuirass
JUST BELOW THE 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., FLY + 
ALICE RIVERS
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914
1 P813 1985.0339.0023 M-WP 9 Cane Cuirass
JUST BELOW THE 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., FLY + 
ALICE RIVERS
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914
1 P814 1985.0339.0660 M-WP 6 Cane Cuirass
JUST BELOW THE 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., FLY + 
ALICE RIVERS
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914
1 P815 1985.0339.0021 M-WP 14, 16 Cane Cuirass
JUST BELOW THE 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., FLY + 
ALICE RIVERS
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914
1 P816 1985.0339.0376 M-WP 15 Cane Cuirass
JUST BELOW THE 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., FLY + 
ALICE RIVERS
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914
I think this is M-WP 16/P815 or NMA 
1985.0339.0376
1 P817 1985.0339.0475 M-WP 15 Cane Cuirass
JUST BELOW THE 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., FLY + 
ALICE RIVERS
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914
1 P818 1985.0339.0022 M-WP 10 Cane Cuirass
JUST BELOW THE 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., FLY + 
ALICE RIVERS
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914
1 P819 1985.0339.0650 M-WP 2 Cane Cuirass
JUST BELOW THE 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., FLY + 
ALICE RIVERS
S.D. Burrows P.O. 
1914
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1 P820 1985.0339.0649 M-WP 5 Cane Cuirass
JUST BELOW THE 
MOREHEAD JUNCT., FLY + 
ALICE RIVERS?
5 P821 M-WA 1813-1817 Arrows Western Division
5 P822 Arrows Western Division
5 P823
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows Western Division
5 P824 M-WA 1818-1822 Arrows Western Division
5 P825 M-WA 1923-1827 Arrows Western Division
5 P826 M-WA 1828-1832 Arrows Western Division
5 P827 M-WA 1833-1837 Arrows Western Division
5 P828 M-WA 688-692 Arrows Western Division
4 P829 Arrows Western Division
3 P830 M-WA 489-491 Arrows Western Division
1 P831 M-WA 2312-2333
Arrows, 1 
Bundle, native- 
tied
generally in use by 
the natives who 
inhabit the country 
to the north of the 
Pahoturi river, and 
between that river 
and the mai kusa. 
Also used by the 
people of strachan 
Isld. The long 
ornate bone bladed 
arrows are obtained 
from the morehead 
river villages. THey 
may be seen at 
Bugi north and 
around 
headquarters (head 
waters?) of Mai 
kusa.
note in margin says: coll
5 P832 Arrows, slightly barbed
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4 P833
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. (E23247-
50)
Arrows, angle 
pointed
5 P834 Arrows plain points
DIMIRI VILLAGE, MAI KUSA 
R. 
5 P835 M-WA 407-411
Arrows plain 
points
3 P836
M-WA 412-
416 1 transfd 
to A.M Coll 
(E.23284)
arrows, plain 
points + 
decorated
1 P837 Transfd to A.M.Coll. Bow
1 P838 M-WB 125 Bow
1 P839 Bow
Inland tribe betw.Fly and 
Strickland Rivers. Met on 
land patrol. Bows offered as 
a sign of peace.
1 P840 M-WB 127 Bow
1 P841 M-WB 77 Bow
{Generally in use by The natives 
who inhabit the country to the north 
of the PAHOTURI River, and 
between that River + the MAI 
KUSA. Also used by the people of 
Strachan Isld., the long ornate 
bone bladed arrows are obtained 
from the Morehead River BUGI 
north and around headwaters of 
the MAI KUSA - }
Inland tribe betw.Fly and 
Strickland Rivers. Met on 
land patrol. Bows offered as 
a sign of peace.
1 P842
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows, five 
pronged Upper Fly River 
5 P843
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows, bone 
pointed Upper Fly River 
1 P844 M-WA 488 Arrows, plain pointed Upper Fly River 
5 P845 M-WA 1838-1842
Arrows, bone 
pointed Upper Fly River 
5 P846
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. (E23277-
81)
Arrows, bone 
pointed Upper Fly River 
3 P847 M-WA 1907-1909
Arrows, bone 
pointed Upper Fly River 
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1 P848 M-WA 1143
Arrows, 
bamboo 
pointed
Upper Fly River 
2 P849 Arrows, Notched point Upper Fly River 
4 P850 M-WA 1903-1906
Arrows, 
Cassowary 
nail points
PAREM, + RUMA, UPR 
MOREHEAD.
4 P851
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll (E23266-
9)
Arrows, 
Cassowary 
nail points
PAREM, + RUMA, UPR 
MOREHEAD.
1 P852
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows, 
bamboo 
pointed
PAREM, + RUMA, UPR 
MOREHEAD.
5 P853 None allocated M-WA 1843-1847
Arrows, flat 
bone pointed
PAREM, + RUMA, UPR 
MOREHEAD.
6 P854 None allocated M-WA 1848-1853
Arrows, flat 
bone pointed
PAREM, + RUMA, UPR 
MOREHEAD.
5 P855 None allocated M-WA 1754-1758
Arrows, 
ordinary bone 
points
PAREM, + RUMA, UPR 
MOREHEAD.
4 P856
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. (E23282-
5)
Arrows, 
ordinary bone 
points
PAREM, + RUMA, UPR 
MOREHEAD.
1 P857 None allocated M-WA 1005 Arrows double pronged
PAREM, + RUMA, UPR 
MOREHEAD.
6 P858 None allocated M-WA 972-977
Arrows, plain 
points, + 
carved points
PAREM, + RUMA, UPR 
MOREHEAD.
6 P859
M-WA 698-
702, 1 transfd 
to A.M.Coll. 
(E23288)
Arrows, plain 
points, + 
carved points
PAREM, + RUMA, UPR 
MOREHEAD.
5 P860 None allocated M-WA 437, 441
Arrows, plain 
points
PAREM, + RUMA, UPR 
MOREHEAD.
5 P861 None allocated M-WA 442-447
Arrows, plain 
points
PAREM, + RUMA, UPR 
MOREHEAD.
3 P862
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23291-3)
Arrows, plain 
points
PAREM, + RUMA, UPR 
MOREHEAD.
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4 P863 None allocated M-WA 674-678
Arrows, 
painted but 
minus 
Cassowary 
point
PAREM + RUMA, UPPR 
MOREHEAD
4 P864 None allocated M-WA 679-682
Arrows, 
painted but 
minus 
Cassowary 
point
PAREM + RUMA, UPPR 
MOREHEAD
1 P865
Bow, (used in 
conjunction 
with P866)
MASINGARA TRIBE, WEST 
DIV.
1 P866 None allocated M-WA 448-453
Arrow, see 
remarks
MASINGARA TRIBE, WEST 
DIV.
arrow, nat name 
IANA the 
MAUWATTA 
people say that a 
personn wounded 
with this so called 
poisoned arrow 
recovers in about 3 
or 4 months but if 
the owund is 
rubbed or 
scratched easily 
breaks out again. 
The Masingara rub 
the point and treat it 
with the bark or 
wood of the tree 
known by them as 
UPA (Okoiari tribe 
IORI, Koitapu tribe 
IABAIA). The 
motuans call this 
tree BOGIBADA 
they sometimes 
use it for sore eyes, 
charring a piece 
then rubbing it on 
the eyelids (after it 
has been crushed 
to powder).
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14 P867 None allocated M-WA 1524-1536
Bow Stick + 
13 Arrows
KUKUKU Tribe, VAILALA 
River, obtained by Frank 
PRYKE
1 P868 None allocated M-WB 118 Bow
Arrow nat. name IANA, the 
MAUWATTA people say that a 
person wounded with this so-called 
poisoned arrow recovers in about 3 
or 4 months but if the wound is 
rubbed or scratched easily breaks 
out again. The Maringam rub the 
paint and treat it with the bark or 
wood of the tree known by them as 
"UPA" (kaoiari Tribe "IORI"; Koita 
Tribe "IABAIA"). The Motuans call 
this tree "BOGIBADA", they 
sometimes use it forsore eyes, 
charring a piece then then rubbing 
it on the eyelids (after it has been 
crushded to powder).
"APO"
1 P869
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Bow "APO"
{AKAUDA Tribe, AKAURI 
Village, VAILALA River, Gulf 
Div.}
1 P870 Bow "APO"
{AKAUDA Tribe, AKAURI 
Village, VAILALA River, Gulf 
Div.}
1 P871 Bow "APO"
{AKAUDA Tribe, AKAURI 
Village, VAILALA River, Gulf 
Div.}
1 P872 Bow "APO"
{AKAUDA Tribe, AKAURI 
Village, VAILALA River, Gulf 
Div.}
1 P873 Bow "APO"
{AKAUDA Tribe, AKAURI 
Village, VAILALA River, Gulf 
Div.}
1 P874 Arrows, fish "HARIA"
{AKAUDA Tribe, AKAURI 
Village, VAILALA River, Gulf 
Div.}
6 P875 M-WA 1189-1194
Arrows, 
bamboo points "HARIA"
{AKAUDA Tribe, AKAURI 
Village, VAILALA River, Gulf 
Div.}
4 P876
M-WA 460-
462 Transfd 
to A.M. Coll. 
(E23287)
Arrows, 
various 
serrated
"HARIA"
{AKAUDA Tribe, AKAURI 
Village, VAILALA River, Gulf 
Div.}
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4 P877 M-WA 463-466
Arrows, 
various 
serrated
"HARIA"
{AKAUDA Tribe, AKAURI 
Village, VAILALA River, Gulf 
Div.}
4 P878
M-WA 361-
363. 1 
Transfd to 
A.M. Coll. 
(E23290)
Arrows, ringed "HARIA"
{AKAUDA Tribe, AKAURI 
Village, VAILALA River, Gulf 
Div.}
4 P879
1 Transfd to 
A.M. Coll 
(E23271)
Arrows, bone 
pointed + 
carved
PURARI DELTA
Hon J Little (in red 
pen: W crossed out 
and replaced with 
J).
3 P880 M-WA 454-456
Arrows, 
cassowary toe 
points
PURARI DELTA Hon J Little
3 P881 M-WA 620-622
Arrows, 
notched 
heads
PURARI DELTA Hon J Little
4 P882 M-WA 1064-1067
Arrows, 
bamboo points PURARI DELTA Hon J Little
2 P883
M-WA 2522. 
1 Transfd to 
A.M.Coll 
(E23272)
Arrows, fish PURARI DELTA Hon J Little
1 P884 M-WA 2299
Arrows, plain 
ptd., and 
carved
PURARI DELTA Hon J Little
5 P885
M-WA 716-
719. 1 
Transfd to 
A.M.Coll 
(E23286)
Arrows, bone 
pointed PURARI DELTA Hon J Little
5 P886 M-WA 1930-1934
Arrows bone 
pointed + 
painted
PURARI DELTA Hon J Little
5 P887
M-WA 1935-
1936 1942-
1944
Arrows bone 
pointed + 
painted
PURARI DELTA Hon J Little
5 P888
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. (E23294-
8)
Arrows bone 
pointed + 
painted
PURARI DELTA Hon J Little
2 P889
Arrows bone 
pointed + 
painted
PURARI DELTA Hon J Little
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1 P890 M-WB 35 Bow PURARI DELTA Hon J Little.
2 P891 M-WB 4-5 Bow Sticks PURARI DELTA Hon J Little. 
5 P892 Trans to Aus. Mus. Coll.
Arrows, bone 
pointed
SIAKI'S VILLAGE, KIKORI 
RIVR
His Ex. Col. Murray 
Feb 1910
5 P893 AWS 519-523
Arrows, bone 
pointed
SIAKI'S VILLAGE, KIKORI 
RIVR
His Ex. Col. Murray 
Feb 1910
5 P894 AWS 524-528
Arrows, bone 
pointed
SIAKI'S VILLAGE, KIKORI 
RIVR
His Ex. Col. Murray 
Feb 1910
5 P895
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23237-41)
Arrows, bone 
pointed
SIAKI'S VILLAGE, KIKORI 
RIVR
His Ex. Col. Murray 
Feb 1910
4 P896 M-WA 457-459
Arrows, 
cassowary toe 
points
SIAKI'S VILLAGE, KIKORI 
RIVR
His Ex. Col. Murray 
Feb 1910
4 P897
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll (E.23237-
41)
Arrows, 
cassowary toe 
points
SIAKI'S VILLAGE, KIKORI 
RIVR
His Ex. Col. Murray 
Feb 1910
2 P898 M-WA 2168-69
Arrows, plain 
points
SIAKI'S VILLAGE, KIKORI 
RIVR
His Ex. Col. Murray 
Feb 1910
1 P899 M-WB 26 Bow GOARIBARI His Ex. Col. Murray Feb 1910
1 P900
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Bow GOARIBARI His Ex. Col. Murray Feb 1910
1 P901 M-WB 20 Bow GOARIBARI His Ex. Col. Murray Feb 1910
1 P902
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Bow GOARIBARI His Ex. Col. Murray Feb 1910
1 P903 M-WB 67 Bow GOARIBARI His Ex. Col. Murray Feb 1910
1 P904 M-WB 53 Bow GOARIBARI His Ex. Col. Murray, Feb 1910
1 P905 M-WB 81 Bow GOARIBARI His Ex. Col. Murray, Feb 1910
1 P906 M-WB 28 Bow GOARIBARI His Ex. Col. Murray, Feb 1910
1 P907
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Bow GOARIBARI His Ex. Col. Murray, Feb 1910
1 P908 M-WB 3 Bow GOARIBARI His Ex. Col. Murray, Feb 1910
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1 P909 M-WB 45-46-47-48 Bow GOARIBARI
His Ex. Col. Murray, 
Feb 1910
4 P910 M-WA 222-225
Arrows 
(imperfect) Upper Vailala River
J.P. Hennelly R.M. 
27:1:1913
13 P911 M-WA 2503 Arrows [from 50-95 MILES, UP THE PURARI RIVER, G.DIV.
E.W. Zimmer P.O. 
Letter No. G.D.Z. 
3/1915
6 P912 M-WA 1124-1129 Arrows
{VISITORS FROM NORTH 
TO THE "ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED ON THE 
ELAVALA RIVER]
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
5 P913
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Arrows
{VISITORS FROM NORTH 
TO THE "ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED ON THE 
ELAVALA RIVER]
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
5 P914 M-WA 1138-1142 Arrows
{VISITORS FROM NORTH 
TO THE "ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED ON THE 
ELAVALA RIVER]
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
5 P915 M-WA 1119-1123 Arrows
{VISITORS FROM NORTH 
TO THE "ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED ON THE 
ELAVALA RIVER]
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
7 P916
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Arrows
{VISITORS FROM NORTH 
TO THE "ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED ON THE 
ELAVALA RIVER]
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
5 P917 M-WA 492-496 Arrows
{VISITORS FROM NORTH 
TO THE "ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED ON THE 
ELAVALA RIVER]
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
1 P918 M-WA 2529 Arrows
{VISITORS FROM NORTH 
TO THE "ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED ON THE 
ELAVALA RIVER]
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
4 P919 Arrows
{VISITORS FROM NORTH 
TO THE "ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED ON THE 
ELAVALA RIVER]
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
1 P920 M-WB 41 Bow
{VISITORS FROM NORTH 
TO THE "ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED ON THE 
ELAVALA RIVER]
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
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1 P921
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll
Bow
{VISITORS FROM NORTH 
TO THE "ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED ON THE 
ELAVALA RIVER]
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
1 P922 M-WB 129 Bow
{VISITORS FROM NORTH 
TO THE "ELAVALA" WHEN 
STRANDED ON THE 
ELAVALA RIVER]
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
2 P923 M-WA 2174-2175
Arrows, cone-
in-cone
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
5 P924 M-WA 501-506
Arrows, plain 
pointed
{NATIVES FROM 
MOUNTAINS, MET ON FLY 
RIVER BEFORE LARIO 
BANK
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
5 P925 M-WA 1133-1137
Arrows, 
bamboo points
{NATIVES FROM 
MOUNTAINS, MET ON FLY 
RIVER BEFORE LARIO 
BANK
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
5 P926
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows, 
bamboo points
{NATIVES FROM 
MOUNTAINS, MET ON FLY 
RIVER BEFORE LARIO 
BANK
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
3 P927
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows, 
bamboo points
{NATIVES FROM 
MOUNTAINS, MET ON FLY 
RIVER BEFORE LARIO 
BANK
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
1 P928 M-WB 132 Bow
{NATIVES FROM 
MOUNTAINS, MET ON FLY 
RIVER BEFORE LARIO 
BANK
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
1 P929 M-WB 167 Bow
{NATIVES FROM 
MOUNTAINS, MET ON FLY 
RIVER BEFORE LARIO 
BANK
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
1 P930 Bow
{NATIVES FROM 
MOUNTAINS, MET ON FLY 
RIVER BEFORE LARIO 
BANK
S.D. Burrows, P.O. 
1914
3 P931
 M-WA1131-
32. 1 Transfd 
to A.M. Coll.
Arrows, 
bamboo points
3 P932 M-WA 2159-2161
Arrows, 
variously 
barbed
CUIRASS-WEARERS, JUST 
BELOW MOREHEAD 
JUNCT., FLY + ALICE RS.
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4 P933
M-WA 497-
500 (unclear 
if this number  
belongs with 
P932 or 
P933).
Arrows, plain 
points
CUIRASS-WEARERS, JUST 
BELOW MOREHEAD 
JUNCT., FLY + ALICE RS.
1 P934 Arrows, fish
CUIRASS-WEARERS, JUST 
BELOW MOREHEAD 
JUNCT., FLY + ALICE RS.
1 P935 M-WB 130 Bow
CUIRASS-WEARERS, JUST 
BELOW MOREHEAD 
JUNCT., FLY + ALICE RS.
1 P936 M-WB 124 Bow
CUIRASS-WEARERS, JUST 
BELOW MOREHEAD 
JUNCT., FLY + ALICE RS.
5 P937 M-WA 1445-1449
Arrows, plain 
points
P.O. Chisholm, 
Feb. 1915
5 P938 M-WA 1450-1454
Arrows, plain 
points
OLIPAI RIVER PEOPLE, 
LAKEKAMU GULF 
DIVISION
P.O. Chisholm, 
Feb. 1915
5 P939 M-WA 1455-1459
Arrows, plain 
points
OLIPAI RIVER PEOPLE, 
LAKEKAMU GULF 
DIVISION
P.O. Chisholm, 
Feb. 1915
5 P940 M-WA 1460-1464
Arrows, plain 
points
OLIPAI RIVER PEOPLE, 
LAKEKAMU GULF 
DIVISION
P.O. Chisholm, 
Feb. 1915
5 P941 M-WA 1465-1468
Arrows, plain 
points
OLIPAI RIVER PEOPLE, 
LAKEKAMU GULF 
DIVISION
P.O. Chisholm, 
Feb. 1915
5 P942
Taken for 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23261-5)
Arrows, plain 
points
OLIPAI RIVER PEOPLE, 
LAKEKAMU GULF 
DIVISION
P.O. Chisholm, 
Feb. 1915
5 P943 M-WA 1469-1473
Arrows, plain 
points
OLIPAI RIVER PEOPLE, 
LAKEKAMU GULF 
DIVISION
P.O. Chisholm, 
Feb. 1915
5 P944 M-WA 1479-1483
Arrows, plain 
points
OLIPAI RIVER PEOPLE, 
LAKEKAMU GULF 
DIVISION
P.O. Chisholm, 
Feb. 1915
4 P945 M-WA 1474-1478
Arrows, plain 
points (See P.937-944)
P.O. Chisholm, 
Feb. 1915
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1 P946 M-WA 467 Arrows, bird "EGUGA" ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm Aug. 
1914
4 P947
M-WA 2523-
25. 1 taken 
for A.M. Coll. 
(E.23260)
Arrows, fish "EGUGA" ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm Aug. 
1914
5 P948 Arrows, bamboo points "EGUGA"
ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, 
GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm Aug. 
1914
5 P949
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows, 
bamboo points "EGUGA"
ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, 
GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm Aug. 
1914
5 P950 M-WA 1184-1188
Arrows, 
bamboo points "EGUGA"
ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, 
GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm Aug. 
1914
5 P951 M-WA 1179-1183
Arrows, 
bamboo points "EGUGA"
ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, 
GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm Aug. 
1914
4 P952
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. (E23251-
4)
Arrows, flat 
points "EGUGA"
ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, 
GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm Aug. 
1914
4 P953
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows, flat 
points "EGUGA"
ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, 
GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm Aug. 
1914
5 P954 M-WA 1484-1488
Arrows, plain 
points "EGUGA"
ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, 
GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm Aug. 
1914
5 P955 M-WA 1489-1593
Arrows, plain 
points "EGUGA"
ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, 
GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm Aug. 
1914
5 P956 M-WA 1562-1566
Arrows, plain 
points "EGUGA"
ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, 
GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm Aug. 
1914
5 P957 M-WA 1494-1498
Arrows, plain 
points "EGUGA"
ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, 
GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm Aug. 
1914
5 P958 M-WA 1499-1502
Arrows, plain 
points "EGUGA"
ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, 
GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm Aug. 
1914
5 P959 M-WA 1567-1571
Arrows, plain 
points "EGUGA"
ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, 
GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm Aug. 
1914
4 P960 M-WA 1504-1507
Arrows, plain 
points "EGUGA"
ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, 
GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm Aug. 
1914
3 P961 Bow Sticks, "GIO- AIKI" ARABI R. LAKEKAMU, GULF D.
P.O. Chisholm 
June, 1914
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P962 1985.0339.1222.1-13 and 1985.0339.1223
M-DR 14 also 
M-TS 2. 
Portion of 
each taken 
for AM Coll. 
(E.23308-9)
Gum for 
setting arrow 
points (also 
flints for 
Sharpening 
pts).
COMMENT IN COLUMN SAYS 
'SMALL COLL' "IMAMA" TIVERI RIVER PEOPLE
P.O. Chisholm no 
date
5 P963 M-WA 1202-1206
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P964 M-WA 1207-1211
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P965 M-WA 1212-1216
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P966 M-WA 1277-1281
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P967 M-WA1282-1286
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P968 M-WA1287-1291
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P969 M-WA 1292-1296
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P970 M-WA 1297-1301
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P971 M-WA 1302-1306
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P972 M-WA 1222-1226
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P973 M-WA 1227-1231
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P974 M-WA 1232-1236
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P975 M-WA 364-368
Arrows, cone-
in-cone no loc (in pencil)
5 P976 M-WA 369-372
Arrows, cone-
in-cone no loc (in pencil)
5 P977 Arrows, cone-in-cone no loc (in pencil)
5 P978 M-WA 373-377
Arrows, cone-
in-cone no loc (in pencil)
5 P979 M-WA 378-382
Arrows, cone-
in-cone no loc (in pencil)
6 P980 M-WA 383-388
Arrows, cone-
in-cone no loc (in pencil)
5 P981 M-WA 1312-1316
Arrows, 
variously 
pointed
no loc (in pencil)
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5 P982 M-WA 1006-1009
Arrows, 
variously 
pointed
no loc (in pencil)
6 P983 M-WA 956-960
Arrows, 
variously 
pointed
no loc (in pencil)
2 P984 Arrows, bone pointed no loc (in pencil)
5 P985 Arrows, barbed no loc (in pencil)
6 P986
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows, 
barbed no loc (in pencil)
3 P987
Arrows, 
barbed bone 
points
no loc (in pencil)
4 P988
Arrows, 
barbed bone 
points
no loc (in pencil)
4 P989 M-WA 739-742
Arrows, 
barbed no loc (in pencil)
5 P990 M-WA 1307-1311
Arrows, 
square 
pointed
no loc (in pencil)
5 P991 M-WA 961-965
Arrows, 
carved panel no loc (in pencil)
5 P992
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows, 
carved panel no loc (in pencil)
6 P993 M-WA 966-971
Arrows, 
carved panel no loc (in pencil)
5 P994 M-WA 1317-1321
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P995
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P996 M-WA 1237-1241
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P997 M-WA1242-1246
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P998 M-WA1247-1251
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P999 M-WA 1252-1256
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P1000 M-WA 1257-1261
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
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5 P1001 M-WA 1262-1266
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P1002 M-WA 1267-1271
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P1003 M-WA 1272-1276
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P1004
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows, bone 
pointed
STRICKLAND R., OR LAKE 
MURRAY
5 P1005
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows, bone 
pointed
STRICKLAND R., OR LAKE 
MURRAY
5 P1006 M-WA 1736-1740
Arrows, bone 
pointed
STRICKLAND R., OR LAKE 
MURRAY
5 P1007 M-WA 1741-1745
Arrows, bone 
pointed
STRICKLAND R., OR LAKE 
MURRAY
5 P1008
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. (E23255-
9)
Arrows, bone 
pointed
STRICKLAND R., OR LAKE 
MURRAY
3 P1009 Arrows, bone pointed
STRICKLAND R., OR LAKE 
MURRAY
5 P1010 M-WA 659-663
Arrows, 
moniliform, or 
bulby
STRICKLAND R., OR LAKE 
MURRAY
5 P1011
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. (E23242-
6)
Arrows, 
moniliform, or 
bulby
STRICKLAND R., OR LAKE 
MURRAY
5 P1012
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows, 
moniliform, or 
bulby
STRICKLAND R., OR LAKE 
MURRAY
5 P1013
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows, 
cassowary toe 
points
STRICKLAND R., OR LAKE 
MURRAY
5 P1014 M-WA 1880-1884
Arrows, 
cassowary toe 
points
STRICKLAND R., OR LAKE 
MURRAY
6 P1015
Arrows, 
cassowary toe 
points
STRICKLAND R., OR LAKE 
MURRAY
1 P1016 Transfd Aus. Mus. Coll.
Arrows, 
barbed bone 
point
STRICKLAND R., OR LAKE 
MURRAY
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2 P1017 M-WA 271, 272
Arrows, 
Echidna spine 
barbs
STRICKLAND R., OR LAKE 
MURRAY
4 P1018 M-WA 1091-1094
Arrows, 
bamboo points no loc (in pencil)
3 P1019 M-WA 389-391
Arrows, cone 
in cone no loc (in pencil)
4 P1020 Transfd Aus. Mus. Coll.
Arrows, bone 
pointed and 
carved
no loc (in pencil)
2 P1021
Arrows, 
cassowary toe 
points
no loc (in pencil)
4 P1022
Arrows, 
laterally 
barbed
no loc (in pencil)
1 P1023 M-WA 2530 Arrows, fish no loc (in pencil)
2 P1024 Arrows, plain pointed no loc (in pencil)
1 P1025 M-WB 120 Bow no loc (in pencil)
1 P1026 M-WB 116 Bow no loc (in pencil)
3 P1027 M-WA 1085-1087
Arrows, 
bamboo points no loc (in pencil)
5 P1028 M-WA 1333-1337
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P1029 M-WA 1322-1326
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P1030 M-WA 1217-1221
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
5 P1031 M-WA 1338-1342
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
3 P1032
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
4 P1033 M-WA 1746-1749
Arrows bone 
painted + 
barbed
no loc (in pencil)
3 P1034
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Arrows bone 
painted + 
barbed
no loc (in pencil)
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4 P1035 M-WA 1910-1913
Arrows 
cassowary toe 
painted
no loc (in pencil)
1 P1036 M-WA 1970 Arrows barbed bone point no loc (in pencil)
4 P1037 Arrows bone, + plain points no loc (in pencil)
5 P1038 M-WA 1854-1858
Arrows flat 
bone points no loc (in pencil)
5 P1039 M-WA 1859-1863
Arrows flat 
bone points no loc (in pencil)
3 P1040 M-WA 1937-1939
Arrows flat 
bone points no loc (in pencil)
1 P1041 M-WA 1130
Arrows flat 
point, carved 
panel 
no loc (in pencil)
3 P1042 M-WA 1088-1090
Arrows 
bamboo points no loc (in pencil)
1 P1043
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll
Arrows 
imitation 
cassow. toe 
point
no loc (in pencil)
1 P1044
Arrows 
bifurcate; ? 
Incomplete
no loc (in pencil)
4 P1045 M-WA 735-738 Arrows barbed no loc (in pencil)
4 P1046
1 Transferred 
to A.M. Coll. 
M-WA 732-
734
Arrows barbed no loc (in pencil)
4 P1047 M-WA 1077-1080
Arrows 
bamboo points no loc (in pencil)
1 P1048 M-WB 93 Bow no loc (in pencil)
1 P1049
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Bow no loc (in pencil)
1 P1050 M-WB 2 Bow Stick no loc (in pencil)
1 P1051 Bow Stick no loc (in pencil)
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6 P1052 M-WA 1508-1513
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
6 P1053 M-WA 1327-1332
Arrows, plain 
points no loc (in pencil)
2 P1054 Arrows bamboo points no loc (in pencil)
4 P1055 Arrows varied points no loc (in pencil)
1 P1056 M-WA 640 Arrows fish no loc (in pencil)
1 P1057
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E23270)
Arrows bird no loc (in pencil)
5 P1058 M-WA 2024-2028
Arrows plain 
points A.L. Blythe, P.O. 
5 P1059 M-WA 2029-2033
Arrows plain 
points A.L. Blythe, P.O. 
5 P1060 Arrows plain points
{VILLAGE OF NUMAGAI,-
UALE DISTRICT, 4 1/2 to 5 
DAYS N.N.E. OF MAFULA, 
CLOSE TO THE GERMAN 
BORDER, FIRST TIME 
VISITED JULY 1915 -
A.L. Blythe, P.O. 
4 P1061 M-WA 2034-2037
Arrows plain 
points A.L. Blythe, P.O. 
1 P1062 M-WB 32 Bowstick A.L. Blythe, P.O. 
1 P1063 1985.0339.0923 M-CP 32 Paddle [KABIRI TRIBE, ISAGU VILLAGE, WEST. DIVISION A.P. Lyons Prob Lyons pre 1915 visit to Vailala?
1 P1064
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Paddle KOTARI TRIBE, WEST. DIVISION A.P. Lyons 
1 P1065 1985.0339.0912 M-CP 19 Paddle [KABIRI TRIBE, ISAGU VILLAGE, WEST. DIVISION A.P. Lyons Prob Lyons pre 1915 visit to Vailala?
1 P1066 1985.0339.0777 M-CP 21 Paddle ADIBA VILLAGE, WEST. DIV. A.P. Lyons Prob Lyons pre 1915 visit to Vailala?
1 P1067
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Paddle BARIMO VILLAGE, WEST DIV. A.P. Lyons 
1 P1068 Paddle no loc (in pencil)
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1 P1069 Paddle no loc (in pencil)
1 P1070 1985.0339.0935 M-CP 56 Paddle CLOUDY BAY TO SAMARAI TYPE
1 P1071
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23300)
Paddle no loc (in pencil)
1 P1072 1985.0339.0932 M-CP 84 Paddle no loc (in pencil)
1 P1073 1985.0339.0940 M-CP 15 Paddle no loc (in pencil)
1 P1074 1985.0339.0939 M-CP 18 Paddle no loc (in pencil)
1 P1075 1985.0339.0934 M-CP 62 Paddle no loc (in pencil)
1 P1076 1985.0339.0925 M-CP 9 Paddle "KAIA"
HAWAIU TRIBE, WILLAGE 
OF HUKALARA, VAILALA 
RIVER GULF DIVISION
Probably Lyons pre 1915 visit to Vailala? 
(see Annual Report)
1 P1077 1985.0339.1250 M-CP 94 Paddle "KAIA"
HAWAIU TRIBE, WILLAGE 
OF HUKALARA, VAILALA 
RIVER GULF DIVISION
Probably Lyons pre 1915 visit to Vailala? 
(see Annual Report)
1 P1078 1985.0339.0926 M-CP 10 Paddle "KAIA"
HAWAIU TRIBE, WILLAGE 
OF HUKALARA, VAILALA 
RIVER GULF DIVISION
Probably Lyons pre 1915 visit to Vailala? 
(see Annual Report)
1 P1079 1985.0339.1257 M-CP 88 Paddle "KAIA" no loc (in pencil)
1 P1080 M-WS 250 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1081 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1082 M-WS 235 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1083 M-WS 238 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1084 M-WS 141 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1085 M-WS 237 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1086 M-WS 202 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1087 M-WS 234 Spear no loc (in pencil)
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1 P1088 M-WS 143 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1089 M-WS 438 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1090 M-WS 178 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1091 M-WS 236 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1092 M-WS 176 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1093 M-WS 439 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1094 M-WS 203 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1095 M-WS 217 Spear "GIU" MANOBA NATIVES
1 P1096 M-WS 201 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1097 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1098 M-WS 193 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1099 Spear
[IFALA VILLAGE, BOI BOI 
TRIBE, MT YULE, MEKEO 
DIST.
1 P1100 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1101 M-WS 145 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1102 M-WS 175 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1103 M-WS 403 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1104 M-WS 138 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1105 M-WS 177 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1106 M-WS 139 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1107 M-WS200 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1108 M-WS 211 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1109 M-WS 209 Spear no loc (in pencil)
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1 P1110 M-WS 210 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1111 M-WS 170 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1112 M-WS 402 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1113 M-WS 188 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1114 M-WS 233 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1115 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1116 M-WS 133 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1117 M-WS 192 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1118 M-WS 396 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1119 M-WS 401 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1120 M-WS 232 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1121 M-WS 190, M-WS 398 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1122 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1123 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1124 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1125 M-WS 191 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1126 M-WS 185 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1127 M-WS 397 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1128 M-WS 171 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1129 M-WS 174 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1130 M-WS 465 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1131 M-WS 172 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1132 M-WS 400 Spear no loc (in pencil)
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1 P1133 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1134 M-WS 231 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1135 M-WS 194 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1136 M-WS 240 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1137 M-WS 189 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1138 M-WS 213 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1139 M-WS 242 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1140 M-WS 173 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1141 M-WS 187 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1142 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1143 M-WS 258 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1144 M-WS 169 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1145 M-WS 479 Spear "KA-RIU" VILLAGE OF GEBOGEBO 7/XII/1907
Given date, and that Murray collected other 
objects with this date (and recorded in this 
form) most likely collected by Murray. See 
Chapter Four of thesis.
1 P1146 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1147 M-WS 150 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1148 M-WS 263 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1149 M-WS 259 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1150 M-WS 257 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1151 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1152 M-WS 195 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1153 M-WS 224 Spear used at close quarters "GIU" VILLAGE OF GEBOGEBO
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1 P1154 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1155 M-WS 168 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1156 M-WS 262 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1157 M-WS 264 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1158 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1159 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1160 M-WS 345 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1161 M-WS 342 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1162 M-WS344 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1163 M-WS 343 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1164 M-WS 196 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1165 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1166 M-WS 140 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1167 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1168 M-WS 437 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1169 M-WS 204 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1170 M-WS 198 Spear no loc (in pencil)
1 P1171 M-WS 197 Bowstick no loc (in pencil)
1 P1172 M-WS 221 Spear GOARIBARI
His Ex. Col. Murray. 
From "Bows + 
Arrows Bundle No. 
13"
1 P1173 M-WS 222 Spear GOARIBARI
His Ex. Col. Murray. 
From "Bows + 
Arrows Bundle No. 
13"
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1 P1174  MPWS 333 Spear, bone-headed PURARI DELTA
Hon. W. Little From 
"bows and arrows 
bundle No.11."
1 P1175
M-WA 1940 
(added in 
circle ?1941
Arrow, bone-
headed ?
adrift from arrow 
bundles
4 P1176 M-WS 532 Bamboo Spear Butts ?
1 P1177 Ceremonial Tablets
"IJIBA", ("HOHAO" 
of OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
1 P1178
Taken for 
A.Mus. Coll. 
(E.23301)
Ceremonial 
Tablets
"IJIBA", ("HOHAO" 
of OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
1 P1179 1985.0339.0437 M-RB 16 Ceremonial Tablets
"IJIBA", ("HOHAO" 
of OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
1 P1180 Ceremonial Tablets
"IJIBA", ("HOHAO" 
of OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
1 P1181 Ceremonial Tablets
"IJIBA", ("HOHAO" 
of OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
1 P1182 M-RB 17 Ceremonial Tablets
"IJIBA", ("HOHAO" 
of OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
1 P1183 Ceremonial Tablets
"IJIBA", ("HOHAO" 
of OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
1 P1184 1985.0339.0434 M-RB 21 Ceremonial Tablets
"IJIBA", ("HOHAO" 
of OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
1 P1185 Ceremonial Tablets
"IJIBA", ("HOHAO" 
of OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
1 P1186 1985.0339.0446 M-RB 28 Ceremonial Tablets
"IJIBA", ("HOHAO" 
of OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
1 P1187 Ceremonial Tablets
"IJIBA", ("HOHAO" 
of OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
1 P1188 1985.0339.0444 M-RB 35 Ceremonial Tablets
"IJIBA", ("HOHAO" 
of OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
1 P1189 Ceremonial Tablets
"IJIBA", ("HOHAO" 
of OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
1 P1190 1985.0339.0508 M-RB 27 Ceremonial Tablets
"IJIBA", ("HOHAO" 
of OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
Ancestor tablet. Elliptical in shape. Back has 
no designs, front has anthropomorphic 
figure central, and 4 leaf shaped loops 
above figure, and below. 
1 P1191 1985.0339.0433 M-RB 3 Ceremonial Tablet
"IJIBA" ("HOHAO" of 
OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
(in 
pencil): damaged, 
when unpacked
1 P1192 1985.0339.0504 M-RM 44 Ceremonial Tablet
"IJIBA" ("HOHAO" of 
OROKOLO) GULF OR DELTA DIVISION
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5 P1193
Cassowary 
Plumes 
(?worn in 
gauntlet)
STRICKLAND R., OR LAKE 
MURRAY
From arrow Bundle 
No.5
1 P1194 1985.0339.1131
M-DR 17. 
Portion taken 
for Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.23335).
Red Pigment "SHUVEL" WILLIAMS RIVER PEOPLE P.O. Chisholm 16:12:1914
1 P1195
Fish Line with 
small hook 
attached 
End of First Consignment received 
30/X/1915 - "KAINA" KOINA DISTRICT, K.DIV.
Hook of Sago thorn. 
The line of MONGA 
(Pandanus) Fibre. 
The bait is usually a 
small cray fish. 
Pres. by W Beaver 
R.M. 15/4/1915
1 P1196 Fossil Wood no loc (in pencil)
1 P1197 1985.0339.0674 M-OC 32 Woman's "Rami" Trobriand Islds.,
Recd June 13, per 
Master 
P.P.F.Murray
M23 and 24 /1916
1 P1198 1985.0339.0390
M-CB 10 also 
1198 M-WS 
444
Canoe Baler Trobriand Islds.,
Recd June 13, per 
Master 
P.P.F.Murray
M-CB 10 also PPF = Patrick Murray, 
Hubert's son. 1198 M-WS 444 refers to 
P1198, M-WS 444, spears that must have 
also been collected by Patrick. (Although 
why this is not noted where these items are 
listed is not known).
1 P1199 1985.0339.1252
M-CP 90 also 
1199 M-WS 
443
Canoe Paddle Trobriand Islds.,
Recd June 13, per 
Master 
P.P.F.Murray
 1199 M-WS 443 refers to P1199, M-WS 
443 spears  spears that must have also 
been collected by Patrick (Although why this 
is not noted where these items are listed is 
not known). 
1 P1200 Dancing Disc End of Second Consignment - 1916 Goaribari
Recd June 13, per 
Master 
P.P.F.Murray
1917 consignment
end of first consignment received 30/x/1915
1916 consignment
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1 P1201 1985.0339.1147 Ceremonial Canoe
used in connection with an immoral 
dance called "GI". Recieved per 
L.M. Soc's ship "John Williams". 
P1201-1217 " villages of the 
Gogodara tribe are situated 
between the Fly River on the South 
and the Aramia River - a branch of 
the Bamu River on the North, and 
between the Aramia River and the 
Bamu River and between the 
longitudes of 142deg 30 mins E 
and 143 deg 30 mins E. Very little 
is at present known of the tribe. All 
the villages of the tribe have been 
visited by one white mand only. 
Letter P.34/1917. list No: 1
"GIRAPARA"
Vill. Of PIGI, north of 
ARAMIA River (GOGODARA 
Tribe)
A.P.Lyons, R.M. 
W.D., 29/7/1916
P1201-1217 has following 
note in pencil : See Papuan 
Annual Report for yr ending 
1914 p.9
1 P1202 1985.0339.1235 M-C 3 Ceremonial Canoe used as described for P1201. "GIRAPARA"
Vill. Of ISAGU, situated betw. 
Fly + ARAMIA Rivers 
(GOGODARA Tribe)
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons R.M.W.D. 
30/viii/1916
Reproduced in Crawford 
(1981) Aida: Life and 
Ceremony. Kanaba insignia, 
on page 340. Additional 
n ote: Negative No 1746 A & 
B . List No: 2
1 P1203 Ceremonial Paddle 
Used in connection with P.1201. 
Additional note on this object only: 
PISI [presume different spelling of 
PIGI].
"GIRAPARA" (sic) Village of PIGI, see above P.1201
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons R.M.W.D. 
29/7/1916
 List No:3
1 P1204 Ceremonial Paddle used in connection with P.1201. "GIRAPARA"(sic)
Village of PIGI, see above 
P.1201
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons R.M.W.D. 
29/7/1916
 List No:3
1 P1205 Ceremonial Paddle used in connection with P.1201. "GIRAPARA"(sic)
Village of PIGI, see above 
P.1201
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons R.M.W.D. 
29/7/1916
 List No:3
1 P1206 1985.0339.0782 Carved Iguana Figure 
used in the "GI" ceremony (see 
P.1201-2). "GIRAPARA" (sic)
Village of ISAGU, see above, 
(p.1202)
A.P. Lyons 
R.M.W.D., 
30/vii/1916
pencil note: probably M-AF 
104 Identified by AL 
Crawford 16/12/76. List No:4
1 P1207
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll
Carved 
Iguana Figure 
used in the "GI" ceremony (see 
P.1201-2). "GIRAPARA" (sic)
Village of ISAGU, see above, 
(p.1202)
A.P. Lyons 
R.M.W.D., 
30/vii/1916
 List No:4
1 P1208 Ceremonial Arrow 
(bamboo pointed + large? A spear) 
said to have "the vertebrae of a 
snake fastened to it" this latter is 
split cane-work, native name 
"GIRAPARA" (sic). 
"GIRAPARA"(sic) Village of ISAGU, see above, (p.1202)
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons R.M.W.D. 
30/7/1916
List No: 5
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1 P1209 1985.0339.0455 M-DCF 112 Plaited Bag Carried by men, used as a carry-all. Made by women. "KESA"
Village of ISAGU, see above, 
(p.1202)
A.P.Lyons, 
R.M.W.D. 
30/7/1916
List No: 6
1 P1210 M-DC B 14 Bamboo Water Bottle 
Used by the men for carrying water 
along dry stages. A leaf is rolled up 
and inserted in the opening to act 
as a astopper. Water is sucked 
through the leaf/ It bears the clan 
markings of the late owner. 
"WARABU" Village of Pigi (See above)
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons R.M.W.D., 
29/7/1916
List No: 7
1 P1211 Stone Adze Head "BAKERI" Village of ISAGU
A.P. Lyons 
R.M.W.D. 
30/7/1916
List No: 8
1 P1212 Stone Adze Head "BAKERI" Village of ISAGU
A.P. Lyons 
R.M.W.D. 
30/7/1916
List No: 8
1 P1213
Stone Adze 
Head 
("quartz") (in 
red pen:  not 
quartz, but 
shell).
"BAKERI" Village of ISAGU
A.P. Lyons 
R.M.W.D. 
30/7/1916
List No: 8
1 P1214 1985.0339.0872  M-WC 130 Stone-headed Club "GAUA"
SIPISIPIOA Village to the 
North of ARAMIA River
A.P. Lyons 
R.M.W.D. 
31/7/1916
List No: 9 
1 P1215 1985.0339.0919 M-CP 28 Canoe Paddle "KE-ARI" GOGODARA tribe A.P. Lyons, R.M.W.D. Prim art film 3, List No:10 
1 P1216 1985.0339.0920 M-CP 24 Canoe Paddle
They bear the markings of the 
seven clans into which the 
GOGODARA Tribe is divided. 
Obtained by A.P. Lyons, R.M.W.D. 
from a member of the 
GOGODARA Tribe during July + 
August 1916.
"KE-ARI" GOGODARA tribe A.P. Lyons, R.M.W.D. 
 List No:10. See Crawford 
1981
1 P1217 1985.0339.0914 M-CP 22 Canoe Paddle
They bear the markings of the 
seven clans into which the 
GOGODARA Tribe is divided. 
Obtained by A.P. Lyons, R.M.W.D. 
from a member of the 
GOGODARA Tribe during July + 
August 1916.
"KE-ARI" GOGODARA tribe A.P. Lyons, R.M.W.D. 
 List No:10. See Crawford 
1981
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1 P1218 1985.0339.0918  M-CP 20 Canoe Paddle
see remarks at P12-15-17 
(Gogodara tribe) They bear the 
markings of the seven clans into 
which the GOGODARA Tribe is 
divided. Obtained by A.P. Lyons, 
R.M.W.D. from a member of the 
GOGODARA Tribe during July + 
August 1916
"KE-ARI" GOGODARA tribe See ante, List No: 10
1 P1219 1985.0339.0916  M-CP 23 Canoe Paddle
see remarks at P12-15-17 
(Gogodara tribe)They bear the 
markings of the seven clans into 
which the GOGODARA Tribe is 
divided. Obtained by A.P. Lyons, 
R.M.W.D. from a member of the 
GOGODARA Tribe during July + 
August 1916. 
"KE-ARI" GOGODARA tribe  List No: 10 
1 P1220 1985.0339.0921 M-CP 27 Canoe Paddle
see remarks at P12-15-17 
(Gogodara tribe)They bear the 
markings of the seven clans into 
which the GOGODARA Tribe is 
divided. Obtained by A.P. Lyons, 
R.M.W.D. from a member of the 
GOGODARA Tribe during July + 
August 1916. 
"KE-ARI" GOGODARA tribe  List No: 10 
1 P1221 1985.0339.0917 M-CP 25 Canoe Paddle
see remarks at P12-15-17 
(Gogodara tribe)They bear the 
markings of the seven clans into 
which the GOGODARA Tribe is 
divided. Obtained by A.P. Lyons, 
R.M.W.D. from a member of the 
GOGODARA Tribe during July + 
August 1916.
"KE-ARI" GOGODARA tribe List No: 10 
1 P1222 1985.0339.0915  M-CP 31 Canoe Paddle
see remarks at P12-15-17 
(Gogodara tribe) They bear the 
markings of the seven clans into 
which the GOGODARA Tribe is 
divided. Obtained by A.P. Lyons, 
R.M.W.D. from a member of the 
GOGODARA Tribe during July + 
August 1916. 
"KE-ARI" GOGODARA tribe List No: 10. See Crawford 1981
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1 P1223 1985.0339.0913  M-CP 26 Canoe Paddle
see remarks at P12-15-17 
(Gogodara tribe) They bear the 
markings of the seven clans into 
which the GOGODARA Tribe is 
divided. Obtained by A.P. Lyons, 
R.M.W.D. from a member of the 
GOGODARA Tribe during July + 
August 1916. 
"KE-ARI" GOGODARA tribe List No: 10. See Crawford 1981
1 P1224 1985.0339.0776  M-CP 30 Canoe Paddle
see remarks at P12-15-17 
(Gogodara tribe) They bear the 
markings of the seven clans into 
which the GOGODARA Tribe is 
divided. Obtained by A.P. Lyons, 
R.M.W.D. from a member of the 
GOGODARA Tribe during July + 
August 1916. 
"KE-ARI" GOGODARA tribe List No: 10 
1 P1224 A M-WB 34 Bow
MAI HEARI Tribe 
(KUKUKUKU) Nabo Ra, Gulf 
Div.,
List No: 31. See Report in AR 
1916-17 Skelly and Miles
1 P1225 M-WB 134 Bow Stick
MAI HEARI Tribe 
(KUKUKUKU) Nabo Ra, Gulf 
Div.,
List No: 31. See Report in AR 
1916-17 Skelly and Miles
1 P1226 M-WB 64 Bow Stick
MAI HEARI Tribe 
(KUKUKUKU) Nabo Ra, Gulf 
Div.,
List No: 31. See Report in AR 
1916-17 Skelly and Miles
1 P1227 M-WB 29 Bow Stick
MAI HEARI Tribe 
(KUKUKUKU) Nabo Ra, Gulf 
Div.,
List No: 31. See Report in AR 
1916-17 Skelly and Miles
5 P1228 1985.0339.0850-0854
M-WA 1514-
1518
Arrows (plain 
points)
MAI HEARI Tribe 
(KUKUKUKU) Nabo Ra, Gulf 
Div.,
List No: 31. See Report in AR 
1916-17 Skelly and Miles
5 P1229 1985.0339.0845-0849
M-WA 1519-
1523
Arrows (plain 
points)
MAI HEARI Tribe 
(KUKUKUKU) Nabo Ra, Gulf 
Div.,
List No: 31. See Report in AR 
1916-17 Skelly and Miles
5 P1230 M-W 1582-1586
Arrows (plain 
points +  
bamboo (1))
MAI HEARI Tribe 
(KUKUKUKU) Nabo Ra, Gulf 
Div.,
List No: 31. See Report in AR 
1916-17 Skelly and Miles
5 P1231 M-WA 1195-96 (2)
Arrows 
(bamboo + 
pronged)
MAI HEARI Tribe 
(KUKUKUKU) Nabo Ra, Gulf 
Div.,
M-WA 2526-2528 
(3)
List No: 31. See Report in AR 
1916-17 Skelly and Miles
4 P1232
1 transfd to 
A.Mus. Coll 
(E.24311)
Arrows (bone-
points + 
painted
FLY River, above (illegible) 
ELLANGOWAN, Jan. 26 M-WA 1759-1761 List No: 32
Red line drawn to divide between P1224-5 maybe to indicate  separate boxes/crates? 4 packages received per S.S. "Morinda" 27/4/1917. P.36/1917
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6 P1233 M-WA 1984-1988
Arrows 
(moniliform 
points)
FLY River, above (illegible) 
ELLANGOWAN, Jan. 26 List No: 32
5 P1234 M-WA 1993-1996
Arrows 
(moniliform 
points)
FLY River, above (illegible) 
ELLANGOWAN, Jan. 26 List No: 32
5 P1235
2 Transfd to 
A.Mus. Coll. 
(E.24309-10)
Arrows 
(moniliform 
points)
FLY River, above (illegible) 
ELLANGOWAN, Jan. 26 M-WA 1990-1992 List No: 32
1 P1236 M-WB 126 Bamboo Bow LAKE MURRAY M-WB 126 List No: 33
1 P1237 Bamboo Bow LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
1 P1238
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.24300)
Bamboo Bow LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
1 P1239 M-WB 23 Bamboo Bow LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
1 P1240 M-WB 14 Bamboo Bow LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
6 P1241 M-WA 317-321
Arrows (long 
moniliform 
points)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
6 P1242 M-WA 322-326
Arrows (long 
moniliform 
points)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
5 P1243 M-WA 327-331
Arrows (long 
moniliform 
points)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
4 P1244
M-WA 332-3 
1 transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.24308)
Arrows (long 
moniliform 
points)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
5 P1245 M-WA 664-668
Arrows (long 
moniliform 
points)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
6 P1246 M-WA 1885-1890
Arrows 
(cassow. 
toenails, 
barbed)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
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6 P1247
1 transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.24307). 
MWA 1891-
1895
Arrows 
(cassow. 
toenails, 
barbed +plain)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
5 P1248 M-WA 1144 Arrows (various) LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
5 P1249
Arrows, (bone 
pointed + 
barbed with 
Echidna 
Spines)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
6 P1250
1 transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.24303) M-
WA 1960-
1964
Arrows (bone 
points, barbs 
cut in the 
solid)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
6 P1251
1 Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.24304) M-
WA 1965-
1969
Arrows (bone 
points, barbs 
cut in the 
solid)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
6 P1252
1 transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.24305) M-
WA 1762-
1766
Arrows, (bone 
points, one 
barb)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
5 P1253 M-WA 1767-1772
Arrows, (bone 
points, one 
barb)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
4 P1254 M-WA 1773-1776
Arrows, (bone 
points, one 
barb)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
4 P1255
1 Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.24306) M-
WA 1777-
1779
Arrows, (bone 
points 
depressed 
barb)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
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4 P1256
1 Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll 
(E.24302). M-
WA 1780-
1782
Arrows, (bone 
pointed, 1 
lateral barb)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33 also says: see ante
3 P1257
Arrows, (bone 
pointed, 1 
lateral barb)
LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
4 P1258
1 Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.24301). M-
WA 1864-
1866
Arrows, (bone 
pointed) barb LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
4 P1259 M-WA 1783-1786
Arrows, (bone 
pointed) barb LAKE MURRAY List No: 33
6 P1260
2 Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows 
(bamboo 
points)
Fly River List No: 34
3 P1261 M-WA 656-658
Arrows (long 
moniliform 
points)
Fly River List No: 34
1 P1262
Carved Staff 
"with figure of 
a woman"
in pencil: Trobriand group List No: 15
1 P1263 Plume in pencil:  moth-eaten "DIVARI" Neighbourhood of Fly R. List No:1
1 P1264 Plume in pencil:  moth-eaten "DIVARI" Neighbourhood of Fly R. List No: 2
1 P1265 Plume in pencil:  moth-eaten "DIVARI" Neighbourhood of Fly R. List No: 3
1 P1266 Plume in pencil:  moth-eaten "DIVARI" Neighbourhood of Fly R. List No: 4
1 P1267 Plume in pencil:  moth-eaten "DIVARI" Neighbourhood of Fly R. List No: 5
1 P1268 Plume in pencil:  moth-eaten "DIVARI" Neighbourhood of Fly R. List No: 6
1 P1269 Plume in pencil:  moth-eaten "DIVARI" Neighbourhood of Fly R. List No: 7
1 P1270 M-WB 117 Bow Stick in pencil: not on list M-WB 117
1 P1271 Bow Stick in pencil: not on list
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1 P1272 1985.0339.0909 M-WC 465 Sword Club in pencil: not on list (in pencil):  north coast
1 P1273 1985.0339.0886 M-WC 115
Stone-headed 
Club, (Pick-
shaped)
BARAI DISTRICT, UPPER 
KEMP-WELCH R., 
S.W.SLOPE OF MOUNT 
OBREE
Coll. by J.T. 
O'Malley, R.M. 
(Rigo District) 
List No: 74
1 P1274 1985.0339.0822 M-WC 121
Stone-headed 
Club, (8 rayed 
star)
BARAI DISTRICT, UPPER 
KEMP-WELCH R., 
S.W.SLOPE OF MOUNT 
OBREE
Coll. by J.T. 
O'Malley, R.M. 
(Rigo District) 
List No: 75
1 P1275 1985.0339.0065 M-WC 550
Stone-headed 
Club (pine-
apple) head 
only
"VI-E" TUALA Tribe, Mondo Village, Mafulu Dist., Cent Div. 
P.O. Fitzgerald, Oct 
1916 List No: 76
1 P1276 1985.0339.0794  M-WC 75
Stone-headed 
Club (pine-
apple)
Hinterland of KABADI W.P. Clark List No: 77
1 P1277 1985.0339.0811 M-WC 87
Stone-headed 
Club (notched 
disc)
List No: 78
1 P1278 1985.0339.0809 M-WC 63 - M-WC 76
Stone-headed 
Club (ovoid) List No: 79
1 P1279 1985.0339.0716 M-WC 4
Stone-headed 
Club (white 
disc)
TAUPOTA District, N.E. 
COAST List No: 80
1 P1280 1985.0339.0788 M-WC 268
Stone-headed 
Club (pine-
apple; 
feathered)
List No: 81
1 P1281 1985.0339.0823 M-WC 107
Stone-headed 
Club (pine -
apple)
List No: 82
1 P1282
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Stone-headed 
Club (pine-
apple, head 
only)
List No: 83
1 P1283 1985.0339.0628 M-WC 275
Stone-headed 
Club (ball,  or 
ring, head 
only)
List No: 84
1 P1284
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Stone-headed 
Club (seven 
rayed star)
List No: 85
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1 P1285 1985.0339.0883 M-WC 129
Stone-headed 
Club (pick-
shaped)
List No: 86
1 P1286 1985.0339.0730  M-WC 543
Stone-headed 
Club (6 rayed 
knobbed, or 
star)
("from Mrs Horne") List No: 87
1 P1287 1985.0339.0876 M-WC 112
Stone-headed 
Club (12 rayed 
star)
List No: 88
1 P1288 1985.0339.0793 M-WC 65 (in blue ink)
Stone-headed 
Club, (ball, or 
ring)
"from Mrs Horne" List No: 89
1 P1289 1985.0339.0838  M-WC 109
Stone-headed 
Club (7 rayed 
star)
"from Mrs Horne" List No: 90
1 P1290 1985.0339.0874 M-WC 47
Stone-headed 
Club (ovoid, 
with Goura 
feathers)
HAWOIU VILLAGE, MAI 
HEARI Tribe (KUKUKUKU) 
NABO RANGE GULF 
DIVISION
List No: 91. See Report in AR 
1916-17 Skelly and Miles
1 P1291 1985.0339.0773 M-WC 30
Stone-headed 
Club, (large 
oval "disc")
PAPIKAVA VILLAGE, ditto 
Tribe as above, also locality 
[MAI HEARI Tribe 
(KUKUKUKU) NABO 
RANGE GULF DIVISION]
List No: 92. See Report in AR 
1916-17 Skelly and Miles
1 P1292 1985.0339.0820 M-WC 128
Stone-headed 
Club, (large 
knobbed, 6 
rows)
Same as P.1290 sic [P.1290 
reads: HAWOIU VILLAGE, 
MAI HEARI Tribe 
(KUKUKUKU) NABO 
RANGE GULF DIVISION]
List No: 93. See Report in AR 
1916-17 Skelly and Miles
1 P1293 1985.0339.0827 M-WC 127 LAKE MURRAY List No: 94
1 P1294 1985.0339.0877 M-WC 53 LAKE MURRAY List No: 95
1 P1295 1985.0339.0804 M-WC 617 PARAMA, WEST-DIVISION List No: 14
Realistic looking gun, carved from wood, 
with metal parts painted black. Label is only 
string and eyelet left. Marked: 14 in white.
1 P1296 1985.0339.0897 M-WC 618
Model of 
Bayonet (used 
in a dance)
PARAMA, WEST-DIVISION Carved by "Sepi" List No: 14
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1 P1297 1985.0339.0938 M-CP 36 Large Paddle See ante LAKE MURRAY, Jan 1917. List No:19
1 P1298 Large Paddle Destroyed, riddled with borers. LAKE MURRAY Jan 1917. List No: 20
1 P1299 1985.0339.1121 M-W 22 Snout of Saw Fish Mekeo District List No: 1
(in ink):  has label attached which reads: 
"POISONED" handle with thought
1 P1300 1985.0339.0833 M-WC 615 Club Handle List No: 1
1 P1301 Bow-Stick List No: 1
1 P1302 M-WS 183 Palmwood Spear in pencil: ?north coast List No: 1
1 P1303 1985.0339.0697 M-RP 117 In pencil: pole List No: 1
1 P1304 M-RP 118 In pencil: pole List No: 1
1 P1305 Stone Adze-Blade
MAIOKI VILLAGE, OANI Mt 
BROWN DISTRICT List No: 89
1 P1306 Stone Adze-Blade
MAIOKI VILLAGE, OANI Mt 
BROWN DISTRICT List No: 90
1 P1307 Stone Adze-Blade
MAIOKI VILLAGE, OANI Mt 
BROWN DISTRICT List No: 91
1 P1308 Stone Adze-Blade
MAIOKI VILLAGE, OANI Mt 
BROWN DISTRICT List No: 92
1 P1309 Stone Adze-Blade
MAIOKI VILLAGE, OANI Mt 
BROWN DISTRICT List No: 93
1 P1310 Stone Adze-Blade
MAIOKI VILLAGE, OANI Mt 
BROWN DISTRICT List No: 94
1 P1311 Stone Adze-Blade
OIAUDI  VILLAGE, OANI, Mt 
BROWN DISTRICT List No: 95
1 P1312 Stone Adze-Blade
OIAUDI  VILLAGE, OANI, Mt 
BROWN DISTRICT List No: 96
1 P1313
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Stone Adze-
Blade
OIAUDI  VILLAGE, OANI, Mt 
BROWN DISTRICT List No: 97
1 P1314
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Stone Adze-
Blade
OIAUDI  VILLAGE, OANI, Mt 
BROWN DISTRICT List No: 98
1 P1315 Stone Adze-Blade
OIAUDI  VILLAGE, OANI, Mt 
BROWN DISTRICT List No: 99
1 P1316 Stone Adze-Blade
OIAUDI  VILLAGE, OANI, Mt 
BROWN DISTRICT List No: 100
1 P1317 Stone Adze-Blade
ALELEWAKA VILLAGE, 
OANI, Mt BROWN 
DISTRICT
List No: 101
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1 P1318 Stone Adze-Blade
ALELEWAKA VILLAGE, 
OANI, Mt BROWN 
DISTRICT
List No: 102
1 P1319 Stone Adze-Blade
ALELEWAKA VILLAGE, 
OANI, Mt BROWN 
DISTRICT
List No: 103
1 P1320 Stone Adze-Blade
DUOBAI  VILLAGE, OISA, 
Mt BROWN DISTRICT List No: 104
1 P1321 Stone Adze-Blade
DUOBAI  VILLAGE, OISA, 
Mt BROWN DISTRICT List No: 105
1 P1322 Stone Adze-Blade
DUOBAI  VILLAGE, OISA, 
Mt BROWN DISTRICT List No: 106
1 P1323
"Ceremonial 
Stone" 
(shaped like 
axe-blade)
?Fly R. District
List No: 107. In pencil: See 
Col. K. MacKay-  "Across 
Papua" A.M. Library 16005 
p.174. Copied in plaster for 
Aust. Mus. Mould T.536 
L.1339.
1 P1324 Stone Adze (complete) "IWA"
OBAOBA VILL., DILAVA 
TRIBE, MAFULU DISTRICT, 
CENT. DIV.
"Receieved from 
Patrol Officer 
Fitzgerald, October 
1916"
List No: 108
1 P1325 1985.0339.0755 M-TA 58 Stone Adze (complete) "IWA"
MAI HEARI TRIBE, 
(KUKUKUKU) NABO 
RANGES, GULF DIV.
See Report in AR 1916-17 
Skelly and Miles List No: 109
1 P1326 Stone Adze (complete) "IWA"
MAI HEARI TRIBE, 
(KUKUKUKU) NABO 
RANGES, GULF DIV.
List No: 110. See Report in 
AR 1916-17 Skelly and Miles
1 P1327
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Stone Adze 
(complete) "IWA"
MAI HEARI TRIBE, 
(KUKUKUKU) NABO 
RANGES, GULF DIV.
List No: 111. See Report in 
AR 1916-17 Skelly and Miles
1 P1328 1985.0339.0736 M-TA 56 Stone Adze (complete) "IWA"
MAI HEARI TRIBE, 
(KUKUKUKU) NABO 
RANGES, GULF DIV.
See Report in AR 1916-17 
Skelly and MilesList No: 112
1 P1329
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll.
Stone Adze 
(complete) "IWA"
MAI HEARI TRIBE, 
(KUKUKUKU) NABO 
RANGES, GULF DIV.
List No: 113. See Report in 
AR 1916-17 Skelly and Miles
1 P1330 1985.0339.0635 M-TA 29 Stone Adze (complete) "IWA"
MAI HEARI TRIBE, 
(KUKUKUKU) NABO 
RANGES, GULF DIV.
See Report in AR 1916-17 
Skelly and Miles List No: 114
1 P1331
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.24312)
Stone Adze 
(complete) "IWA"
MAI HEARI TRIBE, 
(KUKUKUKU) NABO 
RANGES, GULF DIV.
List No: 115. See Report in 
AR 1916-17 Skelly and Miles
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1 P1332 1985.0339.0745 M-TA 31 Stone Adze (complete) "IWA"
MAI HEARI TRIBE, 
(KUKUKUKU) NABO 
RANGES, GULF DIV.
See Report in AR 1916-17 
Skelly and Miles  List No: 116
1 P1333
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Stone Adze 
(complete) "IWA"
MAI HEARI TRIBE, 
(KUKUKUKU) NABO 
RANGES, GULF DIV.
List No: 117. See Report in 
AR 1916-17 Skelly and Miles
1 P1334 1985.0339.0760 M-TA 171
Stone Axe-
Blade in 
socket or 
"shoe"
LAKE MURRAY List No: 118
1 P1335 Flint: (flaked for razors)
FLY RIVER, BELOW 
JUNCTION WITH 
STRICKLAND RIVER
List No: 119 (in pencil: or 
129?)
1 P1336 1985.0339.0101 M-DF 11
Stone Block, 
also used as 
lamp} See 
also P.1338-9
"NAKEO"
I-U VILLAGE GOGODARA 
PEOPLE, BETWEEN FLY + 
ARAMIA RIVERS the latter a 
tributary of the BAMU 
The resin burnt in 
the lamps is called 
"gagaba" (See 
P1339) Motuan 
name is Namanu" 
Koiari name 
"Moano" Hula 
"Kwarea" the juice 
is said to be used 
for tatooing.
List No: 2.  Note Lyons 1926 
for description and correct 
spelling: 'agagaba'
1 P1337
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
(E.24314)
Stone Block, 
also used as 
lamp} See 
also P.1338-9
The resin burnt in the lamps is 
called 'GAGABA" (See P.1339); 
Motuan name "NAMANU"; KOIARI 
name "MOANO"; HULA 
"KAWREA" the juice is siad to be 
used for tatooing.
I-U VILLAGEGOGODARA 
PEOPLE, BETWEEN FLY + 
ARAMIA RIVERS the latter a 
tributary of the BAMU 
List No: 2
1 P1338 1985.0339.0099 M-DF 5 Wooden Block used as lamp "NAKEO" Same as P.1336-7 q.v.
List No: 2 portion taken for 
AM Coll E24315. See 
Crawford (1981)
1 P1339 1985.0339.1228 M-DR 13
Native 
Package of 
Resin
For native names of this resin in 
other districts see P1336-7 "GAGABA" Same as P.1336-7 q.v. List No: 2
1 P1340 1985.0339.1022 M-TK 32
Bamboo 
Beheading 
Knife
"VERE" (Kiwai 
District)
KEREWA, GOARIBARI 
ISLD. List No: 5
1 P1341 1985.0339.0172 M-OH 199 Conical Head Dress "DIBA"
I-U VILLAGE (See P. 1336-
7) List No 20
1 P1342 M-WP 25
Gauntlet or 
Wrist Guard 
(plaited cane)
LAKE MURRAY List No 11
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1 P1343 1985.0339.1067 M-DT 78 P.47/1917
Bamboo Pipe 
(2 lateral holes 
and holder)
{DADI VILLAGE, 
GOGODARA people (See P 
1336-7 &C)}
List No 28 Probably collected by Lyons (Gogodara)
1 P1344 1985.0339.1133 M-DR 33
Bundle of Split 
Wood marked 
CANDLES 
P.47/1917 Same wood in Kiwai 
Keroro memo by BWB "I am told 
that this wood is known to the 
Koitapuans and Koiare as "Idi" the 
flowers being called Keroro. 
Motuans call the wood Keroro and 
like the scent.
"GARABO" I-U VILLAGE (See P. 1336-7) 
Coll. by Col. Murray 
Oct. 1916. 
List No 1portion taken for AM 
Coll E24316
1 P1345 M-HT 7
Alligator Trap 
{coconut 
transfixed with 
wooden 
stakes, 
attached to 
cane}
cf Malayan and African method 
"Anthropos" X-XI 1915-16,p.397. A 
considerable length of cane has 
been cut off the handle. The 
staked end is covered with putrified 
flesh and trailed in the water, until 
the alligator is induced to bite. 
Native name of trap "WARATI", 
collected by AP Lyons RM
GOGODARA Tribe, between 
Fly + Aramia Rs. W.D. A.P. Lyons R.M. List No:1
1 P1346 1985.0339.1221 M-FN 29
Large Fish Net 
(funnel- 
shaped)
"GENA" SAMARA People, WEST. DIV.
Collected by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No:9
1 P1347 Transferred to Aus mus coll
Stuffed 
Human Head
Village "had not previously been 
visited by white men. Nothing is 
accordingly known of 
people..language.. Customs" 
collected by AP Lyons RM
"DIBIBU" Village on Tribut. of Fly R A.P. Lyons R.M. List No: 23
1 P1348 1985.0339.0670 M-OC 157 Woman's Hood "TUBMU"
same locality as P.1347: 
Village on Tribut. of Fly R. 
Village "had not previously 
been visited by white men. 
Nothing is accordingly known 
of people..language.. 
Customs" collected by AP 
Lyons RM cf "Man" 1923 
mch,.
Collected A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No:27
1 P1349 1985.0339.0232 M-OH 122 Widow's Cap "KATUM"
Worn by the people of 
SAPARA and kindred 
villages…on the banks of the 
upper Estuary of the Fly 
Fiver W.D.
Collected A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No:28
Consignment per SS "john Williams" rec'd 24/4/1918 1918 P.9/1918
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1 P1350 1985.0339.1182 M-DT 61 Bamboo Pipe "BAUBAU"
Same locality as P.1347. 
Village on Tribut. of Fly R. 
Village "had not previously 
been visited by white men. 
Nothing is accordingly known 
of people..language.. 
Customs" collected by AP 
Lyons RM cf "Man" 1923 
mch,.
Collected A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No:29
1 P1351 1985.0339.0775 M-AF 71 Carved Figure of a Woman
"represents the wife of the founder 
of the tribe" "SIRURA"
TOROBINA Village, BAMU 
R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 30 Probably collected by AP Lyons (Gogodara)
1 P1352 Carved Figure of a Man
"represents the wife of the founder 
of the tribe" collected by AP Lyons "AGISA"
TOROBINA Village, BAMU 
R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 31
1 P1353 1985.0339.0085 M-AF 89 Carved Figure of a Child
"represents the children of the 
founder of the tribe" collected by 
AP Lyons RM
"SIAU, SANAI, MEAI-
I"
TOROBINA Village, BAMU 
R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 32
1 P1354 1985.0339.0540 M-AF 84 Carved Figure of a Child
"represents the children of the 
founder of the tribe" collected by 
AP Lyons RM
"SIAU, SANAI, MEAI-
I"
TOROBINA Village, BAMU 
R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 33
1 P1355 1985.0339.0093 M-AF 94 Carved Figure of a Child
"represents the children of the 
founder of the tribe" collected by 
AP Lyons RM
"SIAU, SANAI, MEAI-
I"
TOROBINA Village, BAMU 
R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 34
1 P1356 1985.0339.0510 M-AF 95 Carved Figure of a Child
"represents the children of the 
founder of the tribe" collected by 
AP Lyons RM
"SIAU, SANAI, MEAI-
I"
TOROBINA Village, BAMU 
R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 35
1 P1357 1985.0339.0072 M-AF 86 Carved Figure of a Child
"represents the children of the 
founder of the tribe" collected by 
AP Lyons RM
"SIAU, SANAI, MEAI-
I"
TOROBINA Village, BAMU 
R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 36
1 P1358 1985.0339.0092 M-AF 92 Carved Figure of a Child
"represents the children of the 
founder of the tribe" collected by 
AP Lyons RM
"SIAU, SANAI, MEAI-
I"
TOROBINA Village, BAMU 
R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 37
1 P1359 Carved Figure of a Child
"represents the children of the 
founder of the tribe" collected by 
AP Lyons RM
"SIAU, SANAI, MEAI-
I"
TOROBINA Village, BAMU 
R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 38
1 P1360 1985.0339.0071 M-AF 91 Carved Figure of a Child
"represents the children of the 
founder of the tribe" collected by 
AP Lyons RM
"SIAU, SANAI, MEAI-
I"
TOROBINA Village, BAMU 
R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 39
1 P1361 1985-0339.0818 M-AF 96 Eel Carving, in wood
used by the Dibiri tribe, BAMU river 
in connection with a ceremony 
called MAGURU. No.s P1361-8 
are said to be totemic, No.s P1351-
71 all obtained by AP Lyons RM
"UPA" TOROBINA Village, BAMU R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M.
List No: 40. See Flint 1919 
about Maguru/Moguru 
ceremony
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1 P1362 1985.0339.1248 M-AF 196
Effigy in wood 
of large 
alligator
used by the Dibiri tribe, BAMU river 
in connection with a ceremony 
called MAGURU. No.s P1361-8 
are said to be totemic, No.s P1351-
71 all obtained by AP Lyons RM M-
AF 196 (not sure if AIA No refs to 
all here, or only P1362)
"SIBARA" TOROBINA Village, BAMU R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 41
1 P1363 1985.0339.0802 M-AF 101 Carving of Shark
used by the Dibiri tribe, BAMU river 
in connection with a ceremony 
called MAGURU. No.s P1361-8 
are said to be totemic, No.s P1351-
71 all obtained by AP Lyons RM
"OMEA" TOROBINA Village, BAMU R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 42
1 P1364 Carving of a black Bird
used by the Dibiri tribe, BAMU river 
in connection with a ceremony 
called MAGURU. No.s P1361-8 
are said to be totemic, No.s P1351-
71 all obtained by AP Lyons RM
"BADU" TOROBINA Village, BAMU R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 43
1 P1365 1985.0339.0503 M-AF 68 Carving of a Pig
used by the Dibiri tribe, BAMU river 
in connection with a ceremony 
called MAGURU. No.s P1361-8 
are said to be totemic, No.s P1351-
71 all obtained by AP Lyons RM
"GIRO" TOROBINA Village, BAMU R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M.
List No: 44. PRIM /ART film 
1. See Flint 1919 about 
Maguru/Moguru ceremony
1 P1366 1985.0339.0450 M-AF 100 Small carving of Alligator
used by the Dibiri tribe, BAMU river 
in connection with a ceremony 
called MAGURU. No.s P1361-8 
are said to be totemic, No.s P1351-
71 all obtained by AP Lyons RM
"SIBARA" TOROBINA Village, BAMU R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M.
List No: 45. See Flint 1919 
about Maguru/Moguru 
ceremony
1 P1367 transferred to aus mus coll
Small carving 
of Alligator
used by the Dibiri tribe, BAMU river 
in connection with a ceremony 
called MAGURU. No.s P1361-8 
are said to be totemic, No.s P1351-
71 all obtained by AP Lyons RM
"SIBARA" TOROBINA Village, BAMU R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 46
1 P1368 1985.0339.0074 M-AF 97 Small carving of Alligator
used by the Dibiri tribe, BAMU river 
in connection with a ceremony 
called MAGURU. No.s P1361-8 
are said to be totemic, No.s P1351-
71 all obtained by AP Lyons RM
"SIBARA" TOROBINA Village, BAMU R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 47, prim art film 3
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1 P1369 Carved wooden Head
used by the Dibiri tribe, BAMU river 
in connection with a ceremony 
called MAGURU. No.s P1361-8 
are said to be totemic, No.s P1351-
71 all obtained by AP Lyons RM
TOROBINA Village, BAMU 
R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 40
1 P1370 1985.0339.0536 M-AF 98 Carved wooden Head
used by the Dibiri tribe, BAMU river 
in connection with a ceremony 
called MAGURU. No.s P1361-8 
are said to be totemic, No.s P1351-
71 all obtained by AP Lyons RM
TOROBINA Village, BAMU 
R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No:4, prim art film 3
1 P1371 Transferred to Aus Mus Coll
Carved 
wooden Head
used by the Dibiri tribe, BAMU river 
in connection with a ceremony 
called MAGURU. No.s P1361-8 
are said to be totemic, No.s P1351-
71 all obtained by AP Lyons RM
TOROBINA Village, BAMU 
R., Western Division
Obtained by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M. List No: 42
1 P1372 1985.0339.0761 M-TA 232 Stone-bladed Axe "BUITATARIKA"
same locality as P.1347: 
Village on Tribut. of Fly R. 
Village "had not previously 
been visited by white men. 
Nothing is accordingly known 
of people..language.. 
Customs" collected by AP 
Lyons RM cf "Man" 1923 
mch,.
collected by AP 
Lyons RM List No:123
1 P1373 1985.0339.0924 M-CP 35 Long Canoe Paddle
same locality as P.1347: 
Village on Tribut. of Fly R. 
Village "had not previously 
been visited by white men. 
Nothing is accordingly known 
of people..language.. 
Customs" collected by AP 
Lyons RM cf "Man" 1923 
mch,.
collected A.P. 
Lyons R.M., List No: 34
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1 P1374 Drum "BUMA"
same locality as P.1347: 
Village on Tribut. of Fly R. 
Village "had not previously 
been visited by white men. 
Nothing is accordingly known 
of people..language.. 
Customs" collected by AP 
Lyons RM cf "Man" 1923 
mch,.
collected A.P. 
Lyons, R.M., List No: 35
7 P1375 M-WA 1787-1793
Arrows, 
painted and 
bone-pointed
"TUMANI" in pencil: no loc given List No: 36
6 P1376 M-WA 1800-1804
Arrows, 
painted + 
bone-pointed
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. see ante. List No 36
6 P1377 M-WA 1794-1799
Arrows, 
painted + 
bone- pointed
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
6 P1378
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Arrows, 
painted + 
bone- pointed
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
6 P1379 2 Transfd to A.M.Coll.
Arrows, bone-
pointed and 
carved
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
6 P1380
Arrows, 
pointed with 
cassowary toe-
nails
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
6 P1381
Arrows, 
pointed with 
cassowary toe-
nails
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
8 P1382 3 Transfd to A.M. Coll.
Arrows, bone-
pointed (and 
barbed)
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
6 P1383
Arrows, bone-
pointed (and 
barbed)
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
5 P1384
Arrows, 
barbed with 
Echidna 
spines
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
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5 P1385
Arrows, 
wooden 
points, barbed
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
3 P1386 M-WA 729-731
Arrows, 
wooden 
points, barbed
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
7 P1387 M-WA 1343-1349
Arrows, 
wooden 
points, plain
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
8 P1388 M-WA 1350-1357
Arrows, 
wooden 
points, plain
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
7 P1389 M-WA 1358-1364
Arrows, 
wooden 
points, plain
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
8 P1390 M-WA1095-1098
Arrows, 
wooden 
points, plain
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
6 P1391
Arrows, 
wooden 
points, various
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
4 P1392 M-WA 1095-1098
Arrows, 
bamboo points 
(long)
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
7 P1393 M-WA 106-1074
Arrows, 
bamboo points 
(long)
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
4 P1394 M-WA 1075-1076
Arrows, 
bamboo points 
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
2 P1395 M-WA 1981-1983
Arrows, 
bamboo points 
(long)
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
3 P1396
Arrows, flat 
palmwood 
points
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
3 P1397
Arrows, plain 
points; very 
long
General name for arrows supplied 
with this consignment "TUMANI" "TUMANI" (in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
1 P1398
Short Spear, 
barbed 
palmwood
(in pencil:)  no locality given. List No:36
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1 P1399 1985.0339.0460 M-RM 62 Mask (see remarks)
Used in connection with a 
ceremony called "GI" "MABU"
GOGODARA Tribe, between 
Fly + Aramia Rs. W.D. A.P. Lyons
See Oceanic Art by Meyer 
and Konnemann. Also 
Crawford (1981:320) List No: 
2, and Lyons 1926
Nose has finger prints, and back of mask 
has large No2 written on it.
1 P1400 1985.0339.0963 M-FT 35 Conical Fish Basket UPPER TURAMA RIVER
collected by L.A. 
Flint A/ARM
1 P1401 1985.0339.0491 M-MG 48 Drum
ADIBA Village, GOGODARA 
Tribe, betw FLY and 
ARAMIA Rivers, WEST DIV.
list No: 32
1 P1402 1985.0339.0518 M-MG 60 Drum Lake Murray List No: 33
1 P1403 1985.0339.0694 M-MG 50
War Drum, 
never used for 
ordinary 
dances
BIMARA, GWOIRA RANGE List No: 36
1 P1404 1985.0339.0841 M-WC 468 Flat Palmwood Club
{HAWOUI Village, 
KUKUKUKU, NABO 
RANGES
List No: 10. See Report in AR 
1916-17 Skelly and Miles
1 P1405 1985.0339.0858 M-WC 337 Pounder-shaped Club Lake Murray List No: 11
1 P1406 1985.0339.0881 M-WC 556
Pounder-
shaped Club, 
with spike
Lake Murray List No: 12
1 P1407 1985.0339.0701 M-A 1
Human Skull 
with features 
restored
(in pencil): Kaiserin Augusta 
R. M-A1 List No: 24
1 P1408
M-R 11 
transferred to 
aus mus coll
Charm, 
(elongate 
pebble in 
network)
"used by the old men for making 
sorcery" "FARUMA"
WINIAFI Tribe, 
COLLINGW'D BAY List No: 124
1 P1409 1985.0339.0034 M-R 10
Charm, 
(elongate 
pebble in 
network)
"used by the old men for making 
sorcery" "FARUMA"
WINIAFI Tribe, 
COLLINGW'D BAY List No: 125
1 P1410
Charm, 
(elongate 
pebble in 
network)
"used by the old men for making 
sorcery" "FARUMA"
WINIAFI Tribe, 
COLLINGW'D BAY List No: 126
1 P1411 Stone Mortar [hinterland of MAISENA, NORTH-EAST COAST. List No: 6
1 P1412
Unfinished 
Ceremonial 
Axe blade 
(section)
(In pencil) : ?an old blade with 
secondary treatment Trobriand Islands List No:133
1919 consignment per SS "John Williams" recd 17.5.1919 . P.14/1919
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1 P1413
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Stone Dish (or 
Mortar)
Village of Niroda Karukaru which 
used to be the old villages of BEDA 
+ GARLINA. The KARUKARU are 
a mountain race.
{old village of NIRODA, 
junction of HURIMA and the 
MAMBARE Rivers, vicinity of 
Mount Scratchley}
List No: 133a
1 P1414 Stone Dish (or Mortar) (portion missing, an old break)
[hinterland of MAISENA, 
NORTH-EAST COAST List No: 145
1 P1415 Unfinished Stone Blade
(typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
& FRAGMENTS OF THICK 
NARROW WORKING BLADES. 
From KAVILALI. TROBRIAND 
ISLANDS. (hand written in red ink): 
Index No.134. P1415-20 6 (6 is 
circled). 
KAVILALI, TROBRIAND 
ISLDS. see ante List No: 134
1 P1416 Unfinished Stone Blade
(typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
& FRAGMENTS OF THICK 
NARROW WORKING BLADES. 
From KAVILALI. TROBRIAND 
ISLANDS. (hand written in red ink): 
Index No.134. P1415-20 6 (6 is 
circled). 
KAVILALI, TROBRIAND 
ISLDS. List No: 134
1 P1417 Unfinished Stone Blade
(typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
& FRAGMENTS OF THICK 
NARROW WORKING BLADES. 
From KAVILALI. TROBRIAND 
ISLANDS. (hand written in red ink): 
Index No.134. P1415-20 6 (6 is 
circled). 
KAVILALI, TROBRIAND 
ISLDS. List No: 134
1 P1418
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Unfinished 
Stone Blade
(typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
& FRAGMENTS OF THICK 
NARROW WORKING BLADES. 
From KAVILALI. TROBRIAND 
ISLANDS. (hand written in red ink): 
Index No.134. P1415-20 6 (6 is 
circled). 
KAVILALI, TROBRIAND 
ISLDS. List No: 134
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1 P1419 Unfinished Stone Blade
(typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
& FRAGMENTS OF THICK 
NARROW WORKING BLADES. 
From KAVILALI. TROBRIAND 
ISLANDS. (hand written in red ink): 
Index No.134. P1415-20 6 (6 is 
circled). 
KAVILALI, TROBRIAND 
ISLDS. List No: 134
1 P1420 Unfinished Stone Blade
(typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
& FRAGMENTS OF THICK 
NARROW WORKING BLADES. 
From KAVILALI. TROBRIAND 
ISLANDS. (hand written in red ink): 
Index No.134. P1415-20 6 (6 is 
circled). 
KAVILALI, TROBRIAND 
ISLDS. List No: 134
1 P1421 Flaked Stones
(typed on paper, glued into 
register):  FORMLESS AND 
ROUND STONES AND 
FRAGMENTS USED AS 
HAMMERS AND FOR SIMILAR 
PURPOSES.From TROBRIAND 
ISLANDS (handwritten in red ink): 
"Index. No. 135". (handwritten in 
black ink) : P.1421-5.
Trobriand Islands List No: 134
1 P1422 Flaked Stones
(typed on paper, glued into 
register):  FORMLESS AND 
ROUND STONES AND 
FRAGMENTS USED AS 
HAMMERS AND FOR SIMILAR 
PURPOSES.From TROBRIAND 
ISLANDS (handwritten in red ink): 
"Index. No. 135". (handwritten in 
black ink) : P.1421-5.
Trobriand Islands List No: 135
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1 P1423 Flaked Stones
(typed on paper, glued into 
register):  FORMLESS AND 
ROUND STONES AND 
FRAGMENTS USED AS 
HAMMERS AND FOR SIMILAR 
PURPOSES.From TROBRIAND 
ISLANDS (handwritten in red ink): 
"Index. No. 135". (handwritten in 
black ink) : P.1421-5.
Trobriand Islands List No: 135
1 P1424
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Flaked Stones
(typed on paper, glued into 
register):  FORMLESS AND 
ROUND STONES AND 
FRAGMENTS USED AS 
HAMMERS AND FOR SIMILAR 
PURPOSES.From TROBRIAND 
ISLANDS (handwritten in red ink): 
"Index. No. 135". (handwritten in 
black ink) : P.1421-5.
Trobriand Islands List No: 135
1 P1425 Flaked Stones
(typed on paper, glued into 
register):  FORMLESS AND 
ROUND STONES AND 
FRAGMENTS USED AS 
HAMMERS AND FOR SIMILAR 
PURPOSES.From TROBRIAND 
ISLANDS (handwritten in red ink): 
"Index. No. 135". (handwritten in 
black ink) : P.1421-5.
Trobriand Islands List No: 135
1 P1426 1985.0339.0066 M-TA 230 Unfinished Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
& FRAGMENTS OF LARGE 
WORKING AXES. From UTUVIYA. 
TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(Handwritten in red ink):  No. 136, 
(Handwritten in black ink): P.1426-
31
UTIVIYA, TROBRIAND 
ISLDS List No: 136
1 P1427 Unfinished Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
& FRAGMENTS OF LARGE 
WORKING AXES. From UTUVIYA. 
TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(Handwritten in red ink):  No. 136, 
(Handwritten in black ink): P.1426-
31
UTIVIYA, TROBRIAND 
ISLDS List No: 136
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1 P1428 Unfinished Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
& FRAGMENTS OF LARGE 
WORKING AXES. From UTUVIYA. 
TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(Handwritten in red ink):  No. 136, 
(Handwritten in black ink): P.1426-
31
UTIVIYA, TROBRIAND 
ISLDS
Unfinished blades 
and fragments of 
large working axes. 
P1426-31 No 136 
From Utuviya 
Trobriand Islands. 
This info on piece of 
paper glued in - 
some typed,some 
in large writing red 
pen.
List No: 136
1 P1429 Unfinished Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
& FRAGMENTS OF LARGE 
WORKING AXES. From UTUVIYA. 
TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(Handwritten in red ink):  No. 136, 
(Handwritten in black ink): P.1426-
31
UTIVIYA, TROBRIAND 
ISLDS List No: 136
1 P1430 Unfinished Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
& FRAGMENTS OF LARGE 
WORKING AXES. From UTUVIYA. 
TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(Handwritten in red ink):  No. 136, 
(Handwritten in black ink): P.1426-
31
UTIVIYA, TROBRIAND 
ISLDS List No: 136
1 P1431
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Unfinished 
Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
& FRAGMENTS OF LARGE 
WORKING AXES. From UTUVIYA. 
TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(Handwritten in red ink):  No. 136, 
(Handwritten in black ink): P.1426-
31
UTIVIYA, TROBRIAND 
ISLDS List No: 136
1 P1432 Unfinished Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
AND FRAGMENTS OF SMALL 
BROAD PLANING ADZES. From 
KASIVI. TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(10). (Handwritten in red ink): No. 
137.(Handwritten in black ink):  
P.1432-41 
KASIVI, TROBRIAND ISLDS List No: 137
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1 P1433 Unfinished Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
AND FRAGMENTS OF SMALL 
BROAD PLANING ADZES. From 
KASIVI. TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(10). (Handwritten in red ink): No. 
137.(Handwritten in black ink):  
P.1432-41 
KASIVI, TROBRIAND ISLDS List No: 137
1 P1434 Unfinished Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
AND FRAGMENTS OF SMALL 
BROAD PLANING ADZES. From 
KASIVI. TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(10). (Handwritten in red ink): No. 
137.(Handwritten in black ink):  
P.1432-41 
KASIVI, TROBRIAND ISLDS
Unfinished blades 
and fragments of 
small broad planing 
adzes. From Kasivi 
P1432-41 Np 137 
Trobriand Islands 
10 (circled). This 
info on piece of 
paper glued in - 
some typed,some 
in large writing red 
pen.
List No: 137
1 P1435
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Unfinished 
Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
AND FRAGMENTS OF SMALL 
BROAD PLANING ADZES. From 
KASIVI. TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(10). (Handwritten in red ink): No. 
137.(Handwritten in black ink):  
P.1432-41 
KASIVI, TROBRIAND ISLDS List No: 137
1 P1436 Unfinished Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
AND FRAGMENTS OF SMALL 
BROAD PLANING ADZES. From 
KASIVI. TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(10). (Handwritten in red ink): No. 
137.(Handwritten in black ink):  
P.1432-41 
KASIVI, TROBRIAND ISLDS List No: 137
1 P1437 Unfinished Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
AND FRAGMENTS OF SMALL 
BROAD PLANING ADZES. From 
KASIVI. TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(10). (Handwritten in red ink): No. 
137.(Handwritten in black ink):  
P.1432-41 
KASIVI, TROBRIAND ISLDS List No: 137
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1 P1438 Unfinished Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
AND FRAGMENTS OF SMALL 
BROAD PLANING ADZES. From 
KASIVI. TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(10). (Handwritten in red ink): No. 
137.(Handwritten in black ink):  
P.1432-41 
KASIVI, TROBRIAND ISLDS List No: 137
1 P1439 Unfinished Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
AND FRAGMENTS OF SMALL 
BROAD PLANING ADZES. From 
KASIVI. TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(10). (Handwritten in red ink): No. 
137.(Handwritten in black ink):  
P.1432-41 
KASIVI, TROBRIAND ISLDS List No: 137
1 P1440
Transferred to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Unfinished 
Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
AND FRAGMENTS OF SMALL 
BROAD PLANING ADZES. From 
KASIVI. TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(10). (Handwritten in red ink): No. 
137.(Handwritten in black ink):  
P.1432-41 
KASIVI, TROBRIAND ISLDS List No: 137
1 P1441 Unfinished Stone Blade
(Typed on paper, glued into 
register): UNFINISHED BLADES 
AND FRAGMENTS OF SMALL 
BROAD PLANING ADZES. From 
KASIVI. TROBRIAND ISLANDS. 
(10). (Handwritten in red ink): No. 
137.(Handwritten in black ink):  
P.1432-41 
KASIVI, TROBRIAND ISLDS List No: 137
1 P1442
Finished Axe-
Blade 
(volcanic tuff)
MAI-OKI, OANA Dist., Mt. 
BROWN List No: 138
1 P1443
Finished Axe-
Blade 
(volcanic tuff)
MAI-OKI, OANA Dist., Mt. 
BROWN List No: 139
1 P1444
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Finished Axe-
Blade 
MAI-OKI, OANA Dist., Mt. 
BROWN List No: 140
1 P1445
Finished Axe-
Blade 
(volcanic tuff)
MAI-OKI, OANA Dist., Mt. 
BROWN List No: 141
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1 P1446
Finished Axe-
Blade 
(volcanic tuff)
MAI-OKI, OANA Dist., Mt. 
BROWN List No: 142
1 P1447
Finished Axe-
Blade 
(volcanic tuff)
GAMASUNA, OISA Dist., 
MT.BROWN List No: 144
1 P1448
Finished Axe-
Blade 
(volcanic tuff)
{ WARUMANA, MAIN 
RANGE, (DIMUGA TRIBE), 
INLAND OF MOGUBU, 
EAST DIV)
List No: 145
1 P1449 1985.0339.0675 M-OC 27 Rami Dress (in pencil): no locality given
Ramis listed as collected in 
Murray's diary, this object is a 
candidate. 26 February 1905 
when he ‘bought 3 ramis 
(grass skirts)’ either at or 
near Daru in the Western 
Division (ML MS A3139:290).
Extremely fragile.
1 P1450 1985.0339.0679 M-OC 41 Rami Dress (in pencil): no locality given
Ramis listed as collected in 
Murray's diary, this object is a 
candidate. 26 February 1905 
when he ‘bought 3 ramis 
(grass skirts)’ either at or 
near Daru in the Western 
Division (ML MS A3139:290).
1 P1451 1985.0339.1145 M-DC F 109 Palm-leaf Basket (in pencil): no locality given -
1 P1452 1985.0339.1236 M-C 5
Canoe, 
(carved and 
ornamented)
(handwritten in red ink):  See 
"Sunday Sun" 4/9/1921. DELTA DIVISION
See "Sunday Sun" 
4/9/1921 M-C 5 List No: 13
1 P1453
Human Hair 
"whipped" in 
bark
{"The young men all wear their hair 
in long rolls fown their backs, being 
bound up by a vine"
{TAUNOM VILLAGE, 
DIDIGARU TRIBE, MT. 
BROWN DIST., RIGO, 
CENT. DIV.}
List No: 1
red line inserted 19/IX/1919 per Mr A. Stanley Greenland 
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1 P1454 1985.0339.0944 M-FT 36
Fishing 
Contrivance 
(Float and 
Snare)
Used for catching sharks, name 
UATO, wood KURUMA the red 
pigment KIKITO strings and tassles 
made from the bark of KURUHA 
and called TAI, shells KUADI. The 
contrivance is not much used at 
the present day. Transfd to A.M. 
Coll. pres His Ex J.H.P. Murray 
[see E.25780}
HANUABADA, PORT 
MORESBY List No:2 
1 P1455
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Fishing 
Contrivance 
(Float and 
Snare)
Used for catching sharks, name 
UATO, wood KURUMA the red 
pigment KIKITO strings and tassles 
made from the bark of KURUHA 
and called TAI, shells KUADI. The 
contrivance is not much used at 
the present day.
HANUABADA, PORT 
MORESBY
(in red ink): {Pres. 
His Ex. 
J.H.P.Murray [see 
E.25780]}
List No:2 
1 P1456 M-WS 31
Barbed 
Palmwood 
Spear (distal 
pt. only)
Used for hunting pigs, alligators 
etc.The Kamakarama people have 
much in common with the 
Gogodara people, and a Gogodara 
man is understood by a 
Kamakarama man. (A.P.L., (AP 
Lyons) R.M., W.D). 
"KIBIRI"
KAMAKARAMA TRIBE, 
BETW. FLY & ARAMIA R's. 
WESTERN DIVISION, 
PAPUA
Collected by L. 
Austen, P.O. 
January,  1920. 
List No: 82
1 P1457 M-WA 2162
Palmwood 
pointed + 
barbed arrow, 
head jointed to 
shaft by 
jugular vein of 
alligator
"ASUMANI"
KAMAKARAMA TRIBE, 
BETW. FLY & ARAMIA R's. 
WESTERN DIVISION, 
PAPUA
List No: 38
1 P1458
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Palmwood 
pointed- 
barbed arrow 
junction of 
parts made 
with plaited 
rattan
"ANIDI"
KAMAKARAMA TRIBE, 
BETW. FLY & ARAMIA R's. 
WESTERN DIVISION, 
PAPUA
List No: 39
1 P1459 1985.0339.0356 M-MD 11 Pandeon Pipes
Four bamboo tubes of different 
lengths. Played holding close to 
mouth and blowing on the pipes.
"HAHARAHU"
GUNDUM TRIBE, BETW. 
WASSI_KUSSA & 
MOREHEAD R's., WEST. 
DIVISION, PAPUA
Collected by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M., 
February, 1920
List No: 6
1920 recevied May 11th Per "John Williams" P.18-1920
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1 P1460 1985.0339.0355 M-MD 82 "Primitive Violin". 
Made by fastening a strip of the 
cortex of some cane vine, to both 
ends of a long and thin internode of 
a species of bamboo. This string is 
tuned by inserting three small 
sticks between it and the internode 
of the bamboo. It is played while 
held between the teeth, by 
alternately plucking the string with 
the index fingers of the left and 
right hand. (in pencil) : Although 
packed in a separate box, the 
fiddle string was broken and 
displaced when received. 
"DUNGAL-DUNGAL"
GUNDUM TRIBE, BETW. 
WASSI_KUSSA & 
MOREHEAD R's., WEST. 
DIVISION, PAPUA
Collected by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M., 
February, 1920
List No:7
1 P1461 1985.0339.1095 M-MD 75 "Jaw-Harp", or "Jews' Harp", 
Bamboo, it is held to the mouth by 
one end, the other is jerked with a 
piece of string.
"BIN GONGU"
GUNDUM TRIBE, BETW. 
WASSI_KUSSA & 
MOREHEAD R's., WEST. 
DIVISION, PAPUA
Collected by A.P. 
Lyons, R.M., 
February, 1920
List No;8
1 P1462 1985.0339.0031 M-R 6 Charm? 
Small piece of fish called "GUNA", 
said to be given to a pig to make it 
grow big. Said also to be placed in 
the scrotum of a castrated pig with 
the same object. [The practice of 
castrating is not known amongst 
any Tribe that I have come in 
contact with. The TAPAPI Tribe 
appear to be an admixture of 
GOGODARA with DIBIRI peoples. 
Castration is not known amongst 
either of these peoples, so the 
above should be accepted with 
much reserve. A.P.L., R.M., W.D.
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Collected by Mr L. 
Austen P.O., Oct -
Nov 1919 (in 
pencil):  contains 
what appears to be 
resin., W.W.T.
Daru No:1 C.N.A No: 1. See 
AR 1919:24. Likely to be 
Austen, collected during 
patrol to sago swamp district 
at headwaters of Sagera 
Creek purpose of 
‘subjugating a bloodthirsty 
tribe called Tapapi’
Dried palm leaves?  Has had bug infestation 
at some point. 
1 P1463 1985.0339.0033-0036 M-R 7-8 Charm? 
An insect, thought to be a wasp, 
called MADURA, Said to be given 
to a dog to make it fleet of foot.
"MADURA"
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Collected by Mr. 
Leo Austen, P.O. 
Oct-Nov 1919
DaruNo:2 C.N.A No: 2. See 
AR 1919:24. Likely to be 
Austen, collected during 
patrol to sago swamp district 
at headwaters of Sagera 
Creek purpose of 
‘subjugating a bloodthirsty 
tribe called Tapapi’
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1 P1464 1985.0339.0033-0036 M-R 8 Charm? 
Part of the skin of an alligator. Said 
to be taken from the armpit of the 
forepaw, and used for the same 
purpose as P.1463.
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Collected by Mr. 
Leo Austen, P.O. 
Oct-Nov 1919
DaruNo: 3 C.N.A No: 3. See 
AR 1919:24. Likely to be 
Austen, collected during 
patrol to sago swamp district 
at headwaters of Sagera 
Creek purpose of 
‘subjugating a bloodthirsty 
tribe called Tapapi’
1 P1465 1985.0339.0097 M-DF 6
Bamboo 
Stoppered 
Bottle.
Containing resin. The resin is used 
for lighting purposes, and it also 
given to pigs, but for what purpose 
is unknown.
"WARAGA"
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Collected by Mr. 
Leo Austen, P.O. 
Oct-Nov 1919
Daru No: 4 C.N.A No:1. See 
AR 1919:24. Likely to be 
Austen, collected during 
patrol to sago swamp district 
at headwaters of Sagera 
Creek purpose of 
‘subjugating a bloodthirsty 
tribe called Tapapi’
1 P1466
Earth-
Pigment. 
Chrome 
colour. 
Used for ornamenting the body 
and other things as well "UHURURA"
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Collected by Mr. 
Leo Austen, P.O. 
Oct-Nov 1919
Daru No: 5 C.N.A No:2
1 P1467 1985.0339.1125 M-DR 22
Earth-pigment. 
Brownish 
crimson 
colour. 
Used for ornamenting the body 
and other things as well "UHURURA"
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Collected by Mr. 
Leo Austen, P.O. 
Oct-Nov 1919
Daru No:6 C.N.A No:3
1 P1468 1985.0339.1052 M-FL 8 Fishing Line. 
Made from material obtained from 
inside the root of a tree called 
"DUBURO". Sago palm tree spines 
are used as (toggle) hooks one is 
attached to this spcm. P.1468
"WITU"
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Collected by Mr. 
Leo Austen, P.O. 
Oct-Nov 1919
Daru No:7 C.N.A No: 2
1 P1469 1985.0339.1055 M-FL 11 Fishing Line 
Made from material obtained from 
inside the root of a tree called 
"DUBORO". Sago palm tree spines 
are used as (toggle) hooks one is 
attached to this spcm P.1468
"WITU"
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Collected by Mr. 
Leo Austen, P.O. 
Oct-Nov 1919
Daru No:7 C.N.A No: 2
1 P1470 1985.0339.1053 M-FL 9 Fishing Line 
Made from material obtained from 
inside the root of a tree called 
duboro. Sago palm tree spines are 
used as (toggle) hooks one is 
attached to this spcm. P.1468
"WITU"
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Collected by Mr. 
Leo Austen, P.O. 
Oct-Nov 1919
Daru No:7 C.N.A No: 2
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1 P1471 1985.0339.1054 M-FL 10 Fishing Line 
Made from material obtained from 
inside the root of a tree called 
duboro. Sago palm tree spines are 
used as (toggle) hooks one is 
attached to this spcm P.1468
"WITU"
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Collected by Mr. 
Leo Austen, P.O. 
Oct-Nov 1919
Daru No:7 C.N.A No: 2
1 P1472 Conical Hat 
[Similar to those worn by the 
gogodara people, A.P.L.(AP 
Lyons), R.M., W.D]
"DIBA"
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
AP Lyons
Daru No:8 C.N.A No:29. See 
AR 1919:24. Likely to be 
Austen, collected during 
patrol to sago swamp district 
at headwaters of Sagera 
Creek purpose of 
‘subjugating a bloodthirsty 
tribe called Tapapi’
1 P1473 1985.0339.0126 M-OH 171 Headdress, mitriform "GAWARI"
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Collected by Mr. 
Leo Austen, P.O. 
Oct-Nov 1919
Daru No:9 C.N.A No: 30
Is a pin stuck in it. Point sticking out at top 
has been broken, but is not detatched, don't 
know if part of display or attempt at repair.
1 P1474
Plaited Arm 
Band with 
conus and 
cypraia shells 
attached. 
Woven of vine strips "UTATE"
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Collected by Mr. 
Leo Austen, P.O. 
Oct-Nov 1919
Daru No: 10 C.N.A No: 12
1 P1475 1985.0339.0168 M-OA 433
Plaited Arm 
Band with 
conus and 
cypraia shells 
attached. 
Woven of vine strips "UTATE"
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Collected by Mr. 
Leo Austen, P.O. 
Oct-Nov 1919
Daru No: 10 C.N.A No: 12. 
See AR 1919:24. Likely to be 
Austen, collected during 
patrol to sago swamp district 
at headwaters of Sagera 
Creek purpose of 
‘subjugating a bloodthirsty 
tribe called Tapapi’
1 P1476 1985.0339.0162 M-ON 111 Nacre Pendant worn suspended from the neck "NEHE"
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Collected by Mr. 
Leo Austen, P.O. 
Oct-Nov 1919
Daru No: 11 C.N.A No:4. See 
AR 1919:24. Likely to be 
Austen, collected during 
patrol to sago swamp district 
at headwaters of Sagera 
Creek purpose of 
‘subjugating a bloodthirsty 
tribe called Tapapi’
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1 P1477 1985.0339.0197 M-OW 66 Cowry Shell Belt 
Shells with domes removed, 
lashed on a bark fibre strip. Worn 
around body and shoulders.
"PORTO"
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Daru No: 12 C.N.A No: 14. 
See AR 1919:24. Likely to be 
Austen, collected during 
patrol to sago swamp district 
at headwaters of Sagera 
Creek purpose of 
‘subjugating a bloodthirsty 
tribe called Tapapi’
1 P1478 1985.0339.0161 M-ON 198 Cowry Shell Belt 
Shells with domes removed, 
lashed on a bark fibre strip, worn 
across a shoulder.
"ARAGERI"
TAPAPI TRIBE, NR 
HDWATERS OF SAGERA 
CREEK, A TRIB OF THE 
FLY R., W.D., PAPUA
Collected by Mr. 
Leo Austen, P.O. 
Oct-Nov 1919
Daru No: 13 C.N.A No:15. 
See AR 1919:24. Likely to be 
Austen, collected during 
patrol to sago swamp district 
at headwaters of Sagera 
Creek purpose of 
‘subjugating a bloodthirsty 
tribe called Tapapi’
1 P1479 1985.0339.0130-0131 M-ON 33-34
Small Seeds 
called 
'MAKARI' 
used for 
necklets (job's 
tear seeds - 
Coix 
lachryma)
P.18/1920. "MAKARI"
same as P1462-78: TAPAPI 
TRIBE, NR HDWATERS OF 
SAGERA CREEK, A TRIB 
OF THE FLY R., W.D., 
PAPUA
Daru No: 14, C.N.A 5. See 
AR 1919:24. Likely to be 
Austen, collected during 
patrol to sago swamp district 
at headwaters of Sagera 
Creek purpose of 
‘subjugating a bloodthirsty 
tribe called Tapapi’
1 P1480 Plaited Vine Leglet worn above knee "KAMAKE"
same as P1462-78: TAPAPI 
TRIBE, NR HDWATERS OF 
SAGERA CREEK, A TRIB 
OF THE FLY R., W.D., 
PAPUA
Daru: 15 C.N.A 1. See AR 
1919:24. Likely to be Austen, 
collected during patrol to 
sago swamp district at 
headwaters of Sagera Creek 
purpose of ‘subjugating a 
bloodthirsty tribe called 
Tapapi’
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1 P1481
Wooden 
'cushion' 
holding six 
bone needles 
and awls. 
 'A' made from cassowary bone 
and used as a gouge. 'B' and 'F' 
also made from cassowary bone 
and used for knitting, basketware 
etc 'C','D' and 'E' made of flying fox 
bone and used for sewing mats. 'G' 
is a small piece of steel used for 
boring holes in smoking pipes 'B' 
and 'F' are called "TOTO" 'C','D' 
and 'E' are called "APURA" and 'G' 
is called "PEWEPENE"
"TOTO", "APURA", 
PEWEPENE"
same as P1462-78: TAPAPI 
TRIBE, NR HDWATERS OF 
SAGERA CREEK, A TRIB 
OF THE FLY R., W.D., 
PAPUA
Daru:16 C.N.A 28. See AR 
1919:24. Likely to be Austen, 
collected during patrol to 
sago swamp district at 
headwaters of Sagera Creek 
purpose of ‘subjugating a 
bloodthirsty tribe called 
Tapapi’
1 P1482 1985.0339.1177 M-TD 3
smoking pipe 
made from 
bamboo 
ornamented 
with incised 
carvings
"WADURU"
same as P1462-78: TAPAPI 
TRIBE, NR HDWATERS OF 
SAGERA CREEK, A TRIB 
OF THE FLY R., W.D., 
PAPUA
Daru 17 C.N.A 31
1 P1483
smoking pipe 
made from 
bamboo 
ornamented 
with incised 
carvings
same as P1462-78: TAPAPI 
TRIBE, NR HDWATERS OF 
SAGERA CREEK, A TRIB 
OF THE FLY R., W.D., 
PAPUA
Daru 17 C.N.A 31. See AR 
1919:24. Likely to be Austen, 
collected during patrol to 
sago swamp district at 
headwaters of Sagera Creek 
purpose of ‘subjugating a 
bloodthirsty tribe called 
Tapapi’
1 P1484
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Smoking Pipe 
made from 
bamboo 
ornamented 
with incised 
carvings
"WADURU"
same as P1462-78: TAPAPI 
TRIBE, NR HDWATERS OF 
SAGERA CREEK, A TRIB 
OF THE FLY R., W.D., 
PAPUA
Daru 17 C.N.A 31. See AR 
1919:24. Likely to be Austen, 
collected during patrol to 
sago swamp district at 
headwaters of Sagera Creek 
purpose of ‘subjugating a 
bloodthirsty tribe called 
Tapapi’
1 P1485 1985.0339.1138 M-FN 25
Fishing Net on 
circular cane 
frame
same as P1462-78: TAPAPI 
TRIBE, NR HDWATERS OF 
SAGERA CREEK, A TRIB 
OF THE FLY R., W.D., 
PAPUA
Daru 18 C.N.A 10. See AR 
1919:24. Likely to be Austen, 
collected during patrol to 
sago swamp district at 
headwaters of Sagera Creek 
purpose of ‘subjugating a 
bloodthirsty tribe called 
Tapapi’
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1 P1486 1985.0339.0483 M-MG 39
Carved Drum 
(no 
Tympanum)
same as P1462-78: TAPAPI 
TRIBE, NR HDWATERS OF 
SAGERA CREEK, A TRIB 
OF THE FLY R., W.D., 
PAPUA
Daru 19 C.N.A 37. See AR 
1919:24. Likely to be Austen, 
collected during patrol to 
sago swamp district at 
headwaters of Sagera Creek 
purpose of ‘subjugating a 
bloodthirsty tribe called 
Tapapi’
1 P1487
Biconical 
Stone 
Implement 
Obtained from Sarau village. Said 
to be used for cutting sago palms. 
[This spcm may be considered as 
of exotic origin, for to my personal 
knowledge, no stone of any kind is 
to be found anywhere near the 
district  from which is was obtained. 
The stone is similar to that which I 
have seen on the stone beaches 
of the upper Strickland River and it 
is quite possible that this is a water-
worn stone from thereabouts. It is 
hard to conceive that it could be 
used for cutting even the pithy 
sago palm, so blunt is it. The IWI 
people could not use it for making 
bark cloth, for they do not use bark 
cloth. It could have been used for 
pulping roots for food A.P.L., R.M., 
W.D.]
IWI TRIBE, NEAR 
HEADWATERS OF 
SAGERA CREEK, A TRIBTY 
of the FLY RIVER, WESTN 
DIVISION, PAPUA
Daru 20 C.N.A 29. Perhaps 
AR 1919:24, or AR 1920-21 
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1 P1488 1985.0339.0125 M-OH 172 Mitriform Head Dress 
[The IWI Tribe is one of the DIBIRI 
peoples who do not make or use 
this form of head-dress so I am 
inclined to think that it is exotic in 
origin. I feel fairly certain that it has 
been adopted from the TAPITAPI 
who are near neighbours to the 
IWI. I do not think that the IWI 
make this form of head-dress, but 
that they obtain it by barter. This 
same form of head dress may 
occasionally be seen at 
DAMATARAM and GESOA on 
WABUDA Island, Fly river estuary 
and even here and there amongst 
the KIWAI Islanders by barter 
A.P.L., R.M., WD].
"KIRIKIRI"
IWI TRIBE, NEAR 
HEADWATERS OF 
SAGERA CREEK, A TRIBTY 
of the FLY RIVER, WESTN 
DIVISION, PAPUA
Daru 21 C.N.A 31. see AR 
1920-21 Murray's account of 
Austen's work (pg. 7-8) about 
Hiwi tribe north of Damira on 
Fly River. Make headdress 
called Kerikere triangular 
shaped plaited cane mitre 
with cockatoo feathers centre 
of mitre worked and has sign 
of clan.
1 P1489 1985.0339.0682 M-OC 24 Belt and Pubic Cover 
Tasselled covering worn by males 
to cover scrotum. It is attached to a 
girdle. It is made of a swamp reed 
called "BORATA"
"BORATA"
GUNDUM TRIBE, 
BETWEEN WASSI-KUSSA 
RIVER AND MOREHEAD 
RIVER, WESTERN 
DIVISION, PAPUA
Daru 1 C.N.A 16
1 P1490 1985.0339.0204 M-OW 6
Man's Broad 
Belt of plaited 
'lawyer-cane'
"SAUA"
GUNDUM TRIBE, 
BETWEEN WASSI-KUSSA 
RIVER AND MOREHEAD 
RIVER, WESTERN 
DIVISION, PAPUA
Daru 2 C.N.A 17
1 P1491
Man's Pig-tail 
[breast?] 
Ornament 
Suspended from a seed necklet of 
several strings. (in pencil):  Insect 
eaten when received. W.W.T.
"RUNGUGEA"
GUNDUM TRIBE, 
BETWEEN WASSI-KUSSA 
RIVER AND MOREHEAD 
RIVER, WESTERN 
DIVISION, PAPUA
pencil note from 
WWT insect eaten 
when rec'd.
Daru 3 C.N.A 6
1 P1492 Penis Box. 
Covering for the penis. It is really a 
young coconut which has been 
dried and cut to suit the purpose 
for which it is required. Worn 
suspended from a thin bark girdle. 
Called "AJ" as the coconut.
Aj
GUNDUM TRIBE, 
BETWEEN WASSI-KUSSA 
RIVER AND MOREHEAD 
RIVER, WESTERN 
DIVISION, PAPUA
Daru 4 C.N.A 6
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1 P1493 1985.0339.0680 M-OC 45 Divided RAMI. Grass skirt worn by women made from the bark of the AR tree. "MOBWA"
GUNDUM TRIBE, 
BETWEEN WASSI-KUSSA 
RIVER AND MOREHEAD 
RIVER, WESTERN 
DIVISION, PAPUA
Daru 5 C.N.A 4
1 P1494 1985.0339.0149 M-ON 37
Woven-bark 
necklace, 
ornamented 
with shells 
"AMAMA"
GUNDUM TRIBE, 
BETWEEN WASSI-KUSSA 
RIVER AND MOREHEAD 
RIVER, WESTERN 
DIVISION, PAPUA
Daru 6 C.N.A 7
1 P1495 1985.0339.1092 M-DT 77 Tobacco-Pipe. 
Made from two internodes of 
bamboo. The septum at one end is 
cut out and the intermediate 
septum is partly removed. A small 
hole is bored through the internode 
having the septum intact. Into this 
small hole a small bamboo tube is 
inserted. This small tube or holder 
contains the rolled-up tobacco leaf. 
Through the open end of the pipe 
the smoker sucks the tobacco 
smoke into the pipeand it is 
exhaled through the small hole by 
his friends and then himdself. The 
pipe is incised with clan designs 
and +other markings.
"TONKUA"
GUNDUM TRIBE, 
BETWEEN WASSI-KUSSA 
RIVER AND MOREHEAD 
RIVER, WESTERN 
DIVISION, PAPUA
Daru 7 C.N.A 32
1 P1496 1985.0339.0470 M-DC F 219 Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
List No:1. See P10/1923.  
From boxes 1 and 2 see 
ante/from boxes No1 and 2 
see list of correspondence P 
10/1923. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1497 1985.0339.0344 M-DC F 198 Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
List No: 3. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1923 consignment per SS "Morinda" received 20.2.1923 P.10/1923
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1 P1498
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
List No: 4.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1499 1985.0339.0345 M-DC F 221 Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
List No: 5. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1500 1985.0339.0473 M-DC F 222 Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
List No: 7. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1501
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
List No: 11. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1502 1985.0339.0322
M-DC F 189. 
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
List No:13. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
Perhaps 1502 refers to something else, as 
doesn't make sense to have an object that 
was transferred to AM still in collection?
1 P1503
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
List No: 15.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1504 1985.0339.0476 M-DC F 200 Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
Collected by WE Armstrong 
(NLA MS 6507 folder 38/ box 
4 'museum specimens 1921-
22').       List No: 8
1 P1505 1985.0339.0468 M-DC F 209 Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
List No:14. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 
1 P1506 1985.0339.0336 M-DC F 199 Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
List No: 17. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 
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1 P1507 1985.0339.0325 M-DC F 47 Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
List No: 18. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 
1 P1508 1985.0339.0342 M-DC F 207 Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld) List No: 19
1 P1509
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. M-
D CF 212
Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
List No: 20. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 
1 P1510 1985.0339.0335 M-DC F 205 Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld) List No: 21
1 P1511 1985.0339.0472 M-DC F 204 Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
List No: 22. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 
1 P1512 1985.0339.0469 M-DC F 211 Basket "YEYO" TAGULA
Collected by WE Armstrong 
(NLA MS 6507 folder 38/ box 
4 'museum specimens 1921-
22').  List No: 54
1 P1513 1985.0339.0321 M-DC F 187 Basket "BOEA" DAUI
List No: 662. Collected by 
WE Armstrong (NLA MS 
6507 folder 38/ box 4 
'museum specimens 
1 P1514 1985.0339.0030 M-DC F 234 Basket "BOEA" DAUI
List No: 664. Collected by 
WE Armstrong (NLA MS 
6507 folder 38/ box 4 
'museum specimens 
1 P1515 1985.0339.0467 M-DC-F 174 Basket "BOEA" DAUI
Collected by WE Armstrong 
(NLA MS 6507 folder 38/box 
4). List No: 616
1 P1516 1985.0339.0334 M-DC F 210 Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
List No: 12. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 
1 P1517
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. M-DC F 
208
Basket "YEYO" TAGULA
List No: 152. Collected by 
WE Armstrong (NLA MS 
6507 folder 38/ box 4 
'museum specimens 
Seems to be a record of this object being at 
the NMA, when has been transferred to AM?
1 P1518 1985.0339.0341 M-DC F 220 Basket "PEA" YELA (Rossell Isld)
List No: 6. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 
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1 P1519 1985.0339.1050 M-B 104
Bone 
Instrument, for 
head-
scratching 
"KAGO" I-U, GOGODARA TRIBE List No: 27
1 P1520 1985.0339.0140 M-ON 144
Shell 
Ornament 
(necklet?) 
"DUNARI" DENEWA, GWEDIGWEDI N.E.D
1 P1521 1985.339.150 M-ON 36
Shell 
Ornament, for 
dancing
"DIARIA" DENEWA, GWEDIGWEDI N.E.D
1 P1522 Stuffed Human Head NO-SA-GU, West. Div.
cf "man" mch 1923 articles 
18,19, 20.
1 P1523 Stuffed Human Head NO-SA-GU, West. Div.
1 P1524 1985.0339.0180 M-OH 156 Conical Head Dress (in pencil): Western Div?
1 P1525 1985.0339.0179 M-OH 155 Conical Head Dress (in pencil): Western Div?
1 P1526 1985.0339.0226 M-OH 158 Conical Head Dress (in pencil): Western Div?
1 P1527 1985.0339.0181 M-OH 157 Conical Head Dress (in pencil): Western Div?
1 P1528
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Conical Head 
Dress (in pencil): Western Div?
1 P1529 Carving Trobriand Islds
1 P1530 1985.0339.0241 M-O 3 Labret "MUSIKAKA" MAILU, East. Division list no 10
1 P1531 1985.0339.0187 M-WSA 5 Sling "PAIPI" BIBITAN, MANEO DIST., N.E.D list no 13
1 P1532
Cassowary 
Dance 
Plumes.
"PUTA" DENEWA, GWEDIGWEDI, N.E.D. list no 19
1 P1533
Cassowary 
Dance 
Plumes.
DENEWA, GWEDIGWEDI, 
N.E.D. list no 20
1 P1534 1985.0339.0029 M-DC F 405 Basket for Sling-Stones "KWOTAPOT"
BIBITAN, MANEO DIST., 
N.E.D list no 21
1 P1535 1985.0339.0385 M-DC F 331 Netted Bag "IGWA" DENEWA, GWEDIGWEDI, N.E.D. list no 51
1 P1536 1985.0339.0526 M-DC F 322 Netted Bag "IGWA" DENEWA, GWEDIGWEDI, N.E.D. list no 52
1 P1537
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Cape York 
Woomera "PERA" WEST DIVISION List No: 55
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1 P1538 Cape York Woomera "PERA" WEST DIVISION 56
1 P1539 Cape York Woomera "PERA" WEST DIVISION 57
1 P1540 Cape York Woomera "PERA" WEST DIVISION 58
1 P1541 1985.0339.1163 M-AF 56 Pith, or Cork-wood Figure
70M up the Fly R., 20M 
inland 157. Prim art film 2 M = miles?
1 P1542 Pith, or Cork-wood Figure
70M up the Fly R., 20M 
inland 158
1 P1543 1985.0339.0122 M-AF 55 Pith, or Cork-wood Figure
Used in an immoral (unmoral?)  
dance called GI "GIRAPARA" ISAGU, West. Div. 
159. PRIM/ART film 2. See 
Lyons 1926
1 P1544 1985.0339.0441 M-WSH 48 Shield Trobriand Islds. 161
2 P1545
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Ebony Mortar 
+ Pestle (for 
betel nut)
Woodlark Isld.
(in pencil): Pres. by 
P.N. Charpenter 
Esq (enquiry made 
for C 16/1926)
173
1 P1546 1985.0339.0042 M-AF 58
Pith or Cork-
wood head of 
man
(same as P.1541-2): 70M up 
the Fly R., 20M inland
187. PRIM/ART film 4. Note: 
see Haddon, JA XLV1, 1916
Gogodala head' made from cork like wood. 
Pointed hat, large nose, painted in red, 
yellow and black. Is damaged
1 P1547 1985.0339.0154 M-ON 296
Netted 
Shoulder 
Strap
"NIM" TEDI (Alice)R., W.D. 197 P 1547, 1548, 1550 all have same photos
1 P1548 1985.0339.0155 M-ON 297
Netted 
Shoulder 
Strap
"NIM" TEDI (Alice)R., W.D. 197 P 1547, 1548, 1550 all have same photos
1 P1549 1985.0339.0153 M-ON 295
Netted 
Shoulder 
Strap
"NIM" TEDI (Alice)R., W.D. 197
1 P1550 1985.0339.0156 M-ON 298
Netted 
Shoulder 
Strap
"NIM" TEDI (Alice)R., W.D. 197 P 1547, 1548, 1550 all have same photos
1 P1551 1985.0339.0212 M-OW 115 Man's Waist-Band "YET" TEDI (Alice)R., W.D.
198. MLMSA1637 list 1& 2. 
See also: AR1919-1920:122
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'Plaited fibre 
waistbands used by men'
1 P1552 1985.0339.0211 M-OW 114 Man's Waist-Band "YET" TEDI (Alice)R., W.D.
198. MLMSA1637 list 1& 2. 
See also: AR1919-1920:122
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'Plaited fibre 
waistbands used by men'
1 P1553 1985.0339.0231 M-OH 117 Forehead Band {?} "AWONGAT" TEDI (Alice)R., W.D. 199. MLMSA1637 list 1& 2.
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'A forehead 
band; lit "pig's skin"'
1 P1554 1985.0339.0528 M-DCF 299
Coarse Netted 
Bag {for 
carrying dog's 
teeth}
"MENDANG" TEDI (Alice)R., W.D. 204. MLMSA1637 list 1& 2.  MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'netted bag for carrying dog's teeth'
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1 P1555 1985.0339.0202 M-OW 39 Rattan Waistband
twisted around waist usually 
ornamented "KOMBEKNONG" TEDI (Alice)R., W.D. 205
MLMSS A1637 Austen notes: long rattan 
waistband, twisted round the waist, usually 
ornamented. No. 13
1 P1556 1985.0339.0681 M-OC 23 Old Man's Rami "MUKAT" TEDI (Alice)R., W.D.
211. Probably collected by 
Austen as listed: 
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2.  
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'Old man's 
rami/posterior coverings'
1 P1557 Posterior Covering "MUKAT" TEDI (Alice)R., W.D.
212.  Probably collected by 
Austen as listed: 
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'Old man's 
rami/posterior coverings'
1 P1558 1985.0339.1172 M-TD 5 Bamboo Tobacco Pipe "BENGET" TEDI (Alice)R., W.D.
218. Probably collected by 
Austen as listed: 
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'tobacco pipe 
or bamboo [sic]'
1 P1559 1985.0339.0225 M-OH 90
Head Band 
(Job's tear 
seeds (Coix)
"ITORP" TEDI (Alice)R., W.D.
222.  Probably collected by 
Austen as listed: 
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 
 MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'headband 
made of 'job's tears'
1 P1560 1985.0339.0672 M-OC 158 Mourning Hood "ARAVIA"
{VILLAGE ON EAST BANK 
OF FLY R., ABT 390M. Fr. 
MOUTH}
226.Probably collected by 
Austen as listed: 
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 
1 P1561 Woman's Dress "NGARI"
{VILLAGE ON EAST BANK 
OF FLY R., ABT 390M. Fr. 
MOUTH}
227
1 P1562 1985.0339.0147 M-ON 109 Necklet of Boar Tusks "GUNUP"
{VILLAGE ON EAST BANK 
OF FLY R., ABT 390M. Fr. 
MOUTH}
230
1 P1563
Bow-Gauntlet, 
or Arrrow 
Guard
"WUSIK"
{VILLAGE ON EAST BANK 
OF FLY R., ABT 390M. Fr. 
MOUTH}
231
1 P1564 1985.0339.0658 M-O 16
Cassow. 
Feather 
Dance Plume
"KOMBO"
{VILLAGE ON EAST BANK 
OF FLY R., ABT 390M. Fr. 
MOUTH}
232. Could be Austen/Lyons 
AR1919-1920:122
1 P1565
Bullroarer 
Forehead 
Ornament
(red ink): Destroyed. See Aust. 
Mus. Coll. E.26973
{VILLAGE ON EAST BANK 
OF FLY R., ABT 390M. Fr. 
MOUTH}
233
1 P1566 1985.0339.0182 M-OH 118 Plaited Fibre Cap name of village probably BUBWA "KAFUZENDA"
{VILL. ON E.BANK FLY 
RIVER BELOW EVERILL 
JUNCT., NEAR 
MACGREGORS 211 MILES 
CAMP
name of village 
probably BUBWA
235. Could be Austen/Lyons 
AR1919-1920:122
1 P1567 1985.0339.0317 M-OC 9 Shell Penis Cover "WUNDIMI"
{VILL. ON E.BANK FLY 
RIVER BELOW EVERILL 
JUNCT., NEAR 
MACGREGORS 211 MILES 
CAMP
236. Probably Austen/Lyons 
AR1919-1920:122 
1 P1568
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll
Human Jaw-
bone
{VILL. ON E.BANK FLY 
RIVER, NEAR BAMBOO 
CK., 390M, up.
238
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1 P1569 1985.0339.0673 M-OC 106 Grass Petticoat
{VILL. ON E.BANK FLY 
RIVER, ABOVE EVERILL 
JUNCT., abt 260M. up.
239. Probably Austen/lyons 
AR1919-1920:122
Large skirt in very fragile condition. Stripes of 
dark brown, brown and tan bunches of 
fibres. Has shorter front skirt.
1 P1570 1985.0339.1196 M-TD 33 Bamboo Tobacco Pipe
Spcmn marked "CHIRIK VILLAGE, 
21.1.22". "MUKUVA"
{VILL. ON E.BANK FLY 
RIVER, ABOVE EVERILL 
JUNCT., abt 260M. up.
243
1 P1571 1985.0339.0257 M-OA 134 Plaited Arm Band
{VILL. ON E.BANK FLY 
RIVER, ABOVE EVERILL 
JUNCT., abt 260M. up.
244. Probably Austen/lyons 
AR1919-1920:122 
1 P1572 1985.0339.0142 M-ON 108
Necklet of 
Wallaby Teeth 
(in pencil: not 
dog's teeth).
{VILL. ON E.BANK FLY 
RIVER, ABOVE EVERILL 
JUNCT., abt 260M. up.
245
1 P1573 1985.0339.0001 M-OE 2
Ear Ring of 
Cassowary 
Quill
{VILL. ON E.BANK FLY 
RIVER, ABOVE EVERILL 
JUNCT., abt 260M. up.
246
1 P1574 1985.0339.0002 M-OE 3
Ear Ring of 
Cassowary 
Quill
{VILL. ON E.BANK FLY 
RIVER, ABOVE EVERILL 
JUNCT., abt 260M. up.
246
1 P1575 1985.0339.0003 M-OE 4
Ear Ring of 
Cassowary 
Quill
{VILL. ON E.BANK FLY 
RIVER, ABOVE EVERILL 
JUNCT., abt 260M. up.
246
1 P1576
M-OE 5 
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Ear Ring of 
Cassowary 
Quill
{VILL. ON E.BANK FLY 
RIVER, ABOVE EVERILL 
JUNCT., abt 260M. up.
246
1 P1577 1985.0339.0266 M-OA 177 Boar Tusk Arm Band.
{VILL. ON E.BANK FLY 
RIVER, ABOVE EVERILL 
JUNCT., abt 260M. up.
247. Probably Austen/Lyons 
see AR1919-1920:122
5 boar tusks fastened on cane strip each 
end of each tusk has hole through it, and 
then fastened onto thick strip of cane then 
whole thing bound as kind of 'handle"
1 P1578 1985.0339.0040
Coconut 
Sorcerer's 
Charm 
KOARU, GULF DIVISN. 32-x-a-box 1. see ante 251
 Little bag filled tightly with 'tiny coconut' or 
other type of seed pod which has been 
carved to look like a bird's beak or crocodile. 
Has lime infill, and on one side bottom 'jaw' 
has blue (paint?). Bag has long handle.
1 P1579 1985.0339.0032 M-R 17
String Bag 
Sorcerers 
Charm.
KOARU, GULF DIVISN. 252
Thickly woven, has cloth inside, red cloth 
attached to one side, and vegetable matter 
(12 pieces) on a length of material attached.
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1 P1580
Transfd to 
Aus Mus Coll. 
M-OL 17
Bone Waist 
Ornament 
(Femur of pig)
NABO RANGE, GULF DIV. 253
It appears this object has been substituted 
with another and registered as NMA 
1985.0339.0319, described as 'leglet, worn 
above the knee'. Unclear whether this was 
accidental or not.
1 P1581
Bone Waist 
Ornament 
(Femur of pig)
NABO RANGE, GULF DIV. 254
1 P1582 1985.0339.0175 M-ONO 30 Pig-Tusk Nose Ornament NABO RANGE, GULF DIV. 255
1 P1583 1985.0339.0102 M-DF 9 Resinous Torch NABO RANGE, GULF DIV. 256
1 P1584
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll
Cassowary-
bone 
Implement
NABO RANGE, GULF DIV. 257
1 P1585 1985.0339.0380 M-T 6 Ray-skin used as sandpaper Trobriand Islands 265
2 P1586
Betel Nut 
Pestle + 
Mortar
Trobriand Islands 266
1 P1587 1985.0339.1027 M-DL 27 Coconut Spoon GULF DIVISN. 268
1 P1588
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Carving LAKE MURRAY, WEST . DIV 280
1 P1589 Carving LAKE MURRAY, WEST . DIV 281
1 P1590 1985.0339.0185 M-WSL 1 Sling "PAI-PAI" IASSI -IASSI, N.E. DIVISION 296
1 P1591 1985.0339.0186 M-WSL 2 Sling "PAI-PAI" IASSI -IASSI, N.E. DIVISION 297
1 P1592 Conus Armlet "POBWODONO" YELA, (Rossell Isld)
81. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 
1 P1593 Conus Armlet "POBWODONO" YELA, (Rossell Isld)
82. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 
1 P1594 1985.0339.0201 M-OW 31
Loin Band, 
(sinnet on 
core)
YELA, (Rossell Isld)
92.Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
NMA catalogue has this object listed as 
'Waistband,  called Keke waki, from Rossel 
Is (Yela), WE Armstrong'. 
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1 P1595 M-ON 31 Shell Nose Ornament "NI" YELA, (Rossell Isld)
106. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 
1 P1596
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Shell Nose 
Ornament "NI" YELA, (Rossell Isld)
107. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 
1 P1597 Shell Nose Ornament "NI" YELA, (Rossell Isld)
108. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 
1 P1598 Shell Nose Ornament "NI" YELA, (Rossell Isld)
109. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 
1 P1599 1985.0339.0303 M-SC 29
Shell Money 
(valves/values
?)
"DAP DWONDWO" YELA, (Rossell Isld) Collected by W.E. Armstrong
111.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1600 1985.0339.0302 M-SC 28
Shell Money 
(valves/values
?)
"DAP GAMO" YELA, (Rossell Isld) Collected by W.E. Armstrong
112. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
White shell with some small patches of 
orange pencil on back says Gamo No 2
1 P1601 1985.0339.0251 M-SC 17
Shell Money 
(valves/values
?)
"DAP KEJIM" YELA, (Rossell Isld) Collected by W.E. Armstrong
113. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1602 1985.0339.0248 M-SC 25
Shell Money 
(valves/values
?)
"DAP 
PWOMONDAP" YELA, (Rossell Isld)
Collected by W.E. 
Armstrong
114. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1603 1985.0339.0253 M-SC 19
Shell Money 
(valves/values
?)
"DAP KWAIA" YELA, (Rossell Isld) Collected by W.E. Armstrong
115. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1604 1985.0339.0244 M-SC 20
Shell Money 
(valves/values
?)
"DAP UABE" YELA, (Rossell Isld) Collected by W.E. Armstrong
116. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1605 1985.0339.0247 M-SC 24
Shell Money 
(valves/values
?)
"DAP TEBUDA" YELA, (Rossell Isld) Collected by W.E. Armstrong
117. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
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1 P1606
Shell Money 
(valves/values
?)
"DAP TEBUDA, or 
TEBUDONGWO" YELA, (Rossell Isld)
Collected by W.E. 
Armstrong
118. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1607 1985.0339.0245 M-SC 21
Shell Money 
(valves/values
?)
"DAP TIAMA" YELA, (Rossell Isld) Collected by W.E. Armstrong
119. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1608 1985.0339.0252 M-SC 18
Shell Money 
(valves/values
?)
"DAP 
YELENGWINDO" YELA, (Rossell Isld)
Collected by W.E. 
Armstrong
120. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1609 1985.0339.0249 M-SC 32
Shell Money 
(valves/values
?)
"PWOMONDAP" YELA, (Rossell Isld) Collected by W.E. Armstrong
121. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1610
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Shell Money 
(valves/values
?)
"PWOMONDAP" YELA, (Rossell Isld) Collected by W.E. Armstrong 122
1 P1611 1985.0339.0255 MSC 31 Shell Money (discs)
"KO 
KWARUNUNDO 
KAGNO"
YELA, (Rossell Isld) Armstrong, 14;12.8.21
131. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
10 medium sized thick discs with holes in 
threaded onto cane of some sort. Some pink 
and white some orange and white
1 P1612
Shell Money 
(valves/values
?)
TEBUDONGWO 
KAGNO" YELA, (Rossell Isld)
Armstrong, 
14;12.8.21
132. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1613 1985.039.0254 M-SC 30
Shell Money 
(valves/values
?)
"TEBUDA KAGNO" YELA, (Rossell Isld) Collected by W.E. Armstrong
133.Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
10 small thick discs of pink and white shell 
with holes in threaded onto a piece of cane. 
Various bits of string and string wound round 
thin copper wire on it as well
1 P1614 Lime Stick "TIA" YELA, (Rossell Isld) Collected by W.E. Armstrong
141. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1615 1985.0339.0574 M-CO 17 Carved Canoe Ornament
"BARBARE" (Motu 
name) Tagula
161. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1616 1985.0339.0637 M-CO 14 Carved Canoe Ornament "KINOKINO" Tagula
162. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
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1 P1617 Carved Canoe Ornament "KINOKINO" Tagula
163.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1618 Shell Currency Ornament
[Traded] "from Yela", Coll. by W.E. 
Armstrong "DABERR RIMBA" Tagula
174. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1619 1985.0339.0246 M-SC 23 Shell Currency Ornament "DABERR" TAGULA
[Traded] From Yela, 
Coll. By W.E. 
Armstrong
175. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1620 1985.0339.0300 M-SC 26 Shell Currency Ornament "DABERR" TAGULA
[Traded] From Yela, 
Coll. By W.E. 
Armstrong
176.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1621
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Shell Currency 
Ornament "DABERR" TAGULA
[Traded] From Yela, 
Coll. By W.E. 
Armstrong
177.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1622 1985.0339.0301 M-SC 27 Shell Currency Ornament "DABERR" TAGULA
[Traded] From Yela, 
Coll. By W.E. 
Armstrong
180.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1623 1985.339.1219 M-WSL 6 Sling "VILIPOPO" (Motu name) TAGULA
Coll. by W.E. 
Armstrong
191. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1624 1985.0339.1024 M-DL 46 Turtle-shell Lime Stick "GHENA" TAGULA
Collected from Tagula 
(Sudest) Island by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').   196
1 P1625 Ebony-wood Lime Stick "GHENA" TAGULA
197. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1626 1985.0339.0268 M-OA 26 "MASIWARO" SABARI (in pencil): ISLAND
221.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1627 1985.0339.0299 M-OA 25 "MASIWARO" SABARI (in pencil): ISLAND
222.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
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1 P1628 Wooden Club "KEPWATA" MORIMA
322.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1629 1985.0339.0895 M-WC 265 Wooden Club "KEPWATA" MORIMA 322.  In list dated 4.4.22 from NLA WEA papers 6507
1 P1630 1985.0339.0891 M-WC 262 Wooden Club "KEPWATA" MORIMA
322.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1631 1985.0339.0896 M-WC 286 Wooden Club "KEPWATA" MORIMA
322.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1632 Wooden Club "KEPWATA" MORIMA
322.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1633 1985.0339.0894 M-WC 249 Wooden Club "KEPWATA" MORIMA
322.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1634 1985.0339.0999 M-DL 167 Ebony Lime Stick "ENANA" MORIMA
331.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1635 1985.0339.1044 M-B 56
Bone Lime 
Stick 
(cassowary)
"ENANA" MORIMA
341.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1636 1985.0339.1000 M-B 55
Bone Lime 
Stick 
(cassowary)
"ENANA" MORIMA
342.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1637 1985.0339.1018 M-B 57
Bone Lime 
Stick (dugong 
bone)
"ENANA" MORIMA
‘Dugong Lime stick, Native 
name enana, Motu name 
Heni’, collected from Morima 
by WE Armstrong (NLA MS 
6507 folder 38/box 4).        
343
1 P1638 1985.0339.0188 M-WSL 16 Sling "PEU" MORIMA
371. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
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1 P1639 Sling "PEU" MORIMA
372. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1640 1985.0339.0193 M-OW 77 Loin String (sinnet) "TAILORO" MORIMA
381. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1641 1985.0339.0163 M-ON 145 Seed & Shell necklet "BOTOBOTO" MORIMA
386. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
10 P1642
1985.0339.0283, 
0284, 0285, 0293, 
0294, 0295, 0296, 
0278,  0279, 0280
M-AO 313-
322 "NIPUNA" MORIMA
391. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
10 P1643 1985.0339.0304-0313
M-AO 332-
341 "NIPUNA" MORIMA
391. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
9 P1644 1985.0339.0269-277 M-OA 323-331
Narrow Plaited 
Armlets "NIPUNA" MORIMA
391. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
9 bands: 
1985.339.269,270,271,272,273,274,275,27
6,277/ MOA 327, 328,329,330,331,323, 
324,325,326
2 P1645 1985.0339.0263-0264
M-AO 286-
287 "NIPUNA" MORIMA
391. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
2 P1646 1985.0339.0290 M-OA 268-269
Broad Plaited 
Armlets "NIPUNA" MORIMA
391. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
2 P1647 1985.0339.0242 - 1985.0339.0243
M-OA 175-
176
Broad Plaited 
Armlets "NIPUNA" MORIMA
391. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1648 1985.0339.0292 M-OA 285 "NIPUNA" MORIMA
391. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1649 1985.0339.0382 M-T 98 Betel Mortar of coconut shell
"KEHERE" (Motu 
name) TAGULA
200. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
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4 P1650 1985.0339.0259-62 M-OA 189-192 "KEBWOLU" MORIMA
401. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1651 1985.0339.0261-1985.0339.0262
M-OA 191-
192
Fish Net 
(?portion only) "GOMANA" MORIMA
421. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1652 1985.0339.0366 M-ONO 2 "MAWUWU" MORIMA
441. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
Made from yellow/white bone or shell
1 P1653 None allocated M-ONO 32 Shell Nose Ornament "MAWUWU" MORIMA
442. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1654 1985.339.0352 M-DCG 11 Lime Gourd "EAGUMA" GUMASI
456. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1655 Lime Stick "ENANA" GUMASI
457. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1656 Canoe Ornament
"BABARE" (Motu 
name) BUNAMA
511.Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1657
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Carved Float "TUBU" DAUI
611. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1658 1985.0339.1058 M-FL 57 Carved Float "TUBU" DAUI Armstrong, 14; 12.8.21
611. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
Large float, and not very light. Diamond 
shaped with bird head at one end and 'loop' 
of wood at the other. Seems unfinished.
1 P1659
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Wooden Club "KEPATA" DAUI Armstrong, 14; 12.8.21
641. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1660 Wooden Club See Ante "KEPATA" DAUI
641. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
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1 P1661 1985.0339.0194 M-OW 99 Loin Band "BOGANA GANA" (Motu name) AROMA
"Armstrong 
18.8.21"
691.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1662 Plaited Armlet (wide)
"GANA" (Motu 
name) AROMA
692.Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1663 Plaited Armlet (wide)
"GANA" (Motu 
name) AROMA
693.Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1664 1985.0339.0477 M-MG 5 Drum "GABA" (Motu name) MAMBARE
702. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 'museum 
specimens 1921-22').
1 P1665 1985.0339.1183 M-DT 6 Tobacco Pipe "BAUBAU" (Motu name) MAMBARE
721.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1666 1985.0339.1178 M-DT 4 Tobacco Pipe "BAUBAU" (Motu name) MAMBARE
722. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
Pokerworked bamboo pipe. Quite heavy still 
has tobacco residue inside. Pokerwork 
design is mostly chevron patterns in lines 
along the pipe, and bands around the pipe.
1 P1667 1985.0339.0138 M-ON 258 Boar Tusk "DOA" MAMBARE Armstrong 18.8.21
731.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
Boar's tusk (artificially curved?) one end 
hollow, other end has been filed off on angle. 
Is dirty.
1 P1668 1985.0339.0139 M-ON 259 Boar Tusk "DOA" MAMBARE Armstrong 18.8.21
732.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
Artificially curved? Boar's tusk. Has been 
filed off on angle at non-hollow end dirty 
where filed.
1 P1669 1985.0339.0137 M-ON 137 Job's Tear Seed Necklet (in pencil: not money?) MAMBARE
736.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1670 Wooden Club (in pencil: not on list, East End Types. c.f. Daui Clubs P.1659+c)
1 P1671 1985.0339.0893 M-WC 293 Wooden Club
(in pencil): not on list, East End 
Types. (In pencil):  cf daui club 
P.1659 +c
(in pencil): cf daui 
club p.1659 etc
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1 P1672 1985.0339.0712
M-A 30/(in 
blue pen): M-
RB 46
Carved Board 
with 5 broken 
skulls 
"IJIBA" GOARIBARI, DELTA DIVsn 182. from box No3 see list attached to correspondence 
Catalogue states that P1672 is a skull: 
Features molded in clay, painted red with 
black markings. One of 5 skulls belonging to 
skull shrine P 1672?
1 P1673 1985.0339.0662 M-W P4 Woven Cane Cuirass "IRIM"
{STAR MOUNTAINS, WEST 
SIDE OF TEDI (Alice) 
RIVER, W.D.}
Coll. by Ass. 
R.Mag. Leo Austen 188.  MLMSA1637 list 1& 2
 MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'These are 
cuirasses made of cane and were obtained 
from the IONGOM and AWIN tribes of the 
TEDI River. It will be noticed that the main 
shape of the cuirass differ very little from one 
another, but the upper part which fits across 
the upper part of the chest and near the arm 
pits, seems to be able to be varied 
according to the likes and dislikes of the 
maker, but even in this there are about only 
four distinct patterns, and all of these are 
found on both the IONGOM and the AWIN 
IRIMS. A man was seen wearing one of 
these cuirasses when out hunting.'
1 P1674 1985.0339.0537 M-AF 176
Carved 
Female 
Figure, 
dresses + 
decorated
TROBRIAND ISLDS. 264
1 P1675 1985.0339.0117 M-AF 20
Carved Male 
Figure, 
dressed + 
decorated
TROBRIAND ISLDS. 263. Prim art film 1
1 P1676 1985.0339.0236 M-MG 99 Drum "SINAHA" GUNAMA, East. Div. 506
1 P1677 1985.0339.0478 M-MG 6 Drum "BABARI" DAUI, East. Div.
631.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1678 1985.0339.1165 M-DS 38
Netting Shuttle 
(? Rope 
Making 
Machine)
"BUBUEDA" (in pencil:  no loc) 8
1 P1679 Adze Blade (stone) "BAIDARA" UPPER MUSA., NTH. DIV. 129
1 P1680 Adze Blade (stone) "BAIDARA" UPPER MUSA., NTH. DIV. 130
1 P1681
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Adze Blade 
(stone) "BAIDARA" UPPER MUSA., NTH. DIV. 132
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1 P1682 1985.0339.0729 M-WC 528 Disc Club Head (stone) BARURI Dist., Cent. Div. 96
1 P1683 1985.0339.0735 M-WC 271 Star Club Head (stone) SEKI Tribe, Morehead R., 
1 P1684 1985.0339.0737 M-TA 33
Stone-bladed 
Adzes 
(complete)
{MAIHERI tribe, (KUKU 
KUKU) HEAD OF IVORY R., 
GULF DIV.}
16. Maybe Skelly and Miles, 
see Report in AR 1916-17 
Skelly and Miles
1 P1685 1985.0339.0749 M-TA 53
Stone-bladed 
Adzes 
(complete)
{MAIHERI tribe, (KUKU 
KUKU) HEAD OF IVORY R., 
GULF DIV.}
17. Maybe Skelly and Miles, 
see Report in AR 1916-17 
Skelly and Miles
1 P1686 M-TA 224
Stone-bladed 
Adzes 
(complete)
{MAIHERI tribe, (KUKU 
KUKU) HEAD OF IVORY R., 
GULF DIV.}
18. Maybe Skelly and Miles, 
see Report in AR 1916-17 
Skelly and Miles
1 P1687 1985.0339.0759 M-TA 59
Stone-bladed 
Adzes 
(complete)
{MAIHERI tribe, (KUKU 
KUKU) HEAD OF IVORY R., 
GULF DIV.}
18a. Maybe Skelly and Miles, 
see Report in Annual Report 
of Territory of Papua 1916-17
1 P1688 1985.0339.1303 M-TA 45
Stone-bladed 
Adzes 
(complete)
NABO Range, Gulf Div.
262. Maybe Skelly and Miles, 
see Report in Annual Report 
of Territory of Papua 1916-17
1 P1689 1985.0339.0957 M-DCW 20
Carved 
Shallow Dish 
(Ebony)
Trobriand Islds. 26
1 P1690 1985.0339.0053 M-WC 547
Stone Club 
Head 
("pineapple"). 
KUMUSI DIVISION, 114
1 P1691
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Stone Club 
Head 
("pineapple"). 
KUMUSI DIVISION, 107
1 P1692 1985.0339.0436 M-RB 11 Carved Board DELTA DIVISION prim art film 3 NMA notes also suggest can be called Ijiba, but Gope sounds more correct
1 P1693 Carved Board DELTA DIVISION
1 P1694 Canoe-prow Ornament "BABARE" YELA District 
31.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1695 1985.0339.1210 M-TA 202
Handle of 
Processional 
Axe
Trobriand Islds 29
1 P1696 1985.0339.1068 M-MG 100 Carved Drum "ARAVI" API-OPE, PURARI DELTA
from box No4 see list 
attached to correspondence 
P 1 of 123
1 P1697 Carved Drum "ARAVI" API-OPE, PURARI DELTA
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1 P1698 Carved Drum "SINAHA" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION 305
1 P1699 1985.0339.0867 M-DL 232 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1700 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1701
Trfd to Aust. 
Mus. Coll. 
E27462
Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1702 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1703 1985.0339.0779 M-DL 229 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1704 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1705 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1706 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1707 1985.0339.0786 M-DL 219 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1708 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1709 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1710 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1711 1985.0339.0864 M-DL 217 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1712 1985.0339.0765 M-DL 216 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1713 Trfd to A.M. Coll. E 27463 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1714 1985.0339.1043 M-DL 213 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1715 1985.0339.0865 M-DL 251 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1716 1985.0339.0770 M-DL  233 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1717 1985.0339.0901 M-DL 223 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1718 1985.0339.0868 M-DL 235 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1719 1985.0339.0769 M-DL 220 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
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1 P1720 1985.0339.0766 M-DL 221 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1721 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1722 1985.0339.0771 M-DL 226 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1723 1985.0339.0866 M-DL 227 Sago Stirrer "EGO" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
1 P1724 1985.0339.0488 M-MG 41 Drum "SINAHA" BUNAMA, EAST. DIVISION
503. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1725 Drum "SINAHA" BUNAMA, EAST. DIVISION 501
1 P1726 Carved Board Delta Division "from the R.M; D.D"
1 P1727 Stone Adze Blade "BAIDARA" Upper Musa Dist., N.D. 128
1 P1728 Stone Adze Blade "BAIDARA" Upper Musa Dist., N.D. 131
1 P1729 Stone Adze Blade "WAMU"
DENEWA, GWEDIGWEDI, 
N.E.D.
1 P1730 Stone Adze Blade "A-IP"
DENEWA, GWEDIGWEDI, 
N.E.D.
1 P1731 1985.0339.1098 M-TA 226 Stone Adze Blade "TAWA" TAGULA, S.E.DIVISION WE Armstrong
181.Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1732
Human Skull, 
decorated with 
seeds
Lake Murray, W.D 279
1 P1733 1985.0339.1106 M-FT 14 Barbed Fish-trap Village on Lake Murray 288
1 P1734 Barbed Fish-trap Village on Lake Murray 289
1 P1735
Trnsfd to A.M. 
Coll. 
(E.27464)? M-
FT 19
Barbed Fish-
trap Village on Lake Murray 290
1 P1736 1985.0339.1102 M-FT 12 Barbed Fish-trap Village on Lake Murray 291
1 P1737 1985.0339.1101 M-FT 9 Barbed Fish-trap Village on Lake Murray 292
1 P1738 1985.0339.1123 M-FT 18 Barbed Fish-trap Village on Lake Murray 293
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1 P1739 Barbed Fish-trap Village on Lake Murray 294
1 P1740 1985.0339.0824 M-WC 34 Disc Stone-headed Club Northern Division
1 P1741 1985.0339.1208 M-TD 54 Carved Axe Handle (in pencil): no loc 49
1 P1742 1985.0339.0039 M-R 14 Rainstone See Ante Yela (Rossell Is)
Collected by WE Armstrong 
(NLA MS6507 folder 38/box 
4).    From box marked "A" 
see list attached to 
correspondence P1 of 1923.   
101
1 P1743 1985.0339.1242 M-TA 231 Stone Adze, or Axe Blade "DILIWAO" MORIMA, East. Div.
361.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1744
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Pearl-shell 
Scraper "KUMA" Yela, (Rossell Is)
51.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1745 Pearl-shell Scraper "KUMA" Yela, (Rossell Is)
52.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1746 Pearl-shell Knife "NKILE" TAGULA, S.E. Division
171.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1747 1985.0339.0286 M-S 11 Pearl-shell Knife "NKILE" TAGULA, S.E. Division
172.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1748
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. E.27465
Pearl-shell 
Knife "NKILE" TAGULA, S.E. Division
173.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1749 1985.0339.0250 M-S 16 "SEI" SABARI
211.  Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
Gold coloured shells joined with a row of 
pink shells woven into a chain.
1 P1750
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Pearl-shell 
Knife "SEI" SABARI
212. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
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1 P1751 Pearl-shell Knife "SEI" SABARI
213. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1752
Transfd to 
A.M. Coll. 
(E.27466)
Pearl-shell 
Knife "SEI" SABARI
214. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1753 Pearl-shell Knife "SEI" SABARI
215. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1754 Small Adze-Blade "KILAKILANA" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
362. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1755 Small Adze-Blade "KILAKILANA" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
363. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1756 Small Adze-Blade (in pencil):  ?burmister "KILAKILANA" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
364. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1757 Small Adze-Blade (in pencil):  ?Scraper "KILAKILANA" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
365. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1758
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Small Adze-
Blade (in pencil): ?Scraper "KILAKILANA" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
366. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1759 1985.0339.0267 M-S 19 "AILA" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
351. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
Large pearly-coloured shell, large paper 
label stuck on it.
1 P1760
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Pearl-shell 
Knife "AILA" MORIMA, EAST. DIVISION
352. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1761 Pearl-shell Spoon "KUMA" Yela, (Rossell Isd.)
53. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
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1 P1762 1985.0339.0289 M-S 6 "KUMA" Yela, (Rossell Isd.)
54. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1763 1985.0339.0287 M-S12 Pearl-shell Spoon "KUMA" Yela, (Rossell Isd.)
55. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1764
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Pearl-shell 
Spoon "KUMA" Yela, (Rossell Isd.)
56. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1765 Pearl-shell Spoon "KUMA" Yela, (Rossell Isd.)
57. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1766
Transfd to 
A.M. Coll. 
(E.27467)
Pearl-shell 
Spoon "KUMA" Yela, (Rossell Isd.)
58. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1767 Pearl-shell Spoon "KUMA" Yela, (Rossell Isd.)
59. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1768
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Pearl-shell 
Spoon "KUMA" Yela, (Rossell Isd.)
60. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1769 1985.0339.0632 M-WC 276 White Disc Club Head BARURU, Cent. Division 97
1 P1770 Wooden Knife Trobriand Islds
1 P1771 Ebony Lime Stick Trobriand Islds
1 P1772 Ebony Lime Stick Trobriand Islds
1 P1773 1985.0339.0975 M-DL 165 Ebony Lime Stick Trobriand Islds
1 P1774 Ebony Lime Stick Trobriand Islds
1 P1775 1985.0339.0787 M-WC 90
Stone-headed 
Club, 
(pineapple 
type)
WAIE, UNIDU, DORIRI, N.E. 
DIV 155
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1 P1776 1985.0339.0888 M-WC 17
Stone-headed 
Club (disc 
type)
"GAHI" MAMBARE
Collected by WE Armstrong 
(NLA MS 6507 folder 38/ box 
4 ‘museum specimens 1921-
22’).
1 P1777 1985.0339.0037 M-TC 1 Drill "IBUDU" HOHODAE, Cent. Div. 186 Tooth is missing
1 P1778 1985.0339.0192 M-OW 61 Loin Band "GANA" (Motu name) Yela, (Rossell Isd) 91
1 P1779 1985.0339.0113 M-AF 14 Carved Pig Figure Trobriand Islds 9
1 P1780
Cassowary-
Feather Head 
Dress
"Hangs from head down back like 
a mantle" Lake Murray, W.D. 26
1 P1781 1985.0339.0354 M-MD 58 Shell Trumpet "KIBI" (in pencil): (no loc) 14
1 P1782 A-RB 17 Carved Board Delta Division
1 P1783 Carved Board See Ante. From box marked "A". See List (P.10 of 1923) "KO-E"
KEREWA (MAIPUA) 
PURARI DELTA
Coll. by 
R.A.Woodward 
A/RM. Delta 
Division
1 P1784
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Carved + 
mounted 
Coconut 
{representing 
a human 
Skull}
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923)
LAKE MURRAY, WEST. 
DIV. 269
1 P1785 1985.0339.0395 M-A 18
Carved + 
mounted 
Coconut 
{representing 
a human 
Skull}
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923)
LAKE MURRAY, WEST. 
DIV.
See Annual Report of 
Territory of Papua 1920-21 - 
probably collected by Lyons. 
270
1 P1786
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Carved + 
mounted 
Coconut 
{representing 
a human 
Skull}
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923)
LAKE MURRAY, WEST. 
DIV. 271
1 P1787 1985.0339.0076 M-R 43
Carved + 
mounted 
Coconut 
{representing 
a human 
Skull}
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923)
LAKE MURRAY, WEST. 
DIV.
See Newton. 272. Prim art 
film 3
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1 P1788 1985.0339.0070 M-R 41
Carved + 
mounted 
Coconut 
{representing 
a human 
Skull}
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923)
LAKE MURRAY, WEST. 
DIV.
See Annual Report of 
Territory of Papua 1920-21 - 
probably collected by Lyons. 
273
1 P1789 1985.0339.0075 M-R 42
Carved + 
mounted 
Coconut 
{representing 
a human 
Skull}
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923)
LAKE MURRAY, WEST. 
DIV. 274. See Newton 
1 P1790
Transfd to Dr 
A.C. Haddon 
(see Museum 
inward Letter 
P.54/1923)
Carved + 
mounted 
Coconut 
{representing 
a human 
Skull}
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923)
LAKE MURRAY, WEST. 
DIV. 275
1 P1791 1985.0339.0704 M-A 14
Seed-
decorated 
Human Skull
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923)
LAKE MURRAY, WEST. 
DIV. 276
1 P1792 1985.0339.0705
M-A 19 
Transfd to 
A.M. Coll. 
(E.27461)
Seed-
decorated 
Human Skull
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923)
LAKE MURRAY, WEST. 
DIV. 277
Labelled as kept at AM, but also has NMA 
registration
1 P1793 1985.0339.0511.1-8 M-AF 153
Carving with 
seven 
removable 
figures
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923) Trobriand Islds.
(in 
pencil): ?Pres.PN 
Charpenter Esq 
(enquiry made for 
C16/26)
267
Soul boat. Seven 'ancestor figures' and a 
boat like a betel nut mortar. See Beran 1980 
Massim Tribal Art Papua New Guinea
1 P1794 Canoe Ornament
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923) "ISUGUDUGUDU" DAUI, Eastern Div.
621. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1795 Blade of Stone Implement
(in pencil): an interesting + hitherto 
unknown form. From box marked 
"A". See List (P.10 of 1923)
"GOBE" YELA (Rossell Is)
71. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1796 Stone Adze-Blade
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923) "GOBE" YELA (Rossell Is)
72. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1797
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Stone Adze-
Blade (broken)
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923) "GOBE" YELA (Rossell Is)
73. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
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1 P1798 Small Adze-shaped Blade
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923) "GOBE" YELA (Rossell Is)
74. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1799 Small Adze-shaped Blade
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923) "GOBE" YELA (Rossell Is)
75. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1800 1985.0339.0323 M-DCF 46
Plaited 
Basket, with 
streamers
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923) "PEA" YELA (Rossell Is)
9. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1801 1985.0339.1211 M-TA 203
Handle of 
Ceremony 
Axe
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923) Trobriand Islds 28
1 P1802
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Cane Cuirass
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923) and  MLMSA1637 
list 1& 2"The main shape of the 
cuirass differs little one from the 
other, but the part which fits across 
the upper part of the chest and 
near armpits seems to be able to 
be varied according to the taste of 
the maker. There are about four 
distinct patterns and all are found 
in those of the two tribes names 
named.
"IRIM" TEDI (ALICE) RIVER, IONGOM and AWIN Tribes  MLMSA1637 list 1& 2
1 P1803 1985.0339.0661 M-WP 3 Cane Cuirass
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923) and  MLMSA1637 
list 1& 2. "The main shape of the 
cuirass differs little one from the 
other, but the part which fits across 
the upper part of the chest and 
near armpits seems to be able to 
be varied according to the taste of 
the maker. There are about four 
distinct patterns and all are found 
in those of the two tribes names 
named.
"IRIM" TEDI (ALICE) RIVER, IONGOM and AWIN Tribes Leo Austen  MLMSA1637 list 1& 2
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1 P1804 1985.0339.0011 M-WP 11 Cane Cuirass
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923) and  MLMSA1637 
list 1& 2. "The main shape of the 
cuirass differs little one from the 
other, but the part which fits across 
the upper part of the chest and 
near armpits seems to be able to 
be varied according to the taste of 
the maker. There are about four 
distinct patterns and all are found 
in those of the two tribes names 
named.
"IRIM" TEDI (ALICE) RIVER, IONGOM and AWIN Tribes Leo Austen  MLMSA1637 list 1& 2
1 P1805 Cane Cuirass
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923). and  MLMSA1637 
list 1& 2"The main shape of the 
cuirass differs little one from the 
other, but the part which fits across 
the upper part of the chest and 
near armpits seems to be able to 
be varied according to the taste of 
the maker. There are about four 
distinct patterns and all are found 
in those of the two tribes names 
named.
"IRIM" TEDI (ALICE) RIVER, IONGOM and AWIN Tribes  MLMSA1637 list 1& 2
1 P1806 Cane Cuirass
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923). "The main shape of 
the cuirass differs little one from 
the other, but the part which fits 
across the upper part of the chest 
and near armpits seems to be able 
to be varied according to the taste 
of the maker. There are about four 
distinct patterns and all are found 
in those of the two tribes names 
named.
"IRIM" TEDI (ALICE) RIVER, IONGOM and AWIN Tribes
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1 P1807 1985.0339.0010 M-WP 17 Cane Cuirass
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923). "The main shape of 
the cuirass differs little one from 
the other, but the part which fits 
across the upper part of the chest 
and near armpits seems to be able 
to be varied according to the taste 
of the maker. There are about four 
distinct patterns and all are found 
in those of the two tribes names 
named.
"IRIM" TEDI (ALICE) RIVER, IONGOM and AWIN Tribes
1 P1808 1985.0339.0020
M-WP 13 
Transfd to 
A.M. Coll. 
(E.27460)
Cane Cuirass
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923). "The main shape of 
the cuirass differs little one from 
the other, but the part which fits 
across the upper part of the chest 
and near armpits seems to be able 
to be varied according to the taste 
of the maker. There are about four 
distinct patterns and all are found 
in those of the two tribes names 
named.
"IRIM" TEDI (ALICE) RIVER, IONGOM and AWIN Tribes
Labelled as kept at AM, but also has NMA 
registration
1 P1809 1985.0339.0019 M-WP 8 Cane Cuirass
From box marked "A". See List 
(P.10 of 1923). "The main shape of 
the cuirass differs little one from 
the other, but the part which fits 
across the upper part of the chest 
and near armpits seems to be able 
to be varied according to the taste 
of the maker. There are about four 
distinct patterns and all are found 
in those of the two tribes names 
named.
"IRIM" TEDI (ALICE) RIVER, IONGOM and AWIN Tribes
1 P1810 Large Carved Canoe Paddle from crate marked "B" Trobriand Islds 181
1 P1811
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll. 
Large Carved 
Canoe Paddle From Crate marked "B" Trobriand Islds 25
1 P1812 Skull of Large Crocodile From Crate marked "B" Kaimari, W.D. 120
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1 P1813
Palmwood 
Bow with cane 
"string"
From Crate marked "B" NABO RANGE, Gulf Div. 258
1 P1814
Palmwood 
Bow Stick, no 
"string"
From Crate marked "B" NABO RANGE, Gulf Div. 258
2 P1815 Bone-pointed Arrows From Crate marked "B" Lake Murray, W.D. 286
1 P1816
Bndle 4 
arrows (in 
process of 
manufacture)
From Crate marked "B" Lake Champion 287
10 P1817 Arrows, (ordinary) From Crate marked "B" NABO RANGE, Gulf Div. 260
10 P1818 M-WA 1592-1581
Arrows, 
(ordinary) From Crate marked "B" NABO RANGE, Gulf Div. 260
10 P1819 Arrows, (ordinary) From Crate marked "B" NABO RANGE, Gulf Div. 260
10 P1820
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Arrows, 
(ordinary) From Crate marked "B" NABO RANGE, Gulf Div. 260
1 P1821 1985.0339.0855 M-RM 45 Coarsely-Carved Board Parcel "C" "IAWURU"
{NEAR SUSPENSION 
BRIDGE IN STAR MTS., 
WEST DIV.}
see data on list B.P. pel. MLMSA1637 list 1 & 2
1 P1822 Carved Tablet From Crate marked "B" "KO-E" Delta Division
Coll. by R.A. 
Woodward A/R.M. 
Delta Div.
1 P1823 Carved Tablet From Crate marked "B" "KO-E" Delta Division
Coll. by R.A. 
Woodward A/R.M. 
Delta Div.
1 P1824 Large Sago-Stirrer "GAGA" SABARI
233. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1825 Large Sago-Stirrer "GAGA" PANAIATI
251. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1826 Large Sago-Stirrer "GAGA" SABARI
231. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1827 Large Sago-Stirrer "GAGA" SABARI
232. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
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1 P1828 1985.0339.0946 M-FT 38
Shark-
catching 
Device
KEREMA 124
1 P1829 1985.0339.0945 M-FT 37
Shark-
catching 
Device
KEREMA 125
1 P1830 1985.0339.0947 M-FT 39
Shark-
catching 
Device (float 
only)
KEREMA? 50
1 P1831 1985.0339.0829 M-WC 510 Palmwood Club (in pencil): North Coast
pencil: rabia stirrer 
on list 24
1 P1832 Palmwood Pig Spear "LEBA"
PUDUWANA, 
MT.THOMPSON, N.E.D.
1 P1833 1985.0339.0808 M-WC 91
Stone 
"Pineapple" 
Club
Northern Division
1 P1834 1985.0339.0348 M-WC 98
Stone 
"Pineapple" 
Club
"GISI" HENGUTURU, BUNA, NORTH D.
1 P1835 1985.0339.0817 M-WC 523
Wooden 
"Pineapple" 
club (imitation)
AIVI, AMBASI, NORTH D. 174
1 P1836 1985.0339.0798 M-WC 67 Stone-headed Club
"The stone is traded from the Muiu 
River".    (in pencil): ' Da' should be 
Dum = stone club. L Austen March 
25.
{"DA" Club Head 
"IGAP" the handle}
{STAR MTS., TEDI (Alice) 
RIVER WESTERN 
DIVISION}
(in pencil): ' Da' 
should be Dum = 
stone club. L 
Austen March 25. 
(in ink) : the stone is 
traded from the 
Muiu River.
206-7. MLMSS A1637Austen 
notes: Stone tomahawk. The 
stone is traded from the 
MUIU River. It seems to be a 
porphyritic.Object No.14. 
then listed as object 15: 
IGAP stone tomahawk 
handle. See Annual Report 
of Papua 1922-23 report of a 
patrol of the tedi river and the 
star mountains by Leo 
Austen p122
Potential confusion over label P1936 is a 
bamboo flute.
1 P1837 1985.0339.0958 M-MD 36
Bamboo Flute 
(or Drone 
Pipe)
MT LAMINGTON, N.DIV
1 P1838 Shield Trobriand Islds. M-WSH 49 160
1 P1839 Shield Trobriand Islds. M-WSH 46 162
1 P1840 Shield Trobriand Islds. M-WSH 47 163
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1 P1841 1985.0339.0724 M-MG 64 Drum "SINAHA" BUNAMA Coll by W.E. Armstrong
505. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
Hourglass drum with highly ornate 
decoration. One end has small band of 
triangles then large band of  intricate swirls 
with red pigment
1 P1842 1985.0339.0515 M-MG 63 Drum "SINAHA" BUNAMA Coll by W.E. Armstrong
505. Collected by WE 
Armstrong (NLA MS 6507 
folder 38/ box 4 ‘museum 
specimens 1921-22’).
1 P1843 1985.0339.1146 M-RM 3
Mask used in 
KAIVA-KUKU 
dance
"EHA-ARO" OROKOLO, GULF DIVISION Coll by EM Bastard RM
See Newton (1961). packing 
case number 1
The collection code 0342 means that this 
object is not part of the POC, and therefore 
not the original grass cover for this mask
1 P1844
Mask used in 
KAIVA-KUKU 
dance
"EHA-ARO" OROKOLO, GULF DIVISION Coll by EM Bastard RM
1 P1845 1985.0339.0183 M-OH 177 Mask with Fringe (KAIVA KUKU?) OROKOLO, GULF DIVISION
Coll by EM Bastard 
RM
1 P1846 Transferred to AM coll Mask
"IMUNU" (in pencil): 
? "semese", WWT)
{VILL. OF O-RAVI BAROI 
TRIBE, PUA CK, WAME 
RIVER, PURARI DELTA, 
DELTA DIV}
No.5
1 P1847 1985.0339.1080 M-RM 22 Mask "IMUNU" (in pencil): ? "semese", WWT)
{VILL. OF O-RAVI BAROI 
TRIBE, PUA CK, WAME 
RIVER, PURARI DELTA, 
DELTA DIV}
No accession record Possibly collected by 
Lambden (see thesis, ch 6)
1 P1848 1985.0339.1214 M-RM 66 Mask (large conical type) "ORIHOBO"
URAMA VILLAGE, DELTA 
DIVISN.
Obtained by Res 
Mag Delta Division No.3 No accession record 
1 P1849 1985.0339.1215 Cane Figure
cf Anthropology Rept No 5 "natives 
of Purari Delta" PP.IV-V. Also 
Annual Report of the Territory of 
Papua 1908
"KAIEMUNU" UKIRAVI, PURARI DELTA No.2
Collected by Murray 1908 Ukiaravi punitive 
expedition (see Annual Report and Murray's 
diary) called kanipu  in report.
1 P1850 1985.0339.0439 M-RM 6 Mask (in pencil): similar to P1845 but no fringe and winged GULF DIVISN  See Newton (1961). No. 1
Possibly collected by Lambden (see thesis, 
ch 6)
1 P1851 1985.0339.0457 M-RM 5 and M-RM 21 Mask
(in pencil):  one of the kaiva kuku 
forms GULF DIVISN See Newton (1961). No.3
Possibly collected by Lambden (see thesis 
ch 6)
1 P1852 1985.0339.0461 M-RM 4 Mask (in pencil)  one of the kaiva kuku forms GULF DIVISN Newton (1961). Pencil No.4
Skirt no longer attached, and perhaps not 
original skirt belonging to mask anyway. 
Possibly collected by Lambden (see thesis, 
ch 6)
1 P1853 Mask (in pencil):  small pot shaped pop-over type. GULF DIVISN
1 P1854 Mask (in pencil):  small pot shaped pop-over type. GULF DIVISN
1923 per SS "Mataram" receieved 7/5/1923 see P10 of 23rd april 1923
1927 per ss "Morinda" received Sept 16th 1927 754/1927
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1 P1855
Stone 
Implement 
{with short 
wooden haft. 
Probably used 
in sago 
making}
(in pencil): ?west div. Affected by 
borers (in pencil): history unknown 157
1 P1856
Axe or Adze 
Blade fitted in 
tang 
"IA-URU" Purari Delta Division F.E.Williams 35
1 P1857
Adze (Canoe, 
with metal 
blade)
"SARA" Mailu Isd. East. Div. Rev. W.J. Saville 23
1 P1858 1985.0339.0742 M-TA 228 Stone Axe [KERABI DIST., SAMBERIGI DIST., Delta Div. From A.R.M. D.D. 14
1 P1859
Stone Axe (in 
pencil) : (sago 
axe?)
"WASI" [SURIBARAKAIA DIST., Delta Div.
Pres. by Sidney 
Y.H. Chance, 
A.R.M.
12
1 P1860 1985.0339.0843 M-T 19 Sago Scraper
{Made by men and used by 
women. Women burn and scrape 
out the cup at the business end. 
(in pencil):  incomplete
KAIKA, wood AVAIA Purari, Delta Div. 48
1 P1861 1985.0339.0094 M-RT 15 Bullroarer "AROBE" Waria, Northern Div 57
1 P1862 destroyed
Dance 
Ornament 
(bird skin on 
board)
(in red ink): Destroyed Lake Murray Miss Grimshaw
Laracy and Laracy 
(1977:160) record that 
Grimshaw accompanied 
Murray on an ‘expedition 300 
miles up the Fly River to 
Lake Murray’ in 1926, which 
was probably when she 
collected the skins.    58
1 P1863 destroyed
Dance 
Ornament 
(bird skin on 
board)
(in red ink): Destroyed Lake Murray Miss Grimshaw
Laracy and Laracy 
(1977:160) record that 
Grimshaw accompanied 
Murray on an ‘expedition 300 
miles up the Fly River to 
Lake Murray’ in 1926, which 
was probably when she 
collected the skins.   58
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1 P1864 destroyed
Dance 
Ornament 
(bird skin on 
board)
(in red ink): Destroyed Lake Murray 
His Ex. J.H.P. 
Murray 27.11.25 
{listed as a feather 
head dress
74
1 P1865 1985.0339.0524 M-DC F 294 Netted Bag
{Used by men and women for 
carrying smoking gear &c}. 
MLMSA1637 list 1&2 states: 3 
netted bags used by both men and 
women for carrying their BENGET 
and other valuables. Many were 
seen decorated with feathers or 
hair'
"MEN" TEDI (Alice R.) W.D. Leo Austen 133. MLMSA1637 list 1&2
1 P1866 1985.0339.0525 M-DC F 296 Netted Bag
{Used by men and women for 
carrying smoking gear &c}. 
MLMSA1637 list 1&2 states: 3 
netted bags used by both men and 
women for carrying their BENGET 
and other valuables. Many were 
seen decorated with feathers or 
hair'
"MEN" TEDI (Alice R.) W.D. Leo Austen 133. MLMSA1637 list 1&2
1 P1867 1985.0339.0456 M-DC F 276 Netted Bag
{Used by men and women for 
carrying smoking gear &c}. 
MLMSA1637 list 1&2 states: 3 
netted bags used by both men and 
women for carrying their BENGET 
and other valuables. Many were 
seen decorated with feathers or 
hair'
"MEN" TEDI (Alice R.) W.D. Leo Austen 133. MLMSA1637 list 1&2
1 P1868 1985.0339.0527 M-DC F 328 Netted Bag
{Used by men and women for 
carrying smoking gear &c}. 
MLMSA1637 list 1&2 states: 3 
netted bags used by both men and 
women for carrying their BENGET 
and other valuables. Many were 
seen decorated with feathers or 
hair'
"MEN" TEDI (Alice R.) W.D. Leo Austen 133. MLMSA1637 list 1&2
1 P1869 1985.0339.0671 M-OC 221
Mourning 
Jacket of 
Job's tear 
seeds
BINANDELE Tribe, N.D. 103
1 P1870 1985.0339.1081 M-DMA 237 Female Bark Dress "ANDO" SARAPAI Village, N.D. C.T. Wurth 122
1 P1871 1985.0339.1066 M-DMA 145
Woman's 
Shawl (Bark 
Cloth)
spcm. Marked "Loin Cloth" WARIA River, N.D. J.H.P.M. 61
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1 P1872 1985.0339.1069 M-DMA 152
Woman's 
Shawl (Bark 
Cloth)
WARIA River, N.D. J.H.P.M. 60
1 P1873 1985.0339.1071 M-DMA 106 Loin Cloth spcm. marked "woman's shawl" "SIA" WARIA River, N.D. J.H.P.M. 101
1 P1874 1985.0339.0337 M-DCF 428 Netted Bag "KIAPA" WARIA River, N.D. J.H.P.M. 59
1 P1875 1985.0339.0338 M-DC F 427 Netted Bag spcm. marked 37 "KIAPA" WARIA River, N.D. J.H.P.M. 59
1 P1876
Transfd to 
A.M. Coll. 
E.31185
Netted Bag spcm. marked 38 "KIAPA" WARIA River, N.D. J.H.P.M. 59
1 P1877 1985.0339.0041.1.2 M-R 13, 13a "Native Medicine"
{Carved coconut + pebble, "used 
for killing women"}
BIOTO, MEKEO Dist., Cent 
Div. 123
4 P1878 1985.0339.1224-1226
M-TS 3. One 
Transfd to 
A.M. Coll
Flint Chips
used for sharpening arrows, +c. 
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'flint 
chips for sharpening arrows'
"MUIT" TEDI (Alice River) W.D. Leo Austen, Jan-Mch 1922
147. Annual Report for 1922-
23 p 122-140.  MLMSA1637 
list 1& 2 
1 P1879 (bark cloth garment?) (in pencil):  badly insect-eaten "Haniga"
[KAMBISI Tribe, OTAVIA 
Range, N.D.
F.R. Cawley, Dec. 
1922 (pencil: badly 
insect eaten)
102
1 P1880
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Female Dress 
(bark cloth) "META"
[KAWAI Village, SAKO Tribe, 
Uppr BIRIGI River, N.E. 
Division}
C.T. Wurth 120
1 P1881 1985.0339.1089 M-DMA 92
Bark Cloth 
Mourning 
Cape
{Made from bark of the NENEGA 
Tree -
[BINANDELE Tribe, Northern 
Division
F.R. Cawley, Dec. 
1922 84
1 P1882 1985.0339.1086 M-DMA 142 Female Dress (bark cloth) "ANDO"
Kuru, North Division.  {Village 
on l.bank Kumusi River at 
junct. of road KOKODA, 
MANAGALASI, WUWONGA
C.T. Wurth 119
1 P1883 1985.0339.1088 M-DMA 232 Female Dress (bark cloth) "ANDO"
[BOFU Village, BOFU Dist., 
N.D. C.T.Wurth 121
1 P1884 1985.0339.0177 M-OC 17 Female Dress (grass) "WUNUM" TEDI (Alice R.), W.D.
Leo Austen Jan-
Mch. 1922 138.  MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 
Fibre is quite stiff like broom straw. Yellow in 
colour (with some discolouration) small burn 
marks on one portion. Some heads of 
grasses still intact. Is actually 2 'skirt' pieces 
joined together one side shorter than the 
other.  MLMSA1637 list 1& 2  
states:'woman's rami or green petticoat'
1 P1885 1985.00339.0676 M-OC 101 "Posterior Cover" "MUTKAT" TEDI (Alice R.), W.D.
Leo Austen Jan-
Mch. 1922 139
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1 P1886 1985.0339.0683 M-OC 25 "Posterior Cover" "MUTKAT" TEDI (Alice R.), W.D.
Leo Austen Jan-
Mch. 1922 139
1 P1887
Plaited 
Pandanus 
Armlet
{made by men and boys; finished 
article sometimes painted red "UA" Purari, Delta Div.
F.E. Williams 
20/8/1922 72
1 P1888 1985.0339.0016 M-OA 163
Scented 
Ornament, 
worn in armlet.
{The name ani-ani belongs to this 
particular wood "ANI-ANI" Purari, Delta Div.
F.E. Williams Aug 
1922 71
1 P1889 1985.0339.0238 M-OA 162
Scented 
Ornament, 
worn in armlet.
{The name ani-ani belongs to this 
particular wood "ANI-ANI" Purari, Delta Div.
F.E. Williams Aug 
1922 71
2 P1890 1985.0339.0007 M-OE 9
Ear 
Ornaments of 
string, 
(mourning 
only)
{called "KEPORO NO"; worn by 
men + women; sometimes dyed 
yellow with the root of "DAIKU".
"KEPORO NO" Purari, Delta Div. FE Williams 13/8/1922 78
1 P1891 1985.0339.0133 M-ON 290
Body 
Mourning 
Ornament
"DAKA" Purari, Delta Div. F.E.Williams 20/8/22 75
1 P1892 1985.0339.0132 M-ON 289
Body 
Mourning 
Ornament
{Called "DAKA", worn by men + 
women; over each shoulder and 
under opposite arm - 
"DAKA" Purari, Delta Div. F.E.Williams 20/8/22 75
1 P1893 1985.0339.0384 M-DCF 277 Multiple Netted "Bag" For carrying dog's teeth "MENDANG" Tedi (Alice River) WD
Leo Austen, Jan-
Mch. 1922
134. See Annual Report 
1922-23.  p122-140. 
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'netted bag for 
carrying dog's teeth'
1 P1894 1985.0339.0127 M-ON 291
Netted 
Shoulder 
Strap
From Packing Case No. 1 "NIM" Tedi (Alice River) WD Leo Austen, Jan-Mch. 1922 135. MLMSA1637list 1 & 2
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states:Netted 
shoulder straps
1 P1895 1985.0339.0128 M-ON 292
Netted 
Shoulder 
Strap
From Packing Case No. 1 "NIM" Tedi (Alice River) WD Leo Austen Jan-mach 1922 135. MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 
Covered in black adhesive, or very dirty thin 
band. MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states:Netted 
shoulder straps
1 P1896 1985.0339.0129 M-ON 293
Netted 
Shoulder 
Strap
From Packing Case No. 1 "NIM" Tedi (Alice River) WD Leo Austen Jan-mach 1922 135. MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states:Netted 
shoulder straps
1 P1897 1985.0339.0230 M-OC 22 Old Man's Dress From Packing Case No. 1 "MUTKAT" Tedi (Alice River) WD
Leo Austen Jan-
mach 1922 130. MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states:Netted 
shoulder straps
1 P1898 1985.0339.0324 M-DCP 151
Plaited Sago 
Bag 
(unfinished) 
From Packing Case No. 1 "IOWO" Tedi (Alice River) WD Leo Austen Jan-mach 1922 137. MLMSA1637 list 1&2
 MLMSA1637 list 1&2 states: 'A sago bag. 
There are two of these one is unfinished'
1 P1899 1985.0339.0328 M-DC F 171
Plaited Sago 
Bag 
(unfinished) 
From Packing Case No. 1 "IOWO" Tedi (Alice River) WD Leo Austen Jan-mach 1922 137. MLMSA1637 list 1&2
 MLMSA1637 list 1&2 states: 'A sago bag. 
There are two of these one is unfinished'
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1 P1900 1985.0339.0014 M-R 1
Dwarf 
Coconut 
Hunting 
Charm
From Packing Case No. 1 "KE-UPURA" Purari Delta Div F.E. Williams, 12/5/22 67
1 P1901 1985.0339.0005 1.2 M-OE 13 Rat Tail Ear Ornament From Packing Case No. 1 "IMBADA"
Kambisi tribe Otavia Range 
ND
F.R. Cawley, Dec. 
'22 112
1 P1902 Rat Tail Ear Ornament From Packing Case No. 1 "IMBADA"
Kambisi tribe Otavia Range 
ND
F.R. Cawley, Dec. 
'22 112
1 P1903 Rat Tail Ear Ornament From Packing Case No. 1 "IMBADA"
Kambisi tribe Otavia Range 
ND
F.R. Cawley, Dec. 
'22 112
1 P1904 1985.0339.0006 1.2 M-OE 14 Rat Tail Ear Ornament From Packing Case No. 1 "IMBADA"
Kambisi tribe Otavia Range 
ND
F.R. Cawley, Dec. 
'22 112
1 P1905
Transfd to 
A.M. Coll. 
E.31186
Rat Tail Ear 
Ornament From Packing Case No. 1 "IMBADA"
Kambisi tribe Otavia Range 
ND
F.R. Cawley, Dec. 
'22 112
1 P1906
Transfd to 
A.M. Coll. 
E.31187
Rat Tail Ear 
Ornament From Packing Case No. 1 "IMBADA"
Kambisi tribe Otavia Range 
ND
F.R. Cawley, Dec. 
'22 112
2 P1907 1985.0339.0008 M-OE 20 Pig-Tail Ear Ornament (2) From Packing Case No. 1 "AURI-OPE" Purari Delta Div
F.E. Williams, 
13/8/22 68
1 P1908 1985.0339.0239 M-OA 148 Plaited Armlet for small boy From Packing Case No. 1 "YET" Tedi (alice) river WD
Leo Austen, Jan-
Mch 1922 150. MLMSA1637 list 1& 2
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states:'Plaited fibre 
waistbands used by men'
2 P1909
Ear Rings 
made from 
wing bone of 
Flying Fox
From Packing Case No. 1
"AINUA" (name of 
Flying Fox) 
Ornament called 
"AINU-ORIRI"
Purari Delta Div F.E. Williams, 13/8/1922 65
4 P1910 1985.0339.0009.1.2 M-OE 21
Ear Rings of 
Cassowary 
quills
From Packing Case No. 1. Very 
Common "UR-IRI" Purari Delta Div
F.E. Williams, 
13/8/1922 66
1 P1911 1985.0339.0017 M-R 12
Turtle-shell 
Hunting 
Charm
From Packing Case No. 1. 
{Apparently represents a crocodile 
invoked before hunting. Bag called 
"UPURA" worn suspended from 
neck.
"KE-UPURA" Purari Delta Div FE Williams ? 13/8/1922 67a
1 P1912 1985.0339.0224 M-OH 80
Job's Tear 
Seed Head 
Band
From Packing Case No. 1 "ITORP" Tedi (Alice) river WD Leo Austen, Jan-Mch., 1922 129.  MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states:'headband 
made of job's tears'
1 P1913
Forehead 
Band, strips of 
pig skin
From Packing Case No. 1 "AWONGAT" Tedi (Alice) river WD Leo Austen, Jan-Mch., 1922 136. (ML MSS A1637 list 1&2
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'A forehead 
band; lit. "pig's skin"'
1 P1914 1985.0339.0240 M-OA 150 Plaited Armlet (unfinished) From Packing Case No. 1 "UA" Iari Delta Div
F.E.Williams, 
26/4/22 76
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1 P1915 1985.0339.1062 M-FL 2
From Packing Case No. 1. {Line of 
Pandanus fibre baited with shrimp. 
Float allowed to follow on surface 
of water.
"PIRUAI" Purari Delta Div F.E.Williams, 28/8/22
See papers by FEWilliams, 
69 
1 P1916 1985.0339.1063 M-FL 3
From Packing Case No. 1. {Line of 
Pandanus fibre baited with shrimp. 
Float allowed to follow on surface 
of water.
"PIRUAI" Purari Delta Div F.E.Williams, 28/8/22
See papers by FEWilliams, 
69 
1 P1917 1985.0339.1061 M-FL 1
From Packing Case No. 1. {Line of 
Pandanus fibre baited with shrimp. 
Float allowed to follow on surface 
of water.
"PIRUAI" Purari Delta Div F.E.Williams, 28/8/22
See papers by FEWilliams, 
69 
1 P1918 1985.0339.1031 M-DS 47
From Packing Case No. 1. {Fish 
called "A-IA" possibly the Sting 
Ray. Used especially in sewing 
"ENI" mats.- 
"IKA" Purari Delta Div F.E. Williams, 13/8/22 63
1 P1919 1985.0339.1032 M-DS 48
Needle of 
Sting-ray 
Spine
From Packing Case No. 1. {Fish 
called "A-IA" possibly the Sting 
Ray. Used especially in sewing 
"ENI" mats.-
"IKA" Purari Delta Div F.E. Williams, 13/8/22 63
1 P1920 Dog Teeth (6) in sago pith
From Packing Case No. 1. {Teeth 
put up in this way for keeping or 
bartering -
"ERI-VARI" Purari Delta Div F.E. Williams, 28/8/22 73
1 P1921
Head Dress of 
Cassowary 
feathers
From Packing Case No. 1 "DIAP-ORTPAP" Tedi (Alice) river WD Leo Austen, Jan-Mch. 1922 132
1 P1922 1985.0339.0282 M-OA 158 Cane Armlet
From Packing Case No. 1. {Same 
sometimes used in fire- making. 
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2
"BERI-IK" Tedi (Alice) river WD Leo Austen, Jan-Mch 1922 126
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'Twisted rattan 
armlets. The same are sometimes used in 
fire making'
1 P1923 1985.0339.0297 M-OA 159 Cane Armlet
From Packing Case No. 1. {Same 
sometimes used in fire- 
making.MLMSA1637 list 1& 2
"BERI-IK" Tedi (Alice) river WD Leo Austen, Jan-Mch 1922 126
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'Twisted rattan 
armlets. The same are sometimes used in 
fire making'
1 P1924 1985.0339.0288 M-OA 160 Cane Armlet (plaited)
From Packing Case No. 
1MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 "BERI-IK" Tedi (Alice) river WD
Leo Austen, Jan-
Mch 1922 126
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'Twisted rattan 
armlets. The same are sometimes used in 
fire making'
1 P1925 1985.0339.0281 M-OA 161 Cane Armlet From Packing Case No. 1MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 "BERI-IK" Tedi (Alice) river WD
Leo Austen, Jan-
Mch 1922 126
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'Twisted rattan 
armlets. The same are sometimes used in 
fire making'
1 P1926 1985.0339.0174 M-OC 16
Gourd Penis 
Cover, (worn 
in certain 
dances)
From Packing Case No. 1 Tedi (Alice) river WD Leo Austen, Jan-Mch 1922 142
1 P1927 1985.0339.0315 M-OC 7 Nut Glans-penis Cover From Packing Case No. 1 "OROMTOP" Tedi (Alice) river WD
Leo Austen, Jan-
Mch 1922 149
Tan coloured nut with portion cut out 2 small 
holes to attach with string. Black NMA/AIA 
label scratched off. Outside of nut has been 
scratched. 
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1 P1928
Cassowary-
Feather Head 
Dress {worn 
by men}
From Packing Case No. 1. {The 
black variety is said to be worn by 
the old men
"BAUA" Purari Delta Div F.E. Williams 13/8/1922 117
1 P1929 1985.0339.0205 M-OW 126 Man's waist Belt (plaited) From Packing Case No. 1 "YET" Tedi (Alice) river WD
Leo Austen, Jan-
Mch. 1922
127. Annual Report 1922 in 
patrol report by austen. 
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'Plaited fibre 
waistbands used by men'
1 P1930 1985.0339.0195 M-OW 64 Man's waist Belt (plaited) From Packing Case No. 1 "YET" Tedi (Alice) river WD
Leo Austen, Jan-
Mch. 1922 127. MLMSA1637 list 1& 2
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'Plaited fibre 
waistbands used by men'
1 P1931 1985.0339.0346 M-DC F 129
Bag , made 
from 
Pandanus, 
used for 
tobacco]
From Packing Case No. 1 "DURUA" Purari Delta Div F.E.Williams (in pencil):  no data 79
1 P1932
Wooden 
Object of 
Phallic (?) 
Character
From Packing Case No. 1. {Kept in 
ravi. Said to be used for making 
bark cloth, or for splitting coconuts 
at a feast.
"KAVAI" Purari Delta Div 42
1 P1933 1985.0339.0218 M-OH 77 Cane Head Dress From Packing Case No. 1 "BAIMAT" Tedi (Alice) river WD
Leo Austen, Jan-
Mch. 1922 143.  MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 
 MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: ' An "A" 
shaped dance headdress'
1 P1934 1985.0339.1094 M-MR 21 Dance Rattle
From Packing Case No. 1 .Worn at 
back of body in the ATKAT Belt 
(see P.1935)
"BUTKEREK" Tedi (Alice) river WD Leo Austen, Jan-Mch. 1922 145. MLMSA1637 list 1&2
MLMSA1637 list 1&2 states: 'A dance rattle 
worn at the back of the body in the ATKAT 
belt' 
1 P1935 1985.0339.0213 M-OW 116 Bark Waist Band 
used in the dance with the Rattle 
(see P.1934). "ATKAT" Tedi (Alice) river WD
Leo Austen, Jan-
Mch. 1922
148. used in the dance with 
the Rattle (see 
P.1934).MLMSA1637 list 1& 
2
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'Lit. "tree skin, 
i.e., bark" a waistband used in dances with 
the BUTKEREK'
1 P1936 1985.0339.0237 M-MD 72 See Ante "NEROWARAPA" Waria, North. Div. C.H.Karius, 10.5.26 154
1 P1937 1985.0339.0547 M-MD 30 Bamboo Flute "NEROWARAPA" Waria, North. Div. C.H.Karius, 10.5.26 154
1 P1938 1985.0339.1191 M-DT 35 Bamboo Tobacco Pipe "BENGET" Tedi (Alice) R., W.D.
Leo Austen, Jan-
Mch. 1922 144. MLMSA1637 list 1& 2
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'Tobacco pipe 
or bamboo[sic]'
1 P1939 1985.0339.1192 M-DT 49 Bamboo Tobacco Pipe "BENGET" Tedi (Alice) R., W.D.
Leo Austen, Jan-
Mch. 1922 144. MLMSA1637 list 1& 2
MLMSA1637 list 1& 2 states: 'Tobacco pipe 
or bamboo[sic]'
1 P1940 1985.0339.0013 M-AF 72 Bird-head Carving
{Seen in front of ravis. Made 'for 
nothing but acquires the quality of 
"IMUNU"'. This has personal name 
"IPAI". Not common in Purari 
decorative art.
"IRI-UKU" Purari, Delta Div. F.E. Williams, 28/6/22 70
1 P1941 Stone Adze-Blade {Stone is traded from MUIU River} "DA" Tedi (Alice) R., W.D.
Leo Austen, Jan-
Mch. 1922 131
1 P1942 1985.0339.0210 M-OW 106 Rattan Waist Band "KOMBEKWONG" Tedi (Alice) R., W.D.
Leo Austen, Jan-
Mch. 1922 128
9 loops (1piece) of thin rattan bands have 
arrow patterns on the sides. At ends of 
loops, 2 holes (each end) to tie together 
around waist (?)
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1 P1943
Bark Cloth + 
Beater (former 
of sago wood)
{Bark used is from the "IPI" or 
"POKU", the former yields white 
the latter brown cloth. (in pencil): 
cloth badly eaten by insects.
"IRI" + "KAVAI" Purari, Delta Div. F.E. Williams, 10/9/22 77
1 P1944 1985.0339.1230 M-TC 2 Drill, point of shark tooth
{Used for boring shell ornaments. 
{The handle is twisted between the 
palms} (in pencil) : tooth set the 
wrong way.
"BAIKIKA" Purari, Delta Div. F.E. Williams, 13/8/22 62
1 P1945 1985.0339.0702 M-A 5 
Skull, with 
features 
restored
(in pencil):  not admiralty islands) Sepik R., Mandat. Territ.
S.A. Greenland. 
{Originally from Mr. 
Cutlack, journalist, 
in 1918
37
2 P1946 1985.0339.0015
M-OE 16 - M-
OE 17 also 
listed as M-
ONO 16 
(perhaps an 
error)
Bone Nose-
Piercers
Used for perforating nose or ears. 
{one from Cassowary, other Flying 
Fox}
"BAIPAMI: Purari Delta Div F.E. Williams, 13/8/23 64
1 P1947 1985.0339.0703 M-A 13
Seed-
decorated 
Skull
{From Dubu on Lake Murray J.H.P.M 39
1 P1948 Skull (no mandible) (in pencil):  no data "Hon. Treasurer" 49
1 P1949 Skull (no mandible) Tedi (Alice) R., W.D. "A.R.M" Austen 38
1 P1950 Skull (no mandible) Tedi (Alice) R., W.D. "A.R.M" Austen 51
1 P1951 1985.0339.0861 M-WC 258 Sword-Club "KERAPA", wood "GAHI" Fergusson Isd. E.Div.
Pres. By His Ex. 
J.H.P.Murray 15
Possibly the sword-club Murray mentions he 
is waiting for from Methodist Missionary 
Matthew Gilmour in diary (ML MS 
A3139:319)
1 P1952 1985.0339.1206 M-TA 69 Axe Handle (in pencil): listed as a club Lake Murray 16
1 P1953
Transfd  to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Stuffed 
Human Head Lake Murray J.H.P.M. 2.10.22 115
1 P1954 1985.0339.0979 M-DL 158 Lime Spatula Trobriand Islds. 116
1 P1955 1985.0339.0087 M-RT 14
Bullroarer (or 
rather IARI 
counterpart)
{Iari bullroarers are not perforated. 
Button on nose presumably a 
survival of the hole. Objects of 
great sacredness, kept in a bag in 
the "LAVARA"
"UPURA-IMUNU" 
(See remarks) Iari, Purari Delta 56
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1 P1956 Net Mesher (in pencil): no data 158
1 P1957 1985.0339.0873 M-WC 20
Stone-headed 
Club (disc 
type)
(in pencil) : no further data. hessian 
package number 2 Delta Div. 25
1 P1958 1985.0339.0805 M-WC 86
Stone-headed 
Club 
(pineapple 
type)
Delta Div. 17
1 P1959 1985.0339.0789 M-WC 95
Stone-headed 
Club 
(pineapple 
type)
Delta Div. 17
1 P1960 1985.0339.0890 M-WC 77
Stone-headed 
Club 
(pineapple 
type)
Delta Div. 17
1 P1961 1985.0339.0862 M-WC 25
Stone-headed 
Club (disc 
type, 
feathered)
Upper Musa , N.E. Div. His Ex. J.H.P.Murray 24
1 P1962 1985.0339.0714 M-WC 15
Stone-headed 
Club (disc 
type, 
feathered)
Upper Musa , N.E. Div. His Ex. J.H.P.Murray 24
1 P1963 1985.0339.0832 M-WC 152 Club "BURU" PAPAGI, Kumusi Dist.
His Ex. 
J.H.P.Murray 
(presented by)
18
Every second row of "pineapple spines" has 
red paint between knobs. On shaft above 
head plain string is wound around, and shaft 
ends in 3 bent and rusty nails. bound on 
shaft below head is white cloth, then red 
cloth.
9 P1964 M-WA 703-710
Arrows (plain 
points) hessian package number 3 Delta Div. 6
8 P1965 M-WA 1997-2004
Arrows (bone 
pointed) Delta Div. 6
4 P1966
Arrows (bone 
pointed + 
barbed)
Delta Div. 6
4 P1967 M-WA 2463-2466
Arrows 
(bamboo 
points)
Delta Div. 6
2 P1968 M-WA 1954-1955
Arrows 
(cassowary 
toe nail points)
Delta Div. 6
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5 P1969 M-WA 1945-1950
Arrows (in 
pencil) : 
(incomplete?)
Delta Div. 6
4 P1970
Arrows (bone 
points + 
Echidna 
barbs)
Lake Murray, W.D. Pres. By Sir Hubert Murray 27.11.25 2
5 P1971
Arrows (bone 
points + 
whitened)
Lake Murray, W.D. Pres. By Sir Hubert Murray 27.11.25 2
4 P1972 M-WA 1750-1753
Arrows (bone 
points 3 
barbed)
Lake Murray, W.D. Pres. By Sir Hubert Murray 27.11.25 2
1 P1973 Arrows (pig bone, barbed) Lake Murray, W.D.
Pres. By Sir Hubert 
Murray 27.11.25 2
1 P1974
Arrows 
(wooden point, 
barbed)
Lake Murray, W.D. Pres. By Sir Hubert Murray 27.11.25 2
3 P1975 M-WA 273-75
Arrows (bone 
points + 
Echidna 
barbs)
Lake Murray, W.D. Pres. By Sir Hubert Murray 27.11.25 3
1 P1976 1985.0339.0910 M-WC 470 Sword-Club "POTUMA" MANEO Dist., N.E. Div. J.H.P.M 19/3/24 9
1 P1977 1985.0339.0791 M-WC 512 Sword-club, black palm See Ante East. Div. 10
1 P1978 Sword-club, black palm "PIA" Wowonga, Nth. Div. 11
9 P1979 M-WA 2015-2023
Arrows, (plain 
points) Chirima Valley, N.D. 85
7 P1980 M-WA 2008-2014
Arrows, (plain 
points) Chirima Valley, N.D. 85
1 P1981 M-WS 330
Palmwood 
Spear, bone 
point
hessian package number 4 SAMBERIGI Valley, D.D.
Pres by Sir 
J.H.P.Murray 
27.11.25
4
1 P1982
Transfd to 
A.M.Coll. 
E.31188
Palmwood 
Spear, pointed 
with cassow. 
toe bone
SAMBERIGI Valley, D.D.
Pres by Sir 
J.H.P.Murray 
27.11.25
4
1 P1983 M-WS 329
Palmwood 
Spear, pointed 
with cassow. 
toe bone
SAMBERIGI Valley, D.D.
Pres by Sir 
J.H.P.Murray 
27.11.25
4
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1 P1984 M-WS 331
Palmwood 
Spear, pointed 
with cassow. 
toe bone
SAMBERIGI Valley, D.D.
Pres by Sir 
J.H.P.Murray 
27.11.25
4
1 P1985 1985.0339.1259 M-WS 241
Palmwood 
Spear, (plain 
point)
Wowonga, Nth. Div. His Ex. J.H.P.Murray 33 This spear was evidence in a court case
1 P1986 1985.0339.0908 M-WC 467 Long Sword-Club "KAREVA" Trobriand Islds. 95
1 P1987 1985.0339.0907 M-WC 498 Long Sword-Club "KAREVA" (in pencil): no data 96
1 P1988
Palmwood 
Spear, bone 
point {alleged 
to be a human 
thigh bone}
"WEDI" SAMBERIGI Dist., D.D. 5
1 P1989 Set of Firesticks
"Listed as a Ceremonial Stick, no 
history" Cape York, Qld. 87
1 P1990 1985.0339.0941 M-T 109 Rabia Digger "NANATU" (in pencil): no data 97
1 P1991 M-WA 2467
Long Pig-
arrow bamboo 
point 
"ANA-E" Purari, Delta Div. F.E. Williams, 106
1 P1992 1985.0339.0696 M-RP 123 Carved Post 
hessian package number 5, 
{"JIJIMA" wood; represents 'spirit' 
of "ORONGORI" -
"IAVETO" TABARA, GIRA, NTH. DIV. F.R.Cawley, A.R.M. 28
1 P1993
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Carved Post {"JIJIMA" wood; represents 'spirit' of "WOWO-IA" - "IAVETO" TABARA, GIRA, NTH. DIV. F.R.Cawley, A.R.M. 29
1 P1994 1985.0339.0933 M-CP 58 Canoe Paddle East Div. 159
1 P1995 1985.0339.0936 M-CP 54 Canoe Paddle East Div. 88
1 P1996 M-WS 446
Long Spear, 
medially 
carved
from hessian package number 6 Trobriand Islds. 7
1 P1997 M-WS 442
Long Spear, 
medially 
carved
Trobriand Islds. 7
1 P1998 M-WS 444
Long Spear, 
medially 
carved
Trobriand Islds. 7
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1 P1999 M-WS 443
Long Spear, 
medially 
carved
Trobriand Islds. 156
1 P2000 M-WS 441
Long Spear, 
medially 
carved
Trobriand Islds. 156
1 P2001 M-WS 206
Barbed 
Palmwood 
Spear
"GARAGOTA" (in pencil):  north coast Papua (WWT) 8
1 P2002 M-WS 205
Barbed 
Palmwood 
Spear
"GARAGOTA" (in pencil):  north coast Papua (WWT) 8
1 P2003 M-WS 207
Barbed 
Palmwood 
Spear
"GARAGOTA" (in pencil):  north coast Papua (WWT) 8
1 P2004 M-WS 208
Barbed 
Palmwood 
Spear
"GARAGOTA" (in pencil):  north coast Papua (WWT) 8
1 P2005 1985.0339.1275 M-CP 34
Long Paddle, 
decorated 
blade
Found in Dubu Lake Murray, W.D. His Ex. J.H.P.M. Oct. 1922 22
1 P2006 M-WS 404 Barbed Spear, white-wood "NAHO" (in pencil): no data 82
1 P2007 M-WS 405 Barbed Spear, white-wood "NAHO" (in pencil): no data 82
1 P2008 M-WS 406 Barbed Spear, white-wood "NAHO" (in pencil): no data 82
1 P2009 M-WS 407 Barbed Spear, white-wood "NAHO" (in pencil): no data 82
1 P2010 Barbed Spear, white-wood "NAHO" (in pencil): no data 82
1 P2011 1985.0339.0836 M-WC 153
Wooden Club, 
(pineapple 
head)
(in pencil): no data 19
1 P2012 1985.0339.0871 M-WC 106
Stone-headed 
Club 
(knobbed) see 
remarks
{Obtained from native "MIRA" who 
used it to kill "DOARAM" of 
ORABUA Village 17.10.1923. 
Reference Jacket 671/5.  (in 
pencil):or  packet?
ORABUA Village, {Upper 
Musa N.E. Div.} 21
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1 P2013 Wooden Club from hessian package number 7 "PUTA-PUTA" Chirima Valley, N.D. F.R. Cawley, Dec. 22 20
1 P2014 1985.0339.0806 M-WC 225 Wooden Club "PUTA-PUTA" Chirima Valley, N.D. F.R. Cawley, Dec. 22 20
1 P2015 1985.0339.0880 M-WC 477 Wooden Club "PUTA-PUTA" Chirima Valley, N.D. F.R. Cawley, Dec. 22 20
1 P2016
Transfd to 
Aus. Mus. 
Coll.
Bamboo Flute "SARAGARAPA" Waria, North. Div. Karius, 10.5.26 155
1 P2017 1985.0339.0959 M-MD 37 Bamboo Flute "SARAGARAPA" Waria, North. Div. Karius, 10.5.26 155
1 P2018 Destroyed Small Bamboo Bow See Ante. (in pencil): insect eaten Chirima Valley, N.D.
F.R.Cawley, Dec., 
1922 86
1 P2019 Destroyed Small Bamboo Bow  (in pencil):  insect eaten Chirima Valley, N.D.
F.R.Cawley, Dec., 
1922 86
1 P2020 1985.0339.0961
M-MD 39 also 
spear 2020 M-
WS 408
Bamboo Flute Mt. Lamington, N.D. A.R.M. K.D, 12/11/1919 152
1 P2021 1985.339.1150 M-CO 20
Canoe-
Carving, from 
prow of dug-
out
"VII-KIKIRIA" Purari, Delta Div. 26
1 P2022 1985.0339.1117 M-AF 205
Bamboo Effigy 
of Cassowary 
head
West Div. 91.  Prim art film 1
1 P2023 None allocated M-RP 119 Painted Post from hessian package number 8 (in pencil):  no history available at present 151
Small pole with black/red and yellow/white 
decorations very similar to Lyons' gogodala 
paddles. Seems to be a house post? Has 
point one end, and one end chopped off. 
No.23 marked on it in blue pencil
1 P2024 1985.0339.1212 M-RP 120 Painted Post (in pencil):  no history available at present 151
1 P2025 Wooden Carving (in pencil):  no data 93
1 P2026 1985.0339.0579 M-RP 53
(in pencil): 
Charm or 
Dance Ornt?
[Village, E.bank Fly R., near 
Bamboo CK., 390m up. 52.  AR 1922
Seems like the coconut 'representations of 
skulls' but bird/crocodile like. Long chunk of 
wood with tapered end has large loop 
coming off tapered end, decorated with 
adhesive and seeds. Wood is wrapped in 
palm spathe, with pigment (tan/orange, 
white, dark brown/black) in stripes. 
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1 P2027 1985.0339.0215 M-R 44
(in pencil): 
Charm or 
Dance Ornt?
[Village, E.bank Fly R., near 
Bamboo CK., 390m up. 52. AR 1922
 Is probably collected by Austen - see 
location and other objects from this location
1 P2028 1985.0339.0545 M-RP 54
(in pencil): 
Charm or 
Dance Ornt?
[Village, E.bank Fly R., near 
Bamboo CK., 390m up.
A.R.M. Austen, Jan-
Mch. 1922 118
Seems like the coconut 'representations of 
skulls' but bird/crocodile like.  in stripes. 
1 P2029 1985.0339.1249 M-WSH 27 WAITAMI Shield
[ANIGIBI Tribe, ERA River, 
Delta Div. J.H.P.M. 27.11.25 94
1 P2030 1985.0339.1207 M-TA 76
Mounted 
Stone Axe 
(red ink): blade 
missing
from hessian package number 9 [SAMBERIGI Valley, Delta Div.
Pres by J.H.P.M. 
27.11.25 13
1 P2031 Shield KOIARI Tribe, Cent. Div. 89
1 P2032 None allocated M-WSH 29 Shield, palm-spathe GORAU-OBE, Delta Div. 36
1 P2033
Transfd to 
Aust. Mus. 
Coll. E.31189
Shield, palm-
spathe GORAU-OBE, Delta Div. 36
1 P2034 Carving of Crocodile
Used in Folk play at ERUATUTU. 
(in pencil): badly broken. from 
packing box no 10
ERUATUTU, North. Div. L.P.B. Armit. 45
1 P2035 Wooden Effigy (female)
"OKENA", "JIJIMA" 
wood TABARA Village, GIRA, N.D.
F.R.Cawley, Sept. 
1922 83
1 P2036 1985.0339.0327 M-DC F 168 Bag of Plaited Sago Leaf 
(made by females). {Used for 
various purposes; large (ones?) for 
collecting sago before beating. 
Dark colour obtained by soaking 
leaves in mud for several days
"AKEKE" Purari, Delta Div. F.E.Williams, 13.8.22 100
1 P2037 1985.0339.0331 M-DC F 161 Bag of Plaited Sago Leaf 
(made by females). {Used for 
various purposes; large  (ones?) 
on for collecting sago before 
beating. Dark colour obtained by 
soaking leaves in mud for several 
days. 
"AKEKE" Purari, Delta Div. F.E.Williams, 13.8.22 100
1 P2038 Palm-spathe Figure 
{interior ravi decoration} {This one 
suspended in front of house to 
prevent pig sickness.
"RU-IMUNU" Purari, Delta Div. F.E. Williams, 20.8.22 90
1 P2039 1985.0339.0165 M-O 21
Rush "Cross" 
hung up in ravi 
as decoration
"IADVIDI" = wasp. "IAVIDI" Kaimari, D.D. F.E. Williams, 28.6.22 80
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1 P2040 1985.0339.1202 M-TA 116 Wooden Adze-handle from packing box No 11 (in pencil): no data 50
1 P2041 Canoe-Stretcher ? (in pencil): listed as a 'bow' Trobriand Islds. 108
1 P2042 1985.0339.0012 M-DC W 55 House "KWOI" 
Made of RU (Sago-palm Spathe). 
Object called "MAREA-KWOI" "MAREA-KWOI" Purari, Delta Div.
F.E. Williams, 
20.8.22 81
1 P2043 Wooden Platter 
{Design is typical and presumably 
anthropomorphic}. white is lime 
applied by the hand
"AINAU" Purari, Delta Div. F.E. Williams 34
1 P2044 1985.0339.1197 M-TA 70
Handle for 
Stone 
Implement
"IGAP" Tedi (Alice) R., W.D. Leo Austen Jan-Mch. 1922 146
1 P2045 1985.0339.0546 M-DCF 411 Palm-Spathe Food Dish "YAMBAT" Tedi (Alice) R., W.D.
Leo Austen Jan-
Mch. 1922
141.  Ref Annual Report 
1922 . MLMSA1637 list 1&2
MLMSA1637 list 1&2 states: 'A food dish 
made from a palm spathe obtained on the 
Eastern side of the TEDI River
1 P2046 1985.0339.1289-1292
M-DH M 32-
35 Model of Dubu
 (inred pen) : in 4 sections. (in 
pencil) l: no number attached to 
specimen but assume to be this 
specimen. Affected by borers
"KAINAKA" [KOITAPU Tribe, HOHODAE, Port Moresby B.W. Bramell 43
1 P2047 Fibre Head Covering
{Worn to protect the head when 
fighting} SAMBERIGI VALLEY, D.D.
Saunders-Flint 
patrol 1921-2 161
1 P2048 1985.0339.0842 M-A 21 Stuffed Human Head Lake Murray, W.D. J.H.P.M. 2.10.22
113. Refer to articles in Man 
March 1923, No. 18 by E 
Baxter Riley, No. 19 by Leo 
Austen and No 20 by AC 
Haddon. 
1 P2049 1985.0339.0707 M-A 22 Stuffed Human Head Lake Murray, W.D. J.H.P.M. 2.10.22 114
1 P2050 Two Human Skulls Lake Murray, W.D. J.H.P.M. 2.10.22 53
1 P2051 1985.0339.0028 M-DCC 20 Coconut Vessel  Used for drinking "KOIRI" Purari, Delta Div.
F.E. Williams, 
28.8.22 99
1 P2052 1985.0339.0644 M-AF 194 Bird-head Carving
{Seen in front of ravis, this one 
called "IPAI". "Made" 'for nothing' 
but acquires quality of "IMUNU"  
(in pencil): resembles a hornbill. 
"IRI-UKU" Purari, Delta Div. 31
1 P2053 Feather Head Ornaments (in pencil): badly insect-eaten
[KAMBISI Tribe, OTAVIA 
Range, N.D. F.R.Cawley 40
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1 P2054 1985.0339.0095 M-R 36 Cork-wood Charm
Gogodala head of corkwood, 
attached to headdress/plaque. Part 
has been broken off. Cowrie type 
shell for eyes, and black adhesive 
holding red seeds around eyes.
70M. up Fly R., W.D. 54
1 P2055 1985.0339.0709 M-A 25
Skull with 
carved Frontal 
(no mandible)
1 P2056 1985.339.1141 M-WSH 15 Toy Shield (in pencil): Trobriand?
1 P2057 1985.0339.0523 M-RP 121
Post with 
Carved Top 
(in pencil): 
?Club
(in pencil):  Lake Murray 
W.W.T.
1 P2058 1985.0339.1170 M-DT 39 Bamboo Tobacco Pipe (in pencil): no data
1 P2059 1985.0339.1184 M-DT 1 Bamboo Tobacco Pipe (in pencil): no data
1 P2060 1985.0339.1193 M-DT 30 Bamboo Tobacco Pipe (in pencil): no data
Note in pencil on NMA card states: close to 
the German boarder first visited in July 1915. 
I do not think this relates to this object.
1 P2061 Stone Mortar, very massive
See Ante. P2061-2065    P2066-
2079 From box 12 from hessian 
package no.14 box 13. 
"HO-HONG-
GAKADA" BOLI, Upper WARIA, N.D. 110
1 P2062 Stone "Pestle" BOLI, Upper WARIA, N.D. 110
1 P2063 1985.0339.0856 Carved Stone BOIANAI, East. Div. His Ex. J.H.P.M. 30
1 P2064 1985.0339.1304 M-DM 181?
 {Found during 1911 beneath 14 
feet of wash in a claim situatd in a 
"second terrace" from Ironstone 
Ck. Found by D. James (see 
official list 754/1927)
Lakekamu Goldfields 125. See Lyons' report in AR 1911:80, appendix D(1)
1 P2065 (in pencil): originally omitted from list BOIANAI, East. Div. J.H.P.M 32 Carved stone (see Chapter Four of thesis
1 P2066 1985.0339.1305 [PUMANI, MONARI River, BANIARA, N.E.DIVISION
O.J Atkinson, 
14.1.27 109
1 P2067 1985.0339.1305 [PUMANI, MONARI River, BANIARA, N.E.DIVISION
O.J Atkinson, 
14.1.27 109
1 P2068 1985.0339.1305 [PUMANI, MONARI River, BANIARA, N.E.DIVISION
O.J Atkinson, 
14.1.27 109
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1 P2069 1985.0339.1305 [PUMANI, MONARI River, BANIARA, N.E.DIVISION
O.J Atkinson, 
14.1.27 109
1 P2070 1985.0339.1305 [PUMANI, MONARI River, BANIARA, N.E.DIVISION
O.J Atkinson, 
14.1.27 109
1 P2071 1985.0339.0119 M-DM 90 Arm-shell Grindstone in pencil Mailu Isld., E. Div. Rev. W.J.V. Saville 27
1 P2072 1985.0339.0442 M-RM 19 Dance Mask (in pencil): broken when received "AWOTA" Goaribari, D.D. 160 Possibly also collected by Murray, but no data to support.
1 P2073 1985.0339.0443 M-RM 20 Dance Mask "AWOTA" Goaribari, D.D. J.H.P.M. 92 Recorded as 'avoko ' in NMA card catalogue
1 P2074 1985.0339.0522 M-MG 44 Drum, (no tympanum) Lake Murray, W.D. J.H.P.M. 41
1 P2075 1985.0339.0492 M-MG 61 Drum, (no tympanum)
[Village near Bamboo Ck., 
390 miles up Fly R.
Leo Austen, Jan-
Mch 1922 104
Long drum with rectangular handle, lizard 
skin tympanum - broken (has hole in centre, 
no wax beads on skin)
1 P2076 Destroyed Feather Head Plume Lake Murray, W.D. J.H.P.M. 55
1 P2077 Destroyed Feather Head Plume Lake Murray, W.D. J.H.P.M. 55
1 P2078 Destroyed Feather Head Plume Lake Murray, W.D. J.H.P.M. 55
1 P2079 Large Wooden Bowl "KABOMA" Trobriand Islds. 111
DATA FROMLIST
1 P2080 1985.0339.0219 M-OH 94 Forehead Ornament
{Forehead ornt. of white shell 
circles…graded in size…attached 
to string band
Purari Delta L.Austen, A.R.M 1929 340
1 P2081 Head-Dress Ornament
{Worn in hair, consists of 3 hornbill 
fthrs, attached by springy quills to 
bone prong at the base of each 
fthr, a number of red seeds
[KESE Vill. UMAIDAI, 
TURAMA R.
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 341
1 P2082 1985.0339.0206 M-OW 104 Bark Belt
{In form of spiral passing 3 times 
around wearer's middle; lightly 
incised with dentate patterns 
enclosed in ovals
"TITI BAGI" [KESE Vill. UMAIDAI, TURAMA R.
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 342
1 P2083 1985.0339.0144 M-ON 150 Shell Necklet (Disc) 
{Necklet of cowries (GEMUBI)... 
these imported to UMAIDAI from 
east and west
"GEMUBI" [KESE Vill. UMAIDAI, TURAMA R.
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 343
Top of each cowrie shell ('hump') has been 
cut off, string in a loop around each shell to 
fix to necklet. Shells almost all white.
1 P2084 1985.0339.0158 M-ON 161 Shell Necklet (Disc) 
{BIDI BIDI ornaments worn around 
the neck, also on bark 
belts…made from Conus shell
"BIDI BIDI" [KESE Vill. UMAIDAI, TURAMA R.
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 344
3 discs white (with brown spots) bound 
together with thick wire. For size of shells, 
very thick and heavy
1930 Per SS "morinda" received 24/2/1930 145/1930 
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1 P2085 1985.0339.0159 M-ON 162 Shell Necklet (Disc) 
{BIDI BIDI ornaments worn around 
the neck, also on bark 
belts…made from Conus shell
"BIDI BIDI" [KESE Vill. UMAIDAI, TURAMA R.
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 344
1 P2086 1985.0339.0160 M-ON 163 Shell Necklet (Disc) 
{BIDI BIDI ornaments worn around 
the neck, also on bark 
belts…made from Conus shell
"BIDI BIDI" [KESE Vill. UMAIDAI, TURAMA R.
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 344
1 P2087 1985.0339.0141 M-ON 282 Pearl Breast Ornt. 
{Crescent Pearl Shell Ornament. 
Imported from the east to UMAIDAI "HIAMU" or "MAIRI"
[KESE Vill. UMAIDAI, 
TURAMA R.
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 345
1 P2088 1985.0339.0258 M-OA 86 Arm shell White Armshell made form Conus shell "MABUO WAPO"
[KESE Vill. UMAIDAI, 
TURAMA R.
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 346
Armring is base of conus shell, at entrance 
to shell is small bundle of seeds and glass 
beads, white, red and disc. 
1 P2089 1985.0339.0256 M-OA 85 Arm shell White Armshell made form Conus shell "MABUO WAPO"
[KESE Vill. UMAIDAI, 
TURAMA R.
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 346
1 P2090 Armlet Plaited armlet with cowry shells (GEMUBI) attached.
[KESE Vill. UMAIDAI, 
TURAMA R.
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 347
1 P2091 1985.0339.0265 M-OA 87 Armshell?
{Fragments of armshell made from 
Conus shell…This variety of 
armshell imported from West (sic) 
to UMAIDAI
"MABUO" [KESE Vill. UMAIDAI, TURAMA R.
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 348
1 P2092 1985.0339.0176 M-OL 23 Leglet
{Legging made of plaited rattan 
cane …decorated with  cowries (or 
GEMUBI)… worn by men.
[KESE Vill. UMAIDAI, 
TURAMA R.
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 349
Tubular leg ornament (goes over calf and 
shin). Brown fibre in 'herringbone' weave. 
Double row of cowries down 'join' of leglet.
1 P2093 Arm Ornament Tuft of Cassowary plume… worn tucked in armlet
[KESE Vill. UMAIDAI, 
TURAMA R.
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 350
1 P2094
Skull 
(calvarium 
only)
(no particulars) WARIADAI, TURAMA RIVER
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 351
1 P2095 Skull with mandible
{Skull with mandible… collected at 
AIIDIA, KEREWA. It had been 
purchased from KAHAMOI 
Tribe…alleged to be that of an 
OMATI River bushman i.e., A 
KASERE man. 
KASERE?, DELTA 
DIVISION
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 352
1 P2096 Stone Club-Head
{Dark grey stone … has seven 
rows of triple points. Partly painted 
with white lime
"GOROPU" WARIADAI, TURAMA RIVER
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 353
1 P2097 1985.0339.1011 M-B 32 Bone Dagger
{Handle broken and mended with 
nail. Incised just below handle with 
anthropomorphic design…face 
"GOPI" VILLAGES, DELTA 
DIV
L.Austen, A.R.M 
1929 354
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1 P2098 1985.0339.0383 M-DG 23 Toy Whip
{Toy whip used in games .. Handle 
is of bamboo…the lash of twisted 
palm leaf…to the tip is fastened a 
'cracker' of string….to the tip a thin 
piece of rattan.
PURARI DELTA L.Austen, A.R.M 1929 355
1 P2099 1985.0339.1110 M-FT 31 Fish Trap
{Thorn-lined Fish Trap…These are 
in many sizes…The present 
specimen is the smallest.
KESE Vill. UMAIDAI, 
TURAMA R. 
L.Austen, A.R.M., 
1929 356
1 P2100 1985.0339.0630 Lump of Stone
{A lump of limestone …obtained 
from the built up "Latrine" of 
IRUWAKI (The hero) near 
KEMERUA
BARAKI Tribe, UPPER 
OMATI R.,
L.Austen, A.R.M., 
1929 357
1 P2101 1985.0339.0178 M-OC 19 Man's Dress 
{Labelled "single man's posterior 
cover"} Plaited strings of frayed 
sago leaf…these are bound 
together at the upper end with 
bast..at the lower end they open 
out into a bushy mass, the plaiting 
only going half way down.
KESE Vill. UMAIDAI, 
TURAMA R.,
L.Austen, A.R.M., 
1929 358
1 P2102 1985.0339.0752 M-TA 119
Sago adze 
(blade 
missing)
{Fine piece of worked black 
flint…fitted into a tang… and this 
onto an elbow-shaped haft
KASERE Tribes, E. 
TURAMA R.,
L.Austen, A.R.M., 
1929 359
1 P2103 Carved 'Plaque'
{Carved & painted tablet, from 
"ANEGU" Gu, of "PORAVI" Darimu 
named "MAMEDA"
"DARIMO-EBIHARI" DABEBI Vill., MORIGI ISLD. L.Austen, A.R.M., 1929 360
1 P2104 1985.0339.0445 M-RB 25 Carved 'Plaque'
{Carved & painted tablet, from 
"ANEGU" Gu, of "PORAVI" Darimu 
named "BOMOWAI"
"DARIMO-EBIHARI" DABEBI Vill., MORIGI ISLD. L.Austen, A.R.M., 1929
361. Ref: Newton 1961 Art 
styles of the Papuan Gulf.
1 P2105 1985.0339.0507 M-RB 19 Carved 'Plaque'
{Carved & painted tablet, from 
"ANEGU" Gu, of "PORAVI" Darimu 
named "EMAIETA"
"DARIMO-EBIHARI" DABEBI Vill., MORIGI ISLD. L.Austen, A.R.M., 1929
362. Ref: Newton 1961 Art 
styles of the Papuan Gulf.
1 P2106 M-WB 30 Palmwood Bow TURAMA RIVER.
L.Austen, A.R.M., 
1929 363
1 P2107 M-WB 7 Palmwood Bow TURAMA RIVER.
L.Austen, A.R.M., 
1929 363
9 P2108 2 Transfd to A.M. Coll.
Arrows, (bone 
points) TURAMA RIVER.
L.Austen, A.R.M., 
1929 363
10 P2109
M-WA 468-
475. 2 
Transfd to 
A.M. Coll. 
Arrows, 
(slender 
barbs)
TURAMA RIVER. L.Austen, A.R.M., 1929 363
5 P2110
2 Transfd to 
A.M. Coll. M-
WA 476-482
Arrows, (2 
rows shallow 
barbs)
TURAMA RIVER. L.Austen, A.R.M., 1929 363
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8 P2111 Transfd to A.M. Coll.
Arrows, (2 
rows deeper 
barbs)
TURAMA RIVER. L.Austen, A.R.M., 1929 363
7 P2112
Transfd to 
A.M. Coll. M-
WA 483-487
Arrows, (4 
rows deeper 
barbs)
TURAMA RIVER. L.Austen, A.R.M., 1929 363
1 P2113 2 Transfd to A.M. Coll.
Arrows, 
(Cassow. Toe-
nail point)
TURAMA RIVER. L.Austen, A.R.M., 1929 363
3 P2114 1 Transfd to A.M. Coll.
Arrows, (five 
pronged-fish). TURAMA RIVER.
L.Austen, A.R.M., 
1929 363
M-WS 93-96 Spear Solomon Islads
M-WS 142, 
144 Spear no loc
M-WS 184 Spear no loc
M-WS 199 Spear no loc
M-WS 212 Spear no loc
M-WS 214 Spear no loc
M-WS 215 Spear no loc
M-WS 260 Spear no loc
M-WS 399 Spear no loc
M-WS 440 Spear no loc
M-WS 466 Spear no loc
The following were listed in red pen without acknowledgement by the author "Papuan Spears located but without identification numbers"
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